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netting at different sporting stadiums/facilities in Washington and other surrounding states,
including Idaho. (Id.)
According to Mr. Anderson, the barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive
coverage than any other baseball stadium he has worked on or observed in his 43 years in the
netting industry.2 (Id. at 1
'I 9.) The other baseball stadiums Mr. Anderson has worked on and
observed over his 43 years in the netting industry generally only place barrier netting around the
home plate area and sometimes, in addition to the barrier netting around the home plate area,
extend barrier netting out to the end of the team dugouts. (Anderson Aff.,

en 10-11 (Ex. B).)

In fact, Mr. Anderson is unaware of any baseball club, other than the Boise Hawks, that

has chosen to exceed the industry standard by placing extra barrier netting almost all the way
down the fIrst-base and third-base lines of their baseball stadium - as the Boise Hawks have done
at Memorial Stadium. (Id. at

c.

en 12-13 (Ex. C).)

Laneuage On the Back of Each Boise Hawks Ticket.
A spectator, whether a season ticket holder or otherwise, cannot gain entrance into

Memorial Stadium without a ticket. (Rahr Aff., 116.)
'116.) The Boise Hawks tickets contain the
following language on the back of each ticket:
THE HOLDER ASSUMES THE RISK AND DANGERS
INCIDENTAL TO THE GAME OF BASEBALL INCLUDING
SPECIFICALLY (BUT NOT EXCLUSIVELY) THE DANGER
OF BEING INJURED BY THROWN OR BATIED
BATIED BALLS...
BALLS ...

2 On or about June 2, 2008, the Boise Hawks hired Allsports to install replacement barrier netting
at Memorial Stadium in Garden City, Idaho. (Anderson Aff., '15.) Allsports used existing barrier netting
poles to complete the June 2008 installation at Memorial Stadium. (Id. at '116-7 (Ex. A).) The work done
by Allsports is not at issue in this case.
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(ld. at n 16-17 (Ex. C).)
According to Mr. Rountree, he was a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for approximately
20 consecutive seasons/years - between 1989 and 2009. (See Evett Mf., Ex. A (Deposition of
Bud Rountree), 34:13-21 and 43:18-25; See also Rahr Aff., 1 3.) There are approximately 40
home games in each season. (Rahr Aff., 113.) By Mr. Rountree's own account, he personally
attended a minimum of 10 home games each of his 20 seasons/years as a season ticket holder.

(See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 44:12-45:6.) Thus, Mr. Rountree has personally attended over 200 Boise
Hawks games. (Jd.)
(Id.)
When Memorial Stadium fIrst opened in 1989, Mr. Rountree purchased two season ticket
seats. (Jd.
(Id. at 45: 10-16.) Shortly thereafter, Mr. Rountree "upped" his season ticket seats to four.

(Jd.)
(Id.) As a season ticket holder, at the beginning of each season Mr. Rountree would receive one
Boise Hawks ticket for each home game for each season ticket seat he purchased. (Rahr Aff., 1
21.) Thus, Mr. Rountree received somewhere between 80 (when he had two season ticket seats)
and 160 (when he had four season ticket seats) Boise Hawks tickets each season. This means
Mr. Rountree received somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks tickets during his 20
seasons/years as a season ticket holder. The aforementioned language was on the back of each
Boise Hawks ticket Mr. Rountree received since becoming a season ticket holder in 1989. (See
Rahr Aff., 118.)
Despite the fact that this language has been on the back of approximately 1600 to 3200
Boise Hawks tickets handled by Mr. Rountree over a 20-year period, Mr. Rountree claims to
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82:3have never read the language before the August 13, 2008, accident. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 82:3

D.

The August 13, 2008 Accident.
On August 13, 2008, Mr. Rountree took his wife, Linda Ballard, and two of his

grandchildren to a Boise Hawks game at Memorial Stadium in Garden City, Idaho. (Evett Aff.,
Ex. B (Deposition of Linda Ballard), 28:18-22.) Mr. Rountree had four season ticket seats in the
Viper section of Memorial Stadium - Row H, Seats 7-10. (Rahr Aff., en 19.) There is barrier
netting between Mr. Rountree's seats, as well as all other seats in the Viper section of Memorial
Stadium, and the field of play. (Id.; See also Evett Aff., Ex. A, 52:14-24.)
On August 13, 2008, however, Mr. Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats.

(See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5.) Instead, Mr. Rountree reserved a table in the Hawks Nest to
eat, drink, and watch the game. (Id.) The Hawks Nest is a full service eating and drinking area
and is fully enclosed by barrier netting. (Rahr Aff., en 10.)
In or around the fifth inning of the game, Mr. Rountree, his wife, and his two
grandchildren exited the fully enclosed Hawks Nest and went to the Executive Club, located
adjacent to the Hawks Nest, to watch the game. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 80:13-18.) The Executive
Club is located at the end of the third-base line next to the outfield wall of Memorial Stadium.
(Rahr Aff., en 8.) The Executive Club stops serving food and beverages before the beginning of

3 Mr.

Rountree's friend, Stan Tollinger, with whom he attended many of the Boise Hawks games,
knew about the language on the back of the Boise Hawks tickets for years prior to the August 13, 2008,
accident. (Evett Aff., Ex. C (Deposition of Albert Stanton Tollinger), 121:18-22:22.)
'121:18-22:22.)
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each game and, at that point, acts only as an alternative location for people to watch the game
without the obstruction of barrier netting. (Id. at 1[ 9.)
When Mr. Rountree entered the Executive Club with his wife and grandchildren, he told
his grandchildren that they could be hit by foul balls in this area if they did not watch out. (Evett
Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9.) During her November 2,2010, deposition, Ms. Ballard testified as
follows:
Q:

The evening of the accident, were you concerned at all that your step
stepgrandkids needed to be warned about watching out for foul balls at the
park?

A:

Well, we told them they needed to watch out. And where we were at, you
know, I felt it was relatively safe because I thought there was adequate
netting.

Q:

So before you got to the park. you told the boys. you need to watch out for
foul balls?

A:

Yeah. And I know Bud told them when we were down there, he says,
now, you guys, if you see a ball coming, make sure you watch for it, you
know, don't get hit.

Q:

And when you say "when we were down there," Bud told them that, where
is "down there"?

A:

Well, there's kind of a gazebo area that we walked down to after we got
through eating, because he wanted to show them everything down there.

Q:

And so the area that you just mentioned, that's the area where Bud was hit,
wasn't it?

A:

Yes.
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(Jd.)
(Id.) (emphasis added.)4

Approximately ten minutes after entering the Executive Club, while talking with someone
and facing away from the field of play, Mr. Rountree heard the "roar of the crowd" and turned
towards the field of play and directly into an oncoming foul ball. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 74:8-16;
75:18-25; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4.) The foul ball hit Mr. Rountree in his right eye and, as a result,
his right eye was surgically removed. (ld.) At his deposition, Mr. Rountree testified as follows:

Q:

And before you were hit, you weren't looking at the field; right?

A:

Before I was hit I was not looking at the field.

Q:

Because you were talking to someone?

A:

Correct.

***
Q:

What made you turn towards the field before you were hit?

A:

During the discussion with the other person, I heard the roar of the crowd,
similar to if it was a home run or something. So upon hearing that is when
head.... I turned my head, it took my eye out.
I turned my head....

***
Q:

Club]And when you were down in the elevated portion [the Executive Club]
and you were there for about 10 minutes before you got hit; right?

A:

When I was down in the elevated portion you said?

Q:

Yeah. You were there about ten minutes; right?

4 Based upon Ms. Ballard's testimony, she and Mr. Rountree warned the boys at least two different
times on August 13, 2008, that they needed to watch out for foul balls - once before getting to Memorial
Stadium and once in the Executive Club. ([d.)
(Id.)
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A:

Okay.

Q:

That's what Exhibit C says; right?

A:

Okay.

Q:

You agree with that; correct?

A:

Yes. I was confused when you said "down in the elevated section."

***
Q:

And you would agree, wouldn't you, that riWt before you were hit you
were not paying attention to the field of play?

A:

Correct.

(Evett Aff., Ex. A, 74:8-16; 75:18-25; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4) (emphasis added.)

E.

History Leadine Up To The AUlrnst 13,
13. 2008,
2008. Accident.
Mr. Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball and even helped coach his son's

baseball team when his son was younger. (See Evett Aff., Ex. A, 47:4-22 and 48:10-19.) As
discussed, Mr. Rountree was a Boise Hawks season ticket holder for approximately 20
consecutive seasons/years. (Id. at 34:13-21 and 43:18-25.) In fact, in Mr. Rountree's own
words, he is an "avid Hawks fan." (Id. at 44:3-4.) In his wife's words, Mr. Rountree "loves"
baseball. (Evett Aff., Ex. B, 29:25-30:2.)
As an "avid Hawks fan" who attended 200+ Boise Hawks games over a 20 season/year
period, Mr. Rountree knows that foul balls are common to the game of baseball, Mr. Rountree
knows that foul balls frequently enter the areas surrounding the field of play, and Mr. Rountree
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knows that, as a spectator, if you are not paying attention to the field of play there is the
possibility of getting hit by a foul ball. Mr. Rountree testified as follows:
Q.

Before the accident that you had back in 2008, did you ever see a spectator
get hit with a foul ball at Hawks stadium?

A.

I know that foul balls have come up in the stands, and whether people
were injured by them or not - you know. some people catch them.

Q.

So before the accident you had, you had seen spectators catch foul balls at
Hawks stadium?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And do you have a memory of ever seeing a spectator at a Hawks game.
before the accident. get hit with a foul ball?

A.

I don't think I can - defme what you mean by "hit," because -

Q.

Well, hit in the body.

A.

Oh, not that I was sitting there. I mean, I - not near me anyway.

Q.

But have you - excluding people sitting near you, did you ever see
anybody, before your accident, at Hawks stadium get hit with a foul ball,
regardless of where they were sitting?

A.

I've seen foul balls come into the stands. And when you say "hit," I can't
say if they were hit with them, or if they - the spectator caught them or
dodged them or what.

***
Q.

Have you ever had a ball come down near you at any time?

A.

What's your defmition of near?

Q.

Within 20 feet?

A.

Within 20 feet. yes.
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(Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:16-51:15 and 53:6-10) (emphasis added.)
Mr. Rountree's testimony is supported by the testimony of Stan Tollinger, Mr. Rountree's
friend, who is a fellow Boise Hawks fan and someone with whom Mr. Rountree would
frequently watch Boise Hawks games.5 (Evett Mf., Ex. C, 8:1-9:19 and 10:10-16.) During his
November 11,2010, deposition, Mr. Tollinger testified as follows:
Q.

At any of the games you ever went to, did you ever see a spectator get hit
by a ball?

A.

Yes.

***
Q.

And before Bud's accident, about how many times do you think you saw
people get hit at Hawks games with foul balls? You can guesstimate too.

A.

Sure. Two or three in all the years that I - because guys, you know - just
two or three times. Usually it's over the backstand.

***
Q.

But you did go to a lot of games. And, obviously, when you go to baseball
games, foul balls get hit pretty frequently in a game, correct?

A.

Correct.

Q.

And at Hawks games you probably saw foul balls go out into the parking
lot fairly often?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And probably saw cars get hit every once in a while?

A.

Yes.

5 Mr. Tollinger's seats are located one row back and directly behind Mr. Rountree's seats in
Memorial Stadium - Row I, Seats 9-10. (Evett Aff., Ex. C, 38:1-7.)
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***
Q.

But you probably saw people who had ball gloves at Hawks games to try
to catch foul balls?

A.

The kids.

Q.

The kids mainly? Yes?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And every once in a while, you probably saw someone who did catch a
foul ball with a glove at a Hawks game?

A.

Yes, and the audience would cheer.

Q.

Yeah. And in the little general area where you sat with your group of
friends, did balls ever come and land around you all?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And they would either be caught by someone or they would hit a seat or
the concrete and bounce off somewhere?

A.

Correct.

Q.

And that's just kind of part of a baseball game, isn't it, foul balls coming
into the crowd that are either being caught or bouncing away?

A.

Yes.

(Evett Aff., Ex. C, 32:5-34:21.)
According to Mr. Rahr, he has personally seen thousands of foul balls hit into areas
surrounding the field of play at Memorial Stadium in his seven seasons and approximately 280
home games with the Boise Hawks. (Rahr Aff., en 14.) Foul balls are a common occurrence at
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Memorial Stadium, not unlike any other baseball stadium, and are part of the game of baseball.
(Jd.)
(Id.)

Mr. Rountree also testified during his deposition that he had "occasionally" been in the
Executive Club prior to the August 13,2008, accident. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 68:22-24.) This
testimony is again supported by the testimony of Mr. Tollinger. According to Mr. Tollinger, he
and Mr. Rountree would go to the Executive Club" perhaps every other game." (Evett Aff., Ex.
17: 12-19.) Mr. Tollinger testified as follows:
C, 17:12-19.)

Q.

And was it obvious to you when you were in this area of the park [the
Executive Club] that there wasn't any netting-

A.

Yes.

Q.

- facing the field?

A.

Yes.

(Jd.
(Id. at 18:6-10.) (emphasis added.)

Lisa Leek, who knows Ms. Ballard from their employment in the mortgage industry, was
in the Executive Club at the time of the August 13, 2008, accident. (See Evett Aff., Ex. D
(Deposition of Lisa Leek), 7:19-8:6 and 12:15-22.) Ms. Leek's testimony supports Mr.
Tollinger's testimony that it was obvious there was no netting facing the field in the Executive
Club. Ms. Leek testified as follows:

Q.

And so my question is, simply the part of this area facing the field [in the
Executive Club], did that have netting on it the night of the accident?

A.

Are you talking about this part right here in front of the bench [looking at
Plaintiff's Exhibit Nos. 5 and 6]?

ILC, BOISE
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Q.

Yes.

A.

No. There was no netting there.

Q.

And the night of the accident, was it obvious to you there was no netting
there?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And you had been in that area before, correct?

A.

No.

***
Q.

So the night of the accident, that was the fIrst time you were ever in this
area [the Executive Club] that doesn't have netting facing the fIeld?

A.

Correct.

(Evett Aff., Ex. D, 14:10-22 and 15:5-8.) (emphasis added.) Ms. Leek reaffIrmed her testimony
when questioned later in her deposition by Mr. Rountree's counsel, in relevant part, stating:

Q.

When you walked into this area, can you recall whether or not you
consciously recognized that there was no netting between the Executive
Club area and the fIeld?

A.

I was aware there was no netting.

34: 19-23.)
(Id. at 34:19-23.)
In fact, according to Ms. Leek's testimony, she and her husband went into the Executive
Club because they knew there was no netting facing the fIeld of play and wanted to watch the
game without the obstruction of barrier netting. (Id. at 15:9-15.) Ms. Leek testifIed as follows:

Q.

And the night of the accident, do you remember, was there a particular
reason you went into that part of the park [the Executive Club]?

ILC, BOISE
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A.

I just walked around there to stand right by this pole right here [looking at
Plaintiffs Exhibit Nos. 5 and 6] to watch the game, because it was a little
easier to see than through the netting.

(Id.) (emphasis added.)

More importantly, Mr. Rountree's knowledge that foul balls could enter the Executive
Club area is demonstrated by Mr. Rountree telling his grandchildren that they could be hit by foul
balls in this area if they did not watch out (as discussed supra). (See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16
34:1635:9.)
While foul balls are common and it is important for spectators at Memorial Stadium to
watch the field of play, in Mr. Rahr's seven seasons and approximately 280 home games with the
Boise Hawks, the August 13, 2008, accident is the only time a spectator has suffered a "major"
injury because of a foul ball and, to his knowledge, the only time a foul ball has entered the
Executive Club. (See Rahr Aff., 1 15.)

III. SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD
Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure governs motions for summary judgment.
56(c) provides in relevant part:
Rule 56(c)
The judgment sought shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings,
depositions and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if
any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law.
I.R.C.P.56(c).
When a party moves for summary judgment under Rule 56(b), the non-moving party
"cannot rest on mere speculation because a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a
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genuine issue of fact." Samuel v. Hepworth, Nungester & Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87, 996
P.2d 303,306 (2000); McCoy v. Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820 P.2d 360,364 (1991). The
nonmoving party must submit more than just conclusory assertions that an issue of material fact
exists to establish a genuine issue. Coghlan v. Beta Theta Pi Fraternity, 133 Idaho 388, 401, 987

P.2d 300, 313 (1999); Verbillis v. Dependable Appliance Co., 107 Idaho 335, 689 P.2d 227 (Ct.
App. 1984). Rule 56(e) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states in pertinent part:
When a motion for summary judgment is made and supported as
provided in this rule, an adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's
response, by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must
set forth specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue for
trial. If the party does not so respond, summary judgment, if
appropriate, shall be entered against the party.

1.R.c.P.
I.R.c.P. 56(e).

In addition, the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law when the
non-moving party "fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element

essential to that party's case on which that party will bear the burden of proof at trial." E.g.,

Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 170, 16 P.3d 263, 267 (2000); Nelson By and Through Nelson
v. City ofRupert,
of Rupert, 128 Idaho 199,202,911 P.2d 1111, 1114 (1996).

IV. ARGUMENT
It is not entirely clear whether Mr. Rountree is alleging common law negligence or
premises liability in this lawsuit. Regardless, the Boise Hawks' position is that it complied with
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its limited duty to reduce the risks to spectators at Memorial Stadium of being hit by foul balls. 6
Moreover, Mr. Rountree consented to the risk of being hit by a foul ball when he entered
Memorial Stadium.

A.

The Court Should Adopt the Limited Duty Rule and Find that the Boise Hawks
Complied With It.
1.

Overview of the "Limited Duty" Rule.

The Boise Hawks ask this court to adopt the "limited duty" rule in this case and fmd, as a
matter of law, that it complied with the rule.
The question of whether a legal duty exists is a question of law for the court to decide.
Turpen v. Granieri, 133 Idaho 244, 247, 985 P.2d 669,672 (1999) (citing Freeman v. luker, 119

Idaho 555, 556, 808 P.2d 1300, 1301 (1991». The Supreme Court holds that not every person or
entity owes a tort duty to everyone else in all circumstances. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247-48,985
P.2d at 672-73. Accordingly, this court has the power to adopt the limited duty rule.
In determining whether a duty will arise in a particular context, Idaho courts have
identified several factors to consider. Id. at 247. Other courts have used the same factors to
adopt some form of a limited duty rule in the baseball setting. See, e.g., AMS Salt Industries, Inc.
v. Magnesium Corp. of
America, 942 P.2d 315, 321 (Utah 1997); Perreira v. State, 768 P.2d
ofAmerica,

Neither Home Plate nor Memorial Stadium have any liability under a premises liability theory as
neither was the land owner and neither had any control over netting at the stadium. Boise Baseball, LLC,
also has no liability as a mere owner of the Boise Hawks, because it had no control over the stadium. Only
one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises theory. Boots, ex rei., Boots v. Winters, 145
Idaho 389, 393 (Ct.App. 2008). If Plaintiff's theory against these Defendants is simple negligence, then
summary judgment is appropriate because there is no evidence of an act or omission by any of them that
constitutes negligence. See Cramer v. Slaton, 146 Idaho 868, 873 (2009) (negligence elements). Last, if the
Boise Hawks escape liability, Boise Baseball, LLC necessarily does as well.
6
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1198, 1209 (Colo. 1989); Carvalho v. Toll Bros. & Developers, 675 A.2d 209, 212-13 (N.J.
1996). The factors include the foreseeability of harm to the plaintiff, the degree of certainty that
the plaintiff suffered injury, the closeness of the connection between the defendant's conduct and
the injury suffered, the moral blame attached to the defendant's conduct, the policy of preventing
future harm, the extent of the burden to the defendant and consequences to the community of
imposing a duty to exercise care with resulting liability for breach, and the availability, cost, and
prevalence of insurance for risk involved. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247.
In addressing the scope of a baseball club's duty in the common law negligence and/or

premises liability setting, other jurisdictions overwhelmingly support some form of a "limited
duty rule," also commonly referred to as the "baseball rule," which places two important
requirements on stadium owners and operators: (1) there must be screening for the area of the
field behind home plate where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest; and (2) such
screening must be of sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators as
may reasonably be expected to desire such seating in the course of an ordinary game. 7

7 See generally James L. Rigelhaupt, Jr., Liability to Spectator at Baseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball
or Injured as Result ofOther
of Other Hazards ofGame,
ofGame, 91 A.L.R.3d 24 (1979); See also Turner v. Mandalay Sports
Entertainment, UC, 180 P.3d 1172 (Nev. 2008); Lawson ex reI. Lawson v. Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901
P.2d 1013 (Utah 1995); Bellezzo v. State, 174 Ariz. 548, 851 P.2d 847 (Ct. App. 1992); ARIz. REv. STAT.
ANN. § 12-554 (1999) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Hunt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337,
N.Y.S.2d644,424N.E.2d531
296 P.2d 495 (1956);Akinsv. Glens Falls CitySch. Dist., 53 N.Y.2d325, 441 N.Y.S.2d
644, 424N.E.2d531
(N.Y. 1981); Sparks v. Sterling Doubleday Enterprises, LP, 752 N.Y.S.2d 79 (N.Y. S. Ct. App. Div. 2002);
COLO. REv. STAT. ANN. § 13-21-120 (1994) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Sciarrotta v. Global
(2006)(statutorily
Spectrum, 194NJ. 345, 944A.2d 630 (2008); NJ. STAT. ANN. § 2A:53A-43-2A:53A-48 (2oo6)(statutorily
adopted limited duty rule); Arnold v. City of Cedar Rapids, 443 N.W.2d 332 (Iowa 1989); Lorino v. New
Orleans Baseball & Amusement Co., 16 La.App. 95,133 So. 408 (1931); 745 ILL. COMPo STAT. ANN. 38/1
(1992) (statutorily adopted limited duty rule); Costa v. Boston Red Sox Baseball Club, 61 Mass.App.Ct. 299,
809 N.E.2d 1090 (Mass. App. Ct. 2004); Benejam v. Detroit Tigers, Inc., 246 Mich.App. 645, 635 N.W.2d
219 (2001); Alwin v. St. Paul Saints Baseball Club, Inc., 672 N.W.2d
N. W .2d 570 (Minn. Ct. App. 2003); Anderson
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Although this duty has been framed differently in different jurisdictions, there is an
almost universal consensus that stadium owners and operators should not be held responsible for
injuries to spectators that result from foul balls leaving the field of play at baseball games - at
least if adequate safety screening has been provided to protect areas of the stadium in the vicinity
of home plate, where the danger is thought to be most acute. See FN7. The rule strikes a balance
between safety and preserving the essential character (including the innate risks) of baseball.
The limited duty rule identifies the duty of baseball stadium owners and operators with
greater specificity than the usual standard provides. E.g., Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175; Benejam,
635 N.W.2d at 223 (quoting McNiel v. Ft. Worth Baseball Club, 268 S.W.2d 244,246 (Tex. Civ.
App. 1954)). In this sense, the limited duty rule does not eliminate the stadium owners and
operators' duty to keep the premises in a reasonably safe condition or to exercise ordinary care to
prevent unreasonable, foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators against injury; rather, it
defmes that duty in detail. See, e.g., Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175. This rule insures that those
spectators' desiring protection from foul balls will be accommodated and that seats in the most
dangerous area of the stadium will be safe. See, e.g., Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d at 1015.
At the same time, this rule recognizes baseball tradition and spectator preference by not requiring
owners to screen the entire stadium. Id.

v. Kansas City Baseball Club, 231 S.
W .2d 170, 173 (Mo. 1950); Erickson v. Lexington Baseball Club, 233
S.W.2d
N.C. 627,65 S.E.2d 140 (1951); Hobby v. City o/Durham and Durham Bulls Baseball Club, Inc., 569 S.E.2d
1 (N.C. Ct. App. 2002); Cincinnati Baseball Club Co. v. Eno, 112 OhioSt. 175, 147 N.E. 86 (1925); Pakett
v. The Phillies, LP., 871 A.2d 304, 307-08 (pa. Commw. Ct. 2005); Friedman v. Houston Sports Ass'n,
Ass 'n, 731
S.W.2d 572, 574-75 (Tex. App. 1987); Tite v. Omaha Coliseum Corp., 144 Neb. 22 (Neb. 1943); Perry v.
Seattle School Dist. No.1,
66 Wash.2d 800, 405 P.2d 589 (1965); Moulas v. PBC Productions Inc., 217
No. 1,66
Wis.2d 449,576 N.W.2d 929 (1998).
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Neighboring states have recently adopted the rule.
In Turner v. Mandalay Sports Entertainment, UC,
[Le, 180 P.3d 1172 (Nev. 2008), the

Nevada Supreme Court afflrmed
affIrmed summary judgment for a minor league baseball team where a
spectator was injured when a foul ball struck her in the face as she sat in the baseball stadium's
concession area. In afflrming
affIrming the trial court's judgment, the court applied the limited duty rule
and found that although a proprietor owes a general duty to use reasonable care to keep the
premises in a reasonably safe condition for use, the risk of an occasional foul ball being hit into a
concessions area - which was located in the upper concourse level above the stands, with no
barrier netting surrounding it - does not amount to an unduly high risk of injury. Id. at 1176.
The court also found that the plaintiff failed to demonstrate that any other spectator had suffered
injuries as a result of a foul ball landing in the concessions area. Id. The court went on to state
that it recognized the importance of establishing parameters around personal injury litigation
stemming from baseball and that the stadium owner satisfied the applicable duty of care by
providing sufficient protected seating under the limited duty rule. Id.; See also FN 17.
17 .
Likewise, in Lawson ex rei.
rel. Lawson v. Salt Lake Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d 1013 (Utah
1995), the Utah Supreme Court affirmed summary judgment for the minor league baseball team
and city where a spectator at a baseball game was injured when a foul ball struck her in the head
while sitting in an unprotected seating area along the first-base line. In affIrming
afflrming the trial court's
judgment, the court applied the limited duty rule and found that although a baseball facility must
use reasonable care in providing a reasonably safe place for its patrons, having provided adequate
seating and protection for those spectators seated in the area behind home plate - the area
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considered to be the most dangerous - the baseball facility had no duty to provide additional
screening along the baselines of its field where the risk of being struck by a foul ball is
considerably less. Id. at 1015-16.

2.

This Court Should Adopt the "Limited Duty" Rule.

This court should adopt the limited duty rule under the Turpen test and clarify the duty
stadium owners and operators owe to spectators in the baseball setting. See, e.g., Turpen, 133
Idaho at 247, 985 P.2d at 672; Turner, 180 P.3d at 1175; Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 223; Salt Lake

Trappers, Inc., 901 P.2d at 1015.
Foul balls are an unavoidable part of baseball. Fans go to games specifically to catch foul
balls. Fan access to foul balls is an undeniable part of the game. Imposing a general duty of care
on the Boise Hawks, rather than the limited duty rule, would be tremendously burdensome and
necessitate changing the nature of the game at Memorial Stadium at the expense of the
community.
Foul balls are hit out of the field of play at Memorial Stadium all the time. (Rahr Aff., 'I[
14.) They fly into the parking lot where they can strike cars and pedestrians. (Evett Aff., Ex. A.
50:16-19; Ex. B, 33:13-34:4; and Ex. C, 33:10-22.) Even though the Boise Hawks have netted
the vast majority of the stadium, foul balls can still make it over the top of the netting and land
around spectators. (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:15-51:15 and Ex. C, 34:1-23.)
There are only two ways for the Boise Hawks to protect everyone in the vicinity of the
park from the possibility of being struck: (1) net every inch of the stadium from foul post to
behind home plate and erect netting several hundred feet high to prevent foul balls from leaving
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the park; or (2) shut down the club. Neither approach is acceptable as neither approach is
reasonable and would either alter the game beyond recognition or destroy it.
In addition to being overly burdensome and harmful to the community, imposing a
general duty of care on the Boise Hawks does not comport with the Turpen test in other respects.
Because foul balls are part of baseball, and being struck by a foul ball is an unavoidable risk,
there is no "closeness or connection" between the Boise Hawks' conduct and Mr. Rountree's
injury. Turpen, 133 Idaho at 247. The mere act of putting a game on presents a risk that
spectators will be hit, even those behind home plate. Similarly, there is no moral blame attached
to the Boise Hawks' conduct, because the risk of being struck by a foul ball is part of the game.
Id.
Foul balls and the risk of injury to baseball spectators are part of the game of baseball.
The only way to preserve the nature of a game where fans demand the ability to catch foul balls
is adoption of the limited duty rule.

3.

The Boise Hawks Complied With the Limited Duty Rule.

Under the circumstances of this case, Defendants have fulfilled the first component of the
limited duty rule by providing protection for the spectators in what is considered the most
dangerous section of the stands at Memorial Stadium - the home plate area. (See Anderson Aff.,
TJ[ 10-13.) Memorial Stadium exceeds industry standards by providing extra barrier netting
almost all the way down the first-base and third-base lines at Memorial Stadium. (Id.) In Mr.
Anderson's own words, "[t]he barrier netting at Memorial Stadium has more extensive coverage
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than any other baseball stadium I have worked on or observed in my 43 years in the netting
industry." (Id. at 1 9.)
Defendants have also fulfilled the second component of the limited duty rule by providing
adequate protection for as many spectators as may reasonably be expected to desire such seating
in the course of an ordinary game at Memorial Stadium. (See Rahr Aff., 1: 5; See also Anderson
Aff., Ex. A.) Generally this component is satisfied as long as there is an adequate amount of
protected seating around the home plate area alone. See, e.g., Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 223;

Akins, 441 N.Y.S.2d at 645-47, 424 N.E.2d at 532-34; Arnold, 443 N.W.2d at 333. However, as
discussed supra, Defendants have exceeded this industry standard by placing barrier netting that
is approximately 30 feet in height almost all the way down the first-base and third-base lines of
Memorial Stadium. (See Rahr Aff., 1 5; See also Anderson Aff., 1 12 and Exs. A and C.)
At the time of the August 13, 2008, accident, Mr. Rountree had four season ticket seats in
the Viper section of Memorial Stadium - Row H, Seats 7-10 - which has barrier netting between
Mr. Rountree's seats, as well as all other seats in the Viper section of Memorial Stadium, and the
field of play. (Rahr Aff., 1 19.) The night of the accident, however, Mr. Rountree chose not to
sit in his season ticket seats. (See Evett Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5.) Instead, Mr. Rountree chose to
enter and view the game from the Executive Club - a location in Memorial Stadium that does not
have barrier netting between it and the field of play and where he could be hit by a foul ball. (See
Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9; See also Rahr Aff., 1 9.)
One court keenly observed that "the chance to apprehend a misdirected baseball is as
much a part of the game as the seventh inning stretch or peanuts and Cracker Jack." Rudnick,
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156 Cal.App.3d at 802. Another court stated that "[t]here is an inherent value in having most
seats unprotected by a screen because baseball patrons generally want to be involved with the
game in an intimate way and are even hoping that they will come in contact with some projectile
from the field (in the form of a souvenir baseball)." Benejam, 635 N.W.2d at 222. Ultimately, by
specifying the duty imposed on stadium owners, the limit duty rule prevents burgeoning litigation
that might signal the demise or substantial alteration of the game of baseball as a spectator sport.
[d. at 223.

The Court should fmd that the limited duty rule applies and that the Boise Hawks are
relieved from any liability because it has provided protection for spectators in what is considered
the most dangerous section of the stands and has netted more extensively than the limited duty
rule requires. Accordingly, the Court should grant the motion for summary judgment.

B.

The Court Should Alternatively Find Plaintiff Bud Rountree Consented to the Risk
of Beine Hit By a Foul Ball.
Idaho's comparative negligence statute - Idaho Code § 6-801 - does away with the "all or

nothing" rule of the contributory negligence defense. Salinas v. Vierstra, 107 Idaho 984, 988,
965 P.2d 369, 373 (1985). In Salinas, the Supreme Court held that Idaho's comparative
negligence statute also applies to any use of assumption of risk as a defense and abolished its
legal effect in Idaho, with one exception: where a plaintiff expressly assumes the risk involved.

[d. at 989-90. In order to avoid any misunderstanding and confusion, the Salinas Court stated
that the terminology of assumption of risk should no longer be used because express assumption
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of risk clearly sounds in contract and not tort. Id. Rather, the correct terminology to use to assert
this defense [in tort] is "consent." Id. 8
"Consent" is the willingness for conduct to occur and it may be manifested by action or
inaction and need not be communicated to the actor. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 892
(1979). If words or conduct are reasonably understood by another to be intended as consent, they
are as effective as consent in fact. Id. Although the defmition of consent is straightforward and
comprehendible, Idaho appellate courts have not revisited the concept of "consent" in terms of
assuming risks in the tort setting since Salinas. Nevertheless, there are cases from other
jurisdictions that have explored this concept in detail - of particular importance are those in the
sports setting.
In the sports setting, which by its very nature involves an elevated degree of danger, if a
participant makes an informed estimate of the risks involved in the activity and willingly
undertakes them, then there should be no liability if he is injured as a result of those risks. See,
e.g., Turcotte v. Fell, 68 N.Y.2d 432, 437, 502 N.E.2d 964, 967, 510 N.Y.S.2d 49,52 (N.Y. Ct.

App. 1986); Hunt v. Portland Baseball Club, 207 Or. 337, 347-48 296 P.2d 495, 499-50 (Or.

8 Other comparative fault jurisdictions that have abrogated assumption of risk as a defense continue
to recognize consent as an absolute bar in an action for negligence. See, e.g., Knight v. Jewett, 3 Cal.4th 296,
11 Cal.Rptr.2d 2,834 P.2d 696 (Cal. 1992); Fell v. Zimath, 575 A.2d 267 (Del. Super. 1989); Kuehner v.
Green, 436 So.2d 78, 80 (Fla. 1983); Barrett v. Fritz, 42 1II.2d
Ill.2d 529, 248 N.E.2d 111 (Ill. 1969); Murray v.
Ramada Inns, Inc., 521 So.2d 1123 (La. 1988); Wilson v. Gordan, 354 A.2d 398 (Me. 1976); Kopischke v.
First Cont. Corp., 187 Mont. 471, 610 P.2d 668 (Mont. 1980); Mizushima v. Sunset Ranch, Inc., 103 Nev.
259,737 P.2d 1158 (Nev. 1987); Siglow v. Smart, 43 OhioApp.3d 55, 539 N.E.2d 636, 639 (Ohio App.3d
1987); Rutter v. Northeastern Beaver Cty., Etc., 496 Pa. 590, 437 A.2d 1198 (pa. 1981); Davenport v. Cotton
Hope Plant. Hor. Prop. Regime, 333 S.C. 71, 508 S.E.2d 565 (S.C. 1998); Perez v. McConkey, 872 S.W.2d
897,905-06 (Tenn. 1994); Farley v. M.M. Cattle Co., 529 S.W.2d 751 (Tex. 1975); Sunday v. Stratton Corp.,
136 Vt. 293, 390 A.2d 398 (Vt. 1978); Boyce v. West, 71 Wash.App. 657, 862 P.2d 592 (Wash. App. 1993);
Brittain v. Booth, 601 P.2d 532 (Wyo. 1979).
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1956). The risk assumed has been defmed a number of ways,9 but in its most basic sense it
means that the plaintiff, in advance, has given his consent to relieve the defendant of an
obligation of conduct toward him, and to take his chances of injury from a known risk arising
from what the defendant is to do or leave undone. Turcotte at 437. If the risks of the activity are
them... Id. at 439. The
fully comprehended or perfectly obvious, plaintiff has consented to them...
result is that the defendant is relieved of legal duty to the plaintiff; and being under no duty, he

cannot be charged with negligence." Id. at 438 (internal citations omitted).
For example, in Neinstein v. Los Angeles Dodgers, Inc., 185 Cal.App.3d 176,229
Cal.Rptr.612 (1986), the California Court of Appeals affmned summary judgment for the
baseball team where a spectator was injured when a foul ball struck her as she occupied a seat on
the fIrst base side of an unscreened area. In affmning the trial court's judgment, the court
acknowledged the abrogation of contributory negligence and the doctrine of assumption of risk in
California and stated that "where the plaintiff voluntarily enters into some relation with the

defendant, with knowledge that the defendant will not protect him against one or more future
risks that may arise from the relation ... [h]e may then be regarded as tacitly or impliedly
consenting to the negligence, and agreeing to take his own chances." Id. at 183 (quoting Prosser
and Keeton, Torts (5th ed. 1984) § 68, p. 481).

of "consent" is sometimes also referred to as "primary" assumption of risk in the sports
9 The concept of"consent"
setting. Assumption of risk in the "primary" sense, however, must be distinguished from assumption of risk
in the "secondary" sense, i.e., as a form of contributory negligence. In fact, according to the Idaho Supreme
Court, the facts in Salinas were only appropriate for the application of assumption of risk in the "secondary"
sense and therefore any implied rejection of assumption of risk in the "primary" sense by the Salinas Court
500. 503.
P .2d 722,
722. 725 (1989). Primary assumption
was only dicta. See Winn v. Frashier, 116 Idaho 500,
503, 777 P.2d
of the risk based on consent is still a viable defense in Idaho.
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"[ f]or instance, Prosser illustrates that a spectator "may enter a
The court further stated, "[f]or
baseball park, sit in an unscreened seat, and so consent that the players may proceed with the
ball.. .. [T]he legal result
game without taking any precautions to protect him from being hit by the ball....[T]he
is that the defendant is simply relieved of the duty which would otherwise exist."" Id. Before
reaching its ultimate decision that the Dodgers owed plaintiff no duty under these circumstances,
the court made the following comments:
The quality of a spectator's experience in witnessing a baseball game depends on
his or her proximity to the field of play and the clarity of the view, not to mention
the price of the ticket.
As we see it, to permit plaintiff to recover under the circumstances here would
force baseball stadium owners to do one of two things: place all spectator areas
behind a protective screen thereby reducing the quality of everyone's view, and
since players are often able to reach into the spectator area to catch foul balls,
changing the very nature of the game itself; or continue the status quo and
increase the price of tickets to cover the cost of compensating injured persons
with the attendant result that persons of meager means might be "priced out" of
enjoying the great American pastime.
To us, neither alternative is acceptable. In our opinion it is not the role of the
courts to effect a wholesale remodeling of a revered American institution through
application of the tort law.

Neinstein, 185 Cal.App.3d at 181,229 Cal.Rptr. at 614.
In this case, the undisputed factual background before the Court reveals the following:

•

Mr. Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 47:4-22);

•

Mr. Rountree helped coach his son's baseball team when his son was younger (Id.
at 49: 10-19);

•

Mr. Rountree, a self described "avid Hawks fan," has been a Boise Hawks season
ticket holder for approximately 20 years (Id. at 34:13-21; 43:18-25; and 44:3-4);
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•

Mr. Rountree has been to over 200 Boise Hawks games at Memorial Stadium (Jd.
(Id.
at 44:12-45:6);

•

Mr. Rountree has handled somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks
tickets that contain the language "the holder assumes the risk and dangers
incidental to the game of baseball including specifically (but not exclusively) the
balls ..." (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 45:10
45:10danger of being injured by thrown or batted balls..."
16; and Rahr Aff.,
16,17 and 21);

en

•

Foul balls are a common occurrence at Memorial Stadium, not unlike any other
baseball stadium, and are part of the game of baseball (Rahr Aff., 114; Evett Aff.,
Ex. C, 34:18-23);

•

Mr. Rountree witnessed foul balls enter the areas surrounding the field of play at
Memorial Stadium prior to August 13,2008 (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 50:15-51:19);

•

Mr. Rountree witnessed other spectators catch foul balls in the areas surrounding
the field of play at Memorial Stadium prior to August 13,2008 (Jd.);
(Id.);

•

At the time of the August 13, 2008, incident, Mr. Rountree had four season ticket
seats in an area of Memorial Stadium where there is barrier netting between his
seats and the field of play (Rahr Mf., 119; Evett Aff., Ex. A, 52: 14-24);

•

Mr. Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats on August 13,2008 (Evett
Aff., Ex. B, 30:17-32:5);

•

Mr. Rountree voluntarily entered the Executive Club at Memorial Stadium on
August 13, 2008, while the baseball game was being played (Evett Aff., Ex. A,
80:13-18);

•

The Executive Club provides an alternative location for people to watch a Boise
Hawks game without the obstruction of barrier netting (Rahr Mf., 1 9.);

•

Mr. Rountree had been in the Executive Club on several occasions prior to
August 13,2008 (Evett Aff., Ex. A, 68:22-24 and Ex. C, 17:12-19);

•

While in the Executive Club on August 13, 2008, Mr. Rountree told his
grandchildren they could be hit by oncoming foul balls if they did not watch out
(Evett Aff., Ex. B, 34:16-35:9); and
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•

Mr. Rountree was not paying attention to the field of play immediately before
being hit by the foul ball on August 13,2008 (Evett Mf., Ex. A, 74:8-16; 75: 18
1825; 101:3-14; and 111:1-4).

These undisputed facts establish Mr. Rountree knew that spectators could be hit by foul
balls at Memorial Stadium. Mr. Rountree's knowledge of this risk and his repeated attendance at
games where the risk was repeatedly demonstrated establish his consent to the risk of being hit
by a foul ball.
Even if Mr. Rountree did not have the extensive personal knowledge about baseball and
Memorial Stadium that he clearly has, most courts have found that spectators are presumed to
know that there is a risk of being hit by a foul ball when watching a live baseball game. See, e.g.,
Crane v. Kansas City Baseball & Exhibition Co., 153 S.W. 1076, 1077 (Mo. App. 1913)
("Baseball is our national game, and the rules governing it and the manner in which it is played
and the risks and dangers incident thereto are matters of common knowledge."); Swagger v. City
of Crystal, 379 N.W.2d 183, 185 (Minn. App. 1985) ("[N]o adult of reasonable intelligence, even
with the limited experience of the plaintiff, could fail to realize that he would be injured if he was
struck by a thrown or batted ball ... nor could he fail to realize that foul balls were likely to be
directed toward where he was sitting. No one of ordinary intelligence could see many innings [of
baseball] without coming to a full realization that batters cannot and do not control the direction
of the ball.").
The Court should alternatively fmd that this case presents circumstances where
Mr. Rountree consented to the risk of being hit by a foul ball. As such, Defendants are relieved
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•
of legal duty to him and, being under no duty, Mr. Rountree's negligence cause of action should
be dismissed as a matter of law.

v.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, it is respectfully submitted that Defendants Boise
Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC and
Memorial Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment be granted.
DATED

thist~

day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

?)Jb.r
---=J~e.~r
____
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Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks
Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC,
and Memorial Stadium, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE,
Plaintiff,
vs.
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a.
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business
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Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a
Florida Corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
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Defendants.
TO:

ALL PARTIES ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Boise Baseball,

LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC and Memorial
Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment for hearing before the Honorable Darla
Williamson, District Judge, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, on the 25th day of May,
2011, at the hour of2:45 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED this

~l

day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

uf{J:j- - - - By:
BY:~?1q.=-~-(J:j--'
?1=--------
Joshua S. Evett, of the firm
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and
Memorial Stadium, Inc.
NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

J

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 1v
day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows:
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A.
942 Myrtle Street
Boise, 10 83702
Attorney for Plaintiff

U.S. Mail
VHand Delivery
_ _ Federal Express
Facsimile- 345-4700

Joshua S. Evett

NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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,..

•

\

•

NO.~
A.M..:::.nuv

Joshua S. Evett ISB #5587
Jade C. Stacey ISB #8016
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 E. Front St., Ste. 300
P.O. Box 1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Facsimile: (208) 384-5844

FILED
FILED

~~.-=
~~.-=

P.M._-·
P.M._-·

MAR 0 3 2011
C;u;,
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Ck.;,
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks
Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC,
and Memorial Stadium, Inc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE,
Case No. CV PI 0920924

Plaintiff,
vs.

a

BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation d.b.a. Bosie Baseball, d.b.a.
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE
BASEBALL, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation d.b.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed business
name of Boise Baseball, LLC, HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS,
INC., a New York Corporation, DIAMOND
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation,

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL,
LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL
CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE
HAWKS
HA WKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1

000597

•

,

•

DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a
Florida Corporation d. b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M
Hill, CH2M HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a Ch2M Hill,
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
ROBERT PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through
X, whose true identities are unknown,
Defendants.
TO:

ALL PARTIES ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring on Defendants Boise Baseball,

LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, Horne Plate Food Services, LLC and Memorial
Stadium, Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment for hearing before the Honorable Darla
Williamson, District Judge, at the Ada County Courthouse, Boise, Idaho, on the 18th day of

May, 2011, at the hour of2:45 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard.
DATED this

~ day of March, 2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

J-f:v
Jf:v

r

By:,_-+Q""74(_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
By:,_-+Q-7't(
Joshua S. Evett, of the finn
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and
Memorial Stadium, Inc.
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE
HAWKS
HA
WKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2

000598

•

•
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the<'~ day of March, 2011, I caused a true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows:
VU.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
_ _ Federal Express
Facsimile- 345-4700

Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A.
942 Myrtle Street
Boise, ID 83702
Attorney for Plaintiff

-LJ,

J~

d-t-.v-

Joshua S. Evett

AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING ON DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE
HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3
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C t Gl
4A L
Will
W Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr (ISB#2387)
ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES,
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle Street
Boise
83702
Boise, Idaho 83702
Voice:
(208)
345-1000
Voice 208 345 1000
Fax
Fax: (208)
208 345-4700
345 4700

: ___~~.2: 06
NO

MAY 09
2011
092011
CHRISTOPHER
o.D RICH.
CHRISTOPHER
RICH Clerk
Clerk
By STEPHANIE VIDAK
By STEPHANIE
VIDAK
DEPUTY
OEPUTY

Plaintiff
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

Bud Rountree,
Rountree

PI 0920924
Case No
No. CV PI
0920924

Plaintiff

Affidavit Of
Of Bud
Rountree in
in
Affidavit
Bud Rountree
Opposition to Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Judgment
for
Summary
for Summary Judgment

v.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
al.
Boise

Defendants
Defendants

STATE
STATE OF IDAHO

County of
of Ada

)
) ss
ss.
)

Bud Rountree
Rountree, being
being first
first duly
duly sworn
sworn upon
upon oath,
deposes and
and says
as follows
follows:
Bud
oath deposes
says as
1.

1

am the Plaintiff
Plaintiff in
in this
this matter and
and, as such
such, have personal knowledge of the
II am
matters
matters contained
contained herein
herein.

2
2.

I make
make this
this affidavit on the
the basis of facts personally known to me
me.

3
3.

On August 13
13,2008,
being struck
struck by a line-drive
On
2008 II lost my eye as a result of being
linedrive foul
ball while
while II was
was conversing
conversing with
with aa friend
friend standing
standing around
around aa circular
circular table
table located
located
ball
in
located within Memorial Stadium
in an
an area
area now
now known
known as
as the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" located
Stadium.

SEINIGER
A
SEINIGER LAw
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.

Street
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax
7600
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-7600

Affidavit Of
Of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for
Affidavit
Summary Judgment
Judgment
Summary

-

p.]i
p

000600

However,
However II do
do not
not believe
believe that
that area
area had
had aa sign
sign designating
designating itit as
as the
the "Executive
Executive
Club"
Club on
on the
the night
night that
that II was
was injured,
injured though
though such
such aa sign
sign exists
exists now.
now Anyone
Anyone can
can
use
or any
use. II certainly
use this
this area,
area itit isis not
not exclusively
exclusively for
for anyone's
sor
anyone
any group's
suse
group
certainly am
am
not
not a member of any
any "Executive
Executive Club"
Club or
or any
any other club
club at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium
Consequently,
Consequently as
as in my complaint,
complaint I will refer
refer to this
this area
area as
as "the
the Elevated
Elevated
Nest To
Section of the Hawks Nest".
To my knowledge,
knowledge this area was just
just aa part
part of
of the

entire Hawks
Hawks Nest based upon the fact that it was connected to
to it,
it as illustrated by
by
hereto
the pictures attached hereto.
4
4.

On
Boise Hawk's
baseball game
On that
that evening,
evening II attended
attended aa Boise
s baseball
Hawk
game with
with my
my wife,
wife Linda
Linda
Ballard,
my grandsons
grandsons.
Ballard and my

5.

Hawks Nest".
Nest The
I had reserved
reserved a table at which to eat in an area
area known
known as the "Hawks
The

Hawks Nest
is enclosed
enclosed by
by protective
protective mesh
mesh netting
netting preventing
preventing foul
foul balls
balls from
from
Hawks
Nest is
entering. The Hawks
Hawks Nest is
is furnished with
with circular tables
tables, chairs and stools.
entering
stools
Individual's eating and
and drinking
drinking in
in the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest can
can safely
safely watch the
the game
game or
Individual
s
position their
their seats
seats so
so that
that they
they are
are not
not facing
facing the
the game
game, but
are turned
turned facing
facing and
and
position
but are
conversing with
with others
others. See
See, attached
attached Exhibits
Exhibits 11 and
and 2
2.
conversing
6
6.

The lower
lower portion
portion of
ofthe
Hawks Nest
Nest is
is connected
connected to
to the
the area
area that
that the
the Defendants
Defendants
The
the Hawks
call the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club." Both
Both the
the Hawks
Hawks nest
nest and
and the
the elevated section of
of the
call
Hawks Nest
Nest where
where II was
was struck
struck by
by the
the baseball
baseball extend
extend down the
the third baseleft
base/left
Hawks
field line
line virtually
virtually to
to the
the left field wall
wall.
field

7.

7

The Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and the
the elevated
elevated section
section of
ofthe
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest where
where I was
was struck
struck
The
by the
the baseball
baseball are
are not
not separated
separated other
other than
than by
by an
an elevated
elevated railing
railing necessitated
necessitated by
by
by

SEINIGER
A
SEINIGER LAW
LAWOFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.

942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise
Boise,Idaho
Idaho83702
83702
Voice
1000
Voice: 208
(208)345
345-1000
Fax
7600
Fax: 208
(208)345
345-7600

Affidavit Of
OfBud
Bud Rountree
Rountree in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for
Affidavit
Summary Judgment
Judgment - pp.2
2
Summary
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the
several feet.
feet The elevated
the fact that
that the extended
extended area is elevated several
elevated section the

Defendants refer to
to as the "Executive
Defendants
Executive Club"
Club is connected to the lower portion of
the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest. One
One can enter the
the elevated
elevated section
section of the Hawks Nest where II

was struck
struck by the
the baseball from the Hawks
Hawks Nest by stepping down from the rear
was
of the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest and up climbing four steps into that area.
of
area See,
See attached
Exhibit
4.
Exhibit 33 and 4
8
8.

The elevated section of the Hawks Nest where II was struck by the baseball is also
in the Hawks
furnished with round
round tables and chairs
chairs similar to those furnished in
Hawks

Nest. See,
5, 6,
8.
Nest
See attached Exhibits 5
6 7 and 8
9
9.

On
number of
of occasions
occasions prior
prior to
the evening
evening of
of my
accident, II had
both
On aa number
to the
my accident
had been
been in
in both
the
of the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest and had observed adults
adults and
and
the lower
lower and
and the
the elevated
elevated section
section of

children sitting and standing around tables eating and
and drinking during the times
that baseball
baseball games
games were
were being
played in
in both
sections.
that
being played
both sections
10
10.

When we entered
entered the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" my wife and grandchildren brought their
drinks with them
them. Others
Others were consuming food and beverages while we were in
the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club area
area.

11
11.

Numerous other
other people
people were
were not
not looking
occupied
Numerous
looking at
at the
the game
game and
and were
were occupied
conversing
with others
conversing with
others

12.
12

Both the lower and
and the
the elevated
elevated sections of
ofthe
Hawks Nest
Nest are protected from
Both
the Hawks
of horizontally strung mesh netting.
pop-fly
continuous barrier of
popfly balls by a continuous
netting See,
See
attached
2, 3
3,4,6,
The continuity
the netting
best
attached Exhibits
Exhibits 2
46 7
7 and
and 11.
11 The
continuity of
of the
netting is
is best
illustrated
by Exhibit
4.
illustrated by
Exhibit 4

SEINIGER LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, N
P.A.
RLAw
INICE
SE
A
Street
942 Myrtle
942
Myrtle Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000

Affidavit Of
Rountree in
Opposition to
Affidavit
Of Bud
Bud Rountree
in Opposition
to Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for
Summary Judgment
Summary
Judgment - p.3
p3

Fax: 208
(208)345-7600
Fax
7600
345

000602

13.
13

The entire length of the lower
lower section of
of the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest is protected from lineline
drive foul balls by a vertically
vertically strung mesh netting
netting barrier.
barrier

14
14.

To my
my knowledge
knowledge the
the entire
of the
home plate
and down
To
entire length
length of
the stadium
stadium behind
behind home
plate and
down
the right field line is also protected
protected by vertically strung mesh netting barrier.
barrier See,
See
attached
Exhibit 9
attached Exhibit
9.

15.

15

Only the
the front section of the elevated section of
ofthe
Hawks Nest where I was
the Hawks
struck by
by the
the baseball
baseball is not
not covered with
with vertically strung
strung protective
protective netting
netting.

16
16.

On
of my
my accident,
not observe
warning not
not to
On the
the evening
evening of
accident II did
did not
observe any
any warning
to enter
enter the
the
of the Hawks'
elevated section of
Hawks Nest with food or drink.
drink There was no warning
not to turn
your back
back on
on the game,
to sit
sit or
or stand so that
that you
you could observe
not
turn your
game or to
home plate
plate at
at all
all times
times. II did
did not
not observe
any of
the park
attendants warn
of
home
observe any
of the
park attendants
warn any
any of
the patrons in the
the elevated section of the Hawk's
s Nest to turn around and pay
Hawk
attention
to the
the game
game.
attention to

17
17.

In their memorandum Defendants
represent that
that I warned my grandsons
grandsons to watch
Defendants represent
out for foul balls in the elevated area that they call the "Executive
As II
Executive Club".
Club As
testified
in my
warn them
them to
to watch
testified in
my deposition,
deposition II did
did not
not warn
watch out
out for
for foul
foul balls
balls in
in that
that
area,
because II did
did not
not feel
feel the
the need
to. The
was protected
area because
need to
The area
area was
protected from
from pop-fly
popfly balls
balls
by the
the mesh
mesh barrier
barrier strung
strung over
over it
it, and
that the
by
and II assumed
assumed that
the Boise
Boise Hawk's
s
Hawk
management
had adequately
adequately protected
management had
protected the
the area.
area

18
18.

In my
my wife
wife' s deposition she
she talks about children shagging foul balls
balls. Other than
than
sdeposition
the
on which
which II was
injured, II am
unaware of
the occasion
occasion on
was injured
am unaware
of any
any foul
foul balls
balls entering
entering any
any
ofthe
Hawks Nest
Nest, including
elevated section
where II was
injured.
portion of
portion
the Hawks
including the
the elevated
section where
was injured

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
Street
942 Myrtle
942
Myrtle Street
Boise, Idaho
Boise
Idaho 83702
Voice: 208
(208) 345-1000
Voice
345 1000

Affidavit Of
Rountree in
in Opposition
Opposition to
for
Affidavit
Of Bud
Bud Rountree
to Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
Summary
p4
Summary Judgment
Judgment - p.4

Fax: 208
(208)345-7600
Fax
7600
345
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Because
Becauseofthe
ofthe horizontal
horizontal netting
netting over
overthat
thatarea
area pop-fly
pop fly foul
foulballs
balls cannot
cannot enter
enter
that
that area
area from
from above,
above though
though they
they can
can bounce
bounce or
or drop
drop into
into the
the area
area toto the
the rear
rear of
of
the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club depicted
depicted in
inExhibits
Exhibits 33 and
and 11.
11
19
19.

II was
was of
of the
the beliefthat
belief that those
those occupying
occupying the
the elevated
elevated area
area ofthe
ofthe Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest
where
injury from
where II was
was struck
struck by
by the
the line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball
ball were
were not
not atat risk
risk of
ofinjury
from foul
foul
balls
balls because,
because the
the area
area overhead
overhead was
was strung
strung with
with horizontal
horizontal netting
netting protecting
protecting us
us
from pop-fly
pop fly balls,
balls patrons were
were invited
invited to
to seat
seat themselves
themselves around
around tables
tables where
where it
was
was obvious
obvious that
that they
they would
would not
not all
all be
be watching
watching the
the game,
game and
and that
that the
the area
area was
was
sufficiently
home plate
sufficiently distant
distant from
from home
plate that
that itit appeared
appeared that
that the
the Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks
Management had
that its
Management
had concluded
concluded that
its occupants
occupants were
were adequately
adequately protected.
protected While
While II

cannot recall whether or not I observed at that time that the front of the elevated
area where
where II was
was struck
struck in
was covered
with mesh
mesh netting
netting, II can
say that
area
in the
the eye
eye was
covered with
can say
that
to believe that
that the Boise Hawk's
all of the other circumstances lead me to
s
Hawk
of being
being hit
hit by
by foul
balls and
taken appropriate
appropriate
Management had
had accessed
accessed the
the risk
risk of
Management
foul balls
and taken
action to
to prevent
prevent whatever risk
risk there
there was
was.
action
20
20.

had come
come to
to rely
rely on
on the
the fact
fact that
that in
in the
the areas
areas that
that food
food and
and beverages
beverages were
were
II had
served and
and tables
tables were
were provided
provided for
for patrons
patrons to
to sit
sit and
and converse
converse seated
seated both
both
served
towards and
and away
away from
from the
the ball
ball field
field, the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Management
Management had
had assessed
assessed
towards
the risk
risk ofinjury
of injury from
from foul
foul balls
balls and
and taken
taken the
the steps
steps necessary
necessary to
to eliminate
eliminate that
that
the
risk
risk.

21
21 .

On this
this occasion
occasion and
and many
many others
others he
he Executive
Executive Club
Club was
was furnished
furnished with
with circular
circular
On
tables and
and stools
stools suitable
suitable for
for eating
eatingand
and drinking
drinkingand
and configured
configured so
so that
thatitit isis atat
tables

SEINIGER
SEINIGERLAW
LAW

A
OFFICES.P
P.A.
MyrtleStre
Street
942Myrtle
Boise
Boise,Idaho
Idaho83702
83702
Voice
1000
Voice:208
(208)345
345-1000
Fax
7600
345
Fax:208
(208)345-7600
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AffidavitOf
OfBud
Bud Rountree
Rountree inin Opposition
OppositiontotoDefendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for
Affidavit
SummaryJudgment
Judgment - pp.5
Summary
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least foreseeable
foreseeable if not intended that
that patrons will seat themselves so that they are
not looking at the game
game.
not
22
22.

On September 30
30,2007
tickets to the Boise Hawks
2007 II agreed to renew my season tickets
games and made a three year commitment to renew those tickets for three years.
years
See, attached
10. This
This is
the only
only agreement
agreement that
that II entered
entered into
into with
with any
See
attached Exhibit
Exhibit 10
is the
any
of the
the Defendants
Defendants.

23
23.

The agreement does not contain any consent
consent, waiver,
waiver release ofliability
of liability or other
such language.
language

24
24.

II received
my tickets
tickets after
after II had
entered into
into the
the agreement
to renew
received my
had entered
agreement to
renew my
my tickets
tickets
after II had paid for the tickets
tickets.
and after

25
25.

me prior to
to my purchasing or receiving my tickets
tickets that they
No one advised me
believed that
that by
by accepting
accepting the
the tickets
attending the
the baseball
games II was
believed
tickets or
or attending
baseball games
was
consenting to
to accepting
accepting any
any risk
risk of
injury.
consenting
ofinjury

26
26.

did not
not sign
sign or
enter into
into any
any other
other agreement
agreement with
with the
II did
or otherwise
otherwise enter
the Defendants
Defendants
containing any consent
consent, waiver
waiver, release
release of liability or other such language
language.
containing

27
27.

At no
no time
time did
either in
or orally
orally, consent
accepting any
At
did II expressly,
expressly either
in writing
writing or
consent to
to accepting
any
risk of
of injury
injury, to assume any risk or injury,
to release anyone from liability for any
injury to
any
injury caused
caused by
by anyone
anyone sustained
while II was
attending any
injury
sustained while
was attending
any baseball
baseball game
game in
in
Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.

28
28.

At no time did II otherwise intend by conduct to manifest any such consent to
At
accepting
any risk
risk of
injury, to
to assume
any risk
risk or
or injury
injury, to
anyone from
from
accepting any
of injury
assume any
to release
release anyone

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, A
P.A.
SEINIGER
P
Street
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000

Affidavit Of
Bud Rountree
Rountree in
Opposition to
Affidavit
Of Bud
in Opposition
to Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for
p.66
Summary
Judgment
p
Summary Judgment

Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-7600
Fax
7600
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liability for any injury caused
caused by anyone sustained
sustained while
while II was
was attending
attending any
any
baseball
baseball game in
in Memorial Stadium.
Stadium
29
29.

II am
am not
not aware
aware of
of any
any conduct
conduct on
on my
my part
part from
from which
which anyone
anyone could
could infer
infer that
that II
had manifested consent to accepting any risk
risk of injury,
injury to assume
assume any
any risk or
injury,
injury to release anyone from liability for any injury caused by anyone
anyone sustained
while I was attending any baseball game in Memorial Stadium.
Stadium

30
30.

I never read the language on the backs of any of the tickets sent to me by the
Defendants.
under any
to do
Defendants II did
did not
not believe
believe that
that II was
was under
any obligation
obligation to
do so,
so and
and the
the
language was
was in such
such tiny print that it was it could not be read without great
effort. II was
not advised
that II certainly
any obligation
obligation to
read
effort
was not
advised that
certainly was
was under
under any
to read
tickets. Advertisements were printed on the backs of the tickets
anything on the tickets
tickets
and for
for all
all II knew
knew the
the printing
printing related
to the
the advertisements
advertisements, though
though II never
and
related to
never
out. About the
the only
only thing that I read on the
the tickets
tickets was the date
bothered to find out
and
and the
the seat
seat number
number.

Dated May 8
8, 2011
2011.
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~Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree

Subscribed and
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to before
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SEINIGER LAW OFfiCES, P.A.
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942
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Voice
1000
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Of Bud
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Rountree in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
Affidavit
Summary Judgment
Judgment - pp.77
Summary
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CERTIFICATEOF
OFSERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

On
the foregoing
On May
May 8,8 2011,
2011 IIcaused
caused aatrue
true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of
ofthe
foregoingdocument
documenttotobe
beserved
served
byfax
fax upon:
upon
by
Josh Evett
Evett
Josh
ELAM
BURKE P.A.
A
P
ELAM & BURKE,
251 East
East Front
Front Street
Street Suite
Suite 300
300
251
P O.
O Box
Box 1539
1539
P.
Boise ID 83701-1539
83701 1539
Boise,ID
Fax (208)
208 384-5844
3845844
Fax:

Dated May 8,
8 2011.
2011

J
Wm Breck Seiniger
Jr
Wm.
Seiniger, Jr.
Attorney for Plaintiff

W

CES P
A

SEINIGER LAW OFFICES, P.A.
SEINIG9E2
eOF
Myrtle
Street
942LAyrtl
Boise
Boise,Idaho
Idaho83702
83702

Voice
1000
Voice:208
(208)345
345-1000
Fax
7600
Fax:208
(208)345
345-7600
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2008
2008 SEASON
SEASON TICKET
TICKET
Early
Early Renewal·
Renewal Form
Form
Early Renewal
Renewal Deadline
Deadline October
October 1'*2007
ta 2007
. Earl

/

Y
_Zw.e
4.M!.er4&
,---______--,
COMPANY
14 J~
COMPANY:
33 ,,8~IJ·
~f7
Boise Hawks Baseball Club
j9 r
7 BoIHHIWIIsa..a.IIClub
ADDRESS q,£
y
Al Z;~.. I,........
ADDRESS:
1: LV
.s~ .
MOO Glenwood
s
CITY
Stat ::t:-? Zip:
CITY:
~/L
Stati._
80JH ID 8371.
Zip 'i'~
36"/6
P
C
PHONE
y
PHONE:
L JI'ib -.c J yj'
208-322-1000
EMAIL
NAME
NAME:

5600 Glenwood
Bott 10 83714
5000
208322

EMAI L:

com
bolsehawks

SEASON TICKET RENEWAL
SEASON

.s..t

Same
Deadine December
December 1.,
1 2007)
(ffM1 s.m
• Sett"DMcIlrie

DIRECTIONS:
DIRECTIONS Please
Please initial
initial in
in the
the appropr'iate--I)oxes
appropriate boxes be~
below the
the details
details or
of your
your renewal.
renewal When
When you
you
have
completed
initialing
your
boxes,
pleaSe:sigi'l'
and
date-at.the
bottom
before
returning
have completed initialing your boxes please sign and date the bottom before returning your
your renewal
renewal
to the
the Hawks.
Hawks Thank
Thank youl
voul
to
.
'. ' .
.
THIRD BASEIHOME PLATE BOX

THIRD BAS.ElI:IOIIE PLATE RESERVED
S.
~T8;~l;ln~T8)
SEATS
RED sEjAT
&
3 FIRST BASE
13ASE SOX-SEATS
80XSEAT3 (BLUII;·8EAT8)
B SEA
TS
...::._.•_ Prte»
Early Renewal
Renewal
Price
&rIy"'''''
Price
Prtu
NW
Aftw oct.
Oct 1.
1 2007
2007
1310
PER SEAT
5366 PER SEAT
f330 PER
SEAT 1 $311

SEATS
SEATS

LUE SEATS)
B
SEATS
(BLUE
Early Renewal
Renewal Prlc.
Price
Re.ww.l
e.rlyRe
.....
Price
After Oct.
Oct 1.
1 2007
2007
Prtca
Aftw
425 PER
PER SEAT
460 PER BEAT
$421
SEAT 1 ~PER8EAT

. ..

PLEASEJNMAL APPROPRIATE
You l
};!;EAS~
APPR~TE BOXES
BOXES Thank
(Thank Your)

-

FIRST
FIRST BASI!
BASE RESERVED
RESERVED HATS
SEATS
lBLEACHER
BLEACHER SEATS)
SEATSI
R.....aPrIc:e
!II1ty
Early .........
Renewal
Renewal Price
Att.
PrIce
Price
After Oct.
Oct 1.
1 2001
2007
'152
1 s2 PERSl!AT
PER SEAT 1 $111
196 PER
PER '!AT
SEAT

~

~1would
would like
On to renew
NMW my SMeon
2DOI Bolas
80_ .
. . . a...an
Season TIcbta
Tickets for the 2008
Hawke
Season

.-" you
you are
... plannlni
on upgrading
upgt8d1ni or
or adding
adding seats
. . . . for
for 2008
2ICII. you
N
planning on
you ,.,....
must first
lima ,.....
renew ,our
your 2007
2007 .....
seats

D 1 would like toto renew mym, Reserved Parking for theihe 2008 noise
BcHe Hawks Season 160 per spot
D 1 am Interested
I~ In a~ Season Ticket upgrade andfor adding seats to my account for the 2008 Boise Hawke
HIIwka season
n
I would like

111m

renaw
In

ReMrwd Parldng for

2001

Hawkil Seaon ($150 per .pot)-

SNion TlCbt upg,... andtor.llddlng ..... 110 my IICCOUnt for the 2008 80...

R COMMITMENT
:ru.RE~
COMMITMENT OPTION
OPTk)N

THRE

Seaon

.

LX; would
would like
like to
to renew
renew my
my Season
Seuon Tickets
l'IcUt8 and
and Reserved
R••• ~ Parking
PuIdng Pass
PaM for
for 33 years
YNN 2010
(2001-2010)
2008
you renew
rW1eW your SeMon TIckiet8 and Partdng , . . for ttl,.. y.u. on or Wen October 1. 2007, JCI'.I wi. Iock-lnto the !arty
IfIf
you
your Season T
ckata and Parking Pan 201LIf.you
for three years
on or before October 1 2007 you will lock
Into the Early
Renewal nckat.nd P.tdng P11ce Ihraugh
, . . . yaur Seuon '1'IcIaIt8 .,.. Pwtdng ,... for ttl,.. ~ra

the,..,.

Renewal Ticket and Parking Price through the year 2010 Ifyou renew your Season Tickets and Parking Pass for three years
&f"~:;Orwhal
:;>"t.Qbcir 1.:. 200
2C~'t, yvu
)"'"' will
wClI lock
iock into
In(o the
.... 2000
2008ticket
tIc_ and
and: parking
pertdng price
priGe through
thraugh the
...year
,..,2010
2010. ALL
ALL SEASON
8I!ASON TICKET
nCKET HOLDERS
HOl:.D!RS
a
with THREE
THREE YEAR
YEARCOMMITMENTS
COMMITMENTS receive
receIw pemonal
pemonaIMIt
n.m. plaques
......aa one
onetime
.....gilt
giftof
01 Hawks
...... autographed
8Utagnphed memoraula
meraorablia. and
and
with
seat name

UllranliMd giveaway
IvHwa packages
..for
foryears 20013
2001-201 D.
g
u
aranteed
2010
Type
Typeof
ofpsyment
Plym8ntPlease
cp-.echeck
d1eckone
one):

o

now

now

would like
like to
to be
be billed
billed or
orcard
card charged
cha'ged Circle
(CIn:lePI)'menI
PI.,,):Quan
QufIttIIt1y-25%
due now
now I I Sianauaty
BIMnueIIy-50"4due
now I Once
Once-100%
dill
1 Iwould
Payment Pion
25 due
50 due now
100 due

_0 If you setect QUartedy ~nt eycte.lnltllmenlswllbe due (1 ) III trneof,.,..... (2) Dec:embar 1", 2007. (3) Febnuuy 1". 2008 & (.) May 1·, 2008
- -IfItyou
youselect
seIet:tbiannually
llIannuallypayment
paymentcycle
cyde.Irrsiallments
lrasla$'nentswill
will be
t..due
due1
(1)ataltore
trneofof,.".....
(2)May
"'-Y1
1-,2008
2008
renewal a 2

If you select quarterly payment cycle installments will be due 1 at time of renewal 2 December 1 2007 3 February 1 2008 8 4 May 1 2008

Card
o Credit
CardVisal
~saJMaster
Master)s,
Exp.
oCredit
....Iwould
mycredit
ctedicard billed automatically per biannual or quarterly payment cycle
eyde
-like my
o ChecklCasf1 (enc:losed) .
I would like

cafO billed lulomalicaltt I*' bi.~ or Qualtett1 PlYlMnI

Exp

Cash enclosed
Check

hOld~/~_ __
hol

Signature
ticimt
Signatareof
oftic:lcet

Date

Date:
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I
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TILED
NO.
FILED
; ; ( ":;;[5
AJ.A.
_ _- -P
P.M.
.
M
M
A

Will
W Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr (ISB#2387)
ISB2387
SEINIGER
LAW
OFFICES,
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise,
Voice (208)
208 345-1000
3451000
Voice:
Fax (208)
208 345-4700
345 4700
Fax:

MAY
2011
MAY 09
092011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERD.D RICH,
RICH Clerk
Clerk
By
VIDAK
By STEPHANIE
STEPHANIE
VIDAK
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys
Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
IN THE
THE DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
OF THE
THE
STATE
STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA

No CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924
Case No.

Rountree
Bud Rountree,

Affidavit of Joellen Gill

Plaintiff

v.
V

al
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al.

Defendants
Defendants

STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO

)
)ss.
ss

County of
of Ada
Ada
County

)

CHFP. CXLT
CXLT, being
being first
first duly
duly sworn upon oath
oath, deposes and
and
Joellen Gill
Gill, M
M.S. CHFP
Joellen
S
states
states as
as follows
follows:

have been
been retained
retained by
by the attorney
attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff Rountree
Rountree to
to evaluate
evaluate from
from aa Human
11. II have
Factors perspective
perspective the
the circumstances
circumstances of
ofan
an occurrence
occurrence that
that occurred
occurred on
on or
or about
about
Factors
August 18
18, 2008
2008 at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium in
in Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho. At
At that
that time
time, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was
was
August
struck in
in an
an eye
eyeby
by aa linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
ball.
struck
am employed
employed as
as an
an associate
associate engineer
engineer in
inthe
the firm
firm of
ofApplied
Applied Cognitive
Cognitive Sciences
Sciences,
22. II am
locatedatat2104
2104 W
W. Riverside
Riverside Ave
Ave. , Spokane
Spokane, WA
WA, 99201
99201.
located

Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen Gill
Gill
Affidavit

-- pp. 11
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ThePresident
Presidentand
and Chief
ChiefScientist
Scientistof
ofApplied
Applied Cognitive
Cognitive Sciences
Sciences isis Rick
Rick Gill
Gill, Ph
Ph.D.,
33. The
D
CHFP.CXLT
CXLT.
CHFP
Rick Gill
Gill has
has collaborated
collaborated on
on the
the investigation
investigation and
and analysis
analysis ofthe
of the matters
matters discussed
discussed
44. Rick
in this
this affidavit
affidavit.
in
Attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit
Exhibit 11 is
is an
an authentic
authentic copy
copy of
ofmy
my Curriculum
Curriculum Vitae
Vitae.
55. Attached
Attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit
Exhibit 22 is
is an
an authentic
authentic copy
copy of
of Rick
Rick Gill
Gill's Curriculum
Curriculum Vitae
Vitae.
66. Attached
s
The facts
facts represented
represented in
in Curriculum
Curriculum Vitaes
Vitaes attached
attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibits
Exhibits 11 and
and 22 are
are
77. The
true
true and
and accurate
accurate.

8. Human
Human factors
factors science
science or
or human
human factors
factors technologies
technologies is aa multidisciplinary field
8
incorporating contributions
contributions from
from psychology
psychology, engineering
engineering, industrial
industrial
incorporating
design, statistics
statistics, operations
operations research
research and
and anthropometry
anthropometry. ItIt is
that covers:
design
is aa term
term that
covers
a. The science of understanding the properties of human capability (Human
Human

a

Factors Science).
Factors
Science
h. The application of this understanding to the design,
b
design development and
deployment
deployment of
of systems
systems and
and services
services (Human
Human Factors
Factors Engineering).
Engineering
c.
The
art of
c
The art
of ensuring
ensuring successful
successful application
application of
of Human
Human Factors
Factors Engineering
Engineering to
to aa
program
program (sometimes
sometimes referred
referred to
to as
as Human
Human Factors
Factors Integration).
Integration
9.
9 There
There are
are five
five fundamental
fundamental steps
steps to
to aa risk
risk management
management program:
program Identify
Identify the
the Hazard,
Hazard
Create
Create aa Plan
Plan to
to Control
Control the
the Hazard,
Hazard Implement
Implement the
the Solution,
Solution Evaluate
Evaluate the
the Solution,
Solution and
and
Document
Document the
the Process.
Process In
In order
order to
to ensure
ensure the
the safety
safety of
of their
their spectators,
spectators Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks
Management
Management must
must employ
employ some type
type of
ofproactive
proactive safety
safety program
program or
or risk
risk management
management
program.
program

Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen Gill
Gill-- p.
Affidavit
p 22
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10. As
As aa part
part of
ofmy
my education
education and
and work
work experience
experience II have
have studied
studied the
the risk
risk management
management
10
practices of
ofaa wide
wide variety
variety of
ofbusinesses
businesses.
practices
11 . Without
Without question
question, one
one of
ofthe
the most
most basic
basic requirements
requirements of
of such
such risk
risk management
management
11
programs is
is the
the control
control ofhazards
of hazards, particularly
particularly for
for well
well known
known hazardous
hazardous conditions
conditions
programs
such as
as foul
foul balls
balls like the
the one
one which struck
struck Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree resulting
resulting in
in severe
severe injury
injury to
to
such
his eye
eye.
his
12. When
When generating
generating or
or creating
creating aa plan
plan to
to control
control aa known
known hazard
hazard i
(i.e. foul
foul balls
balls), the
the
12
e
safety and
and human
human factors
factors profession
profession uses
uses aa threelevel
three-level hierarchical
hierarchical process
process often
often
safety
referred to
to as the
the Fundamental
Fundamental Principle
Principle of
of Safety
Safety.
referred
13. The
The first tier
tier or the best alternative is Safety
"Safety by Design
Design", that is
is, either eliminate
eliminate the
13
hazard or remove the user
user from the vicinity of
of the
the hazard
hazard. If Safety
Safety by Design is not
possible or
or feasible
feasible, the
the second
second best
best alternative
alternative is
"Guarding" or
or providing
barrier
possible
is Guarding
providing aa barrier
between the
user and
the potential
potential hazard
such as
as the
the protective
netting that
between
the user
and the
hazard (i.e.
e such
i
protective mesh
mesh netting
that
was erected elsewhere in the stadium).
stadium
14.
only resort
resort to
to aa lesser
14 One
One should
should only
lesser effective
effective level
level (i.e.
e chose
i
chose Guarding
Guarding over
over Safety
Safety by
by
Design),
if and
only if
if it
Design if
and only
it is
is not
not possible
possible to
to implement
implement the
the more
more effective
effective level.
level
15.
15 The final tier is "Persuasion
Persuasion Control",
Control using warnings,
warnings training,
training or
or other
other types of
human
to ensure
human intervention
intervention to
ensure user
user safety
safety (i.e.
e such
i
such as
as posting
posting aa warning
warning in
in the
the
Executive
Executive Club
Club regarding
regarding the
the potential
potential for
for foul
foul balls
balls to
to be
be hit
hit into
into that
that area
area and
and that
that no
no
protection
protection is
is provided).
provided One
One should
should only
only resort
resort to
to Persuasion
Persuasion Control
Control as
as aa "last
last resort"
resort
as
as itit is
is known
known to
to be
be so limited in
in its
its effectiveness;
effectiveness then,
then itit is
is of paramount
paramount importance
importance
that
that proper
proper persuasion
persuasion control
control techniques
techniques be
be used.
used

Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen Gill
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16.
16 Most
Most activities
activities that
that may
may be
be said
said to
to carry
carry an
an inherent
inherent risk
risk can
can have
have any
any such
such risk
risk
minimized
minimized or eliminated by
by proper risk
risk management.
management Indeed,
Indeed virtually
virtually all
all safety
safety
programs
programs are
are designed
designed to
to do
do just
just that,
that just
just as
as was
was the
the case
case with
with respect
respect to
to the
the risks
risks faced
faced
by
by Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree and
and the
the inadequate
inadequate measures
measures taken
taken by
by Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management
below
discussed below.

17.
17 In the case of sporting events of the
the nature of baseball
baseball and hockey games Guarding
Guarding in
in
combination with Persuasion Control is the
the appropriate means of
of controlling
controlling the hazard
of patrons being struck by foul balls.
balls

18.
For purposes
purposes of
this affidavit
18 For
ofthis
affidavit II will
will refer
refer to
to the
the Defendants
Defendants responsible
responsible for
for the
the netting
netting
and the operation of Memorial Stadium generally
generally, simply as the
involved in this case and
"Boise Hawks'
Management".
Boise
Hawks Management
19. It
It is my understanding
understanding that Mr.
Rountree was
was a spectator
spectator at a Boise Hawks'
19
Mr Rountree
Hawks baseball
game being played
played at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium on August 13
13,2008.
time, he
he was an
an
game
2008 At that time
occupant of
of an
an area of
ofthe
stadium referred
referred to as the Executive
"Executive Club"
he was
the stadium
Club where he
struck in
in the
the eye by a linedrive
line-drive foul ball
ball, resulting in
in the
the loss of that
that eye.
struck
eye
of that
that accident
accident; the
the physical
physical
20. II have
have been
been requested
requested to
to review
review the
the circumstances
circumstances of
20
layout ofthe
of the ballpark
ballpark including
including its
its seating
seating and
and refreshment
refreshment areas
areas known as the Hawks
Hawks
layout
Nest and
and Executive
Executive Club
Club; the
the configuration
configuration and
and location
location of
of the
the protective
protective mesh
mesh barrier
barrier
Nest
netting atat the
the field
field; the
the types
types and
and arrangement
arrangement of
of circular tables
tables and
and seats furnished
furnished in
in
netting
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and Executive
Executive Club
Club, the
the need
need for
for and
and adequacy
adequacy of
ofwamings,
any, of
of
the
warnings ififany
any limitations
limitations in
in the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' management
management's intended use
use of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club
any
sintended
area
area, and
and other
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous evidence
evidence.

21. In
In connection
connectionwith
with my
my investigation
investigation II have
have been
been provided
provided with
with the
the following
following:
21

Affidavit of
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a. The
The Fourth
Fourth Amended
Amended Complaint
Complaint filed by
by the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff;

a

Plaintiffs' Answers
Answers And
And Responses
Responses To Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC ' s;
bb. Plaintiffs
s
c. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club LLC
LLC ' s, And Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC ' s
sAnd
s

c

Of Interrogatories
Interrogatories;
First Set
Set Of
First
The depositions
depositions of
of
d. The
d
Bud Rountree
Rountree;
1. Bud
i
11. Linda
Linda Ballard
Ballard;
ii

Lisa Leek
Leek;
111. Lisa
iii
IV. Todd Rahr
Rahr,
iv

v. Stan
Stan Tollinger
Tollinger;

v

e. The
The affidavits of
of:

e

Rahr;
1. Todd Rahr
i
11
ii.

Linda Ballard;
Linda
Ballard

111.
iii

Bud
Rountree;
Bud Rountree

f
f.
Photographs
Memorial Stadium;
Photographs of
of Memorial
Stadium

g. Materials
obtained from
from the
of the
g
Materials obtained
the Official
Official Web
Web Site
Site of
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks';
h.
the tickets
furnished to
Hawks;
h Copies
Copies of
of the
tickets furnished
to Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree by
by the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
i
1.

A copy of aa season ticket agreement executed by Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree in
in the year
preceding
preceding his
his accident;
accident

J.
j

I have interviewed the Plaintiff,
Plaintiff Bud Rountree,
Rountree and on March
March 2,
2 2011
20111I
inspected
inspected the
the ball
ball field,
field stands
stands and
and refreshment
refreshment areas
areas at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium

22.
22 On March 2,
2 2011
2011, I inspected the ball field,
field stands and refreshment areas
areas at
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium A
A picture of
of Memorial Stadium is attached
attached hereto
hereto as
as Exhibit 3.
3
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23. On that occasion,
23
occasion I made a number of observations and took a number of photographs
and measurements
measurements that II believe are important in understanding the underlying root
cause of
ofMr.
Rountree' s injury incident
incident. The photographs taken and provided to me by
cause
Mr Rountree
sinjury
Plaintiffs counsel were not taken on the day ofthe accident
accident, August 13,
Plaintiff
scounsel
13 2008,
2008 but have
been represented to
to me to
to depict the configuration of the portions of the field,
field
bleachers, refreshment areas
areas, and protective netting in all relevant respects essentially
bleachers
as they existed on
on that date
date.
behind home plate and down both the right field and left field
24. Virtually
Virtually all of the area behind
24
of the variety shown in Exhibit 4
4.
lines is protected by mesh protective netting of
foul lines
25 . Along the third base line
line are adjoining
adjoining refreshment areas located parallel to the third
25
base/left field lines
lines. Those areas are depicted in Exhibits 55 to 11.
baseleft
11 As depicted in those
exhibits, these areas do not have fixed seating,
such as is found in the bleacher areas,
exhibits
seating such
areas
tables, chairs and stools.
but are furnished with circular tables
stools
26. Attached
Attached hereto
hereto as Exhibits 14 through 17 are diagrams taken from a web page
26
of the Boise Hawks
Hawks." The URL of that site is:
designated as the Official
"Official Site ofthe
is
http://web.minorleaguebaseball.comltickets/page.j
sp ?ymd=20091223 content
&content_id=784
http
comticketslpage
minorleaguebaseball
web
jspymd20091223
id784
8464&vkey=tickets
t480&fext=.j sp&sid=t480.
8464
vkey tickets _t480fextjspsidt480
15 depicts
depicts the
the area
area of
the box
box seats
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.
27. Exhibit
Exhibit 15
27
ofthe
seats at
at Memorial
28. Exhibit
Exhibit 16
16 depicts
depicts the
the area
area of
of the
the box
box seats
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Nest
28
seats at
Stadium and
and the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Picnic Area
Area. No separate area
area is designated as the Executive
"Executive Club"
Club in Exhibit 16.
16
29. Exhibit
Exhibit 17
17 is
is aa page
page from
from the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Official Site
29
Hawks Official
Site stating
stating that
that the
the Executive
Executive
45 minutes before
before the first pitch.
beverages and h
h'rdeuvres
ordeuvres beginning 45
Club serves beverages
o
pitch
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30.
30 The management of risk by appropriate planning,
planning engineering,
engineering the placement
placement of
warnings and protective barriers,
barriers any
any by other means is
is a well
well established
established field
field in
which Human Factors
Factors experts,
experts engineers,
engineers architects,
architects planners and other profession all
make a contributions to minimize or eliminate the risk of injury foreseeable to
professionals and those charged with the responsibility the safety of unsuspecting
individuals that may come into contact with known or to them unknown hazards.
hazards
31.
in which spectator sports such as hockey and baseball are
31 Stadiums and arenas in
conducted
often have
unprotected areas
spectators are
conducted often
have unprotected
areas where
where spectators
are exposed
exposed and
and risk
risk being
being
struck
struck.

32.
barriers installed,
32 Other areas in such stadiums and arenas have protective barriers
installed such as the
case, or glass barriers as in the case of hockey rinks.
protective barrier in this case
rinks
33. In general
general, spectators sitting behind protective barriers will assume that it is safe for
33
of the game
game, because it appears that someone
someone else
them to
to take their eyes
eyes off of
(presumably the stadium
stadium or arena
arena management
management) has recognized the risk of being struck
presumably
by a foul ball
ball or stray puck and has taken steps to
to guard against that risk
risk.
34. By
By installing protective
protective barriers behind home
home plate
plate, such as those
those illustrated in
34
Exhibit BB to
to the Affidavit
Affidavit of Ron Anderson
Anderson In Support Of Defendants
Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment
Judgment, the
the risk
risk for those sitting behind
behind the barriers of being struck by a
Summary
line-drive foul ball
ball, such as the one
one that
that struck Mr
Mr. Rountree,
linedrive
Rountree are virtually eliminated.
eliminated
35. Spectators
Spectators in the bleacher
bleacher seats
seats completely unprotected by barrier netting as
35
illustrated in
Mr Anderson
saffidavit
of the
in Exhibit
Exhibit B
B attached
attached to Mr.
Anderson's affidavit will be aware ofthe

of protection
protection from foul balls and therefore
therefore may be expected to be aware of
of the
absence of
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need to
to protect themselves by not
not taking
taking their eyes off
off of
of the
the game,
game simply because
because itit is
obvious that no one else
else has taken steps to
to protect them
them from
from that
that hazard.
hazard
36.
described in
36 Just as with those seated behind the protective
protective barrier's
sdescribed
barrier
in Mr.
Mr Anderson's
s
Anderson
affidavit,
affidavit patrons of stadiums and arenas utilizing protected areas
areas will not
not necessarily
be watching the sporting event,
event since it will be obvious to them that projectiles coming
from the field or rink pose very little if any risk due to the protective barriers.
barriers For
patrons occupying those areas,
areas it is perfectly safe to disregard the field of play,
play and
divert
other matters.
divert their
their attention
attention to
to other
matters They
They are
are implicitly
implicitly invited
invited to
to do
do so
so by
by
management
furnishing seating
some of
the occupants
management furnishing
seating configured
configured so
so that
that some
ofthe
occupants of
of chairs
chairs and
and
around a table will face away from the field or rink.
stools sitting around
rink
37. Indeed
Indeed, the greater the extent of protective netting barriers installed in a stadium,
37
stadium the
and foreseeable it is that a spectator will conclude
conclude, consciously or
more likely and
unconsciously, that management
management has taken steps to guard against any
risks"
unconsciously
any "inherent
inherent risks
the game
game being
being played
played.
associated with the
38. Thus
Thus, it is likely that a spectator
spectator attending
attending a game
game in a stadium with very limited
38
protection, such
such as those
those pictured in
in Exhibit BB of
of Mr
Mr. Anderson
Anderson's affidavit, will
protection
saffidavit
appreciate that
that they are seated
seated in
in any area
area in
in which
which foul balls are very hazardous
hazardous,
of risk
risk that
that they
they may
may be
be struck
struck by
by one
one, and
and be
be
perceive that
that there
there is
is aa high
high degree
degree of
perceive
in avoiding
avoiding being
being struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball since
since itit is
is
prepared to
to exercise
exercise great
great vigilance
vigilance in
prepared
evident to
to them
them that
that no
no one
one else
else has
has taken the precaution
precaution of guarding against such an
occurrence.

occurrence
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39.
39 Conversely,
Conversely in a stadium such as Memorial Stadium where protective netting barriers
are
are exceptionally extensive,
extensive the perceived risk
risk of being hit by a foul ball is
is greatly
greatly
diminished
diminished.

40. As a practical matter,
40
matter in such areas patrons will not perceive any "inherent
inherent risk"
risk in
in
occupying areas protected by mesh barriers;
barriers any "inherent
inherent risk"
risk peculiar to the game of
baseball having been rendered extraneous by virtue of their having entered into a
protected zone
zone.
41. In
In the case of Memorial Stadium,
41
Stadium it is evident that Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management was
of the hazards presented by foul balls.
aware of
balls
42. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management erected vertical protective mesh netting in front of all of
42
the seating in the stadium,
sole exception of the area in front of the Executive
stadium with the sole
Club where Plaintiff
Plaintiff s eye was struck.
seye
struck
43. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management erected angled
angled netting extending back but not all of
the
43
ofthe
way over portions
portions of the bleacher area.
area
44. Finally
Finally, Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management erected horizontally strung a protective barrier
44
over the entire top of the seating area
area where circular
circular tables,
tables chairs and stools were
provided and in which food and beverages were served
served before and during the games
games.
See, Exhibits
Exhibits 55 through
through 10
10 attached
attached hereto
hereto.
See
in his
to know
know the
the "industry
45. As
As Defendants
Defendants' expert
expert, Ron
Ron Anderson
(held out
out in
45
Anderson held
his affidavit
affidavit to
industry
standards" applicable
applicable to protective netting
netting) put it,
standards
it the protective barriers at Memorial
Stadium go
go almost
"almost all
all of
of the
the way
way down
down the
the first
first base
base and
and third
third base
lines" and
and are
are
Stadium
base lines
other baseball
baseball stadium
stadium seen by
by him
him.
extensive than
than in any other
more extensive
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46. From
From a human
human factors
factors perspective
perspective, it is probable that a spectator attending
attending a game in
46
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, in which protective barriers have been strung extensively down
both
both
foul lines
lines as
(as at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, see
figures 1-3
both foul
see figures
1 3 below),
below and
and strung
strung both
vertically in front of and horizontally over areas where circular tables,
tables chairs and stools
beverages, would reasonably
have been placed
placed for the consumption of food and beverages
conclude that Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management has taken steps to eliminate
eliminate the risk of their
being hit by a foul ball.
ball
47. Particularly with respect
respect to the areas where patrons ate and drank,
47
drank the Hawks
Hawks Nest
and the Executive Club
Club, the erection of horizontal barrier netting protecting the patrons
from being struck
struck by popfly
pop-fly balls evidences
evidences the management
management's intention and
s
expectation that
that spectators
spectators in
in those
those areas
areas would
not need
to protect
from
expectation
would not
need to
protect themselves
themselves from
hazard. As such
such, Boise Hawks'
that hazard
Hawks Management
Management should reasonably expect that
those areas would be aware of the presence of
of such netting
patrons in those
netting and would as a
result not
feel the
the need
need to
to exercise
vigilance required
required in
area
result
not feel
exercise the
the vigilance
in aa totally
totally unprotected
unprotected area
complete absence of netting
netting.
signaled by the complete
48. Initially
Initially, Mr
Mr. Rountree,
his wife and grandsons were seated in an area intended to be
48
Rountree his
used by
by those
those wishing
wishing to
to consume
consume food
beverages served
used
food and
and beverages
served by
by concessions
concessions in
in that
that
area
area. This
This area has been
been referred to as the Hawks
"Hawks Nest
Nest."

49. The
The Hawks
was furnished
with circular
49
Hawks Nest
Nest was
furnished with
circular tables
tables surrounded
surrounded by
by chairs
chairs from
from which
which
patrons of
of the baseball game could either situate
situate themselves so that they had a vantage
point from which to
to observe the field of
play, or so that they could converse with others
ofplay
at
the circular
tables were
were they
they would
would predictably
be looking
looking away
from the
at the
circular tables
predictably be
away from
the field.
field Such
Such
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chairs are depicted in Exhibits 5 to 12.
12 Individuals seated so
so that they are not looking
at the field of
play can be seen in
ofplay
in Exhibits 88 and 12.
12
50. From my review of Mr.
affidavit, and the fact
50
Mr Rahr's
saffidavit
Rahr
fact that protective barrier netting
had been installed all along the first and third base lines and over the top of all of the

areas intended for eating,
eating drinking and sitting at circular tables on stools and chairs if
attendees so desired the
(the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club),
Club it is apparent that Boise
Boise
Hawks' Management
Management was aware of the physical hazards posed to attendees presented
Hawks
by foul balls
balls.
51. According to Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management,
on the day of Mr
Mr. Rountree's
accident the
51
Management on
saccident
Rountree
Hawks Nest was fully
"fully enclosed by barrier netting"
Hawks
netting designed to protect patrons from
being struck by foul balls
balls. Affidavit of Todd Rahr in Support of Defendants Boise
Baseball, LLC,
Boise.
Baseball
LLC Boise
52. More specifically
specifically, the entire area
area above the
the contiguous areas referenced as the Hawks
Hawks
52
Nest and
and the Executive Club is covered by horizontally strung protective barrier
netting. See
See, Exhibits
through 10
10.
netting
Exhibits 55 through
53. In
In contrast
contrast, vertically
vertically strung
strung barrier
barrier netting
netting protects
protects those
those inside the Hawks Nest area
area,
53
but terminates
at the
the beginning
beginning of
of the
the front
front of
of the
the Executive
(the side
exposed to
to
but
terminates at
Executive Club
Club the
side exposed
and thus the only
only area
area within
within which foul balls may enter
enter. See Exhibits 6 and
the field and
, 10
10 showing
(showing termination
termination of netting at
at the beginning of the Executive Club
Club), 7
7, 8 and 9
(showing
netting down the left hand side of
of the ball park),
showing vertical netting
park and 13 (showing
showing
vertical netting
netting in
in front of
of all
all of the
the bleachers on
on the right field side ofthe
of the stadium).
stadium
of movable circular tables
tables, chairs and stools
54. As
As depicted in the
the exhibits
exhibits, the presence of
54
(as opposed
opposed to
to fixed
fixed seating
seating such
that found
found in
in bleachers
bleachers) in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club
as
such as
as that
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illustrates that it is an area within which the operator of the area knew or should have
anticipated that some patrons would be seated faced away from the field of play, eating
or conversing, and looking away from the field, and hence would not be in a position to
protect themselves from foul balls. It would appear that the area was intended for that
purpose. Todd Rahr, the President and General Manager of the Boise Hawks Baseball
Club, says that the Executive Club is an area provided for attendees at ball games to eat
and drink before games. Rahr Affidavit, ~8. See, also Ex. 17 stating that beverages and
food is served in this area starting 45 minutes before each game. Though Mr. Rahr
asserts that the Executive Club stops serving food and beverage when the games start,
there is nothing to suggest that those already seated and eating are warned to
discontinue doing so, or to re-orient themselves so that there eyes do not leave the field
of play.
55. It is apparent from the reading of Mr. Rahr's affidavit that he contends that 1) there is
no appreciable risk that a line-drive foul ball will enter the front opening of the
Executive Club by virtue ofthe fact that he is unaware of any such occurrence, and 2)
that Mr. Rountree should none-the-Iess have anticipated that foul ball that struck him
would do so.
56. It is apparent from the fact that Boise Hawks' Management appreciated the risk that
foul balls would enter the area known as the Executive Club from the fact that they
covered it with a horizontally strung protective netting barrier, as they did the other
eating and drinking area, the Hawks Nest.
57. Despite the fact that Mr. Rahr states in his affidavit that the occasion on which Mr.
Rountree was struck in the eye by a foul ball was to his knowledge the only time a foul
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ball had entered the Executive Club,
Club that fact
fact alone more likely speaks
speaks to the efficacy
efficacy
of the horizontally strung protective barrier as a means of eliminating the
the hazard than to
the distance
distance that
that foul
foul balls
balls are
are hit.
hit
the

58.
58 Although Mr.
Mr Rahr
Rahr contends that "The
The Executive Club stops serving food and
beverages before the beginning of each game.
game At that point,
point the Executive Club acts
only as an alternative location for people to watch the game without the obstruction of
barrier netting
netting", unless the management of the Executive Club requires all those within
it still in the process of consuming food or drinks within it to vacate the Executive Club
or throwaway
throw away any unfinished food or drinks (which
which does not appear in the record and
Mr. Rountree
Rountree) and prohibits those who have purchased
is contrary to the affidavit of
ofMr
concessions from entering
entering it,
cannot be said to act only as an
it the Executive Club cannot
people to watch the game.
alternative location for people
game
59. Immediately before
before Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's accident, he was standing in the Executive Club
59
saccident
to his
his left while
while engaged in conversation.
looking to
conversation When he heard some commotion he
turned to look towards the field to observe
happening. He immediately was
observe what was happening
the right eye with a linedrive
line-drive ball
ball, resulting
resulting in the loss of his eye
eye.
struck in the
60. Figure
Figure 11 below is a photograph I took at the time of
my site
site inspection
inspection which shows a
60
ofmy
ofthe
area of Memorial Stadium taken from home plate.
Mr. Rountree
view of
the left field area
plate Mr
was standing
standing in
in the
the very
very last
last section,
beyond the
the sections
sections with
with white
white railing.
was
section beyond
railing
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Figure 1.
Field from Home Plate
1 View Toward Left Field

61.
61 Figure 2 below is a view of these last sections taken from left field.
field Mr.
Mr Rountree
was standing in the
was
the section without the white railing.
railing If you look closely,
closely itit is possible
to detect the
the right
right hand edge of the netting
netting which hangs in front of the section with the
to
white fence
fence; the
the section
section in
in which
Rountree was
was standing
standing had
had no
strung
white
which Mr.
Mr Rountree
no vertically
vertically strung
protective netting
whatsoever. The
The vertically
vertically strung
netting was
continuous from
from aa
protective
netting whatsoever
strung netting
was continuous
point behind
home plate
the section
section where
Mr. Rountree
the netting
netting
point
behind home
plate to
to the
where Mr
Rountree was
was standing;
standing the
was also
continuous along
the entire
right field
line.
was
also continuous
along the
entire right
field line
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Figure 2
2. Closeup
Close-up of
ofSection
Section where
where Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was
was Standing
Standing
Figure

62.
illustrates the
vertically strung
62 Figure
Figure 33 below
below illustrates
the vertically
strung protective
protective netting
netting vaguely
vaguely evident
evident in
in
front of all seating areas depicted.
depicted

Figure
BaselRight Field
Figure 3.
3 Bleacher
Bleacher Seats
Seats Down
Down First
First Base
Right
Field Line
Line
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63.
63 Based
Based upon
upon my
my interview
interview with Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree and
and my
my review
review of
ofhis
his deposition,
deposition itit isis
apparent
apparent that
that he
he did not
not appreciate
appreciate the
the risk
risk that
that aa line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball
ball could
could enter
enter the
the
Executive
Executive Club,
Club and that he therefore thought
thought itit was
was safe for
for him
him to
to engage
engage in
in
conversation
conversation standing
standing around
around aa table
table with his
his head
head turned
turned away from
from the field.
field
64.
64 The fact that Mr.
Mr Rountree would
would do
do so is predictable
predictable based
based on
on aa number of
of factors.
factors
65.
65 First,
First the presence of horizontal netting
netting over the Executive Club,
Club the presence of
of
vertical netting at all points down the third base and left
left foul
foul lines
lines terminating at
at the
beginning of the Executive Club caused him to,
to and would foreseeably cause
cause others
others to,
to
assume that
that those
those determining the locations in which it was necessary to install netting
for the protection of
patrons had concluded that it was unnecessary to install a
ofpatrons
protective netting
netting barrier in front of the Executive Club.
Club
66. When an individual perceives that others
others have taken action
action to
to guard against a known
66
hazard, that
that individual is likely to assume
assume that
that the means of protection has
has been
hazard
conscientiously thought
thought out and is adequate
adequate to protect them from the hazard involved
involved.
conscientiously
67. Put
Put another
another way
way, people
people are
are disinclined
to reinvent
"reinvent the
the wheel
wheel" when
when they
they come
come upon
upon
67
disinclined to
a hazard
hazard that
that they recognize
recognize already
already has been
been guarded
guarded against
against. If this were not the case
case,
job site
site would
would independently
independently verify
verify the
the adequacy
adequacy of
of every
every protective
protective
workers on
on every
every job
workers
measure taken
taken on
on their
their behalf
behalf, compounding
compounding exponentially
exponentially the
the time
time spent
spent by
by industry
industry
measure
complying with
with OSHA
OSHA requirements
requirements.
complying
of the Executive
Executive Club
Club and
and home
home plate
plate is
is
68. Additionally
Additionally, the
the angle
angle between
between the
the front
front ofthe
68
such that
that itit is
is not
not readily
readily apparent
apparent that
that aa line
line-drive
foul ball
ball could
could enter
enter the
the front
front of
ofthe
the
such
drive foul
Executive
Executive Club
Club, as
as illustrated
illustrated in
in Exhibits
Exhibits 66 and
and 10
10.
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69.
Mr. Rountree would have been misled by the fact that there were
69 Mr
were circular
circular tables,
tables
chairs and stools that were placed for eating
eating and drinking in the completely enclosed
section
Hawks Nest and the Executive Club that was enclosed but for the front of that section.

area, albeit that the Executive
These areas have the appearance of being one eating area
Club portion is elevated.
elevated This is evident from the photographs of these areas - Exhibits
55 through
through 10.
10
70.
Mr. Rahr,
70 Reviewing the Affidavit of Mr
Rahr he states that he does not know who or what
entity designed and
and/or determined the barrier netting configuration at Memorial
or
Stadium,
Stadium where he has been the President and General Manager of Defendant Boise
Hawks Baseball Club
Club, Inc
Inc. since 2004
2004.
71.
appear that Boise Hawks'
71 Although it would appear
Hawks Management or their predecessors
created a plan to control
control the hazard presented by linedrive
line-drive foul balls to patrons in
virtually all other parts of the stadium
stadium, they neglected to either identify the hazard that
was posed by the unprotected opening
opening in the front of the Executive Club,
Club or to guard
against it and
and warn patrons of it.
it
72. The
The hazard
hazard posed
posed by
by leaving
leaving the
the front
front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
open was
compounded by
by
72
Club open
was compounded
of security
security engendered
engendered in
in Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree resulting
resulting from
from 1
1) the
the presence
the false
false sense
sense of
the
presence of
of
netting
over the top of the Executive Club but not the front of it,
of
netting over
it 2)
2 the presence of
circular
tables, chairs
chairs and
and stools
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club indicating
that it
the
circular tables
stools in
indicating that
it was
was the
expectation
management that
that patrons would sit with their backs turned to or faces
expectation of the management
directed away from the ball
ball field
field, 3
3) the fact that in virtually every other
other area
area in
in the park
patrons were
were protected
protected by
by netting
netting barriers
barriers from
from being
being struck
struck by
by linedrive
line-drive foul
foul balls
balls,
patrons
to the
the impression
impression that
that Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management had made a conscious
conscious
leading to
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decision that vertical netting
netting was not required in front of the Executive Club to
to guard
guard
against foul balls
balls, and 4
4) that it appeared from some angles that
that the opening was situated
such that a line
line-drive
opening.
drive fall ball could not pass through the opening
ofMr.
Rountree's expectation in this regard is supported by the
73. The reasonableness of
73
Mr Rountree
sexpectation
Mr. Rahr who contends that he is unaware of any foul ball having ever
Affidavit of Mr
entered the Executive Club
Club. If Mr.
Management
Mr Rahr,
Rahr a member of Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
believed that
that there
there was no
no risk
risk of a patron
patron in the Executive Club being struck by a foul
ball, it was certainly reasonable
reasonable for Mr
Mr. Rountree have made that assumption
assumption,
ball
Mr. Rahr
Rahr's responsibility as General Manager to
to exercise due
particularly because it was Mr
particularly
sresponsibility
prevent foreseeable injury to
to patrons arising from known hazards on the
care to prevent
premises, and it was the patrons
patrons' right to assume that he had carried out that
premises
absent some indication that he had not
not.
responsibility absent
74. From my inspection
inspection of Memorial Park it is obvious that whomever configured and
74
located the protective mesh netting
netting barriers in the park appropriately engaged in a
proactive safety and risk management
management program
program. The problem appears to be that no one
proactive
the Executive Club
Club.
evaluated this solution with respect to the opening in the front of
ofthe
As aa part
part of
of the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management's evaluation
evaluation of
of the
the hazard
75. As
75
s
hazard posed
posed by
by
leaving the
the front of the Executive Club unprotected
unprotected, it was not sufficient for Mr
Mr. Rahr to
netting in place
place when he assumed his
simply rely upon the fact that others had put up the netting
position
President and
and General
General Manager
Manager of
rely
position as
as President
of the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks in
in 2004,
2004 and
and simply
simply rely
upon
the fact
fact that
that he
he was
unaware of
foul ball
having entered
entered the
the Executive
Club.
upon the
was unaware
of any
any foul
ball having
Executive Club
of the
areas in
were protected
protected from
being hit
76. The
The fact
fact that
that virtually
virtually all
all of
76
the other
other areas
in the
the park
park were
from being
hit
by linedrive
line-drive foul
balls, and
and the
the proximity
proximity of
the front
front of
the Executive
Executive Club
Club to
to the
by
foul balls
of the
ofthe
the left
left
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field line,
line should have caused Mr.
Mr Rahr to evaluate whether this one gap in protection
posed a hazard
hazard. Obviously
Obviously, this would have taken very little effort,
effort since most of the
rest of the
the seating and refreshment areas in the park were already protected by vertical
mesh
mesh barriers
barriers.

77. The most effective plan would have focused on
on the root causes of the hazard,
77
hazard namely
the hazardous condition created by the unprotected spectator section.
section While Boise

Hawks' Management
Management did
did not
not create the hazard of foul balls per se,
exacerbate
Hawks
se they did exacerbate
by providing for extensive
extensive mesh netting in
in all spectator areas of the stadium,
the hazard by
stadium
exception of the
the Executive Club,
with the exception
Club an area where it is foreseeable a spectator
would be
be distracted from watching the game
game, and where the absence
absence of such
such netting
coupled with the fact that netting
netting was strung virtually everywhere else in the ball park
created aa false
false sense
sense of
of security
security and
created
and protection.
protection
Fundamental Principle of Safety.
78. Such
Such a condition
condition was a direct violation of the Fundamental
78
Safety It
It
would have been
been impossible to
to employ Safety
Safety be Design in this case
case as foul balls are an
inherent part of
of the game
game of baseball;
baseball similarly it would not be feasible to remove the
spectators
from the
the potential
potential range
range of
of foul
foul balls
balls.
spectators from
79. However
However, Guarding
have, and
and should
have been
been employed
employed in
in the
79
Guarding could
could have
should have
the Executive
Executive
Club
in the
the same
same manner
as it
was for
the rest
rest of
the spectator
in the
the stadium,
Club in
manner as
it was
for the
ofthe
spectator areas
areas in
stadium by
by
the use
use of
of protective
protective mesh
mesh netting
netting barriers
barriers.
the
80. The
The Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management provided
provided protective
mesh netting
netting for
the
80
protective mesh
for almost
almost the
entire spectator
spectator area
area, along both the first and third base line
line. While the mesh netting
did afford
afford aa level of
of protection
protection for the
the spectators in
in those
those areas of the
the stadium where
where it
did
was present
present, the
the decision
decision to
to leave
leave the
the Executive
Club unprotected
unprotected served
served to
was
Executive Club
to lower
lower the
the
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subjective risk of patrons such as Mr. Rountree who elected the watch the game from
this unprotected area.
81. As he testified in his deposition, Mr. Rountree believed that the Executive Club must
be a safe area from foul balls and that was why there was no protective netting.
82. In addition, the Executive Club served food and beverages prior to the start of the
game and was furnished with circular tables and chairs that would foreseeably be
arranged in such a manner as to have one's back to the game. While the Boise Hawks
President and General Manager, Todd Rahr, maintains that the Executive Club
terminated refreshment service during the game, (this assertion is apparently contested
by Mr. Rountree) the Hawks Nest immediately adjacent to the Executive Club
continued service throughout the duration of the game. It was foreseeable that
spectators would take their refreshments over to the Executive Club for consumption
and that they would seat themselves around the circular tables furnished there.
83. Furthermore, no warnings or instructions were given to those seated around the
circular tables or standing consuming food and beverage in the Executive Club to
remove any food or beverage from that area, or to cease seating around the circular
tables to the end that their view of the ball game would be unobstructed.
84. The point to be made is that while both the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club were
areas where spectators would be distracted from the game by the arrangement of the
. seating, the Hawks Nest provided protection for the distracted spectators from line
linedrive and pop foul balls in the form of vertical and horizontal mesh netting barriers,
while the Executive Club offered protection only horizontally strung mess netting
barriers across the top of the are as protection against pop fly balls.
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85. Recognizing that it was necessary to string netting across of the top the Executive
Club, it should have been obvious to the Boise Hawks' Management that it was also
necessary to enclose the front of that area with protective netting - just as it had
apparently been obvious to them that it was necessary to protect patrons from being hit
by line-drive foul balls by stringing vertical netting barrier in front of virtually every
other area of the ball park.
86. Mr. Rountree's actions on the day of his injury were clearly foreseeable by Boise
Hawks' Management; he was simply interacting with the facility in the manner which
was intended by Boise Hawks' Management.
87. There were no signs prohibiting spectators from purchasing refreshments at the
Hawks Nest and taking them over to the adjacent Executive Club for consumption, or
from simply sitting or standing around the circular tables eating and conversing.
Spectators such as Mr. Rountree would do so under the misconception that the
Executive Club was a safe location and therefore they would not need to exercise
vigilance watching for foul balls entering the Executive Club.
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FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SAYTHNAUGHT.
Dated: May 8, 2011

loellen
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Joellen
Joellen Gill
Gill
10501
S. Lambs
Lambs Lane
Lane
10501 S

99023
Mica, WA 99023
Mica
Phone/Fax:
(509) 624
624-3714
Phone
Fax 509
3714
Email: Joellen
Joellen@ACSciences.com
Email
com
@ACSciences

LICENSES
LICENSES:

Board of Certification
Certification in
in Professional
Professional Ergonomics
Board
Certified Human
Professional 2006
Human Factors
Factors Professional,
2006
License Number
Number: 1392

International Safety Academy
Certified
Certified XL
XL Tribometrist
Tribometrist, 2005 - present
present
License
License Number
Number: 170
170
Project Management
Management Institute
Institute
Project
Project Management
Management Professional
Professional, 1993
present
Project
1993 - present
Certification Number
Number: 1384
1384
Certification

EDUCATION
EDUCATION:

Colorado School
School of
1994
Colorado
of Mines,
Mines 1994
M.S. in
in Environmental
Science and
and Engineering
S
M
Environmental Science
Engineering
Area
of
Specialization:
Environmental
Area of Specialization Environmental Engineering
Engineering
University of
of Northern
Northern Colorado
Colorado, 1988
Masters in Business
Business Administration
Wright State
State University
University, 1979
Wright
1979
B.S.
S in
B
in Systems
Systems Engineering
Engineering
Area of Specialization
Specialization: Human
Human Factors Engineering

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE:
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Engineering
Applied Cognitive
Engineering Consultant
Consultant for
for Applied
Cognitive Sciences
Sciences (1994-Present):
1994Present II have
have worked
worked
as
and engineering
engineering associate
hundred legal
for both
as a
a research
research and
associate on
on several
several hundred
legal cases,
cases for
both the
the
of
my
work
has
been
in
safety
and
risk
plaintiff
and
defense,
nationwide.
The
focus
plaintiff and defense nationwide The focus of my work has been in safety and risk
management,
management particularly as it relates
relates to facility design and fall at elevation
elevation accidents;
accidents
other areas include industrial
industrial accidents,
automotive
accident
reconstruction,
accidents
reconstruction and
consumer
consumer products.
products II have
have also
also worked
worked on
on Human
Human Factors
Factors Engineering
Engineering consulting
consulting
projects for private
private industry,
again
with
an
emphasis
in
safety
and
risk
management;
industry
management
projects have included work for:
for Anchor Industries,
Industries City of Snohomish,
Snohomish and the
American
Fun Cart
American Fun
Cart Association.
Association
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE: Continued
(Continued)
PROFESSIONAL
Project Manager
Manager for
for EG
EG&G
(1992-1994):
was responsible
responsible for
for Environmental
Environmental
Project
G 1992
1994 1I was
Restoration
projects
from
conception
and
initial
design
through
test
and close
close-out.
This
Restoration projects from conception and initial design through test and
out This
overall responsibility for
for safety and
and risk
risk management issues
included overall
issues of the project,
project as
well as maintaining
maintaining scope
scope, schedule and
and budget baselines
baselines, preparation
preparation of all required
documentation, and
and overall leadership
leadership, management
management, and
and coordination of multi
multidocumentation
efficiency.
functional disciplines
disciplines in order to maximize program effectiveness and efficiency
functional
Senior Principal
Principal Engineer
Engineer for
for EG
EG&G
was responsible
responsible for
the
Senior
G (1990-1992):
1990 1992 I1 was
for the
development
and
implementation
of
plant
wide
systems
in
accordance
with
Department
development and implementation of plant wide systems in accordance with Department
of Energy Orders and
and Best
Best Industry
Industry Practice
Practice. This included programs
programs for Root Cause
Cause
of
(Le. so as
as to
to determine the underlying causes of
of accidents and near misses so
Analysis i
Analysis
e
that corrective
corrective action
action could
could be
be implemented
implemented), Lessons
Learned, Occurrence
that
Lessons Learned
Occurrence Reporting,
Reporting
and
and Document
Document Control
Control.
Principal Engineer for Rockwell International
International (1983-1990):
Principal
1983 1990 This position required a
Department
of
Energy
Q
Clearance.
I
was
responsible
for the
the development of new
Department
Q Clearance I
weapons
programs
and
served
as
the
principal
contact
on
technical
matters with
with
weapons programs and served as the principal contact on technical matters
customers. Responsibilities
Responsibilities included task analyses for unique
unique processes in order
order to
customers
identify
and
mitigate
safety
and
risk
management
issues.
identify and mitigate safety and risk management issues

(1979-1983):
Human Factors
Factors Engineer
Engineer for
Martin Marietta
Marietta Aerospace
Aerospace 1979
Human
for Martin
1983 This
This position
position
required
a
Secret
Security
Clearance.
I
was
responsible
for
the
Human
Factors
required a Secret Security Clearance I was responsible for the Human Factors
Engineering on
on the
the MX
MX Missile
Missile System,
safety and
Engineering
System including
including safety
and risk
risk management
management issues.
issues
In
this
position
I
conducted
analyses
in
all
phases
of
the
design,
development,
and
In this position I conducted analyses in all phases of the design development and
manufacturing
of the
MX Missile
to ensure
Instrumentation and
and Flight
Flight Safety
Safety
manufacturing cycles
cycles of
the MX
Missile to
ensure the
the Instrumentation
th
th
through
95
percentile
Air
Force
System
was
operable
and
maintainable
by
the
5
System was operable and maintainable by the 5
th through 95 percentile Air Force
technician. In
In addition
addition, II developed detailed
detailed procedures
procedures for system operation and
technician
maintenance
maintenance.
HONORS
HONORS AND
AND AWARDS
AWARDS:

Graduated
laude at
of Mines
Mines, (GPA
Graduated summa
summa cum
cum laude
at Colorado
Colorado School
School of
GPA 3.9
3 out
9
out of
of 4.0),
0 1994
4
1994
Graduated summa
laude at
University of
Graduated
summa cum
cum laude
at University
of Northern
Northern Colorado,
Colorado (GPA
GPA 4.0
0 out
4
out of
of 4.0),
0
4
1988
Best
at Martin
1980
Best Presentation
Presentation Award
Award at
Martin Marietta
Marietta Aerospace,
Aerospace 1980
Graduated summa
(GPA 3
3.9 out
out of
Graduated
summa cum
cum laude
laude at
at Wright
Wright State
State University,
University GPA
9
of 4.0),
0 1979
4
1979
Outstanding Senior
Senior Engineer
State University,
Outstanding
Engineer at
at Wright
Wright State
University 1979
1979
W.S.U. Foundation
U
S
W
Foundation Scholarship,
Scholarship 1978
W.S.U. Foundation
W
U
S
Foundation Scholarship,
Scholarship 1977
1977
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PRESENTATIONS
PRESENTATIONS:

Gill, J
J. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R. Human Factors in
in Litigation
Litigation. Invited
Invited presentation
presentation by
by the Washington
Washington
Gill
State
Trial
Lawyer's
Association,
October
2006.
State Trial Lawyer
sAssociation October 2006

PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES:

Ergonomics Society
Member of Human Factors and Ergonomics
American Society
Society for
for Testing and
and Materials
Materials
Member of American
Member of Illuminating Engineering Society
Society of
of North America
America
Member
Member of
of National
National Safety
Safety Council
Council
Member
Member
of
S¥.stem
Safety
Society
Member of System Safety Society

CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS:

Evaluation and
and Development of a Fire Shelter Warning System for Anchor Industries
Industries,
Principal Investigator
Investigator, 2006
2006.
Principal
Safety Analysis
Analysis of
of Electronic
Electronic Billboards
Billboards, City
City of
of Snohomish
Snohomish, Co-investigator,
Safety
Coinvestigator 2005
2005
Warning Label
Label Designs
Designs, American
American Fun
Co-investigator,
Evaluation of
Evaluation
of Warning
Fun Kart
Kart Association,
Association Co
investigator
2002.
2002
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Sworn Testimony
Testimony for Joellen Gill
Gill, M
M.S., CBFP
CHFP, CXLT
Sworn
S
As of January
January 29
29, 2009
2009

2009
2009

Trials
Trials:

Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
Hayes vv State
State of
of Washington
Washington, Olympic
Olympic Cascade
Cascade Services
Services; Seattle
Seattle, Washington
11. Hayes
Washington
2008
2008:

Trials:
Trials
1.
vs. Lazy
J; Twin
Falls, Idaho
Idaho (State)
1 Covey
Covey vs
Lazy J
Twin Falls
State
2. Robinson vs
vs. Rainforest Cafd
Cafe; Las Vegas
Vegas, Nevada State
(State)
2
Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
1. Clark
Clark vs
vs. Total
Video; Silverdale
Silverdale, Washington
Washington
1
Total Video
2.
Raymond
vs.
Costco;
Silverdale,
Washington
2 Raymond vs Costco Silverdale Washington
3. Wilkins vs
vs. Cash n Carry
Carry; Spokane,
3
Spokane Washington
4. Covey vs
vs. Lazy
Lazy J
J; Twin
Twin Falls,
4
Falls Idaho
3.
Cain vs
vs. Puerto
Puerto Vallarta;
3 Cain
Vallarta Spokane,
Spokane Washington
4.
Blancaflor
vs.
Home
Depot;
4 Blancaflor vs Home Depot Silverdale,
Silverdale Washington
Washington
2007
2007:

Trials:
Trials
1. Roderick
Roderick vs
vs. Howard
Property Management;
1
Howard Property
Management Eugene,
Eugene Oregon
Oregon (State)
State
Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions Arbitrations
1.
Station; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
1 Hightower vs.
vs Grand Central Coffee Station

2104 West
2104
West Riverside·
Riverside Spokane,
Spokane WA
WA 99201
99201 . (509)
509 624-3714
624 3714 telephone/fax
telephonefax
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Richard
Richard Thomas Gill

2104 West Riverside
Spokane, WA 99201
Spokane
Phone/Fax:
PhoneFax (509)
509 624-3714
6243714
Email:
Rick@ACSciences.com
Email Rick@ACSciences
com

LICENSE
LICENSE:

Certified Human Factors Professional,
Certified
Professional 1994-present
1994 present
By the Board
Board of Certification in Professional Ergonomics
Ergonomics
License Number 0526
0526, 1994
1994
Certified XL Tribometrist,
2002-present
Tribometrist 2002
present
By the International
International Safety
Safety Academy
License
0272
License Number
Number A2002
A2002-0272
EDUCATION
EDUCATION:

University of
of Illinois
Illinois
University
Ph.D.
in
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering, 1982
D in Mechanical
Ph
1982
Area
of
Specialization:
Human Factors
Area
Specialization Human
1978
Wright State University,
University 1978
M.S. in
in Systems
Systems Engineering
M
S
of Specialization:
Human Factors
Area of
Area
Specialization Human
Factors
Massachusetts Institute
Institute of
Technology
Massachusetts
of Technology
1
year Graduate Study in Electrical Engineering,
1 year
Engineering 1973
Wright State
State University
University
Wright
B.S.
in
Systems Engineering,
S in Systems
B
Engineering 1972
1972
ACADEMIC
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE:

Professor of
of Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering
Engineering at
of Idaho
(1995-2002):
Professor
at the
the University
University of
Idaho 1995
2002 Teaching
Teaching
responsibilities
include human
human factors
factors, math
math modeling,
and statistics.
responsibilities include
modeling mechanics,
mechanics and
statistics
Additional responsibilities
responsibilities include
include appointment
an adjunct
Additional
appointment as
as an
adjunct professor
professor in
in the
the
of
Psychology
and
Director
of
Idaho
Space
Grant
Consortium.
Department
Department of Psychology and Director of Idaho Space Grant Consortium
Associate Professor
Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
Associate
of Mechanical
Engineering at
at the
the University
University of
of Idaho
Idaho (1990-1995):
1990 1995
Teaching
responsibilities
include
human
factors,
math
modeling,
mechanics,
Teaching responsibilities include human factors math modeling mechanics and
and
statistics.
Additional responsibilities
as an
an adjunct
in the
statistics Additional
responsibilities include
include appointment
appointment as
adjunct professor
professor in
the
Psychology and Director
Director of Idaho Space
Department of Psychology
Space Grant Consortium.
Consortium
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ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE: (Continued)
ACADEMIC
Continued
Engineering at the University of Idaho (1989-1990):
Assistant Dean for the College of Engineering
1989 1990
overall administration of the Engineering
Administrative responsibilities included the overall
Science curriculum
curriculum, coordinating statewide off-campus
off campus programs,
programs managing
engineering cooperative
cooperative education
programs, and
recruiting new
new students.
Position also
also
engineering
education programs
and recruiting
students Position
included teaching
teaching and
and research
research responsibilities
responsibilities.
included
Assistant Professor of
of Mechanical Engineering at the University of Idaho
Idaho (1987-1988):
Assistant
1987 1988
tenure track appointment
appointment was 65
65% Mechanical Engineering and 35%
This tenure
35 Engineering
Sciences.
Teaching
responsibilities
included
math
modeling,
mechanics,
statistics, and
Sciences Teaching responsibilities included math modeling mechanics statistics
and
course
development
in
human
factors.
Additional
responsibilities
included
course
in
factors
responsibilities
aa position as
an adjunct professor in
in the Department
Department of
of Psychology
Psychology to assist
assist in the
the development
development of an
an
interdisciplinary research laboratory and graduate program in human factors.
interdisciplinary
factors
Assistant Professor
Professor of Engineering Science at the University of Idaho (1984-1987):
Assistant
1984 1987 This
in the
tenure track
track appointment
appointment was
was 50%
tenure
50 in
the Engineering
Engineering Science
Science Department
Department and
and 50%
50 in
in
Mathematics and Applied
Applied Statistics
Statistics Department
Department. Teaching responsibilities
included
the Mathematics
responsibilities included
courses in engineering mechanics
mechanics, applied probability and statistics
statistics, and developing
developing a
courses
course
in
human
factors
in
engineering
design.
Additional
responsibilities
included
course
design
helping staff the Statistical Consulting Center.
helping
Center
of Engineering
Engineering at
at Wright
Wright State
Served as
Assistant Professor
Assistant
Professor of
State University
University (1980-1984):
1980 1984 Served
as
Program
Director
for
the
Human
Factors
Engineering
Program.
Teaching
Program Director for the Human Factors Engineering Program Teaching
responsibilities included engineering statics
statics, engineering dynamics,
responsibilities
dynamics human factors
engineering,
senior
seminar,
and
systems
approach
to
human
factors.
engineering
seminar
systems
to
factors Also held a joint
of
Professional
Psychology
where the primary
appointment
with
the
WSU
School
appointment
responsibility
to assist
assist in
in the
the development
Doctor of
of Psychology
responsibility was
was to
development of
of a
a Doctor
Psychology degree
degree in
in
Human
Human Factors
Factors.
Tutor
for the
State of
of Ohio
(1978): Worked
Worked as
as a
personal tutor
tutor for
individual college
college
Tutor for
the State
Ohio 1978
a personal
for individual
students being rehabilitated
rehabilitated from
from mental
mental illnesses.
students
illnesses
Worked as
tutor for
Wright University,
Students
Student Tutor
Student
Tutor (1969-1972):
1969 1972 Worked
as a
a tutor
for Wright
University Dean
Dean of
of Students
Office.
Tutored
courses
in
Mathematics
and
Physics.
Office Tutored courses in Mathematics and Physics

PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EXPERIENCE:

Engineering Consultant
Applied Cognitive
Cognitive Sciences
have worked
Engineering
Consultant for
for Applied
Sciences (1983-Present):
1983Present II have
worked
as
an
expert
witness,
for
both
the
plaintiff
and
defense,
on
over
1000
legal
cases
as an expert witness for both the plaintiff and defense on over 1000 legal cases
nationwide. I have been
been qualified as an expert in human factors,
accident
nationwide
factors accident
reconstruction, mechanical
mechanical engineering,
engineering, and risk management.
reconstruction
engineering safety engineering
management
also included contracts from
from U.S.
government agencies (USAF
Work has also
S government
U
USAF Aeromedical
Research
Laboratory and
Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory)
well as
as private
Research Laboratory
and Idaho
National Engineering
Laboratory as
as well
private
industry
(Arvin
Industries,
The
Vendo
Corporation,
Key
Tronic
Corporation,
industry Arvin Industries
Corporation
Corporation Port
Port
Townsend Paper
Paper, Hewlett
Hewlett Packard,
Industries, Fun-Kart
Association, Anchor
Anchor
Townsend
Packard Manco
Manco Industries
FunKart Association
Industries,
and
so
forth).
Industries and so forth
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
EXPERIENCE (Continued)
Continued
Research Scientist for the USAF Office of Scientific Research
Research (1983):
1983 This
This was an
an
appointment at
at the USAF Aeromedical Research Laboratory.
Laboratory The
The work focused
focused on
assessing the relationship between acceleration-stress
accelerationstress and pilot workload.
workload In
In addition,
addition II
also worked on aa project concerning the effects of high-onset
rates
of
acceleration
on
high onset
pilot performance.
pilot
performance
Graduate Research Assistant at the University
University of Illinois (1978-1981):
1978 1981 Responsibilities
included the conception and formulation of various research projects
projects in the fields of
Engineering Psychology and Mechanical Engineering.
Engineering
Human Factors Engineer for the United States Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
(1976-1978):
1976
1978 Worked concurrently in two major fields:
fields (1)
1 visual simulation and (2)
2
motion and force simulation.
motion
simulation This included conducting in-house
inhouse research as well as
serving as program manager for externally conducted research.
research

Electronics Engineer for the United States Air Force Foreign Technology Division (19741974
1976):
clearance. The work involved the
1976 Position required a Top Secret security clearance
selection and analysis of intelligence data to
to predict foreign military trends and
capabilities.
capabilities
Process Control Engineer for Industrial Nucleonics Corporation (1973-1974):
1973 1974 Worked on
the development of an infrared
infra-red moisture gauge to allow real-time
real time computer control
control for
dryers. Responsibilities included the development of a calibration technique
tobacco dryers
installation at an
an operational
operational site
site.
and system installation
Computer Operator
Operator for Synergy,
Synergy Inc.
Inc (1970-1972):
1970 1972 Operated a CDC 6600 Computer at
Wright Patterson
Patterson Air
Air Force
Force Base
Base while
while attending
Wright
attending undergraduate
undergraduate school.
school
HONORS
HONORS AND
AND AWARDS
AWARDS:

University of
of Idaho
Idaho College
College of
of Engineering
Engineering Outstanding
Academic Advisor
Advisor, 1998
1998.
University
Outstanding Academic
University of Idaho
Idaho College of
of Engineering
Engineering Outstanding Senior Faculty
Faculty, 1996.
University
1996
University of Idaho
Idaho Alumni
Alumni Award
Award for Excellence,
University
Excellence 1994.
1994
American Society
Society for Engineering Education Centennial Certificate Awardee
Awardee, 1993.
American
1993
Best Paper
Paper Award from
from American Society for Engineering Education Regional
Best
Conference, 1991
1991.
Conference
ASUI Outstanding
Outstanding Faculty
Faculty Award
Award, 1991.
ASUI
1991
University of
of Idaho
Idaho Alumni
Alumni Award for Excellence
Excellence, 1988
1988.
University
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HONORS AND
AND AWARDS
AWARDS: Continued
(Continued)
HONORS

Recipient of
of the
the New
New Engineering
Engineering Educator
Educator Excellence
Excellence Award
Award from
from American
American Society
Society
Recipient
for Engineering
Engineering Education
Education, 1987
1987.
for
Recipient of
of the Dow
Dow Outstanding
Outstanding Young Faculty
Faculty Award
Award from
from the
the American Society
Society for
for
Recipient
Engineering
Education,
1986.
Engineering Education 1986
Selected
E
C
Selected as
as an
an S
S.C.E.E.E. fellow
fellow for
for the Air
Air Force
Force Office
Office of
of Scientific
Scientific Research Summer

Faculty Research
Research Program
Program, 1983
1983.
Faculty
Graduated first
first in
in class
class at
at the
the University
University of
of Illinois
Illinois GPA
(GPA 5
5.0 out
out of
of 5.0),
1981.
Graduated
0
0 1981
5
of the
the Science
"Science and Engineering
Engineering Career Motivation Award
Award" which is given
Recipient of
annually
by
the
Dayton
Board
of
Education,
1978.
annually by the Dayton Board of Education 1978
first in class
class at
at Wright State
State University
University GPA
(GPA 4
4.0 out
out of
of 4
4.0), 1978.
Graduated first
0
0
1978
Awarded National
National Science
Science Foundation
Foundation Traineeship
Traineeship to Massachusetts Institute of
Awarded
Technology, 1972
1972.
Technology
Graduated first in class
class at Wright
Wright State University
University, summa cum laude (GPA
of
GPA 3.9
9 out of
3
4.0),
1972.
0 1972
4
W.S.U. Foundation
Foundation Scholarship
Scholarship, 1972.
U
S
W
1972
Member of
of Tau
Tau Beta
Pi National
National Engineering
Honor Society
Society, 1971
1971.
Member
Beta Pi
Engineering Honor
W.S.U. Foundation
Scholarship, 1971.
W
U
S
Foundation Scholarship
1971
Golding Award (Outstanding
Outstanding Junior Engineer)
Engineer at Wright State University,
University 1971.
1971
PUBLICATIONS
PUBLICATIONS:

Gill,
S. Cognitive
Cognitive Task
Task Analysis.
Eds
Gill R,
R and
and Gordon,
Gordon S
Analysis In
In C.
C Zsambok
Zsambok and
and G.
G Kline (Eds.),
Naturalistic
Decision
Making,
pp.
131-140,
Lawrence
Erlbaum
Associates,
1997.
Naturalistic Decision Making pp 131 140 Lawrence Erlbaum Associates 1997
Gill,
Gill R
R Towards
Towards Protection
Protection from
from Cumulative
Cumulative Trauma
Trauma Disorder
Disorder Litigation.
Litigation Advances
Advances in
in
Industrial
Ergonomics
and
Safetv
VII,
Taylor
and
Francis,
Ltd.,
1996.
Industrial Ergonomics and Safety VII Taylor and Francis Ltd 1996
Gill,
Gordon, S.,
Gill R,
R Gordon
S McGehee,
McGehee D.,
D and
and Dean,
Dean S.
S Integrating
Integrating Cursor
Cursor Control
Control into
into the
the
computer
computer Keyboard.
Keyboard In
In Human
Human Factors
Factors Perspectives
Perspectives on
on Human-Computer
Human Computer Interaction:
Interaction
Selections
Selections from
from Human Factors
Factors and Ergonomics Societv
Society Annual Meeting
Meeting Proceedings,
Proceedings
1983-1994,
Human
Factors
Society,
1995.
1983 1994 Human Factors Society 1995
Gill,
Gill R,
R Gordon,
Gordon S.,
S and
and Babbitt,
Babbitt B.
B Embedding
Embedding Intelligent
Intelligent Tutoring
Tutoring into
into Real
Real Time
Time
Simulation.
Proceedings
of
the
Eighth
Symposium
on
Aviation
Psychology,
1995.
Simulation
Eighth
on
Psychology 1995
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PUBLICATIONS: Continued
(Continued)
PUBLICATIONS

Babbitt, B
B., Bell
Bell, H
H., Crane
Crane, P
P., Sorensen
Sorensen, H
H., Gordon
Gordon, S
S., and
and Gill
Gill, R
R. Intelligent
Intelligent Tutoring
Tutoring
Babbitt
System:
F-16
Flight
Simulation.
Proceedings
of
the
1994
American
Institute
of
System F16 Flight Simulation Proceedings of the 1994 American Institute of
and Astronautics
Astronautics AIAA
(AIAA) Computing
Computing in
in Aerospace
Aerospace Conference
Conference, 1994
1994.
Aeronautics and
Aeronautics
R. A
A Comprehensive
Comprehensive Evaluation
Evaluation of
of Warning Label
Label Design
Design. In
In K
K. Laughery
Laughery, M
M.
Gill, R
Gill
Wogalter,
and
S.
Young
(Eds.),
Human
Factors
Perspectives
on
Warnings,
pp.
50-52,
Wogalter and S
Eds
Perspectives on Warnings pp 5052
and Ergonomics
Ergonomics Society
Society, 1994
1994.
Human Factors
Factors and
Human
R., and
and Gordon
Gordon, S
S. Conceptual
Conceptual Graph
Graph Analysis
Analysis: A
A Tool
Tool for
for Curriculum
Curriculum
Gill, R
Gill
Development,
Instructional
Design,
and
Trainee
Evaluation.
Proceedings
of the
the 1993
1993
Development Instructional Design and Trainee Evaluation Proceedings of
and
Education
Conference,
pp.
861-870.
Interservice/lndustry
Training
Systems
Interservice Industry Training Systems and Education Conference pp 861 870
S. E
E., Schmierer
Schmierer, K
K. A
A., and Gill
Gill, R
R. T
T. Conceptual
Conceptual Graph Analysis
Analysis: Knowledge
Gordon, S
Gordon
35, pp.
459-482, 1993.
Acquisition for
for Instructional System
System Design
Design. Human Factors
Factors, 35
Acquisition
pp 459482
1993
S. E
E., and
and Gill
Gill, R
R.T. Knowledge Acquisition with Question Probes and
Gordon, S
Gordon
T
Lauer, E
E. Peacock
Peacock, and A
A. Graesser (Eds.),
Conceptual
Graph
Structures.
Conceptual Graph Structures In
In T.
T Lauer
Eds
and
Information
Systems,
pp.
29-46.
Hillsdale,
N
J: Lawrence Erlbaum
Questions
Questions and Information Systems pp 2946 Hillsdale N J
Associates, 1992.
Associates
1992
R, Gordon,
S., McGehee
McGehee, D
D., and
and Dean,
S. Integrating
Cursor Control
Control into
the
Gill, R
Gill
Gordon S
Dean S
Integrating Cursor
into the

35th Annual Meeting,
Computer Keyboard
Keyboard. Proceedings
Proceedings of the Human Factors Society
Societv's 35
Computer
s
Meeting
256-260,
1991.
Vol. 1,
Vol
1 pp.
pp 256
260 1991
R., Dingus
Dingus, T
T. Human Factors and Engineering Design High School Summer
Gill, R
Gill
Workshop.
Proceedings
of the
the Human
Factors Societv's
34 Annual
Annual Meeting,
Vol. 1,
Workshop Proceedings of
Human Factors
s34
Society
Meeting Vol
1 pp.
pp
522-524,
1990.
1990
524
522
T., Gordon
Gordon, S.,
Dingus, T
Dingus
S and Gill,
Gill R.
R A New
New Program for the Remote Training of Human
Professionals. Proceedings of the
Factors Professionals
the Human Factors Societv's
s 34 Annual Meeting,
Society
Meeting
1,
pp.
534-536,
1990.
Vol.
Vol 1 pp 534 536 1990
and Stauffer
Stauffer, L.
Criteria for
Gill,
Gill R.,
R and
L Developing
Developing Appropriate
Appropriate Evaluation
Evaluation Criteria
for Assessing
Assessing the
the
Value Added by Mechanical Engineering Education Programs.
Value
Programs Proceedings of the 1989
American Society
Societv for Engineering Education Annual Conference,
Conference Vol.
Vol 3,
3 pp.
pp 1263-1265,
12631265
1989.
1989
Gordon,
Gordon S.,
S and
and Gill,
Gill R.
R Question
Question Probes:
Probes A
A Structured
Structured Method
Method for
for Eliciting
Eliciting Declarative
Declarative
AI
Applications
in
Natural
Resource
Management,
Vol.
3,
pp.
13-20,
1989.
Knowledge.
Knowledge Al Applications in Natural Resource Management Vol 3 pp 13
1989
20
Gill,
Gill R.
R Mail-order
Mailorder Errors:
Errors The Role
Role of Human Factors.
Factors Dickinson's
Dickinson PSAO,_Vol.
sPSAO
Vol 3,
3 No.
No
12,
pp.
6-7,
Dec.
1988.
12 pp 6 7 Dec 1988
Christensen,
Christensen J.,
J Topmiller,
Topmiller D.
D and
and Gill,
Gill R.
R Human
Human Factors
Factors Definitions
Definitions Revisited.
Revisited Human
Human
pp.
7-8,
Oct.
1988.
Factors
Bulletin,
Factors Bulletin pp 78 Oct 1988
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PUBLICATIONS: Continued
(Continued)
PUBLICATIONS
Dingus, T
T, Hyde
Hyde, R
R., Hyde
Hyde, T
T, Frame
Frame, M
M. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R. The
The Speed and Accuracy of
of aa
Dingus
Task
as
a
Function
of
Operator
Location.
Proceedings
of
21
Spatial
Communication
Spatial Communication
a Function of Operator Location Proceedings of the 21
st
st Annual
Annual Meetinq
Meeting of the
the Human
Human Factors
Factors Association
Association of Canada
Canada.
C. The
The Role of
of Knowledge
Knowledge Structures in
Gill, R
R., Gordon
Gordon, S
S., Moore
Moore, J
J. and Barbera
Barbera, C
Gill
of the
the 1988
1988 American
American Society
Society for
for Engineering
Education
Problem Solving
Solving. Proceedings
Proceedings of
Problem
Engineering Education
Annual Conference
Conference, Vol
Vol. 2
2, pp
pp. 583
583-90,
1988.
Annual
90 1988

A, Levison
Levison, B
B. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R. A
A Systems Engineering
Engineering Based
Based Methodology
Methodology for
Junker, A
Junker
Analyzing Human
Human Electrocortical Responses.
AFAMRL
Technical
Report
AAMRL-TRResponses AFAMRL Technical
AAMRL
TR
87-030, May
May 1987
1987.
87030
Precht, T
T A Comparative Evaluation of Warning Label
Gill, R
R., Barbera
Barbera, C.
Gill
C and Precht
of the
the Human Factors s31
Society's 31 st
st Annual Meetinq
Meeting. Vol
Vol. 1,
pp.
Designs. Proceedings
Proceedings of
Designs
Society
1 pp
476-78, 1987
1987.
47678
Gordon, S
S., Gill
Gill, R
R., and
and Dingus
Dingus, T
Designing for
for the
User: The
Gordon
T Designing
the User
The Role
Role of
of Human
Human Factors
Factors
in
Expert
System
Development.
Artificial
Intelligence
Applications
in
Natural
in Expert System Development Artificial Intelligence Applications in Natural Resource
Resource
Management, Vol
Vol. 1
1, No
No.1,
Management
1
pp.
35-46,
1987.
pp 46
35
1987
for Human Factors in the Design
Design of Expert Systems.
Gill,
Gill R.
R The Need for
Systems Proceedings of
Frontiers in Education
Education Conference
Conference, 1987.
the 1987 Frontiers
1987
R., and
and Dingus,
A Structural
Structural Approach
Approach to
Teaching Relative
Gill, R
Gill
Dingus T
TA
to Teaching
Relative Motion.
Motion Proceedings
Proceedings
the 1987
1987 American Society for Engineering
Vol. 4,
of the
Engineering Education Annual Conference,
Conference Vol
4 pp.
pp
1806-08,
1987.
1987
08
1806
C. and Gill
Gill, R
R. Human Factors
Factors in Warning Label Design.
Barbera, C
Barbera
Design Proceedings of
Interface
Interface 1987
1987.

and Junker
Junker, A
A Steady
as A
A Measure
Measure of
of Peripheral
Gill, R
R., Kenner,
Gill
Kenner K.
K and
Steady State
State EEG
EEG as
Peripheral Light
Light
Loss.
of the
the Human
Society's 30th Annual
Annual Meeting,
2, pp.
Loss Proceedings
Proceedings of
Human Factors
Factors Society
s30th
Meeting Vol.
Vol 2
pp
1249-52,
124952 1986.
1986
Junker, A
A and
and Gill,
R. Visual
Kenner,
Kenner K,
K Junker
Gill R
Visual Evoked
Evoked Response
Response in
in the
the Periphery,
Periphery The
The
Beginnings
of an Objective Measure
G-Induced
Beginnings of
Measure of G
Induced PLL.
PLL Proceedings
Proceedings of the
the National
National
pp. 90912
909-12, May 1986.
Conference,_Vol.
Aerospace and Electronics Conference
Vol 3,
3 pp
1986
W. The Effects of Acceleration Stress
Gill,
Gill R.,
R and Albery,
Albery W
Stress on Human
Human Workload and
Control Proceedings
Proceedings of the 21st
21 st Annual NASA Conference
Conference on Manual Control,
Control
Manual Control.
1985.
1985
Albery, W.,
Albery
W Ward,
Ward S.
S and
and Gill,
Gill R.
R Effects
Effects of
of Acceleration
Acceleration Stress
Stress on
on Human
Human Workload.
Workload
AFAMRL Technical
AAMRL-TR-85-039,
AFAMRL
Technical Report
Report AAMRL
TR85 039 1985.
1985
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PUBLICATIONS: Continued
(Continued)
PUBLICATIONS
Gill, R
R, and
and Gordon
Gordon, S
S. The
The Effectiveness
Effectiveness of
of Group
Group Projects
Projects in
in Teaching
Teaching Engineering
Engineering
Gill
Mechanics. Proceedings
Proceedings of
of the
the 1984
1984 American
American Society
Society for
for Engineering
Engineering Education
Education, 5
5(5),
Mechanics
pp.
27-33,
1984.
pp 33
27
1984
R, Obleski
Obleski, M
M. Gordon
Gordon, S
S. and
and Albery
Albery, W
W. The
The Effects of
of Acceleration
Acceleration on
on Cognitive
Gill, R
Gill
Processing.
Proceedings
of
Mid-Central
Ergonomics/Human
Factors
Conference,
April
Processing Proceedings of Mid Central ErgonomicsHuman Factors Conference April
1984
1984.
Gill, R
R Pilot Workload and
and GStress
G-Stress: A Potential Interaction
Interaction? USAF
USAF Summer Faculty
Gill
Research
Program
Final
Reports.
Published
by
Southeastern
Center for Electrical
Electrical
Reports Published
Center
Research Program
Engineering
Education,
December
1983.
Engineering Education December 1983
B., Obleski
Obleski, M
M. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R Human Factors in Aerospace
Aerospace: A Student Chapter
Pierce, B
Pierce
Project.
Human
Factors
Bulletin,
April
1983.
Project Human Factors Bulletin April 1983
Gill, R
R, and
and Wickens
Wickens, C
C. Operator Workload as aa Function
the System State
State.
Gill
Function of the
Proceedings of the 18th
18th Annual
Annual NASA
NASA Conference on
on Manual Control
Control, 1982.
Proceedings
1982
Gill, R
R, Wickens
Wickens, C
C., Reid
Reid, R
Rand
Donchin, E
E. Pseudo
Pseudo-Quickening:
New Display
Gill
and Donchin
Quickening A New
Display
Technique for Manual
Manual Control of Higher
Higher Order Systems
Systems. Proceedings of the Human
Technique
Factors Society
Society's 26th
26th Annual
Annual Meeting
Meeting, 1982.
Factors
s
1982
R, Wickens
Wickens, C.,
E. and Reid
Reid, R
Internal Model as a Means
Gill, R
Gill
C Donchin,
Donchin E
R The Internal
Means of
Analyzing Human Performance.
Performance Proceedings of the 1982I.EE.E.
1982 E
EE International
I
Conference on
Conference
on Systems.
Systems Man
Man and
and Cybernetics,
Cybernetics 1982.
1982
Hull,
Gill, R
R and
and Roscoe,
of Stimulus
to Visual
Hull J.,
J Gill
Roscoe S.
S Locus
Locus of
Stimulus to
Visual Accommodation:
Accommodation Where
Where in
in
the
World,
or
Where
in
the
Eye?
Human
Factors,
24,
pp.
311-19,1982.
the World
Eye
Factors 24 pp 311 19 1982
Wickens, D
D., Gill,
Kramer, A.,
W. and
Wickens
Gill R,
R Kramer
A Ross,
Ross W
and Donchin,
Donchin E.
E The
The Cognitive
Cognitive Demands
Demands of
of
Second
of the
Second Order
Order Manual
Manual Control:
Control Applications
Applications of
the Event-Related
Event Related Brain
Brain Potential.
Potential
Proceedings
the 17th
Annual NASA
on Manual
Proceedings of
of the
17th Annual
NASA Conference
Conference on
Manual Control,
Control NASA
NASA TM,
TM 1981.
1981
Ritchie,
Ritchie M.,
M Gill,
Gill R
R and
and Jankowski,
Jankowski R
R The
The Education
Education and
and Placement
Placement of
of Human
Human Factors
Factors
Engineers.
Proceedings
of
the
North
Central
Section.
American
Society
for
Engineering
Engineers Proceedings of the North Central Section American Society for Engineering
Education,
Education Dayton,
Dayton OH,
OH pp.
pp 82-87,
8287 April
April 1981.
1981
Albery,
and Gill
Gill, R
Albery W.,
W and
R Development
Development and
and Validation
Validation of
of Drive
Drive Concepts
Concepts for
for an
an Advanced
Advanced
G-Cueing
System.
Proceedings
of
the
1978
American
Institute
of
Aeronautics
GCueing System Proceedings of the 1978 American Institute of Aeronautics and
and
Astronautics,
Astronautics 1978.
1978
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PRESENTATIONS
PRESENTATIONS:

Gill, J
J. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R Human
Human Factors
Factors inin Litigation
Litigation. Invited
Invited presentation
presentation by the
the Washington
Washington
Gill
State
Trial
Lawyer's
Association,
October
2006.
State Trial Lawyer
sAssociation October 2006

R Electronic
Electronic Billboards
Billboards: Safety
Safety and
and Social
Social Issues
Issues. Invited
Invited presentation
presentation to the
the
Gill, R
Gill
Snohomish City
City Council
Council Meeting
Meeting, May
May 2005
2005.
Snohomish
Gill, R Human
Human Factors
Factors in
in Accident
Accident Reconstruction
Reconstruction. Invited
Invited address
address to
to the
the 20
20th Annual
Annual
Gill
Special Problems in
in Traffic
Traffic Crash
Crash Reconstruction
Reconstruction at IPTM
IPTM, Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Florida
Florida, April
April,
Special
2002.
2002
Gill, R
R Human Factors Expert
Expert Witness
Witness. American Board
Board of
of Trial Advocates
Advocates Meeting
Meeting,
Gill
Waikiki, Hawaii
Hawaii, November
November 2000
2000.
Waikiki
Gill, R Industrial Funding Support for K12
K-12 Programs
Programs. Panel discussant for the
the Annual
Annual
Gill
Meeting of
of Space
Space Grant
Grant Directors
Directors, April
April 1997.
Meeting
1997

R Human Factors in Forensic Investigations.
Invited address
address at Society of
Gill, R
Gill
Investigations Invited
Forensic
Engineers
and
Scientists
Meeting,
August
1996.
Forensic Engineers and Scientists Meeting August 1996
Barnes, T
T., Hodge
Hodge, J
J., and
and Gill
Gill, R
Design and
and Fabrication of
of an Integrated
Integrated Cystic
Barnes
R Design
of Science
Fibrosis
Treatment
System.
Presented
at
the
1996
Idaho
Academy
Fibrosis Treatment System Presented at the 1996 Idaho Academy of
Science Meeting.
Meeting
Gill, R
R Technology and Its
Its Impact on Society
Society. Invited
Gill
Invited address at the Fourteenth
Annual International Exchange Conference,
Lewis-Clark
Conference LewisClark State College,
College October 1994.
1994
Gill, R
R, and
and Lewis
Lewis, V.
Gill
V Towards
Towards Improved
Improved College
College Teaching:
Teaching A
A Preliminary
Preliminary Report.
Report
Presented
at
the
American
Society
for
Engineering
Education
Pacific
Northwest
Presented at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Section
Annual
Annual Regional
Regional Meeting,
Meeting April
April 1992.
1992
Elger,
the Problem
Used by
Eiger D.,
D and
and Gill,
Gill Modeling
Modeling the
Problem Solving
Solving Process
Process Used
by an
an Expert.
Expert
Presented
at
the
American
Society
for
Engineering
Education
Pacific
Northwest
Presented at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Section
Annual
Annual Regional
Regional Meeting,
Meeting April
April 1992.
1992
Gill,
School Summer
Summer Workshops:
Gill R
R High
High School
Workshops An
An Effective
Effective Recruitment
Recruitment Technique.
Technique
Presented
at
the
American
Society
for
Engineering
Education
Pacific Northwest
Presented
Society
Northwest Section
Annual
Regional
Meeting,
April
1991.
Annual Regional Meeting April 1991
Elger,
Eiger D.,
D and
and Gill,
Gill R
RA
A Goal
Goal for
for Engineering
Engineering Education:
Education The
The Ideal
Ideal Engineer.
Engineer Presented
Presented
at
the
American
Society
for
Engineering
Education
Pacific
Northwest
at the American Society for Engineering Education Pacific Northwest Section
Section Annual
Annual
Regional
Regional Meeting,
Meeting April
April 1991.
1991
Carson,
Carson B.,
B
at
at the
the 1989
1989

and
and Gill,
Gill R
R The
The Human
Human Factors
Factors Element
Element in
in Engineering
Engineering Design.
Design Presented
Presented
Idaho
Academy
of
Science.
Idaho Academy of Science
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PRESENTATIONS: Continued
(Continued)
PRESENTATIONS
Simon, A
A, Imthurn
Imthurn, J
J., Polillo
Polillo, S
S. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R The
The Role
Role of
of Human
Human Factors
Factors in Engineering
Engineering
Simon
of
an
Industrial
Paper
Winder.
Presented
at
the
1987
Idaho
Design:
A
Case
Study
Design A Case Study of an Industrial Paper Winder Presented at the 1987 Idaho
Academy
of
Science.
Academy of Science

R The
The Role
Role of
of Human
Human Factors
Factors in
in Operator
Operator Workstation
Workstation Design
Design. Invited
Invited
Gill, R
Gill
Presentation at
at the
the 1986
1986 PCAPPA
Presentation
Gill, R
R, and
and Mau
Mau, C
C. The
The Feasibility
Feasibility of
of Using EEG to
to Measure
Measure Peripheral
Peripheral Light Loss
Loss.
Gill
Presented
at
the
Annual
Western
Psychological
Association
Meeting,
1986.
Presented at the Annual Western
Association Meeting 1986

R, Ward
Ward, S
S. and
and Albery
Albery, W
W. The Comparison
Comparison of
of Subjective and
and Objective Workload
Gill, R
Gill
Measures for
for Humans
Humans Under
Under Acceleration
Acceleration Stress
Stress. Presented
Presented at
at the 1984
Measures
1984
National
Aerospace
and
Electronics
Conference,
May
1984.
National Aerospace and Electronics Conference May 1984
& Gill
Gill, R
R A New
New Technique for Assessing
Assessing Cognitive Processing Capabilities.
Capabilities
Presented
at
the
Annual
Meeting
of
the
Ohio
Academy
of
Science,
April
1984.
Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of Science April 1984

Gordon, S
S.,
Gordon

Richard, M
M., Rice
Rice, S
S. and
and Gill
Gill, R
R The Improvement
Improvement of
of a Ballistics
Ballistics Test Range
Richard
Range Control
Panel Via Human
Human Factors Engineering
Engineering. Presented
Presented at the Annual Meeting
Panel
Meeting of the Ohio
Academy
of
Science,
April
1984.
Academy of Science April 1984
Gill, D
D., Pasquini,
L. and
Human Factors
Critique and
and Redesign
of a
Peters,
Peters R,
R Gill
Pasquini L
and Gill,
Gill R
R Human
Factors Critique
Redesign of
a
Jet
Engine
Control
Panel.
Presented
at
the
Annual
Meeting
of
the
Ohio
Academy
of
Jet Engine Control Panel Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy of
Science, April
April 1984
1984.
Science
Improved Quickened
Quickened Displays.
at the
Ohio
Gill,
Gill R
R Improved
Displays Presented
Presented at
the Annual
Annual Meeting
Meeting of
of the
the Ohio
Academy
of
Science,
April
1983.
Academy of Science April 1983
A, Sanders
Sanders, S.,
Julien,
J., Click
Click, A
Julien J
S Scandura,
Scandura L.
L and Gill,
Gill R
R Human Factors Critique and
of a
Systems Test
Test Stand.
the
Design of
Design
a Hydraulic
Hydraulic Systems
Stand Presented
Presented at
at the
the Annual
Annual Meeting
Meeting of
of the
Ohio
of SCience,
Ohio Academy
Academy of
Science April
April 1983.
1983
Gill, R
R A
Ingle,
G., Scherty
Scherty, K.
Ingle D.,
D Dabney,
Dabney G
K Beckett,
Beckett T.
T and
and Gill
A Human
Human Factors
Factors Critique
Critique of
of
an Industrial Sewer Cleaner
Cleaner. Presented at the Annual Meeting of the Ohio Academy
Academy of
Science,
April 1983.
Science April
1983
Gill,
Gill R
R The
The Role
Role of Human Factors at Three Mile Island.
Island Invited presentation by
by the
the
of
the
Human
Factors
Society,
October
1982.
Southern
Ohio
Chapter
Southern Ohio Chapter of the Human Factors Society October 1982
Gill,
Gill R
R Human Factors in
in Education.
Education Invited presentation
presentation by
by the Dayton Chapter of the
the
I.IE.
E E.
E E.,
E October
October 1980.
1980
Gill,
Gill R,
R Ross,
Ross T.
T and
and Albery,
Albery
Flight
Simulators.
Flight Simulators Presented
Presented

W.
W An Advanced
Advanced Acceleration Simulation Device for
for the
the
at
the
Dayton-Cincinnati
AIM
Mini-Symposium,
1978
at the Dayton Cincinnati AIAA Mini Symposium 1978.
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0
PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITIES:

Member of Human Factors and
and Ergonomics
Ergonomics Society
Member of American Society
Society for Testing and Materials
Member of American Academy of Forensic Sciences
Member of
System Safety
Member
of System
Safety Society
Society
GRANTS AND
AND CONTRACTS
GRANTS
CONTRACTS:

Slip and
and Fall
dba sCoinvestigator
McDonald's, Co-investigator, 2008.
Slip
Fall Prevention,
Prevention Comwell,
Cornwell dba
McDonald
2008
Evaluation and Development
Development of Warning Information for Portable Fire Shelters,
Evaluation
Shelters Anchor
Industries, Co-investigator,
2006.
Industries
Coinvestigator 2006
Snohomish, Principle Investigator,
Safety Analysis of Electronic Billboards,
Billboards City of Snohomish
Investigator 2005.
2005
Evaluation of Warning
Warning Label Designs,
American Fun Kart
Kart Association
Association, Principle
Evaluation
Designs American
Principle
Investigator 2002.
Investigator
2002
Idaho Space
Grant Consortium,
2001.
Idaho
Space Grant
Consortium NASA,
NASA $260,000,
000 Assistant Director,
260
Director 2001
Idaho
Space Grant
Grant Consortium,
NASA, $260,000,
Assistant Director,
2000.
Idaho Space
Consortium NASA
000
260 Assistant
Director 2000
Transforming Engineering
Engineering Consulting
into Engineering
Engineering Case
Case Studies,
of
Transforming
Consulting into
Studies University
University of
Idaho,
$35,000,
Sabbatical,
1999-2000.
Idaho 35
000 Sabbatical 19992000
Idaho Space
Space Grant
Grant Consortium,
Director, 1999
1999.
Consortium NASA,
NASA $256,500,
500
256 Director
NASA Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research
Research, $225,000,
State-wide
225 State
000
wide
Director,
1999.
Director 1999
Idaho Space
Space Grant
Grant Consortium
Consortium, NASA,
$256,000, Director
Director, 1998
1998.
NASA 256
000
Idaho Space
Space Grant
Grant Consortium
Consortium, NASA,
$255,000, Director
Director, 1998
1998.
Idaho
NASA 255
000
Idaho Total
Challenge, Lockheed
Martin Aerospace
Idaho
Total Engineering
Engineering Challenge
Lockheed Martin
Aerospace Corporation,
Corporation $5,000,
5
0
00
Principal investigator
investigator, 1997
1997.
Principal
Idaho Space
Consortium, NASA,
1997.
Idaho
Space Grant
Grant Consortium
NASA $255,000,
255 Director,
000
Director 1997
Idaho Space
Consortium, NASA,
1996.
Idaho
Space Grant
Grant Consortium
NASA $230,000,
000
230 Director,
Director 1996
Summer Institute
Institute for
for Engineering
Engineering Educators
Curriculum Design
and Implementation
Summer
Educators on
on Curriculum
Design and
Implementation
for Interactive
Interactive Teaching
Teaching/Learning,
Idaho Office
for
Learning University
University of
of Idaho
Office of
of Teaching
Teaching Enhancement,
Enhancement
$2,500,
500 Co-principal
2
Coprincipal investigator,
investigator 1995.
1995
Idaho Space Grant Consortium
Consortium, NASA,
Idaho
NASA $230,000,
230 Director,
000
Director 1995.
1995
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AND CONTRACTS:
GRANTS AND
CONTRACTS (Continued)
Continued
Evaluation of
of an F16
F-16 Intelligent Tutoring System,
System Northrop Corporation,
Corporation $37,600,
37 Co600
Co
principal investigator
investigator, 1994.
principal
1994
Co-principal
investigator, 1993
JETS Workshop
Workshop, US Department of Energy,
Energy $1,400,
400 Co
1
principal investigator
Design for Disk Drive
Workstation and Hand Tool Design
Drive Assembly,
Assembly Hewlett Packard,
Packard $5,000,
000
5
Co-principal investigator
investigator, 1993.
Coprincipal
1993
Analysis of
Disk Drive
Arm Assembly
Assembly Line
$2,000,
CoAnalysis
of aa Disk
Drive Arm
Line Process,
Process Hewlett
Hewlett Packard,
Packard 2
0
00 Co
principal investigator
investigator, 1992.
principal
1992
Multimedia for
for Enhanced
Enhanced Undergraduate
Undergraduate Education,
University of
Multimedia
Education University
of Idaho
Idaho Office
Office of
of
Academic Affairs
Affairs and IBM
IBM, 81
$81,000, Coprincipal
Co-principal investigator
investigator, 1991.
Academic
000
1991
JETS Summer
Summer Workshop
Workshop, US Department of Energy,
Energy $9,000,
000 Co-investigator,
9
Coinvestigator 1991.
1991
Analysis of
of aa Paper
Paper Winder
Winder Safety
Townsend Paper
Paper, 2
$2,500,
Analysis
Safety Gate,
Gate Port
Port Townsend
5
00 Co-principal
Coprincipal
investigator,
1991.
investigator 1991
and Design
Design, Key
Key Tronic Corporation,
$6,700,
Keymouse Configuration and
Corporation 6
7
00
Co-principal
investigator, 1990
1990.
Coprincipal investigator
Keymouse Usability,
$18,900, Co
Co-principal
Usability Key Tronic Corporation,
Corporation 18
900
principal investigator,
investigator 1990.
1990
$9,000,
JETS Summer
Summer Workshop
Workshop, US Department
Department of Energy,
JETS
Energy 0
9
00 Principal
Principal investigator,
investigator
1990
1990.
Mapping Knowledge
Structures, Idaho
State Board
Mapping
Knowledge in
in Declarative
Declarative and
and Procedural
Procedural Structures
Idaho State
Board of
of
Education, $35,000,
investigator, 1990.
Education
000 Co-principal
35
Coprincipal investigator
1990
JETS Summer Workshop
Workshop, US Department
Department of Energy,
$22,000, Principal investigator,
Energy 22
000
investigator
1990
1990.
A Program
to Test
Test and
and Evaluate
Evaluate Equipment
for the
Disabled, University
A
Program to
Equipment for
the Disabled
University of
of Idaho
Idaho
Research Office,
$7,000,
investigator, 1989.
Research
Office 0
7
00 Co-principal
Coprincipal investigator
1989
Research Experience
for Undergraduates
Undergraduates, National
National Science
$4,000,
CoResearch
Experience for
Science Foundation,
Foundation 0
4
00 Co
principal investigator
investigator, 1989
1989.
Assessment, Boeing Military Aircraft Corporation,
$21,600, CoStressor Interaction Assessment
Corporation 21
600
Co
principal investigator,
1989.
principal
investigator 1989
System, The Vendo Company
Company,
Design and Evaluation of aa Vending Machine Retrofit System
Design
$20,400, Principal
investigator, 1988.
400
20
Principal investigator
1988

ii
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GRANTS AND CONTRACTS
CONTRACTS: Continued
(Continued)
Structural Technique for Evaluating Design Tools
Tools, National Science Foundation,
A Structural
Foundation
$60,000, Coauthor
Co-author and
and consultant,
000
60
consultant 1988.
1988
Structures in Problem Solving Domains,
Formations and Use
Use of Conceptual Structures
Formations
Domains Air Force
Scientific Research
Research, 79
$79,200, Co-principal
Office of Scientific
200
Coprincipal investigator,
investigator 1988.
1988
Software Interface
Interface Design
Design for Asynchronous
Asynchronous Computer
Computer Conferencing,
Idaho,
Software
Conferencing EG&G
EG G of Idaho
$12,800, Co
Co-principal
investigator, 1987.
800
12
principal investigator
1987
Techniques for Augmenting the Communication of Spatial Information
Information, Boeing Military
Aircraft Company
Company, 15
$15,000,
Co-principal
investigator,
1987.
000 Co principal investigator 1987
Evaluation of Warning Label Effectiveness,
Effectiveness Arvin Industries,
Industries $1,400,
400 principal
1
investigator,
1986.
investigator 1986
Developing an Effective
Teaching Methodology for Problem
A Structured Approach for Developing
Effective Teaching
Solving:
A
Case
Study,
American
Society
for
Engineering
Education,
$1,500,
Solving
Study
Society
Education 1
5
00 principal
investigator,
1986.
investigator 1986
Personal Computers to Aid in
The Development of an Innovative Technique for Using Personal
The
Teaching Deaf People to Speak,
Grant, $3,300,
Teaching
Speak University of Idaho
Idaho Seed
Seed Grant
300 principal
3
investigator, 1986
1986.
investigator
of aa Steady
State EEG
The Development
The
Development of
Steady State
EEG Measure
Measure of
of Acceleration
Acceleration Induced
Induced Peripheral
Peripheral
Light
Loss,
United
States
Air
Force
Aerospace
Medical
Research
Laboratory,
Light Loss United States Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory Human
Human
Engineering Division,
1985.
Division $7,100,
100 principal investigator,
7
investigator 1985
The Feasibility of Using Electroencephalograms
Electroencephalograms to
to Measure
Measure Acceleration Stress,
Stress United
States
Air
Force
Aerospace
Medical
Research
Laboratory,
Human
Engineering
States
Aerospace
Laboratory
Engineering Division,
Division
$14,000, principal
principal investigator,
000
14
investigator 1984.
1984
Acceleration Stress
Stress on
Workload, United
The Effects
Effects of
The
of Acceleration
on Cognitive
Cognitive Workload
United States
States Air
Air Force
Force
Aerospace
Medical
Research
Laboratory,
Biomechanics
Division,
$35,000,
Aerospace
Research Laboratory
Division 35
000 principal
investigator,
1984.
investigator 1984

12
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Sworn Testimony
Testimony for
for Richard
Richard Gill
Gill, Ph
Ph.D., CHFP, CXLT
CXLT
Sworn
DCHFP
As
of
January
8,
2009
As of January 8 2009

2009:
Trials
Trials:

2009

Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
1. Clay
Clay vs
vs. Seattle
Seattle School
School District
District; Seattle,
Washington
1
Seattle Washington

2008:
Trials:
Trials
1. Heth
Heth vs
vs. Montana State Fund
Fund; Helena,
(State)
1
Helena Montana State
2.
Andrade
vs.
Flores;
Hilo,
Hawaii
(State)
2 Andrade vs Flores Hilo Hawaii State
3. Ninneman
Ninneman vs
vs. Columbia
Columbia Stone
Stone; Portland
Portland, Oregon
3
Oregon (State)
State
4. Matson
Matson vs
vs. Oregon
Oregon Arena
Arena Corporation;
Portland, Oregon
4
Corporation Portland
Oregon (State)
State
5.
Stopp
vs.
City
and
County
of
Honolulu;
Honolulu,
Hawaii
5 Stopp vs City and County of Honolulu Honolulu Hawaii (State)
State
6.
Centioli, et
et al.;
Seattle, Washington
6 Taylor
Taylor vs.
vs Centioli
al Seattle
Washington (State)
State
(Via
Deposition)
Via Preservation
Preservation Deposition
7. Ilao
vs. Luk
Luk; Hagatria
Hagatfta, Guam
7
Ilao vs
Guam
(Via
Preservation
Deposition)
Via
Deposition
8.
Cmos,
et
al.
vs.
CH2M
Hill,
Washington (State)
8 Cmos et al vs CH2M Hill et
et al.;
al Spokane,
Spokane Washington
State
9. Matus
vs. Hood
9
Matus vs
Hood Manor
Manor Apartments,
Apartments et
et al.;
al Kennewick,
Kennewick Washington
Washington (State)
State
10.
Sewell
vs.
Viza
Motors;
Colville,
Washington
(State)
10 Sewell vs Viza Motors Colville Washington State
11.
vs. Food
Processing Equipment
11 Figueroa
Figueroa vs
Food Processing
Equipment Corporation;
Corporation Mt.
Mt Vernon,
Vernon Washington
Washington
12.
Ingle vs
vs. State
State of
Washington; Colfax,
12 Ingle
of Washington
Colfax Washington
Washington (State)
State
13.
of Hawaii;
13 Kim,
Kim et
et al.
al vs.
vs State
State of
Hawaii Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
Hawaii (State)
State

2008

Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions Arbitrations
1.
1 Francis vs.
vs UPRR,
UPRR et al.;
al San Jose,
Jose California
2.
Goins
vs.
Kendall,
et
al.;
Lewiston,
2 Goins vs Kendall et al Lewiston Idaho
Idaho
3.
3 Huffman
Huffman vs.
vs King,
King et
et al.;
al Boise,
Boise Idaho
Idaho
4.
4 Galante
Galante vs.
vs Kostelecky;
Kostelecky Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
Hawaii
5.
Stanton
vs.
Costco,
et
al.;
Honolulu,
5 Stanton vs Costco et al Honolulu Hawaii
Hawaii (Vol
Vol 2)
2
6.
Su'u
vs.
Dooley,
et
al.;
Hagatfta,
Guam
6 Su
u vs Dooley et al Hagdtna Guam
7.
7 Hoogestraate
Hoogestraate vs.
vs Maui
Maui Land
Land and
and Pineapple,
Pineapple et
et al.;
al Kapalua,
Kapalua Maui
Maui
8.
Gu
vs.
Griswold;
Seattle,
Washington
8 Gu vs Griswold Seattle Washington
2104
2104 West
West Riverside·
Riverside Spokane,
Spokane WA
WA 99201
99201 . (509)
509 624-3714
624 3714 telephone/fax
telephonefax
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-9. Steele vs. Trinar, et al.; Seattle, Washington
10. Weis vs. Spri Products; Anchorage, Alaska
II. Reiner vs. Hampton Inn, et al.; Missoula, Montana
12. Fouts vs. ACHD, et al.; Boise, Idaho
13. Basso vs. Shamrock Materials; San Francisco, California
14. Gonsalas vs. Hom; Honolulu, Hawaii (Arbitration)
15. Stopp vs. City and County of Honolulu; Honolulu, Hawaii
16. Cmos, et al. vs. CH2MHill; Spokane, Washington
d' Alene, Idaho
17. Beck vs. L & M Trucking; Coeur d'Alene,
18. Flaxman vs. Lee; Seattle, Washington
19. Williams vs. Madison County; Rexburg, Idaho
20. Stacey vs. Dillards, et al.; Pocatello, Idaho
21. Gindlina vs. Coburn, et at.;
al.; Seattle, Washington
22. McCurdy vs. Fleetwood, et at.:
al.: Coeur d'Alene, Idaho
23. Dalgrehn vs. Silver Star Telephone; Cody, Wyoming
24. Meyer vs. Goodwill; Spokane, Washington
25. Simmonds vs. Ritewood; Pocatello, Idaho
26. Shell vs. Von Holt, et at.;
al.; Lihue, Kauai
27. Spencer vs. Denison; Colville, Washington
28. Taylor vs. Centioli; Seattle, Washington
29. Nate vs. UPRR; Pocatello, Idaho
30. Bixby vs. UPRR; Pocatello, Idaho
at.; Clarkston, Washington
31. Williams vs. U.S. Bank, et al.;
32. Jiry v Wal-Mart; Kennewick, Washington
33. Brown v USA; Louisville, Kentucky
34. Mizutani vs. American Savings Bank; Honolulu, Hawaii
35. Kealoha vs. A & B Fleet Services; Kona, Hawaii
al.; Seattle, Washington
36. Holland vs. State of Washington, et at.;
37. Childs vs. Gold Tip; Boise, Idaho
38. Stewart vs. Big D Construction; Jackson Hole, Wyoming
39. Figueroa vs. FPEC; Mt. Vernon, Washington
40. Hall vs. Wingate; Missoula, Montana
41. Howell vs. Republic Parking; Boise, Idaho
42. Pinsky vs. Sands of Kahana; Kahalui, Maui
43. Ingle vs. State of Washington; Colfax, Washington
44. Phillips v Erhart; Boise, Idaho
45. Godinez vs. Windy river Winery; Kennewick, Washington
46. Smith vs. Koolau Golf Course; Honolulu, Hawaii
47. Stewart vs. Haleakala ATV, et at.;
al.; Wailuku, Maui
48. Avichouser
A vichouser vs. K Mart; Kahalui, Maui
49. Roush vs. Campbell County, et at.;
al.; Gillette, Wyoming
50. Bryan vs. West Wind Farms, et at.;
al.; Casper, Wyoming
51. Cooper vs. Coastal Machinery; Redding, California
52. Williams vs. Jones, et at.;
al.; Kennewick, Washington
53. Seckinger vs. Swing Video, et al.; Honolulu, Hawaii
54. Mako vs. BNSF; Tacoma, Washington
2007:
2
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Trials
Trials:

1. Demello vs
vs. State
State of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii (State)
1
State
Via Preservation Deposition
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii State
(State)
2. Herbert vs.
State of Hawaii
2
vs State
Preservation Deposition
Via Preservation
3.
Findlay vs
vs. Anderson
Anderson Cattle
Cattle Company Restaurant
Restaurant; Vancouver,
3 Findlay
Vancouver Washington
(State)
State
Preservation Deposition
Via Preservation
4.
vs. State of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu,
(State)
4 Jones vs
Honolulu Hawaii State
5.
Dickman
vs.
Budget
Rental,
et
al.;
Spokane,
Washington
(State)
5
vs
Rental et al Spokane
State
6.
vs. SharleyHubbard
Sharley-Hubbard; Spokane,
(State)
6 Clark vs
Spokane Washington State
7. Stamey et aI,
vs. Big Mountain
Mountain Resort
Resort, et al
al.; Kalispell
Kalispell, Montana Federal
(Federal)
7
al vs
Via Preservation Deposition
Deposition
8. Salvini
Salvini vs
vs. Ski Lifts
Lifts, Inc.;
Seattle, Washington State
(State)
8
Inc Seattle
9. Pearl vs
vs. Fred Meyer Stores
Stores; Seattle,
9
Seattle Washington
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii State
(State; Live Testimony)
10.
vs. State of Hawaii
10 Herbert vs
Testimony
11.
Megison
vs.
GM,
et
al.;
Santa
Cruz,
California
11 Megison vs GM et al Santa Cruz California (State)
State
12.
vs. State of
of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu,
Hawaii State
(State)
12 Demello vs
Honolulu Hawaii
13.
People
vs.
Sykes;
Hagatfia,
Guam
13
vs Sykes HagAtria
14. Sampio vs
vs. State of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii State
(State)
14
15. Mabrey vs
vs. Wizard
Wizard Fisheries
Fisheries; Seattle,
(Federal)
15
Seattle Washington Federal
16.
Brower
vs.
North
Slope
Borough;
Barrow,
Alaska
(State)
16 Brower vs North Slope Borough Barrow Alaska State
17. King vs
vs. Duck Inn
Inn; Havre
Havre, Montana State
(State)
17
Honolulu, Hawaii (State)
18. Gonsalves
Gonsalves vs
vs. State of Hawaii;
18
Hawaii Honolulu
State
19. Cabrera
Cabrera vs
vs. State
State of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii (State)
19
State
Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
1. Pearl vs
vs. Fred Meyer Stores;
Seattle, Washington
1
Stores Seattle
2. LeMaster et al
al. vs.
al.; Seattle,
2
vs Arrow Metal,
Metal et
et al
Seattle Washington
3.
vs. Fairmont Orchid
Orchid; Kona
Kona, Hawaii
3 Sanders vs
4. Holler vs
vs. Hilton
Hilton; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
4
5. Tani vs
vs. Healy Tibbits
Tibbits, et al.;
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii Arbitration
(Arbitration)
5
al Honolulu
N'
Save;
Honolulu,
Hawaii
6.
Perez
vs.
Sack
6 Perez vs Sack N Save Honolulu Hawaii
7. Sampio vs
vs. State
State of
of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii Arbitration
(Arbitration)
7
8. Peters
vs. Smith
Construction; Helena
Helena, Montana
Montana
8
Peters vs
Smith Construction
9. Powell,
et al
al. vs
vs. City
County of
Honolulu, Hawaii
9
Powell et
City and
and County
of Honolulu;
Honolulu Honolulu
Hawaii
10.
Sanders vs
vs. Fairmont
Fairmont Orchid;
Kona, Hawaii
Hawaii (Volume
10 Sanders
Orchid Kona
Volume 2)
2
11.
vs. Wizard
Wizard Fisheries;
Seattle, Washington
11 Mabrey
Mabrey vs
Fisheries Seattle
Washington
12.
Chapman
vs.
Killinger;
Twin
Falls,
Idaho
12 Chapman vs Killinger
Falls Idaho
13. Tarlton vs
vs. Ryobi et al
al.; Seattle,
Washington
13
Seattle Washington
14. Waite
Waite vs.
Brodhead et
et al
al.; Spokane,
Washington
14
vs Brodhead
Spokane Washington
15.
Speed
vs.
ICRR;
New
Orleans,
Louisiana
15 Speed vs ICRR New Orleans Louisiana
16. Ladner
Ladner vs
vs. Goggin
Goggin, et
et al.;
d'Alene,
16
al Coeur
Coeur d
A
lene Idaho
Idaho
17. Teves
Teves vs
vs. Kaiser
Kaiser; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
17
Hawaii (Arbitration)
Arbitration
18. Saunders
vs. Fairmont
Fairmont Orchid;
Kona, Hawaii
(Arbitration)
18
Saunders vs
Orchid Kona
Hawaii Arbitration
19.
Stanton
vs.
Costco;
Honolulu,
Hawaii
19 Stanton vs Costco Honolulu
20. Brown
Brown vs
vs. EMB
EMB, et
et al
al.; Seattle
Seattle, Washington
20
Washington
21.
King
vs.
Duck
Inn;
Great
Falls,
21 King vs Duck Inn Great Falls Montana
Montana
33
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6

22.
Sykes vs.
Melton; Hagatna
Hagatfia, Guam
22 Sykes
vs Melton
23.
Fejeran
vs.
Aviation
Services;
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands
23
vs
Services Commonwealth
of
Hawaii;
Honolulu, Hawaii (Arbitration)
24.
Gonsalves
vs.
State
24 Gonsalves vs State
Hawaii Honolulu
Arbitration
25. Bond,
et al
al. vs
vs. Krause Manufacturing
Manufacturing; Seattle,
25
Bond et
Seattle Washington
26. Wulff
Wulffvs.
Wesmont Builders
Builders, et al.;
26
vs Wesmont
al Missoula,
Missoula Montana
27.
Crawford
vs.
City
of
Tieton;
Tieton,
27
vs City
Tieton Tieton Washington
28. Pang
vs. Yamaha
Yamaha, et
28
Pang vs
et al.;
al Kona,
Kona Hawaii
Hawaii (Volume
Volume 2)
2
29. Smith
Smith vs.
Friends of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
29
vs Friends
30. Ordenstein vs.
Ordenstein
30
vs Windward Community College,
College et al.;
al Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
31. Gutner
Gutner vs
vs. Fisher Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu,
Hawaii
31
Honolulu Hawaii
32. Sauer
Sauer vs.
John Deere
Deere, et al.;
Denver, Colorado
32
vs John
al Denver
33. Bond
Bond, et
et al
al. vs
vs. Krause Manufacturing;
33
Manufacturing Seattle,
Seattle Washington (Volume
Volume 2)
2
34. Tracy vs
vs. Luck Enterprises
Enterprises; Worland
Worland, Wyoming
34
35. Ritter vs.
Marine; Seattle,
35
vs Foss Marine
Seattle Washington
36.
Zwettler
vs.
Chapin;
Twin
Falls, Idaho
36
vs Chapin
Falls
37.
Nielson
vs.
Jaremko;
Spokane,
Washington
37 Nielson vs Jaremko Spokane Washington
38. Senkler
Senkler vv Ochse
Ochse; Spokane,
Washington
38
Spokane Washington
2006
2006:

Trials
Trials:

1. Hokland vs
vs. City
of Honolulu;
Hawaii,
1
City and County of
Honolulu Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
Via Preservation Deposition (State)
State
2. Papadopoulos vs.
2
vs Fred Meyer Stores;
Stores Seattle,
Seattle Washington,
Washington
Via
Preservation
Deposition
(Federal)
Via Preservation Deposition Federal
3. Thornton
Thornton vs
vs. Spooner
Spooner Farms;
3
Farms Seattle,
Seattle Washington,
Washington
(State)
Via Preservation Deposition State
4. Camanse vs
vs. Padre
Padre; Honolulu Hawaii
4
Via Preservation Deposition State
(State)
5. State
State vs
vs. Elder;
Honolulu, Hawaii
5
Elder Honolulu
Hawaii (State)
State
6. Steigman
Steigman vs
vs. Outrigger
Outrigger Properties;
Hawaii
6
Properties Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
Via
Preservation
Deposition
(State)
Via Preservation Deposition State
7. Kelly
Kelly vs.
Foodland; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii State
(State)
7
vs Foodland
Via Preservation
Deposition State
(State)
Via
Preservation Deposition
8.
Birdwell,
et
al.
vs.
AMTRAC,
et
al.;
Pennsylvania (Federal)
8 Birdwell et al vs AMTRAC et al Philadelphia,
Philadelphia Pennsylvania
Federal
9.
Robins
vs.
PACCAR,
et
al.;
Lexington,
Kentucky
9 Robins vs PACCAR et al Lexington Kentucky
10. Nelson
Nelson vs.
Sea, et
al.; Seattle
Seattle, Washington
Washington
10
vs Stellar
Stellar Sea
et al
Via
Preservation
Deposition
(Federal)
Via Preservation Deposition Federal
11.
vs. Life Church;
Dallas, Oregon (State)
11 Harouff vs
Church Dallas
State
12.
Harding; Spokane
Spokane, Washington (State)
12 Clark vs.
vs Harding
State
Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
1.
vs. Lowe
Lowe, et
et al
al; Kailua
Kailua, Hawaii
Hawaii
1 Romero vs
2. Sanchez
Sanchez vs
vs. Tsunami
Tsunami's; Waianae
Waianae, Hawaii
2
s
3. Sisneros
Sisneros vs
vs. UPRR
UPRR; Hana
Hana, Wyoming
Wyoming
3
4.
Pelzel
vs.
Pacific
County
et
Harbor, Washington
Washington
4 Pelzel vs Pacific County et al.;
al Gray's
s Harbor
Gray
5. Bocatija
Cabras Marine
Marine; Hagatria
Hagatiia, Guam
5
Bocatija vs.
vs Cabras
Guam
6.
Boos
et
al.
vs.
Chicago
Pneumatic;
Seattle,
6 Boos et al vs Chicago Pneumatic Seattle Washington
Washington
7. Lee vs
vs. Royal Orchid
Orchid et al.;
Hagatiia, Guam
7
al HagAtna
4
4
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8. Lindall vs.
Hawaiian Waters Adventure Park
Park; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
8
vs Hawaiian
9. Stankewich vs.
Honolulu, Hawaii (Arbitration)
9
vs City and County of Honolulu;
Honolulu Honolulu
Arbitration
10. Remmick vs
vs. Daisy
Daisy; Billings
Billings, Montana
10
11. Brooks vs
vs. City
City of Washougal
Washougal, et al.;
11
al Washougal,
Washougal Washington
12.
Boltron
vs.
St.
Francis
Medical
Center;
12
vs St
Center Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
13.
Scrimshaw
vs.
Stewart;
Kona,
Hawaii
(Arbitration)
13
vs Stewart Kona
Arbitration
14. Nolan
Nolan vs.
Kaanapali Beach Hotel;
(Arbitration)
14
vs Kaanapali
Hotel Kaanapali,
Kaanapali Maui Arbitration
15.
Bright
vs.
Brown;
Spokane,
Washington
15
vs Brown Spokane
16. Caldetera vs
vs. AccuCut
Accu-Cut, et
et al
al.; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
16
17. Teranishi vs
vs. New Casino
Casino; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
17
18. Heydon vs
vs. City
City and County of Honolulu;
18
Honolulu Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
19.
Lonczak
vs.
County
ofMaui;
Wailuku,
Maui
(Records Deposition)
19
vs
of Maui Wailuku
Records
Deposition
20.
vs. Players,
et al
al.; Honolulu,
Hawaii Records
(Records Deposition)
20 Keehu vs
Players et
Honolulu Hawaii
Deposition
21.
vs. Schuler Homes,
et al
al.; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
21 Paglinawan vs
Homes et
22.
Le
vs.
Kealani,
et
al.;
Wailea,
Maui
22
vs Kealani et al Wailea
23.
vs. Wayne Engineering
Engineering, et
et al
al.; Lexington
Lexington, Kentucky
23 Robins vs
24. Espinoza vs
vs. Risenmay Farms,
et al
al.; Rexburg
Rexburg, Idaho
Idaho
24
Farms et
25.
Dickman
vs.
Budget
Rent
A
Car;
Spokane,
Washington
25
vs
Car Spokane
26. Sewell
Sewell vs
vs. Viper
Viper Motors
Motors; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
26
Washington
27.
Yogi
vs.
Steams
Airport
Equipment,
et al
al.; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
27 Yogi vs Stearns Airport Equipment et
Hawaii
28.
Lewis
vs.
Mossholders
Furniture;
Casper,
Wyoming
28 Lewis vs Mossholders Furniture Casper Wyoming
29. Baccus
Baccus vs
vs. Ameripride
Ameripride; Idaho
Falls, Idaho
Idaho
29
Idaho Falls
30. Kelley
Kelley vs
vs. Foodland
Foodland; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
30
31. Bishop vs
vs. Marriott
Marriott; Wailuku
Wailuku, Hawaii
Hawaii Records
(Records Deposition)
31
Deposition
32.
Babayan
vs.
Wal-Mart;
Wailuku,
Hawaii
(Records
Deposition)
32
vs WalMart Wailuku
Records Deposition
33. Bright
Bright vs
vs. Brown
Brown; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
Washington
33
34.
Maxwell
vs.
Jerome
County;
Jerome, Idaho
34 Maxwell vs
County Jerome
Idaho
35.
Megison
vs.
GM,
et
al.;
San
Jose,
35
vs GM al
Jose California
BG Consultants,
36. Carlton vs
vs. BG
36
Consultants et al.;
al Hutchinson,
Hutchinson Kansas
37. Andrade
Andrade vs
vs. Flores
Flores, et
et al
al.; Hilo
Hilo, Hawaii
Hawaii
37
38. Warren vs
vs. Kleenco
Kleenco; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
38
39. Ringer vs
vs. County
County of Hawaii
Hawaii; Kona
Kona, Hawaii
39
40. Shimose vs
vs. Apolo
Apolo, et
et al
al.; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
40
41. Malott
vs. Marriott
Marriott, Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
41
Malott vs
42. Pang
Pang vs
vs. Yamaha
Yamaha, et
et al
al.; Kona,
42
Kona Hawaii
43. Salvini
Salvini vs.
Lifts, Inc.;
Seattle, Washington
43
vs Ski Lifts
Inc Seattle
44.
Demello
vs.
State;
Honolulu,
Hawaii Arbitration
(Arbitration)
44
vs State Honolulu Hawaii
45.
Seitz
vs.
New
Holland
Equipment,
et
45 Seitz vs
Equipment al.;
al San Francisco,
Francisco California
of Hawaii
Hawaii; Honolulu,
(Arbitration)
46. Herbert
Herbert vs
vs. State
46
State of
Honolulu Hawaii
Hawaii Arbitration
47.
Porter
vs.
Stark;
Seattle,
Washington
47
vs Stark Seattle
2005
2005:

Trials
Trials:

1.
1
2.
2
3.
3
4.
4
5.
5

Juarez vs
vs. Frias
Frias; San Francisco
Francisco, California
California via Preservation Deposition (State)
Juarez
State
State of
of Idaho
Idaho vs
vs. Marek;
Idaho (State)
Marek Sandpoint,
Sandpoint Idaho
State
Dubac-Tyler vs
vs. Hyatt
Hyatt Corp
Corp; Kaanapali
Kaanapali, Maui State
(State)
DubacTyler
Rukavina,
et
al.
vs.
Crane
Plumbing,
et
al.;
Challis,
Rukavina
al vs Crane Plumbing al Challis Idaho (State)
State
Rabissa
vs.
Costco;
Kona, Hawaii
Hawaii State
(State)
Rabissa vs Costco Kona
5
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6. Haggard
Haggard vs
vs. Parma
Parma Furniture
Furniture; Nampa
Nampa, Idaho State
(State)
6
Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions
Arbitrations
1. Kim
Kim vs
vs. Savard
Savard, et
et al
aI.; St
St. Johnsbury
Johnsbury, Vermont
Vermont Volume
(Volume 1
1)
1
2. Cormier
Cormier vs
vs. Gold
Gold's Gym, et
et al
aI., Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho
2
sGym
3.
Cross
vs.
Takenaka
Landscaping,
et
aI.;
Makakilo, Oahu
3 Cross vs
Landscaping et al Makakilo
4. Li and Wang
Wang vs
vs. Sea Life Park
Park; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
4
5.
Rabissa
vs.
Costco;
Kona,
Hawaii
(Volume
II)
5
vs Costco Kona
Volume II
6.
Erickson
vs.
Badger
Building
Center;
Bonners
Ferry, Idaho
Idaho
6
vs Badger Building Center Bonners Ferry
7. Kim
Kim vs
vs. Savard
Savard, et
et al
aI.; St
St. Johnsbury
Johnsbury, Vermont
Vermont Volume
(Volume II)
7
II
8.
Harris
vs.
Union
Pacific
Railroad;
Seattle,
Washington
8
vs
Pacific Railroad Seattle Washington
9. Juarez
Juarez vs
vs. Frias
Frias; San Francisco
Francisco, California
9
10. Horsley vs
vs. Hilton Hotel
Hotel Corp
Corp; Seattle
Seattle, Washington
10
11.
Dubac-Tyler
vs.
Hyatt
Corp;
Kaanapali,
11 DubacTyler vs
Corp Kaanapali Maui
of
Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
12.
Bacani
vs.
State
12
vs State
Hawaii et aI.;
al Honolulu
13. Kanei vs
vs. Daiei
Daiei; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
13
14. Stevens
Stevens vs
vs. Robert Bosch Tool
Tool Corporation;
Falls, Idaho
14
Corporation Twin Falls
15
.
Young
vs.
Holiday
Inn;
Hagatfia,
Guam
15 Young vs Holiday Inn Hagatrfta Guam
Inc., et
et al
aI.; Kahalui
Kahalui, Maui Records
(Records)
16. Anthony
vs. Alexander
Alexander & Baldwin,
Baldwin Inc
16
Anthony vs
17. Anthony
Anthony vs
vs. Alexander
Alexander & Baldwin,
Inc., et
et al
aI.; Kahalui
Kahalui, Maui
17
Baldwin Inc
18. Baker
Baker vs
vs. Flying J
J; Casper,
18
Casper Wyoming
of
Hawaii;
(Arbitration); Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
19.
Abiley
vs.
State
19 Abiley vs State of Hawaii Arbitration
Hawaii
20. Sales vs
vs. Self-Help
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
20
SelfHelp Housing;
Housing Honolulu
21. Rukavina
Rukavina, et al
ai. vs
vs. Crane Plumbing,
et al
aI.; Challis,
21
Plumbing et
Challis Idaho
22.
Hart
vs.
Hoist,
et
aI.;
Bonners
Ferry,
Idaho
22
vs Hoist et al
Ferry Idaho
23. LeMaster
LeMaster vs
vs. BNSF
BNSF; Billings
Billings, Montana
23
Montana
24.
Dunivent
vs.
UPRR;
Cheyenne,
Wyoming
24 Dunivent vs UPRR Cheyenne Wyoming
25
Properties; Kahalui
Kahalui, Hawaii (Records
Depo)
25. Glaberson
Glaberson vs
vs. A
A & B Properties
Records Depo
26. Newman vs
vs. Milacron,
2)
26
Milacron et aI.;
al Bozeman,
Bozeman Montana (Volumes
Volumes 1
1 and 2
B Properties
Properties; Kahalui
Kahalui, Hawaii
27. Glaberson
Glaberson vs
vs. A
A& B
27
Hawaii
28. McKay vs
vs. Smith;
Spokane, Washington
Washington; (Arbitration)
28
Smith Spokane
Arbitration
29. Schultz
vs. Ellensburg
Ellensburg Cement
et al
a1.; Seattle,
29
Schultz vs
Cement Products,
Products et
Seattle Washington
Washington
30. Scholz
vs. Zip
Truck Lines
Lines, et
et al
aI.; Spokane,
Washington
30
Scholz vs
Zip Truck
Spokane Washington
31.
vs. Farmers,
31 Nyquist vs
Farmers et aI.;
al Great Falls,
Falls Montana (Arbitration)
Arbitration
32.
Hernadez
vs.
Lematic;
Honolulu,
Hawaii
32 Hernadez vs Lematic Honolulu Hawaii
33.
Abiley vs
vs. State
State of
Honolulu, Hawaii
33 Abiley
of Hawaii;
Hawaii Honolulu
Hawaii
34.
Dison
vs.
Vaagen
Brothers
Lumber;
Colville,
34 Dison vs Vaagen Brothers Lumber Colville Washington
Washington
35.
Properties; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
35 Harvey vs.
vs Payne Properties
36. Mallot vs.
Marriott; Ko
Ko'Olina, Oahu Records
(Records Deposition
Deposition)
36
vs Marriott
Olina
37.
Stewart
vs.
Violich,
et
al.;
Kailua,
Hawaii
37 Stewart vs Violich et al Kailua Hawaii
38.
vs. Albertsons;
38 Hytrek
Hytrek vs
Albertsons Casper,
Casper Wyoming
Wyoming
39. Hedge
vs. Redmond
39
Hedge vs
Redmond Heavy
Heavy Hauling;
Hauling Tacoma,
Tacoma Washington
Washington
2004:
2004
Trials:
Trials
1.
Fred Meyers,
1 Twenge
Twenge vs.
vs Fred
Meyers et
et aI.;
al Portland,
Portland Oregon
Oregon (State)
State
2. Tyler
Tyler vs.
Petsmart, et
2
vs Petsmart
et a1.;
al Spokane,
Spokane Washington
Washington (State)
State
3. Lewis
Lewis vs.
Publishing Company,
Washington (State)
3
vs Tribune
Tribune Publishing
Company et
et aI.;
al Colfax
Colfax Washington
State
6
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-4.
4
5.
5
6.
6
7.
7
8.
8
9.
9

ri

Fowler vs.
vs Fred Meyers;
Meyers Portland,
Portland Oregon (State)
State
Richardson vs.
vs State of Montana;
Montana Butte,
Butte Montana (State)
State
Wendt vs
vs. USA;
Honolulu,
Hawaii
(Federal)
USA Honolulu Hawaii Federal
Parris vs.
vs State of Washington,
Washington et al.;
al Spokane,
Spokane Washington (State)
State
Miller
Miller vs.
vs Ostler;
Ostler Moses Lake,
Lake Washington (State)
State
Kelley vs.
(State)
vs County ofMaui,
of Maui et al.;
al Wailuku,
Wailuku Maui State

Depositions/Arbitrations:
Depositions Arbitrations
1.
Montana; Butte,
1 Robinson vs.
vs State of Montana
Butte Montana
2.
vs. Colfax Masonic Corp.;
2 Lewis vs
Corp Colfax,
Colfax Washington
3.
vs. Costco;
Kona, Hawaii
3 Rabisa vs
Costco Kona
4.
4 Kitchens vs.
vs Outrigger,
Outrigger et al.;
al Waikiki,
Waikiki Hawaii
5.
Condominiums; Waikiki,
5 Ishii vs.
vs Island Colony
Colony Condominiums
Waikiki Hawaii
6.
vs. City and County of Honolulu;
6 Cadman vs
Honolulu Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
7 Castillo vs.
vs A & A
7.
A Electric
Electric; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
8. Lyons vs
vs. Smith's
Casper, Wyoming
8
s Food and Drug;
Smith
Drug Casper
9.
Manco, et al.;
California
9 Johnson vs.
vs Manco
al Modesto,
Modesto California
10.
Benoy
vs.
Jacobson;
Coeur
d'Alene,
10
vs Jacobson
Alene Idaho
d
11.
Rabisa
vs.
Costco;
Kona,
Hawaii
11
vs Costco Kona Hawaii (Arbitration)
Arbitration
12.
vs. Naeole,
Hawaii
12 Lawlor vs
Naeole et al.;
al Honolulu,
Honolulu Hawaii
of
Spokane;
Spokane,
13.
Carter
vs.
City
13
vs City
Spokane Spokane Washington
14.
Kahikina
vs.
Hilo
Terrace Apartments
Apartments AOAO,
al.; Hilo
Hilo, Hawaii
14
vs
AOAO et al
15.
vs. Barland
Barland, et al.;
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii
15 Moniz vs
al Honolulu
16.
vs. BNSF;
Portland, Oregon
16 Zelinski vs
BNSF Portland
17.
BNSF; Greybull
Greybull, Wyoming
17 Hopkin vs.
vs BNSF
18.
vs. Arby
Arby's; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
18 Schroder vs
s
19.
vs. Hayes Lemmerz
Lemmerz International,
et al
al.; Boise
Boise, Idaho
19 Vuittonet vs
International et
Idaho
20.
Gapero
vs.
Pacific
Shores
AOAO,
et
al.;
Kihe,
Maui
20
vs
Shores AOAO et al Kihe
21.
vs. Aloha Tower Management Company,
Honolulu, Hawaii
21 Ibara vs
Company et al.;
al Honolulu
22.
Baker vs.
Totally Titanium Inc.;
Waikiki, Hawaii
22 Baker
vs Totally
Inc Waikiki
23.
vs. Bargain
Bargain Giant
Giant; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
23 Jenner vs
24.
Milward
vs.
Vandervert;
Spokane,
24
vs Vandervert Spokane Washington
25. Baker
Baker vs
vs. Totally
Totally Titanium
Titanium Inc.;
Waikiki, Hawaii
Hawaii (Arbitration)
25
Inc Waikiki
Arbitration
26. Frahm vs
vs. Alamo Rental
Rental Car
Car; Las
Las Vegas,
Nevada
26
Vegas Nevada
27. Mathews vs
vs. Harrington
Harrington; Spokane
Spokane, Washington
27
JB's Family
Family Restaurant
Restaurant; Coeur
Coeur d
d'Alene,
28. Cuthbert vs
vs. JB
28
s
A
lene Idaho
29. Kelley
Kelley vs
vs. County of Maui
Maui, et
et al
al.; Wailuku
Wailuku, Maui
29
30. Kappel vs
vs. Kea Lani
Lani, et
et al
al.; Wailea
Wailea, Maui
30
31. Cross
Cross vs
vs. Takanaka Landscaping
Landscaping, et
et al
al.; Makakilo
Makakilo, Hawaii (Arbitration)
31
Arbitration
32. Sharp vs
vs. Best
Best; Cheney
Cheney, Washington
32
Taylor, et
et al
al.; Pullman
Pullman, Washington
Washington
33. Meador
Meador vs
vs. Chipman
Chipman & Taylor
33
34. Miyamoto
Miyamoto vs
vs. Hawaiian
Hawaiian Electric
Electric Company
Company, et
et al
al.; Honolulu
Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaii Vol
(Vol 11 & 2)
34
2
35. Hayes
Hayes vs
vs. Union Pacific
Pacific Railroad
Railroad, et
et al
al.; Rupert
Rupert, Idaho
Idaho
35
36. Reaves
Reaves vs
vs. Rowe
Rowe; Kennewick
Kennewick, Washington
Washington
36
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Ticket only packages start at $6 per person and food vouchers
start at $4 per person. Contact a Hawks Group Sales
Representative for more options and pricing.
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SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
942 Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
Boise
Voice:
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice 208
1000
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-4700
4700

S
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CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk

By STEPHANIE
STEPHANIE VIDAK
VIDAK
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR THE
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
OF THE STATE OF

FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
IDAHO, IN AND FOR
IDAHO

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

v.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
al.
Boise

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants'
Defendants
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Club,
LLC, Home
Home Plate Food Services,
Club LLC
Services LLC
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
Stadium Inc
s
Summary
Judgment
Summary Judgment

Defendants
Defendants

Comes now
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff, through
through counsel,
and opposes
opposes motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment.
Comes
now the
counsel and
judgment
In sum,
In
sum the affidavits filed in support of Defendant Diamond Sports Management and
LLC's Motion For Summary Judgment do not establish that there is no genuine
Development LLC
sMotion
issue
of material
material fact
to whether
whether its
Plaintiff s injuries.
issue of
fact as
as to
its negligence
negligence was
was aa proximate
proximate cause
cause of
of Plaintiff
sinjuries

Standards
Standards Applicable To Motions for Summary Judgment
The burden of
proving the absence of
material facts is upon the moving party.
ofproving
ofmaterial
party Petricevich
v. Salmon
Salmon River
River Canal
Canal Co.,
92 Idaho 865,
v
Co 92
865 868,452
868 452 P.2d
2d 362,
P
362 365 (1969).
1969 In order for the
prevail in summary
summary judgment,
moving party to prevail
judgment it must establish through evidence the absence of
any genuine
genuine issue of
of material
material fact on an element of a non-moving
case. Thompson
non moving party's
scase
party
Thompson v.
v 10.
O
I

Insurance Agency
Agency, Inc
Inc., 126
P.2d
the moving
126 Idaho 527,530,887
527 530 887 2
P
d 1034,1038
1034 1038 (1994).
1994 If
Ifthe
moving party
party
fails
an element
present evidence
fails to
to challenge
challenge an
element or
or fails
fails to
to present
evidence establishing
establishing the
the absence
absence of
of aa genuine
genuine

Memorandum
to Defendants'
Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Food
Services,
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
for
Summary
Judgment
p.
1
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material fact on
on that element
element, the burden does not shift
shift to the non
non-moving
issue of material
moving party,
party and the
non-moving
party is not required to
to respond with supporting evidence
evidence. Smith v.
non
moving party
v Meridian Joint

School District
District No
No.2,
918 P
P.2d
583,588
(Idaho, 1996).
The burden
burden of
the absence
School
2 918
2d 583
588 Idaho
1996 The
of establishing
establishing the
absence
of a genuine issue of material
material fact rests at all times
times with the party moving for summary
summary

Schools for
for Equal Educational Opportunity v
v. State ofIdaho
ofIdaho, 132 Idaho 559,
judgment. Idaho Schools
judgment
559

564,976
913 Supreme
(Supreme Court 1998
1998).
564
976 P.2d
2d 913
P

Statement of
of Facts
Facts Precluding
Precluding Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment
Statement
Bud Rountree
Rountree was
was aa season
for many
many years
years before
before his
eye was
put out
as
Bud
season ticket
ticket subscriber
subscriber for
his eye
was put
out as
Hawks game at Memorial Stadium
Stadium. On September 30,
his
a Boise Hawks
30 2007 he agreed to renew his
season tickets
tickets and made
made a three year commitment to renew those
those tickets for three years.
season
years This is
the only
only agreement
agreement that
that he
entered into
into with
any of
of the
the Defendants
Defendants. Rountree
Rountree Aff
Aff. ~22,
Exhibit
the
he entered
with any
22 Exhibit

10.
agreement does not contain any consent
consent, waiver,
10 The agreement
waiver release of liability or other such
language. Rountree Aff
Aff. 123
~23. Mr
Mr. Rountree received his tickets
after he had entered
language
tickets after
entered into the
agreement to
to renew his
his tickets
tickets and after
after he had paid for the tickets.
~24. No one
tickets Rountree Aff.
Aff T24
advised him prior to
to purchasing or receiving his tickets
tickets that they believed that by accepting the
or attending
attending the
the baseball
baseball games
games he
to accepting
accepting any
risk of
of injury
injury.
tickets or
tickets
he was
was consenting
consenting to
any risk

Rountree Aff
Aff. 25
~25. He
He did not sign
sign or otherwise enter into any other agreement with the
Rountree
Defendants containing
containing any
any consent
consent, waiver
waiver, release
of liability
liability or
Rountree
Defendants
release of
or other
other such
such language.
language Rountree

Aff. T26
~26. At
At no time did Mr
Mr. Rountree expressly,
Aff
expressly either in writing or orally,
orally consent to accepting
of injury
injury, to
to assume
assume any
any risk
risk or
injury, to
to release
release anyone
from liability
injury
any risk
risk of
any
or injury
anyone from
liability for
for any
any injury
caused by
by anyone
anyone sustained
sustained while
while he
was attending
attending any
game in
in Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
caused
he was
any baseball
baseball game
Stadium

Rountree Aff
Aff. 26
~26. At no
no time did he
he otherwise intend by conduct to
to manifest any such consent
Rountree
to accepting
risk of
of injury
injury, to
to assume
any risk
risk or
to release
for
to
accepting any
any risk
assume any
or injury,
injury to
release anyone
anyone from
from liability
liability for

Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Boise
LLC, Boise
Baseball
Memorandum
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
's
Motion
for
Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Food
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
Summary Judgment
Judgment - p
p. 22
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any injury
injury caused
caused by
by anyone
anyone sustained
sustained while
while he
he was
was attending
attending any
any baseball
baseball game
game in
in Memorial
any
Memorial

Rountree Aff
Aff. 27
~27. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree is not aware
aware of
of any
any conduct on his
his part from which
which
Stadium. Rountree
Stadium
of injury
injury, to assume any
anyone could infer
infer that he
he had manifested consent
consent to accepting
accepting any risk of
anyone
risk or
or injury
injury, or
or to
to release
release anyone
anyone from
from liability
liability for
for any
any injury
injury caused
caused by
anyone sustained
while
risk
by anyone
sustained while

Rountree Aff
Aff.·~29.
Mr. Rountree
Rountree
he was attending
attending any
any baseball game in Memorial Stadium
Stadium. Rountree
he
29 Mr
on the
the backs
backs of any of the tickets
tickets sent to
to him by
by the Defendants
Defendants. Mr
Mr.
never read
read the
the language
language on
never
Rountree did
did not believe that he
he was
was under any obligation to do so
so, and the language was in such
Rountree
He was not advised that he was
tiny print
print that it was
was it could not be read
read without great
great effort
effort. He
tiny
any obligation to
to read
read anything on
on the tickets
tickets. Advertisements
Advertisements were printed on the backs
backs
under any
tickets and
and for all
all he knew
knew the
the printing related
related to the advertisements
advertisements, though he never
never
of the tickets
bothered to find out
out. About the only
only thing that Mr
Mr. Rountree read
read on
on the tickets was the date and
bothered

Rountree Aff
Aff. 30
~30.
seat number
number. Rountree
the seat
Rountree, his wife and grandsons attended a baseball game
On August 13,2008,
13 2008 Bud Rountree
conducted in Memorial
Memorial Stadium by the Boise Hawks
Hawks. There are two areas containing circular
conducted
tables, chairs
chairs and
and stools set aside
aside at Memorial
Memorial Stadium within which patrons can eat,
tables
eat drink,
drink sit
and converse and,
wish, and depending upon where in these areas they are seated
seated, watch
and if they wish
the baseball game
game. Defendants have referred to these areas as the "Hawks
Hawks Nest"
Nest and the
"Executive Club."
Mr. Rountree states in his
his deposition and affidavit that he does not recall any
Executive
Club Mr
sign
designating the
the area
area in
in which
which he
at the
time of
sign designating
he was
was injured
injured as
as the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club at
the time
of his
his
accident. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree states that both areas are joined and that the "Executive
accident
Executive Club"
Club is simply
of the
Aff. ~~ 3
3,5.
an
portion of
5 While
While the bleacher areas of
an elevated
elevated portion
the Hawks
Hawks Nest.
Nest Rountree
Rountree Aff
Memorial Stadium have fixed seating and are obviously designed
designed for but one purpose - watching
the
baseball game
dining and
the baseball
game - the
the dining
and drinking
drinking areas
areas variously
variously described
described as
as the
the "Hawks
Hawks Nest",
Nest the

Memorandum in
Memorandum
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants'
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Food
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
sMotion for
for
Summary
000714
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3

"elevated
section of the Hawks Nest"
elevated section
Nest and the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club are intended,
intended designed
designed and
furnished for multiple uses,
uses watching the game while consuming food and
and beverages and/or
or
and
socializing with others
others around the table,
table consuming food and beverages and/or
or socializing with
and
others around the table while disregarding the game.
game In other words,
words for some using the eating
and dining areas,
restaurant. The so-called
areas those areas in effect serve simply as a restaurant
socalled Executive Club
is connected to the lower section of the Hawks Nest,
Nest and the entire area is protected by aa
horizontally strung protective mesh barrier.
barrier Rountree Aff.
Aff ~3,
3 6,
6 Exhibits 1,2,3,4,6,
1 2 3 4 6 and 7.
7 The
which it
"Executive Club"
was open
anyone and
Executive
Club was
open to
to anyone
and there
there was
was no
no actual
actual club
club or
or organization
organization to
to which
it
Affidavit, 3
~3. Though spectators can take food and beverages into the
was restricted.
restricted Rountree Affidavit
Nest. Rountree
bleacher seats,
seats Mr.
Mr Rountree had reserved a table at which to eat in the Hawks Nest

Aff. ~5,
Exhibits 11 and
and 2.
were no
signs prohibiting
spectators from
Aff
15 Exhibits
2 There
There were
no signs
prohibiting spectators
from purchasing
purchasing
over to
to the adjacent Executive Club for
refreshments at the Hawks Nest and taking them over
consumption, or
or from
from simply
simply sitting
sitting or
standing around
consumption
or standing
around the
the circular
circular tables
tables eating
eating and
and conversing.
conversing

Gill Aff
Aff. 87
87.
In support of Boise Hawks
Hawks' motion for summary judgment
judgment, its President and General
Manager, Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, avers
avers that while the elevated section ofthe
of the Hawks Nest called the
Manager
Executive Club serves
serves food and beverages
beverages, it does so only
only until the beginning of each game
game, at
which time is serves "only
people to watch the game without the
only as an alternative location for people
netting." Mr
Mr. Rahr further avers that "For
obstruction of barrier netting
For those people who want to order
and/or beverages after
after the game has started and
and while the game is being played
played, the Boise
food and
orbeverages
Hawks have a full service eating and drinking area
area called the
the Hawks
"Hawks Nest
Nest," which is located
Hawks
adjacent to
to the Executive
Executive Club
Club closer
(closer towards
towards home plate
plate) and
and is fully enclosed
enclosed by barrier
adjacent
netting." Rahr
Rahr Aff
Aff. 110
~10. These averments carry with
with them important inferences
inferences: the Boise
netting

Opposition to Defendants
Defendants' Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Memorandum in Opposition
Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Food
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
Summary
Judgment
p.
4
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Hawks purportedly
purportedly stop serving food and beverages
beverages in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club area
area because
because 1)
1 they
they
recognize that eating,
eating drinking
drinking and socializing
socializing around
around tables
tables creates aa distraction from
from the field
field
of play,
play 2)
2 that unlike the other area (the
the Hawks Nest)
Nest that serves
serves food
food and
and beverages
beverages where
where
patrons may rely on the fact that are fully protected
protected from foul balls,
balls the
the Boise
Boise Hawks have
have
consciously decided
consciously
decided to
to take
take lesser
lesser measures
measures to
to guard
guard against
against the
the same
same hazard,
hazard and
and 3)
3 that
that there
there
remains a risk of injury for those in that specific area who are distracted and not
not paying attention
attention
to the game
game. At least with respect to the Hawks Nest,
Nest the Boise Hawks have voluntarily "fully
fully
enclosed by
area furnished
enclosed
by barrier
barrier netting"
netting an
an area
furnished with
with circular
circular tables,
tables chairs
chairs and
and stools
stools to
to protect
protect
patrons occupying
occupying that
that area
balls that
patrons
area from
from the
the dangers
dangers of
of foul
foul balls
that they
they may
may not
not see
see because
because they
they are
are
distracted by conversation,
conversation the orientation of their seats,
seats or otherwise.
otherwise

baseball games
Mr. Rahr
Rahr's assertion that after the beginning of
In any event,
event Mr
sassertion
ofbaseball
games the
"Executive Club"
only as
as an
an alternate
location from
from which
which games
be viewed
without
Executive
Club serves
serves only
alternate location
games may
may be
viewed without
is belied
belied by
by the
the testimony
many witnesses
witnesses. Contradicting
Contradicting that,
Mr.
the obstruction
obstruction of
the
of netting
netting is
testimony of
ofmany
that Mr
Rountree states
states that this area
area is furnished
furnished with circular tables
tables around
around which patrons sit
sit, eating,
Rountree
eating
drinking and
and conversing during the time that games
games are being played
played. Mr
Mr. Rountree avers that he
witnessed this
this occurring
occurring prior
prior to
to and
and on
on the
the night
night of
of his
his accident
accident. Rountree
Rountree Aff
Aff. ~~8-1O.
Mrs.
witnessed
810 Mrs
Rountree's wife
wife, Linda Ballard
Ballard, testified
testified to
to the same
same effect
effect. Ballard
Ballard Depo
Depo. P.
3611. 9-16.
Rountree
s
P 3611
916 A
witness to
to the
the accident
accident, Lisa
Lisa Leek
Leek, testified
testified that
that she
was in
in the
the Executive
"Executive Club"
with
witness
she was
Club talking
talking with
29l. 9-13.
there
Ms. Ballard
Ballard while
while the
the game
game was being
being played
played. Leek
Leek Depo
Depo. p
p. 291
Ms
9
13 She testified that there
were tables
tables in
in that
that area
area, Leek
Leek Depo
Depo. p
p. 401
40 l. 88-12,
and that
that people
people were
were congregating
congregating in various
12 and
parts of
of the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club", not
not just
just up
up at
at the
the railing
railing. Leek
Leek Depo
Depo. p
p. 42
421.
24 to
to p
p. 431
43 1. 7
7. Ms
Ms.
parts
1 24
of the food
food that
that they
they had
had brought
brought to
to the
the game
game in
in the
the
Leek testified
testified that
that her
her family
family ate
ate all
all ofthe
Leek
Executive
"Executive Club
Club" area
area.

Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Memorandum
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for
Club
s
Summary Judgment
Judgment - p
p. 55
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After entering
entering the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club the Rountrees
Rountrees sat
sat and stood
stood around
around aa table.
table He
He is
is not
sure if he noticed that there
the Executive
there was not any netting at
at the front
front of
ofthe
Executive Club,
Club but in
in any
any
event he believed that the area was
was protected because of the other vertical and horizontal
horizontal netting
in the areas with
with tables
tables and was under the impression that the
the Boise Hawks
Hawks had
had "accessed
accessed the
safety
issues associated
with the
risk of
safety issues
associated with
the risk
of being
being hit
hit by
by foul
foul balls
balls and
and taken
taken appropriate
appropriate action
action to
to
was." Rountree Aff.
prevent whatever risk there was
Aff ~19.
119 Consistent with that impression,
impression Mr.
Mr
Rountree did not warn his grandsons to watch out for foul balls because he "didn't
t feel
didn
feel the need
to be concerned
concerned about their safety
safety" or his own
own. Rountree Depo.
to
Depo p.
p 10011.6-12.
10011 612 Defendants cite
the deposition
deposition testimony
testimony of
the
of Linda
Linda Ballard
Ballard for
for the
the proposition
proposition that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree warned
warned the
the boys
boys
not to get
get hit by foul balls in the "Executive
the portion
Executive Club".
Club However,
However the
portion of
of Ms.
Ms Ballard's
s
Ballard
testimony cited leaves out three
three important questions which clarify her responses and make it
clear that
that Mr.
Rountree's warning
warning regarding the dangers
dangers of being hit by foul balls concerned
Mr Rountree
s
concerned the
area
Executive Club
area outside
outside of the "Executive
Club": Q
Q.

SO before
you went
went down
down there,
Bud told
So
before you
there Bud
told your
your stepstep

grandkids, watch out for foul balls
balls? A
A. He told them
them, watch out
out for balls
balls. And m
I'm not sure
grandkids
I
how it
it's all
constructed back
back there
there, but
but there
there's times
you know
know, kids
were running
back and
how
s
all constructed
s
times that,
that you
kids were
running back
and
forth back
back there
there. Because
Because apparently
apparently some
some foul
foul balls would
would land there
there, and
and they would go shag
forth
balls. And II think
think he was
was letting his
his kids know - or letting Jacob
Jacob and Luke know that
that, you know
know,
balls
sometimes balls
balls go
go back
back there
there in
in the
the back
back part
part of
of it
it, and
and they
they might
might find
find aa foul
foul ball
ball." Ballard
Ballard
sometimes
at p
p. 3511
35 11. 1020
10-20. See
See, Rountree
Rountree Aff
Aff. Exhibit
Exhibit 33 and
and 11
11 showing
showing exposed
exposed areas
areas behind
behind the
the
Depo. at
Depo
Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and Executive
Executive Club
Club.

Ms. Ballard
Ballard was
was also
also not
not paying
paying attention
attention to
to the
the ball
ball game
game, but
but was
was conversing
conversing with
with aa
Ms
an eye on
on Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's grandsons
grandsons. Ballard
Ballard Depo
Depo. p
p. 381
381. 22
22 to
to p
p. 401
40 1. 20.
friend and
and keeping
keeping an
friend
s
20
Ms. Ballard
Ballard was
was in
in the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" for about
about 20
20 minutes
minutes before
before Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's accident,
Ms
saccident

Memorandum in
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Opposition to
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Defendants' Boise
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LLC, Boise
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Baseball
Memorandum
Club, LLC
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Home Plate
Plate Food
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Services, LLC
LLC and
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Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion for
Club
sMotion
Summary
Judgment
p.
6
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and was not aware that there was no netting on the front of
the area.
1. 16 to
ofthe
area Ballard
Ballard Depo.
Depo p.
p 42
421
p.
p 43 1.
221.
1
1
Mr. Rountree was standing next to a table in the Executive Club,
Mr
Club conversing
conversing with a
friend. Just before
before he was struck in the eye by a line
line-drive
friend
drive foul ball,
ball Mr.
Mr Rountree was facing
away from the field towards Glenwood Street.
Mr. Rountree turned his head just before he was
Street Mr
line-drive
hit by the line
drive foul ball because he heard the roar ofthe crowd.
crowd Mr.
Mr Rountree did
did not hear
hear

Rountree Depo.
p. 75
anyone shout out a warning
warning. Rountree
anyone
Depo p
7511. 18
18 to p.
p 761.
761 6.
6 From this fact
fact there arises
an inference that few if any people saw the linedrive
line-drive foul ball approach,
an
approach or someone would have
shouted a warning.
shouted
warning
Ms. Ballard heard
heard the crack of the bat,
Ms
bat but did not see the ball until she turned just in time
Mr. Rountree in the eye.
to see it hit Mr
eye She ran to where he had fallen,
fallen where she found him to be
shock with his eye gushing
"gushing" blood.
1. 17 to
to p.
1.
essentially in a state of shock
essentially
blood Ballard Depo.
Depo p.
p 46
461
p 47
471
23; p
p. 481
48 1. 88 to p
p. 491
49 1. 1;
p. 491
49 1. 11 top
to p. 501.
9.
23
1p
501 9
Plaintiff has retained a Human Factors expert
expert, Joellen Gill
Gill, to analyze the facts in this
case from the perspective of what Mr.
Rountree perceived as the risk of using
using the area known as
case
Mr Rountree
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" as aa place
place to
to sit
sit, eat
eat and
and talk
talk without
without having to keep his attention focused
on the baseball game
game, and what
what the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks should
should have perceived
perceived that
that risk
risk to
to be,
and what
on
be and
actions they should have taken
taken to
to guard
guard against that risk
risk. Ms
Ms. s
Gill's affidavit is lengthy - 22
22
Gill
additional 60
60 pages of exhibits
exhibits. Her qualifications
qualifications are contained in her curriculum
pages with an additional
vitae which
which is attached
attached as an exhibit to her affidavit
affidavit. It
to set forth in this
vitae
It is not practical to
statement of the facts everything
everything that
that Ms
Ms. Gill sets forth in
in her affidavit
affidavit, particularly
particularly in
in view
view of
statement
page limitation of this memorandum
memorandum imposed by
by local rule
rule. Nevertheless
Nevertheless, given
given the fact that
the page
some of
of the
the authority
authority relied upon
upon by the
the Defendants
Defendants discusses
discusses the
the issue of consent
"consent" upon
upon which
some
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the
the Defendants
Defendants base
base part
part of
of their
their argument
argument for
for summary
summaryjudgment,
judgment itit isis important
important to
to explore
explore and
and
understand the
the human
human factors involved in
in the
the perception
perception and
and appreciation of
ofrisk
risk and
and the
the related
related
issue of
ofwhat
what actions any
any of
of the
the parties
parties should
should reasonably
reasonably have
have taken.
taken For
For this
this reason,
reason Plaintiff
Plaintiff
respectfully requests
requests that the
the Court
Court read
read Ms.
Ms Gill's
s affidavit
Gill
affidavit in
in full.
full Ms.
Ms Gill's
Gill analysis includes
s
includes
considerations of what measures the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks should
should have
have taken
taken to
to evaluate
evaluate the
the risk
risk both
that patrons occupying the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club might be hit
hit by line-drive
linedrive foul
foul balls,
balls and the risk
risk
that those patrons might
might not appreciate that risk and would need to
to be warned of
of it.
it The bottom
circular tables,
line is that many circumstances came together making the provision of
ofcircular
tables chairs and
stools in
an area
where the
occupants were
stools
in an
area where
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks knew
knew that
that occupants
were sitting
sitting and
and conversing,
conversing
by aa vertical
barrier aa hazard
that required
distracted
from the
distracted from
the game,
game and
and unprotected
unprotected by
vertical mesh
mesh barrier
hazard that
required action
action
Boise Hawks
Hawks to
to protect these patrons.
on the part of the Boise
patrons
Ms.
Gill holds degrees in systems
systems engineering,
Factors
Ms Gill
engineering specializing in Human Factors
Engineering, and
and Environmental
Environmental Science
Science and
and Engineering,
specializing in
Environmental
Engineering
Engineering specializing
in Environmental
Engineering. Ms
Ms. Gill has served
Factors Engineer
responsible for safety and risk
risk
Engineering
served as a Human Factors
Engineer responsible
management issues
issues for
for Martin
Martin Marietta
Marietta Aerospace
Aerospace weapons
(weapons systems
systems), Rockwell
Rockwell International
International
management
of plant
plant wide
wide systems
systems in
in
(weapons systems
systems), EGG
EG&G development
(development and
and implementation
implementation of
weapons
accordance with
with Department
Department of
of Energy
Energy Orders
Orders and
and Best
Best Industry
Industry Practices
Practices, including
including programs
programs
accordance
for Root
Root Cause
Cause Analysis
Analysis i
(i.e. so
so as
as to
to determine
determine the
the underlying
underlying causes
causes of
of accidents
accidents and
and near
near
for
e
misses so
so that
that corrective
corrective action
action could
could be
be implemented
implemented), and
and since
since 1994
1994 as
as aa private
private consultant
consultant on
on
misses
safety and
and risk
risk management
management issues
issues. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's knowledge
knowledge, expertise
expertise, analysis
analysis and
and opinions
opinions are
are
safety
s
of perception of
of
relevant to
to the
the issues
issues raised
raised by
by the
the Defendants
Defendants as
as they
they relate
relate to
to the
the factual
factual issues
issues ofperception
relevant
risk by
by the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff, the
the Defendants
Defendants and
and other
other occupying
occupying the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" during
during ball
ball
risk
games, standards
standards ofpractice
of practice in
in managing
managing risk
risk, and
and the
the feasibility
feasibility of
ofalternatives
alternatives for
for managing
managing the
the
games
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riskinvolved
involvedininthis
thiscase
case. These
Thesematters
matters are
are implicated
implicatedby
bythe
theDefendants
Defendants' arguments
argumentsboth
bothas
astoto
risk
ofConsent
"Consent."
theLimited
"LimitedDuty
Duty" rule
ruleand
and the
the issue
issueof
the
Ms. Gill
Gill inspected
inspectedthe
the scene
sceneof
ofMr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's accident
accident at
atMemorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, reviewed
reviewed
Ms
s
ofthe
the stadium
stadium
the depositions
depositionstaken
takenin
inthe
thecase
case, the
the affidavits
affidavits filed
filed in
inthe
the case
case, the
the photographs
photographs of
the
andthe
the accident
accidentscene
scene, materials
materials from
from the
the Official
Official Web
Web Site
Site of
ofthe
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, interviewed
interviewed
and

Mr. Rountree
Rountree, and
and reviewed
reviewed other
other pertinent
pertinent documents
documents. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill explains
explains that
that risk
risk management
management
Mr
programs involve
involve the
the identification
identification of
ofhazards
hazards and
and the
the creation
creation and
and implementation
implementation of
of plans
plans to
to
programs
iffeasible
feasible, or
or to
to guard
guard against
against the
the hazards
hazards, if
if feasible
feasible, or
or in
in the
the
either eliminate
eliminate those
those hazards
hazards if
either
event that
that neither
neither is
is feasible
feasible, to
to adequately
adequately warn
warn against
against the
the hazards
hazards to
to allow
allow those
those who
who
event
foreseeably may
may be
be exposed
exposed to
to the
the hazard
hazard to
to protect
protect themselves
themselves. Gill
Gill Aff
AfJ. ~~11-15.
Ms. Gill
Gill
foreseeably
1115 Ms
explains that
that most
most activities
activities, and
and not
not simply
simply sporting
sporting events
events, have
have inherent
inherent risks
risks that
that can
can be
be
explains
minimized by
by proper
proper risk
risk management
management. The
Boise Hawks
Hawks had
had such
such aa risk
risk management
management program,
minimized
The Boise
program
but itit was
was inadequate.
AfJ. 16
~16. It
not feasible
to eliminate
the inherent
"inherent risk"
but
inadequate Gill
Gill Aff
It is
is not
feasible to
eliminate the
risk posed
posed to
to
spectators in
the nature
nature of
and hockey
spectators
in sporting
sporting events
events of
of the
of baseball
baseball and
hockey by
by employing
employing the
the first
first
principal of
the
principal
of risk
risk management,
management "Safety
Safety by
by Design"
Design because
because foul
foul balls
balls are
are an
an inherent
inherent part
part of
ofthe
game
baseball, and
the potential
game of
ofbaseball
and itit isis not
not feasible
feasible to
to remove
remove spectators
spectators out
out of
ofthe
potential range
range of
of foul
foul
balls.
balls Gill
Gill AfJ.
Aff 78.
78 However,
However when
when Safety
Safety by
by Design
Design isis not
not feasible,
feasible both
both Guarding
Guarding and
and
warnings
warnings were
were feasible.
feasible Gill
Gill AfJ.
Aff 79.
79 Protective
Protective barriers
barriers are
are aa method
method of
ofguarding
guarding that
that virtually
virtually
eliminate
eliminate the "inherent
inherent risk"
risk in
in attending baseball
baseball games.
games Gill
Gill Aff.
Aff 34.
34 Indeed,
Indeed the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
did
did employ
employ these
these two
two means
means of
of minimizing
minimizing the
the risk
risk inin areas
areas well
well beyond
beyond what
what they
they contend
contend isis
the
the "industry
industry standard"
standard by
by providing
providing protective
protective netting
netting in
infront
front of
ofevery
every area
area occupied
occupied by
by patrons
patrons
with
withthe
the sole
sole exception
exception ofthe
of the front
front ofthe
of the "Executive
Executive Club."
Club Gill
Gill Aff.
Aff 80.
80 Spectators
Spectators sitting
sitting
behind
the game,
behind protective
protective barriers
barriers will
will assume
assume that
thatitit isis safe
safefor
for them
themtototake
take their
their eyes
eyes off
offof
ofthe
game
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because it appears that someone
someone else presumably
(presumably the stadium or arena management)
management has
recognized the risk of being struck by a foul ball or stray puck and has taken steps to guard
against that risk
risk. Gill Aff
Aff. 33
33.
paradoxical. Spectators
Spectators in the bleacher
The issue of appreciation of risk is somewhat paradoxical
by barrier
netting as
in Exhibit
Exhibit B
to Mr.
seats
unprotected by
seats completely
completely unprotected
barrier netting
as illustrated
illustrated in
B attached
attached to
Mr
Anderson's affidavit will be aware of the absence of protection
protection from foul balls and therefore may
Anderson
saffidavit
of the need to protect themselves by not taking their eyes
eyes off of
the
expected to
to be aware of
be expected
ofthe
game, simply
simply because it is obvious that no one else
else has taken steps to protect them from that
game
hazard. GillAff
Gill Aff. 35
35. However
However, spectators in stadiums
hazard
stadiums and arenas sitting in protected areas will
watching the sporting
sporting event,
not necessarily be watching
event since it will be obvious to them that projectiles
coming from the field or rink pose very little if any risk due to the protective barriers
barriers. For
play, and divert their
patrons occupying those areas,
perfectly safe to disregard the field of play
areas it is perfectly
attention to
to other
other matters
matters. Gill
36. Conversely,
spectator attending a game in a stadium
attention
Gill Aff.
Aff 36
Conversely a spectator
with very limited protection
protection, such
such as those pictured in Exhibit B of Mr.
Anderson's affidavit
Mr Anderson
saffidavit
(depicting
stadiums where the only
only protection
protection is behind home plate),
depicting stadiums
plate will appreciate that they are
seated in an area
area in which foul balls are very hazardous
hazardous, perceive that there is a high degree of
risk that
that they
they may
may be
struck by
by one
one, and
prepared to
to exercise
great vigilance
risk
be struck
and be
be prepared
exercise great
vigilance in
in avoiding
avoiding being
being
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball since
since it
it is
is evident
evident to
to them
them that
that no
one else
has taken
taken the
the precaution
struck
no one
else has
precaution of
of
occurrence. Gill
Gill Aff
Aff. 38
~38.
guarding against such an occurrence
In
the greater
greater the
the extent
extent of
netting barriers
barriers installed
in aa stadium,
In contrast,
contrast the
of protective
protective netting
installed in
stadium the
the
more likely
likely and foreseeable it is that
that a spectator will conclude,
more
conclude consciously or unconsciously,
unconsciously
that management
management has
has taken
taken steps
steps to
to guard
risks" associated
game
that
guard against
against any
any "inherent
inherent risks
associated with
with the
the game
being played
played. Gill
Aff. 37
~37. In
In aa stadium
stadium such
such as
Memorial Stadium
where protective
netting
being
GillAff
as Memorial
Stadium where
protective netting
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barriers are
are exceptionally
exceptionally extensive
extensive, the
the perceived
perceived risk
risk of
ofbeing
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball is
is greatly
greatly
barriers

GillAff
Aff. 39
~39. In
In stadiums
stadiums where
where the
the management
management has
has extensively
extensively created
created safety
safety
diminished. Gill
diminished
barriers, patrons
patrons will
will not
not perceive
perceive any
any inherent
"inherent risk
risk" in
in occupying
occupying areas
areas protected
protected by
by mesh
mesh
barriers
ofbaseball
baseball having
having been
been rendered
rendered extraneous
extraneous by
barriers; any
any inherent
"inherent risk
risk" peculiar
peculiar to
to the
the game
game of
barriers
virtue of
oftheir
their having
having entered
entered into
into aa protected
protected zone
zone. Gill
GillAff
Aff. 40
40. While
While Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks'
virtue
of foul
foul balls
balls per
per se
se, they
they did
did exacerbate
exacerbate the
the hazard
hazard by
by
Management did
did not
not create
create the
the hazard
hazard of
Management
providing for
for extensive
extensive mesh
mesh netting
netting in
in all
all spectator
spectator areas
areas ofthe
of the stadium
stadium, with
with the
the exception
exception of
of
providing
the Executive
Executive Club
Club, an
an area
area where
where itit is
is foreseeable
foreseeable a spectator
spectator would
would be
be distracted
distracted from
from watching
watching
the game
game, and
and where the absence
absence of
of such
such netting
netting coupled
coupled with
with the
the fact
fact that netting
netting was
was strung
of security
security and
and protection
protection, and
by
virtually everywhere
everywhere else
else in
in the
the ball
ball park
park created
created aa false
false sense
sense of
virtually
and by
then failing
failing to
to warn
warn that
that this
this area
area was
was not
not fully
fully protected
protected. Gill
Gill Aff
Aff. ~~ 54
54, 73
73, 77
77, 81
81, 83
83.
then
From a human
human factors
factors perspective
perspective, it is probable that a spectator
spectator attending a game
game in
From
Memorial Stadium,
Memorial
Stadium in which protective barriers have been strung
strung extensively
extensively down both
both foul
of and
areas where
tables,
lines, and
strung both
both vertically
vertically in
front of
lines
and strung
in front
and horizontally
horizontally over
over areas
where circular
circular tables
consumption of food and beverages,
chairs and stools have been placed for the consumption
beverages would reasonably
conclude that
that Boise
Management has
their being
conclude
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
has taken
taken steps
steps to
to eliminate
eliminate the
the risk
risk of
oftheir
being hit
hit
by aa foul
respect to
the areas
areas where
by
foul ball.
ball Particularly
Particularly with
with respect
to the
where patrons
patrons ate
ate and
and drank,
drank the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest
and the Executive Club,
Club the erection of horizontal barrier netting protecting the patrons from
being
being struck
struck by
by pop-fly
pop fly balls
balls evidences
evidences the
the management's
s intention
management
intention and
and expectation
expectation that
that
spectators
spectators in
in those
those areas
areas would
would not
not need
need to
to protect
protect themselves
themselves from
from that
that hazard.
hazard As
As such,
such Boise
Boise
Hawks'
Hawks Management should reasonably have expected
expected that patrons in
in those
those areas
areas would be
be
aware
aware of
of the
the presence
presence of
of such
such netting
netting and
and would
would as
as aa result
result not
not feel
feel the
the need
need to
to exercise
exercise the
the
vigilance
netting. Gill
vigilance required
required in
in aa totally
totally unprotected
unprotected area
area signaled
signaled by
by the
the complete
complete absence
absence of
ofnetting
Gill
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Aff. ~~46
and 47
47. The
The presence of movable circular tables,
(as opposed to fixed
Aff
46 and
tables chairs and stools as
seating such as that found in bleachers)
bleachers in the Executive Club illustrates that it is an area within
which the operator of the area
area knew or should have anticipated
anticipated that some patrons would be
of play, eating
seated faced away from the field ofplay
eating or conversing,
conversing and looking away from the field,
field
and hence would
would not be protecting themselves from foul balls
balls. Eliminating the need for the
occupants of these areas to protect themselves was the intended purpose of installing the

Aff. 54.
Though Mr.
extensive barrier netting
netting. Gill
GillAff
54 Though
Mr Rahr claims that the Boise Hawks stop
serving food in the Executive Club when
when the games
games begin,
that those
begin there is nothing to suggest that
already seated
seated and eating in that area
area are warned to discontinue
discontinue doing so
so, or to reorient
re-orient
already
so that there eyes
eyes do not leave the field of play
play. Gill
Aff. 54
54. Indeed there
there is
themselves so
GillAff
the Executive Club requires all
evidence to the
the contrary
contrary cited above
above. Unless the management of
evidence
ofthe
within it still in the process
process of consuming food or drinks within it to vacate the Executive
those within
Club or throw
throwaway
(which does not appear in the record
record and is
away any unfinished food or drinks which
contrary to the affidavit of
of Mr
Mr. Rountree)
those who have purchased concessions
Rountree and prohibits those
from entering it
it, the Executive Club cannot
said to act "only
location" for
cannot be said
only as an alternative location

Aff. 58
people to
to watch
watch the
the game
game. Gill
people
GillAff
58
Based
upon Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's interview
interview with
Mr. Rountree
and his
his deposition
deposition, it
it is
Based upon
s
with Mr
Rountree and
is apparent
apparent that
that
he did
did not
not appreciate
appreciate the
that aa linedrive
line-drive foul
could enter
the Executive
Executive Club,
he
the risk
risk that
foul ball
ball could
enter the
Club and
and that
that
he therefore
therefore thought
thought it
it was
was safe
safe for
for him
him to
to engage
conversation standing
around aa table
he
engage in
in conversation
standing around
table with
with
his head
head turned
turned away
away from
from the
the field.
AjJ. 63.
The fact
so was
predictable
his
field Gill
GillAff
63 The
fact that
that he
he would
would do
do so
was predictable
based upon
upon aa number
of factors.
The extent
and placement
placement of
barrier netting
netting in
based
number of
factors The
extent and
of vertical
vertical barrier
in virtually
virtually
top of all of
the areas
areas furnished with circular tables and
other areas of the stadium and on top
all other
ofthe
chairs for
for eating
eating and
and drinking
caused him
to conclude
that it
it was
attention from
from
chairs
drinking caused
him to
conclude that
was safe
safe to
to divert
divert his
his attention
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the baseball
baseball game
game while
while in
in the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" and
and converse
converse with
with others
others, as
as others
others were
were doing
doing
the
thatarea
area. Gill
GillAff
Aff. 64
64 and
and 65
65. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was
was misled
misled by
by the
the fact
fact that
that there
there were
were circular
circular
ininthat
tables, chairs
chairs and
and stools
stools that
that were
were placed
placed for
for eating
eating and
and drinking
drinking in
in the
the completely
completely enclosed
enclosed
tables
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club that
that was
was enclosed
enclosed but
but for
for the
the front
front of
ofthat
that section
section. These
These
Hawks
areas have
have the
the appearance
appearance ofbeing
of being one
one eating
eating area
area, albeit
albeit that
that the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club portion
portion is
is
areas
ofthese
these areas
areas attached
attached to
to Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's affidavit
affidavit as
as
elevated. This
This is
is evident
evident from
from the
the photographs
photographs of
elevated
s
Exhibits 55 through
through 10
10. Gill
GillAff
Aff. 169
~69. The angle
angle between
between the front of
of the Executive
Executive Club
Club and
and
Exhibits
of
home plate
plate is
is such
such that
that itit is
is not
not readily
readily apparent
apparent that
that aa linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
ball could
could enter
enter the
the front
front of
home
the Executive
Executive Club
Club, as
as illustrated
illustrated in
in Exhibits
Exhibits 6 and
and 10
10 attached
attached to
to Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's affidavit
affidavit. Gill Aff
Aff.
the
s
~68. Under
Under the
the circumstances
circumstances itit was
was natural
natural for
for him
him to
to assume
assume that
that the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
68

conscientiously thought
thought out
out the
the means
means of
of protection
protection and
and conclude
conclude that
that it
was adequate
to protect
protect
conscientiously
it was
adequate to
hazard involved
involved. Gill Aff
Aff. 66
~66. The reasonableness
reasonableness of Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's expectation
him from the hazard
s
expectation
Rahr who
that he
is unaware
in this
this regard
regard is
is supported
supported by
by the
Affidavit of
in
the Affidavit
of Mr.
Mr Rahr
who contends
contends that
he is
unaware of
of any
any
foul ball
having ever
ever entered
entered the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. If
Mr. Rahr
Rahr, aa member
member of
Hawks'
foul
ball having
IfMr
of Boise
Boise Hawks
Management believed
believed that
that there
no risk
Executive Club
Management
there was
was no
risk of
of aa patron
patron in
in the
the Executive
Club being
being struck
struck by
by aa
foul ball,
certainly reasonable
foul
ball itit was
was certainly
reasonable for
for Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree have
have made
made that
that assumption,
assumption particularly
particularly
because
Mr. Rahr's
General Manager
because it
it was
was Mr
s responsibility
Rahr
responsibility as
as General
Manager to
to exercise
exercise due
due care
care to
to prevent
prevent
foreseeable injury
patrons arising
foreseeable
injury to
to patrons
arising from
from known
known hazards
hazards on
on the
the premises,
premises and
and itit was
was the
the patrons'
patrons
right
right to
to assume
assume that
that he
he had
had carried
carried out
out that
that responsibility
responsibility absent
absent some
some indication
indication that
that he
he had
had not.
not

Gill
Aff. ~73.
GillAff
73
As
evaluation of
the hazard
As aa part
part of
of the
the Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management's
sevaluation
Management
ofthe
hazard posed
posed by
by leaving
leaving
the
the front
front ofthe
of the Executive Club
Club unprotected,
unprotected itit was
was not
not sufficient
sufficient for
for Mr.
Mr Rahr
Rahr to
to simply
simply rely
rely
upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that others
others had
had put
put up
up the
the netting
netting in
in place
place when
when he
he assumed
assumed his
his position
position as
as
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President
the Boise
President and
and General
General Manager
Manager of
ofthe
Boise Hawks
Hawks inin 2004,
2004 and
and simply
simply rely
rely upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that
he
any foul
he was
was unaware
unaware of
ofany
foul ball
ball having
having entered
entered the
the Executive
Executive Club.
Club Gill
GillAff.
Aff ~75.
75
The
the other
The fact
fact that
that virtually
virtually all
all of
ofthe
other areas
areas in
in the
the park
park were
were protected
protected from
from being
being hit
hit by
by
line-drive
the front
the Executive
linedrive foul
foul balls,
balls and
and the
the proximity
proximity of
ofthe
front of
ofthe
Executive Club
Club to
to the
the left
left field
field line,
line
should
should have
have caused
caused Mr.
Mr Rahr
Rahr to
to evaluate
evaluate whether
whether this
this one
one gap
gap in
in protection
protection posed
posed aa hazard.
hazard
the rest
the seating
Obviously,
Obviously this
this would
would have
have taken
taken very
very little
little effort,
effort since
since most
most of
ofthe
rest of
ofthe
seating and
and
refreshment
refreshment areas
areas in
in the
the park
park were
were already
already protected
protected by
by vertical
vertical mesh
mesh barriers.
barriers

~76.
76

In
all other
In sum,
sum Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks voluntarily
voluntarily elected
elected to
to provide
provide protective
protective netting
netting in
in front
front of
ofall
other
areas occupied
areas
occupied by
by patrons,
patrons and
and over
over all
all areas
areas furnished
furnished with
with chairs
chairs and
and tables
tables for
for patrons
patrons to
to eat
eat
and drink
and
drink where
where the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks knew
knew they
they were
were not
not necessarily
necessarily watching
watching the
the game.
game By
By
leaving the job unfinished,
of the unique
of circumstances described
leaving
unfinished and because ofthe
unique set
set ofcircumstances
described above,
above the
the
Boise Hawks
Hawks created
created aa false
sense ofsecurity
of security that
that such
that it
had
Boise
false sense
such areas
areas were
were fully
fully protected
protected and
and that
it had
determined that
that no
no hazard
hazard was
was posed
posed to
to them
them by
by the
the sole
sole open
open space
space fronting
on the
the very
very end
determined
fronting on
end of
of
left
left field
field.

ARGUMENT
Defendants argue
argue that
that this
this Court
Court should
should adopt
adopt the
the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule or
or Baseball
"Baseball
Defendants
Rule" and
and that
that, applied
applied to
to this
this case
case, they
they are
are entitled
entitled to
to summary
summary judgment
judgment. Under
Under this
this rule
rule the
the
Rule
of a baseball
baseball game
game has
has isis 1
(1) there
there must
must be
be screening
screening for
for the
the area
area of
of
only duty
duty that
that the
the operator
operator ofa
only
the field
field behind
behind home
home plate
plate where
where the
the danger
danger ofbeing
of being struck
struck by
by aa ball
ball isis the
the greatest
greatest; and
and 2
(2)
the
of sufficient extent
extent to
to provide
provide adequate
adequate protection
protection for
for as
as many
many spectators
spectators
such screening
screening must
must be
be ofsufficient
such
may reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtoto desire
desire such
such seating
seating in
in the
the course
course ofan
of an ordinary
ordinary game
game.
asasmay
This rule
rule runs
runs contrary
contrary to
to the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Courtclearly
clearly enunciated
enunciatedrule
rule that
that defines
defines
This
of abusiness
business. Every
"Everyperson
person, in
inthe
the conduct
conductofhis
of his business
business, has
has aa duty
dutyto
to exercise
exercise
the duty
duty ofa
the
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ordinary
harm to
ordinary care
care toto "prevent
prevent unreasonable,
unreasonable foreseeable
foreseeable risks
risks of
ofharm
to others."
others Turpen
Turpen v.v Granieri,
Granieri
133
133 Idaho
Idaho 244,
244 247,
247 985
985 P.2d
2d 669,672
P
669 672 (1999).
1999 Our
Our Supreme
Supreme Court
Court has
has further
further clarified
clarified that
that
general rule:
rule
general

"In
Indetermining
determining whether
whether aa duty
duty will
will arise
arise in
in aa particular
particular context,
context the
the Court
Court has
has identified
identified
several
factors
to
consider.
[T]he
foreseeability
of
harm
to
the
plaintiff,
the
degree
several factors to consider T
he foreseeability ofharm to the plaintiff the degree of
of
certainty that the plaintiff
suffered
the connection between
plaintiff suffered injury,
injury the closeness of
ofthe
between the
the
defendant's
s conduct
defendant
conduct and
and the injury suffered,
suffered the moral
moral blame
blame attached to the
the defendant's
s
defendant
conduct,
preventing future harm,
the burden to the defendant
conduct the policy
policy of
ofpreventing
harm the extent
extent of
ofthe
imposing aa duty
and
and consequences
consequences to
to the
the community
community of
ofimposing
duty to
to exercise
exercise care
care with
with resulting
resulting
of
insurance
liability
for
breach,
and
the
availability,
cost,
and
prevalence
liability for breach and the availability cost and prevalence ofinsurance for
for the
the risk
risk
involved.
involved (Citations
Citations omitted.)
omitted
Turpen
Defendants argue
Turpen 247,
247 672.
672 Defendants
argue that
that this
this Court
Court has
has the
the power
power to
to adopt
adopt the
the Limited
Limited
the face
the general
Duty rule.
There is
is no
authority for
Duty
rule There
no authority
for this
this proposition.
proposition It
It flies
flies in
in the
face of
ofthe
general statement
statement
of duty because
because it
engrafts onto
onto that
that statement
ofduty
it engrafts
statement an
an exception,
exception to
to wit,
wit that
that District
District Courts
Courts are
are free
free
business or
or people
people that
that have
have more
that
to carve
carve out
out categories
categories of
to
ofbusiness
more limited
limited duties,
duties in
in particular
particular that
when itit comes
comes to
to baseball
baseball games
games the
the foreseeability
of harm, the
the policy
policy ofpreventing
of preventing future
future harm,
when
foreseeability ofharm
harm
of certainty that some will suffer injury
injury, the
the extent of
the burden on
on the defendant and
degree ofcertainty
the degree
ofthe
and
consequences to
to the
the community
community ofimposing
of imposing aa duty
duty to
to exercise
exercise care
care with
with resulting
liability for
for
consequences
resulting liability
of insurance for
for the
the risk
risk involved
involved cannot
cannot be
be
breach, and
and the
the availability
availability, cost
cost, and
and prevalence
prevalence ofinsurance
breach
in determining
determining what
what duty
duty applies
applies as
as aa matter
matter of
of law
law. Wisely
Wisely, the
the Turpin
Turpin
considered by
by aa Court
Court in
considered
Court articulated
articulated aa balancing
balancing test
test for
for determining
determining duty
duty. As
As to
to foreseeability
foreseeability, Turpin
Turpin observes
observes
Court
"Foreseeability
flexible concept
concept which
which varies
varies with
with the
the circumstances
circumstances of
ofeach
each case
case. Where
Where the
the
Foreseeability isis aa flexible
degree ofresult
of result or
or harm
harm isis great
great, but
but preventing
preventing itit isis not
not difficult
difficult, aa relatively
relatively low
low degree
degree of
of
degree
foreseeability isis required
required." Citation
[Citation omitted
omitted.] Turpen
Turpen,_247-48,
672-73. The
The facts
facts ofthis
of this case
case
foreseeability
24748 67273
of a situation
situation in
in which
which the
''the degree
degree ofresult
of result or
or harm
harm
couldhardly
hardly present
present aamore
more glaring
glaring example
example ofa
could
great"the
the loss
loss of
ofany
anyeye
eye, but
"butpreventing
preventing itit isisnot
not difficult
difficult", the
the installation
installation of
ofmesh
mesh netting
netting
isis great
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over the
the only
only small
small area
area of
ofaa ball
ball park
park in
in which
which spectators
spectators are
are otherwise
otherwise completely
completely protected
protected
over
from line
line-drive
foul balls
balls.
from
drive foul
of the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule, and
and the
the facts
facts of
of
Idaho has
has not
not adopted
adopted the
the procrustean
procrustean bed
bed ofthe
Idaho
this case
case illustrate
illustrate perfectly
perfectly why
why itit should
should not
not. Not
Not the
the least
least of
ofthe
the reasons
reasons for
for not
not adopting
adopting the
the
this
ofresult
result or
or harm
harm is
is
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule is
is that
that itit would
would not
not only
only preclude
preclude liability
liability where
where degree
"degree of
Limited
great, but
but preventing
preventing itit is
is not
not difficult
difficult" but
but would
would likely
likely operate
operate to
to preclude
preclude application
application ofthe
of the
great
voluntary duty
duty rule
rule. As
As noted
noted in
in Turpin
Turpin, a
"a person
person can
can also
also assume
assume aa duty
duty to
to act
act for
for the
the
voluntary
of another. Bowling
Bowling vv. Jack
Jack B
B. Parson
Parson Companies
Companies, 117
117 Idaho
Idaho 1030
1030, 1032
1032, 793
793 P
P .2d
protection ofanother
protection
2
d
703, 705
705 1990
(1990). The
The underlying
underlying policy
policy here
here arises
arises from
from aa person
person voluntarily
voluntarily assuming
assuming aa
703
position, and
and by
by filling
filling that
that position
position another
another can
can reasonably
reasonably rely
rely on
on that
that person
person to
to act
with
position
act with
reasonable care
care and
and provide
provide protection
protection from
from unreasonable
unreasonable risks
risks of
of harm
harm." Turpen
248, 673
673. The
The
reasonable
Turpen 248
of this case
case demonstrate irrefutably
irrefutably that
that whatever the result of the analysis
analysis under the test
test
facts of
discussed in
in Turpin
Turpin, the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks voluntarily
accepted the
the duty
duty to
to use
discussed
voluntarily accepted
use due
due care
care in
in virtually
virtually
every other
other area
area of
the stadium
mesh netting
Defendants
every
ofthe
stadium in
in which
which they
they erected
erected mesh
netting barriers.
barriers The
The Defendants
providing extra
extra barrier
argue Memorial
"Memorial Stadium
Stadium exceeds
exceeds industry
argue
industry standards
standards by
by providing
barrier netting
netting almost
almost
all the
and third-base
their
all
the way
way down
down the
the first-base
firstbase and
thirdbase lines
lines at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium They
They qU,ote
quote their
supposed expert
Anderson "[t]he
Memorial Stadium
supposed
expert Mr.
Mr Anderson
he barrier
t
barrier netting
netting at
at Memorial
Stadium has
has more
more extensive
extensive
coverage than
coverage
than any
any other
other baseball
baseball stadium
stadium II have
have worked
worked on
on or
or observed
observed in
in my
my 43
43 years
years in
in the
the
netting
netting industry."
industry Mr.
Mr Anderson's
Anderson qualifications as
squalifications
as an
an expert
expert on
on "industry
industry standards"
standards isis
baseball stadiums
apparently
apparently based
based upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that he
he has
has visited
visited an
an unspecified
unspecified number
number of
ofbaseball
stadiums
"throughout
the has
has installed
installed netting at
at Memorial Stadium
Stadium and
and stadiums
stadiums
throughout the
the United
United States";
States that the
in
in Illinois,
Illinois Wisconsin
Wisconsin and
and Arizona;
Arizona and
and that
that he
he had
had in
in his
his possession
possession at
at the
the time
time of
ofthe
the execution
execution
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of his affidavit
affidavitphotographs
photographs of
ofsix
six stadiums
stadiums the
(the home
home plate
plate only
only) and
and one
one photograph
photograph ofa
of a
ofhis
stadium showing
showing the
the end
end of
ofteam
team dugouts
dugouts.
stadium
Defendants quote
quote from
from aa variety
variety ofopinions
of opinions which
which apparently
apparently turn
turn upon
upon sentimental
sentimental
Defendants
notions that
that no
no one
one should
should ever
ever be
be deprived
deprived of
of the pleasure
pleasure of
ofcatching
catching aa foul
foul ball
ball and
and that
that but
but
notions
for that
that opportunity
opportunity our
our national
national pastime
pastime it
(it was
was once
once) would
would dissolve
dissolve like
like the
the wicked
wicked witch
witch of
of
for
the west
west doused
doused with
with aa pale
pale ofwater
of water. By
By this
this logic
logic, the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks must
must be
be almost
almost out
out of
of
the
business, since
since itit is
is undisputed
undisputed that
that virtually
virtually all
all of
of the
the seating
seating is
is protected
protected by
by netting
netting, the
the Hawks
Hawks
business
Nest is
is fully
fully protected
protected by
by netting
netting, and
and the
the area
area in
in which
which Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree lost
lost his
his eye
eye is
is the
the only
only area
area
Nest
in the
the park
park not
not protected
protected by
by vertically
vertically strung
strung netting
netting. Defendants
Defendants point
point to
to one
one judicial
judicial sage
who
in
sage who
apparently took
took judicial
judicial notice
notice ofthe
of the fact
fact that
that spectators
spectators demand
"demand" to
to be
be allowed
to catch
catch foul
foul
apparently
allowed to
balls. This
This observation
observation is illustrative
illustrative ofthe
of the sentimentality
sentimentality in
in which the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule is
balls
soaked. The fact that
that fans catch
catch foul balls does not even remotely constitute proof that they
soaked
to do so,
even if the mere fact that
demand to
so or that it is reasonable to accede to such a demand even
on highways
fans catch
catch balls
balls is
is interpreted
interpreted to
to be
be aa demand
demand. The
The fact
that people
people drive
drunk on
fans
fact that
drive drunk
highways

neither implies
implies that
that they
they demand
demand to do
do so,
so or
or that
that it is
is reasonable to subordinate
subordinate considerations
considerations of
of
safety
safety to
to accommodate
accommodate them.
them ItIt elevates
elevates the
the potential
potential loss
loss of
of an
an eye
eye or
or the
the death
death of
of aa child
child above
above
the dubious
dubious joy
joy of
catching aa foul
of the very
the
ofcatching
foul ball.
ball (See
See the
the picture
picture ofthe
very young
young child
child wandering
wandering about
about
the Executive Club attached as Exhibit 8 to the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of Bud Rountree.)
Rountree It assumes
assumes that
people
the extremely
people would
would give
give up
up attending
attending games
games because
because they
they are
are deprived
deprived of
ofthe
extremely remote
remote
possibility
possibility of
of catching
catching aa ball
ball given
given the
the numbers
numbers attending
attending games.
games In
In short,
short the
the "Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty
rule
rule has
has not
not been
been adopted
adopted in
in Idaho,
Idaho should
should not
not be
be adopted
adopted in
in Idaho,
Idaho and
and there
there isis no
no basis
basis for
for
concluding
concluding as
as aa matter
matter oflaw
oflaw that
that the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks had
had no
no duty
duty to
to guard
guard against
against the
the injury
injury Mr.
Mr
Rountree suffered
suffered or
or to warn
warn him that
that it was
was not
not safe
safe to
to take his eyes
eyes off
off the
the ball
ball game
game in
in the
the
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Executive
Executive Club
Clubarea
area despite
despite the
the fact
factthat
that ititwas
was set
set up
up totoallow
allow people
people toto sit
sitand
andstand
standaround
around
circular
circular tables
tables where
where they
theywould
would be
beforeseeably
foreseeably distracted
distracted from
from the
the game,
game or
orthat
thatthe
the Boise
Boise
Hawks
Hawks did
did not
not voluntarily
voluntarily assume
assume the
theduty
duty toto make
make the
the dining
dining areas
areas within
within the
thepark,
park including
including
the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club safe
safe for
for their
their patrons.
patrons
risk" to
Notwithstanding
Notwithstanding the
the fact
fact that
that the
the defense
defense of
of"assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
to aa tort
tort action
action for
for
negligence
negligence has
has been
been judicially abrogated,
abrogated the
the Defendants
Defendants argue
argue that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree isis barred
barred from
from
recovery
recovery because
because he
he "consented"
consented to
to assume
assume the
the risk
risk that
that he
he would
would be
be injured
injured atat the
the game.
game The
The
Defendants cannot
cannot be chastised to
to severely
severely for this
this rhetorical legerdemain,
legerdemain since
since aa number of
of
Court's,
"assumption of risk"
s apparently hung over after abrogating
Court
abrogating the
the doctrine
doctrine of
ofassumption
risk have
succumbed
the same
the dog
succumbed to
to the
same chicanery
chicanery as
as aa veritable
veritable "hair
hair of
ofthe
dog that
that bit
bit them."
them However,
However once
once
again, Idaho
Idaho law
law sweeps
need for
again
sweeps clear
clear the
the need
for such
such specious
specious reasoning.
reasoning Idaho's
s Supreme
Idaho
Supreme Court
Court held
held
assumption of
risk as
that Idaho
Idaho's comparative
comparative negligence
to any
that
s
negligence statute
statute also
also applies
applies to
any use
use of
ofassumption
ofrisk
as aa
Salinas v
v. Vierstra,
984, 988,
965 P.2d
defense and
and abolished
abolished its
its legal
legal effect
in Idaho
Idaho. Salinas
defense
effect in
Vierstra 107
107 Idaho
Idaho 984
988 965
2d
P

369,373
(1985). Salinas
Salinas holds The
"The scope of
ofl.C.
6-801 is broad
broad. It is not limited to
to certain
369
373 1985
C § 6801
I
types of
of action
action; it
it is
is not
not limited
limited by
by exceptions
exceptions. Rather
Rather, itit covers
covers any
any action
action in
in which
which the
the plaintiff
plaintiff
types
14

seeking to
to recover
recover on
on grounds
grounds ofnegligence
of negligence. 14 Section
Section 6801
6-80
l's intent
intent is
is clear
clear: Contributory
Contributory
isis seeking
s
negligence isis not
not to
to be
be aa complete
complete bar
bar to
to recovery
recovery; instead
instead, liability
liability is
is to
to be
be apportioned
apportioned between
between
negligence
on the
the degree
degree of
of fault
fault for
for which
which each
each isis responsible
responsibleY Salinas
Salinas,- 989
989,374.
the parties
parties based
based on
the
374
"Furthermore, to
to avoid
avoid the
the confusion
confusion created
created by
by this
this doctrine
doctrine, we
we hold
hold that
that the
the use
use ofassumption
of assumption
Furthermore
of risk as
as aa defense
defense shall
shall have
have no
no legal
legal effect
effect in
in this
this state
state. Salinas
Salinas, 989
989, 374
374. Thus
Thus, under
under no
no
ofrisk
circumstancesisis assumption
assumption ofthe
of the risk
risk aa defense
defense in
in aa tort
tort action
action. The
The Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court has
has
circumstances
of
simplyand
andunambiguously
unambiguouslyabrogated
abrogated any
any defense
defensebased
based upon
upon any
any non
"non-express
assumption of
simply
express assumption
risk."Salinas
Salinas_989
989, 695
695,374.
Thoughthe
theCourt
Court in
inSalinas
Salinas initially
initially preserves
preserves the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of
risk
374 Though
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assumption
the risk
assumption of
ofthe
risk "where
where aa plaintiff,
plaintiff either
either in
inwriting
writing or
or orally,
orally expressly
expressly assumes
assumes the
the risk
risk
risk operating
involved"
involved under
under aa "contractual
contractual assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
operating as
as aa total
total bar
bartoto recovery.
recovery The
The
exception
exception isis the
the general
general contract
contract rule
rule that
that contracts
contracts which
which violate
violate public
public policy
policy are
are not
not
recognized."
recognized Salinas_990,
Salinas 990 375.
375
Defendants
Defendants begin
begin their
their argument
argument on
on the
the issue
issue of
of"consent"
consent by
by accurately
accurately noting
noting that
that

Salinas requires the "express"
the risk.
express assumption of
ofthe
risk However,
However they go
go on
on to
to define
define "consent"
consent
as
as follows:
follows ""Consent"
Consent isis the
the willingness
willingness for
for conduct
conduct to
to occur
occur and
and itit may
may be
be manifested
manifested by
by
action
action or
or inaction
inaction and
and need
need not
not be
be communicated
communicated to
to the
the actor.
actor RESTATEMENT
RESTATEMENT (SECOND)
SECOND OF
OF
TORTS§
TORTS 892
892 (1979)."
1979 Defendant's
s Memorandum
Defendant
Memorandum at
at 25-26.
25 26 The
The Defendants
Defendants then
then go
go on
on for
for five
five
pages
in which
silence is
to be
pages discussing
discussing cases
cases in
which silence
is deemed
deemed to
be aa sufficient
sufficient manifestation
manifestation of
of consent
consent (or
or
of risk) to
justify barring
the
the assumption
assumption ofrisk
to justify
barring aa claim
claim for
for negligence,
negligence and
and discussing
discussing the
the
case that
that they deem to manifest Mr.
Rountree's consent to assume
assume all risk.
circumstances of this case
Mr Rountree
s
risk
Defendants Memorandum
Memorandum at
at 26
26-30.
Of course, holding
holding that
that conduct
conduct alone
alone is
is sufficient
satisfy
Defendants
30 Ofcourse
sufficient to
to satisfy
the requirement
requirement that
that aa plaintiff
plaintiff either
"either in
in writing
writing or
or orally
orally, expressly
expressly assume
assume[s] the
the risk
risk involved
involved"
the
s
would obliterate
obliterate any
any distinction
distinction between
between the
the express
"express assumption
assumption ofrisk
of risk" and
and the
the nonexpress
"non-express
would
assumption ofrisk
of risk" proscribed
proscribed by
by the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court. Salinas
Salinas_ 989
989,695,374.
assumption
695 374
Having swallowed
swallowed whole
whole the
the distinction
distinction between
between an
an express
express assumption
assumption ofrisk
of risk and
and an
an
Having
ofrisk
risk, the
the Defendants
Defendants cite
cite cases
cases for
for the
the proposition
proposition that
that The
"The risk
risk
non-express
assumption of
non
express assumption
ofways
ways, but
but in
in its
its most
most basic
basic sense
sense itit means
means that
that the
assumed has
has been
been defined
defined aa number
number of
assumed
plaintiff, in
in advance
advance, has
has given
given his
his consent
consent to
to relieve
relieve the
the defendant
defendant ofan
of an obligation
obligation ofconduct
of conduct
plaintiff
ofinjury
injury from
from aa known
known risk
risk arising
arising from
from what
what the
the defendant
defendant
toward him
him, and
and to
to take
take his
his chances
chances of
toward
is
isto
to do
do or
or leave
leave undone
undone.

the risks
risks ofthe
of the activity
activity are
are fully
fully comprehended
comprehended or
or perfectly
perfectly
... IfIf the

obvious,plaintiff
plaintiffhas
has consented
consentedtotothem
them ... The
The result
result isis that
that the
the defendant
defendant isis relieved
relieved oflegal
oflegal
obvious
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duty
duty to the plaintiff;
plaintiff and being under no duty,
duty he cannot be charged with negligence."
negligence Citations
Citations
omitted.
Defendants' Memorandum 27.
omitted Defendants
27 In essence,
essence Defendants contend that the cases they site
stand for the proposition that simply
simply entering a ball park manifests a contractual
contractual consent to
assume all unspecified risks of injury while within the ball park.
park Plainly,
Plainly if such were the
the case,
case
there is no distinction between the tort doctrine of "assumption
the risk"
assumption of
ofthe
risk and a judicially
created
virtually irrebutable
presumption that
created virtually
irrebutable presumption
that entering
entering into
into aa ball
ball park
park carries
carries with
with it
it an
an implied
implied
agreement that the patron
patron assumes
"assumes all risk."
risk That could hardly have been what the Idaho
Supreme Court contemplated
contemplated in Salinas
Salinas, else there would have been no purpose behind
"assumption of
of the risk."
abrogating the tort doctrine of assumption
risk
Defendants cite numerous cases for the proposition that an agreement amounting to
consent to accepting any risk can be found where the conduct of a party manifests such consent.
consent
However, Defendants
Supreme Court's
requirement that
that such an agreement be
However
Defendants ignore the Idaho Supreme
srequirement
Court
oral, and that the releasor must expressly
expressly assume "the
either in writing or oral
the risk involved."
involved It
It is
unnecessary to
to address the issue of
whether the risk involved was simply that of being hit by a
unnecessary
ofwhether
foul ball
ball, or the risk
risk that the protective
protective measures taken by the Boise Hawks
were inadequate and
Hawks were
led Plaintiff
Plaintiff to abandon what attempts he would have made to protect himself from the risk
risk of
led
foul balls because he was lulled into a false
false sense
sense that
that the Boise
Boise Hawks had taken adequate
measures to
to protect
protect him from that hazard
hazard. Since
Since the issue of consent
"consent" is purely a matter of
measures
contract, Salinas
Salinas_990,
375, Mr
Mr. Rountree would
would have had to
to have received consideration for
contract
990 375
that any contract must be based upon a
having expressly
expressly given such "consent."
consent It
It is fundamental that
meeting of
of the
the minds
minds, and
and that
that aa person
person who
who agrees
agrees to
to pay
pay money
money in
in exchange
exchange for
the right
right to
meeting
for the
to
enter an
an event or
(or anything else
else) cannot
cannot be bound by additional
additional terms added in after the contract
contract
enter
been formed
formed. Unless
Unless Rountree
Rountree was informed that the
the tickets
tickets had exculpatory
has already been
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language
language on
on their
theirbacks,
backs and
and orally
orallyororininwriting
writing agreed
agreedtoto be
be bound
bound by
bythat
that language
language before
before he
he
his contract.
purchased
purchased the
the ticket,
ticket those
those tenns
terms are
arenot
not parts
partsof
ofhis
contract However,
However the
the facts
facts demonstrate
demonstrate
that
that he
he neither
neither gave
gave any
any such
such consent,
consent nor
norwas
was he
he furnished
furnished any
any consideration
consideration toto do
do so.
so As
As more
more
particularly
particularly set
set forth
forth inin the
the above
above statement
statement of
offacts,
facts Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree never
never consented
consented toto accepting
accepting
any
any risk
risk that
that he
he might
might be
be injured
injured by
by the
the Defendants
Defendants negligence,
negligence either
either orally
orally or
or ininwriting.
writing
Furthennore,
Furthermore the
the contract
contract that
that he
he signed
signed to
to renew
renew his
his season
season tickets
tickets did
did not
not contain
contain any
any mention
mention
of
his consenting
ofhis
consenting to
to or
or assuming
assuming any risk,
risk Rountree Aff.
Aff Exhibit
Exhibit 10,
10 and
and he
he did not
not receive
receive the
tickets
tickets that
that had
had language
language declaring
declaring that
that he
he assumed
assumed all
all risk
risk printed
printed in
in infinitesimally
infinitesimally small
small letters
letters
of their backs until after he
he had paid for
for them.
them
The
Defendants cite
The Defendants
cite many
many of
of cases
cases from
from other
other jurisdictions
jurisdictions where
where "consent"
consent is
is inferred
inferred in
in
an
Mr. Rountree
an attempt
attempt to
to elude
elude the
the fact
fact that
that there
there is
is no
no evidence
evidence that
that Mr
Rountree ever
ever expressly
expressly consented
consented
to accepting
respect to
to the
the baseball
baseball game
stand for
to
accepting any
any risk
risk with
with respect
game that
that he
he attended
attended do
do not
not quite
quite stand
for the
the
proposition for
for which
which they
they are
offered. Yet
even those
those cases
cases do
proposition
are offered
Yet even
do not
not provide
provide support
support Defendants
Defendants

Turcotte v
v. Fell
Fell, 68 N
N.Y.2d
432, 43738
437-38, 502 N
N.E.2d
to summary
summary judgment
judgment. Turcotte
right to
2
Y
d 432
2
E
d 964,
964 967
(1986) involved
involved aa jockey
jockey injured
injured during
during aa race
race in
in which
which he
he participated
participated. The
The case
case, though
though
1986
of risk" dealt
dealt with
with the
the issue
issue ofduty
of duty towards
towards participants
participants and
and not
not
mentioning assumption
"assumption ofrisk
mentioning
spectators. The
The case
case is
is somewhat
somewhat bizarre
bizarre, in
in that
that itit essentially
essentially giveth
"giveth with
with one
one hand
hand, and
and taketh
taketh
spectators
away
away with
with the
the other
other": Traditionally
"Traditionally, the
the participant
participant's conduct was
was conveniently
conveniently analyzed
analyzed in
in
sconduct

of the defensive
defensive doctrine
doctrine of
ofassumption
assumption of
of risk
risk. With
With the
the enactment
enactment ofthe
of the comparative
comparative
tenns ofthe
terms
negligence statute
statute, however
however, assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
risk isis no
no longer
longer an
an absolute
absolute defense
defense. Thus
Thus, itit has
has
negligence
become necessary
necessary, and
and quite
quite proper
proper, when
when measuring
measuring aa defendant
defendant's duty
duty to
to aa plaintiff
plaintiffto
to consider
consider
become
s
bythe
theplaintiff
plaintiff. The
The shift
shift in
in analysis
analysis isisproper
properbecause
because the
the doctrine
"doctrine of
[of
the risks
risks assumed
assumed by
the
assumptionofrisk
of risk] deserves
deservesno
noseparate
separateexistence
existenceexcept
(except for
forexpress
expressassumption
assumptionofrisk
of risk) and
andisis
assumption

Memorandumin
inOpposition
OppositiontotoDefendants
Defendants'Boise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
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Memorandum
Club,
LLC,
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Plate
Food
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
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simply
stating certain
simply aa confusing
confusing way
way of
ofstating
certain no-duty
noduty rules"
rules Turcotte
Turcotte 437-38,967.
43738 967 Thus,
Thus Turcotte,
Turcotte
if
"assumption of
ifextended
extended toto spectators,
spectators simply
simply makes
makes the
the case
case that
that the
the doctrine
doctrine of
ofassumption
ofrisk"
riskisis
unnecessary,
due care.
unnecessary because
because there
there isis no
no need
need for
for the
the doctrine
doctrine where
where there
there isis no
no duty
duty of
ofdue
care ItIt does
does
not
what constitutes
not speak
speak atat all
all to
to the
the issue
issue of
ofwhat
constitutes an
an express
express consent
consent toto accepting
accepting aarisk.
risk
Defendants
Defendants argue
argue that
that stands
stands for
for the
the proposition
proposition that
that in
inaa sports
sports setting
setting where
where aaspectator
spectator
"makes
makes an
an informed
informed estimate
estimate of
of the
the risks
risks involved
involved in
in the
the activity
activity and
and willingly
willingly undertakes
undertakes them,
them
then there
there should
should be no
no liability
liability ifhe
if he is
is injured
injured as
as aa result of
of those
those risks."
risks Defendants
Defendants
Memorandum at
at 26.
26
Memorandum

Hunt
Hunt v.v Portland
Portland Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club 207
207 Or.
Or 337,
337 354,
354 296
296 P.2d
2d 495,502-03
P
495 50203 (1956)
1956 isis was
was
the application of the doctrine of"
assumption of
risk" and as such is
decided on the basis of
ofthe
of assumption
ofrisk
irrelevant to
to the
the conclusion
conclusion that
irrelevant
the Court's
s analysis.
Court
analysis "We
We are
are brought
brought to
to the
that plaintiff
plaintiff by
by his
his own
own act
act
of knowingly
knowingly placing
placing himself
himself in
in an
which was
of
an area
area of
of appreciated
appreciated risk,
risk which
was not
not created
created by
by any
any
unreasonable conduct
conduct of
the defendant
defendant, bars
from recovery
seen from
unreasonable
ofthe
bars him
him from
recovery for
for his
his injuries.
injuries ItIt is
is seen
from
that the challenged judgment can
upon two grounds
grounds: (a)
the foregoing that
can be sustained
sustained upon
a the
the record
discloses no
no negligence
negligence, and
and b
(b) the
the plaintiffappellant
plaintiff-appellant had
had assumed
assumed the
the risk
risk of
of injury
injury. Although
Although
discloses

Hunt 3354
3354,502-03.
we have
have full
full confidence
confidence in
in the
the first
first ground
ground, we
we prefer
prefer the
the second
second." Hunt
we
50203 Hunt
does acknowledge
acknowledge one
one crucial
crucial element
element in
in the
the analysis
analysis of
ofthis
this case
case; the
the risk
risk must
must be
be appreciated
appreciated.
does
or risks
risks that
that caused
caused to
to Plaintiff
Plaintiffto
to lose
lose
To answer
answer that
that question
question, itit isis important
important to
to identify
identify the
the risk
risk or
To
his eye
eye. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's deposition, affidavit
affidavit, and
and the
the affidavit
affidavit of
ofHuman
Human Factors
Factors Expert
Expert Joellen
Joellen
his
sdeposition
Gill all
all evidence
evidence the
the fact
fact that
that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree did
did not
not appreciate
appreciate the
the risk
risk involved
involved because
because ofthe
of the
Gill
factors
factors discussed
discussed above
above.

Defendantscite
cite Kuehner
Kuehner vv. Green
Green, 436
436 So
So. 2d
2d 78
78 Fla
(Fla. 1983
1983)in
in support
support oftheir
of their
Defendants
representationthat
that Other
"Othercomparative
comparativefault
faultjurisdictions
jurisdictions that
thathave
haveabrogated
abrogatedassumption
assumptionofrisk
of risk
representation

Memoranduminin Opposition
Oppositionto
toDefendants
Defendants'Boise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,Boise
BoiseHawks
HawksBaseball
Baseball
Memorandum
Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Food
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Club LLC Home Plate Food Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
22
SummaryJudgment
Judgment - pp.22
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as a defense
defense continue
continue to recognize consent as an absolute bar in
in an action for negligence."
negligence What
Kuener actually says is
is:

"From the outset we
we find that a participant in a contact sport does not automatically
From
assume all risks except those resulting from deliberate
deliberate attempts to injure.
injure Express
assumption of
of risk
risk, as it applies in the context of contact sports
sports, rests upon the plaintiffs
voluntary consent to
to take certain
certain chances
chances. Meulners v.
Hawkes, 299 Minn
Minn. 76,216
v Hawkes
76 216
N.W.2d
633,635
(1974).
This
principle
may
be
better
expressed
in
terms
of
2d 633 635 1974 This principle may be better expressed in terms of waiver.
W
N
waiver
When a participant volunteers to
to take certain
certain chances he waives his
his right to be free
free from
those bodily contacts inherent in the chances taken.
taken Our judicial system must protect
those who
who rely on
on such
such a waiver and
and engage in otherwise prohibited bodily contacts.
contacts 345
It
the jury
jury's function to
to determine whether a participant voluntarily relinquished a right,
It is the
s
right
or,
in
terms
of
the
Blackburn
decision,
"actually
consented"
to
confront
certain
dangers.
or
decision actually consented
dangers
In so doing several threshold questions
questions must be answered
answered. First,
First the jury must decide
subjectively appreciated
appreciated the
the risk
risk giving
to the
whether the
the plaintiff
plaintiff subjectively
whether
giving rise
rise to
the injury.
injury [Citation
Citation
omitted.] (actual
omitted
actual knowledge is essential to voluntary assumption of risk).
risk In making this
of the
jury to
to
determination it
it is
is well
well within
within the
the province
province of
determination
the jury
to consider
consider all
all the
the evidence
evidence as
as to
really expected while participating
participating in the particular contact sport.
what the plaintiff really
sport If it is
found that the
the plaintiff recognized the risk
risk and proceeded to participate in the face of
such danger the defendant can properly raise the defense of express assumption of risk.
risk
of
assumed
risk
rests."
"Voluntary
exposure
is
the
bedrock
upon
which
the
doctrine
Voluntary exposure is the bedrock upon which the doctrine of assumed risk rests
If the plaintiff is found not to have subjectively appreciated the risk,
risk the trier of fact must
determine, after
after reviewing all evidence,
determine
evidence whether this plaintiff should have reasonably
anticipated the risk
risk involved
involved. Brady v.
(Fla. 3d DCA
DCA 1959).
v Kane,
Kane 111 So.2d
2d 472 Fla
So
1959 If it is
reasonable man would not have anticipated this risk
risk, the "unsuspecting
found that a reasonable
unsuspecting
plaintiff'
cannot
be
said
to
have
consented
to
such
danger
and
he
therefore
plaintiff cannot
to such
therefore should be
allowed to
to recover
recover in
in full
full. Kuehner
v. Green
Green, 436
436 So.
78,80
(Fla. 1983)
allowed
Kuehner v
So 2d
2d 78
80 Fla
1983
Kuehner, 80
80.
Kuehner

Defendants cite
cite Neinstein
Neinstein v.
Dodgers, Inc.,
Cal. App
App. 3d
176,229
Defendants
v Los
Los Angeles
Angeles Dodgers
Inc 185
185 Cal
3d 176
229 Cal.
Cal
Rptr.
(Cal. Ct
Ct. App
App. 1986)
consent" argument.
Rptr 612 Cal
1986 in support of their "Implied
Implied consent
argument Unlike Idaho,
Idaho
California does
does not
not require
require an
express consent
to assume
any risk
risk, and
and it
continues to
to follow
California
an express
consent to
assume any
it continues
follow the
the
tort doctrine
doctrine of
of assumption
"assumption of
risk". In
"In the instant
instant case
case, plaintiff impliedly consented to take
tort
of risk
would not be injured
injured. She voluntarily elected to sit in a seat which was
her own chances that she would
clearly unprotected
unprotected by
by any
any form
form of
of screening
screening." Neinstein
Neinstein, 184,229.
"On the
other hand,
clearly
184 229 On
the other
hand where
where
the plaintiffs
plaintiffs conduct amounts to
to a release
release of the defendant's
obligation of reasonable conduct
conduct,
sobligation
defendant

Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Memorandum
to Defendants'
Defendants Boise
LLC Boise
Baseball
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
LLC and
and Memorial
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
Club
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc
s
for
Summary Judgment
p. 23
Summary
Judgment - p
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the assumption of risk doctrine
doctrine continues
continues to operate
operate. Neinstein 183,615.
183 615 Most significantly,
significantly in
Neinstein
Neinstein

"... plaintiff impliedly consented to
to take her own chances that she would not be injured.
injured

of screening
screening.
She voluntarily elected
elected to
to sit in a seat which was clearly unprotected by any fonn
form of
184,616.
In contrast
contrast, the area that
that Mr.
Rountree was injured was not "clearly
Neinstein 184
616 In
Mr Rountree
clearly
screening." It
It was protected by a mesh barrier strung over the top of
unprotected by any fonn
form of screening
not by vertically strung netting,
the Executive Club but not
netting making it appear that the Boise Hawk's
s
Hawk
be a danger to patrons from pop
pop-fly
management had detennined
determined that while there might be
fly foul
balls, there
there was no
no danger
danger from
from linedrive
line-drive foul
foul balls
balls.
balls

CONCLUSION
Idaho has not
not adopted
adopted the "Limited
rule and there
there is
is no reason
reason for
for it
it to do so.
Idaho
Limited Duty"
Duty rule
so It
It
undennine the policy
policy considerations underlying the duty test adopted by Idaho long ago,
would undermine
ago
and reiterated in Turpen:
"Every person
person, in the conduct of his business
business, has a duty to exercise
Turpen Every
harm to
to others."
ordinary
care to
"prevent unreasonable
unreasonable, foreseeable
risks of
ordinary care
to prevent
foreseeable risks
ofharm
others The
The factors
factors
on the part of
the Boise Hawks
Hawks that
that was breached
breached. The
discussed in Turpen all
all point to
to a duty on
ofthe
harm
suffered by
by Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was
was foreseeable;
contend that
harm suffered
foreseeable indeed
indeed the
the Defendants
Defendants contend
that it
it was
was
foreseeable to
to him
him. ItIt was virtually certain that individuals hit by line-drive
linedrive foul balls would
suffer injury.
There is
is aa close
connection between
between the
conduct and
the injury
injury
suffer
injury There
close connection
the Defendants'
Defendants conduct
and the
suffered, in
in that
that but
but for
for their
failure to
sole area
area in
in the
the park
without protective
suffered
their failure
to cover
cover the
the sole
park without
protective vertical
vertical
the foul
foul ball
ball, and
it is
netting Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree would
would not
not have
have been
netting
been struck
struck by
by the
and it
is reasonable
reasonable to
to assume
assume
that if
if he
he had
had been
been warned
warned that
that it
it was
dangerous to
to sit
sit and
and stand
that
was dangerous
stand around
around tables
tables and
and look
look away
away
field, despite the fact that
that was apparently the intended use of the Executive Club he
from the ball field
probably would
would have
heeded such
Preventing future
future harm
harm under
these circumstances
probably
have heeded
such aa warning.
warning Preventing
under these
circumstances
is desirable
desirable as
as aa matter
public policy
policy. Under
Under the
the circumstances
circumstances of
of the
is
matter of
of public
of this
this case,
case the
the extent
extent of
the

Memorandum in
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to Defendants
Defendants' Boise
LLC, Boise
Memorandum
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball

Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Club
Stadium Inc.'s
s Motion
Inc
Motion for
for
24
Summary
Judgment
p.
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burden
imposing aaduty
burden toto the
the defendant
defendant and
and consequences
consequences to
to the
the community
community of
ofimposing
duty toto exercise
exercise care
care
with
with resulting
resulting liability
liability for
for breach
breach are
are trivial.
trivial Other
Other facts,
facts involving
involving other
otherstadiums
stadiums might
might yield
yield
other
other results,
results but
but we
we are
are dealing
dealing with
withthis
this case,
case and
and these
these unique
unique facts.
facts Finally,
Finally the
the availability,
availability
cost,
cost and
and prevalence of
of insurance
insurance for
for the
the risk
risk involved
involved are
are not
not an
an issue
issue in
in this
this case.
case Plaintiff
Plaintiff is
is of
of
the
the understanding
understanding that
that the
the Defendants
Defendants are
are fully
fully insured.
insured (Citations
Citations omitted.)
omitted
There
There is
is no
no evidence
evidence that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree ever
ever expressly
expressly consented
consented to
to accept
accept any
any risk
risk
attendant to going to the baseball game,
game never
never mind the risk that
that the Boise Hawks
Hawks would have
have
implemented a safety management program that was defectively designed
designed and created a false
of safety
sense
sense of
safety leading
leading him
him to
to divert
divert his
his attention
attention from
from the
the baseball
baseball game
game believing
believing itit was
was safe
safe to
to
do so.
there is
do
so Per
Per force,
force there
is no
no evidence
evidence that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree received
received any
any consideration
consideration for
for such
such an
an
any express
express consent
express consent
consent. Since
Since there
there is
is no
no evidence
evidence of
express
ofany
consent to
to accepting
accepting the
the risk
risk in
in this
this
case, Plaintiff
will not
not discuss
discuss the
public policy
policy exception
discussed in
in Turpen
case
Plaintiff will
the public
exception discussed
Turpen unless
unless the
the issue
issue is
is
oral argument
argument.
raised in oral
Defendants' motion
motion for summary judgment must
must be
be denied
denied.
Defendants
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May 9
9, 2011
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Dated
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IN THE
THE DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT

THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
OF THE
THE COUNTY
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

Case No
No. CV
CV PI 0920924

vs.

VS

I

.fROISE
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, a De
Delaware Limit~Q...
BOISE BASEBALL
laware
Limited
Liability
c~rP~~;tion
d.~·:a::~~s~~
~~~~WtJI:·d.Q~l!~
Liability Corporation d a Bosse Base all d
a
b
Boise BasebiUClubd.b.a.
Bois
Baseball Club d ba Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC cl
d.h..a.Jloi~~.!!£l\V.~§~BOISE
iBoise
HawksBOISE
ASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited Liability
ASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability
Corporation d
d.b.a
Boise
Baseball,
d.b.a. Boise
a
b
Baseball d
a
b
Baseball
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Baseball Club
a
b
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club
LLC,
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks,
LLC d
a
b
Hawks BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBALL
assumed business
business
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an
an assumed
name
name of
of Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability
Corporation, MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY, an
an Idaho
COMPANY
Idaho General
General Business
Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
New York
INC aa New
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
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LLC BOISE
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
HAWKS
CLUB LLC,
LLC
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PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
HOME
SERVICES LLC
AND MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM INC.'S
S
INC
MOTION
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

REPLY SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS'
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL,
BASEBALL LLC,
LLC BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC AND
AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
STADIUM INC.'S
S MOTION
INC
MOTION FOR
FOR SUMMARY
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT - 11
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DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND

DEVELOPMENT, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT
Liability Corporation,
CH2M HILL
HILL, INC
INC., a
Corporation CH2M
Florida Corporation d
d.b.a. Ch2M Hill
Hill, CH2M
Florida
a
b
CH2M
CONSTRUCTORS, INC
INC. d.b.a.
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill, CH2M HILL E
E&C,
INC., d.b.a
Hill
C INC
aCh2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
HILL ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS, INC
INC. d.b.a.
CH2M HILL
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill, CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
Hill
CONSTRUCTION, an assumed
assumed business name of
CONSTRUCTION
Ch2M Engineers
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
corporation
name Ch2M Hill,
WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
Hill WILLIAM
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and
and JOHN DOES I through
through
X, whose
whose true identities
identities are
are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants
Defendants.

I. INTRODUCTION
I
Defendants
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Defendants Boise
Home Plate Food
Services, LLC and Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. ("Defendants"),
by and through
through their counsel of
Services
Defendants
record, Elam
Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., submit
this brief
brief in
in reply
reply to
to Plaintiffs
Opposition to
Defendants'
record
A
submit this
sOpposition
Plaintiff
to Defendants
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate Food
Food Services,
LLC and
Boise
Services LLC
and
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.'s
Motion for
for Summary
Judgment ("Opposition
Memorial
s Motion
Inc
Summary Judgment
Opposition Memorandum").
Memorandum
Mr. Rountree
Rountree argues
argues that
that this
this Court
the authority
authority to
Mr
Court does
does not
not have
have the
to determine
determine whether
whether aa
of being
hit by
legal
duty exists
exists. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree also
also argues
did not
not consent
the risk
legal duty
argues that
that he
he did
consent to
to the
risk of
being hit
by aa
of baseball
baseball, despite
despite his
his knowledge
that spectators
can be
foul
ball despite
despite his
his general
general knowledge
knowledge of
foul ball
knowledge that
spectators can
be
by foul
foul balls
balls in
in Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
despite his
his repeated
attendance at
this
hit by
hit
Stadium and
and despite
repeated attendance
at games
games where
where this
risk was
was repeatedly
repeatedly demonstrated
demonstrated.
risk
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II UNDISPUTED FACTUAL AND
AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
II.

For
For the
the sake
sake of
of brevity,
brevity Defendants
Defendants refer
refer the
the Court
Court to
to the
the Undisputed
Undisputed Factual
Factual and
and
Procedural Background section of their Moving
Moving Memorandum for aa thorough summary
summary of
of the
facts
facts.'

'The
factual background
Rountree's Opposition Memorandum
The factual
background section
section of
of Mr.
Mr Rountree
sOpposition
Memorandum is
is approximately
approximately 14
14
pages
in
length.
At
least
half
of
it
concentrates
on
the
affidavit
of
Mr.
Rountree's
human
pages
length
least
the
Mr Rountree
shuman factors expert,
expert
Gill. As discussed in Defendants'
littered with conjecture
conjecture,
Joellen Gill
Defendants Motion to Strike,
Strike Ms.
Ms Gill's
s affidavit
Gill
affidavit is littered
conclusory allegations as to
to ultimate facts,
conclusory
facts conclusions of law,
law statements based on hearsay,
hearsay statements that
lack adequate foundation,
personal knowledge.
foundation and statements not made on personal
knowledge Likewise,
Likewise Mr.
Mr Rountree's
s
Rountree
affidavit contains
contains many
many of these same deficiencies.
Moreover,
some
of
the
statements
made
in the factual
deficiencies Moreover
factual
background section
of Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's Opposition Memorandum
Memorandum are
are not
background
section of
sOpposition
not supported
supported by
by citation,
citation and
and in
in many
many
instances
say what Mr.
does, is
instances where aa citation is used it does not
not say
Mr Rountree says
says it
it does
is aa statement
statement taken out
out of
context, or is a mis-quoted
statement. For
For instance
instance, there is no citation for the statement "Ms.
context
misquoted statement
Ms Leek testified
that
her
family
ate
all
of
the
food
that
they
brought
to
the
game
in
the
"Executive
Club"
area.
Opposition
that her family ate all of the food that they brought to the game in the Executive Club area (See
See Opposition
Memorandum,
p.
5,12
(last
line).)
In
another
instance,
the
statement
"Mr.
Rountree
did
not
hear
Memorandum p 5
12 last line In another instance the statement Mr Rountree did not hear anyone
anyone
out a warning
warning" is
is used
used to support
support the statement that "[fjrom
an inference that few
shout out
rom this fact there arises an
f
if any
any people
people saw
saw the
the linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
approach, or
or someone
someone would
would have
have shouted
shouted aa warning."
(See
if
ball approach
warning See
Opposition,
p.
7,11
(last
line).)
Upon
closer
examination,
however,
Ms.
Ballard
and
Ms.
Leek
both
testified
Opposition p last
11 line
7
examination however Ms
Ms
they saw the
the ball
ball coming and
and Ms
Ms. Leek actually
actually testified she yelled "look
Aff., Ex.
look out."
out (See
See Evett Aff
Ex D
(Deposition Transcript
Transcript of
of Lisa
Lisa Leek
Leek), 24
24:4-23
and See
See Evett
Evett Aff.,
Ex. B
B Deposition
(Deposition Transcript
Transcript of
of Linda
Deposition
4
23 and
Aff Ex
Ballard), 46
46: 18-19.)
In yet another
another instance
instance, Mr
Mr. Rountree cites
cites to his
his wife
wife's deposition transcript to
to support
support
Ballard
18
19 In
sdeposition
the
statement
that
his
eye
was
"gushing"
blood.
(See
Opposition
Memorandum,
p.
7,12
(last
line).)
the statement that his eye was gushing blood See Opposition Memorandum p 7
12 last line None
None
of
the
supportive
citations
use
the
word
"gushing."
In
fact,
in
response
to
Defendants'
counsel's question
of the supportive citations use the word gushing In fact in response to Defendants counsel
squestion
of whether
whether Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's eye was profusely bleeding
bleeding, Ms
Ms. Ballard
Ballard specifically testifies w
"[w]ell
of
seye
e
ll to me,
me
profuse bleeding
bleeding is
is just gushing
gushing. But
But, no
no, itit was bleeding
bleeding, and
and itit was bad
bad, but
but it wasn
wasn't massive
massive." See
(See Evett
profuse
t
Aff., Ex
Ex. B
B Deposition
(Deposition Transcript
Transcript of
of Linda
Linda Ballard
Ballard), 50
50:22-51:
1.) There
There are
are a number of
of other instances
instances of
Aff
22
1
51
this
throughout
the
factual
background
section
of
Mr.
Rountree's
Opposition
Memorandum.
Furthermore,
this throughout the factual background section of Mr Rountree
sOpposition Memorandum Furthermore
Mr. Rountree
Rountree attaches
attaches several
several photographs
photographs to
to his
his affidavit
affidavit but
but does
does not
not lay
lay aa proper
proper foundation
foundation for
for the
the
Mr
photos. For
For instance
instance, itit appears
appears most
most of
of the
the photos
photos were
were taken
taken p
prior to
to the
the start
start of
of aa baseball
baseball game
game - this
this is
is
photos
an
important
detail
considering
food
and
beverage
are
not
served
in
the
Executive
Club
after
baseball
games
an important detail considering food and beverage are not served in the Executive Club after baseball games
start. See
(See Rountree
Rountree Aff
Mf., Ex
Ex., 1
1,2,5,6
and 7
7.) In
In another
another instance
instance, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree attaches
attaches aa picture
picture of
of aa
start
2 5 6 and
young
boy
with
a
chair
but
does
not
specify
when
or
where
the
picture
was
taken.
(See
Rountree
Aff.,
Ex.
young boy with a chair but does not specify when or where the picture was taken See Rountree Aff Ex
8.)
8
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III
III. ARGUMENT
ARGUMENT
A
A.

This Court
Court Has the Authority to
to Decide Whether the Limited
Limited Duty Rule Applies
Applies.
A cause
cause of action
action for negligence includes proof of
of: (1)
duty, recognized by law
law,
1 a duty

requiring the
the defendant to
to conform
conform to
to a certain
certain standard of conduct
conduct; (2)
breach of
of duty
duty; 3
(3) a
2 a breach
causal connection
connection between
between the
the defendant
defendant's conduct and
and the
the resulting
resulting injuries
injuries; and
and 4
(4) actual
actual loss
loss
causal
sconduct
or damage
damage. Cramer v
v. Slater
Slater, 146
146 Idaho 868
868,873,204
P.3d
508, 513
513 (2009).
873 204 P
3
d 508
2009
of whether
whether aa legal
duty exists
exists is a question of law for
negligence actions
actions, the question of
In negligence
duty
to decide
decide. E
E.g., Chavez vv. Barrus
Barrus,146 Idaho 212,
223, 192 P
P.3d
(2008);
the courts to
g
146
212 223
3
d 1036,
1036 1047 2008

Bramwell vv South
South Rigby
Rigby Canal
Canal Co
Co., 136
Idaho 648,
650, 39
P.3d
588,590
(2001); Turpen
v.
Bramwell
136 Idaho
648 650
39 P
3
d 588
590 2001
Turpen v
Granieri, 133
133 Idaho
Idaho 244
244, 247
247, 985
985 P
P.2d
669,672
v. luker,
Granieri
2
d 669
672 (1999);
1999 Freeman v
Juker 119 Idaho 555,556,
555 556
808 P
P.2d
1300, 1301
1301 1991
(1991). There
There is
is aa general
general proposition
proposition in
in Idaho
Idaho that
in the
the
808
2
d 1300
that every
every person,
person in
business, has a duty to exercise ordinary care to
to prevent unreasonable,
conduct of his business
conduct
unreasonable foreseeable
risks of
of harm to others
others. Turpen
Turpen, 133
P.2d
133 Idaho at 247,985
247 985 P
2
d at 672.
672 Nonetheless,
Nonetheless Idaho courts

id.
hold that
that not
not every
person or
or entity
entity owes
owes aa tort
tort duty
everyone else
else in
in all
all circumstances.
hold
every person
duty to
to everyone
circumstances See
See id
at 247-48,985
P.2d
672-73.
24748 985 2
P
d at 67273
The
cases clearly
that in
in Idaho
not every
The following
following cases
clearly illustrate
illustrate that
Idaho not
every person
person or
or entity
entity owes
owes aa tort
tort
duty to
to everyone
everyone else
all circumstances.
duty
else in
in all
circumstances
In Winn
v. Frasher,
Idaho 500,
722 (1989),
In
Winn v
Frasher 116
116 Idaho
500 777
777 P.2d
2d 722
P
1989 multiple
multiple law
law enforcement
enforcement
officers brought
an action
for injuries
exposed to
to spilled
officers
brought an
action for
injuries sustained
sustained when
when they
they were
were exposed
spilled chemicals.
chemicals
Defendants filed
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment on
on the
Defendants
filed aa motion
the ground
ground that
that plaintiffs'
plaintiffs action
action was
was barred
barred
by the
rule," which
which provides
provides that
by
the "fireman's
srule
fireman
that neither
neither aa fireman
fireman nor
nor aa policeman
policeman may
may recover
recover in
in
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SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS'
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tort when hislher
her injuries are caused
his
caused by the
the same
same conduct
conduct that
that required hislher
her official
his
official presence.
presence

Winn,
Winn 116 Idaho at 501,
501 777
777 P.2d
2d at 723.
P
723
The trial court denied
denied defendants'
defendants motion for summary judgment on the ground
ground that
that the
so-called
rule" was inoperative
socalled "fIreman's
srule
fireman
inoperative in Idaho.
Idaho The trial court then certified
certified the case to the
the
Supreme Court as an interlocutory appeal pursuant to I.A.R.
R 12(c)(2).
A
I
2 [d.
c
12
Id
On appeal,
appeal the Supreme Court reversed the
the trial court's
s decision to
court
to deny the
the defendants'
defendants
motion for summary
summary judgment on the basis that the fIreman's
s rule applies in Idaho.
fireman
Idaho [d.
Id at 504.
504 In
doing
so, the
stated that
doing so
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court stated
that public
public policy
policy was
was the
the appropriate
appropriate ground
ground to
to consider
consider
when making a determination on
on whether the fireman
fIreman's rule should apply in Idaho and noted that
srule
it was
was impressed
"impressed that the great
great majority of states accept the rule."
502-03,
rule Winn,
Winn 116 Idaho at 50203
777 P
2
d at
777
P.2d
at 72425
724-25.

v. Granieri
Granieri, 133
244,247,985
Similarly, in Turpen v
Similarly
133 Idaho 244
247 985 P.2d
2d 669,
P
669 672 (1999),
1999 the trial
of aa social
court granted
granted aa landlord
landlord's motion
judgment against
against the
court
s
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
the mother
mother of
social guest
guest
of alcohol
alcohol poisoning
poisoning while on the landlord's
considerations
who died of
who
s property because policy considerations
landlord
of aa tort
tort duty
duty requiring
to thoroughly
thoroughly screen
weighed against
against the
the imposition
imposition of
weighed
requiring landlords
landlords to
screen tenants.
tenants
See
48
See id
id. at
at 246
246-48.

On appeal
appeal, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court affirmed
affirmed the
the trial
court's decision
decision to
to decline
decline to
impose any
any
On
trial court
s
to impose
such duty on
on landlords
landlords. See
See Turpen
Turpen, 133 Idaho
Idaho at
at 249
249, 985 P
P.2d
at 674
674.
such
2
d at

Coughlan vv. Beta
Beta Theta Pi Fraternity
Fraternity, 133
133 Idaho 388,
P.2d
(1999),
Likewise, in
in Coughlan
Likewise
388 987 P
2
d 300 1999
the trial court
court granted
granted the
the defendants
defendants' motion
motion for
for summary
summaryjudgment
judgment against
against a student who was
the
of falling
falling from
from the
the fire
fire escape
escape of
of her
her house
house after
after becoming
becoming intoxicated
intoxicated at
at
injured as
as aa result
result of
injured
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REPLY
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partieshosted
hostedby
by various
varioussororities
sororitiesand
and fraternities
fraternitiesbecause
becausethe
thetrial
trial court
court determined
determinedthere
there isisno
no
parties

id. atat 399
399affirmativetort
tortduty
dutytoto assist
assistor
orprotect
protect another
anotherabsent
absent unusual
unusual circumstances
circumstances. See
See id
affirmative
400.

s11

On appeal
appeal, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court affirmed
affirmed the
the trial
trial court
court's decision
decision to
to decline
decline toto impose
impose any
any
On
s
such affirmative
affirmative tort
tort duty
duty on
onthe
the sororities
sororities and
and fraternities
fraternities that
that hosted
hosted the
the parties
parties. See
See Coughlan
Coughlan,
such
133 Idaho
Idaho atat 402
402,987
P.2d
at 314
314.
133
987 P
2
d at
Despite Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's unsupported
unsupported assertions
assertions to
to the
the contrary
contrary, itit isis without
without question
question that
that
Despite
s
this Court
Court has
has the
the authority
authority to
to decide
decide whether
whether the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
applies to
to this
this case
case.
this

B.
B

This Court
Court Should
Should Apply
Apply the
the Limited
Limited Duty Rule
Rule and
and Find
Find that the Boise Hawks
Hawks
This
Complied with
with It
It.
Complied
1.
1

Court Should
Should Apply the
the Limited
Limited Duty Rule
Rule.
This Court

As discussed in
in Defendants
Defendants' Moving Memorandum
Memorandum, it appears every jurisdiction
jurisdiction that has
As
limited duty
rule, which
places two
important
addressed this
this issue
issue supports
form of
addressed
supports some
some form
of aa limited
duty rule
which places
two important
requirements on
on baseball
requirements
baseball stadium
stadium owners
owners and
and operators:
operators (1)
1 there
there must
must be
be screening
screening behind
behind home
home
by aa ball
plate
where the
the danger
plate where
danger of
of being
being struck
struck by
ball isis the
the greatest;
greatest and
and (2)
2 such
such screening
screening must
must be
be of
of
sufficient extent
sufficient
extent to
to provide
provide adequate
adequate protection
protection for
for as
as many
many spectators
spectators as
as may
may reasonably
reasonably be
be
2
expected
expected to
to desire
desire such
such seating
seating in
in the
the course
course of
of an
an ordinary
ordinary game.
game

2 See generally James L. Rigelhaupt, Jr., Liability to Spectator at Baseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball
See generally James L Rigelhaupt Jr Liability to Spectator at Baseball Game Who Is Hit by Ball
or
Injured
Other Hazards
Game, 91
or Injured as
as Result
Result of
ofOther
Hazards of
ofGame
91 A.L.R.3d
3d 24
R
L
A
24 (1979);
1979 See
See also
also Turner
Turner v.v Mandalay
Mandalay Sports
Sports
Entertainment.
LLC,
180
P.3d
1172
(Nev.
2008);
Lawson
ex
rei.
Lawson
v.
Salt
Lake
Trappers.
Entertainment LLC 180 P
3d 1172 Nev 2008 Lawson ex rel Lawson v Salt Lake Trappers Inc.,
Inc 901
901
P.2d
2d 1013
P
1013 (Utah
Utah 1995);
1995 Bellezzo
Bellezzo v.v State,
State 174
174 Ariz.
Ariz 548,
548 851
851 P.2d
2d 847
P
847 (Ct.
Ct App.
App 1992);
1992 ARIZ.
ARIZ REv.
REv STAT.
STAT
ANN.
999)(statutorily
ANN § 12-554
12 554 (11999
statutorily adopted
adopted limited
limited duty
duty rule);
rule Hunt
Hunt v.v Portland
PortlandBaseball
Baseball Club,
Club 207
207 Or.
Or 337,
337
296
P.2d
495
(1956);
Akins
v.
Glens
Falls
CitySch.
Dist.,
53
N.Y.2d
325,
441
N.Y.S.2d
644,
424
N.E.2d
296 P
2d 495 1956 Akins v Glens Falls City Sch Dist 53 N
2d 441
Y
325 N
2d 424
S
Y
644 N
2d 531
E
531
(N.Y.
Y 1981);
N
1981 Sparks
Sparks v.v Sterling
Sterling Doubleday
Doubleday Enterprises.
Enterprises LP,
LP 752
752 N.Y.S.2d
2d79
S
Y
N
79 (N.Y.
Y S.S Ct.
N
Ct App.
App Div.
Div 2002);
2002
COLO.
13 21 120 (1994)
1994 (statutorily
statutorily adopted
adopted limited
limited duty
duty rule);
rule Sciarrotta
Sciarrotta v.v Global
Global
Colo REv.
REv STAT.
STAT ANN.
ANN § 13-21-120
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The limited duty rule provides
provides clear
stadium owners and operators
clear guidance to baseball stadium
identifies their duty with greater specificity than the usual standard provides.
and identifies
provides See,
See e.g.,
g
e
Turner, 180
180 P.3d
at 1175
1175; Benejam
Benejam, 635 N
N.W.2d
223 (quoting
v. Ft
Ft. Worth Baseball
Turner
3d at
P
2
W
d at 223
quoting McNiel v
Club, 268 S.
W.2d
(Tex. Civ
Civ. App.
the
Club
2
W
S
d 244,
244 246 Tex
App 1954)).
1954 The limited duty rule does not eliminate
eliminate the

stadium owners
owners and operators
operators' duty to keep the
the premises
premises in a reasonably safe condition or to
to
stadium
care to prevent unreasonable
unreasonable, foreseeable risks of harm to protect spectators
exercise ordinary care
against injury
injury; rather
rather, itit defines that duty in detail
detail. See,
e.g., Turner
Turner, 180 P.3d
See g
e
3d at 1175.
P
1175
The limited duty rule
rule strikes aa balance between safety and preserving the essential
of baseball
baseball. The alternative rule proposed by Plaintiff is
character including
(including the inherent risks
risks) of
unworkable, as it would require a jury determination every time aa spectator is hit by aa ball at
unworkable
Memorial
Stadium
Memorial Stadium.

Illustrating that Mr
Mr. Rountree's
proposed rule is no rule
rule at all,
Illustrating
sproposed
Rountree
all he argues that Memorial
Stadium is
is too safe the
(the stadium
stadium has more
more netting than
than any ballpark in the
the country
country) and therefore
the risk of being struck by a foul ball
ball. (See
spectators cannot perceive the
See Opposition Memorandum,
Memorandum

Spectrum, 194
N.J. 345
345,944
A.2d
630 2008
(2008); N
N.J. STAT
STAT. ANN
ANN. § 2A
2A:53A-43 -2A:53A-48
Spectrum
194 N
J
944 A
2
d 630
J
53A43
53A48 (2006)
2A
2006 (statutorily
statutorily
adopted
limited
duty
rule);
Arnold
v.
City
of
Cedar
Rapids,
443
N.W.2d
332
(Iowa
1989);
Lorino
adopted limited duty rule Arnold v City of Cedar Rapids 443 N
2d 332 Iowa 1989 Lorino v.
W
v New
New
Amusement Co.,
16
La.App.
95,133
So.
408
(1931);
745
ILL.
COMPo
STAT.
ANN.
3811
Orleans Baseball
Baseball & Amusement
Orleans
Co 16 La
App 95 133 So 408 1931 745 ILL COMP STAT ANN 38
1
(1992)
(statutorily
adopted
limited
duty
rule);
Costa
V.
Boston
Red
Sox
Baseball
Club,
61
Mass.App.Ct.
299,
1992 statutorily adopted limited duty rule Costa v Boston Red Sox Baseball Club 61 Mass
Ct 299
App
809 N
N.E.2d
1090 Mass
(Mass. App
App. Ct
Ct. 2004
2004); Benejam
Benejam V.
Detroit Tigers
Tigers, Inc
Inc., 246
809
2
E
d 1090
v Detroit
246 Mich.App.
App 645,
Mich
645 635
635 N.W.2d
2d
W
N
219
(2001);
Alwin
V.
St.
Paul
Saints
Baseball
Club,
Inc.,
672
N.W.2d
570
(Minn.
Ct.
App.
2003);
Anderson
219 2001 Alwin v St Paul Saints Baseball Club Inc 672 N
2d 570 Minn Ct App 2003 Anderson
W
Kansas City
City Baseball
Baseball Club,
231 S
S.W.2d
(Mo. 1950
1950); Erickson
Erickson vv. Lexington
Lexington Baseball
Club, 233
vv. Kansas
Club 231
2
W
d 170,
170 173
173 Mo
Baseball Club
233
N.C.
627,
65
S.E.2d
140
(195
1);
Hobbyv.
City
of
Durham
and
Durham
Bulls
Baseball
Club,
Inc.,
569
C 627
N
65 E
S
2
d 140 1951 Hobby v City ofDurham and Durham Bulls Baseball Club Inc 569 S.E.2d
2d
E
S
(N.C. Ct.
App. 2002
2002); Cincinnati
Cincinnati Baseball
Baseball Club
Co. vv. Eno
Eno, 112
112 OhioSt
OhioSt. 175,
(1925); Pakett
Pakett
11 N
C
Ct App
Club Co
175 147
147 N.E.
E 86
N
86 1925
v.
The
Phillies,
L.P.,
871
A.2d
304,
307-08
(Pa.
Commw.
Ct.
2005);
Friedman
v.
Houston
Sports
Ass
'n,
731
v The Phillies L
P 871 A
2d 304 307 08 Pa Commw Ct 2005 Friedman v Houston Sports Ass
n731
S.W.2d
572,
574-75
(Tex.
App.
1987);
Tite
v.
Omaha
Coliseum
Corp.,
144
Neb.
22
(Neb.
1943);
Perry
v.
2d 572 57475 Tex App 1987
W
S
v
Corp
Neb
Neb 1943
v
Seattle School Dist.
No.1,
66
Wash.2d
800,405
P.2d
589
(1965);
Moulas
v.
PBC
Productions
Inc.,
217
Dist No 1
2d 800 405 P
Wash
2d
1965
v
Inc
Wis.2d 449
449,576
N.W.2d
2d
Wis
576 N
2
W
d 929 (1998).
1998
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Mr. Rountree
Rountree simultaneously
simultaneously takes
takesthe
the untenable
untenableposition
position that
that Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium isis not
not
pp.9-14.)
914 Mr
safe enough
enoughbecause
because spectators
spectators can
can be
be struck
struck by
by foul
foul balls
balls. See
(See id
id.) Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree submits
submits an
an
safe
eighty-page affidavit
affidavit from
from aa human
human factors
factors expert
expert Joellen
(Joe lien Gill
Gill), who
who has
has no
no experience
experience with
with
eightypage
barrier netting
netting or
or sporting
sporting events
events. Mr
Mr. s
Rountree's position
position isis paradoxical
paradoxical and
and demonstrates
demonstrates why
why
barrier
Rountree
every jurisdiction
jurisdiction that
that has
has addressed
addressed aa situation
situation such
such as
as this
this has
has chosen
chosen to
to adopt
adopt the
the limited
limited duty
duty
every
rule. The
The alternative
alternative isis that
that the
the baseball
baseball club
club cannot
cannot win
win, and
and doing
doing more
more than
than the
the industry
industry
rule
requires isis actually
actually cited
cited as
as evidence
evidence that
that the
the stadium
stadium isis unsafe
unsafe. See
See Gill
Gill Aff
Aff., ~ 39
39 arguing
(arguing that
that
requires
more netting
netting reduces
reduces the
the perceived
perceived risk
risk of
of being
being hit
hit).
more
In practical
practical terms
terms, if
if the
the court
court applies
applies aa simple
simple negligence
negligence standard
standard applicable
applicable to
to land
land
In
owners and
and invitees
invitees, the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks will have
have to
to net
net every
every single inch
inch of
of Memorial
Memorial Stadium
owners
Stadium
from foul
foul post
post to
to behind
behind home
home plate
plate and
and erect
netting several
several hundred
hundred feet
feet high
to prevent
prevent foul
foul
from
erect netting
high to
balls from
from going
going over
over the
the top
top of
of the
the netting
netting andor
and/or leaving
leaving the
the park.
balls
park
As discussed in
in Defendants
Defendants' Moving
Moving Memorandum
Memorandum, a number of other jurisdictions

utilize the
the same
same factors outlined
outlined in Idaho's
s Turpen
Idaho
Turpen case,
case and have
have adopted
adopted some
some form
form of
of aa
limited duty
duty rule
rule to
protect the
the essential
essential character
limited
to protect
character of
of baseball.
baseball See,
See e.g.,
e AMS
g
AMS Salt
Salt Industries,
Industries Inc.
Inc

America, 942
vv. MagneSium
Magnesium Corp.
Corp of
ofAmerica
942 P.2d
2d 315,321
P
315 321 (Utah
Utah 1997);
1997 Salt
Salt Lake
Lake Trappers,
Trappers Inc.,
Inc 901
901
13
P.2d
2d 1013;
P
1013 Perreira
Perreira v.v State,
State 768
768 P.2d
P
2
d 1198,
1198 1209
1209 (Colo.
Colo 1989);
1989 COLO.
COLO REV.
REV STAT.
STAT ANN.
ANN § 13-

21-120
Developers 675
675 A.2d
A
2
d 209,
209 212-13
21213 (N.J.
N 1996);
J
1996
21 120 (1994);
1994 Carvalho
Carvalho v.
v Toll
Toll Bros.
Bros & Developers,

Sciarrotta
Sciarrotta v.
v Global
Global Spectrum,
Spectrum 194
194 N.J.
N 345,
J
345 944
944 A.2d
2d 630
A
630 (2008).
2008
This
This court
court should
should join
join the
the vast
vast majority
majority of
of courts
courts throughout
throughout the
the country
country that
that have
have
adopted
adopted the
the rule.
rule
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REPLY
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C
C.

Mr.
to the Risk of Being
Being; Hit By a Foul Ball in Memorial
Mr Rountree Consented to
Stadium
Stadium.

Memorandum, Mr.
Rountree fails to recognize the
the critical distinction
In his Opposition Memorandum
Mr Rountree
of risk in the "primary"
sense, and implied
implied assumption of risk in the
between implied
implied assumption of
primary sense
"secondary" sense
sense.
secondary
The
concept of
of consent
"consent,,3 is
is frequently
frequently used
in the
"primary" implied
assumption of
The concept
used in
the primary
implied assumption
of risk
risk
setting - particularly
particularly in the
the sports setting.
432,437,502
setting See,
See e.g.,
e Turcotte v.
g
v Fell,
Fell 68 N.Y.2d
2d 432
Y
N
437 502
setting
N.E.2d
N.Y.S.2d
49,52
App. 1986);
v. Los Angeles
Angeles Dodgers,
N
2
E
d 964,967,510
964 967 510 N
2
S
Y
d 49
52 (N.Y.
Y Ct.
N
Ct App
1986 Neinstein
Neinstein v
Dodgers
185 Ca1
Cal.App.3d 176
176, 229 Cal.Rptr.612
(1986); and Hunt v.
Baseball Club,
Inc., 185
Inc
3d
App
612 1986
Rptr
Cal
v Portland Baseball
Club 207 Or.
Or
337,347-48296
P.2d
495, 499
499-50
While the
v. Vierstra,
337
347 48 296 P
2
d 495
50 (Or.
Or 1956).
1956 While
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court in
in Salinas
Salinas v
Vierstra
107
984, 695 P
P .2d
369 (1985),
"secondary"
107 Idaho 984
2
d 369
1985 rejected implied assumption of risk in the secondary

i.e., as aa form of
of contributory negligence,
not reject implied assumption of risk in the
sense, i
sense
e
negligence it did not
See Winn
Winn, 116
Idaho at
at 503
503, 777
777 2
P.2d
"primary"
sense. See
primary sense
116 Idaho
P
d at
at 725.
725
Since
there are
are two
two types
types of
implied assumption
assumption of
Since there
of implied
of risk
risk - namely,
namely consent
consent and
and negligence
negligence
should remain a bar to
to recovery when conduct amounts to consent
consent,
- implied assumption of risk should
but where
the conduct
conduct amounts
amounts to
to negligence
negligence, that
that fact
fact should
should only
but
where the
only be
be afforded
afforded weight
weight within
within
Idaho's comparative negligence
negligence scheme.
See 57B
57B AM
AM. JuR
JUR. 2d
Negligence § 1008 (2011).
2011 Thus,
Thus
Idaho
scomparative
scheme See
2d Negligence

the willingness
willingness for
for conduct
to occur
and itit may
by action
33 "Consent"
Consent is
is the
conduct to
occur and
may be
be manifested
manifested by
action or
or inaction
inaction
and need not be communicated to
to the actor
actor. RESTATEMENT(SECOND)
OF
TORTS
§
892
(1979).
If
RESTATEMENT SECOND OF TORTS 892 1979 If words
words or
or
conduct are
are reasonably
reasonably understood
understood by
by another
another to be
be intended
intended as consent
consent, they
they are as effective as consent in
in
conduct
fact
fact. Id
Id.
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primary implied assumption of the risk based on the concept of
of consent is still a viable defense
defense in
Idaho
Idaho.4

In this case
case the undisputed factual background establishes
establishes:
•

Mr.
Mr Rountree grew up watching and playing baseball
baseball (Evett
Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A 47:4-22);
47 22
4

•

Mr.
Mr Rountree helped coach his son's
s baseball team when his son
son
son was younger (Id
Id
at 49:10-19);
1019
49

•

Mr.
Rountree, a self described "avid
Mr Rountree
avid Hawks fan,"
fan has
has been a Boise
Boise Hawks season
ticket holder for approximately 20 years Id
(Id at 34:13-21;
13
34 21 43:18-25;
18
43 25 and 44:3-4);
34
44

•

Mr.
Rountree has been to over 200 Boise Hawks games at Memorial Stadium (Id
Mr Rountree
Id
at 44
44:12-45:6);
12 45
6

•

Mr Rountree
Mr.
Rountree has handled somewhere between 1600 and 3200 Boise Hawks
tickets that contain the language "the
the holder assumes the risk and dangers
incidental to the
the game of baseball including specifically (but
but not exclusively)
exclusively the
danger of being injured by thrown or batted balls
balls ... " (Evett
Aff.,
10Evett Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A 45:
45
10
16;
21);
16 and Rahr Aff.,
Aff ~~ 16,
16 17
17 and 21

•

Foul balls are a common occurrence at Memorial Stadium,
Stadium not unlike any other
baseball stadium
stadium, and are part of the game
game of
of baseball (Rahr
Rahr Aff.,
Aff ~ 14;
14 Evett Aff.,
Aff
Ex. C,
34: 18-23);
Ex
C 18
34
23

•

Mr. Rountree
Rountree witnessed foul balls enter the areas surrounding
Mr
surrounding the field of play at
Memorial Stadium prior
prior to August 13,
2008
(Evett
15-51:
19);
13
Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A 50:
50
1551
19

•

Mr. Rountree
Rountree witnessed
witnessed other
other spectators
catch foul
foul balls
in the
the areas
areas surrounding
surrounding
Mr
spectators catch
balls in
the field of play
play at
at Memorial Stadium
Stadium prior to August 13
13,2008
(Id);
2008 Id

4 It
Itmakes
perfectly good
good sense
sense that
primary implied
of risk
risk survived
survived the
Court's
makes perfectly
that primary
implied assumption
assumption of
the Supreme
Supreme Court
s
decision
in
Salinas
if
the
Court
thinks
about
this
concept
in
a
different,
but
related
setting
injuries
sustained
decision in Salinas if the Court thinks about this concept in a different but related setting injuries sustained
in participatory
participatory sports
sports. If
IfSalinas
Salinas abrogated
abrogated primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk, then
then sports
participants in
in
in
sports participants
Idaho
could
be
sued
by
a
co-participant
for
injuries
sustained
as
a
result
of
voluntarily
playing
sports
like
Idaho could be sued by a coparticipant for injuries sustained as a result of voluntarily playing sports like
baseball, softball
softball, basketball
basketball, boxing
boxing, football
football, soccer
soccer, hockey
hockey, golf
golf, lacrosse
lacrosse, martial
martial arts
arts, etc
etc., despite
despite the
the
baseball
fact
that
there
are
inherent
risks
to
these
sports
that
participants
consent
to
accept.
fact that there
risks to these
that participants
accept
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•

At the time of the August 13,2008,
13 2008 incident,
incident Mr.
Mr Rountree had
had four
four season
season ticket
ticket
Stadium
where
there
is
barrier
netting
between
seats in an area of Memorial
Memorial
there
between his
seats and the field of play (Rahr
19 Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A 52:14-24);
14 24
52
Rahr Aff.,
Aff ~ 19;

•

Mr. Rountree
Rountree chose not to sit in his season ticket seats on August 13,2008
Mr
13 2008 (Evett
Evett
Aff., Ex.
B, 30:
17-32:5);
Aff
Ex B
1732
30
5

•

Mr. Rountree voluntarily entered
entered the Executive
Mr
Executive Club at Memorial
Memorial Stadium on
August 13,
13 2008,
2008 while the baseball game was being played (Evett
Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A
80:13-18);
13
80 18

•

The Executive Club provides an alternative location for
for people to watch
watch a Boise
of
barrier
netting
(Rahr
Aff.,
Hawks
game
without
the
obstruction
Hawks game
Rahr Aff ~ 9.);
9

•

Mr. Rountree had
had been in the Executive Club on several occasions prior to
Mr
Ex. A,
C, 17:12-19);
August 13,2008
13 2008 (Evett
Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex
A 68:22-24
2224 and Ex.
68
Ex C
17
12 19

•

the Executive Club on August 13,
While in the
13 2008,
2008 Mr.
Mr Rountree told his
grandchildren they could be
be hit by oncoming foul balls if they did not watch out
B, 34
34:16-35:9);
(Evett
Aff., Ex.
Evett Aff
Ex B
1635
9 and

•

Mr.
Rountree was
was not paying
paying attention to
to the
the field of play immediately before
Mr Rountree
by the foul ball on August 13,2008
75:18being hit by
13 2008 (Evett
Evett Aff.,
Aff Ex.
Ex A,
A 74:8-16;
816 18
74
75
25;
101:3-14; and 111:1-4).
25 101
314
14
111

by foul
These
undisputed facts
facts establish
Mr. Rountree
Rountree knew
that spectators
be hit
hit by
These undisputed
establish Mr
knew that
spectators could
could be
foul
balls at Memorial Stadium
Stadium. Mr
Mr. sknowledge
Rountree's knowledge of this risk and his repeated attendance at
Rountree
games where
where the
the risk
risk was
was repeatedly
repeatedly demonstrated
demonstrated establish
his consent
consent to
to the
risk of
of being
being hit
games
establish his
the risk
hit
by aa foul ball
ball.
IV
IV. CONCLUSION

the reasons
reasons set
set forth
forth above
above, the
the court
court should
Defendants' motion
motion.
For the
should grant Defendants
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DATED this
this
DATED

f7k day
day of
of May
May, 2011
2011.
ELAM
ELAM
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By:

A
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Eve t
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Services, LLC
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Stadium, Inc
Inc.
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Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Law
Law Offices
Offices, P
P.A.
Seiniger
A
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Myrtle
Street
942 Myrtle Street
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_ _ Federal Express
y Facsimile
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t/
Facsimile- 345-4700

Attorney for
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Attorney

J
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__
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ISB5587
#5587
Joshua

MAY
MAY 13
13201
20 1

JadeC
C. Stacey
Stacey ISB
ISB 8016
#8016
Jade
ELAM
&
BURKE,
P.A.
ELAM
BURKE P
A
251 E
E. Front
Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
300
251
P.O.
Box
1539
O Box 1539
P
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise
Telephone:
(208)
343-5454
Telephone 208 343
5454
Facsimile:
(208)
384-5844
Facsimile 208 3845844

CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D
0 RICH
RI
Clerl
ElYSH/AHOLMES
HOlM~~'
CIeri
ByByELYSHIA
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Attorneys
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC,
Baseball
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
and Memorial Stadium Inc
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI 0920924

OBJECTION
OBJECTION AND
AND MOTION
MOTION TO

vs.

VS

BASEBALL, LLC,
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE BASEBALL
LLC a Delaware
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a.
Bosie
Baseball,
d.b.a.
Liability Corporation d
a Bosie Baseball d
b
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club d
d. b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks Baseball
a
b
Club LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
LLC
a Boise Hawks BOISE
b
BOIS
< .d
BASEBALL,LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited.
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Liability.
Corporation
d.b.a
Bois~_Basebaikc:l.Ii)30ise
Corporation d
a Boise Baseball d
b
S·asebaICClub,
Baseball Clu
b d.b.a.
a Boise
b
d
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
HAWKS
LLC d
l a Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an
an assumed
assumed business
business
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Liability Corporation,
Corporation MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
THE
BUILDING
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMPANY,
COMPANY an
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
Corporation TRIPLE P INC.,
INC an
an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation

STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT OF
OF
JOELLEN GILL AND
AND PORTIONS OF
THE
THE AFFIDAVIT OF BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE

~".

OBJECTION
OBJECTION AND
AND MOTION
MOTION TO
TO STRIKE
STRIKE THE
THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF JOELLEN
JOELLEN GILL
GILL AND
AND
1
PORTIONS
OF
THE
AFFIDAVIT
OF
BUD
ROUNTREE
1
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF BUD ROUNTREE
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A

,"

DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT,
an Idaho Limited
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLC an
Liability Corporation
Corporation, CH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC aa
Florida Corporation d
d.b.a. Ch2M Hill,
a
b
Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
d.b.a. Ch2M
INC d
a
b
Hill,
CH2M HILL EC
E&C, INC
INC., d
d.b.a Ch2M Hill
Hill,
Hill CH2M
a
b
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS, INC
INC. d
d.b.a.
Ch2M
a
b
Hill,
CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
Hill CH2M
of
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
CONSTRUCTION an
Ch2M
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, aa foreign
foreign
Ch2M Engineers
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
name
PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES II through
X,
whose
true
identities are
are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants
Defendants.

Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
LLC, Home Plate Food
Defendants
Club LLC
Services, LLC and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Inc. ("Defendants"),
by and
and through
of
Services
Stadium Inc
Defendants
by
through their
their counsel
counsel of
record, Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., move
move, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(e),
record
A
56 and Idaho
e
Evidence 402,
602, 702
702, 802 and 1002
1002, to strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and
Rules of Evidence
402 403,
403 602
portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
Rountree.
portions
of Bud
Bud Rountree
As argued
argued in Defendants
Defendants' Memorandum in Support
Support of Objection and Motion to Strike the
of Joellen
and Portions
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
Bud Rountree,
of the
the affidavit
affidavit
Affidavit of
Affidavit
Joellen Gill
Gill and
Portions of
of the
of Bud
Rountree much
much of
testimony of
of Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill and
and Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree is inadmissible.
Therefore, pursuant
pursuant to Idaho Rule of
testimony
inadmissible Therefore
56(e), the Court should
should strike the objectionable testimony from the record
record.
Civil Procedure 56
e

OBJECTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF JOELLEN GILL AND
PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
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SERVICE
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copy of
of the foregoing document to be served as follows:
follows

the1

Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Jr
Seiniger
Law
Offices,
Seiniger Law Offices P.A.
A
P
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Street
942 Myrtle Street
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ID 83702
83702
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Attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
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Federal
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MAY
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2011
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Clerk
CHRISTOPHER

251 E
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Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
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251

By ELYSHIA
ELYSHJAHOLMES
HOLMES
By

P.O. Box
Box 1539
1539
O
P

DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise
Telephone: 208
(208) 343
343-5454
Telephone
5454
Facsimile:
(208)
384-5844
Facsimile 208 384 5844
Attorneys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Attorneys
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC,
Baseball
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
and Memorial Stadium Inc
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT

OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

vs

Case
PI 0920924
Case No
No. CV PI
MEMORANDUM
OF
MEMORANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OBJECTION AND MOTION TO
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BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
BOISE
Limited
Liability
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d.b.a.
Bosie
Baseball,
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Liability Corporation d
a Bosie Baseball d
b
a
b
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Boise Baseball Club d.b.a.
Hawks Baseball
Boise
a Boise Hawks
b
d

THE
THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF BUD ROUNTREE

JOELLEN GILL AND PORTIONS OF

Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Hawks, BOISE
Club
a
b
Boise Hawks
BOISE
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
Liability
BASEBALL LLC
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise
Corporation
a
b
Boise Baseball
a
b
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
b
Club
LLC,
BOISE HAWKS
LLC d.h.a.
a Boise
b
d
Boise Hawks,
Hawks BOISE
HAWKS
BASEBALL
LLC, an
an assumed
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC
assumed business
business
name
name of
of Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
BROTHERS, THE
INC WRIGHT
WRIGHT BROTHERS
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY,
COMPANY an
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
an
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation
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DIAMONDSPORTS
SPORTSMANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENTAND
AND
DIAMOND
DEVELOPMENT,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
LiabilityCorporation
Corporation,CH2M
CH2MHILL
HILL,INC
INC.,aa
Liability

FloridaCorporation
Corporationd
d.b.a.Ch2M
Ch2MHill
Hill, CH2M
CH2M
Florida
a
b
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS, INC
INC. d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M
HILL
a
b
Hill, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL EC
E&C, INC
INC.,d
d.b.a Ch2M
Ch2MHill
Hill,
Hill
a
b
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN AND
AND
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
of
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, aa foreign
foreign
Ch2M
corporation
doing
business
in
Idaho
under
the
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and
and JOHN
JOHN DOES
DOES II through
through
ROBERT
X,
whose
true
identities
are
unknown,
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants.
Defendants
I. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
I

Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC, Home Plate Food
Defendants
Club LLC
Services, LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. ("Defendants"),
of
Services
Defendants by and through their counsel of
record, Elam
Burke P
P.A., submit
submit this
Memorandum in
in Support
of Objection
A
this Memorandum
Support of
Objection and
and Motion
Motion to
to
record
Elam & Burke
Strike the Affidavit of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of
of Bud Rountree.
Rountree
The evidence identified below is inadmissible under
under the Idaho Rules of
of Civil
Civil Procedure
and
and the
the Idaho
Idaho Rules
Rules of
of Evidence.
Evidence
II LEGAL
LEGAL AUTHORITY
II.

In
In considering
considering the
the affidavit
affidavit testimony
testimony of
ofJoellen
Joellen Gill
Gill and
and Bud
Bud Rountree,
Rountree this
this Court
Court must
must
e) which
follow
follow Idaho
Idaho Rule
Rule of
of Civil
Civil Procedure
Procedure 56(
e
56
which provides:
provides
Supporting
Supporting or
or opposing
opposing affidavits
affidavits shall
shall be
be made
made on
on personal
personal
knowledge,
shall
set
forth
such
facts
as
would
be
admissible
knowledge shall set forth such facts as would be admissible inin
evidence,
evidence and
and shall
shall show
show affirmatively
affirmatively that
that the
the affiant
affiant isis competent
competent
...
to
testify
to
the
matters
stated
therein
to testify to the matters stated therein
MEMORANDUM
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Rule56
56( e) states
statesthat
thataffidavits
affidavitspresented
presentedininsupport
supportof
ofmotions
motions for
for summary
summaryjudgment
judgment
Rule
e
Co. vv. Star
Star-Morning
Mining Co
Co., 122
122
must contain
contain admissible
admissible evidence
evidence. See
See, e
e.g., Hecla
Hecla Mining
Mining Co
must
g
Morning Mining
Idaho 778
778, 782
782, 839
839 P
P.2d
1192, 1196
1196 1992
(1992). In
InHecla
Hecla Mining
Mining, the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court held
held
Idaho
2
d 1192
that affidavits
affidavits which
which consist
consist only
only of
ofconjecture
conjecture, conclusory
conclusory allegations
allegations as
as to
to ultimate
ultimate facts
facts, or
or
that
oflaw
law are
are to
to be
be disregarded
disregarded. Id
Id. Furthermore
Furthermore, conclusory
conclusory statements
statements, statements
statements
conclusions of
conclusions
based on
on hearsay
hearsay, statements
statements that
that lack
lack adequate
adequate foundation
foundation, and
and statements
statements not
not made
made on
on personal
personal
based
knowledge are
are insufficient
insufficient. See
See, e
e.g., State
State vv. Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners
Partners, 127
127 Idaho
Idaho 267
267,
knowledge
g
981 1995
(1995). In
In Shama
Shama Resources
Resources, the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court affirmed
affirmed the
the trial
trial
271, 899
899 P
P.2d
977, 981
271
2
d 977
of statements
statements made
made by
by an
an affiant
affiant regarding
regarding knowledge
knowledge or
or beliefs
beliefs of
of persons
persons
court's rejection
rejection of
court
s
Id.
other than
than the
the affiant
affiant. Id
other
Rule 56
56( e) also requires
requires that
that items
items offered
offered in
in support
of or
or in
in opposition
to aa motion
motion for
for
Rule
ealso
support of
opposition to
summary judgment
judgment be
be attached
to the
party's affidavit
and the
the party
summary
attached to
the party
s
affidavit and
party verify
verify the
the items'
items
authenticity. See
See Puckett
Puckett vv. Oakfabco,
979 P.2d
authenticity
Oakfabco Inc.,
Inc 132
132 Idaho
Idaho 816,
816 979
2d 1174
P
1174 (1999).
1999
When
made, the
make aa preliminary
When an
an objection
objection isis made
the trial
trial court
court should
should make
preliminary determination
determination
whether
whether the
the foundational
foundational requirements
requirements have
have been
been satisfied
satisfied in
in the
the affidavits
affidavits and
and depositions
depositions which
which
have
have been
been submitted
submitted in
in support
support of
of aa motion
motion before
before the
the court
court can
can consider
consider the
the merits
merits of
ofaa motion.
motion
See,
See e.g.,
g Ryan
e
Ryan v.v Beisner,
Beisner 123
123 Idaho
Idaho 42,
42 45,844
45 844 P.2d
2d 24,
P
24 27
27 (Ct.
Ct App.
App 1992)
1992 (concerning
concerning
motions
motions for
for summary
summary judgment).
judgment If
If an
an affidavit
affidavit contains
contains inadmissible
inadmissible matter,
matter the
the whole
whole affidavit
affidavit
need
need not
not be
be stricken
stricken or
or disregarded,
disregarded aa court
court may
may strike
strike or
or disregard
disregard the
the inadmissible
inadmissible part
part and
and
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consider the
the rest
rest of
ofthe
the affidavit
affidavit. See
See Marty
Marty vv. State
State, 122
122 Idaho
Idaho 766
766,769,838
P.2d
1384, 1387
1387
consider
769 838 P
2
d 1384
(1992).
1992
III
III. ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

A.
A

The Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen Gill
Gill
The
The affidavit
affidavit testimony
testimony of
of Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill should
should be
be stricken
stricken in
in its
its entirety
entirety from the
the record
record
The

of Civil
Civil Procedure
Procedure 56
56(e) and
and Idaho
Idaho Rule
Rule of
of Evidence
Evidence 702
702.
pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho Rule
Rule of
pursuant
e
Ms. Gill
Gill has
has not
not affirmatively
affirmatively demonstrated
demonstrated she
she possesses any professional knowledge
knowledge
Ms
and expertise
expertise regarding
regarding baseball
baseball or
(or any
any other
other sporting
sporting event
event) and
and protective
protective barrier
barrier netting
netting. Nor
Nor
and
does Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill appear
appear to
to have
have any
any knowledge
knowledge about
about the
the standard
standard of
of care
care andor
and/or industry
industry standards
does
for the
the design
design and
and installation
installation of
of barrier
barrier netting
netting at
at baseball
baseball facilities
facilities.
for
In fact
fact, Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill appears
appears to
to have
have no professional knowledge
knowledge, skill
skill, experience
experience, training
training, or
education with
with protective
protective barrier netting in the baseball setting
setting or
(or any other sports setting).
setting
Ms. Gill
Gill, nonetheless
nonetheless, discusses
discusses the
the risks of being struck
struck by a foul ball and the
the
Ms
adequacy/inadequacy of
of the
the protective
barrier netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
her
adequacyinadequacy
protective barrier
Stadium throughout
throughout her
affidavit.
affidavit
There is no foundation for the admissibility of her opinion and her
her affidavit should be
stricken in
stricken
in its
its entirety.
entirety See
See generally
generally I.R.C.P.
P
C
R 56(e);
I
e I.R.E.
56
E 702;
R
I
702 Dunlap
Dunlap ex
ex rei.
rel Dunlap
Dunlap v.v
Garner,
Hopkins, 113
Garner 127
127 Idaho
Idaho 599,
599 903
903 P.2d
2d 1296
P
1296 (1995);
1995 State
State v.
v Hopkins
113 Idaho
Idaho 679,
679 747
747 P.2d
P
2
d 88
88 (Ct.
Ct

App.1987).
App 1987
Moreover,
Moreover Ms.
Ms Gill's
Gill affidavit
s
affidavit is irrelevant
irrelevant as
as itit relates to Defendants'
Defendants motion
motion for
for
summary
summary judgment.
judgment Defendants
Defendants have
have asked
asked this
this Court
Court to
to apply
apply the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule and,
and
OF OBJECTION
OBJECTION AND
AND MOTION
MOTION TO
TO STRIKE
STRIKE THE
THE
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
AFFIDAVIT
OF
JOELLEN
GILL
AND
PORTIONS
OF
THE
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alternatively, to find that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree consented to the risk of being struck by a foul ball in
alternatively
Memorial Stadium
Stadium. Ms
Ms. Gill's
provides an opinion that the Defendants
Defendants breached a
s affidavit only provides
Gill
duty of
of care
care to
Mr. Rountree
Rountree, which
which is
is for
for the
of fact
to decide
decide in
duty
to Mr
the trier
trier of
fact to
in the
the event
event the
the court
court does
does
not grant Defendants
Defendants' motion
motion for summary judgment
judgment.
If the
the court will
will not strike
strike the affidavit in its entirety
entirety, the following are inadmissible
portions.
portions
NUMBER
~NUMBER

STATEMENT
STATEMENT

OBJECTION
OBJECTION

ALL
ALL

Throughout her
her affidavit,
Ms. Gill
Throughout
affidavit Ms
Gill

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective beliefs
beliefs are
The
ssubjective
are

refers
Boise Hawks
refers to
to the
the "Boise
Hawks

irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible the
statements lack the necessary

~9
T9

Management" as
being the
the decision
Management
as being
decision
of
makers for the
the design and layout of
makers
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, and as being
aware of
of the
the
aware
of the
the of
adequacies/inadequacies
of the
the
adequaciesinadequacies of
protective barrier netting
netting in
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.

foundation for admissibility;'
admissibility and
the
statements
are
conjecture and
the
conclusory. Shama
Shama Resources
conclusory
Resources Ltd.
Ltd
Partners,
supra.
Hecla
Mining,
Partners supra
Mining
supra.
I.R.E. 402,
602.
supra I
E
R
402 403 and 602

"In order to ensure the
the safety of
of
In

The
Affiant statement lacks the
s
The Affiant's

their spectators,
their
spectators Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks

necessary foundation
foundation for
for
admissibility;
and
the
statement is
admissibility
irrelevant Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd.
irrelevant.
Partners, supra
supra. I
I.R.E. 402
402 and
and
Partners
E
R
403
403.

Management must
employ some
some
Management
must employ
type of proactive safety program or
risk management
management program
program" to
evaluate the
the risks posed by foul
evaluate
balls.
balls
~ 12
T12

It is
is industry
standard or
or common
common
It
industry standard
practice to
to generate
generate or
practice
or create
create aa

"plan" to
to control
"control" the
plan
the "known
known
hazard
hazard" of foul
foul balls at baseball
baseball
games.
games

The sstatement
Affiant's statement lacks the
Affiant
necessary foundation
necessary
foundation for
for
admissibility.
admissibility Shama Resources
Ltd. Partners
Partners, supra
supra.
Ltd

'There is no evidence
evidence that
that any of the
There
the entities
entities involved
involved inin the case made mlX
any decisions
decisions regarding the
the netting,
netting
in place when the current owners
owners Boise
(Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC)
Aff., Ex.
which was
was in
which
LLQ acquired the club in 2006.
2006 See Evett Aff
Ex G,
G
7
Assignment and
and Assumption of
of Sublease
Sublease; Affidavit of
of Todd Rahr
Rahr, ~~ 66 and 7.
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~ 13
13, 14 and 15
15

~ 16
16

Ms
Ms. Gill states
states that
that a number of
abstract design concepts are applied
to the
the design of baseball
to
facilities
stadium
stadium/facilities.

The Affiant's
Affiant statement lacks the
sstatement

Ms. Gill
Gill opines
that inadequate
"inadequate
Ms
opines that
measures [were]
measures
were taken by Boise

The
Affiant statement
s
statement lacks the
The Affiant's
the

Hawks' Management
Management."
Hawks

necessary foundation for
for
admissibility. Shama Resources
admissibility
Ltd. Partners
Partners, supra.
Ltd
supra
necessary foundation
necessary
foundation for
for
admissibility;
the
statement
is
admissibility
conclusory and not in compliance
with
the law,
does not
with the
law which
which does
not require
require
landowners
minimize or
landowners to "minimize"
eliminate risks inherent to
"eliminate"
activities occurring on their
property; and the statement
property
statement is
irrelevant
because
irrelevant because this is an opinion
that
Ms Gill
that has no basis in law
law and
and Ms.
has not shown she
she has any
knowledge
regarding what
what is
knowledge regarding
is
be
adequate
or
considered
to
considered to be adequate or
inadequate
protective barrier
netting
inadequate protective
barrier netting
in
the
industry.
Shama
Resources
in the industry Shama Resources
Ltd. Partners,
Ltd
Partners supra.
supra I.R.E.
E 402 and
R
I
403.
403

~17
17

Ms. Gill opines that "in
Ms
in the case of
of the
the nature
nature of
of
sporting events
events of
sporting
baseball and
and hockey games
games
Guarding in
in combination
combination with
with
Guarding
Persuasion
Persuasion Control is the
the

appropriate means
means of controlling
the
hazard
of
the
of patrons being struck
by foul balls
balls."
~ 30

Ms. Gill
Gill opines
is aa legal
legal
Ms
opines that
that there
there is
requirement
to
"minimize"
or
requirement to minimize or
"eliminate" risks inherent
inherent to
to
eliminate
activities
occurring
on
landowner's
activities occurring on landowner
s
property.
property

The
s
The Affiant
Affiant's statement
statement lacks the
the

necessary foundation
necessary
foundation for
for
admissibility. Mr.
Rountree is free
admissibility
Mr Rountree
to pursue a failure to warn claim,
claim so
long as it fits within the law of
premises liability.
liability Shama Resources
Ltd.
Partners,
Ltd Partners supra.
supra
The Affiant's
statement lacks the
the
The
sstatement
Affiant
necessary foundation for
admissibility; the statement is
admissibility
conclusory;
conclusory and the statement
statement is
supra.)
irrelevant. (See
irrelevant
See ~ 16
16 supra
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~33
33,35,36,37,
35 36 37

38,39,40,41,
38
39 40 41
46,47,50,54,
46
47 50 54

55,56,57,58,
55
56 57 58
63,64,66,67,
63 64 66 67
68,69,
71, 72
72,
68
69 71
74,
75,
76,
77,
74 75 76 77

theseparagraphs
paragraphs,Ms
Ms. Gill
Gillmakes
makes
InInthese
numberof
ofinadmissible
inadmissible
aanumber
statements
regarding
the knowledge
knowledge
statements regarding the
ofthe
the Boise
"BoiseHawks
Hawks
of
Management,"
Mr. Rountree
Rountree, and
and
Management Mr
spectatorsatat Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks games
games.
spectators

84, 85
85, 86
86 and
and
84
87.
87

TheAffiant
Affiant's subjective
subjectivebeliefs
beliefsare
are
The
s
irrelevant
and
inadmissible
the
irrelevant and inadmissible; the
statements
statements lack
lackthe
thenecessary
necessary
foundation
foundation for
for admissibility
admissibility; and
and the
the
statementsare
are speculative
speculative,
statements
conjecture, and
and/or conclusory
conclusory.
conjecture
or
Shama
Shama Resources
ResourcesLtd
Ltd. Partners
Partners,
supra. Hecla
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra
supra. I
I.R.E.
supra
E
R
402,
403
and
602.
402 403 and 602

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective
subjective beliefs
beliefs are
are
The
s
irrelevant
and
inadmissible
the
irrelevant and inadmissible; the
Memorial Stadium
Stadium caused
"caused him
him
Memorial
statement
lacks
statement
lacks the
the necessary
necessary
[Mr.
Rountree]
to,
and
would
Mr Rountree to and would
foundation for
for admissibility
admissibility; the
the
foreseeably cause
cause others
others to
to, assume
assume foundation
foreseeably
statement
is
speculative
and
that
those
determining
the
locations
statement
is
speculative
and
that those determining the locations
in which
which itit was
was necessary
necessary to
to install
install conjecture
conjecture; and
and the
the statement
statement isis aa
in
netting
for
the
protection
of
patrons
legal
conclusion
as
to
netting for the protection of patrons legal conclusion to foreseeability
(a question for
for aajury).
Shama
had concluded
concluded that
that itit was
was
had
a
jury Shama
Resources
Ltd.
Partners,
supra.
Resources Ltd Partners supra
unnecessary to
to install
install a protective
unnecessary
Hecla Mining
supra I
E
R
netting barrier
barrier in
front of
of the
the
Mining, supra.
I.R.E. 402
402,
netting
in front
403
Executive Club
Club."
403 and
and 602
602.
Executive

~ 65
165

The presence
"presence" of
ofnetting
netting in
in
The

~ 73
73

Ms. Gill
Gill opines
opines about
the
Ms
about the
"reasonableness"
reasonableness of Mr.
Mr Rountree's
s
Rountree
expectation
that
a
foul
ball
expectation that a foul ball would
would
not
enter the
not enter
the Executive
Executive Club.
Club

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective beliefs are
ssubjective
irrelevant
inadmissible the
irrelevant and inadmissible;
statement lacks the necessary
admissibility the
foundation for admissibility;
statement is speculative and
conjecture;
conjecture and the statement
statement is
is a
legal conclusion
conclusion as
as to
reasonableness
reasonableness (a
a question
question for
for a
jury).
jury Shama Resources Ltd.
Ltd
Partners,
supra.
Hecla
Mining,
Partners supra Hecla Mining
supra.
supra I.R.E.
E 402,
R
I
402 403
403 and
and 602.
602
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~ 78
78

~ 79
79

~ 81
81

~ 82

Ms. Gill
Gill states
states s
"[sch
]uch aa condition
condition
Ms
u
ofthe
the
was aa direct
direct violation
violation of
was
Fundamental Principle
Principle of
ofSafety
Safety."
Fundamental

The
sstatement
The Affiant
Affiant's statement lacks
lacks the
the

Ms. Gill
Gill opines
opines that
that Guarding
"Guarding
Ms
could
have,
and
should
have been
could have and should have
employed in
in the
the Executive
Executive
employed
Club ...by
by the
the use of
of protective
Club
mesh
netting
barriers."
mesh netting barriers

The
sstatement
The Affiant
Affiant's statement lacks the
the

"As he
he testified
testified in
in his
his deposition
deposition,
As
Mr. Rountree
Rountree ... "
Mr

The
sstatement
The Affiant
Affiant's statement lacks the

Ms.
and
Ms Gill states that "tables
tables and
chairs"
chairs would
would "foreseeably"
foreseeably be
be
"arranged
in
such
a
manner
as
to
arranged
have
have one's
s back
one
back to
to the
the game."
game Ms.
Ms
assertion
Gill also states that an "assertion"
by
by "Todd
Todd Rahr"
Rahr is
is "contested
contested by
by
Mr.
Rountree."
Ms.
Mr Rountree Ms Gill
Gill
additionally
additionally states
states "[i]t
t was
i
was
foreseeable
that
spectators
foreseeable that spectators
would
... "
would

The Affiant's
subjective beliefs are
ssubjective
Affiant
irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible the
the
statements lack the necessary
foundation for
for admissibility;
admissibility the
the
statements are
speculative
and
are
conjecture;
conjecture and
and the statements
contain legal
legal conclusion
conclusion as
as to
foreseeability
foreseeability (a
a question
question for
for a jury).
jury
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd.
Ltd Partners,
Partners
Shama
supra.
Hecla
Mining,
supra.
supra
Mining supra I.R.E.
R
I
E
402,
402 403 and 602.
02
6

necessary foundation
foundation for
for
necessary
admissibility; the
the statement
statement isis
admissibility
irrelevant; and
and the
the statement
statement isis
irrelevant
conclusory and
and not
not in
in compliance
compliance
conclusory
with
with the
the law
law because
because the
the
"Fundamental Principle
Principle of
of Safety
Safety"
Fundamental
does
not
define
a
landowner's
duty
does not define a landowner
sduty
of
of care
care in
in Idaho
Idaho. Shama
Shama Resources
Resources
Ltd. Partners
Partners, supra
supra. I
I.R.E. 402 and
and
Ltd
E
R
403
403.
necessary foundation
foundation for
necessary
admissibility; and
and the statement
statement is
is aa
admissibility
question for the
the jury
jury to
to decide
decide.
question
Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners
Partners,
supra. I
I.R.E. 402 and
and 403
403.
supra
E
R
necessary foundation for
admissibility; the
the statement
statement is not
admissibility
made on personal knowledge
knowledge; the
made
is irrelevant
irrelevant; the
statement is
deposition speaks for itself;
itself and the
statement is hearsay.
hearsay Shama
Resources Ltd.
Ltd Partners,
Partners supra.
supra
Hecla Mining,
Mining supra.
supra I.R.E.
E 402,
R
I
402
403,602,802
and
1002.
403 602 802
1002
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SUPPORT OF
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MOTION TO
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OF THE
THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF BUD
BUD
ROUNTREE-8
ROUNTREE
8
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B.
B

The
The Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree

The affidavit
affidavit testimony
testimony of
ofMr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree identified
identified below isis inadmissible
inadmissible and
and should
should be
be
The
stricken from
from the
the record
record.
stricken
~NUMBER
NUMBER

STATEMENT
STATEMENT

OBJECTION
OBJECTION

~ 17
T17

"The area
area was
was protected
protected from
from pop
popThe
fly
balls
by
the
mesh
barrier
strung
fly balls by the mesh barrier strung

Affiant's subjective beliefs are
The Affiant
ssubjective

over it
it, and II assumed that the
over

statement lacks
lacks the
the necessary
necessary
statement
admissibility; and the
the
foundation for admissibility
statement
is
conjecture
and
statement
Ltd.
conclusory. Shama Resources Ltd
conclusory
Partners,
supra.
Hecla
Mining,
Partners supra
Mining
supra. I
I.R.E. 402
402, 403 and 602
602.
supra
E
R

Boise Hawk
Hawk's management had
had
Boise
smanagement
adequately protected
protected the
the area
area."
adequately

~ 18
18

irrelevant and inadmissible
inadmissible; the
irrelevant

"In my
my wife
wife's deposition she
she talks
talks
In
sdeposition
about the
the children shagging foul

The
s statement
Affiant
The Affiant's
statement lacks
lacks the
the

balls."
balls

admissibility; the statement is not
admissibility
made on personal knowledge;
the
made
knowledge the

necessary foundation for

is irrelevant
irrelevant; the
statement is
deposition speaks for itself;
the
itself and the
statement is hearsay.
hearsay Shama
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners,
Partners supra.
supra
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra.
Hecla
supra I.R.E.
E 402,
R
I
402
403,
602, 802 and 1002.
403 602
1002

SUPPORT OF OBJECTION
OBJECTION AND
AND MOTION TO STRIKE
STRIKE THE
THE
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF JOELLEN
JOELLEN GILL
GILL AND
AND PORTIONS
PORTIONS OF
OF THE
THE AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF BUD
BUD
ROUNTREE-9
ROUNTREE 9
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~ 19
19

"I was
was of
ofthe
thebelief
beliefthat
that those
those
I

~ 20
20

"I
I had
had come
come to
to rely
rely on
on the
the fact
fact that
that
in the areas that food and beverages
were
were served
served and
and tables
tables were
were
provided
for
patrons
to
provided for patrons to sit
sit and
and
converse seated both towards and
and
away
from
the
ball
field,
the
Boise
away from the ball field the Boise
Hawks Management had
had assessed
the
risk
of
injury
from
the risk of injury from foul
foul balls
balls
and
taken
steps
necessary
to
and taken steps necessary to
that risk."
risk
eliminate that

occupying the
the elevated
elevatedarea
areaof
ofthe
the
occupying
HawksNest
Nest where
where IIwas
was struck
struck by
by
Hawks
the line
line-drive
foul ball
ball were
were not
not at
at
the
drive foul
risk
of
injury
from
foul
balls
risk of injury from foul balls
because, the
the area
area overhead
overhead was
was
because
strung
with
horizontal
netting
strung with horizontal netting
protecting us
us from
from popfly
pop-fly balls
balls,
protecting
patrons
were
invited
to
seat
patrons were invited to seat
themselves around
around tables
tables where
where itit
themselves
is
obvious
that
they
would
not all
all
is obvious that they would not
be watching
watching the
the game
game, and
and that
that the
the
be
area was
was sufficiently
sufficiently distant
distant from
from
area
home
plate
that
it
appeared
that
the
home plate that it appeared that the
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management had
had
Boise
concluded
that
its
occupants
concluded
its occupants were
adequately protected
protected. While
While II
adequately
cannot
recall
whether
or
cannot
whether or not I
observed at
at that
that time that the front
observed
of the
the elevated area
area where I was
struck in
in the
the eye
eye was
was covered
covered with
with
struck
mesh
netting,
I
can
say
that
all
of
mesh netting I can say that all of
circumstances lead
lead me
me to
to
the other circumstances
believe that
s
that the Boise Hawk
Hawk's
Management
had
accessed
the risk
Management
of being
being hit
hit by
of
by foul
foul balls
balls and
and taken
taken
appropriate
action
to
prevent
appropriate action to prevent
whatever risk
risk there was."
was

The
ssubjective
The Affiant
Affiant's subjective beliefs
beliefs are
are
irrelevant
irrelevant and
and inadmissible
inadmissible; the
the
statement lacks
lacks the
the necessary
necessary
statement
foundation
for
admissibility;
the
foundation for admissibility the
statement is
is conjecture
conjecture; and
and the
the
statement
statement isis conclusory
conclusory. Shama
Shama
statement
Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners
Partners, supra
supra.
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra
supra. I
I.R.E.402,
Hecla
E
R
402
403
403 and
and 602
602.

The Affiant's
subjective beliefs
ssubjective
Affiant
beliefs are
irrelevant
irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible the
statement
lacks
statement lacks the necessary
foundation
foundation for
for admissibility;
admissibility the
statement
statement is
is conjecture;
conjecture and
and the
the
statement
is
conclusory.
Shama
statement is conclusory Shama
Resources
Resources Ltd.
Ltd Partners,
Partners supra.
supra
Hecla
Mining,
supra.
I.R.E.
Hecla Mining supra I
E 402,
R
402
403 and
and 602.
602
403

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF OBJECTION
OBJECTION AND
AND MOTION
MOTION TO
TO STRIKE
STRIKE THE
THE
AFFIDA
VIT
OF
JOELLEN
GILL
AND
PORTIONS
OF
THE
AFFIDAVIT
OF
BUD
AFFIDAVIT OF JOELLEN GILL AND PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF BUD
ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE - 10
10
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~ 21
121

"On this occasion and many others
On
the
the Executive
Executive Club furnished with
circular
circular tables
tables and
and stools suitable

for eating and drinking and
configured so that itit is at
at least
foreseeable
foreseeable if
if not intended that
that
patrons will seat themselves so that
they are not looking
looking at the
the game
game."

Affiant's subjective beliefs are
The Affiant
ssubjective
irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible the
statement lacks
lacks the necessary
necessary
statement
foundation
for
admissibility;
foundation for admissibility the
the
conjecture; and the
statement is conjecture
statement is conclusory
conclusory. Shama
Ltd. Partners,
supra.
Resources Ltd
Partners supra
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra
supra. I.R.E.
E 402,
R
I
402
403
403 and
and 602
602.

~ 26
26

"I
not sign or otherwise enter
I did not
into any other agreement
agreement with the
the
Defendants containing
containing any
consent,
Defendants
any consent
waiver,
release
of
liability
or
other
waiver release of
such
such language."
language

subjective beliefs
beliefs are
The Affiant's
ssubjective
Affiant
irrelevant
inadmissible and
irrelevant and inadmissible;
and the
statement is
is aa legal
statement
legal conclusion.
conclusion
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra.
supra I.R.E.
E 402
R
I
and 602.
602

27
~27

"At no
no time
time did
did II expressly,
either
At
expressly either
in writing or orally,
orally consent to
accepting
any
risk of injury,
accepting
injury to
assume any
any risk
risk or
injury, to
assume
or injury
to release
release
anyone
from
liability
for
any
anyone from liability for any injury
injury
caused
by
anyone
sustained
while
caused by anyone sustained while II
was attending
attending any
game in
in
was
any baseball
baseball game
Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium."

The Affiant's
subjective beliefs are
ssubjective
Affiant
irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible and the
statement is a legal conclusion.
conclusion
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra.
Hecla
supra I.R.E.
E 402
R
I
402
and 602
602.

28
~28

At
"At no time
time did
did II otherwise
otherwise intend

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective beliefs are
ssubjective
irrelevant and inadmissible;
inadmissible and the
statement is a legal conclusion.
conclusion
Hecla Mining,
supra.
I.R.E. 402
Mining supra I
E
R
and
602
and 602.

by conduct
conduct to
to manifest
such
by
manifest any
any such
consent to
to accepting any risk of
injury, to
to assume
assume any
injury
any risk
risk or
or injury,
injury
to release
release anyone
anyone from liability for
any injury caused by anyone
anyone
sustained while
while II was
was attending
any
sustained
attending any
baseball
game
in
Memorial
baseball game in Memorial
Stadium
Stadium."

MEMORANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT OF OBJECTION AND MOTION TO STRIKE THE

AFFIDA VIT OF
OF JOELLEN
GILL AND
AND PORTIONS
PORTIONS OF
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF BUD
AFFIDAVIT
JOELLEN GILL
OF THE
THE AFFIDAVIT
BUD
ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE

11
- 11
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29
~29

"I am
am not aware of any conduct on
I
my part
part from which anyone could

Affiant's subjective beliefs are
The Affiant
ssubjective

infer
infer that
that II had
had manifested consent
consent

speculative; and
and the
speculative
the statement
statement is
is aa
legal conclusion
conclusion. Hecla Mining,
Mining
supra.
I.R.E.
402
and
602.
supra I
E
R
602

irrelevant and inadmissible;
irrelevant
inadmissible

of injury,
to
accepting any risk of
to accepting
injury to
assume any risk or injury,
to
release
injury release
anyone from liability
liability for
for any injury
injury
anyone
caused by anyone sustained
sustained while
while II
game in
was attending any baseball game
Memorial Stadium."
Stadium

~ 30
T
3
0

"I
did not
not believe that I was under
I did
to do so
so, and the
any obligation to
language was in such
such tiny print that
could not be
be read without great
it could
effort
effort. II was not advised that II
certainly was under
under any
any obligation
certainly
to
read
anything
on
the
tickets."
to read
tickets

The Affiant's
subjective beliefs are
ssubjective
Affiant
irrelevant and inadmissible;
the
irrelevant
inadmissible the
statement lacks the necessary
the
foundation for admissibility;
admissibility the
statement
is
a
legal
conclusion;
statement is a legal conclusion and
and
the
statement
is
conjecture.
Shama
the statement is conjecture Shama
Resources Ltd.
Partners, supra.
Ltd Partners
supra
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra.
I.R.E.
supra I
E 402,
R
402
403 and
and 602
403
602.

IV
IV. CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

of the
the foregoing
objections, Defendants
Defendants respectfully
request the
Based upon
upon each
each of
Based
foregoing objections
respectfully request
the
Affidavit of Joellen Gill and
and the identified portions
portions of the
the Affidavit of Bud Roundtree be stricken
Affidavit
from the
before the
the Court
Court decides
the pending
pending motion
motion for
judgment.
from
the record
record before
decides the
for summary
summary judgment
DATED
DATED

thisl~ day of May
May, 2011.
thisl
2011
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A

By:

&1 btf..
Joshua S
S. Evett,
Joshua
Evett of
of the
the firm
firm
Attorneys for
Baseball,
Attorneys
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
LLC,
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club,
LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate Food
Food Services,
and
Home
Services LLC,
LLC and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
Memorial Stadium Inc
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SERVICE
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May, 2011
2011, lI caused
caused a true
true and
and correct
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on the
the W day of
II HEREBY
copy
of
the
foregoing
document
to
be
served
as
follows:
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows
S
U
U.S. Mail
Mail

Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger
Law
Offices,
P.A.
Seiniger Law Offices P
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise,
ID
83702
Boise ID 83702
Attorney
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney for

_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
. .i'ederal Express
Express
4700
- V Facsimile
Facsimile- 345
345-4700

federal

A
Joshu

1
4
C

S Evett
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fa0
NO.-----::"~__t:l--
FILED

s

AJv1.,
P.M.,_-I-_ _
M
M_ _ _ _ P
A

MAY 13 2011

Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett ISB 5587
#5587

C. Stacey ISB
ISB 8016
#8016
Jade C
ELAM
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A
251 E
E. Front
Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
300
251

D RICH,
RICH Clerk
CHRISTOPHER D.
By ELYSHIAHOLMES
ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY

O
P
P.O. Box
Box 1539

Boise, Idaho 83701
Boise
Telephone: (208)
343-5454
Telephone
208 343
5454
Facsimile: 208
(208) 3845844
384-5844
Facsimile
Attorneys for Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club,
LLC, Home
Home Plate Food Services
Services, LLC,
Baseball
Club LLC
LLC
and Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.
Inc
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT OF
OF THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT

OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE,
BUD
ROUNTREE
Case No.
No CV
CV PI
0920924
Case
PI 0920924

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC,
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE
LLC a
a Delaware
Liability Corporation d.b.a.
Bosie Baseball,
a Boiie
b
d
Baseball d.b.a.
a
b
d
Boise
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
a
b
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, an Idaho
Idaho Limited Liability
BASEBALL
Corporation d.b.a
Boise Baseball,
Corporation
a Boise
b
d
Baseball d.b.a.
a Boise
b
d
Boise
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club,
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club
b
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
LLC
a
b
BASEBALL
CLUB,
LLC,
an assumed business
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an
name of Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME PLATE
name
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC,
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
FOOD SERVICES LLC an
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS,
THE BUILDING
INC
BROTHERS THE
COMPANY, an Idaho General Business
COMPANY
Corporation, TRIPLE P
P, INC
INC., an Idaho
Idaho general
Corporation
business corporation,
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS,
business
corporation DIAMOND
INC., aa New
New York
York Corporation
Corporation, DIAMOND
DIAMOND
INC
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation

DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL,
DEFENDANTS
BASEBALL
LLC,
BOISE
HAWKS
BASEBALL
LLC
BASEBALL
CLUB,
LLC, HOME
FOOD
CLUB LLC
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC
AND
MEMORIAL
SERVICES
STADIUM,
INC.'SS MOTION
MOTION TO
TO
STADIUM INC
SHORTEN TIME FOR
FOR HEARING

DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
CLUB, LLC
LLC, HOl
HOME
DEFENDANTS
BASEBALL CLUB
E
PLATE FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC.'S
MOTION
TO
STADIUM INC S
SHORTEN
SHORTEN TIME
TIME FOR
FOR HEARING
HEARING
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DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND

DEVELOPMENT, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT
Liability Corporation
Corporation, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, INC
INC., aa
Liability
Florida Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, CH2M
CH2M
Florida
a
b
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS, INC
INC. d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M
HILL
a
b
Hill, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL EE&C,
INC., d
d.b.a Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill,
Hill
C INC
a
b
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
Hill
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
of
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, aa foreign
foreign
Ch2M
corporation
doing
business
in
Idaho
under
the
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
PEREIRA, and
and JOHN DOES
DOES II through
through
ROBERT PEREIRA
X,
whose
true
identities
are
unknown,
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club
Club, LLC,
Defendants
LLC Home Plate Food
Services, LLC and
and Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. ("Defendants"),
by and
and through their counsel of
Services
Defendants
record, Elam
Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., move this Court to shorten the time to consider Defendants
Defendants'
record
A
Objection and
and Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike the
the Affidavit
of Joellen
Gill and
Portions ofthe
Affidavit of
of Bud
Objection
Affidavit of
Joellen Gill
and Portions
of the Affidavit
Bud
Rountree ("Motion
to Strike
Strike")
Rountree
Motion to

and request that Defendants
Defendants' Motion to Strike be considered at the

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment on May 18,
time of the hearing currently set for Defendants
18
2011,
2:45
This motion
for the
2011 at
at 2
4
5 p.m.
m This
p
motion is
is made
made on
on the
the ground
ground and
and for
the reason
reason that
that the
the hearing
hearing date
date of
of
May
is already
already reserved
May 18,2011,
18 2011 at
at 2:45
45 p.m.,
2
m is
p
reserved by
by the
the parties
parties in
in this
this matter
matter and
and that
that itit will
will
promote
promote judicial
judicial economy
economy for
for this
this Court
Court to
to consider
consider Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike at
at that
that time.
time

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL,
BASEBALL LLC,
LLC BOISE
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC HOME
PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC
LLC AND
AND MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM INC.'S
S MOTION
INC
MOTION TO
TO
2
SHORTEN
TIME
FOR
HEARING
2
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING
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DATEDthiS~MaY'2011.
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.

BY:---;,6?~~J_~=-~-~----BY:---;,6?~~J_~=-~-~----fushua S. Evett, of the firm
fusilUa
Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
Home Plate Food Services, LLC, and
Memorial Stadium, Inc.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

(~fMay, 2011, I caused a true and correct

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows:
Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
Seiniger Law Offices, P.A.
942 Myrtle Street
Boise, ID 83702
Attorney for Plaintiff

U.S. Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Federal Express
~Facsimile~Facsimile- 345-4700

Joshua S. Evett

DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, HOME
PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM, INC.'S MOTION TO
SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING - 3
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Joshua
45587
Joshua S
S. Evett ISB #5587

M
P.
A.M
. _ _ _ _ P.M
M
a

C. Stacey
Stacey ISB 8016
#8016
Jade C
ELAM
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A
E. Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
251 E
O
P
P.O. Box
Box 1539
1539
Boise, Idaho 83701
Boise
Telephone:
Telephone (208)
208 343-5454
343 5454
Facsimile: (208)
Facsimile
208 384-5844
3845844

MAY 1 3 2011
CHRISTOPHER D.
D RICH,
RICH Clerk
By ELYSHIA
ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise Hawks
Club, LLC
LLC, Home Plate Food Services,
LLC,
Baseball Club
Services LLC
and Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE
STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF ADA
IDAHO IN
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Case
No CV
Case No.
CV PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

NOTICE
NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.

VS

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
BOISE
Delaware Limited
Limited
Liability Corporation d.b.a.
Bosie Baseball
Baseball, d.b.a.
a Boiie
b
d
a
b
d
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Boise
a
b
Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
a
b
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho Limited Liability
BASEBALL
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d.b.a.
Boise
Corporation
a
b
a Boise
b
d
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
b
Club
LLC, d.b.a.
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
LLC
a
b
d Boise
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an
an assumed business
BASEBALL
of Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE
name of
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC,
an
Idaho
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
THE
BUILDING
INC
BROTHERS
COMPANY, an
Business
COMPANY
an Idaho General Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
corporation
SPORTS
INC., aa New
New York
York Corporation
Corporation, DIAMOND
DIAMOND
INC
SPORT CORP
CORP., an
an Idaho
Idaho corporation
corporation,
SPORT

NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING
NOTICE
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f

DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND
DIAMOND
DEVELOPMENT,
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation,
HILL, INC.,
Corporation CH2M HILL
INC a
Florida Corporation d.b.a.
Ch2M
Hill,
a
b
d
Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS, INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill CH2M HILL E&C,
EC INC
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
Hill,
INC., d.b.a
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS,
INC. d.b.a.
ENGINEERS INC
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
AND
Hill
CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers,
Engineers Inc.,
Inc CH2M HILL,
HILL a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill,
Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through
X, whose true identities are unknown,
X
unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

TO
TO:

ALL
PARTIES ABOVE
AND THEIR
THEIR COUNSEL
COUNSEL OF
RECORD
ALL PARTIES
ABOVE NAMED
NAMED AND
OF RECORD:

PLEASE
the undersigned
undersigned will
Defendants Boise
PLEASE TAKE
TAKE NOTICE
NOTICE that
that the
will bring
bring on
on Defendants
Boise Baseball,
Baseball
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home Plate Food Services,
LLC
Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium, Inc.'s
to Strike the
Stadium
s Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing and Objection and Motion to
Inc
Affidavit of
Joellen Gill and Portions of the
the Affidavit of Bud Rountree for hearing before
before the
Affidavit
ofJoellen
Honorable Darla Williamson
Williamson, District Judge
Judge, at the
the Ada County Courthouse,
Idaho, on the
Courthouse Boise,
Boise Idaho
18th day
day of
of May
May, 2011
2011, at
at the
the hour
hour of
of2:45
or as
as soon
thereafter as
as counsel
counsel can
be heard.
18th
45 p.m.,
2
m or
p
soon thereafter
can be
heard
DATED
DATED this
this

(51:[- day
day of
of May
May, 2011.
2011
ELAM
ELAM

& BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A

By:------'--~~-(z_t~---

By

fo?hu~

S. Evett
Evett, of
Joshua S
of the
the firm
firm

Attorneys for
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball,
Attorneys
for Defendants
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC,
LLC
Home Plate Food Services
Services, LLC,
Home
LLC and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
Memorial Stadium Inc
NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING

- 22
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..
CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on the
the JM::-day
II HEREBY
day of
14
ofMay,
May 2011,
2011IIcaused
caused aatrue
true and
and correct
correct
copy of
ofthe
the foregoing
foregoingdocument
document to
to be
be served
served as
as follows:
follows
copy

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
Seiniger
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise ID
ID 83702
83702
Boise,
for
Attorney
Attorneyfor Plaintiff

S Mail
U
Mail
U.S.
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile- 345-4700
Facsimile
345 4700

V

j 6WV
Joshua S.
S Evett

NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING

- 33
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•

•

wIT! Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(ISB#2387)
W
SEINIGER
LAW
OFFICES,
P .A.
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 3451000
345-1000
Voice
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 3454700
345-4700

NO

MAY
MAY 16
16 2011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
By CHARLOTTE
CHARLOTIE WATSON
WATSON
By
DEPUTY
OEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF
OF ADA
Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case No
No. CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Motion
of the
the
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson

v.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. aZ.
Boise
al
Defendants
Defendants

Comes now the Plaintiff,
Plaintiff and moves this Honorable Court to strike ,-r12
T12 of the

Affidavit of
Ron Anderson
Anderson in
for Summary
Affidavit
ofRon
in Support
Support of
of Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
Summary Judgment.
Judgment
This
motion is
is supported
the memorandum
This motion
supported by
by the
memorandum filed
filed herewith.
herewith

Dated~)7Ll. .

Dated May 16 2011

tJ/~r-t/··
t
Z
1

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Attorney
for
Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson
- 11 -
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M

..'"

rte

",
CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

On May 16,
the foregoing
16 2011,
2011 I caused a true and correct copy of
ofthe
foregoing document to
be served
served by fax upon:
upon

Josh Evett
Evett
Josh
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P.A.
A
P
251 East
East Front
Street Suite
Suite 300
300
251
Front Street
P O.
O Box 1539
1539
P.
Boise,ID
83701-1539
Boise
ID 83701
1539
Fax:
(208)
384-5844
Fax 208 3845844

16,2011.
Dated May 16
2011

r(~
Wm. Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm
Plaintiff
Attorney for Plaintiff

Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson
Motion
2
-2-
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( "l

'.

'

-j.
1

'.

r~'l'\'

l
' ,
,-, I "

\-,1

J

I

'Jj

IL

i L

: ::: ~ Y;'~.2L

:

Will Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(ISB#2387)
W
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-4700
4700

R

MAY
NAY IS
16 2111
2011
CHRISTOPHER
O. RICH.
Clerk
CHRISTOPHER D
RICH Clark
BY
O ARLOTM WATSON
ByOHARLOTTE
WPM
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT

OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF
OF ADA
ADA
Case
PI 0920924
0920924
Case No
No. CV
CV PI

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud
Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Memorandum in Support of
Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of the

v.

V

Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron Anderson

et. al
al.
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
Boise
Defendants
Defendants

INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff s claim that
that he lost his
his eye as a result of the
This case
case involves Plaintiff
sclaim
Defendants Boise
(Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
LLC, Home
Defendants
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food
Services,
LLC and Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.
negligence. As
As demonstrated
Services LLC
Inc ("Defendants"))
Defendants
negligence
demonstrated in
in
Plaintiff s prior briefing,
as will
will be
Plaintiff
sprior
briefing and
and as
be argued
argued at
at hearing,
hearing his
his theories
theories of
of recovery
recovery are
are not
not
simply
limited to
to the
the Defendants
Defendants' failure
install protective
the opening
simply limited
failure to
to install
protective netting
netting over
over the
opening in
in an
an
eating
drinking area
eating and
and drinking
area through
through which
which aa line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball
ball entered
entered and
and put
put out
out his
his eye.
eye
Nevertheless, the
have moved
Nevertheless
the Defendants
Defendants have
moved for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment on
on two
two theories.
theories First
First they
they
argue
that they
had no
duty to
argue that
they had
no duty
to install
install protective
protective screening
screening anywhere
anywhere other
other than
than the
the area
area
essentially
behind home
plate. Second,
they argue
argue that
essentially behind
home plate
Second they
that the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff "consented"
consented to
to the
the risk
risk of
of

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit
of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson
- 11 -
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around the abrogation of assumption
"assumption
being hit by a foul ball - aa theory that attempts to work around
of
of risk
risk" as
as aa tort defense
defense.

Despite the fact that Defendants at
at least announced
announced in the introduction to their
Despite
motion was so limited,
memorandum in support of summary judgment that their motion
limited Defendants
argue that
that the
the protective
protective screening
screening existing
existing at
at the
the time
s
argue
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium at
time of
of the
the Plaintiff
s
Plaintiff
accident met or exceeded industry
"industry standards
standards". In
In attempting
to prove
prove what
attempting to
what "industry
industry
standards" apply in this
this case
case, Defendants implicitly acknowledge that their argument in favor
standards
favor
ofIdaho's
adoption of
of the
the so-called
Duty" or
or "Baseball"
rule depend
depend on
on their
their
of
sadoption
Idaho
socalled "Limited
Limited Duty
Baseball rule
is. The basis for Defendant
Defendant's argument that such a standard
establishing what that standard is
s
of the
the admissibility
admissibility of
exists, and
and that
they have
have met
met it
it, depends
depends upon
the issues
exists
that they
upon the
issues of
of and
and credence
credence
to be given to their affiant
affiant, Ron
Ron Anderson.
Anderson The averment contained in the affidavit of Ron
Anderson concerning
concerning "industry
should be
be struck
struck because
because it
Anderson
industry standards"
standards should
it lacks
lacks foundation
foundation and
and
because itit is
is irrelevant
irrelevant to
to the
the legal
by the
the Defendants
Defendants as
because
legal issues
issues raised
raised by
as the
the basis
basis for
for their
their
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment and
and the
the identification
issues Plaintiff
Plaintiff relied
upon in
in
motion
identification of
of which
which issues
relied upon
opposing summary
judgment.
opposing
summary judgment

LEGAL AUTHORITY
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56
56(e) which provides:
e
provides
Supporting
or opposing
opposing affidavits
shall be
be made
knowledge, shall
Supporting or
affidavits shall
made on
on personal
personal knowledge
shall
set
forth
such
facts
as
would
be
admissible
in
evidence,
and
shall
show
affirmatively
set forth such facts as would be admissible in evidence and shall show affirmatively
that the
the affiant
affiant is
competent to
to testify
testify to
the matters
that
is competent
to the
matters stated
stated therein
therein ...

56(e) states
states that affidavits
affidavits presented in support
support of motions for summary
judgment must
Rule 56
e
summary judgment

Hecla Mining
Mining Co
Co. v
v. Star
Star-Morning
122
contain admissible
admissible evidence
evidence. See,
contain
See e.g.,
g Hecla
e
Morning Mining
Mining Co.,
Co 122
Idaho 778
778, 782,
P.2d
1192, 1196 1992
(1992). In Hecla Mining
Mining, the Idaho Supreme Court
Idaho
782 839 2
P
d 1192
held that
that affidavits
affidavits which
which consist
consist only
only of
conjecture, conclusory
ultimate
held
of conjecture
conclusory allegations
allegations as
as to
to ultimate

Memorandum in
in Support
of Motion
Motion to
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Memorandum
Support of
to Strike
Strike Portions
Affidavit
ofRon
of
Ron Anderson
2
-2-
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facts, or conclusions
conclusions of
of law are to be disregarded.
facts
disregarded Id.
Id Furthermore,
Furthermore conclusory statements,
statements
statements based on hearsay
hearsay, statements that lack adequate foundation,
statements
foundation and statements not

e.g., State v.
Ltd.
made on personal knowledge are insufficient.
insufficient See,
See e
g
v Shama Resources Ltd
Partners, 127 Idaho
Idaho 267
267, 271
271, 899 PP 2d
.2d 977
977,981
(1995). In Shama Resources
Resources, the Idaho
Partners
981 1995
Supreme Court affirmed the
the trial court's
s rejection of statements made by an affiant regarding
court
knowledge or beliefs of persons other than the affiant
affiant. Id
Id. Rule 56(
e) also requires that items
knowledge
e
56
offered in support
support of
of or in opposition to
to a motion
motion for summary judgment be attached to the
offered
party's affidavit and the
the party verify the items
items' authenticity
authenticity. See Puckett v.
party
saffidavit
v OaJifabco,
Oakfabco inc.,
inc
132 Idaho 816
816, 979
979 P.2d
(1999). When an objection
objection is made,
the trial
trial court should
132
2d 1174
P
1174 1999
made the
satisfied
make aa preliminary determination whether the foundational requirements have been satisfied
in the affidavits
affidavits and depositions which have been submitted in support of a motion before the
court can consider the
the merits of
of a motion
motion. See,
e.g., Ryan
Ryan vv. Beisner,
Idaho 42
42, 45,
court
See e
g
Beisner 123 Idaho
45 844
24,27
(Ct. App
App. 1992)
(concerning motions for summary
summary judgment
judgment). If an affidavit
P.2d
P
2
d 24
27 Ct
1992 concerning
contains inadmissible matter
matter, the
the whole affidavit need not be stricken or disregarded,
disregarded a court
may strike
strike or
disregard the
the inadmissible
inadmissible part
part and
and consider
the rest
of the
the affidavit
affidavit. See
may
or disregard
consider the
rest of
See Marty
Marty
v. State
State, 122ldaho
1384, 1387 1992
(1992).
v
1221daho 766,
766 769,
769 838 P.2d
2d 1384
P

ARGUMENT

A.
The Factual
Factual Issue
Issue Of
Of Industry
"Industry Standards
Standards" Is
The
Is Irrelevant
Irrelevant
To The
The Theories
Theories On
On Which
Which Defendants
Moved For
For, And
And
To
Defendants Moved
Plaintiff Defended
Defended Against
Against, Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment
Plaintiff
A

Defendants ask
ask the
adopt the
Duty" rule
apply it
it as
Defendants
the Court
Court to
to adopt
the "Limited
Limited Duty
rule and
and to
to apply
as the
the
them summary
summary judgment
judgment:
basis for granting them

"Defendants Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC,
Defendants
Baseball LLC
Club LLC
are
Memorial Stadium,
Inc. {"Defendants")
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
LLC and Memorial
Home
Services LLC
Stadium Inc
Defendants are
judgment as
as aa matter
matter of
of law
law based
based on
the following
following: 1.
entitled to
to judgment
entitled
on the
1 Defendants
Defendants

Memorandum in
in Support
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Memorandum
Support of
Affidavit
of
Ron Anderson
ofRon
Anderson
3
-3-
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complied with their limited duty
duty to minimize
minimize the
the risks
risks to
to those within
within Memorial
Memorial
Stadium from being hit
hit by foul
foul balls;
balls and
and 2.
2 Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree consented
consented to
to the
the risk
risk of
of
being hit by a foul
ball
when
he
entered
Memorial
Stadium."
Memorandum
In
foul
when he
Stadium Memorandum
Defendants' Boise
Support Of
OfDefendants
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC
Home Plate Food Services,
LLC
And
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
For
Services
Stadium Inc
s
Summary Judgment at 2.
2
"In
duty in
In addressing the scope of a baseball
baseball club's
sduty
club
in the
the common
common law
law
negligence
and/or
premises
liability
setting,
other
jurisdictions
overwhelmingly
negligence and
or premises liability setting other jurisdictions overwhelmingly
support some form of a "limited
limited duty rule,"
rule also commonly referred to
to as the
"baseball
rule,"
which
places
two
important
requirements
on
stadium
owners and
baseball rule
operators: (1)
operators
1 there
there must
must be
be screening
screening for
for the
the area
area of
of the
the field
field behind
behind home
home plate
plate
and
(2)
such
screening
where the danger of being struck by a ball is the greatest;
greatest
2 such screening
sufficient extent to provide adequate protection for as many spectators
must be of sufficient
an ordinary
as may
may reasonably
as
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
to desire
desire such
such seating
seating in
in the
the course
course of
ofan
ordinary
game." Memorandum In Support Of
Defendants' Boise Baseball,
game
OfDefendants
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC And Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
For
Summary
Judgment
at 19.
Stadium Inc
s
Summary
19
Since the "Limited
Since
Limited Duty"
Duty rule establishes a duty as a matter of law,
law and not one
of what
what constitutes
constitutes "industry
based upon
upon "industry
standards", the
the determination
determination of
industry standards
industry
standards" is not a factual issue relevant to the resolution of Defendants'
standards
Defendants Motion for
would be inequitable to
to allow the Defendants to move for
Summary Judgment
Judgment. It would
Summary
of the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule), for Plaintiff to defendant
summary judgment
judgment the
(the application of
against that
that theory
theory, and then to grant
grant Defendants summary
summary judgment
judgment based upon
upon the
Defendant put
put forth
forth evidence
evidence of
of an industry
"industry standard
standard" and Plaintiff
Plaintiff did
did not
theory that Defendant
conflicting expert
"expert" evidence
evidence creating
creating a genuine issue of material fact
fact.
offer conflicting
B
B.

The Affidavit
Affidavit of Ron Anderson Lacks
Lacks Foundation
Foundation With
The

Respect to
to Alleged
Alleged Industry
Industry Standards
Standards
Respect

The Defendants
Defendants argue
argue Memorial
"Memorial Stadium
Stadium exceeds
exceeds industry
industry standards
standards by
by
The
providing extra
extra barrier netting
netting almost
almost all
all the
the way
way down
down the firstbase
first-base and thirdbase
third-base lines
lines
providing
of aa salesman
salesman, Ron
Ron
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium." This
This proposition
proposition is
is supported
supported by
by the
the affidavit
affidavit of
at

Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit
Memorandum
ofRon
Ron Anderson
Anderson
of
4
-4-
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Anderson,
Mr
Anderson with
with some
some experiencing
experiencing installing
installing netting
netting in
in baseball
baseball stadiums.
stadiums Mr.
Anderson's
s affidavit
Anderson
affidavit contains
contains the
the following
following averments:
averments "The
The barrier
barrier netting
netting atat Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium has
has [sic.]
sic more
more extensive
extensive coverage
coverage than
than any
any other
other baseball
baseball stadium
stadium II have
have
worked
worked on
on or
or observed
observed in
in my
my 43
43 years
years in
in the
the netting
netting industry."
industry Anderson
Anderson Affidavit
Affidavit atat ~9.
19
"I
I am unaware
unaware of
of any
any baseball club,
club other
other than the
the Boise
Boise Hawks,
Hawks that
that has chosen
chosen to
to
exceed
exceed the
the industry
industry standard
standard by
by placing
placing extra
extra barrier
barrier netting
netting almost
almost all
all the
the way
way down
down the
the
first base and third-base
thirdbase lines
lines of their baseball stadium
stadium - as
as the Boise Hawks
Hawks have
have done
done at
at
Memorial Stadium."
Stadium Anderson Affidavit at ~12.
12 These averments assume aa number of
things.
things First,
First that an "industry
industry standard"
standard applicable to
to the issues in
in this
this case exists.
exists
Second, that
that Mr.
experience in
it.
Second
Mr Anderson's
sexperience
Anderson
in installing
installing netting
netting has
has made
made him
him aware
aware of
ofit
Anderson's averment concerning
concerning the
There
There is
is no
no foundation
foundation for
for Mr.
Mr saverment
Anderson
the existence
existence of,
of
and the Defendants
Defendants compliance with
with, an alleged industry
Anderson's
industry standard.
standard Mr.
Mr Anderson
s
qualification
as an
an expert
"expert" on
on industry
"industry standards
standards" is
apparently based
upon his
his
qualification as
is apparently
based upon
averments
averments that
that:

•

he has
has 43
43 years
years experience
experience in
in the
the netting
"netting industry
industry" and
and has
has sold
sold netting
netting to
to
he
"entities in
in the
the United
United States
States and
and Canada
Canada" Anderson
(Anderson Aff
Aff. at
at 12
~2);
entities

•

his company
company has
has installed
installed barrier
barrier netting
netting at
at seven
seven baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums in
in
his
~3);
Washington and
and surrounding
surrounding states
states Anderson
(Anderson Aff
Aff. at
at 3
Washington

• his
his company
company has
has installed
installed netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium in
in Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho
of which was
was
and six
six other
other baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums all
all in
in Washington
Washington, one
one of
and
apparently
a
softball
stadium,
and
an
unspecified
number
of
high
schools
apparently a softball stadium and an unspecified number ofhigh schools
in
Idaho
and
Washington
(Anderson
Aff.
at
~4);
in Idaho and Washington Anderson Aff at 4
• he
he has
has installed
installed barrier
barriernetting
netting atat an
an unspecified
unspecified number
number of
ofbaseball
baseball
~8);
stadiums
in
Illinois,
Wisconsin
and
Arizona
(Anderson
Aff.
at 8
stadiums in Illinois Wisconsin and Arizona Anderson Aff at
• he
he has
has traveled
traveledtoto and
and had
had the
the chance
chance to
to observe
observe barrier
barrier netting
netting at
at many
many
other
baseball
stadiums
"throughout
the
United
States"
(Anderson
Aff. at
at
other baseball stadiums throughout the United States Anderson Aff
~8);
18

Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit
Memorandum
of
ofRon
Ron Anderson
Anderson
000778
5
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• he
he had
had in
in his
his possession
possession at
at the time
time of
of the execution of
of his
his affidavit
affidavit
photographs of
ofseven
seven stadiums
stadiums most
(most of
ofwhich
which either
either do
do not
not depict
depict all
all
photographs
of
stadium
seating
or
are
insufficient
to
allow
the
viewer
to
areas
areas of stadium seating
are insufficient to allow
viewer to
determine where
where netting
netting is placed
placed see
(see photo
photo marked
marked Wrigley
"Wrigley Field
Field" in
determine
which
it
appears
that
Mr.
Anderson
has
marked
"end
of
netting"
before the
which it appears that Mr Anderson
marked end of netting before
netting actually
actually ends
ends) Anderson
(Anderson Aff
Aff. at
at 11
~11) .
netting
With all
all due
due respect
respect to
to Mr
Mr. Anderson
Anderson, he does
does not
not state that
that he
he has made
made a study
With
of any
any statistics
statistics regarding
regarding any alleged industry
"industry standards
standards"; that
that he has
has reviewed
reviewed any
of
literature documenting that any
any body has
has ever convened
convened to
to set
set industry
"industry standards
standards"; that
that
literature
league stadiums
stadiums in
in the country and attempted to
he has
has determined
determined the
the number
number of minor league
he
of those limit
limit the
the extent
extent of
of netting
netting to
to any
particular portion
portion of
determine what
what percentage
percentage ofthose
determine
any particular
of
the field
field; that the
the industry
"industry standard
standard" if such
such exists
exists, applies to areas specifically
the
specifically
serving food and beverage and furnished with chairs and tables for
designated as serving
the occupants
occupants ofthose
consuming such,
and where
where itit is
is anticipated
anticipated that
at least
least some
consuming
such and
that at
some of
of the
of those
areas will be
be facing away from the ball field ("table
chair/food and drink areas");
areas
table and chairfood
areas or
that he
he has
has any
any knowledge
knowledge whatsoever
whatsoever as
as to
to what
standards" applicable
to
that
what "industry
industry standards
applicable to
"table and
and chairfood
chair/food and
drink areas."
table
and drink
areas
Anderson establishes only his experience as a
Consequently,
Consequently the affidavit of Mr.
Mr Anderson
salesman
of netting,
salesman and
and installer
installer of
netting and
and his
his passing
passing acquaintance
acquaintance with
with aa handful
handful of
of baseball
baseball
fields he has worked on,
on almost all of which are located in his home state of Washington.
Washington
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

Plaintiff
Plaintiff respectfully
respectfully submits
submits that,
that while
while ~12
12 of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson in
in Support
Support
of Defendants'
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment makes reference to "industry
industry standards"
standards
relating
relating to
to the
the placement
placement of
of protective
protective netting
netting in
in baseball
baseball stadiums,
stadiums his
his affidavit
affidavit does
does not
not
reveal that
that he has a sufficient knowledge
knowledge of
of the existence of
of any
any such standards
standards to render

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit
ofRon
Ron Anderson
of
-6
6-

000779

an
his affidavit
an expert
expert opinion
opinion regarding
regarding them.
them The
The Court
Court should
should strike
strike ~12
112 of
ofhis
affidavit on
on the
the
grounds
grounds that
that itit does
does not
not meet
meet the
the requirements
requirements ofI.R.Civ.P.
ofI
Civ56(e).
R
P56
e
Dated May
May 16,2011.
16 2011
Dated

~~e~-riA

1

y

Wm Breck Seinige

r

Attorney
Attorney for
for Plaintiff

Memorandum inin Support
Support of
ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit
Memorandum
of
ofRon
Ron Anderson
Anderson
77
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CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

On
the foregoing
On May
May 16,
16 2011,
2011 II caused
caused aa true
true and
and correct
correct copy
copy of
ofthe
foregoing document
document to
to
be
be served
served by
by fax
fax upon:
upon

Josh Evett
Evett
Josh
ELAM & BURKE,
ELAM
BURKE P.A.
A
P
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P O.
O Box
Box 1539
1539
P.
Boise ID 83701-1539
83701 1539
Boise,ID
Fax:
(208)
384-5844
Fax 208 3845844

Dated May 16,2011.
16 2011

_k

/J4/

Itl ~ i
~;'~~-.---..,.
d
Wm.
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm Breck
Attorney for Plaintiff

Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit
Memorandum
of
ofRon
Ron Anderson
Anderson
8
000781
-8-
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A
X

WillBreck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(lSB#2387)
W
SEINIGER
LAW
OFFICES,
P .A.
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax:
(208)
345-4700
Fax
208 345 4700

M
A

MAY
MAY 16
162011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
By
ByCHARLOTTE
CHARLOTTEWATSON
WATSON
mpm
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
OF
Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case
Case No
No. CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Motion
Motion to
to Shorten
Shorten Time
Time for
for

Plaintiff's Motion to
Hearing of Plaintiffs
Hearing

v.

V

Strike
Strike Portions of
of the Affidavit
of Ron Anderson and Notice
Notice of

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
al.
Boise

Hearing

Defendants
Defendants

Comes now the Plaintiff and moves this Honorable Court for
for the

entry of
of its
hearing of
entry
its order
order shortening
shortening the
the time
time for
for the
the hearing
of his
his Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson to Wednesday,
Wednesday May 18,2011
18 2011 at
at
2:45.
45
2
Dated
Dated May
May 16,2011.
16 2011

t/~~

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Attorney
Attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Motion
Motion to
to Shorten
Shorten Time
Time for
for Hearing
Hearing of
of Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike
Portions
of
the
Affidavit
of
Ron
Anderson
and
Notice
of
Hearing
Portions of the Affidavit of Ron Anderson and Notice of Hearing
-1
1FPS

000782

OF HEARING
NOTICE OF

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that
that aa hearing has
has been
been set
set on Plaintiff's
Plaintiff s
the Affidavit of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson in the
the courtroom
Motion to Strike Portions of the

before the Honorable Darla Williamson in the Ada County Courthouse.
Courthouse The
The
hearing shall take place on Wednesday,
Wednesday May 18,2011
18 2011 at 2:45
45 or as soon
2
heard
thereafter as counsel can be heard.

~h2011
Dated

2011

Wm.
Jr.
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff

Motion to
to Shorten
Shorten Time
Time for
for Hearing
Hearing of
of Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike
Motion
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson and
and Notice
Notice of
of Hearing
Hearing
Portions
2
-2-
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

On May 16,
16 2011,
2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to

served by fax upon
upon:
be served

Josh
Josh Evett

& BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A
251 East
300
East Front
Front Street
Street Suite
Suite 300
P
P. O
O. Box
Box 1539
1539
Boise,ID
83701-1539
Boise
ID 83701
1539
Fax:
(208)
384-5844
Fax 208 3845844
ELAM

;J~I~/

Dated May 16 20N 1
r

Wm. Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Jr
Attorney for Plaintiff

Motion to
to Shorten
Shorten Time
Time for
Hearing of
of Plaintiffs
Plaintiff's Motion
Motion to
Motion
for Hearing
to Strike
Strike
of the
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson and
and Notice
Notice of
Portions of
Portions
the Affidavit
of Hearing
Hearing
-3
3-
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'.
NO.~~

NO

A.M.Ji3\R

M
a

wIT! Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(ISB#2387)
W
SEINIGER
LAW
OFFICES,
P.A.
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-4700
4700

FIL~~.

zED
F

'----

M
P

172011
2011
MAY 17

CHRISTOPHER 0
CHRISTOPHER
D RICH Clerk
By JAMIE RAN:~H,
Clerk

By JAMIE
RANDALL
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF THE
THE

STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF ADA
ADA
STATE
Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendants of Motion
Defendants'
Motion to
to Strike
of Joellen Gill
Gill and
Affidavit of
Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit of
of Bud
Bud
Rountree

v.

v

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
al.
Defendants
Defendants

Plaintiff
opposes Defendants
Defendants' of
Plaintiff opposes
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions
Affidavit of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree upon
upon the following
grounds.
of the Affidavit
following grounds
As
regards the
the affidavit
affidavit of
As regards
of Plaintiffs
s Human
Plaintiff
Human Factors
Factors Expert,
Expert Joellen
Joellen Gill,
Gill the
the thrust
thrust of
of
Defendants' is
brief.
Defendants
is nicely
nicely summed
summed up
up in
in their
their brief
Moreover, Ms.
Moreover
Ms Gill's
Gill affidavit is irrelevant as it relates to Defendants·
s
Defendants motion for summary
judgment. Defendants have asked this Court to apply the
judgment
the limited duty rule and,
and alternatively,
alternatively
to
find
that
Mr.
Rountree
consented
to
the
risk
of
being
struck
by
a
foul
ball
in
Memorial
to find that Mr Rountree consented to the risk of being struck by a foul ball in Memorial
Stadium.
Gill's affidavit
Stadium Ms.
Ms Gill
s
affidavit only
only provides
provides an
an opinion
opinion that
that the
the Defendants
Defendants breached
breached aa duty
duty of
of
care to Mr.
Mr Rountree,
Rountree which is
is for the trier of
of fact
fact to
to decide in
in the event the
the court does
does not
grant
grant Defendants'
Defendants motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment.
judgment
Plaintiff
Plaintiff agrees
agrees that
that the
the Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment is
is limited
limited to
to 1)
1
asking the Court to adopt
adopt and apply the "Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty rule,
rule and
and 2)
2 asking
asking the
the Court
Court to
to find
find as
as aa
matter
matter oflaw
of law that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree consented
consented to
to the
the risk
risk of
of being
being struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball in
in Memorial
Memorial

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants'
Defendants of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen
Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree
000785
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Stadium
Stadium (read
read "apply
applythe
the doctrine
doctrine of
of"assumption
assumptionof
ofrisk"
riskdespite
despite its
its having
having been
beenjudicially
judicially
abrogated
abrogated in
in Idaho.)
Idaho Defendants
Defendants argue
argue that
that "Ms.
Ms Gill's
s affidavit
Gill
affidavit isis irrelevant
irrelevant to
to its
itsmotion
motion for
for
summary
the only
summaryjudgment.
judgment IfIfthe
only issue
issue with
withrespect
respect toto duty
duty presented
presented by
bythis
this case
case was
was the
the duty
duty owed
owed
a baseball
to
to spectators
spectators in
in bleacher
bleacher sections
sections of
ofa
baseball stadium,
stadium that
that might
mightbe
be true.
true However,
However this
this case
case
the
presents
presents aa scenario
scenario apparently
apparently not
not considered
considered in
in those
those cases
cases considering
considering the
the application
application of
ofthe
"Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty rule.
rule The
The question
question is,
is what
what duty
duty do
do the
the operators
operators of
ofaa stadium
stadium who
who both
both 1)1 present
present
baseball
a nature
baseball games
games and
and 2)
2 provide
provide eating
eating and
and lounging
lounging areas
areas furnished
furnished with
with tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs of
ofa
nature
that
that itit isis obvious,
obvious ifnot
if not intended,
intended that
that some
some of
of those
those purchasing
purchasing and
and consuming
consuming concessions
concessions will
will sit
sit
around circular tables facing away
away from the
the baseball game
game being played.
played
Plaintiff
Ms. Gill,
Plaintiff went
went to
to the
the expense
expense of
of obtaining
obtaining the
the expert
expert opinions
opinions of
ofMs
Gill not
not because
because he
he
concedes that this case is or could be governed by the "Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty rule,
rule but because a different
set of
issues is
presented by
by the
the facts
facts of
this case
to Defendants
Defendants' negligence
negligence than
set
ofissues
is presented
ofthis
case relevant
relevant to
than those
those taken
taken
consideration with respect
respect to the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule. The fact that Defendants served
into consideration
refreshments at
Memorial Stadium
Stadium is
is not
not what
what distinguishes
this case
case from
from the
the others
others relied
relied upon
refreshments
at Memorial
distinguishes this
upon
by the
the Defendants
Defendants. Many
Many, probably
probably most
most, baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums sell
sell concessions
concessions. However
However, there
there is
is
by
distinction between
between selling spectators concessions
concessions and allowing them to return with them to
a distinction
up selfserve
self-serve restaurant
restaurant style
style facilities
facilities where
where some
some occupants
occupants will
will
bleacher seating
seating, and
and setting
setting up
bleacher
ofMs
Ms. Gill
Gill demonstrates that
that within
predictably not
not be
be watching
watching the
the baseball
baseball game
game. The
The affidavit
affidavit of
predictably
ofthis
this parallel
parallel operation
operation ofa
of a baseball
baseball game
game and
and what
what isis essentially
essentially aa restaurant
restaurant, the
the
the context
context of
the
Defendants failed
failed to
to exercise
exercise due
due care
care in
in protecting
protecting those
those who
who would
would foreseeably
foreseeably not
not be
be exercising
exercising
Defendants
ofthe
the acts
acts of
ofthe
the
the vigilance
vigilance contemplated
contemplated by
bythe
the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty" rule
rule, precisely
precisely because
because of
the
Defendantsfrom
from which
whichthey
theypresumably
presumablyprofit
profit.
Defendants
TheDefendants
Defendants are
arenot
notalone
alone in
incombining
combiningthe
the exhibition
exhibitionof
ofsporting
sportingevents
events with
with additional
additional
The
profitcenters
centers in
inthe
theform
formof
ofareas
areas designated
designatedfor
for eating
eating, drinking
drinking,lounging
lounging, conversing
conversingand
andrelaxing
relaxing.
profit
Attachedhereto
heretoasasexhibits
exhibitsare
arepage
pagesfrom
fromInternet
InternetWeb
Web Sites
Sitesfrom
from Br
Bronco Stadium
StadiumininB
Idaho,
Attached
onco
oBoise,
ise Idaho
Memorandum inin Opposition
OppositiontotoDefendants
Defendants' of
ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavitof
ofJoellen
Joellen
Memorandum
Gilland
andPortions
Portions of
ofthe
theAffidavit
Affidavitof
ofBud
BudRountree
Rountree
Gill
000786
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and the
the Qwest
Qwest Center
Center Idaho
(Idaho Steelheads
Steelheads home
home arena
arena) marketing
marketing private
private boxes
boxes for
for these
these purposes
purposes.
and
part on
on his
his observations
observations of the
the netting
netting at
at
Defendants' affiant
affiant Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson bases
bases his
his opinions
opinions inin part
Defendants
in Seattle
Seattle, Washington
Washington. Mr
Mr. Anderson
Anderson's affidavit does
does not
not reflect
reflect the
the fact
fact that
that Safeco
Safeco
Safeco Field
Field in
Safeco
saffidavit
to its
its patrons
patrons for
for eating
eating, drinking
drinking, lounging
lounging, conversing and
and
Field offers
offers the
the following
following protected
protected areas to
Field
relaxing:
relaxing

Game Suite InformationI
Mariners baseball
baseball from
from a prime location at
at beautiful
beautiful Safeco Field.
are available for
for the 2011 season
season .
Enjoy Mariners
Field A number of Suites
Suites are
is also
also aa popular
popular choice
choice for
Suites are
are available
available to
to host
your corporate
corporate events
events and
and summer
summer outings
outings. The
The suite
experience is
Suites
host your
suite experience
for birthday,
birthday anniversary,
anniversary
graduation parties
parties. Each
Each Private
Private Suite
Suite package
package includes:
bachelor or
bachelor
or graduation
includes

•

•
•
•
•
•

14-24 tickets
tickets per suite (connectable
available for
for larger groups
groups)
1424
connectable suites available
Menu»
First-class catering and
and service
service catering
(catering credit
credit included)
Firstclass
included View Menu
Pre-game conference rooms for
for meetings
meetings and presentations
presentations (based
ilability)
Pregame
based on ava
availability
Convenient VIP parking and
skybridge
entry
and
to $1
,000 on
on suites
Season Ticket
Ticket Holders
save up
Season
Holders save
up to
000
1
suites
to Wells Fargo Terrace Club
Club Lounges
Lounges
Access to
Your Suite Today
Reserve Your
Today»

The
Source:
www. http
http://seattle.mariners.mlb.com
"The Official
Site ofthe
Source www
comThe
mlb
mariners
seattle
Official Site
of the Seattle
Seattle Mariners".
Mariners The

bottom line
no longer
bottom
line is
is that
that stadiums
stadiums in
in general
general are
are no
longer built
built simply
simply along
along the
the lines
lines of
of the
the standard
standard
"all
that is
all bleacher
bleacher seating"
seating configuration
configuration that
is contemplated
contemplated by
by the
the "Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty rule.
rule Hence,
Hence Ms.
Ms
Gill ' s opinions
opinions are
be applied
Gill
s
are relevant
relevant to
to the
the issue
issue of
of what
what duty
duty should
should be
applied in
in this
this case,
case under
under these
these
facts, and not to whether the Defendants complied with the "Limited
facts
Limited Duty"
Duty rule.
rule In essence,
essence Ms.
Ms
Gill's affidavit
Gill
s
affidavit is
is foundation for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiffs argument that
sargument
that the Court should decline
decline to adopt
adopt the
"Limited
Limited Duty"
Duty rule,
rule or,
or in any event,
event decline
decline to apply it to
to this case.
case

Memorandum in
in Opposition to Defendants'
Defendants of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen
Gill
and
Portions
of
the
Affidavit
of
Bud
Rountree
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Plaintiffresponds
responds toto Defendants
Defendants' specific
specific objections
objections to
to the
the Affidavits
Affidavits of
ofMs
Ms. Gill
Gill and
and Mr
Mr.
Plaintiff
Rountree as
asfollows
follows:
Rountree

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF JOELLEN
JOELLEN GILL
GILL

~#

Statement
Statement

ALL
ALL

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective
Ms. The
Throughouther
heraffidavit
affidavit, Ms
ssubjective
Throughout
beliefs
are irrelevant
irrelevant and
and
beliefs
are
Gill refers
refersto
to the
the Boise
"Boise
Gill
inadmissible; the
the
inadmissible
Hawks Management
Management" as
as being
being statements
Hawks
statements lack
lackthe
the
the decision
decision makers
makers for
for the
the
the
necessary
foundation
for
necessary foundation for
design
and
layout
of
admissibility;
and
the
admissibility and the
design and layout of
statements are
are conjecture
conjecture
statements
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, and
and as
as
Memorial
and
conclusory.
Shama
and
conclusory
Shama
being aware
aware of
of the
the of
ofthe
the
being
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners
Partners,
Resources
adequacies/inadequacies
of
adequacies
inadequacies of
supra. Hecla
Hecla Mining
Mining,
supra
the protective
protective barrier
barrier netting
netting
the
supra. I
I.R.E
402, 403
403 and
and
supra
R
X 402
602
in Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.
602.
in

Objection
Objection

Response
Response
See, 8
~8 of
ofGill
Gill Aff
Aff. defining
defining Boise
"Boise
See
Hawks' Management
Management." Defendants
Defendants
Hawks
concede
concede that
that at
at the
the time of
of
Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs accident
accident, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Baseball, LLC
LLC operated
operated,
Baseball
maintained
or
maintained and
and/or controlled
controlled
Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium. Rahr
Rahr Aff
Aff. 22
~22,
Defendant's
Memo
in
Support
of
sMemo
Defendant
of
Motion for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment at
at
Motion
4
4. While
While this
this defendant
defendant denies
denies that
that
it designed the layout of the
netting, it was responsible for that
netting
since it had
netting in all respects since
netting
the duty to provide reasonably
reasonably safe
circumstances.
premises under the circumstances
Gill Aff.
~75:
"As
a
Aff 75 As a part of the
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management's
s
Management
evaluation of the hazard posed by
leaving the front of the Executive
Club unprotected,
unprotected it was not
sufficient for Mr.
Mr Rahr to simply
rely upon the fact that others had
put up the netting in place when he
assumed his position
position as President
and General
Manager
of the
General
the Boise
Boise
Hawks in
in 2004,
2004 and
and simply rely
rely
upon the fact
fact that
that he
he was
was unaware
unaware
of
of any foul
foul ball
ball having
having entered
entered the
the
Executive Club."
Club
Executive

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Opposition
Oppositiontoto Defendants'
Defendants of
ofMotion
Motion toto Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen
Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofBud
Bud Rountree
Rountree
000788
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9
9

In
"In order
order to ensure
ensure the
the

of their spectators,
safety of
safety
spectators
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
must employ some type of
proactive safety
safety program or
risk management
management program
program"
risk
to
evaluate
the
risks
posed
to
by foul
foul balls
balls.
by

12

It is industry standard or
It
common practice
practice to
to
common
generate or create a plan
"plan"
to
to control
"control" the
the known
"known
hazard" of foul balls at
hazard
games.
baseball games

The Afflant
sstatement
The
Affiant's statement
lacks the necessary
foundation for
for
admissibility; and
the
admissibility
and the
statement
statement is irrelevant
irrelevant.
Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Partners,
Partners supra.
supra I.R.E.
E
R
I
402
402 and
and 403
403.

Foundation for this statement
statement, in

The
Affiant statement
s
The Affiant's
statement

Foundation for this statement,
statement in
addition to that
that reflected in her
attached resume (Exhibit
Exhibit 11 to Gill
Affidavit)
Affidavit are found in ,-r,-r8-17,
8 17 30
discussing appropriate factors of
prevention/risk
accident prevention
risk
management
management programs.
programs

lacks the
the necessary
necessary
lacks
foundation
foundation for
for

admissibility. Shama
Shama
admissibility
Resources Ltd.
Partners,
Resources
Ltd Partners
supra.

supra

addition to that reflected in
in her

attached resume (Exhibit
Exhibit 1
1 to Gill
Affidavit) are found in ,-r,-r8-17,
Affidavit
817 30
discussing appropriate factors of
accident prevention/risk
risk
prevention
management
programs; the
management programs
accident prevention/risk
accident
risk
prevention
management program implemented
by the Boise Hawks at ,-r,-r41-44,
41 44
70,
Affidavit
70 74;
74 her review ofthe Affidavit
of Boise
Boise Hawks President Todd
Rahr describing its safety program
at ,-r,-r50-51,
5051 54-55,
5455 57-58.
5758

Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants'
of Motion
Motion to
Memorandum
Defendants of
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen
Gill
Gill and Portions of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of Bud
Bud Rountree
5
-5-
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33,
33
35,
35
36,
36
37,
37
38,
38
39,
39
40,
40
41,
41
46,
46
47,
47
50,
50
54,
54
55,
55

In these
these paragraphs
paragraphs, Ms
Ms.
In
Gill makes
makes aa number
number of
of
Gill
inadmissible
inadmissible statements
statements
regarding
the
knowledge of
of
regarding the knowledge
the Boise
"Boise Hawks
Hawks
the
Management,"
Mr.
Management Mr
Rountree,
and
spectators
at
Rountree and spectators at
Boise Hawks
Hawks games
games.
Boise

TheAfflant
Affiant's subjective
The
ssubjective
beliefs
beliefs are
are irrelevant
irrelevant

and
and inadmissible
inadmissible; the
the
statements
statements lack
lackthe
the

necessary foundation
foundation
necessary
for admissibility
admissibility; and
and
for
the
the statements
statements are
are

speculative, conjecture
conjecture,
speculative
and/or conclusory
conclusory.
and
or
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd
Shama

Partners, supra
supra. Hecla
Hecla
Partners
Mining,
supra.
I.R.E.
Mining supra I
E
R
402,403 and
and'602.
402
403
602

56,
56
57,
57
58,
58
63,
63
64,
64
66,
66
67,
67
68,
68
69,
69
71,
71
72,
72
74,
74
75,
75
76,
76
77,
77
84,
84
85,
85
86
86
and
and
87.
87

The basis
basis of
ofMs
Ms. Gill
Gill's knowledge
knowledge
The
s
ofthese
these facts
facts is
is set
set forth
forth in
in 21
~21 of
of
of
her
affidavit
and
include
her
her affidavit and include her
review of
ofthe
the following
following: The
The
review
depositions of
of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree,
depositions
Linda Ballard
Ballard, eyewitness
eyewitness Lisa
Lisa
Linda
Leek,
Boise
Hawks
President
and
Leek Boise Hawks President and
General Manager
Manager Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, and
and
General
witness
Stan
Tollinger;
the
witness Stan Tollinger the
affidavits filed
filed by
by the
the Defendants
Defendants
affidavits
of
of Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr and Defendants
Defendants'
"expert" Ron
Ron Anderson and
and the
the
expert
photographs
attached
to
those
photographs attached those
affidavits; the
the affidavits
affidavits ofwitness
of witness
affidavits
Linda
Ballard,
and
the
Plaintiff
Linda Ballard
Plaintiff
Rountree; the photographs
photographs of
Bud Rountree
Memorial Stadium
Stadium Materials
Materials
to her affidavit
affidavit; materials
materials
attached to
obtained
obtained from
from the
the Official
Official Web
Web
Site
of
the
Boise
Hawks
attached
Site of the Boise Hawks attached
as exhibits to her affidavit;
affidavit her
interview
interview with the Plaintiff
Plaintiff, Bud
Bud
Rountree, and her March 2
2, 2011
Rountree
inspection of the ball field
field, stands
and refreshment
refreshment areas at Memorial
Stadium.
Additionally, since Ms.
Stadium Additionally
Ms
Gill is an expert witness
witness, her
opinions can be based upon
inferences Her
reasonable inferences.
extensive affidavit,
affidavit taken as a
whole,
the
whole sets forth the totality of
ofthe
circumstances from which she
draws some
some of
of the
the inferences
inferences that
that
draws
Defendants may
may object to.
to

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants'
Defendants of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen
of
the
Affidavit
of
Bud
Rountree
Gill
and
Portions
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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65
65

73
73

The presence
"presence" of
ofnetting
netting
The
in
Memorial
Stadium
in Memorial Stadium
him Mr
[Mr.
"causedhim
caused
Rountree]
to,
and would
would
Rountree to and
foreseeably cause
cause others
others to
to,
foreseeably
assume
that
those
assume that those
determining the
the locations
locations
determining
in
which
it
was
necessary
in which it was necessary
to install
install netting
netting for
for the
the
to
of
patrons
had
protection
protection of patrons had
concluded that
that itit was
was
concluded
unnecessary
to
install
unnecessary to install aa
protective netting
netting barrier
barrier in
in
protective
ofthe
the Executive
Executive
front of
front
Club
Club."

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective
The
ssubjective

Ms. Gill
Gill opines
opines about
about the
the
Ms
of Mr
Mr.
"reasonableness" of
reasonableness
Rountree's expectation that
that
sexpectation
Rountree
foul ball
ball would
would not
not enter
aa foul
the Executive
Executive Club
Club.
the

The Affiant
Affiant's subjective
ssubjective

Ms
s
Ms. Gill
Gill's discussion
discussion of
of

beliefs
beliefs are
are irrelevant
irrelevant

foreseeability must
must be
be understood
understood
foreseeability
interms
terms of
ofher
her opinions
opinions as
as to
to what
what
in
statement
statement lacks
lacks the
the
safety
precautions
were
reasonable
safety precautions were reasonable
necessary foundation
foundation
necessary
under
under the
the circumstances
circumstances. If
If an
an
for admissibility
admissibility; the
the
for
statement isis speculative
speculative expert
statement
expert could
could not discuss
discuss
and conjecture
conjecture; and
and the
the
and
foreseeability in
in providing the
the
foreseeability
statement isis aa legal
legal
statement
foundation
for
an
opinion
as
to
foundation for an opinion as to
onclusion as
c
conclusion
as to
to
as
what
measures
were
feasible
what measures were feasible to
to
foreseeability a
(a
avoid
accidents,
no
expert
could
avoid
accidents
no
expert
could
question
for
ajury).
question for a jury
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd
Shama
ever lay
lay a foundation
foundation for
for such an
an
ever
Partners,
supra.
Hecla
Partners supra Hecla
opinion.
It
is
axiomatic
that
a
opinion It
that
Mining, supra
supra. I
I.R.E.
Mining
E
R
defendant
is
only
required
to
402, 403
403 and
and 602
602
402
against foreseeable
protect against
accidents
If the
the Defendants
Defendants will
will
accidents. If
Mr. Rountree's
lack
stipulate that Mr
slack
Rountree
of perception of the risk posed
of
under
under the
the circumstances
circumstances was
was
foreseeable this issue
foreseeable,
issue is moot
moot.
and
and inadmissible
inadmissible;the
the

c

beliefs are
are irrelevant
irrelevant

and inadmissible
inadmissible; the
and
statement lacks the
necessary foundation
foundation
necessary
for admissibility
admissibility; the
the
statement
statement is
is speculative
speculative
and
and conjecture;
conjecture and the
statement
statement is a legal
legal
conclusion as to
reasonableness a
(a
question for ajury).
a jury
Shama
Shama Resources Ltd
Ltd.
Partners,
Partners supra.
supra Hecla
Mining,
Mining supra.
supra I.R.E.
E
R
I
402,
402 403 and
and 602.
602

This opinion essentially
essentially states that
because of a variety of perceptual
cues,
cues Mr.
Mr Rountree was not acting
to watch
unreasonably in failing to
the baseball game at all times
times
eating,
rather than utilizing the eating
drinking,
lounging
area
drinking
area for its
obvious purpose - as Defendants
Defendants
contend he was.
Again,
was Again Ms.
Ms Gill's
s
Gill
Mr Rountree's
s
Rountree
discussion of Mr.
perceptions and those that others
similarly situated would
foreseeably have is part of the
foundation for her
her opinion as to
what protections or
or warnings
warnings were
were
required under the circumstances.
circumstances

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants'
Defendants of
ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen
Gill
and
Portions
of
the
Affidavit
of
Bud
Rountree
Gill
Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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Again, ififan
an expert
expert could
could not
not
Again
discuss
foreseeability
in
providing
discuss foreseeability in providing
the foundation
foundation for
for an
an opinion
opinion as
as to
to
the
patrons
of
the
ball
park
would
patrons of the ball park would
reasonably understand
understand to
to be
be the
the
reasonably
risk
posed
to
them;
what
measures
risk posed to them what measures
patrons should
should reasonably take
take to
to
patrons
protect
themselves;
what
protect themselves what
conclusions patrons
patrons could
could
conclusions
about the
the
reasonably draw about
measures
the
Boise
Hawks
measures the Boise Hawks
~anagementhadtakento
Management
had taken to
eliminate
the
area being
eliminate the risks in the area
occupied at
at the
the time ofthe
of the
occupied

accident; and
and what he Boise
Boise
accident
Hawks Management
~anagement should
should have
Hawks
done
in
light
of
those
factors, such
such
done in light ofthose factors
an expert
expert could not give
give an opinion
an
of
as to the reasonableness
reasonableness of
anyone's
conduct. Again,
sconduct
anyone
Again if the
Defendants will stipulate that ~r.
Mr
Rountree's
lack of perception of
slack
Rountree
the risk
risk posed under the
circumstances was foreseeable and
that he was acting reasonably,
reasonably this
issue is moot.
moot
Finally, the fact that
Finally
reasonableness of all parties'
parties
conduct is an issue to be decided

jury, does not mean that no
by the jury
evidence of
of what was reasonable
evidence
evidence It
It is
can be offered into evidence.
not enough for an expert
to
simply
expert
testify that something is
is "feasible",
feasible
acts that the
the Defendant
Defendant could
could
since acts
have
have taken to protect ~r.
Mr Rountree
Rountree
may have been
feasible,
but
not
been feasible
not
reasonable given considerations
considerations of
expense,
expense practicality,
practicality etc.
etc
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Defendants of
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Motion to
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ofJoellen
Joellen
of
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of
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Gill
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Portions
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78
78

Ms. Gill
Gill states
states s
"[sch
]uch aa
Ms
u
condition
condition was
was aa direct
direct
violation
violation of
of the
the
Fundamental
Principle of
Fundamental Principle
Safety."
Safety

The
s
The Affiant
Affiant's statement
statement

lacks the
the necessary
necessary
lacks
foundation
foundation for
for

admissibility; the
the
admissibility
statement is irrelevant
irrelevant;
statement
and the statement
statement is
is

conclusory and
and not in
in
conclusory
compliance with
with the
law
law because
because the
the
Fundamental
"Fundamental

Principle
of
Safety"
does
not
of safety does not
define
s
defme aa landowner
landowner's
duty of
of care
care in
in Idaho
Idaho.
duty
Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd
Partners, supra
supra. I
I.R.E.
Partners
E
R
402
402 and
and 403
403.

79
79

81
81

Defendants contend
contend that
that they are
Defendants
entitled
to
summary
judgment
on
entitled to summary judgment on
"industry standards
standards"
the basis of industry
but
s
Gill
but want to
to strike
strike Ms
Ms. Gill's
exceptionally well supported
opinion regarding safety
safety principles
because
because it is irrelevant
"irrelevant" and
comport with a
because it does not comport
landowner's
duty
of
Idaho.
sduty of care in Idaho
landowner
simply based upon
This case is not simply
the duty of a landowner
landowner. Even
Even if it
were, Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's opinion regarding
regarding
were
s
safety principles is relevant
relevant to
to that
duty.
duty

Ms.
Gill opines
opines that
that
Ms Gill
"Guarding
could
have, and
and
Guarding could have
should have
have been
been employed
employed
should
in the Executive Club ... by
the use of protective mesh
the
netting barriers
barriers. "
netting

The
s
The Affiant
Affiant's statement
statement

The foundation
foundation for the statement
statement is

lacks
the necessary
necessary
lacks the
foundation for
admissibility;
and the
the
admissibility and
statement
is
a
question
statement is a question
for
the jury to
to decide.
for the
decide
Shama
Shama Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd.
Partners,
I.R.E.
Partners supra.
supra I
E
R
402 and 403
403.

set
Ms Gill's
Gill affidavit
s
set forth in Ms.

"As he
he testified in
in his
As

sstatement
Affiant
The Affiant's
lacks the
the necessary
lacks
foundation
foundation for
for
admissibility; the
admissibility
statement
statement is not
not made
made on
personal knowledge;
knowledge the
statement is
statement
is irrelevant;
irrelevant
the deposition speaks
speaks for
for
itself; and
is
itself
and the
the statement
statement is
hearsay. Shama
hearsay
Shama
Resources
Resources Ltd Partners
Partners.
supra. Hecla
supra
Hecla Mining,
Mining
supra.
403,
supra I.R.E.
E 402,
R
I
402 403
602,
802
and
1002.
602 802 and 1002

Mr Rountree
s
Mr.
Rountree's statement is
referenced only by way of
foundation
foundation.

deposition, Mr
Mr.
deposition
Rountree
Rountree ... "

education,
including her extensive education
training,
job
history,
and
history of
training
history
creating and participating in the
design of safety programs
programs. The
design
paragraphs of her affidavit that
describe her background and the
elements of safety programs are set
forth above.
above
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Memorandum
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Opposition to
to Defendants'
Defendants of
of Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Joellen
Joellen
Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree
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82
82

Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill states
states that
that tables
"tables

The Affianfs
Affiant's subjective
subjective
The

and chairs
chairs" would
would

beliefs
beliefs are
are irrelevant
irrelevant and
and

"foreseeably" be arranged
"arranged
foreseeably
in
in such
such aa manner
manner as to
to have
one's back
back to
to the game
game."
s
one
Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill also
also states
states that an
an
"assertion" by
by Todd
"Todd Rahr
Rahr"
assertion
by
Mr.
is
"contested
is contested by Mr
Rountree
Rountree." Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill
additionally
states
"[it was
was
additionally states it
foreseeable that
that spectators
spectators
foreseeable
would
would ... "

of foreseeability is
The relevance of
discussed above
Gill is
above. Ms
Ms. Gill
inadmissible; the
inadmissible
simply discussing the
simply
statements
statements lack
lack the
the
circumstances
from which she is
necessary foundation
foundation for
necessary
entitled
entitled to draw reasonable
admissibility; the
the
admissibility
statements are
are speculative
speculative inferences in forming
statements
fonning her opinions
opinions,
and conjecture
conjecture; and
and the
the
and
jury will be entitled to
just as the jury
statements contain legal
draw those
inferences if it
those
it chooses
chooses
conclusion
conclusion as
as to
to If
If Defendants were correct
correct in
foreseeability a
(a question
question to.
foreseeability
their
argument
that
"subjective
for aajury).
Shama
jury Shama
subjective
Resources
Resources Ltd
Ltd. Partners
Partners.
beliefs
beliefs are irrelevant and
supra. 402
402, 403
403 and
and 602.
supra
602
inadmissible
inadmissible." on what
what basis could
could
Hecla Mining
Mining, supra
supra.
Hecla
opinion?
an expert state an opinion
R
I
E
I.R.E.
Opinions by definition are
SUbjective.
subjective

toain

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDAVIT OF
OF BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE
17
17

"The area
area was
was protected
protected
The
pop-fly balls by the
from popfly
mesh barrier strung over it,
it
and II assumed
assumed that
that the
the
and
Boise Hawk
Hawk's management
smanagement
had
adequately protected
protected
had adequately
area
the area."

The Affiant's
subjective
The
ssubjective
Affiant
beliefs are
are irrelevant
irrelevant
and inadmissible;
the
inadmissible the
statement
statement lacks the
necessary foundation
foundation
for
admissibility;
and
for admissibility and
the statement is
is
conjecture and
and
conclusory. Shama
conclusory
Resources
Ltd
Resources Ltd.
Partners, supra
supra. Hecla
Partners
Hecla
Mining, supra.
J.R.E.
Mining
supra J
E
R
402,403 and
403
402
and 602.
602

Mr. Rountree
Rountree's perception and
Mr
sperception
relevant to the
assumptions are relevant
reasonableness of his conduct and
hence the issue of his alleged
comparative negligence
negligence. If the
Defendants will stipulate that
that his
his
conduct was reasonable,
reasonable this issue
moot
is moot.

18

"In
wife's deposition
In my wife
s
she talks
talks about
about the
the children
children
m
balIs
shagging
foul
balls."
shagging

The Affiant's
The
Affiant statement
s
statement

As
As the
the paragraph
paragraph of
of Mr.
Mr Rountree's
s
Rountree
affidavit referenced makes clear,
clear
s
wife
his reference to his wife's
deposition testimony is solely for
the purpose of identification of
the
ofthe
location in question.
The
reference
question
is not offered for proving the truth
ofthe
statement
of the statement.

lacks the necessary
necessary
lacks
foundation
foundation for

admissibility; the
admissibility
statement
not made on
statement isis not

personal knowledge
knowledge; the
personal
the
statement
is irrelevant;
the
statement is
irrelevant the
deposition
for
deposition speaks
speaks for
itself;
the statement
itself and
and the
statement is
is
hearsay.
Resources
hearsay Shama
Shama Resources
Ltd
Ltd Partners,
Partners supra.
supra Hecla
Hecla
Mining,
supra.
I.R.E. 402,
Mining supra I
E
R
402
403,
403 602,
602 802
802 and
and 1002.
1002
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19

"Iwas
wasof
ofthe
thebelief
beliefthat
that
I

TheAffiant
Affiant's subjective
The
ssubjective

thoseoccupying
occupyingthe
the
those
ofthe
theHawks
Hawks
elevatedarea
areaof
elevated
Nest
where
I
was
struck
by
Nest where I was struck by
the line
line-drive
foulball
ball were
were
the
drive foul
not
at
risk
of
injury
from
not at risk of injury from
foul balls
ballsbecause
because, the
the area
area
foul
overhead
was
strung
with
overhead was strung with
horizontal netting
netting
horizontal
protecting
us
from pop
pop-fly
protecting us from
fly
balls, patrons
patrons were
were invited
invited
balls
to seat
seatthemselves
themselves around
around
to
tables where
where itit is
is obvious
obvious
tables
that
they
would
not
all be
be
that they would not all
watching the
the game
game, and
and
watching
that
the
area
was
that the area was
sufficiently distant
distant from
from
sufficiently
it appeared
appeared
home plate
plate that
that it
home
that
the
Boise
Hawks'
that the Boise Hawks
Management had
had
Management
concluded
that
its
concluded that its
occupants were
were adequately
adequately
occupants
protected.
protected
While II cannot
cannot recall
recall
While
whether
or not
not II observed
observed
whether or
at that
that time that the front of
the
the elevated
elevated area
area where
where II
was
struck
in
the
eye was
was struck in the eye
was
covered
with
mesh
netting,
covered with mesh netting
can say
II can
say that
that all
all of
of the
the
other
other circumstances
circumstances lead
lead
me to believe that the Boise
Hawk's
Management had
sManagement
Hawk
had
of
being
accessed
the
risk
accessed the risk of being
hit
hit by
by foul
foul balls
balls and
and taken
taken
appropriate
action
to
appropriate action to
prevent
prevent whatever
whatever risk
risk there
there
was."
was

beliefs
beliefsare
areirrelevant
irrelevantand
and

Mr
sperception
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's perceptionand
and
assumptions
are
relevant
to
the
assumptions are relevant to the
inadmissible;the
thestatement
statement
inadmissible
reasonableness
reasonableness of
ofhis
hisconduct
conductand
and
lacksthe
thenecessary
necessary
lacks
hence
the
issue
of
his
alleged
hence the issue of his alleged
foundation
foundationfor
for
comparative negligence
negligence. IfIfthe
the
admissibility;the
the
comparative
admissibility
statementisisconjecture
conjecture;
statement
Defendants
Defendants will
will stipulate
stipUlatethat
that his
his
and
andthe
thestatement
statementisis
conduct
conduct was
was reasonable
reasonable, this
this issue
issue
conclusory. Shama
Shama
conclusory
is
moot
is
moot.
Resources
ResourcesLtd
Ltd. Partners
Partners,
supra. Hecla
Rec laMining
Mining,
supra
supra.
l.R.E.
402, 403
403 and
and
supra I
E 402
R
602
602.
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"I had come to rely on the
fact that in the areas that
food and beverages were
served and tables were
provided for patrons to sit
and converse seated both
towards and away from the
ball field, the Boise Hawks
Management had assessed
the risk of injury from foul
balls and taken steps
necessary to eliminate that
risk."

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant and
inadmissible; the
statement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility; the
statement is conjecture;
and the statement is
conclusory. Shama
Resources Ltd. Partners,
supra. Hecla Mining,
supra. LR.E. 402, 403 and
602.

Mr. Rountree's perception and
assumptions are relevant to the
reasonableness of his conduct and
hence the issue of his alleged
comparative negligence. If the
Defendants will stipulate that his
conduct was reasonable, this issue
is moot.

21

"On this occasion and
many others the Executive
Club furnished with
circular tables and stools
suitable for eating and
drinking and configured so
that it is at least foreseeable
if not intended that patrons
will seat themselves so that
they are not looking at the
game."

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant and
inadmissible; the
statement lacks the
necessary foundation for
admissibility; the
statement is conjecture;
and the statement is
conclusory. Shama
Resources Ltd Partners,
supra. Hecla Mining,
supra. LR.E. 402, 403 and
602.

26

"I did not sign or otherwise
enter into any other
agreement with the
Defendants containing any
consent, waiver, release of
liability or other such
language!'

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant
and inadmissible; and
the statement is a legal
conclusion. Hecla
Mining, supra. I.R.E.
LR.E.
402 and 602.

Mr. Rountree's factual statement as
to the furnishings in the area in
which he was injured is clearly not
subjective. His statement
regarding the "foreseeability" of
how individuals will sit around the
table is at most an admissible lay
opinion. Basically, however, it is
simply a description of the
arrangement of furniture and how
it apparently was intended to be
used. Clearly, this is well within
the range of relevant and
admissible testimony based upon a
witness's perceptions.
If this objection is held to have any
merit, Plaintiff intends to file suit
against Bill Gates alleging that he
signed a document acknowledging
that he owes Plaintiffs counsel a
billion dollars. Apparently, the
Court ought not to allow Mr. Gates
to gainsay this allegation because
such testimony would be based on
his subjective belief, would be
irrelevant, inadmissible and a legal
conclusion.

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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"At no time did I expressly,
either in writing or orally,
consent to accepting any
risk of injury, to assume
any risk or injury, to
release anyone from
liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained
while I was attending any
baseball game in Memorial
Stadium."

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant
and inadmissible; and
the statement is a legal
conclusion. Hecla
Mining, supra. I.R.E.
402 and 602.

See above response. This is
simply a statement of fact.
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his
intentions, particularly where the
Defendants seek summary
judgment based upon alleged
conduct which it seeks to have the
Court conclude as a matter of law
amounted to "consent."

28

"At no time did I otherwise
intend by conduct to
manifest any such consent
to accepting any risk of
injury, to assume any risk
or injury, to release anyone
from liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained
while I was attending any
baseball game in Memorial
Stadium.

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant and
inadmissible; and the
statement is a legal
conclusion. Hecla Mining,
I.R.E. 402 and
supra. LR.E.
602.

This is simply a statement of fact.
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his
intentions, particularly where the
Defendants seek summary
judgment based upon alleged
conduct which it seeks to have the
Court conclude as a matter of law
amounted to "consent." If
Defendants will stipulate that the
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to
the issue of "implied consent", then
this issue is moot.

29

"I am not aware of any
conduct on my part from
which anyone could infer
that I had manifested
consent to accepting any
risk of injury, to assume
any risk or injury, to
release anyone from
liability for any injury
caused by anyone sustained
while I was attending any
baseball game in Memorial
Stadium."

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant
and inadmissible;
speculative; and the
statement is a legal
conclusion. Hecla
Mining, supra. I.R.E.
402 and 602.

This is simply a statement of fact.
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his
intentions, particularly where the
Defendants seek summary
judgment based upon alleged
conduct which it seeks to have the
Court conclude as a matter of law
amounted to "consent." If
Defendants will stipulate that the
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to
the issue of "implied consent", then
this issue is moot.

Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' of Motion to Strike Affidavit of Joellen
Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree
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30

"I did not believe that I was
under any obligation to do
so, and the language was in
such tiny print that it could
not be read without great
effort. I was not advised
certainly was under
that I certain!y
any obligation to read
anything on the tickets. "

The Affiant's subjective
beliefs are irrelevant
and inadmissible; the
statement lacks the
necessary foundation
for admissibility; the
statement is a legal
conclusion; and the
statement is conjecture.
Shama Resources Ltd.
Partners, supra. Hecla
Mining. supra. I.R.E.
402, 403 and 602.

This is simply a statement of fact.
Plaintiff is entitled to testify to his
intentions, particularly where the
Defendants seek summary
judgment based upon alleged
conduct which it seeks to have the
Court conclude as a matter of law
amounted to "consent." If
Defendants will stipulate that the
Plaintiffs conduct is irrelevant to
the issue of "implied consent", then
this issue is moot.

CONCLUSION
Defendants have failed to demonstrate that any of the paragraphs of either Mr. Rountree's
or Ms. Gill's affidavits should be stricken. Defendants' Motion For Strike should be denied.
Dated May 17,2011.

Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On May 17,2011, I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
served by fax upon:

Josh Evett
ELAM & BURKE, P.A.
251 East Front Street Suite 300
P. O. Box 1539
Boise,ID 83701-1539
Fax: (208) 384-5844

Dated May 17, 2011.

Wm. Breck Seiniger, Jr.
Attorney for Plaintiff
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EXPERIENCE IN
IN LUXURY
LUXURY
THE

There's no
no entertainment
entertainment or
or hospitality
hospitality program
in Boise
Boise!
There
s
program like
like itit in
Introducing the Qwest Arena Grand Entertainment Suites . The first
Introducing
the Qwest Arena Grand Entertainment Suites The first
corporate suites
suites in
corporate
in Boise,
Boise Idaho
Idaho.

Over
the last
luxury suite
Over the
last decade,
decade luxury
suite programs
programs have
have become
become aa standard
standard
attraction
all new
attraction in
in all
new sports
sports and
and entertainment
entertainment arenas.
arenas Why?
Why Because
Because
luxury
luxury suite
suite entertainment
entertainment has
has proven
proven to
to be
be aa flexible
flexible business
business and
and
social
social tool
tool that
that inspires
inspires and
and generates
generates important
important results
results for
for the
the
corporate
corporate community.
community Whether
Whether it's
s for
it
for entertaining
entertaining valued
valued clients,
clients
developing new business relationships or enhancing employee
developing new business relationships or enhancing employee
morale,
morale aa Grand
Grand Entertainment
Entertainment Suite
Suite can
can magnify
magnify your
your company's
s
company
position.
position

Other
Other suite
suite customers
customers across
across the
the country
country have
have benefits
benefits just
just within
within
the
the confines
confines of
of the
the arena
arena or
or stadium.
stadium Qwest
Qwest Arena
Arena suite
suite customers
customers
will
will have
have benefits
benefits that
that extend
extend outside
outside of
of the
the arena.
arena The
The Qwest
Qwest
Arena,
Grove
Hotel,
Emilio's
restaurant
and
Sports
Zone
Arena Grove Hotel Emilio
s restaurant and Sports Zone Bar
Bar and
and
Restaurant
Restaurant all
all have
have dynamic
dynamic synergy
synergy that
thatwill
will provide
provide suite
suite guests
guests
unparalleled year-round and useful value added benefits.

unparalleled yearround and useful value added benefits

The
TheMost
MostProductive
ProductiveOffice
Office ininthe
the Company
Company

Companies
as are
Companies that
that invest
invest inin suites
suites have
havediscovered
discovered that
that more
more ide
ideas
are
created,
created more
more deals
deals are
aremade
made and
and more
more contracts
contractsare
areextended
extended ininthe
the
company's
suite than
ssuite
company
thaninin the
the work
workplace!
place
• Expands or Grows Business
Expands or Grows Business
• Creates
CreatesNew
NewBusiness
Business
• Creates
Repeat
Creates RepeatBusiness
Business
iilrlo r
R

n1n

oo

DoInfinnc

http://www.qwestarenaidaho.com/suites/

http www
comsuites
gwestarenaidaho
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Boise
Boise State
State University's
s Stueckle
University
Stueckle Sky
Sky Center
Center was
was opened
opened in
in August
August of
of 2008.
2008 One
One of
of the
the
premier entertainment and sporting venues in the West, the center overlooks the world
premier
entertainment
and
sporting
venues
in
the
West
the
center
overlooks
the
world
famous Blue Turf of Bronco Stadium. Named for university benefactors Duane and Lori
famous Blue Turf of Bronco Stadium Named for university benefactors Duane and Lori
Stueckle, the four level facility includes loge boxes, club seating, sky suites and
Stueckle the four level facility includes loge boxes club seating sky suites and
game/media operations for Boise State home football games. Additionally, five individual
banquet style or meeting room spaces are located throughout the 131,000 square foot

gamemedia operations for Boise State home football games Additionally five individual
banquet style or meeting room spaces are located throughout the 131
000 square foot

facility. Each room brings a unique style and perspective, giving facility users great rental
facility Each room brings a unique style and perspective giving facility users great rental
options.
options

Prepare
.....
Prepare to
to be
be dazzled
dazzled
The
Stlleckle
Sky
Center,
The Stueckle Sky Center
the
to be.....

BRONCO ATHLETIC TEAMS

BRONCO ATHLETIC TEAMS

www.broncosports.com/ViewArticie.db ...

ATHLETICS
INFO
ATHLETICS
INFO

www broncosportscom
db
ViewArticle

MEDIA
MEDIA
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Suite Locations
Locationsand
and Pricing
Pricing IIMariners
Mariners.c. ..
Suite
c

5/16/2011
2011
1
5
6

Suites ·Single
SingleGame
Germe &Mu
Multi-Germe
Suites
Game
lti

Grouo
Group Suites
Suites

PrivateSuites
Suites at
atSafeco
SafecoField
Fieldare
arethe
theperfect
perfectplace
place toto
Private

The Group
GroupSuites
Suitesare
arelocated
locatedabove
abowthe
the Hit
HititHere
it Here
The

hostyour
yourcorporate
corporate events
ewntsand
andsummer
summeroutings
outings .Suites
Suites
host

CafeininRight
RightField
Fieldand
and are
areaagreat
greatlocation
location for
foryour
your
Caf6

accommodategroups
groupsfrom
from 14400
14-400people
people and
and are
are
accommodate
onaasinglegame
single-gamebasis
basis and
and inin multi
multi-game
availableon
available
game
packages .More
More Info
Info »
packages

ewn!. Your
Your group
groupof
of30375
30-375people
people
group's special event
group
sspecial

Home Plate
Pillte Suite
Suite
Home

Press Box
Box Suite
Suite
Press

Locatedjust
justbehind
behind Home
Home Plate
Plateon
on the
theexclusive
exclusiwSuite
Suite
Located
Lewl,the
theHome
Home Plate
Plate Suite
Suitepackage
package combines
combines an
an
Level
incredibleview
'liewwith
with premium
premium food
food and
and beverages
bewrages .
incredible
More Info
Info »
More

Treatyour
your guests
guests toto one
one of
ofthe
the most
mostunique
unique
Treat
elCperiences in
in Major
MajorLeague
League Baseball
Baseball. InIn addition
additiontoto
experiences
the unmatched
unmatched location
location next
nexttoto the
the working
working press
press ,the
the
the
Press Box
BoxSuite
Suite package
package includes
includes aa behind
behind-thePress
the
scenes tour
tour,on
on-field
photo and
and premium
premium food
food and
and
scenes
field photo

can mingle
mingle and
and enjoy
enjoyMariners
Mariners Baseball
Baseballand
and aameal
meal
can
foras
as low
low as
as 75
$75 per
perperson
person .More
More Info
Info»
for
a

bewrages .More
More Info
Info a»
beverages
Reserve Your
Your Suite
Suite Tod
Today»
Reserve

Consultthe
the map
map below
belowfor
forgame
pricing and
and locations
locations .
Consult
game pricing
View Catering
Catering Menu
Menu a,.
View

.J' _

.

...
.,

Private Suites
Suites 169
(1-69)
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","
r
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.."
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"
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11
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On Press Level
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Home
Home Plate
Plate Suite
Suite 34
34

lnfl

Skybridge
Skybridge to
to Parking
Parking Garage
Garage
for
for Suite
Suite TIcket
Ticket Holders
Holders

Click for
for m
more
Star Club Info »
All
Click
ore All-Star

2011 SINGLE GAME SUITE PRICES

~~
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Web Page
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D
FIL
NO. _ _--F-n.~~
M
P
M
A
A.M.
~
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F

NO

MAY 2
23
3 2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D.
D RICH,
RICH Clerk
Clerk
By
By JANINE
JANINE KORSEN
KORSEN
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
IN THE DISTRICT COURT

THE STATE OF IDAHO,
THE
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE"
BUD
ROUNTREE
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

No CV PI 2009-20924
2009 20924
Case No.
MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
MEMORANDUM
SMOTION
DEFENDANT
FOR
DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR
SUMMARY
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

vs.

VS

LLC, BOISE HAWKS
BOISE BASEBALL LLC
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB LLC.,
BASEBALL
LLC MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC
INC., HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES, WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE
SERVICES
BUILDING COMPANY
COMPANY, TRIPLE
TRIPLE P
P. INC
INC.,
BUILDING
DIAMOND SPORTS INC
INC., DIAMOND
SPORT CORP
CORP., DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORT
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT

LLC, CH2M HILL INC
INC" CH2M
CH2M HILL
LLC
CONSTRUCTORS
INC.,
HILL E
E&C
CONSTRUCTORS INC CH2M HILL
C
INC., CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INC
AND CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION, CH2M HILL,
AND
HILL
WILLIAM CORD P
P;ERIERA,
WILLIAM
E
RIERA ROBERT
PEREIRA,
PEREIRA

Defendants
Defendants.

Defendants' Motion for Summary
Summary Judgment
Defendants
Judgment came on for hearing on May 18,
18 2011.
2011
by Attorney
Attorney Breck Seiniger
and Defendants were represented by Joshua
Plaintiff was
was represented
represented by
Plaintiff
Seiniger and
Evett.

Evett

FACTS
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

This case
case arises
arises out
out of
of an
an injury
injury that
that Plaintiff
Plaintiff suffered
suffered while
while attending
attending aa Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
This
baseball game
game. The
The Plaintiff
Plaintiff Bud Rountree
Rountree has been a Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks season
season ticket holder for over
baseball
20 years
years. Mem
Mem. in Supp
Supp. ofDefs
of Deft.'Mot
Mot. for
for Summ
Summ. J
J., 6
(p.6). On August 13,2008,
Mr. Rountree
Rountree
20
p
13 2008 Mr
I1

A
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took
took his
his wife
wife and
and two
two of
of his
his grandchildren
grandchildren to
to aa Hawks
Hawks game
game at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium in
in Garden
Garden
City,
City Idaho.
Idaho !d.,
Id (p.7).
7 The
p
The stadium
stadium has
has mesh netting
netting strung
strung at
at various
various locations
locations in
in order
order to
to
protect fans
fans from
from foul
foul balls.
balls Most
Most portions
portions of
ofthe
the stadium
stadium are
are protected
protected by
by vertical
vertical mesh
mesh netting
netting
approximately
approximately 30
30 feet high,
high and several
several areas are
are protected from
from above
above by
by horizontal
horizontal netting.
netting
According
According to
to Plaintiffs
s witness
Plaintiff
witness Ron
Ron Anderson,
Anderson the
the protective
protective netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium is
is
more extensive than any
any other baseball stadium
stadium he
he has
has worked on in
in his 43 years
years in
in the
the netting
netting

Ron Anderson,
industry.
industry Aff of
ofRon
Anderson ~9.
9 Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree had four
four tickets
tickets in the
the Viper section,
section which
which is
is
protected by mesh netting.
netting Aff of Todd
Todd Rahr,
Rahr ~19.
19 Along the third base
base line
line is
is an area known
as
as the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest.
Nest The
The Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest is
is aa full
full service
service eating
eating and
and drinking
drinking area
area and
and is
is covered
covered

both vertically and horizontally by netting.
netting !d.,
Id ~10.
10 At the very end of
of the third base line and
abutting the homerun wall
is
wall is an area known as the Executive Club.
Club The Executive Club is
only areas in the whole stadium not covered by
covered by horizontal netting,
covered
netting but is one of the only
vertical netting.
vertical
netting Thus,
Thus the Executive Club is one of the only places in
in the stadium where fans
The Executive
Executive Club
serves
can watch
watch the
the game
without having
having their
their view
view obstructed
can
game without
obstructed by
by netting.
netting The
Club serves
game, but a stop
stop serving once
once the game starts.
food and drinks before the game
starts Guests are allowed to
and drink into the Executive Club,
the Club has movable chairs and tables which
bring food and
Club and the
at.
guests can sit
sit at
guests
At some
point in
in the
the game
game Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree and
and his
his family
family went
went to
to the
Hawks Nest
eat.
At
some point
the Hawks
Nest to
to eat
After eating
eating, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree and
and his
his family went to the Executive Club
Club. Mr.
After
Mr Rountree had been in

Aff ofJoshua
of Joshua Evett
Evett, Ex.
A, (p.68).
the Executive
Executive Club
Club on
on occasions
occasions prior
prior to
to August
August 13,
2008. Aff
the
13 2008
Ex A
68
p
While in the Executive
Executive Club Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree began conversing
conversing with another person and took
took his
his
While
off the
the game
game. Mem
Mem. in
in Supp
Supp. ofDefs
of Deft. ' Mot
Mot. for
for Summ
Summ. J
J., p
(p.9). After
After approximately
approximately ten
ten
eyes off
eyes
9
minutes, Mr
Mr. Rountree heard the crowd
crowd roar
roar and
and turned his
his head back
back towards the game
game. At
At that
minutes
!d. As
As aa result
result of
of the
the injury
injury Mr
Mr.
precise moment
moment a foul ball
ball hit Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree in the
the eye
eye. Id
precise

of the Hawks
Hawks states
states that in his
his seven
Rountree lost
lost his
his right
right eye
eye. The
The current president
president and
and GM of
Rountree

of Todd Rahr
Rahr,
seasons with
with the
the team
team he
he has
has never
never seen
seen a foul
foul ball
ball enter
enter the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Aff of
seasons
15
~15.

The back
back of
of Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's ticket
ticket states
states in
in part
part, THE
"THE HOLDER
HOLDER ASSUMES
ASSUMES ALL
ALL RISK
RISK
The
s
AND
AND

DANGERS
DANGERS

INCIDENTAL
INCIDENTAL

TO
TO

THE
THE

GAME
GAME

OF
OF

BASEBALL
BASEBALL

INCLUDING
INCLUDING

SPECIFICALLY BUT
(BUT NOT
NOT EXCLUSIVELY
EXCLUSIVELY) THE
THE DANGER
DANGER OF
OF BEING
BEING INJURED
INJURED BY
BY
SPECIFICALLY
of his
his
THROWN OR
OR BATTED
BATTED BALLS
BALLS." Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree maintains
maintains that
that he never
never read
read the
the back
back of
THROWN

Aff of
ofJoshua
Joshua Evett
Evett, Ex
Ex. A
A, p
(p.82).
The entrance
entrance to
to the
the Executives
Executives
ticket prior
prior toto this
this incident
incident. Aff
ticket
8
2 The

22
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",
Club
Club does not have
have a sign warning guests about the dangers of
of being hit
hit by a foul
foul ball
ball in that
that
area
area.

On
On August
August 10,
10 2010,
2010 Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree brought
brought suit
suit against
against approximately
approximately 17
17 Defendants
Defendants
alleging that their negligence
negligence proximately caused
caused his injury.
injury On February 25,
25 2011,
2011 this Court
Court
entered an Order Dismissing Defendant Diamond
Diamond Sports Management and Development,
Development LLC
LLC
with Prejudice.
Prejudice

Currently before the Court
Court are Motions for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment filed
filed by

Defendants Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC (Boise
Boise Baseball),
Baseball Boise Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC
LLC (Hawks
Hawks
Baseball),
Baseball Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC (Home
Home Plate),
Plate and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc
(Memorial).
Memorial Defendants argue that summary judgment is appropriate because
because they either met
rule, or because Mr.
their duty of care under the baseball rule
Mr Rountree consented to the danger
danger of
ball. Plaintiff maintains
being hit by a foul ball
maintains that genuine issues of material fact
fact remain to be
decided
decided.

LEGAL STANDARD
LEGAL

Summary
judgment is
an appropriate
appropriate remedy
Summary judgment
is an
remedy if
if the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party's
s "pleadings,
party
pleadings
read in
in aa light
favorable to
to the
affidavits, and
and discovery
discovery documents
documents ... , read
affidavits
light most
most favorable
the nonmoving
nonmoving party,
party
demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
demonstrate
of law
law." Thomson
Lewiston, 137
Idaho 473
473, 476,
P.3d
matter of
matter
Thomson vv. City
City of
of Lewiston
137 Idaho
476 50
50 3
P
d 488,
488 491
491 (2002)
2002
(quoting I
I.R.C.P. 56
56). In considering a motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment, the court must construe
construe
quoting
P
C
R
the evidence
evidence liberally
liberally and
and must
must draw
draw all reasonable inferences in favor of the nonmoving party.
the
party
Hei v
v. Holzer
Holzer, 139
Idaho 81
81, 8485
84-85, 73
P.3d
94,97-98
moving party
party bears
the initial
Hei
139 Idaho
73 P
3
d 94
9798 (2003).
2003 The
The moving
bears the
initial

of proving
proving the absence of a genuine
genuine issue of
of material
material fact
fact, and then the burden shifts to
burden of
burden
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party to
to come
come forward
forward with
with sufficient
sufficient evidence
evidence to
to create
create a genuine issue of
the
material fact
fact. Id
Id. A
A party
party opposing
opposing aa motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment may
"may not
not rest
rest upon
upon the
the mere
mere
material
allegations or
or denials
denials of
of that
that party
party's pleadings
pleadings, but
but the party
party's response ... must
must set
specific
allegations
s
s
set forth
forth specific
IDAHO R
R. Civ
CIv. P
P. 56
56(e). Such
Such evidence
evidence may
may
facts showing
showing that
that there
there is
is aa genuine
genuine issue
issue for
for trial
trial." IDAHO
facts
e
affidavits or
or depositions
depositions, but the
"the Court will consider only
only.that
material ... which
which is
consist of affidavits
consist
that material
v. State
State, Dept
Dep't
based upon
upon personal
personal knowledge
knowledge and
and which
which would
would be
be admissible
admissible at
at trial
trial." Harris v
based
of Health
Health & Welfare
Welfare, 123
123 Idaho
Idaho 295
295, 29798
297-98, 847
847 2
P.2d
1156, 1158
1158-59
(1992). If the evidence
evidence
of
P
d 1156
59 1992

of material
material fact
fact, then
then only
only aa question
question of
of law
law remains
remains on
on which
which the
the
reveals no
no disputed
disputed issues
issues of
reveals
of law
law. Purdy
Purdy v
v. Farmers
Farmers Ins
Ins. Co
Co. ofIdaho
of Idaho,
court may
may then
then enter
enter summary
summary judgment
judgment as
as aa matter
matter of
court
138 Idaho
Idaho 443
443, 445
445, 65
65 P
P.3d
184, 186
186 2003
(2003).
138
3
d 184

33
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ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

To
To establish a claim of negligence,
negligence aa plaintiff must prove
prove "(1)
1 aa duty,
duty recognized by
by law,
law
requiring the defendant to conform
conform to aa certain
certain standard of conduct;
conduct (2)
2 aa breach
breach of
of duty;
duty (3)
3 aa
causal connection between the defendant's
conduct and the resulting injury;
sconduct
defendant
injury and (4)
4 actual
actual loss or
or
damage."
damage Turpen v.
v Granieri,
Granieri 133 Idaho 244,
244 247,
247 985 P.2d
2d 669,672
P
669 672 (1999).
1999

I The
The Baseball
Baseball Rule
Rule
I.

Defendants ask the Court to adopt the
the "baseball
baseball rule,"
rule and find that
that as aa matter of law
Defendants complied
complied with their duty of care under that rule.
rule
law. Turpen,
Whether a duty exists is a question of law
Turpen 133 Idaho at 247,
247 985 P.2d
2d at 672.
P
672
"Duty
Duty is a requirement that one conduct himself in a particular manner with respect to
to a risk of
harm." Keller v
v. Holiday Inns
Inns, Inc
Inc., 105
P.2d
harm
105 Idaho
Idaho 649,
649 652,
652 671
671 P
2
d 1112,
1112 1115
1115 (et.
Ct App.
App 1983).
1983
of aa duty
be defined
defined by
of the
the risk
The scope
scope of
The
duty will
will be
by the
the nature
nature of
risk involved
involved and
and the
the persons
persons endangered
endangered
it. !d.
rule, every person in the conduct of her business owes a duty to exercise
by it
Id As a general rule
"prevent unreasonable
unreasonable, foreseeable risks of harm to others."
ordinary care to prevent
others Turpen,
Turpen 133
133 Idaho
at 247
247, 985 P
P.2d
672.
at
2
d at 672

"The
to be negligent is only a duty to take reasonable
The duty not to

precautions against risk of
of undue harm
harm." Harrison v.
768 P.2d
v Taylor,
Taylor 115 Idaho 588,
588 596,
596 768
P
2
d
1321, 1329
(1989). A
A court
court will
several factors
factors to
determine whether
duty arises
in aa
1321
1329 1989
will consider
consider several
to determine
whether aa duty
arises in
context, including
including:
particular context
of harm
harm to
to the
the plaintiff
plaintiff, the
the degree
certainty that
"The foreseeability
foreseeability of
The
degree of
of certainty
that the
the
defendant's
plaintiff suffered
suffered injury,
injury the closeness of the connection between the defendant
s
conduct and the injury
injury suffered
suffered, the
the moral blame attached to
to the defendant
defendant's
conduct
s
conduct,
the
policy
of
preventing
future
harm,
the
extent
of
the
burden
to the
conduct the policy
future harm
burden to
and consequences
consequences to the community
community of imposing a duty to
to exercise care
care
defendant and
of
with
resulting
liability
for
breach,
and
the
availability,
cost,
and
prevalence
with resulting liability for breach and the availability cost and prevalence of
insurance
insurance for
for the risk involved
involved."

Turpen, 133
133 Idaho
Idaho atat 247
247, 985
985 P
P.2d
at 672
672. Foreseeability
"Foreseeability relates
relates to
to the general risk
risk of
of harm
harm
Turpen
2
d at
'the specific mechanism
mechanism of
of injury
injury.'"
rather than
than the
rather

!d. quoting
(quoting Sharp
Sharp vv. W
WHo Moore
Moore Inc
Inc., 118
118
Id
H

Idaho 297
297,301,
796 P
P.2d
506, 510
510 1990
(1990)).
Idaho
301 796
2
d 506
A person
person who
who enters
enters upon
upon land for aa purpose
purpose connected
connected with the
the business conducted on
on
A

Keller, 105
105 Idaho
Idaho at
at 653
653,671
P.2d
at 1116
1116. Land
Land owners
owners are
the land
land is
is known
known as
as an
an invitee
"invitee." Keller
the
671 P
2
d at
under aa duty
duty to
to exercise
exercise ordinary
ordinary care
care under
under the
the circumstances
circumstances to
to keep
keep the
the premises
premises safe for
under

Harrison, 115
115 Idaho
Idaho at
at 595
595, 768
768 P
P.2d
at 1328
1328. There
There is
is no
no
invitees who
who come
come upon
upon the
the land
land. Harrison
invitees
2
d at
by aa landowner
landowner to
to all
all persons
persons, rather
rather, landowners
landowners have
have varying
varying duties
duties
single duty
duty owed
owed by
single
of the
the visit
visit and
and the
the entrants
entrants expectations
expectations. Keller
Keller, 105
105 Idaho
Idaho at
at 652
652,
depending upon
upon the
the nature
nature of
depending
114
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671 P.2d
2d at
P
at 1115.
1115 In
671
In the
the ordinary
ordinary negligence
negligence standard
standard of
of care
care case,
case an
an owner
owner of
of land
land isis not
not

strictly
strictly liable
liable for
for injuries
injuries to
to invitees.
invitees Harrison,
Harrison 115
115 Idaho
Idaho at
at 596,
596 768
768 P.2d
2d atat 1329.
P
1329
Idaho
Idaho has
has not
not had
had the
the chance
chance to
to delineate
delineate the
the scope
scope of
of the
the duty
duty that
that baseball
baseball stadium
stadium
owners owe
Defendants
owe to
to their
their patrons
patrons with
with respect
respect to
to the
the risk
risk of
of being
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball.
ball Defendants
therefore
therefore urge
urge this Court
Court to
to look at
at case
case law
law from
from other
other jurisdictions which
which have
have examined
examined the
the
question.
question ItIt appears
appears all
all courts
courts that have
have examined
examined the
the issue
issue have come
come to
to the
the conclusion
conclusion that
that
being hit
owners
owners of
of baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums owe
owe aa limited
limited duty
duty to
to patrons
patrons with
with respect
respect to
to the
the risk
risk of
ofbeing
hit by
by
aa foul
foul ball.
ball See,
See Lawson
Lawson v.v Salt
Salt Lake
Lake Trappers,
Trappers Inc.,
Inc 901
901 P.2d
2d 1013
P
1013 (Utah
Utah 1995);
1995 Bellezzo
Bellezzo v.v
State,
State 174
174 Ariz.
Ariz 548,
548 851
851 P.2d
2d 847
P
847 (Ct.
Ct App.
App 1993);
1993 Neinstein
Neinstein v.v L.A.
L Dodgers,
A
Dodgers Inc.,
Inc 185
185

Cal.App.3d
3d 176
App
Ca1
176 (Ct.
Ct App.
App 1986);
1986 Turner v.v Mandalay Sports Entertainment,
Entertainment LLC,
LLC 108 P.3d
3d 1172
P
1172
(Nev.
Nev 2008);
2008 Akins
Akins v.v Glens
Glens Falls
Falls City
City School
School Dist.,
Dist 53
53 N.Y.2d
2d 325,
Y
N
325 424
424 N.E.2d
2d 531
E
N
531 (Ct.
Ct App.
App
1981 The majority rule that has emerged from these various cases
1981).
cases is that "an
an owner of aa
baseball stadium
has aa duty
duty to
baseball
stadium has
to screen
screen the
the most
most dangerous
dangerous part
part of
of the
the stadium
stadium and
and to
to provide
provide
screened
to as
as many
many spectators
screened seats
seats to
spectators as
as may
may reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expected to
to request
request them
them on
on an
an
ordinary occasion."
Lawson, 901
901 P.2d
at 1015.
courts have
the majority
ordinary
occasion Lawson
2d at
P
1015 These
These courts
have found
found that
that the
majority rule
rule
balance between
between competing policy interests.
The rule
"insures that
strikes a balance
interests The
rule insures
that those
those spectators
spectators
desiring protection
foul balls
balls will
will be
be accommodated
accommodated and
that seats
seats in
the most
most dangerous
dangerous
desiring
protection from
from foul
and that
in the
area of
of the
the stadium
stadium will
will be
be safe
safe. At
At the
time, the
majority rule
rule recognizes
area
the same
same time
the majority
recognizes baseball
baseball tradition
tradition
and spectators
spectators preference
preference by not requiring owners
owners to
to screen
screen the entire
entire stadium
stadium." Id
Id. One
One court
of cases
cases under
under standard
negligence duty
duty
in New
New York
York observed
observed that
that analyzing
analyzing these
these types
types of
in
standard negligence
principles rather
rather than
than under
under the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule would
would mean
mean that
that every
every spectator
spectator injured
injured by
by aa foul
foul
principles
no matter
matter where
where she
she is
is in
in the
the ball
ball park
park, would
would have
have an
an absolute
absolute right
right to
to go
go to
to the
the jury
jury on
on her
her
ball, no
ball
Akins, 53
53 N
N.Y.2d
at 331
331-331,424
N.E.2d
537-538. Plaintiff
Plaintiff has
has failed to
to
negligence claim
claim. Akins
negligence
2
Y
d at
331 424 N
2
E
d atat 537538

cite, and
and this
this Court
Court has
has been
been unable
unable to
to find
find any
any cases
cases which
which have
have not
not adopted
adopted some
some version
version of
of
cite
this
this baseball
baseball rule
rule.

if any
any, will
will normally
normally be
be considered
considered and
and decided
decided
"Issues involving
involving the
the parties
parties' negligence
negligence, if
Issues
by the
the jury
jury, which
which isis as
as itit should
should be
be." Harrison
Harrison, 115
115 Idaho
Idaho at
at 596
596, 768
768 P
P.2d
at 1329
1329. In
In one
one
by
2
d at
of
case, the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court observed
observed that
that public
public policy
policy considerations
considerations are
are primarily
primarily the
the business
business of
case
the Legislature
Legislature. Ruffing
Ruffing vv. Ada
Ada County
County Paramedics
Paramedics, 145
145 Idaho
Idaho 943
943, 946
946, 188
188 P
P.3d
885, 889
889
the
3
d 885
(2008). In
In Ruffing
Ruffing, the
the district
district court
court attempted
attempted to
to delineate
delineate the
the scope
scope of
of the
the fireman
fireman's rule based
based
2008
srule
of that
that rule
rule. The
The Supreme
Supreme
upon cases
cases from
from other
otherjurisdictions
jurisdictions which
which had
had examined
examined the
the scope
scope of
upon
Court reversed
reversed the
the district
district court
court's holding
holding and
and found
found that
that it
"it isis the
the Legislature
Legislature'S prerogative
prerogative toto
Court
s
s
expand the
therule
rule should
shoulditit desire
desiretoto do
do so
so." Id
!d.
expand
55
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As
As an
an initial
initialmatter,
matter itit isis clear
clearthat
that Defendants
Defendants owed
owed Plaintiff
Plaintiffaaduty
dutyof
ofcare
care ininthis
thiscase.
case
Plaintiff
Plaintiff was
was an
an invitee
invitee on
on Defendants'
Defendants premises,
premises and
and Defendants
Defendants do
do not
not dispute
dispute the
the fact
fact that
that
some
some duty
duty was
was owed
owed toto Plaintiff.
Plaintiff The
The only
only question
question remaining
remaining for
for purposes
purposes of
ofthis
this motion
motion isis
what
what the
the scope
scope of
ofDefendants'
Defendants duty
duty was.
was Plaintiff
Plaintiff argues
argues that
that Defendants
Defendants owed
owed him
him aa general
general
duty
duty of
ofcare
care toto protect
protect him
him from
from unreasonable,
unreasonable foreseeable
foreseeable risks
risks of
ofharm.
harm Defendants
Defendants argue
argue that
that
they
they only
only owed
owed aa limited
limited duty
duty toto protect
protect the
the most
most dangerous
dangerous parts
parts of
ofthe
the stadium,
stadium and
and toto provide
provide
Plaintiff
Plaintiffthe
the chance
chance to
to sit
sit in
in these
these protected
protected areas.
areas
Defendants
Defendants ask
ask this
this Court
Court to
to abandon
abandon the
the general
general negligence
negligence duty
duty in
in this
this case
case and
and toto
adopt
adopt in
in its
its stead
stead the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule of
ofother
other jurisdictions.
jurisdictions This
This Court
Court isis unable
unable toto adopt
adopt such
such aa
rule.
rule The
The Idaho
Idaho Legislature
Legislature has,
has by
by statute,
statute limited
limited the
the duty
duty of
ofparticular
particular businesses
businesses and
and persons.
persons
example Idaho
Idaho Code § 6-11
For example,
0 1 Et.
61101
Et Seq.
Seq limits
limits the
the scope
scope of
of the
the duty
duty that
that ski
ski area
area operators
operators
owe
to
skiers
Idaho Code
Code § 6-1201 Et. Seq. limits the scope of the duty that outfitters and
owe to skiers. Idaho
61201 Et Seq limits the scope of the duty that outfitters and

guides
guides owe
owe to
to recreational
recreational participants.
participants These
These statutes
statutes demonstrate
demonstrate that
that our
our Legislature
Legislature knows
knows
how
define the
The
how to
to define
the scope
scope of
of duties
duties owed
owed in
in the
the case
case of
of particular
particular high
high risk
risk businesses.
businesses The
Legislature has
has so
so far
far declined
declined to
to do
Legislature
do so
so with
with regard
regard to
to the
the duty
duty owed
owed by
by baseball
baseball stadium
stadium owners.
owners
As the
the Court
in Ruffing
Ruffing noted,
Legislature, not
not the
Courts, which
As
Court in
noted itit is
is the
the Legislature
the Courts
which must
must make
make public
public
policy decisions
decisions. Until the Legislature chooses to act baseball stadium owners will be held to the
policy
standard applicable
applicable to
to all
all business
business owners,
that being
being aa general
to exercise
exercise ordinary
ordinary care
standard
owners that
general duty
duty to
care to
to
of harm to others
others.
prevent unreasonable
unreasonable, foreseeable
foreseeable risks of
As an
an aside
aside, there
there are
are benefits
benefits of
of the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule. The
The rule
rule solves
solves aa problem
problem presented
presented
As
by
by an
an unusual
unusual situation
situation. Unlike
Unlike most
most businesses
businesses which
which attempt
attempt to
to eliminate
eliminate hazards
hazards on
on their
their

premises, stadium
stadium owners
owners host
host baseball
baseball games
games knowing
knowing that
that the
the game
game itself
itself will
will create
create the
the
premises
ofbeing
being hit
hit by
by aa ball
ball. Foul
Foul balls
balls cannot
cannot be
be eliminated
eliminated from
from the
the game
game, and
and are
are therefore
therefore aa
hazard of
hazard
reasonably foreseeable
foreseeable risk
risk. Fans
Fans who
who go
go to
to games
games can
can be
be divided
divided into
into two
two general
general categories
categories.
reasonably
Those who
who wish
wish to
to watch
watch the
the game
game unobstructed
unobstructed, and
and those
those who
who wish
wish to
to watch
watch the
the game
game without
without
Those
ofbeing
being hit
hit. The
The two
two are
are mutually
mutually exclusive
exclusive. AA person
person cannot
cannot watch
watch aa baseball
baseball game
game
the risk
risk of
the
by foul
foul balls
balls. Stadium
Stadium owners
owners are
are therefore
therefore
unobstructed while
while atat the
the same
same time
time being
being protected
protected by
unobstructed
ofthe
the stadium
stadium and
and leave
leave the
the other
otherpart
part open
open so
so that
that fans
fans
leftwith
with two
two options
options. They
They can
cannet
netpart
part of
left
canchoose
choosewhere
where they
theywish
wishtoto sit
sit. Or
Or, they
theycan
can net
netthe
the whole
whole field
field so
so that
that everyone
everyone isis protected
protected.
can
This would
would change
changethe
the nature
natureof
ofthe
the game
game, ininparticular
particular fans
fans catching
catching foul
foul balls
balls. The
Thereasonable
reasonable
This
option, and
and the
theoption
optionwhich
which most
most or
or all
all baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums inin the
the country
country have
havechosen
chosen, isis toto net
net
option
only
ofthe
the stadium
stadium. In
In this
this instance
instance, part
part of
of the
the stadium
stadium remains
remains unprotected
unprotected and
and itit isis
onlypart
part of

maybe
behit
hitby
byfoul
foul balls
balls. IfIfstadium
stadiumowners
ownersare
areaware
awareof
ofthis
thisrisk
risk and
and
foreseeablethat
thatthese
thesefans
fansmay
foreseeable
rol6
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,

,

the
the risk
risk isis unreasonable,
unreasonable then
then every
everyfan
fanwho
who gets
gets hit
hitby
byaaball
ballwill
willhave
havethe
theright
right tototake
takehis
hiscase
case
to
to aajury.
jury What
What the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule appears
appears toto do
do isis identify
identify which
whichpart
part of
ofthe
the stadium
stadium presents
presents anan
unreasonable risk
risk of
ofharm.
harm The rule identifies the area behind home plate as presenting an
unreasonable
The rule identifies the area behind home plate as presenting an
unreasonable
unreasonablerisk
riskof
ofharm
harm both
bothbecause
because of
ofthe
the frequency
frequencywith
withwhich
which foul
foul balls
balls are
are hit
hittoto this
this area
area

the stadium
and
and because
because of
ofthe
the lack
lack of
of reaction
reaction time
time which
which fans
fans inin this
this part
part of
ofthe
stadium have.
have The
The rule
rule
also
also identifies
identifies the
the rest
rest of
of the
the stadium
stadium asas not
not presenting
presenting an
an unreasonable
unreasonable risk
risk of
of harm,
harm both
both
because
because of
ofthe
the infrequency
infrequency with
with which
which foul
foul balls
balls goes
goes to
to these
these areas
areas and
and because
because fans
fans inin these
these
parts
parts of
of the
the stadium
stadium have
have time
time toto react
react toto the
the ball.
ball Thus,
Thus the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule defines
defines the
the scope
scope of
of
stadium
stadium owners'
owners duties
duties without
without the
the need
need toto present
present each
each case
case to
to aa jury.
jury
While
While there
there may
may be
be good
good reasons
reasons to
to adopt
adopt the
the baseball
baseball rule,
rule our
our Supreme
Supreme Court
Court has
has
determined
determined that
that such
such policy
policy decisions
decisions are
are best
best left
left toto the
the legislature.
legislature The
The Court
Court hereby
hereby declines
declines
to
to adopt
adopt the
the baseball
baseball rule.
rule Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment isis therefore
therefore denied
denied on
on
this issue.
issue
this

II Consent
Consent
II.

Defendants
next argue
that summary
Plaintiff consented
Defendants next
argue that
summary judgment
judgment isis appropriate
appropriate because
because Plaintiff
consented
of their obligation to
to protect him from foul balls.
to relieve
relieve Defendants of
balls
of jurisdictions
jurisdictions that
that has
has adopted
adopted aa comparative
comparative negligence
Idaho is
is in
in the
the majority
majority of
Idaho
negligence
standard
C
standard. I
I.C.

of aa comparative
comparative negligence
negligence standard
standard
§ 6801
6-801 2011
(2011). The
The logical
logical implications
implications of

of risk
risk shall
shall no
no longer
longer be
be available
available as
as an
an
led our
our Supreme
Supreme Court
Court to
to conclude
conclude that
that assumption
"assumption of
led

Salinas vv. Vierstra
Vierstra, 107
107 Idaho
Idaho 984
984, 989
989, 695
695 P
P.2d
369, 374
374 1985
(1985).
absolute bar
bar to
to recovery
recovery." Salinas
absolute
2
d 369
However, the
the defense
defense of
of assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk has
has survived
survived in
in limited
limited circumstances
circumstances. The
The Salinas
Salinas
However
Court defined
defined these
these limited
limited circumstances
circumstances. The
"The one
one exception
exception to
to our
our holding
holding today
today involves
involves aa
Court

in writing
writing or
or orally
orally, expressly
expressly assumes
assumes the
the risk
risk involved
involved." Id
Id.
situation where
where aa plaintiff
plaintiff, either
either in
situation
may consent
consent to
to relieve
relieve defendant
defendant
990, 695
695, P
P.2d
375 emphasis
(emphasis added
added). Thus
Thus, aa plaintiff
plaintiff may
atat 990
2
d atat 375
ofcare
care, but
but only
only ififsuch
such consent
consent isis given
given expressly
expressly. In
In all
all other
other cases
cases, assumption
assumption
from his
his duty
duty of
from
the risk
risk can
can only
only mitigate
mitigate damages
damages and
and thus
thus cannot
cannot help
help aa defendant
defendant win
win on
on aa summary
summary
ofof the
judgment
judgmentmotion
motion.

oftheir
their contention
contention that
that Plaintiff
Plaintiffconsented
consented toto
Defendants present
present several
several facts
facts inin support
support of
Defendants
ofbeing
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball. First
First, Defendants
Defendants point
point out
out that
that Plaintiff
Plaintiff has
has described
described
the risk
risk of
the
himselfas
as an
an avid
avid baseball
baseball fan
fan, has
has been
been aa Hawks
Hawks season
season ticket
ticket holder
holder for
for approximately
approximately 20
20
himself
ofhow
how the
the game
game of
ofbaseball
baseball works
works. Defendants
Defendants claim
claim that
that because
because
years, and
and isis well
well aware
aware of
years
if hewas
was in
inan
anunprotected
unprotectedarea
area
Plaintiffmust
musthave
havehad
hadknowledge
knowledgethat
thatfoul
foulballs
ballscould
couldhit
hithim
himifhe
Plaintiff
7
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of the stadium,
stadium and because he went to an unprotected area of the stadium,
stadium Plaintiff
Plaintiff consented
consented to

the risk he took.
consent is evidenced by his knowledge
took Thus,
Thus Defendants argue that Plaintiffs
sconsent
Plaintiff
of baseball generally,
generally and his conduct on August 13,
13 specifically.
specifically However,
However the Salinas Court
only recognized a consent exception in the context of express written or
or oral
oral consent.
consent Id.
Id
Defendants urge
urge this Court to consider the cases of other jurisdictions which have
have found
that a person may consent to a risk by their conduct.
conduct In Neinstein,
Neinstein the California court of appeals
held that where
"where the plaintiff voluntarily enters into some relation with the defendant,
defendant with
knowledge that the defendant will not protect him against one or more future risks that may arise
from the
the relation
relation ... he may then be regarded as tacitly or impliedly consenting to the
from
the negligence,
negligence

and agreeing to take his own chances."
chances Neinstein,
Neinstein 185 Cal.App.3d
3d at 183 (quoting
App
Cal
quoting Prosser &
Keeton, Torts (5th
ed. 1984
1984) § 68
68, p.
481). A
A New
of appeals
has likewise
Keeton
5th ed
p 481
New York
York court
court of
appeals has
likewise found
found that
that
participant's knowledge coupled with actions.
consent may be implied by a participant
sknowledge
actions Turcotte v.
v Fell,
Fell 68
68
N.Y.2d
432, 502
502 E
N.E.2d
rule, participants properly may be
N
2
Y
d 432
N
2
d 964 (Ct.
Ct App.
App 1986).
1986 "As
As a general rule
consented, by their participation,
held to have consented
participation to those injury-causing
injurycausing events which are known,
known
apparent or
reasonably foreseeable
foreseeable consequences
apparent
or reasonably
consequences of
of the
the participation."
participation !d.,
Id at
at 439,
439 502
502 N.E.2d
N
2
E
d at
at
971
971.

While this Court tends to agree
agree that some form of implied consent should be available as
defense, no Idaho Court
Court has
has looked at this issue since the Court in Salinas announced the rule
a defense
of consent
consent. This Court
Court is constrained
constrained to abide by the language of Salinas.
Salinas Because Salinas only
consent exception
exception for oral and written expressions of consent,
recognized aa consent
consent the Court declines to
Plaintiff may have impliedly consented to the risk in this case
case.
analyze whether
whether Plaintiff

Because
Because

Defendants have
have not
not claimed the Plaintiff
Plaintiff consented orally or in writing,
Defendants' Motion for
writing Defendants
Summary Judgment
Judgment is denied
denied as
as to this
this issue
issue.
Summary

CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

The Court
Court declines
declines to
to expand
Idaho law
law to
to include
include either
either the
the baseball
rule or
implied
The
expand Idaho
baseball rule
or implied
consent. Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for Summary
denied.
consent
Summary Judgment is hereby denied
rd

DATED this
this_23 day
day ofMay
of May 2011
2011.
DATED
23

Darla S
S. Williamson
Williamson, District
Court Judge
Judge
Darla
District Court
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CHRISTOPHER
RICH, Clerk
CHRISTOPHER D.
D RICH
By
JERI HEATON
ByJERIHEATON
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Defendants
Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
LLC,
Attorneys
Defendants Boise
Baseball LLC
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC
Services, LLC
LLC, and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Home Plate Food Services
DISTRICT
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF IDAHO,
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
OF
IDAHO IN AND FOR

BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

Case No
No. CV PI 0920924
SUPPLEMENTAL
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT
DEFENDANTS BOISE
SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS'
BOISE

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, a Delaware
Delaware Limited
BOISE
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Boiie
Bosie Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a.
Liability
a
b
a
b
Boise
a
b
Boise Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks,
Club
a
b
Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited Liability
BASEBALL LLC
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
a
b
a
b
Baseball Club
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball Club
Club,
a
b
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
HAWKS
LLC d
a Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
b
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC,
an assumed
assumed business
business
LLC an
name of Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
INC
COMPANY,
an
Idaho General
General Business
Business
COMPANY an Idaho
Corporation, TRIPLE
TRIPLE P
P, INC
INC., an
general
Corporation
an Idaho
Idaho general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC., aa New
New York
York Corporation
Corporation, DIAMOND
INC
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho corporation
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho

BASEBALL, LLC,
BASEBALL
LLC BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB,
HOME
BASEBALL
CLUB LLC,
LLC HOME
PLATE FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC.' S
MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC
MOTION FOR
SUMMARY
FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS' BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL,
SUPPLEMENTAL
IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS
BASEBALL
LLC,
BOISE
HAWKS
BASEBALL
CLUB,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB LLC HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
LLC
AND MEMORIAL
STADIUM, INC.'S
FOR SUMMARY
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT
AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC MOTION
S
MOTION FOR
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ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL

DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
D~ONDSPORTSMANAGEMENTAND

DEVELOPMENT,
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLC an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
CH2M
HILL,
Liability Corporation
HILL INC.,
INC a
Florida
Florida Corporation d.b.a.
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill CH2M
CH2M
HILL
CONSTRUCTORS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
Hill CH2M HILL E&C,
EC INC.,
INC d.b.a
aCh2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
CH2M
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill,
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
CONSTRUCTION,
Ch2M Engineers,
Engineers Inc.,
Inc CH2M
C112M HILL,
HILL a foreign
foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill,
Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through
ROBERT PEREIRA
X, whose true identities
identities are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants
Defendants.

I INTRODUCTION
I.

Defendants Boise Baseball,
Defendants
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate Food
Services,
Inc. ("Defendants"),
by and
and through
through their
their counsel
counsel of
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc
Defendants
by
of
record, Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., submit this
this Supplemental Memorandum in Support of Defendants'
record
A
Defendants
Boise Baseball,
LLC, Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
LLC, Home Plate
Plate Food Services,
Boise
Baseball LLC
Club LLC
Services LLC and
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment
Judgment ("Supplemental
Memorandum").
Memorial Stadium
s
Supplemental Memorandum
On May
May 18
18, 2011
2011, at
at the
the hearing
hearing on
on Defendants
Defendants' motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment, the
the
On
Court expressed
expressed some
some doubt
doubt about
about whether
whether itit is
is permitted
permitted to
to apply
apply the
the limited
limited duty
rule in
in this
this
Court
duty rule

Ada County Paramedics
Paramedics, 145
Idaho 943
943,
case due to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court's holding in Ruffing vv. Ada
case
sholding
145 Idaho
188 P
P.3d
885 2008
(2008). Defendants
Defendants' Supplemental
Supplemental Memorandum
Memorandum will
will address
address this
this issue
alone.
188
3
d 885
issue alone
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II
II. ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

Ruffing v.
Paramedics, 145
P.3d
Ruffling
v Ada County Paramedics
145 Idaho 943,
943 188 3
P
d 885 (2008)
2008 involved a
sustained injuries as a result of a paramedic
paramedic backing an ambulance
situation where a firefighter sustained
car - pinning his
his leg between the ambulance and
and the parked car.
into aa parked car
car The firefighter's
s
firefighter
injuries occurred on duty and following an emergency call in which firefighters and a paramedic

team responded
responded. As a result of his
his injuries,
injuries the firefighter filed a personal injury suit against the
Ada County Paramedics
Paramedics. The Ada County Paramedics then filed a motion for summary
judgment, claiming Idaho
Idaho's fireman's
rule barred the firefighter
firefighter's suit. The Court granted the
judgment
s
srule
fireman
ssuit
Ada County
County Paramedics
Paramedics' motion
motion for
for summary
judgment. The
firefighter appealed.
Ada
summary judgment
The firefighter
appealed
In Ruffng
Ruffing, the Supreme
Supreme Court held that the fireman's
rule did not preclude the action,
In
srule
fireman
action as
the conduct
conduct causing
causing injury
injury was
not the
the same
same conduct
required the
the firefighter's
presence at
the
the
was not
conduct that
that required
spresence
firefighter
at the
the medical
medical emergency
emergency. [d.
at 943.
decision to grant summary
scene of the
scene
Id at
943 In overruling the Court's
sdecision
Court
judgment, the Supreme Court did not state that Idaho courts cannot decide the question of
judgment
whether a legal duty
duty should
should apply.l
Court found that
that the Court
apply Rather,
Rather the Supreme Court
impermissibly expanded
expanded the
the fireman
fireman's rule in
in its
its application
application - beyond
beyond the
impermissibly
srule
the recognized
recognized parameters
parameters
of
of the
the rule
rule. Id
[d. at 946
946.

In fact
fact, it was the
the Supreme Court
Court, not the Legislature
Legislature, that decided to originally apply the fireman's
11 In
s
fireman

v. Frasher
Frasher, 116
116 Idaho 500
500, 777
777 P.2d
in Winn v
rule in
2d 722 (1989).
P
1989 Moreover,
Moreover it is well established that in
negligence actions
actions, the
question of
of whether
whether aa legal
is aa question
question of
the courts
courts to
to decide.
negligence
the question
legal duty
duty exists
exists is
of law
law for
for the
decide
Barrus, 146 Idaho 212,
P.3d
1047 (2008);
E.g., Chavez
g
E
Chavez vv. Barrus
146Idaho
212 223,
223 192
192 P
3
d 1036,
1036
1047
2008 Bramwell
Bramwell vv South
South Rigby
Rigby Canal
Canal Co.,
Co
588,590
244, 247
247, 985 P.2d
136 Idaho 648
648, 650
650, 39 P
P.3d
136
3
d 588
590 (2001);
2001 Turpen vv. Granieri,
Granieri 133 Idaho 244
2d 669,672
P
669 672
(1999); Freeman v
v. Juker
luker, 119
119 Idaho 555
555, 556,
P.2d
1300, 1301
1999
556 808 P
2
d 1300
1301 (1991).
1991
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As
As stated
statedby
by the
the Supreme
SupremeCourt
Court inin Ruffing,
Rufng the
the fireman's
s rule
fireman
rule simply
simplysays
saysthat
that"neither
neitheraa
firefighter
firefighter nor
nor aapolice
police officer
officer may
may recover
recover inintort
tort when
when his
his injuries
injuries are
are caused
caused by
bythe
thesame
same
conduct
conduct that
that required
required his
his official
official presence."
presence [d.
Id (citing
citing Winn,
Winn 116
116 Idaho
Idaho atat501,
501 777
777P.2d
2d atat 723).
P
723
Thus,
Thus according
according to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court in
in its
its most
most literal
literal sense,
sense the
the fireman's
s rule
fireman
rule does
does not
not
immunize
immunize third-party
thirdparty co-responders
coresponders - such
such as
as paramedics.
paramedics Ruffing,
Ruffing 145
145 Idaho
Idaho atat 946,188
946 188 P.2d
2d at
P
at
MF
888.

Ultimately,
Ultimately while
while the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court did
did not
not disagree
disagree with
with the
the Court
Court that
that an
an expansion
expansion of
of
the
the fireman's
s rule
fireman
rule to
to also
also immunize
immunize paramedics
paramedics from
from liability
liability caused
caused by
by the
the same
same conduct
conduct that
that
required
required hislher
her official
his
official presence
presence was
was logical,
logical itit found
found that
that "[i]t
tisis the
i
the Legislature's
s prerogative
Legislature
prerogative to
to
expand
the rule
desire to
expand the
rule should
should itit desire
to do
do so."
so [d.
Id at
at 946
946 (emphasis
emphasis added).
added
In
this case,
Defendants are
In this
case Defendants
are not
not asking
asking the
the Court
Court to
to expand
expand the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule in
in its
its
2
application - beyond
recognized parameters
parameters of
of the
beyond the
the recognized
the rule.
rule Defendants
Defendants are
are only
only asking
asking the
the

Court
find that
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
in the
the baseball
baseball setting
setting to
immunize baseball
Court to
to find
that the
applies in
to immunize
baseball
stadium owners
owners and
and operators
operators from
from liability
liability when
when aa spectator
spectator isis injured
injured by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball if
if, and
and only
only
stadium
if, the
the recognized
recognized requirements
requirements of
of the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule have
have been
been complied
complied with
with.
if
As discussed
discussed throughout
throughout Defendants
Defendants' briefing
briefing on
on this
this motion
motion, the
the recognized
recognized
As
requirements of
of the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule have
have been
been complied
complied with
with when
when: 1
(1) there
there is
is screening
screening
requirements
behind home
home plate
plate - where
where the
the danger
danger of
of being
being struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball isis the
the greatest
greatest; and
and 2
(2) such
such
behind

Forexample
example, Defendants
Defendants are
are not
not asking
asking the
the Court
Court toto find
find that
that the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule should
should be
be
22 For

expandedtoto immunize
immunize some
some other
other thirdparty
third-party inin the
the baseball
baseball setting
setting. Nor
Nor are
are the
the Defendants
Defendants asking
asking the
the
expanded
Court
to
find
that
the
limited
duty
rule
should
be
expanded
to
include
injuries
other
than
those
caused
by
foul
Court
to find that the limited duty rule should be expanded to include injuries other than those caused by foul
balls
balls.
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screening
screening isis ofofaasufficient
sufficient extent
extenttoto provide
provideadequate
adequateprotection
protectionfor
forasasmany
manyspectators
spectatorsasas may
may
reasonably
reasonably be
be expected
expectedtoto desire
desiresuch
suchseating
seatingininthe
thecourse
course ofofananordinary
ordinarygame.
game Here,
Here itit isis
undisputed
undisputed that
thatDefendants
Defendants have
havecomplied
complied with
withthe
therecognized
recognized requirements
requirements ofofthe
the limited
limitedduty
duty
rule
rule.

III CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
III.

For
For the
the reasons
reasons set
set forth
forth above,
above Ruffing
Ruffing v.v Ada
Ada County
County Paramedics,
Paramedics 145
145 Idaho
Idaho 943,188
943 188
P.3d
3d 885
P
885 (2008)
2008 does
does not
not prevent
prevent the
the Court
Court from
from applying
applying the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule and
and finding
finding that
that
Defendants
Defendants complied
complied with
with the
the recognized
recognized requirements
requirements of
of the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule.
rule The
The court
court
should grant Defendants'
Defendants motion.
motion
DATED this
this '2-~"J day of May, 2011.
DATED
day May 2011
ELAM & BURKE,
ELAM
BURKE P.A.
P
A

By:
By

C1~&~
Joshua S.
Evett, of the firm
S Evett
Attorneys for
for Defendants
Boise Baseball
Baseball,
Attorneys
Defendants Boise
LLC,
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club,
LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC,
and
Home
LLC and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
Memorial Stadium Inc

SUPPLEMENTALMEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUMIN
INSUPPORT
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OFDEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS' BOISE
BOISEBASEBALL
BASEBALL,
SUPPLEMENTAL
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S
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CERTIFICATE OF
OFSERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on the'1-r
11
q
the
J
IIHEREBY
...) day
dayof
ofMay,
May 2011,
2011 IIcaused
caused aatrue
trueand
and correct
correct
copy of
ofthe
theforegoing
foregoingdocument
documentto
to be
beserved
served as
asfollows:
follows
copy

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
SeinigerJr.
Jr
Seiniger
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise ID
ID 83702
83702
Boise,
Attorneyfor
forPlaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney

u.S.
SMail
U
Mail
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
Federal
Federal Express
Express
- V FacsimileFacsimile 345-4700
345 4700
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Wm.
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr (ISB#2387)
ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES,
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942
Myrtle
Street
942
Street
Boise,
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice:
Voice (208)
208 345-1000
3451000
Fax
Fax:
(208)
345-4700
208 3454700
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M
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MAY 2
24
4 2011
MAY
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D.
D RICH,
RICH Clerk
Clerk
By
By JAMIE R.~NDALL
RANDALL
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Plaintiff
COURT FOR THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
IN THE DISTRICT COURT
THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN
AND
FOR
THE
COUNTY OF
IDAHO
OF ADA

Case No
No. CV PI 0920924

Bud Rountree
Rountree,

Plaintiff's
Amended Expert
s Amended
Plaintiff
Expert
Disclosures

Plaintiff

v.

V

Boise Baseball,
LLC, et.
Baseball LLC
et al.
al
Defendants

Comes now
now the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff and
and disloses
disloses the
the following
following facts
opinions to
be testified
Comes
facts and
and opinions
to be
testified to
to by
by
expert witnesses
witnesses at
at trial.
With respect
respect to
to treating
treating health
health care
care providers
providers for
expert
expert
trial With
for whom
whom expert
disclosures are
are not
not required
required, Plaintiffreserves
reserves the right to call
call as witnesses
witnesses all
all of
of his
his
disclosures
treating health care
care providers
providers as to
to their care
care of the Plaintiff
Plaintiff, and the contents of their
records, and
and any opinions
opinions necessarily
necessarily related
related to their
their care
care and
and treatment of the Plaintiff
Plaintiff.
records

Gill, M
M.S. CHFP
CHFP. CXLT
CXL T. ItIt is
is anticipated
anticipated that
that Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will testify
testify to
to the
the
Joellen Gill
Joellen
S
following. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill has
has been
been retained
retained by
by the
the attorney
attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff Rountree
Rountree to
to evaluate
evaluate from
following
Human Factors
Factors perspective
perspective the
the circumstances
circumstances of
of an
an occurrence
occurrence that occurred on or about
about
aa Human
August 18
18, 2008
2008 at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium in
in Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho. At
At that time
time, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was
was
August

Plaintiffs Amended Expert
Expert Disclosures
Disclosures
Plaintiff
sAmended

iJ
s

11
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struck in an eye by a line-drive
linedrive foul ball.
ball Ms.
Ms Gill is employed a~
as an associate
associate engineer in
the firm of Applied Cognitive Sciences,
the
Sciences located at 2104 W.
W Riverside Ave.,
Ave Spokane,
Spokane WA,
WA
99201.
99201 Rick Gill has collaborated on the investigation and analysis of the
the matters
discussed in this affidavit
affidavit. Attached as Exhibit 11 to Ms.
Ms Gill's
s affidavit
Gill
affidavit is an authentic
authentic copy
of Ms
Ms. Gill's
Curriculum Vitae and other information regarding her testimony.
sCurriculum
Gill
testimony
For purposes of this disclosure the Defendants responsible for the netting
netting involved
and the
the operation of Memorial Stadium generally
generally, simply as the "Boise
in this case and
Boise Hawks'
Hawks
Management".
Management
Ms.
Gill will
will testify
to the
at trial
in addition
Ms Gill
testify to
the following
following facts
facts and
and opinions
opinions at
trial in
addition to
to any
any
facts and
necessary to
to rebut
facts
and opinions
opinions necessary
rebut any
any testimony
testimony offered
offered by
by the
the Defendants.
Defendants

Background
Information; Human Factors/Risk
Management
Back
round Information
FactorsRisk Managtm
nt
Ms. Gill is an expert in the identification of risk and the management of risk.
Ms
risk As a
Ms. Gill
Gill's education and work experience Ms
Ms. Gill has studied the risk management
part of Ms
s
experienced at
at Human
practices of a wide variety of businesses
businesses and is educated in and experienced
Factors analysis
analysis. Part of
of the
the identification
identification and management of
risk involves
involves considerations
Factors
ofrisk
ofHuman
Human Factors
Factors. Ms
Ms. Gill will
will testify that Human
Human factors science or human factors
of
technologies is aa multidisciplinary field incorporating contributions
technologies
from psychology
psychology, engineering
engineering, industrial
industrial design
design, statistics
statistics, operations research and
and
from
anthropometry. It
It is
is aa term
term that
that covers
covers: the
the science
science of
of understanding
understanding the
the properties
properties of
of
anthropometry
(Human Factors
Factors Science
Science); the application
application of
of this understanding to the
human capability Human
design, development and deployment of systems
systems and services Human
(Human Factors
Factors
design

Plaintiff's Amended Expert Disclosures
Plaintiff
s

2
2
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Engineering); and
and the
theart
artof
ofensuring
en!luring successful
succe~~fu1 application
application ofHuman
of Human Factors
Factors Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
program. sometimes
(sometimes referred
referred to
to as
as Human
Human Factors
Factors Integration
Integration).
toto aa program
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testifythat
that there
there are
are five
five fundamental
fundamental steps
steps to
to aa risk
risk management
management
Ms
program: Identify
Identify the
the Hazard
Hazard, Create
Create aa Plan
Plan to
to Control
Control the
the Hazard
Hazard, Implement
Implement the
the Solution
Solution,
program
Evaluate the
the Solution
Solution, and
and Document
Document the
the Process
Process. One
One of
of the
the most
most basic
basic requirements
requirements of
of
Evaluate
such risk
risk management
management programs
programs isis the
the control
control ofhazards
of hazards, particularly
particularly for
tor well
well known
known
such
hazardous conditions
conditions. When
When generating
generating or creating
creating aa plan to
to control
control a known
known hazard
hazard i
(i.e.
hazardous
e
foul balls
balls), the
the safety
safety and human
human factors
factors profession
profession uses
uses aa threelevel
three-level hierarchical
hierarchical process
foul
often referred
referred to
to as
as the
the Fundamental
Fundamental Principle
Principle of
of Safety
Safety.
often
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that the
the first
first tier
tier or
or the
the best
best alternative
alternative is
is Safety
IISafety by
by Design
Designll,
Ms
that is
is, either
either eliminate
eliminate the
the hazard or remove
remove the user
user from the vicinity of
ofthc
the hazard.
hazard If
Safety by Design is
is not
not possible or feasible,
second best alternative is "Guarding"
feasible the second
Guarding or
providing aa barrier
barrier between
between the
the user
and the
the potential
potential hazard
hazard (i.e.
such as
the protective
providing
user and
e such
i
as the
protective
mesh
netting that
was erected
stadium). Ms.
one
mesh netting
that was
erected elsewhere
elsewhere in
in the
the stadium
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that one
should
only resort
reson to
should only
to aa lesser
lesser effective
effective level
level (Le.
ichose
e
chose Guarding
Guarding over
over Safety
Safety by
by Design).
Design if
if
and
only ifit
and only
if it is
is not
not possible
possible to
to implement
implement the
the more
more effective
effective level.
level Ms.
Ms Gilt
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that
the
the final
final tier
tier is
is "Persuasion
Persuasion Control",
Control using warnings,
warnings training,
training or other types of
of human
human
intervention
intervention to
to ensure
ensure user
user safety
safety (i.e.
e such
i
such as
as posting
posting aa warning
warning in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club
regarding
regarding the
the potential
potential for
for foul
foul balls
balls to
to be
be hit
hit into
into that
that area
area and
and that
that no
no protection
protection is
is
provided).
provided Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that one
one should
should only
only resort
resort to
to Persuasion
Persuasion Control
Control as
as aa "last
last
resort"
resort as it is known
known to
to be so
so limited
limited in
in its
its effectiveness;
effectiveness then,
then itit isis of
ofparamount
paramount
importance
importance that
that proper
proper persuasion
persuasion control
control techniques
techniques be
be used.
used

Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Amended
Amended Expert
ExpertDisclosures
Disclosures
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Ms. Gill
Gill will testify
testify that
that most activities
activities that
that may
may be
be said
said to
to carry
carry an inherent risk can
Ms
have any such
such risk
risk minimiz
minimized or eliminated
eliminated by proper
proper risk management
management. Ms
Ms. Gill will
have
to do just
just that,
case
testify that
that virtually
virtually all
all safety
safety programs
programs are designed to
testify
that just as was the case
with respect
respect to
to the
the risks
risks faced
faced by
by Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree and
and the
the inadequate
inadequate treasures
measures taken
taken by
by Boise
Boise
with
case of
of sporting
sporting
Hawks' Management discussed
discussed below
below. Ms
Ms. Gill will
will testify that
that in the case
Hawks
the nature
nature of baseball and hockey games
games Guarding in combination
combination with
events of the
events
the appropriate
appropriate means of controlling the hazard of patrons being
Persuasion Control isis the
Persuasion
snuck by
by foul
foul balls
balls.
struck
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that the
the management of
of risk
risk by
by appropriate planning,
Ms
planning
engineering, the
the placement
placement of
ofwamings
protective barriers
barriers, any
other means
means is
engineering
warnings and
and protective
any by
by other
is aa
well established
established field
field in
in which
which Human Factors experts
experts, engineers
cngineers, architccts,
well
architects plalmers
planners and
other
profession all
all make
make aa contributions
contributions to
to minimize
or eliminate
eliminate the
risk of
other profession
minrimize or
the risk
of injury
injury
foreseeable to
to professionals and those charged with the responsibility the
the safety of
unsuspecting individuals that may come into contact with known or to them unknown

hazards.
hazards
Facts Known and Opinions Held by
Ms. Gill to Which She Will TestifY,
by Ms
Testifv

Ms. Gill
Gill is
is acquainted
with the
the facts
facts
Ms
acquainted with
facts of
of this
this case
case and
and will
will testify
testify to
to the
the facts
reviewed by her of the Fourth Amended Complaint
Complaint filed by the Plaintiff;
reviewed
Plaintiff Plaintiffs'
Plaintiffs
To Defendants
LLC's, Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Answers And
And Responses
Responses To
Answers
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC
sBoise
Baseball
Club
LLC's, and Home
Food Services,
First Set
Club LLC
sand
Home Plate
Plate Food
Services LLC's
sFirst
LLC
Set Of
Of Interrogatories;
Interrogatories the
the
depositions of
Bud Rountree,
ofBud
Rountree Linda Ballard,
Ballard Lisa Leek,
Leek Todd Rahr,
Rahr Stan Tollinger,
Tollinger the
affidavits
Todd Rahr
Rahr, Linda
affidavits of
of Todd
Linda Ballard,
Ballard Bud
Bud Rountree;
Rountree Photographs
Photographs of
of Memorial
Memorial Stadium;
Stadium

Plaintiff's
s Amended
Plaintiff
Amended Expert
Expert Disclosures
Disclosures
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0

Materials obtained
obtainedfrom
from the
the Official
Official Web
Web Site
Site of
ofthe
theBoise
BoiseHawks
Hawk.... ' described
described in
in her
her
Materials
Affidavitfiled
filed in
inthis
this case
case;copies
copies ofthe
of the tickets
tickets furnished
furnished to
to Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree by
by the
the Boise
Boise
Affidavit
byMr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree in
in the
the year
year
Hawks; aa copy
copy of
ofaa season
season ticket
ticket agreement
agreement executed
executed by
Hawks
precedinghis
his accident
accident; the
thephysical
physical layout
layout ofthe
of the ballpark
ballpark including
including its
its seating
seating and
and
preceding
as the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and Executive
Executive Club
Club; the
the configuration
configuration and
and
refreshment areas
areas known
known as
refreshment
of the
the protective
protective mesh
mesh barrier
barrier netting
netting at
at the
the field
field; and
and the
the types
types and
and arrangement
arrangement of
of
location of
location
circular tables
tables and
and seats
seats famished
furnished in
in the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and Executive
Executive Club
Club.
circular
Ms. Gill
Gill's understanding
understanding that
that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was aa spectator at
at and the
the other
other
ItIt isis Ms
s
facts disclosed
disclosed in
in discovery
discovery in
in this case
case. She will testify
testify based on
on her interview
interview with
with Mr
Mr.
facts
Rountree and
and her
her inspection
inspection ofMemorial
of MemOlial Stadium
Stadium on
on March
March 2
2, 2911.
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify
Rountree
2911 Ms
that to
to her understanding
understanding Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree was standing
standing in the very last section of the eating
eating!
drinking/socializing area
area known
known as
as the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Ms
Ms. Gill
testify that
that Mr.
drinking
socializing
Gill will
will testify
Mr
Rountree was
was injured
ball while
was an
occupant of
Rountree
injured by
by aa line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball
while he
he was
an occupant
of an
an eating,
eating
dl;nking
drinking and
and lounging/socializing
socializing area
lounging
area known
known as
as the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club during
during aa Boise
Boise
Hawks'
Hawks baseball game being played at Memorial Stadium on August 13,
13 2008.
2008 At that
time,
time Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree was
was an
an occupant
occupant of
of an
an area
area of
of the
the stadium
stadium referred
referred to
to as
as the
the "Executive
Executive
Club"
Club where
where he
he was
was struck
struck in
in the
the eye
eye by
by aa line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball,
ball resulting
resulting in
in the
the loss
loss ofthat
of that

eye.
eye
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that that
that on
on March
March 2,
2 2011,
2011 she
she inspected
inspected the
the ball
ball Held,
field stands
stands
and
and refreshment areas
areas at Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium including
including the
the areas
areas known
known as
as the
the "Hawk's
s
Hawk
Nest"
Nest and
and the
the "Executive
Executive Club",
Club and
and the
the portion
portion of
ofthe
the parking
parking lot
lot behind
behind the
the Hawk's
s Nest.
Hawk
Nest
On
On that
that occasion,
occasion Ms.
MsGill
Gill made
made aa number
numberof
ofobservations
observations and
and took
took aanumber
number of
of
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photographs and
andmeasurements
measmements that
that she
she believes
believes are
are important
important in
in understanding
understanding the
the
photographs
of Mr. Rountree
Rountree's injru-y incident
incident. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that virtually
virtually
underlying root
root cause
causeofMr
underlying
sinjury
ofthe
the area
area behind
behind home
homeplate
plate and
and down
down both
both the
the right
right field
field and
and left
left field
field foul
foul lines
lines isis
all of
all
protected by
by mesh
meshprotective
protective netting
netting. Along
Along the
the third
third base
base line
line are
are adjoining
adjoining refreshment
refreshment
protected
to the
the third
third base
baselleft field
field lines
lines. Those
Those these
these areas
areas do
do not
not have
have fixed
fixed
areas located
located parallel
parallel to
areas
left
as isis found
found in
in the
the bleacher
bleacher areas
areas, but
but are
are furnished
furnished with
with circular
circular tables
tables, chairs
chairs
seating, such
such as
seating

Gill will
will testify
testify that
that she
she isis aware
aware that
that other
other stadiums
stadiums and
and arenas
arenas that
that served
served
and stools
stools. Ms
Ms. Gill
and
food and beverages
beverages in
in areas
areas where table
table seating
seating is
is provided
provided for patrons in which it isis
food

rink: have
have appropriately
appropriately made
obvious that
that patrons
patrons will
will not be
be facing the
the field or rink
in those
those areas
areas. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that initially,
arrangements for
for protecting
protecting those
those patrons
patrons in
arrangements
initially

Mr. Rountree
Rountree, his
his wife
wife and
and grandsons
grandsons were
were stated
scated hi
in an
an area
area intcnded
to be
be used
used by
by those
Mr
intended to
those
hus
wishing
to consume
consume food
food and
and beverages
beverages served
by concessions
concessions in
wishing to
served by
in that
that area.
area This
This area
area has
been referred to
to as
as the
the Hawks
"Hawks Nest."
Ms. Gill will testify that that the Hawks
Nest Ms
Hawks Nest was
fumished
furnished with circular tables surrounded by chairs from which patrons ofthe
of the basebal1
baseball
game
could either
themselves so
game could
either situate
situate themselves
so that
that they
they had
had aa vantage
vantage point
point from
from which
which to
to observe
observe
play, or
the
the field
field of
of play
or so
so that
that they
they could
could converse
converse with
with others
others at
at the
the circular
circular tables
tables were
were they
they
would
predictably be
looking away
would predictably
be looking
away from
from the
the field.
field
Ms.
Ms Gill will testify that that from
from her review
review of Mr.
Mr Rahr's
s affidavit,
Rahr
affidavit and
and the fact
fact
that
that protective
protective barrier
barrier netting
netting had
had been
been installed
installed all
all along
along the
the first
first and
and third
third base
base lines
lines and
and
over
over the
the top
top of
of all
all ofthe
of the areas
areas intended
intended for
for eating,
eating drinking,
drinking sitting
sitting and
and socializing
socializing at
at
circular
circular tables on stools
stools and chairs
chairs if
ifattendees so
so desired (the
the Hawks Nest
Nest and
and the
the
Executive
the physical
Executive Club),
Club itit isis apparent
apparent that
that Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management was
was aware
aware of
ofthe
physical
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hazards
hazards posed
posed to
to attendees
attendees presented
presented by
by foul
foul balls,
balls and
and that
that itit instituted
instituted an
an inadequate
inadequate safety
safety
program
program to
to warn
warn and
and protect
protect individuals
individuals occupying
occupying the
the area
area designated
designated as
as the
the 'Hawk's
s
Hawk
Nest"
Nest from the
the dangers
dangers caused line-drive
line drive foul
foul balls
balls that might
might enter the
the front
front of
of the
the Hawk's
s
Hawk
Nest.
Mr.
Nest Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that according
according to
to Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management,
Management on
on the
the day
day of
ofMr
Rountree's
s accident the Hawks Nest was
Rountree
was "fully
fully enclosed by barrier netting"
netting designed
designed to
to
protect patrons from being struck by
by foul balls.
balls Ms.
Ms Gill will testify
testify that
that the entire
entire area
above the contiguous areas referenced as the Hawks Nest and the Executive Club
Club is
covered by horizontally strung
strung protective
netting. Ms.
protective barrier netting
Ms Gill will testify that in
contrast, vertically strung barrier netting
contrast
netting protects those inside the Hawks Nest area,
area but
terminates
at the
the beginning
beginning of
the front
Ms. Gill
will testify
the
terminates at
ofthe
front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club.
Club Ms
Gill will
testify that
that the
presence of
of movable
movable circular
circular tables
tables, chairs
chairs and
opposed to
to fixed
fIxed seating
presence
and stools
stools (as
as opposed
seating such
such as
as
that found
found in
in bleachers
bleachers) in
in the Executive Club illustrates
illustrates that it is an area within which
which the
Defendants knew
knew or
or should
should have
have anticipated
anticipated that
that some
some patrons
would be
faced away
away
Defendants
patrons would
be seated
seated faced
fTom the
the field
field ofplay
ofplay, eating
eating or
or conversing
conversing, and
and looking
looking away
away from
from the
the field
field, and
and hence
from
hence
would not
not be
be in
in aa position
position to
to protect
protect themselves
themselves from
from foul
foul balls
balls. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testity that
that itit
would
would appear
appear to
to an
an occupant
occupant that
that the
the area
area was
was intended
intended for that purpose
purpose.
would
Ms. Gill
Gill will
wi1l testify
testify that
that according
according to
to Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, the
the President
President and General
Ms
Manager of
ofthe
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, the
the Executive
Executive Club is
is an
an area
area provided
provided for
Manager
attendees atat ball
ball games
games to
to eat
eat and
and drink before
before games
games, and
and that
that beverages
beverages and
and food is
is served
served
attendees
in this
this area
area starting
starting 45
45 minutes
minutes before
before each
each game
game. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testity that
that there
there isis nothing
nothing
in
suggest that
thatthose
those already
already seated
seated and
and eating
eating are
are warned
warned to
to discontinue
discontinue doing
doing so
so, or
or to
to re
retoto suggest
orient themselves
themselves so
so that
that there
there eyes
eyes do
do not
notleave
leave the
the field
field of
ofplay
play. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testifythat
that
orient
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according totoMr
Mr. Rahr
Rahrhas
has taken
taken the
the contradictory
contradictoryposition
position in
inhis
his deposition
deposition and
and/or affidavit
according
oraffidavit
there isis no
no appreciable
appreciablerisk
riskthat
that aa linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
ball will
will enter
enter the
the fiont
front opening
opening of
of
that 1I) there
that
the Executive
Executive Club
Club by
byvirtue
virtue of
ofthe
the fact
fact that
that he
he isis unaware
unaware of
ofany
any such
such occurrence
occurrence, and
and2
2)
the
that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree should
shouldnonetheless
none-the-Iess have
have anticipated
anticipated that
that foul
foul ball
ball that
that struck
struck him
him would
would
that
do so
so.
do
Ms. Gill will
will testify
testify that
that itit isis her
her understanding
understanding that
that immediately
immediately before
before Mr
Mr.
Ms
Rountree's accident
accident, he
he was
was standing
standing in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club looking
looking to
to his
his left
left while
while
Rountree
s
engaged in
in conversation
conversation. When
When he
he heard some commotion he
he turned to
to look
look towards
towards the
the
engaged
what was
was happening
happening. He
He immediately
immediately was
was struck in the right
right eye with a
field to observe what
line-drive ball
ball, resulting
resulting in
in the
the loss
loss ofhis
of his eye
eye.
linedrive
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that she
she took
took photographs
photographs of
of the
the stadium
stadium during
during her
her inspection
Ms
inspection
of the stadium
stadium and will testify what is depicted in those photos
photos, which should be obvious to
the Defendants since they occupy the stadium
stadium in which the photographs were taken.
Ms.
taken Ms
Gill will
that she
she took
took at
Ms. Gill's
shows aa view
Gill
will testify
testify that
at the
the time
rime of
of Ms
s site
Gill
site inspection
inspection which
which shows
view
plate.
of the left field area of Memorial Stadium taken from home plate
Ms.
Gi11 will testify that based upon her interview with Mr.
Ms Gill
Mr Rountree and Ms.
Ms
Gill's
s review
Gill
review of
of his
his deposition,
deposition itit is
is apparent
apparent that
that he
he did
did not
not appreciate
appreciate the
the risk
risk that
that aa lineline
drive foul baH
ball could enter
enter the Executive
Executive Club,
Club and that he therefore thought
thought it was
was safe
safe for
for
him
him to
to engage
engage in
in conversation
conversation standing
standing around
around aa table
table with
with his
his head
head turned
turned away
away from
from the
the
field.
field Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will testify
testify that the Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management provided
provided protective
protective mesh
mesh
netting
netting for
for almost
almost the
the entire
entire spectator
spectator area,
area along
along both
both the
the first
first and
and third
third base
base line.
line While
While
the
the mesh
mesh netting
netting did
did afford
afford aa level
level of
of protection
protection for
for the
the spectators
spectators in
in those
those areas
areas of
ofthe
the
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stadium where
where itit was
was present,
the decision
the Executive
served
stadium
present the
decision to
to leave
leave the
Executive Club
Club unprotected
unprotected served
to lower
lower the
the subjective risk of patrons such as Mr.
to
Mr Rountree who elected the watch the

Mr. Rountree been properly
game from
from this
this unprotected
unprotected area.
area Ms.
Ms Gill will testifY
testify that had Mr
of netting
netting on
on the
top of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
of the
warned that
the presence
presence of
warned
that the
the top
Club but
but not
not the
the front
front of
the
Executive Club did not imply that aa determination
determination had
had been made by anyone
anyone that the only
to occupants of that area
area was posed by "pop
risk to
risk
pop fly"
fly foul balls and not "line
line drive"
drive foul
Ms. Gill will testify
testifY that as a practical matter the
the only way to adequately protect the
balls. Ms
balls
occupants of the Executive
Executive Club from injuries
line-drive
injturies by line
drive foul balls was to fully enclose
Hawk's Nest is fully
that area
area with protective netting
netting, just as the area
area known as the sNest
Hawk
testifY that this
this is necessary
necessary because of the fiunishing
furnishing and
enclosed.
enclosed Ms.
Ms Gill will testify
of circular chairs and tables that occupants of the Executive Club arc invited to
arrangement
arrangement of
sit and stand around
around, many occupants will not be watching the
the game and will be focusing
tables as
case with
Rountree
as was
was the case
with Mr
Mr. Rountree.
on their conversations
conversations with others around those
those tables,

Ms. Gill will testify that the fact that Mr
Mr. Rountree would do so is predictable based on a
Ms
factors.
number of
number
of factors
over the
First, the
presence of
First
the presence
of horizontal
horizontal netting
netting over
the Executive
Executive Club,
Club the
the presence
presence of
of
vertical netting
netting at
at all
all points
points down
down the
and left
left foul
lines terminating
tenninating at
at the
vertical
the third
third base
base and
foul lines
the
ofthe
caused him
him to
to, and
and would
would foreseeably
to,
beginning
beginning of
the Executive
Executive Club
Club caused
foreseeably cause
cause others
others to
netting for
assume that
that those determining the locations in which itit was necessary to install netting
patrons had
had concluded
that itit was
unnecessary to
the protection
protection of
the
ofpatrons
concluded that
was unnecessary
to install
install aa protective
protective
the Executive
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that when
netting barrier
barrier in
netting
in front
front of
ofthe
Executive Club.
Club Ms
when an
an individual
individual
hazard, that
perceives that
that others
taken action
action to
to guard
against aa known
perceives
others have
have taken
guard against
known hazard
that individual
individual is
is
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likely
likely toto a~~ume
assume that
that the
the mean.1>
means of
ofprotection
protectionhac;
has been
beenconscientiou~ly
conscientiouslythought
thoughtout
outand
and isis
adequate
adequate toto protect
protect them
them from
from the
the hazard
hazard involved.
involved Ms.
Ms Gill
Gillwill
will testify
testifythat
thatpeople
people are
are
disinclined
disinclined toto "reinvent
reinvent the
the wheel"
wheel when
when they
they come
come upon
upon aahazard
hazard that
thatappears
appears toto already
already
have
have been
been guarded.
guarded Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testifY
testify that
that ifif this
this were
were not
not the
the case,
case workers
workers on
on every
every job
job
every protective
site
site would
would independendy
independently verifY
verify the
the adequacy
adequacy of
ofevery
protective measure
measure taken
taken on
on their
their
behalf,
behalf compounding
compounding exponentially
exponentially the
the time
time spent
spent by
by industry
industry complying
complying with
with OSHA
OSHA
requirements
requirements.

Ms.
Ms Gill will testifY
testify that the angle between the front
fiont of the Executive
Executive Club
Club and
home
home plate is such that it is not readily
readily apparent that aa line-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball could
could enter the
fl'ont of
of the
Executive Club
Club. Ms.
front
the Executive
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree was
was misled
misled by
by the
the fact
fact
that there
there were
were circular
tables, chairs
chairs and
and stools
were placed
drinking and
that
circular tables
stools that
that were
placed for
for eating.
eating drinking
and
arowld which to socialize
socialize in the Hawks
Hawks Nest and
and the Executive
Executive Club and caused him
him to
around
perceive both
both of
of these
these areas
areas to be safe in which to sit
sit, stand and socialize
socialize. These
These areas have
perceive
have
of being one
one eating
eating area
area, albeit
albeit that the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club portion isis elevated
elevated.
the appearance
appearance ofbeing
the
Ms. Gill
Gill will testify that the
the hazard
hazard posed by
by leaving
leaving the front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
Ms
open was
was compounded
compounded by
by the
the false
false sense
sense ofsecurity
of security engendered
engendered in
in Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree resulting
resulting
open
from 1
1) the
the presence
presence of
ofnetting
netting over
over the
the top
top of
ofthe
the Executive
Executive Club
Club but
but not
not the
the front
front of
ofitit, 2
2)
from
the presence
presence ofcircular
of circular tables
tables, chairs
chairs and
and stools
stools inin the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club indicating
indicating that
that itit was
was
the
the expectation
expectation of
ofthe
themanagement
managementthat
that patrons
patrons would
would sit
sit with
with their
theiT backs
backs turned
turned toto or
OT faces
faces
the
directedaway
away from
from the
theball
baH field
field, 3
3)the
the fact
factthat
thatin
in virtually
virtua11y every
every other
other area
area in
inthe
thepark
park
directed
wereprotected
protectedby
bynetting
nettingbarriers
barriersfrom
from being
beingstruck
struckby
by linedrive
line-drivefoul
foul balls
balls,
patrons were
patrons
leadingtotothe
theimpression
impressionthat
thatBoise
BoiseHawks
Hawks' Management
Managementhad
hadmade
made aaconscious
conscious decision
decision
leading
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that
thatvertical
verticalnetting
nettingwas
was not
notrequired
requiredininfront
front of
ofthe
theExecutive
Executive Club
Club totoguard
guardagainst
againstfoul
foul
balls,
balls and
and4)
4 that
thatitit appeared
appeared from
from some
someangles
angles that
that the
the opening
opening was
wassituated
situated such
such that
thataa
line-drive
linedrive fall
fall ball
ball could
could not
not pass
pass through
through the
the opening.
opening
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that the
thereasonableness
reasonableness of
ofMr.
Mr Rountree's
s expectation
Rountree
expectation inin this
this
regard
regard isis supported
supported by
by the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofMr.
Mr Rahr
Rahr who
who contends
contends that
that he
he isis unaware
unaware of
ofany
any
foul
foul ball
ball having
having ever
ever entered
entered the
the Executive
Executive Club.
Club Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that ififMr.
Mr Rahr,
Rahr aa
member
member of
of Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management believed
believed that
that there
there was
was no
no risk
risk of
ofaa patron
patron in
in the
the
Executive
Executive Club
Club being
being struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball,
ball itit was
was certainly
certainly reasonable
reasonable for
for Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree to
to
have
made that
have inade
that assumption,
assumption particularly
particularly because
because from
from aa safety
safety perspective
perspective itit was
was Mr.
Mr
Rahr's responsibility
responsibility as
as General
Rahr
s
General Manager
Manager to
to protect
protect paU'ons
patrons arising
arising from
from known
known hazards
hazards
on the
the premises
premises, and
was probable
probablc that
occupants of
of the
the Executive
on
and itit was
that occupants
Executive Club
Club would
would perceive
perceive
that he
he had carried out that
that responsibility absent
absent some indication that he had
had not.
that
not
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that from
from Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill's inspection
inspection ofMemorial
of Memorial Park
obvious
Ms
s
Park itit isis obvious
and located
located the
the protective
protective mesh
mesh netting
netting barriers
barriers in
in the
the park
park
that whomever
whomever configured
configured and
that
appropriately engaged
engaged in
in aa proactive
proactive safety
safety and
and risk
risk management
management program
program, but
but that
that the
the
appropriately
Defendants failed
failed to
to evaluate
evaluate this
this solution
solution with
with respect
respect to
to the
the opening
opening inin the
the front
front ofthe
of the
Defendants
Executive
ExecutiveClub
Club.

Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that reviewing
reviewing the
the Affidavit
Affidavitof
ofMr
Mr. Rahr
Rahr. he
he states
states that
that he
he does
does
Ms
notknow
knowwho
who or
orwhat
whatentity
entitydesigned
designedand
and/ordetermined
detenninedthe
thebarrier
barriernetting
netting configuration
configuration
not
or
Memorial Stadium
Stadium,where
where he
hehas
hasbeen
beenthe
the President
Presidentand
andGeneral
General Manager
Managerof
ofDefendant
Defendant
atatMemorial
BoiseHawks
HawksBaseball
BaseballClub
Club,Inc
Inc.since
since2004
2004. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gillwill
willtestify
testify that
thatalthough
although ititwould
would
Boise
appearthat
thatBoise
BoiseHawks
Hawks'Management
Managementor
ortheir
theirpredecessors
predecessorscreated
createdaaplan
plantotocontrol
controlthe
the
appear
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hazard
hazardpresented
presentedby
byline-drive
linedrive foul
foulballs
ballstotopatrons
patronsininvirtually
virtually all
all other
otherpart..;;
parts of
ofthe
the
stadium,
stadium they
they neglected
neglected toto either
eitheridentify
identify the
thehazard
hazardthat
thatwas
wasposed
posed by
bythe
theunprotected
unprotected
opening
openinginin the
the front
front of
ofthe
the Executive
Executive Club,
Clubor
or toto guard
guard against
againstitit and
andwarn
warnpatrons
patrons of
ofit.it As
As
of the
evaluation of
aa part
partof
the Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management's
sevaluation
Management
of the
the hazard
hazard posed
posed by
by leaving
leaving the
the
fi-ont
front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club unprotected,
unprotected itit was
was not
not sufficient
sufficient for
forMr.
Mr Rabr
Rahr toto simply
simplyrely
rely
upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that others
others had
had put
put up
up the
the netting
netting in
in place
place when
when he
he assumed
assumed his
his position
position as
as
President
President and
and General
General Manager
Manager of
ofthe
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks in
in 2004,
2004 and
and simply
simply rely
rely upon
upon the
the fact
fact
any foul ball
that he was
was unavvare
unaware of
ofany
ball having
having entered
entered the
the Executive Club.
Club
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that the
the fact
fact that
that virtually
virtually all
all of
of the
the other
other areas
areas in
in the
the park
park were
were
the fi'ont
the
protected from
line-drive foul
protected
from being
being hit
hit by
by linedrive
foul balls,
balls and
and the
the proximity
proximity of
ofthe
font of
ofthe
thc left field line,
Executive Club to the
Executive
line should have caused Mr.
Mr Rahr to evaluate whether this
te~'tify that
that this
this is
is particularly
particularly true
tme
one gap
gap in
in protection
protection posed
posed aa hazard
hazard. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
one

Mr. Rahr
Ra.hr and
and the
the Defendants
Defendants that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree should have
have been
been aware that he
because Mr
because
be hit
hit by
by aa linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
ball while
while occupying
occupying the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will
could be
could

ifthis
this was
was Mr
Mr. Rahr
Rahr's opinion
opinion at
at the
the time
time of
of his
his deposition
deposition, he
he would
would certainly
certainly
testify that
that if
testify
s
of the same
same facts
facts and
and held
held the
the same
same opinion
opinion during
during the
the time
time that
that he
he was
was
have been
been aware
aware ofthe
have
ofthe
Boise Hawk
Hawk's prior
priortoto Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's accident
accident.
the President
President and
and General
General Manager
Manager of
the
the Boise
s
s
other words
words, Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testifythat
that ififthere
was an
anobvious
obvious danger
dangerthat
that an
an occupant
occupantof
of
InInother
there was
the Executive
ExecutiveClub
Club could
couldbe
bestruck
struck by
by aa linedrive
line-drive foul
foul ball
ball due
due to
to the
the lack
lack of
ofvertical
vertical
the
nettingatatthe
thetime
timethat
thatMr
Mr.Rountree
Rountree was
wasinjured
injured,that
thatdanger
dangerwould
wouldhave
havebeen
beenobvious
obvioustoto
netting
theDefendants
Defendantsprior
priortotothat
thattime
time.
the
Ms.Gill
Gillwilt
willtestify
testifythat
thatbecause
becausethe
theDefendants
Defendantsapparently
apparentlyintended
intendedthat
thatno
noone
one
Ms
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occupying
occupying the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club take
take their
their eyes
eyes off
offof
of the
the ball
ball game
game for
for their
their own
own protection,
protection
this fact.
they
they should have
have warned the occupants
occupants of
ofthis
fact Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that if
if Defendants
Defendants
intended
intended that no
no one
one occupying
occupying the
the R'{ecutive
Executive Club
Club take
take their eyes off
offof
of the
the ball
ball game
game for
for
their
their own
own protection,
protection they
they should not have
have placed
placed circular tables
tables and chairs in
in the
the Executive
Executive
Club since
since it was apparent
apparent that occupants would seat themselves
themselves at
at these
these tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs

in
in such
such aa position
position that
that they
they would
would not
not observing
observing the
the baseball
baseball game,
game as
as occupants
occupants did
did in
in the
the
Hawk's
s Nest.
Hawk
Nest Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that this
this would
would have
have taken
taken very
very little
little eff01l,
effort since
since most
most of
of
the
rest ofthe
of the seating
seating and
were already
the rest
and refreshment
refreshment areas
areas in
in the
the park
park were
already protected
protected by
by vertical
vertical
mesh barriers
mesh
barriers.

Ms. Gill will testify that the most effective safety plan should have focused on the
Ms
of the
the hazard
hazard, namely
namcly the
the hazardous
condition created
created by
unprotected
root causes
root
causes of
hazardous condition
by thc
the unprotected
Hawks' Management
crcatc
spectator section
section. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will tcstify
while Boise
Boise Hawks
spectator
testify that
that while
Management did
did not
not create
of foul
foul balls
balls per
per se
se, they
did exacerbate
exacerbate the
the hazard
hazard by
providing for
for extensive
the hazard
hazard of
the
they did
by providing
extensive
of the
the stadium
stadium, with the exception
exception of the Executive
Executive Club,
netting in
in all
all spectator
spectator areas of
mesh netting
Club
an area
area where
where itit is
is foreseeable
foreseeable aa spectator
spectator would
would be
be distracted
distracted from
from watching
watching the
the game
game, and
and
an
where the
the absence
absence of
of such
such netting
netting coupled
coupled with
with the
the fact
fact that
that netting
netting was
was strung
strung virtually
virtually
where
bal1 park
park created
created aa false
false sense
sense of security and
and protection
protection. Ms
Ms. Gill
everywhere else
else in
in the
the ball
everywhere
will testify
testify that
that such
such aa condition
condition was
was aa direct
direct violation
violation of
ofthe
the Fundamental
Fundamental Principle
Principle of
of
will
Safety. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that itit would
would have
have been
been impossible
impossible to
to employ
employ Safety
Safety be
be Design
Design
Safety
ofthe
game of
ofbasebal1;
similarly itit would
would not
not
in this
this case
case as
as foul
foul balls
balls are
are an
an inherent
inherent part
part of
in
the game
baseball similarly
be feasible
feasible to
to remove
remove the
the spectators
spectators from
from the
the potential
potential range
range offoul
offoul balls
balls. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will
be

that Guarding
Guarding could
couldhave
have, and
and should
should have
have been
been employed
employed in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club in
in
testifythat
testify
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the same
same manner
manneras
as ititwas
was for
for the
the rest
restof
ofthe
the spectator
spectator areas
areas in
in the
the stadium
stadium, by
by the
the use
use of
of
the
protective mesh
mesh netting
nettingbarriers
barriers.
protective
Ms. Gill
Gillwill
will testify
testify that
that Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree believed
believed that
that the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club must
must be
be aa
Ms
safe area
area from
from foul
foul balls
balls and
and that
that was
was why
why there
there was
was no
no protective
protective netting
netting. In
In addition
addition. the
the
safe
the start
start of
of the
the game and
and was
was furnished
furnished
Executive Club
Club served
served food
food and
and beverages
beverages prior
prior toto the
Executive
be arranged
arranged in
in such
such aa manner as
as to
to
with circular
circular tables
tables and chairs
chairs that
that would
would foreseeably
foreseeably be
with
have one
one's back
back to
to the
the game
game.
have
s
Ms. Gill will testify that
that there
there were no warnings
warnings or instructions
instructions were
were given
given to
to those
those
Ms
seated around
around the
the circular tables
tables or standing
standing consuming food and beverage in
in the Executive
seated
Club to
to remove
remove any
any food
food or
or beverage
beverage fioin
from that
that area,
or to
to cease
cease seating
seating around
around the
Club
area or
the circular
circular
tables to the
thc end that their view of the
thc ball game would be unobstructed
unobstructed. Ms.
tables
Ms Gill will
testify that while
while the Boise
Hawks Presidcnt
Rahr, maintains
Boise Hawks
President and General Manager,
Manager Todd Rahr
that the
the Executive Club terminated
tenninated refreshment service during the game,
game (this
this assertion is
apparently
contested by
Mr. Rountree)
to the
apparently contested
by Mr
Rountree the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest immediately
immediately adjacent
adjacent to
the
Executive Club continued service throughout the duration of the game,
game it was apparent that
spectators
patrons of
of the
the Hawk's
spectators and
and patrons
s Nest
Hawk
Nest would
would take
take their
their refreshments
refreshments over
over to
to the
the
Executive Club for consumption and that they would seat themselves around the circular
circular
there
tables furnished there.

Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that while
while both
both the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club were
were areas
areas
where spectators would be distracted from
from the game by the arrangement of
of the
the seating,
seating the
the
Hawks
Hawks Nest provided protection for the
the distracted
distracted spectators from
from line-drive
linedrive and
and pop
pop foul
foul
balls
balls in
in the
the fonn
form of
of vertical
vertical and
and horizontal
horizontal mesh
mesh netting
netting barriers,
barriers while
while the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club
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offered
offered protection
protection only
only horizontally
horizontally strung
strung mess
mess netting
netting barriers
barriers across
across the
the top
top of
of the
the are
are as
as
protection
protection against
against pop
pop fly
fly balls.
balls
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testifY
testify that
that since
since the
the Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management recognized
recognized that
that itit
was necessary
necessary to
to string
string netting across
across of the
the top
top the
the Executive Club,
Club or
or at
at least
least that
that
whomever configured
configured the netting at Memorial Stadium had
had implicitly reached
reached this
this
conclusion,
conclusion itit should
should have
have been
been obvious
obvious to
to itit that
that itit was
was also
also necessruy
necessary to
to enclose
enclose the
the front
front
of that area with protective
just as
protective netting -just
as itit had apparently been obvious to
to them that
that it
was
patrons from
was necessary
necessary to
to protect
protect patrons
from being
being hit
hit by
by line-drive
linedrive foul
foul balls
balls by
by stringing
stringing vertical
vertical
netting
in front
ofviltually every
the ball
netting barrier
barrier in
front ofvirtually
every other
other ru'ea
area of
ofthe
ball park.
park Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify
his injury
injury should
should have
that Mr.
actions on
on the
that
Mr Rountree's
sactions
Rountree
the day
day of
ofhis
have been
been anticipated
anticipated by
by Boise
Boise
usc the
Hawks' Management
Management as a part of its safcty
Hawks
safety program and that occupants would use
to sit
sit around
around tables
tables and look
look away from
from the baseball
baseball game.
Executive Club to
Executive
game
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that here
here were
were no
no signs
signs prohibiting
prohibiting spectators
spectators from
purchasing
Ms
from purchasing
refreshments at
at the Hawks
Hawks Nest and
and taking
taking them over
over to the adjacent Executive
Executive Club
Club for
for
refreshments
consumption, or
or from
from simply
simply sitting
sitting or
or standing
standing around
around the
the circular
circular tables
tables eating
eating and
and
consumption
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that there
there was
was high
high likelihood
likelihood that
that occupants
occupants of
ofthe
the
conversing. Ms
conversing
as Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree would
would do
do so
so under
under the
the misconception
misconception that
that the Executive
Executive
Hawk's Nest
Nest such
such as
Hawk
s
was aa safe
safe location
location and
and therefore
therefore they
they would
would not
not need
need to
to exercise
exercise vigilance
vigilance watching
watching
Club was
Club
foul balls
balls entering
entering the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club.
for foul
for

Opinions
!1Dinions

Inaddition
additiontotothe
theabove
above opinions
opinions, Ms
Ms. Gill
Gillwill
will testify
testify that
that for
for the
the safety
safety of
ofthe
the
In
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occupant!;of
ofthe
theExecutive
Exe(.'Utive Club
Club, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Managementshould
shouldhave
have employed
employed some
Rome
occupants
type of
ofproactive
proactive safety
safety program
program or
or risk
risk management
management program
program rather
rather than
than toto simply
simply assume
assume
type
its predecessors
predecessorshad
hadessentially
essentially covered
"covered the
the bases
bases" with
with respect
respect toto safety
safety. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill
that its
that
not reasonable
reasonable for
for aa business
business in
in general
general, and
and for
for the
the Boise
Boise Hawk
Hawk's
will testify
testify that
that itit isis not
will
s
Management in
in particular
particular, to
to simply conclude
conclude that
that all
all safety
safety hazards have
have been
been analyzed
analyzed
Management
and appropriately
appropriately guarded
guarded against
against simply upon
upon the
the basis
basis that some
some protective
protective guarding was
and
in place
place when
when the
the Defendants
Defendants assiuned
assumed control
control of
ofMemorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.
in
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that by
by installing
installing protective
protective mesh
mesh barriers
barriers, the
the risk
risk for
for those
those
Ms
line-drive
ball, such as the
the one that
sitting behind
behind the
the barriers
barriers of being struck by a line
sitting
drive foul ball

Mr. Rountree
Rountree, are
are virtually
virtually eliminated
eliminated.
struck Mr
struck
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
spectators in
in the
the bleacher
bleacher scats
scats completciy
unprotected by
Ms
that spectators
completely unprotected
by
~rill be
be aware
aware of
of the
the absence
absence of
of protection
protection from
therefore will
banier
netting will
barrier netting
from foul
foul balls
balls and
and therefore
will

be aware
aware of
of the
the need
need to
protect themselves
themselves by
by not
taking their
their eyes
the game
game, simply
be
to protect
not taking
eyes off
off of
ofthe
simply
to protect them from that hazard.
because itit is obvious that no one else has taken steps to
hazard
Ms.
Ms Gill will testify that spectators sitting in "restaurant"
restaurant styled areas with tables and chairs,
chairs
such as the "Hawk's
Nest" and the "Executive
s Nest
Hawk
Executive Club"
Club at Memorial Stadium in
in Boise,
Boise Idaho
are
play, as
are implicitly
implicitly invited
invited to divert
divert their
their attention
attention to
to areas
areas other
other than
than the
the field
field of
ofplay
as itit is
is
intended
intended that
that they
they do
do so
so by
by management
management furnishing
furnishing seating
seating configured
configured so
so that
that some
some of
of the
the
occupants
occupants of
of chairs
chairs and
and stools
stools sitting
sitting around
around aa table
table will
will face
face away
away from
from the
the field
field or
or rink.
rink
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that that
that she
she has
has reviewed
reviewed the
the affidavit
affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson
alleging
alleging that
that the
the netting
netting in
in Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium isis more
more extensive
extensive than
than that
that he
he has
has observed
observed in
in
other
other stadiums.
stadiums Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that regardless
regardless of
of the
the extent
extent to
to which
which those
those protected
protected
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by
by netting
netting in
in the
the bleacher
bleacher !;ea~
seats are
are protected,
protected from
from aa Human
Human Factors
Factors perspective
perspective the
the greater
greater
the extent
protective netting barriers
extent of
ofprotective
barriers installed in
in aa stadium,
stadium the
the more
more likely
likely and
and
foreseeable
foreseeable itit isis that
that aa spectator
spectator will
will conclude,
conclude consciously
consciously or
or unconsciously,
unconsciously that
that
management has taken appropriate steps in areas such
Nest and
such as the
the Hawk's
sNest
Hawk
and the
the
Executive Club to guard against any
any "inherent
inherent risks"
risks associated with the
the game
game being
being
played. Ms.
played
Ms Gill
Gill will
will also
also testifY
testify that
that from
from aa Human
Human Factors
Factors prospective,
prospective any
any alleged
alleged
distinction between the Hawk
Hawk's Nest
s
Nest and
and the Executive Club isis not apparent.
apparent Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
testifY
testify that it is likely that a spectator attending aa game in aa stadium with very limited
limited
protection, will appreciate
appreciate that they are seated in any area in which foul balls are very
protection
hazardous, perceive
perceive that
that there
is aa high
high degree
risk that
by one
one, and
hazardous
there is
degree of
of risk
that they
they may
may be
be snuck
struck by
and
bc prepared
prepared to exercise great
great vigilance in
struck by a foul ball since it is
be
u1 avoiding bcing
being struck
evident to
to them
them that
that no
no one
one else
else has
has taken
taken the
the precaution
precaution of
of guarding
guarding against
against such
such an
evident
an
occurrence.

occurrence

Ms. Gill will testify
testity that conversely in
in a stadium such as Memorial Stadium
Stadium where
Ms
protective netting
netting barriers
barriers are exceptionally extensive
extensive, the
the perceived risk
risk of
of being
being hit by a
protective
foul ball
ball isis greatly
greatly diminished
diminished. As
As aa practical
practical matter
matter, in
in such
such areas
areas patrons
patrons witI
not perceive
perceive
foul
will not
any inherent
"inherent risk
risk" in
in occupying
occupying areas
areas protected by mesh barriers
barriers; any
any inherent
"inherent risk
risk"
peculiar to
to the
the game
game of
ofbaseball
baseball having
having been
been rendered
rendered extraneous
extraneous by
by virtue
virtue oftheir
oftheir having
having
peculiar
entered into
into aa protected
protected zone
zone. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that in
in the
the case
case of
ofMemorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium. itit
entered
evident that
that Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management was
was aware
aware of
ofthe
hazards presented
presented by
by foul
foul
isis evident
the hazards
balls. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management erected
erected vertical
vertical protective
protective mesh
mesh
balls
netting in
in front
front of
ofall
all of
ofthe
the seating
seating in
in the
the stadium
stadium, with
with the
the sole
sole exception
exception of
ofthe
the area
area in
in
netting
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front of
eye was
of the Executive Club
Club where
where Plaintiffs
seye
Plaintiff
was struck.
struck
Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management erected
erected angled
angled netting
netting
extending back but not all
all of
ofthe
the way
way over portions of
of the
the bleacher area.
area Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will
testify that Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management erected horizontally strung
strung aaprotective
protective barrier
barrier over
over
the
the seating
the entire
entire top
top of
ofthe
seating area
area where
where circular
circular tables,
tables chairs
chairs and
and stools
stools were
were provided
provided and
and
Ms Gill
Gill will
will
in which food and beverages were served before and
and during the games.
games Ms.

human factors
testify
testify that
that from
from aa human
factors perspective,
perspective itit is
is probable
probable that
that aa spectator
spectator attending
attending aa game
game
in Memorial Stadium
Stadium, in which protective barriers have
have been strung extensively down both
foul lines and strung both
both vertically in front of and horizontally over areas where circular
food and
tables, chairs
have been
for the
the consumption
tables
chairs and
and stools
stools have
been placed
placed for
consumption of
offood
and beverages,
beverages
would reasonably
reasonably conclude that Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management has taken steps to
to eliminate the
of their being hit
hit by aa foul ball
ball.
risk oftheir
Ms. Gill
Gill will testify that
that particularly
particularly with respect to
to the
the areas where patrons
patrons ate and
Ms
drank, the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest and
and the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club, the
the erection
erection of
of horizontal
barrier netting
netting
drank
horizontal barrier
protecting the
the patrons
patrons from
from being
being struck
struck by popfly
pop-tly balls evidences
evidences the management
management's
protecting
s
in those
those areas
areas would
would not
not need
need to
to protect
protect themselves
themselves
intention and
and expectation
expectation that
that spectators
spectators in
intention
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify that
that as
as such
such, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management should
should
from that
that hazard
hazard. Ms
from
those areas
areas would
would be
be aware
aware of
ofthe
the presence
presence of
of
reasonably have
have expected
expected that
that patrons
patrons in those
reasonably
such netting
netting and
and would
would as
as aa result
result not
not feel
feel the
the need
need to
to exercise
exercise the
the vigilance
vigilance required
required in
in aa
such
by the
the complete absence
absence of
ofnetting
netting.
totally unprotected
unprotected area
area signaled
signaled by
totally
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that itit isis apparent
apparent from
from the
the fact
fact that
that Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management
Management
Ms
appreciated the
the risk
riskthat
that foul
foul balls
balls would
would enter
enter the
the area
area known
known as
as the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club from
from
appreciated
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the
fact that
the fact
that they
they covered
covered it
it with
with aa horizontally
horizontally !;trung
strung protective
protective netting
netting barrier,
barrier a~
as they
they did
did
the other eating and drinking area,
area the Hawks Nest.
Nest Despite the fact that
that Mr.
Mr Rahr states in

his affidavit that the occasion
occasion on which Mr.
his
Mr Rountree was struck in
in the
the eye by a foul ball
was to
to his knowledge the only time a foul ball had entered the Executive Club,
Club that fact
fact
alone more likely speaks to the efficacy of the horizontally strung protective barrier as a
to the distance that foul balls are hit.
means of eliminating the hazard than to
hit Ms.
Ms Gill will

Mr. Rahr contends that "The
testify that although Mr
The Executive Club stops serving food
food and
before the beginning of each game
game. At that point
point, the Executive Club acts only as
beverages before
an alternative location for people to watch the game without the obstruction of barrier
the management of the
the Executive Club requires all those
netting", unless the
netting
those within it still in
the process
process of consuming food or drinks
drinks within it to
to vacatc
thc Executive
Exccutive Club or throw
vacate the
(which docs
away any unfinished food or drinks which
does not appear ill
in the record and is contrary to
the affidavit of Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree) and prohibits those who
who have purchased concessions
concessions from
the
entering it
it, the Executive Club cannot
tor
cannot be said to act only as an alternative location for
people to
to watch
watch the game
game.
people
Ms. Gill will testify that
that the Boise Hawks
Hawks' Management safety and risk prevention
Ms
program, to
to the extent that it had one
one other than
than the netting
netting, was inadequate and caused the
program
inadequacy of any warnings of any
Plaintiff's injuries
injuries. There was aa need for and inadequacy
Plaintiffs
limitations in the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks' management
management's intended
intended use of
ofthe
limitations
s
the Executive Club area,
area and
other miscellaneous
miscellaneous evidence
evidence. This
This would
would include warnings that patrons should not take
other
offof
ofthe
the ball
ball field
field, which
which was obviously not its intent in configuring chairs
chairs and
their eyes
eyes off
tables as
as it
it had
had in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks'
tables
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Management
Management should
should have
have anticipated
anticipated that
that since
since the
the Executive
Executive Club
Clubwas
was covered
coveredwith
with
horizontally
Nest, and
horizontally hung
hung netting
netting asas was
was the
the Hawk's
sNest
Hawk
andsince
sincevertical
verticalnetting
netting was
was strung
strung all
all
of
ofthe
the way
way down
down lhird
third base
base and
and the
the left
left field
field line,
line almost
almost toto the
the left-field
leftfieldwall,
wall patrons
patrons of
ofthe
the
Executive
Executive Club
Club might
might perceive
perceive the
the lack
lackofverticall1etting
of vertical netting inin front
front of
ofitit asas indicating
indicating that
that
Boise
Boise Hawks'
Hawks Management
Management had
had decided
decided that
that there
there was
was no
no risk
riskof
ofan
an occupant
occupant inside
inside the
the
Executive
Executive Club
Club being
being struck
struck by
by aaline-drive
linedrive foul
foul ball.
ball Ms.
Ms Gill
Gill will
will testify
testify that
that occupants
occupants of
of
the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club would
would likely,
likely as
as did
did Mr.
Mr Rowltree,
Rountree perceive
perceive this,
this either
either consciously
consciously or
or
unconsciously.
unconsciously Occupants
Occupants should
should have
have been
been warned
warned that
that they
they were
were not
not protected
protected from
from
line-drive
linedrive foul
foul balls
balls and
and that
that they
they should
should not
not sit
sit or
or stand
stand at
at the
the tables
tables in
in such
such aa way
way that
that they
they
were not watching the field at all times.
times Under the circwnstances,
circumstances Boise Hawks'
Hawks
Management should have
havc installed vertical netting in from of the Executive Club.
Club
reserves the
the right
right to
her opinions
based upon
upon any
any further
Ms. Gill
Ms
Gill reserves
to amend
amend her
opinions based
further discovery
discovery in
in

this case
case or
or additional
additional facts
facts learned
learned, and
and to
to modify
modify or
or amplify
her opinions
based on
expert
this
amplify her
opinions based
on expert
infonnation provided
provided by the
the Defendants
Defendants.
information
Rick
Rick Gilt
Gill

Richard Gill
Gill isis the
the President
President and
and Chief
Chief Scientist
Scientist of
ofApplied
Applied Cognitive
Cognitive Sciences
Sciences isis
Richard
Rick Gill
Gill, Ph
Ph.D., CHFP
ClIFP. CXLT
CXLT. Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill has
has done
done the
the factual
factual investigation
investigation, but
but Rick
Rick Gill
Gill
Rick
D
has reviewed
reviewed her
herinvestigation
investigation and
and collaborated
collaborated with
withher
herwith
with respect
respect to
to this
this case
case. Rick
Rick Crill
('Jill
has

willtestify
testifyininthis
this matter
matter consistently
consistentlyand
and to
tothe
the same
same facts
facts and
and opinions
opinions as
as Ms
Ms. Gill
Gill,
will
dependingon
onwhich
which ofthe
of therepresentatives
representativesofApplied
of Applied Cognitive
Cognitive Sciences
Sciences isis available
available to
to
depending
triaL Attached
AttachedasasExhibit
Exhibit22totoMs
Ms. Gill
Gill'saffidavit
affidavitisisan
anauthentic
authentic copy
copyof
ofRick
Rick
testifyatat trial
testify
s

Plaintiff's AmendedExpert
ExpertDisclosures
Disclosures
Plaintiff
sAmended
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Gill's
sCurriculum
Gill
CurriculumVitae
Vitaeand
andother
otherinformation
informationregarding
regardinghis
histestimony.
testimony

MedicalDoctors/Health
DoctorsHealthCare
Care Providers
Providers
Medical

These
These witnesses
witnesses will
will testify
testifytoto the
the care
care furnished
furnished toto Mr.
Mr Rountree,
Rountree causation
causationof
ofthe
the
need
prosthetic eye
need for
for his
his prosthetic
prosthetic eye,
eye the
the need
need for
for Mr.
Mr Rountree's
sprosthetic
Rountree
eyereplacements
replacements and
and
future
future medical
medical care
care as
as reflected
reflected inin the
the medical
medical records,
records and
andtotothe
the cost
costthereof.
thereof
Dated May 23 2 11

;J~'21L

Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Attorney for Plaintiff

Plaintiffs AmendedExpert
ExpertDisclosures
Disclosures
Plaintiff
sAmended
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CERTIFICATE OF
OFSERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

On
On May
May23,2011,
23 2011 rIcaused
causedaatrue
trueand
andcorrect
correctcopy
copyofofthe
thetoregoing
foregoingdocument
documenttotobebeserved
served
byfax
fax upon:
upon
by
Josh Evett
Evett
Josh
ELAM& BURKE,
BURKE P.A.
A
P
ELAM

251 East
East Front
Front Street
StreetSuite
Suite300
300
251
P O.
O Box
Box 1539
1539
P.
Boise JD
ID 83701-1539
83701 1539
Boise,
Fax
208
3845844
Fax: (208) 384-5844

Dated May 23,
23 2011.
2011
Datcd

uJ:a~
Wm
Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Plaintiff's AmendedExpert
ExpertDisclosures
Disclosures
Plaintiff
sAmended

22
22
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1

JUN
6 2011
JUN 006
2011
JoshuaSS. Evett
Evett ISB
ISB 5587
#5587
Joshua

CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk
CHRISTOPHER
By
ByJERI
JERIHEATON
HEATON

Jade C
C. Stacey
Stacey ISB
ISB 8016
#8016
Jade
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
ELAM
A
251
E.
Front
St.,
Ste.
300
251 E Front St Ste 300
P.O. Box
Box 1539
1539
O
P
Boise,
Idaho
83701
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208
(208) 343
343-5454
Telephone
5454
Facsimile: 208
(208) 3845844
384-5844
Facsimile

DEPM
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate
Attorneys
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Food
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a.
Bosie
Baseball,
d.b.a.
Liability Corporation d
a Bosie Baseball d
b
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Boise
a
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
Club LLC d
a Boise Hawks BOISE
b
BASEBALL,
LLC, an
Idaho Limited
BASEBALL LLC
an Idaho
Limited Liability
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a
Boise
Baseball,
Corporation d
a Boise Baseball d.b.a.
b
a Boise
b
d
Boise
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks, BOISE
LLC d
a Boise Hawks
b
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an
an assumed
assumed business
business
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
INC WRIGHT
WRIGHT BROTHERS,
BROTHERS THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY,
COMPANY an
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho corporation

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI 0920924
0920924
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD
FOOD

SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL
SERVICES
STADIUM
S
STADIUM, INC
INC.'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC
LLC AND
AND MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.'
S
MOTION
FOR
RECONSIDERATION
1
S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 1
INC

ORIGINAL
000841
ORIGINAL

,

If

DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND

DEVELOPMENT, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho Limited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT
Liability Corporation
Corporation, C112M
CH2M HILL
HILL, INC
INC., aa
Liability
Florida
Corporation
d.b.a.
Ch2M
Hill,
CH2M
Florida Corporation d
a Ch2M Hill CH2M
b
HILL CONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS, INC
INC. d
d.b.a. Ch2M
HILL
a
b
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
E&C,
INC.,
d.b.a
Ch2M Hill
Hill,
Hill CH2M HILL E C INC d
a Ch2M
b
CH2M HILL
HILL ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS, INC
INC. d
d.b.a. Ch2M
CH2M
a
b
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
AND
Hill CH2M HILL
CONSTRUCTION, an
an assumed business name
name of
CONSTRUCTION
Ch2M Engineers
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, a foreign
Ch2M
corporation
doing
business
in
Idaho
under the
the
corporation doing business in Idaho under
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES II through
X, whose
whose true
true identities
identities are
are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants
Defendants.

Defendants Home Plate
Plate Food Services,
Inc., by and through
Defendants
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc
counsel of record
record, Elam
their counsel

& Burke
Burke, P
P.A., respectfully move this
this Court
Court, pursuant to Rule
A

Rules of Civil Procedure
Procedure, for an order reconsidering the Court's
11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules
11
B
2
a
s
Court
on Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
Judgment entered
on May
Memorandum Decision
Memorandum
Decision on
for Summary
Summary Judgment
entered on
May 23,
23
2011.
2011
This Motion
Motion is
is based
based upon
upon the
the records,
and pleadings
pleadings in
in this
this action,
This
records files,
files and
action together
together with
with
the Memorandum in Support of Defendants Home Plate Food Services,
the
Services LLC and Memorial
Stadium, Inc.'
Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration.
Stadium
ss Motion
Inc

DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES,
LLC AND MEMORIAL STADIUM,
DEFENDANTS
SERVICES LLC
STADIUM
INC.'S
MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION - 2
S MOTION
INC
FOR RECONSIDERATION
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DATED this
this
DATED

to~ay

day of June,
June 2011.
2011
ELAM & BURKE,
ELAM
BURKE P.A.
P
A

By:

r

ua S.
S Evett,
Evett of the
the firm
firm
tomeys
for
Defendants
eball,
ieys for Defendants Bois
Boisk Boebat
Boise Hawks Baseball
Baseball Clu ,LLC,
C, Boise
LLC
Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC,
LLC and
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
Memorial Stadium Inc

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

~ay

I HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on the
the
ay of June,
June 2011,
2011 I caused a true and correct
copy of
of the foregoing document to
to be served
as
follows:
served
follows
Wm. Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Jr
Seiniger Law Offices
Offices, P
P.A.
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
942
Boise
Boise, ID
ID 83702
83702
Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneyfor

U.S.
S Mail
U
Mail
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_---y/Federal
Express
Federal Express
Facsimile
4700
Facsimile- 345
345-4700
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DEFENDANTS HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC AND
AND MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM,
DEFENDANTS
S
INC
INC.' S MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION - 33
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CHRJSTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
ByJERI
JERIHEATON
HEATON
By
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

JadeC
C. Stacey
Stacey ISB
ISB 8016
#8016
Jade
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
ELAM
A
251 E
E. Front
Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
300
251
P.O. Box
Box 1539
1539
O
P
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise
Telephone: 208
(208) 343
343-5454
Telephone
5454
Facsimile: 208
(208) 3845844
384-5844
Facsimile

Attorneys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC,
Attorneys
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Home
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT

OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI 0920924

vs.

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
SERVICES, LLC AND MEMORIAL
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limite¥ SERVICES
BOISE
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a.
Bosie
Baseball,
d.b.a.
STADIUM INC.'S
S MOTION FOR
INC
Liability Corporation d
a Boiie Baseball d
b
a STADIUM,
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION
Boise
a
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
Club LLC d
a Boise Hawks BOISE
b
BASEBALL,
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited Liability
Liability
BASEBALL LLC,
LLC an
Corporation
Boise
Corporation d.b.a
a Boise
b
d
Boise Baseball,
Baseball d.b.a.
a Boise
b
d
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
LLC d
a
b
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an assumed business
of Boise
HOME PLATE
name
name of
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
FOOD SERVICES LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability
Liability Corporation,
Corporation MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY,
COMPANY an
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
Corporation,
Corporation TRIPLE
TRIPLE P,
P INC.,
INC an
an Idaho
Idaho general
general
bus' ess
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
ess corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC. a New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPO
T
CORP.,
an
Idaho
corporation,
SPO T CORP an Idaho corporation
VS

a
Z

RANDUM IN
MEMORANDUM
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC
LLC
MORIAL STADIUM,
1
AND
STADIUM INC.'S
S MOTION
INC
MOTION FOR
FOR RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION -1

ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
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DIAN OND
AND
DIA
OND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEV
LOPMENT, LLC,
DEVELOPMENT
LLC an Idaho Limited
Liabil
ty
Corporation,
Liability Corporation CH2M
C112M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC a
Florid
Florida Corporation d.b.a.
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill CH2M
C112M
HILL
HILL ONSTRUCTORS
ONSTRUCTORS, INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill,
H2M HILL E&C,
Hill C H2M
EC INC.,
INC d.b.a
aCh2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
CH2 HILL ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS, INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill,
H2M
HILL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
AND
Hill C H2M
CON
TRUCTION, an
an assumed business name of
CONSTRUCTION
Ch2
Engineers,
Inc.,
HILL, a foreign
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M
C112M HILL
corpo
ation doing business in Idaho under the
corporation
name Ch2M
h2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
ROB
RT
PEREIRA,
and
JOHN
DOES
I through
ROBERT PEREIRA
X,
wh se true identities are unknown,
X whose
unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

I INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
I.

efendants Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.,
Inc by and through
sel of
record, Elam
Elam & Burke
Burke, P.A.,
submit this
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Defendants
Defendants
their counsel
of record
A submit
P
this Memorandum
late Food Services
Services, LLC and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.'
Home Plate
ss Motion for Reconsideration
Inc
ideration Memorandum").
Memorandum
("Reco sideration

the Court
Court's Memorandum
Memorandum Decision
Decision on
on Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
the
s
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment
entered on May
May 23
23,2011
the Court
Court did
did not
not address
address the
the issue
issue of whether
whether Home
entere0n
2011 ("Decision"),
Decision the
Plate Food
F od Services
Services, LLC ("Home
Plate") and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. ("Memorial")
should be
be
Memorial should
Home Plate
dismiss d from
from this
this lawsuit
lawsuit as
as a matter
matter of
of law
law.
efendants respectfully
respectfully request that the Court reconsider
reconsider its
its Decision because the
undisp ted facts
facts in
in the
the summary
summary judgment
judgment record
record show
show that
that neither
neither Home
Home Plate
Plate nor
nor Memorial
Memorial
had any
an control
control over Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, or
or the netting
netting at Memorial Stadium.
Stadium

RANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
LLC
MEMORANDUM
SERVICES LLC
EMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM, INC
INC.'S MOTION
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION - 2
2
AND MEMORIAL
S

000845

H ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS
II.

nly one
one with
withcontrol
control of
ofthe
the premises
premises may
maybe
beliable
liableunder
underaapremises
premises liability
liability theory.
theory

See,
. ., Boots,
See ee
g
Boots ex.
ex rei.,
rel Boots
Boots v.v Winters,
Winters 145
145 Idaho
Idaho 389,
389 393,179
393 179P.3d
3d352,
P
352 356
356 (Ct.
Ct App.
App
2008);
Mart, Inc.,
2008 H
eeath
ath v.v Honker's
s Mini
Honker
MiniMart
Inc 134
134 Idaho
Idaho 711,
711 714-15,8
71415 8 P.3d
3d 1254,
P
1254 1257-58
1257 58(Ct.
Ct
App.
App 22
000).
0 AAtenant
tenant or
or lessee,
lessee having
having control
control over
over the
the premises
premises isis deemed,
deemed so
sofar
far as
as third
third
parties
parties

ea concerned,
concerned to
to be
be the
the owner,
owner and
and inin case
case of
of injury
injury to
to third
third parties
parties occasioned
occasioned by
by the
the

conditi n or
or use
use of
of the
the premises,
premises the
the general
general rule
rule isis that
that the
the tenant
tenant or
or lessee
lessee may
may be
be liable
liable for
for
failure

at 7

Warehouse, Inc.,
o keep
keep the
the premises
premises in
in repair.
repair E.g.,
E McDevitt
g
McDevitt v.v Sportsman's
sWarehouse
Sportsman
Inc No.
No 11-65
11 65

Idahoo filed
filed May
May 27,2011);
27 2011 Harrison
Harrison v.v Taylor,
Taylor 115
115 Idaho
Idaho 588,
588 596,
596 768
768 P.2d
2d 1321,
P
1321 1329
1329

1989

Defendants Boise
s discussed
in Support
discussed in
in the
the Memorandum
Memorandum in
Support of
ofDefendants
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise
Hawks Baseball
aseball Club
Club, LLC,
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Hawks
LLC Home
Services LLC
Stadium Inc.'
ss
Inc
Motion or
or Summary
Judgment ("Moving
Memorandum"), neither
neither Home
Plate nor
nor Memorial
Home Plate
Memorial
Motion
Summary Judgment
Moving Memorandum
had any
any control
control over
over Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, or
or the
the netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium. See
(See Moving
Moving
had
Memor dum, pp. 18
18, fn
fn. 6
6.)
of Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr in
in Support
Support of
of Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise
oreover, according
according to
to the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
Basebal , LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and
Baseball
Memori IStadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment ("Rahr
Affidavit"), Home
Home Plate
Plate and
and
s
Rahr Affidavit
ofMemorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium." See
(See Rahr
Rahr
Memoriial did
"did not
not operate
operate, maintain
maintain, and
and/orcontrol
control any
any area
area of
or
Affidav t,gn
fJ[22
22and
and23
23.)

UM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC

IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
MBMOUM
MORIALSTADIUM
STADIUM,INC
INC.'SMOTION
MOTIONFOR
FORRECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION - 3
MORIAL
S
AND

3
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Moreover,
Moreover according
according totothe
theAssignment
Assignmentand
andAssumption
Assumptionof
ofSublease
Sublease attached
attachedtotothe
the
Affidavit
Affidavitof
ofJoshua
Joshua S.S Evett
Evett ininSupport
Support of
ofDefendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
BaseballLLC,
LLCBoise
BoiseHawks
Hawks
Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home
HomePlate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.'s
s Motion
Inc
Motionfor
for
Summary Judgment
Judgment ("Evett
Evett Mfidavit"),
Affidavit neither
Summary
neitherHome
Home Plate
Plate nor
norMemorial
Memorial are
are lessees
lessees of
of

Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium (See
See Evett
Evett Mfidavit,
Affidavit Exhibit
Exhibit GG (Copy
Copy of
ofthe
the Assignment
Assignment and
and Assumption
Assumption of
of
Sublease
Sublease).)

III CONCLUSION
III.

For
For the
the reasons
reasons set
set forth
forth above,
above Defendants
Defendants respectfully
respectfully request
request this
this Court
Court grant
grant their
their
Motion
Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and enter
enter an
an order
order declaring
declaring that
that Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services Inc.
Inc and
and
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc are dismissed from this lawsuit as a matter of law because it isis
undisputed that they were
were not lessees of Memorial Stadium and had no control over Memorial
Stadium or the
Stadium,
the netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.
DATED
DATED this
this

~ay
2011.
day of June,
June 2011
ELAM
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Plate
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Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Memorial
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Attorneys for
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Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Food
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924

DEFENDANTS
BASEBALL
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL,
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I. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
I
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
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LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
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Baseball Club,
Plate Food
Defendants
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate
Services, LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. ("Defendants"),
Services
Defendants by and through their counsel of
record, Elam
Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., submit this Memorandum
Memorandum in Support of Defendants
Defendants' Boise
A
record
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Baseball Club,
LLC, Home Plate Food Services,
Baseball
Boise Hawks Baseball
Club LLC
Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium,
Inc.' s Motion
Motion for
Memorial
Stadium Inc
s
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal.
Appeal
In the Court's
Memorandum Decision on Defendants'
sMemorandum
Court
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
Judgment
entered
Defendants Motion for
entered on
on May
May 23,
23 2011
2011 ("Decision"),
Decision the Court recognized that Defendants'
Summary
public importance
Summary Judgment
Judgment involves
involves legal
legal issues
issues of
ofpublic
importance while
while simultaneously
simultaneously presenting
presenting
legal
legal questions
questions of
of first
first impression.
impression The
The Court
Court declined
declined to
to adopt
adopt the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule,
rule i.e.,
e the
i
the
the duty
baseball
baseball rule,
rule noting
noting that
that "Idaho
Idaho has
has not
not had
had the
the chance
chance to
to delineate
delineate the
the scope
scope of
ofthe
duty that
that
baseball
being hit
baseball stadium
stadium owners
owners owe
owe to
to their
their patrons
patrons with
with respect
respect to
to the
the risk
risk of
ofbeing
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball"
ball
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and there
there are
aregood
"goodreasons
reasons to
to adopt
adoptthe
thebaseball
baseball rule
rule." Likewise
Likewise, the
the Court
Court declined
declinedto
to consider
consider
and
whetherprimary
primaryimplied
implied assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
risk remains
remains aa viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho, while
while
whether
of implied
implied consent
consent should
should be
be
commenting that
that this
"thisCourt
Court tends
tends to
to agree
agree that
that some
some form
form of
commenting
available as
as aa defense
defense."
available
Defendants ask
ask that
that the
the Court
Court approve
approve their
their Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal because
because this
this
Defendants
lawsuit involves
involves legal
legal issues
issues of
of public
public interest
interest and
and legal
legal questions
questions of
of first
first impression
impression, and
and an
an
lawsuit
immediate appeal
appeal from
from the
the Court
Court's decision will
will materially advance
advance the
the orderly resolution
resolution of the
the
immediate
sdecision
litigation.
litigation
II. STANDARD
STANDARD OF
OF REVIEW
REVIEW
H
An order
order denying
denying aa motion
motion for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment isis not
not an
an appealable
order itself
itself.
An
appealable order

Grover vv. Wadsworth,
147 Idaho
Idaho 60
60,66,205
P.3d
(2009) quoting
(quoting Hunter v
v. Dep
Dep't of
Wadsworth 147
66 205 P
3
d 1196,
1196 1202 2009
tof
Corr., 138
138 Idaho
Idaho 44
44,46,57
P.3d
755, 757
757 2002
(2002». The
Appellate Rules,
allows
Corr
46 57 P
3
d 755
The Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Rules however,
however allows
an appeal
appeal from
from an
an order
denying summary
summary judgment
judgment in
in certain
certain instances.
Appellate Rule
an
order denying
instances Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Rule

12,
in relevant
relevant part,
12 in
part states
states the
the following:
following
Rule 12.
Appeal by
permission.
Rule
12 Appeal
by permission
(a)
a Criteria
Criteria for
for permission
permission to
to appeal.
appeal Permission
Permission may
may be
be granted
granted by
by the
the
or
judgment
of
a
district
court
Supreme
Court
to
appeal
from
an
interlocutory
order
Supreme Court to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment of a district court
in a civil or criminal action,
action which is not otherwise appealable
appealable under
under these
these rules,
rules but
which involves a controlling question of
of law
law as to which
which there isis substantial
substantial grounds
opinion and
for
for difference
difference of
ofopinion
and in
in which
which an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal from
from the
the order
order or
or decree
decree
of
the
litigation.
may
materially
advance
the
orderly
resolution
may materially advance the orderly resolution of the litigation
Order A
A
(b)
b Motion to
to the District Court
Court or
or Administrative
Administrative Agency
Agency - Order.
motion
motion for
for permission
permission to
to appeal
appeal from
from an
an interlocutory
interlocutory order
order or
or judgment,
judgment upon
upon the
the
of
this
rule,
shall
be
filed
with
the
district
grounds
set
forth
in
subdivision
(a)
grounds set forth in subdivision a of this rule shall be filed with the district court
court
or
or administrative agency
agency within
within fourteen
fourteen (14)
14 days
days from
from date
date of
ofentry
entryor
or the
the order
order or
or
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judgment. The motion
motion shall
shall be
be filed
filed, served
served, noticed
noticed for hearing and processed in
in the
judgment
same manner
manner as
as any
any other
other motion
motion, and
and the
the hearing
hearing of the
the motion
motion shall
shall be
be expedited.
same
expedited
In
criminal
actions
a
motion
filed
by
the
defendant
shall
be
served
upon the
In
actions a motion filed
the
shall
of the
the county
county. The court or agency shall,
prosecuting attorney of
shall within fourteen (14)
14
days
after
the
hearing,
enter
an
order
setting
forth
its
reasoning
for
approving
days after
hearing enter an order setting
its
approving or
disapproving the
the motion
motion.
disapproving

***
The intent
intent of
of Idaho
Idaho Appellate Rule 12 isis to provide
provide an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal from an
an
interlocutory order
order if substantial legal issues
issues of
of great
great public interest
interest or legal questions of first
involved. Aardema v.
Sys., 147 Idaho 785
785, 789
789, 215 P.3d
impression are involved
v U.S.
S Dairy Sys
U
3d 505,509
P
505 509
(2009) quoting
(quoting Budell
Rudell vv. Todd
Todd, 105
105 Idaho
Idaho 2
2, 665
665 P
P.2d
701 1983
(1983» emphasis
(emphasis added
added).
2009
2
d 701
III
III. ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

Defendants presented two primary arguments to
to the
the Court in
in support of their Motion for
Defendants
Summary Judgment
Judgment: 1
(1) Defendants
Defendants asked the Court to adopt
adopt the limited duty rule,
Summary
rule i.e.,
e the
i
rule, and
and find that Defendants
Defendants complied
baseball rule
complied with this rule;
rule and (2)
2 Defendants alternatively
the Court to find that Plaintiff
Plaintiff Bud Rountree impliedly consented to the risk of being hit by
asked the
a foul ball in Memorial
Memorial Stadium.!
and also
Stadium The Court
Court declined to adopt
adopt the limited duty rule,
rule and
declined to
to consider whether primary implied assumption of risk remains a viable defense in
Idaho
Idaho.

Defendants additionally raised the argument that Home Plate
Plate Food Services,
Services LLC and Memorial
Memorial
Stadium,
be dismissed
dismissed from this lawsuit as
Stadium Inc.
Inc should be
as a matter of law because neither of these
these entities
entities had
had
any
control
over
Memorial
Stadium,
or
the
netting
at
Memorial
Stadium.
The
Court
did
not
address
this
any control over Memorial Stadium or the netting at Memorial Stadium The Court did not address this
issue in its Decision.
a Motion for Reconsideration on
Decision Defendants have filed a
on this issue.
issue
!
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For
For the
thereasons
reasons that
that follow,
follow both
both of
ofthese
thesearguments
arguments involve
involvelegal
legal issues
issues of
ofpublic
public
importance
importance and
and present
present legal
legal questions
questions of
offirst
first impression
impression from
from which
which an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will
the litigation.
materially
materially advance
advance the
the orderly
orderlyresolution
resolution of
ofthe
litigation
A
A.

The Limited
Limited Duty
Duty Rule
Rule
The

The
The limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule identifies
identifies the
the duty
duty of
of baseball
baseball stadium
stadium owners
owners and
and operators
operators with
with
greater specificity than
than the usual standard
standard provides.
provides E.g.,
g Turner
E
Turner v.v Mandalay
Mandalay Sports
Sports

Entertainment,
Entertainment UC,
LLC 180
180 P.3d
3d 1172,
P
1172 1175
1175 (Nev.
Nev 2008);
2008 Benejam
Benejam v.v Detroit
Detroit Tigers,
Tigers Inc.,
Inc 246
246
Mich.App.
App 645,
Mich
645 635
635 N.W.2d
2d 219,223
W
N
219 223 (2001)
2001 (quoting
quoting McNiel
McNiel v.v Ft.
Ft Worth
Worth Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club 268
268
S.W.2d
2d 244,
W
S
244 246
246 (Tex.
Tex Civ.
Civ App.
App 1954)).
1954 In
In this
this sense,
sense the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule does
does not
not eliminate
eliminate
the stadium
operators' duty
the
stadium owners
owners and
and operators
duty to
to keep
keep the
the premises
premises in
in aa reasonably
reasonably safe
safe condition
condition or
or to
to
exercise
care to
prevent unreasonable,
protect spectators
exercise ordinary
ordinary care
to prevent
unreasonable foreseeable
foreseeable risks
risks of
of harm
harm to
to protect
spectators
against injury
injury; rather
rather, it
it defines
that duty
duty in
in detail.
e.g., Turner
Turner, 180
P.3d
against
defines that
detail See,
See g
e
180 P
3
d at
at 1175.
1175
As Defendants
Defendants argued
argued in
in their
their motion
for summary
summary judgment
judgment and
and the
the Court
in
As
motion for
Court recognized
recognized in
its Decision
Decision, the
"the rule insures that those
those spectators
spectators desiring
desiring protection from foul balls will
will be
its
of the
the stadium
stadium will
will be
be safe
safe," but
but a
"[alt
accommodated and
and that
that seats
seats in
in the
the most
most dangerous
dangerous areas
areas of
accommodated
t
by not
not
the same
same time
time, the
the majority
majority rule
rule recognizes
recognizes baseball
baseball tradition
tradition and
and spectators
spectators preference
preference by
the
requiring owners
owners to
to screen
screen the
the entire
entire stadium
stadium." Decision
(Decision, p
p. 5
5.) Thus
Thus, the
the rule
rule strikes
strikes aa balance
balance
requiring
ofbaseball
baseball.
between safety
safety and
and preserving
preserving the
the essential
essential character
character including
(including the
the innate
innate risks
risks) of
between
The Court
Court also
also recognized
recognized in
in its
its Decision
Decision that
that i
"[ilt appears
appears all
all courts
courts that
that have
have examined
examined
The
t
the issue
issue have
havecome
cometo
tothe
the conclusion
conclusion that
that owners
owners of
ofbaseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums owe
owe aa limited
limited duty
duty to
to
the
ofbeing
beinghit
hitby
byaafoul
foul ball
ball." Id
(Id.) The
The Court
Court further
further discussed
discussedthe
the
patrons with
with respect
respecttoto the
therisk
riskof
patrons
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benefits
benefits of
ofthe
the limited
limited duty
duty rule,
rule acknowledged
acknowledged the
the innate
innate risks
risks of
offoul
foul balls
balls atatbaseball
baseball games
games
and
and the
the fact
fact that
that foul
foul balls
balls cannot
cannot be
be eliminated
eliminatedfrom
from baseball,
baseball and
and even
evennoted
noted there
there are
are good
good
reasons
reasons to
to adopt
adopt the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule.
rule (Decision,
Decision pp.
pp 6-7.)
67 Nonetheless,
Nonetheless the
the Court
Court declined
declined to
to
adopt the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule.
rule (Id.
Id at 7.)
7
1
1.

The limited duty
public importance.
duty rule is
is aa legal issue
issue of
ofpublic
importance

As the
the Court recognized the
the following
following in
in its Decision:
Decision
The
The rule
rule [limited
limited duty
duty rule]
rule solves
solves aa problem
problem presented
presented by
by an
an unusual
unusual situation.
situation
on
their
premises,
Unlike
most
businesses
which
attempt
to
eliminate
hazards
Unlike most businesses which attempt to eliminate hazards on their premises
stadium owners host baseball games knowing that the game
game itself will
will create the
hazard
of
being
hit
by
a
ball.
Foul
balls
cannot
be
eliminated
from
hazard ofbeing hit by a ball Foul balls cannot be eliminated from the
the game.
game and
and
are
therefore
a
reasonably
foreseeable
risk.
Fans
who
go
to
games
can
be
divided
are therefore a reasonably foreseeable risk Fans who go to games can be divided
into two
into
two general
general categories.
categories Those
Those who
who wish
wish to
to watch
watch the
the game
game unobstructed,
unobstructed and
and
those
who
wish
to
watch
the
game
without
the
risk
of
being
hit.
The
two
are
those who wish to watch the game without the risk of being hit The two are
mutually exclusive
exclusive. A
A person
mutually
person cannot
cannot watch
watch aa baseball
baseball game
game unobstructed
unobstructed while
while at
at
the same time being protected by foul balls.
Stadium
owners
are
therefore
left
balls
with
two
options.
They
can
net
part
of
the stadium
stadium and
open
with two options They can net part of the
and leave
leave the
the other
other part
part open
so that
that fans
can choose
choose where
where they
wish to
sit. Or,
the whole
so
so
fans can
they wish
to sit
Or they
they can
can net
net the
whole field
field so
that everyone
everyone isis protected
protected. This
change the
the nature
the game
game, in
that
This would
would change
nature of
ofthe
in
particular
fans
catching
foul
balls.
The
reasonable
option,
and
the
option
which
particular fans catching foul balls The reasonable option and the option which
or all
all baseball
baseball stadiums
stadiums in
in the
the country
country have
have chosen
chosen, is
to net
net only
only part
part of
of the
the
most or
most
is to
stadium.
In
this
instance,
part
of
the
stadium
remains
unprotected,
and
it
is
stadium In this instance part of the stadium remains unprotected and it is
that these fans
fans many
many be hit by foul balls
balls. If
stadium owners are
are aware
aware
foreseeable that
If stadium
of
this
risk
and
the
risk
is
unreasonable.
then
every
fan
who
gets
hit
by
a
ball
will
ofthis risk and the risk is unreasonable then every fan who gets hit by a ball will
jury.
have the right
right to
to take
take his
his case
case to
to a jurX
have
(Decision, pp
pp. 67
6-7.) emphasis
(emphasis added
added.)
Decision
The Court
Court further
further recognized
recognized in
in its
its Decision
Decision that
that w
"[ wat
]hat the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule appears
appears to
to do
do
The
h
identify which
which part
part ofthe
ofthe stadium
stadium presents
presents an
an unreasonable
unreasonable risk
risk of
ofharm
Thus, the
the baseball
baseball
isis identify
harm ...Thus
rule defines
defines the
the scope
scope of
of the
the stadium
stadium owners
owners' duties
duties without
without the
the need
need to
to present
present each
each case
case to
to aa
rule

(Id. at
atpp. 7
7.)
jury." Id
Jury
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Being a spectator at a baseball game presents innate risks that cannot
cannot be eliminated.
eliminated Foul
balls at baseball games
games are random and unavoidable.
unavoidable There is no possible way
way for owners and
and
operators of baseball stadiums and/or
and fields in Idaho to protect themselves from liability without
orfields
specifically defining the duty that is owed to these spectators.
a rule specifically
spectators The limited duty
duty rule
defmes this duty in detail
detail. Without such a rule,
defines
rule as the Court stated in its Decision,
Decision each case will
equitable, and
have to be presented to aajury.2
jury Such a result is neither fair,
fair nor equitable
and will have
consequences to the general public and the game of baseball in Idaho.
Idaho

It is also important to recognize that the potential ramifications of not adopting such a
It

lawsuit. There are hundreds,
are much broader than the context of this lawsuit
rule in Idaho are
hundreds if not
and private
private baseball and softball fields throughout Idaho.
Most, if not all,
thousands, of public and
thousands
Idaho Most
all of
these fields have nothing more than a small chain link backstop around the home plate area.
area
Every town
town in Idaho has a baseball and
and/or softball field (or
or
or several dozen)
dozen where spectators are at
ball. Without the limited duty rule,
risk of being hit by a foul ball
rule there is no way for an owner to
insulate itself from liability
liability without netting all spectator areas.
areas

The argument
argument by
by plaintiff
plaintiff at
at trial
will always
always be
be that
that the
the club
club owner
could have
have avoided
avoided the
the
The
trial will
owner could
accident ifif itit had
had netted
netted where
where the
the spectator
spectator was
was hit.
conceptually this
this may be
be true
true, the
the reality is that
that
accident
hit While conceptually
foul
balls
are
unavoidable
and
cannot
be
prevented
from
entering
the
areas
around
the
field
of
play
without
foul balls are unavoidable and cannot be prevented from entering the areas around the field of play without
changing the
the nature
nature of
of the
the game
game by
by erecting
erecting aa barrier
barrier all
the way
way around
around the
the stadium
stadium with
with netting
on top
that
changing
all the
netting on
top that
completely closes
closes off
off the
the field of play
play. Memorial
Memorial Stadium would be the only
only baseball
baseball stadium
stadium in the country
with such
such aa nettingchi
netting configuration.
In this
this particular
particular instance
instance, the argument revolves
revolves around the
the Executive
with
uration In
Club.
Next
time,
the
argument
may
revolve
around
the
parking
lot.
Maybe
the
time
after
that,
argument
Club Next time the argument may revolve around the parking lot Maybe the time after that the
the argument
will
revolve
around
walkways
in
the
stadium.
will revolve around walkways in the stadium
2
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Becausethe
thelimited
limitedduty
dutyrule
ruleisis aalegal
legal issue
issueof
ofbroad
broadpublic
public importance
importance, this
this Court
Court
Because
shouldgrant
grantDefendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal so
so the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court can
can instruct
instruct the
the
should
parties on
on the
the law
law.
parties

2.
2

The limited
limitedduty
duty rule
rulepresents
presents aa legal
legal question
question offirst
offirst impression
impression.
The

As the
the Court
Court recognized
recognized in
in its
its Decision
Decision, Idaho
"Idaho has
has not
not had
had the
the chance
chance to
to delineate
delineate the
the
As
scope of
of the
the duty
duty that
that baseball
baseball stadium
stadium owners
owners owe
owe to
to their
their patrons
patrons with
with respect
respect to
to the
the risk
risk of
of
scope
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball." Decision
(Decision, p
p. 5
5.) In
In fact
fact, itit appears
appears Idaho
Idaho isis one
one of
of the
the only
only states
states which
which
being
has not
not addressed
addressed this
this issue
issue.
has
Defendants recognize
recognize this
this Court
Court's ruling found
found that
that only
only the
the Legislature
Legislature can
can adopt
adopt the
the
Defendants
sruling
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court's decision in
in Rufng
Ruffing vv. Ada
Ada County
County Paramedics
Paramedics,
limited duty
duty rule
rule because
because of
limited
sdecision
145 Idaho
Idaho 943
943, 188
188 3
P.3d
885 2008
(2008). Defendants
Defendants respectfully disagree
disagree with
with the Court
Court's
145
P
d 885
s
of Rung
Ruffing, as
as discussed
discussed in
in Defendants
Defendants' Supplemental
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of
interpretation of
interpretation
Supplemental Memorandum
Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate Food Services,
Services
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Inc.'s Motion for Summary Judgment ("Supplemental
Stadium Inc
s
Supplemental
Memorandum").
Defendants still contend this Court has the authority to adopt the limited duty
Memorandum
Defendants
rule. While it is true that the Legislature has
rule
has insulated some entities/individuals
entities individuals from liability,
liability

see,
61101 and
and 6-1201,
6 1201 both statutes were passed
passed before the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
see e.g.,
g Idaho
e
Idaho Code
Code §§ 6-1101
adopted
rule in
adopted the
the fireman's
srule
fireman
in Winn
Winn v.v Frasher,
Frasher 116
116 Idaho
Idaho 500,
500 777
777 P.2d
2d 722
P
722 (1989).
1989 The
The
Supreme
Supreme Court
Court isis not
not of
of the
the view
view that
that the
the Legislature's
s involvement
Legislature
involvement in
in such
such issues
issues prevents
prevents
courts
courts in
in Idaho
Idaho from
from developing
developing common
common law
law duty
duty rules.
rules
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Regardless, this
this Court declined to
to adopt the limited duty rule - aa rule
rule that presents a legal
Regardless
Idaho. As such
such, Defendants respectfully request the opportunity to
question of fIrst
first impression in Idaho
present this legal question of fIrst
to the Supreme
Supreme Court.
first impression to
Court
3
3.

An immediate appeal will materially
materially advance the orderly resolution of the
litigation.
litigation

appeal will provide the parties
parties with clear guidance on the scope of the duty
An immediate appeal
duty
of being
being hit
baseball stadium
owners and
and/or operators owe
spectators with
baseball
stadium owners
oroperators
owe to
to spectators
with respect
respect to
to the
the risk
risk of
hit
by a foul ball
ball at baseball games
games in Idaho
Idaho. Such guidance will promote either an immediate
dismissal of
of this
this lawsuit
lawsuit, or
or provide
the parties
clear understanding
understanding moving
on the
dismissal
provide the
parties with
with aa clear
moving forward
forward on
the
relevancy of
this issue
issue at
at trial
trial.
relevancy
of this
An immediate
immediate appeal
will promote
promote efficiency
efficiency in
in the
the operation
operation of
of the
the courts
the
An
appeal will
courts and
and the

effort while simultaneously avoiding a waste of the
judicial system by minimizing duplication of effort
of law
law that
that will
will
judiciary's time and
resources. This
This is
is aa controlling
controlling dispositive
judiciary
stime
and resources
dispositive question
question of
dramatically affect the litigation
litigation. The limited duty rule issue should be considered now,
now not after
trial. Similarly
Similarly, it
is in
in the
the parties
parties economic
and personal
personal interests
interests to
unnecessary trial
trial
trial
it is
economic and
to avoid
avoid any
any unnecessary
and/or subsequent appeal.
and
orsubsequent
appeal
For
these reasons
reasons, an
immediate appeal
materially advance
the orderly
For these
an immediate
appeal will
will materially
advance the
orderly resolution
resolution of
of
the litigation.
The Court
Court should
should grant
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
Permission to
to Appeal.
the
litigation The
grant Defendants
for Permission
Appeal
B
B.

Primary Implied Assumption
Assumption of
of Risk
Risk
PrimarYImplied
There is a critical
critical distinction between implied assumption of risk in the "primary"
primary sense,
sense

of risk
risk in
in the
sense. Secondary
Secondary implied
assumption of
and
implied assumption
and implied
assumption of
the "secondary"
secondary sense
implied assumption
of risk
risk
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was discussed in Salinas v.
v Vierstra,
Vierstra 107
107 Idaho 984,
984 695 P.2d
2d 369 (1985)3,
P
1985 while primary
implied assumption of risk was discussed in Winn v.
v Frasher,
Frasher 116 Idaho 500,
500 777 P.2d
2d 722
P

(1989).4a This Court,
1989
Court however,
however declined to consider the language in Winn and relied solely on the
the
language in Salinas.
Salinas
1
1.

Whether primary implied assumption of risk,
risk i.e.,
e implied consent,
i
consent remains a
ofpublic importance.
viable defense in Idaho is a legal issue ofpublic
importance

In
Salinas, the Supreme Court held that Idaho's
comparative negligence statute applies to
In Salinas
scomparative
Idaho
of assumption of risk as a defense
the use of
defense and abolished its legal effect in Idaho,
Idaho with the
exception of where a plaintiff expressly assumes
assumes orally
(orally or in writing)
exception
writing the risk involved.
involved [d.
Id at

989-90. In order to
to avoid any misunderstanding and
and confusion,
98990
confusion the Salinas Court stated
stated that the
terminology of assumption of
of risk
risk should no longer be used because express assumption of risk
contract and
and not tort.
[d. Rather
Rather, the correct
correct terminology to use to assert this defense
sounds in contract
tort Id
is
is consent
"consent."

The Court stated in its
its Decision that t
"[t is
]his Court
Court is constrained to abide by the language
h
Salinas. Because Salinas only recognized aa consent exception for oral and written expressions
in Salinas

consent, the
the Court
Court declines to
to analyze whether Plaintiff may have impliedly consented to the
of consent
risk in this case
case." Decision
(Decision, p
p. 8.)
risk
8
While the Supreme Court
Court in Salinas rejected implied
implied assumption of risk in the secondary
"secondary" sense,
33 While
sense
i.e., as
as aa form
form of
of contributory
contributory negligence
negligence, itit did
did not
not reject
reject implied
assumption of
of risk
risk in
in the
the "primary"
i
e
implied assumption
primary sense.
sense
See Winn
Winn, 116
116 Idaho
Idaho at
at 503
503, 777
777 P
P.2d
at 725
725.
See
2
d at

concept of consent
"consent" is frequently used
used interchangeably with the concept of "primary"
44 The concept
primary implied
assumption
of
risk
particularly
in
the
sports
setting.
See,
e.g.,
Turcotte
v.
Fell,
68
N.Y.2d
432,437,502
assumption of risk particularly in the sports setting See e
g Turcotte v Fell 68 N
2d 432
Y
437 502
N.E.2d
964,967,510
N.Y.S.2d
49,
52
(N.Y.
Ct.
App.
1986);
Neinstein
v.
Los
Angeles
Dodgers,
Inc., 185
2d 964 967 510 N
E
N
2d 49 52 N
S
Y
Y Ct App 1986
v
Angeles Dodgers Inc
Cal.App.3d 176
176,229
Cal.Rptr.612 1986
(1986); and
and Hunt vv. Portland
Portland Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, 207 Or
Or. 337,
347-48 296
3d
App
Cal
229 Cal
612
Rptr
337 34748
P.2d
495, 499
499-50
(Or. 1956
1956).
2
P
d 495
50 Or
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The
The Supreme
Supreme Court
Court inin Winn,
Winnhowever,
however was
was of
ofthe
the opinion
opinionthat
that implied
impliedassumption
assumptionof
ofrisk
risk
isis still
still aa viable
viable defense
defense inin Idaho,
Idahoand
and expressly
expresslyfound
foundthat
that the
the facts
facts in
inSalinas
Salinas were
were not
not
appropriate
appropriate to
to overrule
overrule the
the defense.
defense Specifically,
Specifically the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court in
in Winn
Winn said
said that
that the
the facts
facts
in
in Salinas
Salinas were
were only
only appropriate
appropriate for
for the
the application
application of
of implied
implied assumption
assumptionof
ofrisk
risk ininthe
the
"secondary"
secondary sense
sense and
and therefore
therefore any
any implied
implied rejection
rejection of
of implied
implied assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
risk ininthe
the
"primary"
primary sense by
by the
the Salinas
Salinas Court
Court was
was dicta.
dicta See
See Winn,
Winn 116
116 Idaho
Idaho atat 503,
503 777
777 PP
2.2d
d at
at 725.
725
This
This makes
makes sense
sense because
because of
of the
the impracticality
impracticality of
of "consenting"
consenting orally
orally or
or inin writing,
writing particularly
particularly
5
in certain
certain contexts
contexts - like being aa spectator at aa sporting event.
in
events

Even
Even in
in aa different,
different but
but related
related setting
setting like
like where
where injuries
injuries are
are sustained
sustained while
while engaged
engaged in
in
participatory
participatory sports
sports the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk,
risk i.e.,
e implied
i
implied consent,
consent has
has
very practical
application. If
aa very
practical application
If Salinas
Salinas abrogated
abrogated primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk,
risk then
then sports
sports
participants in
in Idaho could
could be sued by aa co-participant
coparticipant for injuries sustained as a result of
voluntarily playing
playing sports
sports like
like baseball
baseball, softball
softball, basketball
basketball, boxing
boxing, football
football, soccer,
hockey,
voluntarily
soccer hockey
golf, lacrosse
lacrosse, martial
martial arts
arts, etc
etc., despite
despite the
the fact
fact that
that there
there are
are inherent
inherent risks
risks to
to these
sports that
that
golf
these sports
6

are known
known to
to participants
participants and
and they
they consent
consent to
to accept
accept by
by their
their participation
participation in
in the
the sporting
sporting event
event.6
are

Because the
the issue
issue of
of whether
whether primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk, i
i.e., implied
implied consent
consent, isis
Because
e
legal issue
issue of
of broad
broad public
public importance
importance, and
and because
because there
there are
are substantial
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference
aa legal

The impracticability
impracticability of
ofapplying
applying the
the Salinas
Salinas rule
rule toto spectator
spectator events
events is
is apparent
apparent, as
as itit would
would be
be
55 The
difficult,
if
not
impossible,
to
obtain
the
oral
or
written
consent
of
each
spectator
before
a
game.
difficult if not impossible to obtain the oral or written consent of each spectator before a game
Forinstance
instance,does
doesthis
thismean
meanthat
that every
everytime
timeanyone
anyoneplays
plays basketball
basketball at
at the
the park
parkthey
theyneed
need to
to have
have
66For

everyonethey
they intend
intendto
to play
playwith
witheither
either orally
orally say
say Iconsent
"I consentto
to the
the risk
risk involved
involved," or
or sign
signaa written
writtenrelease
release
everyone
from
each
player
stating
that
they
will
not
hold
the
identified
individual
liable
for
an
injury
that
occurs
while
from each player stating that they will not hold the identified individual liable for an injury that occurs while
playing the
thegame
game?
playing
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of
ofopinion
opinion due
due toto the
the apparent
apparent conflict
conflictbetween
between Salinas
Salinas and
and Winn,
Winn this
this Court
Court should
shouldgrant
grant
Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission toto Appeal
Appealso
so the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court can
caninstruct
instruct the
theparties
parties on
on
the law.
law
the
2
2.

Whether
risk, i.e.,
Whetherprimary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
e implied
i
implied consent,
consent remains
remainsaa
first impression.
viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idahopresents
presents aa legal
legal question
question of
offirst
impression

The
The holding
holding in
in Salinas
Salinas isis almost
almost thirty
thirty years
years old
old and
and the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Courthas
has not
not revisited
revisited
the
the issue
issue of
of "consent"
consent since
since that
that time.
time In
In Winn,
Winn aa case
case that
that was
was decided
decided four
four years
years after
after Salinas,
Salinas
the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court said
said that
that the
the facts
facts in
in Salinas
Salinas were
were only
only appropriate
appropriate for
for the
the application
application of
of
implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk in
in the
the "secondary"
secondary sense
sense and
and therefore
therefore any
any implied
implied rejection
rejection of
of
implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk in
in the
the "primary"
primary sense
sense by
by the
the Salinas
Salinas Court
Court was
was dicta.
dicta See
See Winn,
Winn 116
116
Idaho at 503,
503 777 P
2
d at 725.
725
P.2d

Moreover,
its Decision
Decision, the
stated that
that "[w]hile
to agree
that
Moreover in
in its
the Court
Court stated
hile this
w
this Court
Court tends
tends to
agree that
of implied
implied consent should
should be available
available as a defense
defense, no Idaho Court has looked at this
some form of
some

Salinas announced
announced the
the rule
rule of
of consent
consent." Decision
(Decision, p
p. 8.)
issue since
since the
the Court
Court in
in Salinas
issue
8
of risk
risk,
Ultimately, this
this Court
Court declined
declined to
to consider
consider whether
whether primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption of
Ultimately

i.e., implied
implied consent
consent, remains
remains aa viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho. As
As such
such, Defendants
Defendants respectfully
respectfully request
request
i
e
of first
first impression
impression to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court.
the opportunity
opportunity to
to present
present this
this legal
legal question
question of
the
3
3.

An immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the orderly
orderly resolution
resolution ofthe
of the
An

litigation.
litigation

An immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will provide
provide the
the parties
parties with
with clear
clearguidance
guidance on
on whether
whether primary
primary
An
ofrisk
risk, i
i.e., implied
implied consent
consent, remains
remains aa viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho as
as Winn
Winn
implied assumption
assumption of
implied
e
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suggests.
suggests7 Such
Such guidance
guidance will
will promote
promote either
either the
the immediate
immediateresolution
resolutionof
ofthis
this lawsuit,
lawsuit or
or itit will
will
provide
provide the
the parties
parties with
with aaclear
clear understanding
understanding moving
moving forward
forward on
on the
the relevancy
relevancy of
ofthis
this issue
issue atat
trial
trial.

An
An immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will therefore
therefore promote
promote efficiency
efficiency in
in the
the operation
operation of
ofthe
the courts
courts and
and

the
the judicial
judicial system
system by
by minimizing
minimizing duplication
duplication of
of effort
effort while
while simultaneously
simultaneously avoiding
avoiding aa waste
waste of
of
the
the judiciary's
s time
judiciary
time and
and resources.
resources This
This isis aa controlling
controlling question
question of
of law
law that
that will
will dramatically
dramatically
affect
affect the
the litigation,
litigation including
including the
the jury
jury instructions
instructions at
at trial.
trial Similarly,
Similarly itit isis in
in the
the parties
parties economic
economic
and
personal interests
and personal
interests to
to avoid
avoid any
any unnecessary
unnecessary trial,
trial subsequent
subsequent appeal,
appeal and/or
or subsequent
and
subsequent trial.
trial
For
these reasons,
For these
reasons an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the orderly
orderly resolution
resolution of
of
the
The Court
Permission to
to Appeal.
the litigation.
litigation The
Court should
should grant
grant Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Appeal
IV
IV. CONCLUSION

For the
the reasons
set forth
above, Defendants
Defendants respectfully
request the
the Court
For
reasons set
forth above
respectfully request
Court approve
approve their
their
Motion for
for Permission
to Appeal
Appeal the
the Court
Court's Decision to
to the
the Supreme
Court pursuant
pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho
Motion
Permission to
sDecision
Supreme Court
12(b).
Appellate Rule 12
b

Defendantsare
areconcerned
concernedthat
thatthe
the Court
Court will
will rule
rule that
that they
they cannot
cannot present
present an
an implied
implied assumption
assumption
Defendants
of risk
risk defense
defense at
at trial
trial. Considering
Considering that
that Winn
Winn appears
appears to
to say
say itit isis still
still aa defense
defense in
in spite
spite of
of Salinas
Salinas, the
the
of
Supreme
Court
should
clear
up
any
conflict
before
the
parties
go
through
the
time
and
effort
of
trying
this
Supreme Court should clear up any conflict before the parties go through the time and effort of trying this
7

case.

case

MEMORANDUM IN
IN SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OF DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISEBASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE
BOISE
MEMORANDUM
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALLCLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC AND
AND
HAWKS
MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
INC.'S
MOTION
FOR
PERMISSION
TO
APPEAL
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DATED this
this
DATED

0~y
day of
ofJune,
June 2011.
2011
G
l

ELAM

B

A

Un

ua S.
vett, of
1vett
S
of the
the firm
firm
omeys
ys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise se
se all,
all LLC,
LLC
oise Hawks
Boise
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home
Home Plate
Plate
Food
Food Services,
Services LLC,
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc

SERVICE
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

6
~y

of June,
I HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that on the
June 2011,
2011 I caused aa true and correct
copy of the foregoing document to be served as
as follows:
follows
S Mail
U
u.S.
Mail
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
~ral
eral Express
FacsimileFacsimile 345-4700
345 4700

Wm. Breck Seiniger,
Wm
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
P.A.
Offices P
A
942 Myrtle Street
942
Boise
Boise, ID 83702

Attorneyfor
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney

Jos

Evett

MEMORANDUM IN
INSUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
OFDEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISEBASEBALL
BASEBALL,LLC
LLC,BOISE
BOISE
MEMORANDUM
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALLCLUB
CLUB,LLC
LLC, HOME
HOMEPLATE
PLATEFOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC AND
AND
HAWKS
MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
INC.'S
MOTION
FOR
PERMISSION
TO
APPEAL
14
MEMORIAL STADIUM INC
S MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL - 14
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NO
NO._=:
----,~...,..H-h-rl-t..4_

M_ _ _-'F~~
A
A.M.

Joshua S.
S Evett
Evett ISB
ISB #5587
5587
Joshua
Jade C.
C Stacey
Stacey ISB #8016
8016
ELAM & BURKE,
BURKE P.A.
A
P
ELAM
251
251 E.
E Front
Front St.,
St Ste.
Ste 300
300
O Box
P
Box 1539
1539
P.O.
Boise Idaho
Idaho 83701
Boise,
Telephone:
Telephone (208)
208 343-5454
343 5454
Facsimile:
Facsimile (208)
208 384-5844
3845844

±it =

JUN 062011
0 6 2011
CHAJSTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D.
D RICH,
RICH Clerk
Clerk
By
JERI HEATON
BYJERIHEATON
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate
Plate Food Services,
Services LLC,
LLC
and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc
and
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO IN AND FOR
FOR THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE,
ROUNTREE
Case
Case No
No. CV PI 0920924

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

NOTICE OF HEARING

vs.

i

BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, a Delaware Limited
BOISE BASEBALL
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a.
Bosie Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a.
a Boiie
b
a
b
Boise
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball

Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
a
b
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho Limited Liability
BASEBALL
Corporation
a
b
a
b
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise
Baseball Club
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball Club
Club,
Baseball
a
b
LLC
a
b
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an assumed business
business
BASEBALL

of Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
name of
name
FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited

Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation
INC., WRIGHT
WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
INC
COMPANY, an
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
COMPANY
Corporation, TRIPLE
TRIPLE P
P, INC
INC., an
an Idaho
Idaho general
general
Corporation
business corporation
corporation, DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS,
business
INC., aa New
New York
York Corporation
Corporation, DIAMOND
INC
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho corporation
corporation,
SPORT CORP an Idaho

NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF HEARING
HEARING

- 11

ORIGINAL
ORIGINAL
1
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DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENTAND
AND
DIAMOND
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLCan
anIdaho
IdahoLimited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT,
Liability
LiabilityCorporation,
CorporationCH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC aa
Florida Corporation
Corporationd.b.a.
aCh2M
b
d
Ch2MHill,
HillCH2M
CH2M
Florida
HILL CONSTRUCTORS,
CONSTRUCTORS INC.
INCd.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M
HILL
Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL E&C,
E CINC.,
INC d.b.a
aCh2M
b
d
Ch2MHill,
Hill
CH2M HILL
HILL ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS INC.
INCd.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M
CH2M
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIALDESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
Hill,
CONSTRUCTION an
an assumed
assumedbusiness
business name
name of
of
CONSTRUCTION,
Ch2M
Ch2M Engineers,
Engineers Inc.,
Inc CH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL aa foreign
foreign
corporation doing
doing business
business in
in Idaho
Idaho under
under the
the
corporation
name
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill,
Hill WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
ROBERT
PEREIRA,
and
JOHN
DOES
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES II through
through
X,
X whose true
true identities
identities are
are unknown,
unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

TO
TO:

ALL PARTIES ABOVE
ABOVE NAMED AND THEIR COUNSEL OF
OF RECORD:
RECORD
PLEASE
NOTICE that
undersigned will
PLEASE TAKE
TAKE NOTICE
that the
the undersigned
will bring
bring on
on Defendants
Defendants Home
Home Plate
Plate

Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
Memorial Stadium,
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration; and
Food
and Memorial
Stadium Inc.'s
s Motion
Inc
Motion for
and Defendants
Defendants
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
and
Boise
LLC and
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal for
for hearing
hearing before
before the
Honorable
Memorial
s
the Honorable
Darla Williamson
Williamson, District
District Judge
Judge, at
at the
the Ada
Ada County
County Courthouse
Courthouse, Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho, on
on the
the 22nd
22nd day
day
Darla
of June
June, 2011
2011, at
at the
the hour
hour of
of2:45
p.m., or
or as
as soon
soon thereafter
thereafter as
as counsel
counsel can
can be
be heard
heard.
of
45 p
2
m
DATED
DATED this
this

~ay
ofJune
June, 2011
2011.
ay of
ELAM

A
P
E
BURJ

an

Evett, of
ofthe
the firm
firm
ss aaSS.Evett
A
rneys
for
Defendants
Boi
Aj
obrneys for Defendants Boi

seball,
sebal
l
C, Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,

C Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC

HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and
Home
MemorialStadium
Stadium,Inc
Inc.
Memorial
NOTICE
NOTICEOF
OFHEARING
HEARING

- 22
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,

CERTIFICATEOF
OFSERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

d
0~y

HEREBYCERTIFY
CERTIFYthat
thaton
onthe
the
I IHEREBY
yof
ofJune,
June2011,
2011I Icaused
causedaatrue
trueand
andcorrect
correct
copy of
ofthe
the foregoing
foregoingdocument
documenttoto be
beserved
served asasfollows:
follows
copy
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Wm.
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
Seiniger
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise ID
ID 83702
83702
Boise,
Attorneyfor
Plaintiff
Attorney
for Plaintiff

NOTICE
NOTICEOF
OFHEARING
HEARING

SMail
U
Mail
U.S.
_ _ Hand
HandDelivery
Delivery
,3.deral
deralExpress
Express
FacsimileFacsimile345-4700
345 4700

-3 3

000868

z1

NO
ED

Will Breck Seiniger,
(ISB#2387)
Will
Seiniger Jr.
Jr ISB2387
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
A
Myrtle Street
Street
942 Myrtle
Boise, Idaho 83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 3454700
345-4700

FILED
P.M.
FIL
M_ _

M
A

:-

-~

JUN 1
177 Zatl
2011
D RICH,
RICH Clerk
CHRISTOPHER D.
By
By ELYSHIA HOLMES
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys
FOR THE FOURTH
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT FOR
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF THE
THE
COUNTY OF ADA
STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case No
No. CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiffs Opposition
to
Plaintiffs
Opposition to

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Reconsideration and
Reconsideration
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory
Appeal
Appeal

V.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
et. aL
al.
Boise
LLC A
Defendants
Defendants

Comes now the Plaintiff
Plaintiff, through
through counsel,
Defendant's Motion for
counsel and opposes Defendant
sMotion
Reconsideration and Motion
Motion to Appeal for the following reasons Standards Applicable
Reconsideration
To Motions
Motions for
Summary Judgment
Judgment.
To
for Summary
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION MUST
MUST BE
BE DENIED

Putting aside the issue of Home
Home Plate's
and Memorial's
right to summary
sand
Plate
sright
Memorial
judgment based
based upon
upon their
their argument
argument that
that the
the Court
Court should
the "limited
judgment
should adopt
adopt the
limited duty
duty rule",
rule
(an
argument that the Court has rejected
rejected, but which is the subject of a separate motion to
an argument
appeal
which will
will be
be dealt
with in
in the
the memorandum
opposition to
appeal which
dealt with
memorandum in
in opposition
to that
that motion)
motion their
their
argument that the
the Court should
should reconsider summary
summary judgment as to them is based entirely

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES. A
P.A.
P
942 Myrtle
Street
942
Myrtle Street
Boise, Idaho
83702
Boise
Idaho 83702
Voice: 208
(208) 3451000
345-1000
Voice
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-7600
Fax
7600

Plaintiffs Opposition
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
Appeal
Plaintiffs
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
p.l
P1
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on the affidavit
affidavit of Todd Rahr
Rahr to the effect that these Defendants "did
did not operate,
operate
maintain,
control any area of
maintain and/or
orcontrol
and
of Memorial Stadium."
Stadium
If Plaintiff understands the Motion for Reconsideration correctly,
correctly itit goes only to
the denial of summary
summary judgment as to Defendants Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC
(Home Plate
Plate) and Memorial Stadium,
(Memorial Stadium).
Home
Stadium Inc.
Inc Memorial
Stadium These Defendants urge
the Court to reconsider its denial of their Motion for Summary Judgment.
Judgment As the Court
will recall,
recall at hearing on the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment,
Judgment it was agreed
that the motion boiled down to a request that the
the Court adopt and apply the "limited
limited duty
rule
rule".

Mr. Rahr's
Mr
s affidavit avers that Home Plate Food Services,
Rahr
Services Inc.
Inc and Memorial
Stadium did
"did not operate
operate, maintain
maintain, or control
control Memorial Stadium".
Stadium See Rahr Affidavit,
Affidavit ~~
22 and 23.
Defendant's Memorandum In Support
Support Of
Defendants Home Plate Food Services
Services,
23 Defendant
sMemorandum
OfDefendants
LLC
s
Defendants
And Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion For Reconsideration
Reconsideration ("Defendants'
LLC, And
Reconsideration Memorandum
3 Mr
s
Mr. Rahr
Rahr's affidavit is silent as to whether or not
Memorandum") at 3.

either Home Plate
Plate Food Services,
Inc. and Memorial Stadium had the right to "operate,
either
Services Inc
operate
maintain, or control
control" any area
area of Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, or whether
whether or not it may have exercised
maintain
that right
right, and
and is
is silent
silent as
as to
to whether
whether or
or not
not Home
Home Plate
Food Services,
any
that
Plate Food
Services Inc.
Inc conducted
conducted any
Rahr's avennents in
in this
this regard
mentioned in
in
activities within
within Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium. Mr
Mr. Rahr
activities
saverments
regard are
are mentioned

Factual And Procedural
Procedural Background
Background section of Defendants
Defendants'
the Undisputed Factual
In Support OfDefendantsBoise
OfDefendants' Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLe, Boise Hawks Baseball
Memorandum In
Food Services
Services, LLC And Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc. 's Motion For
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Club
s
The Defendants
Summary Judgment Defendants
(Defendants' Summary
Summary Judgment Memorandum").
Defendants'
Summary
Memorandum

SEINIGER
A
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES. P
P.A.

942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise

Plaintiffs Opposition
Opposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
p.2
P
2

Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax: 208
(208) 3457600
345-7600
Fax

000870

represents
accident Memorial Stadium
represents that "At
At the time of Mr.
Mr Rountree's
saccident
Rountree
Stadium did
did not
not operate,
operate
maintain,
maintain and/or
or control Memorial Stadium.
and
Stadium (Id.)
Id Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC did.
did (Rahr
Rahn

Aff.,
Aff '~22.)".
22 Defendants Reconsideration Memorandum at 4.
4 Mr.
Mr Rahr's
s affidavit
Rahr
affidavit does
does not
not
represent that
that Boise Hawks Baseball,
Baseball LLC operated,
operated maintained,
maintained or controlled
controlled Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium at
at the
the time
time of
of Mr.
Mr Rountree's
s accident.
Rountree
accident There
There is
is no
no specific
specific evidence
evidence that
that the
the ground
ground
lease/sublease
leasesublease was assigned to the Boise Hawks Baseball,
Baseball LLC or any
any of
of the
the other
Defendants that moved for
for summary judgment.
judgment
Consequently, Mr.
averments regarding who had responsibility for the
Consequently
Mr Rahr's
saverments
Rahr
operation, maintenance or control of all areas in Memorial Stadium are
operation
are legal conclusions,
conclusions and
and
as such
such do
not comply
the requirements
ofLR.Civ.P.
in that
are made
as
do not
comply with
with the
requirements of
Civ 56(e)
R
I
P
e in
56
that they
they are
made on
on
personal knowledge
knowledge, lack foundation
foundation, are apparently based on hearsay,
personal
hearsay would not be
evidence, and do
do not
not show affirmatively that Mr.
admissible in evidence
Mr Rahr is competent to testify to
the legal
legal ownership
ownership, maintenance and control
Stadium.
control of Memorial Stadium
Furthermore, Mr
Mr. Rahr does not aver that Home Plate Food Services
Services, Inc.
Furthermore
Inc had
to do with the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" where the Plaintiff
Plaintiff was injured
injured. The Executive Club
nothing to

Depo. Pg
Pg: 36
36 Ln:
- 17. The so-called
is a food and
and beverage area
area. Ballard Depo
is
Ln 99 17
socalled Executive
of the
the Hawks
Hawks Nest
Nest, and
and the
the entire
is protected
protected
Club is
is connected
connected to
to the
the lower
lower section
section of
Club
entire area
area is
by a horizontally
horizontally strung
strung protective
protective mesh
mesh barrier
barrier. Rountree
Rountree Aff
Aff. T3
~3, 6
6, Exhibits
Exhibits 1
1,2,3,4,
234
6, and
and 7
7.
6

The Hawk
Hawk's Nest
Nest is
is fully
"fully enclosed
enclosed by
by barrier
barrier netting
netting." Rahr
Rahr Aff
Aff. 10
~1O.
The
s
Accident
Accident witness
witness Lisa
Lisa Lee
Lee testified
testified to
to the
the effect
effect that
that she
she and
and her
her husband
husband had
had

purchased barbeque
barbeque the
the Hawk
Hawk's Nest the
(the dining seating
seating area
area for those purchasing food
food and
and
purchased
sNest
beverage from
from Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, Inc
Inc., the
the concessionaire
concessionaire at
at Memorial
beverage
Stadium) and
and taken
taken itit into
into the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club area
area where
where Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
was injured
injured. Leek
Leek Depo
Depo.
Stadium
SEINIGER
A
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.

942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise
Boise,Idaho
Idaho83702
83702

Plaintiffss Opposition
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
Appeal
Plaintiff
p.3
P
3

Voice: 208
(208) 3451000
345-1000
Voice
Fax
7600
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-7600
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J

Pg: 12
12 Ln
Ln: 20
20 - Pg
Pg: 13
13 Ln
Ln: 13
13. The
The Executive
Executive Club
Club was
was furnished
furnished with circular
circular tables
tables
Pg
around which
which patrons
patrons sit
sit, eating
eating, drinking
drinking and
and conversing
conversing during
during the time that
that games
games are
are
around
on the
the night
night of
of his
his
being played
played. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree witnessed
witnessed this
this occurring
occurring prior
prior to
to and
and on
being

Rountree Aff
Aff. 11810
~~8-1O.
accident. Rountree
accident

Hawk's Nest, the contiguous
contiguous food
food and
and beverage
The Hawk
sNest

seating area
area contiguous
contiguous with
with the
the Executive Club
Club, was
was also
also was furnished
furnished with circular tables
tables
seating
and chairs
chairs at
at which
which to
to sit
sit. Leek Depo
Depo. Pg
Pg. 361n
36 In. 66 to Pg
Pg. 371n
37 In. 4
4. Exhibits C and D
D.
Obviously, providing circular tables for people
people to
to sit around
around in an unprotected
unprotected area
area
Obviously
arguable negligence
negligence. Nothing
Nothing in
in the record evidences
evidences the fact that any individual or entity
isis arguable
besides Home
Home Plate
Plate Foods
Foods, Inc
Inc. furnished
furnished these
these chairs
chairs and
and tables,
placed them
them in
in the
besides
tables placed
the
Executive Club
Club, or configured their location in the Hawk's
Nest's and/or
Executive Club
Club's
sNest
Hawk
s
orExecutive
and
s
dining, refreshment
refreshment and
and socializing
socializing areas
areas. Mr.
Rahr's affidavit evidences
evidences the
fact that
that he
he
dining
Mr saffidavit
Rahr
the fact
designed and/or
determined the barrier netting
does not know who or what entity designed
ordetermined
and
configuration
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Rahr
Aff. ~ 6
6, and that the Executive Club "stops
stops serving
configuration at
Rahr Aff
food
beverages after
the game
food and/or
orbeverages
and
after the
game has
has started
started ... ". Rahr Aff.
Aff ~9.
9 There is no evidence that
the Executive Club is a separate entity (it
it is not),
not or which entity is involved in serving food
and/or
beverages within it.
orbeverages
and
it There is no evidence the record as to what role Home Plate Food
Services, Inc.
respect to
these matters,
Services
Inc plays
plays with
with respect
to any
any of
of these
matters other
other than
than circumstantial
circumstantial evidence.
evidence
It is reasonable to infer that Home Plate Food Services,
Services Inc.
Inc has some control over

the
areas given
the screened
screened in
in dining
dining areas
given that
that itit 1)
1 operates
operates its
its concessions
concessions within
within the
the screened
screened in
in
Hawk's
Nest, 2)
sNest
Hawk
2 that its patrons consume food and beverages purchased from it within that
area
area and
and the
the Executive
Executive Club,
Club 3)
3 that
that both
both areas
areas are
are furnished
furnished with
with circular
circular tables
tables around
around
which its patrons dine
dine and socialized,
socialized 4)
4 that nothing
nothing in the record
record evidences
evidences any
any other entity
performing
performing these
these functions
functions in
in these
these areas,
areas 5)
5 and
and that
that its
its patrons
patrons dine
dine and
and socialize
socialize in
in both
both
SEINIGER
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES,
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
Boise,
Boise Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Voice:
Voice (208)
208 345-1000
3451000
Fax:
Fax (208)
208 345-7600
7600
345

Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs Opposition
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
p.4
P4
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areas,
role in managing the location of
of the
the tables and had at a minimum a
areas that itit plays some role
duty to
to warn
warn patrons
patrons that one of the vertical openings into those areas was unprotected and
that patrons
patrons should
should not
not rely
rely upon
upon the
the fact
fact that
that they
they were
were implicitly
invited to
that
implicitly invited
to sit
sit around
around
circular tables with their backs to the game as
as indicating anything about their safety
safety in doing
so. Indeed,
there is nothing
nothing in the record evidencing the
the fact that Home Plate Food Services
Services,
so
Indeed there
Inc. was
was not
not involved
involved in
in designing and
and determining
the barrier
barrier netting configuration in the
Inc
determining the
area within which it operated and within which its patrons sat to dine and socialize
socialize. Quite to
area
states that he has no idea what entity
entity was involved in that process.
the contrary
contrary, Mr.
Mr Rahr states
process

Aff. 16
~6.
Rahr Aff
The Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Summary
Summary Judgment was also supported by the Affidavit
of Joshua
Evett to
are attached
Ground Lease
Lease between
between Ada
and Memorial
of
Joshua Evett
to which
which are
attached aa Ground
Ada County
County and
Memorial
Stadium and a Sublease between Memorial Stadium
Stadium and Diamond Sports,
Aff.
Sports Inc.
Inc Evett Aff
Exhibits E
and F
F. These
documents are
are silent
silent as
not the
the duties
to
Exhibits
E and
These documents
as to
to whether
whether or
or not
duties and
and rights
rights to
operate, maintain
maintain, and
and/or control any area
area of Memorial Stadium
Stadium included the right to occupy
operate
orcontrol
those areas
areas. By
By implication
implication, Home
Inc. had
right, since
any of
any
of those
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services Inc
had that
that right
since they
they
did so
so. Clearly
Clearly, even assuming that no right to operate,
control any area of
operate maintain,
maintain and/or
orcontrol
and
Memorial Stadium
Stadium had
had been
been assigned
assigned to
to them
them, this does
does not
not compel
compel the
the conclusion that
that they
they
Memorial
are
from their
their own
own negligence
negligence.
are immune
immune from
if the
counter at
at which
which they
they vended
food and
and drink
For
example, if
For example
the counter
vended food
drink tipped
tipped over
over as
as aa
result
of an
employee's negligence
negligence, Home
Services, Inc.
result of
an employee
s
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Inc would
would be
be liable
liable for
for their
their
own
negligence despite
despite the
the fact
fact that
that it
been accorded
to operate
operate, maintain,
own negligence
it had
had not
not been
accorded the
the right
right to
maintain
and/or
control the areas
areas in which itit sold its concessions and in which its patrons sat.
andor control
sat Indeed.
Indeed
Mr.
Rountree had
had reserved
reserved a table
table at which
which to eat
eat in the Hawks Nest
Nest. Rountree
Rountree Aff.
,5,
Mr Rountree
ff 15
A
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Exhibits
Exhibits 1I and
and22 and
and he
he and
and his
his family
family were
were served
served by
byaawaitress
waitress ininthat
thatdining
dining area,
area and
andshe
she
annarentlyagreed
agreed to
to hold
holdtheir
theirtable
table awaiting
awaiting their
theirreturn
return from
from the
the Executive
Executive Club.
Club Rountree
Rountree
apparently

In. 88 to
In. 5.5
Depo.
Depo Pg.
Pg 58
581n
to pg.
pg 59
591n
Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC,
LLC did
did not
not make
make any
any argument
argument relevant
relevant
to
to these
these issues
issues Home
Home in
in the
the argument
argument section
section of
of Defendants'
Defendants Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment
Memorandum.
Memorandum At
At the
the hearing
hearing on
on the
the Defendants'
Defendants combined
combined motion
motion for
for summary
summary
judgment,
judgment Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services did
did not
not argue
argue this
this aspect
aspect oftheir
oftheir motion
motion
for
for summary
summary judgment,
judgment and
and thus
thus did
did not
not address
address the
the grounds
grounds upon
upon which
which they
they now
now seek
seek
reconsideration,
reconsideration though those issues were
were briefed.
briefed
Mr.
Mr Rahr's
s averment
Rahr
averment that
that he
he does
does "not
not know
know who
who or
or what
what entity
entity designed
designed and/or
or
and

determined
the barrier
determined the
barrier netting
netting configuration
configuration at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium"
Stadium and
and that
that "[T]he
he current
T
current
barrier
netting configuration
Memorial Stadium
same configuration
in place
barrier netting
configuration at
at Memorial
Stadium isis the
the same
configuration that
that was
was in
place
when [he]
Hawks in 2004
2004" demonstrates that he has
when
he began [his]
his employment with the Boise Hawks
upon which to
to even speculate
speculate as
as to Memorial
Stadium's involvement in that
no foundation upon
Memorial Stadium
sinvolvement
process. Rahr Aff
Aff. 7
7. The Defendants
Defendants cannot
cannot on the
the one
one hand claim
claim that
that someone else is
is
process
liable to
to the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff for
for injuries
injuries caused
caused by
by the
the nettings
nettings configuration
configuration and
and placement
placement, and
and at
at
liable
the same time
time simply
simply state
state that
that they have
have no knowledge
knowledge of
ofthat
that as
as the
the basis
basis for
for aa motion
motion for
for
the
summaryjudgment
judgment.
summary

In conclusion
conclusion, Defendants
Defendants Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, Inc
Inc. and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium
In
have not
not carried
carried their
their initial
initial burden
burden in
in moving
moving for
for summary
summaryjudgment
judgment in
in that
that they
they have
have not
not
have
of the netting
netting at
at
produced evidence
evidence that
that either
eitherwas
was not
not involved
involved inin the
the configuration
configuration ofthe
produced
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, that
thateither
eitherwas
was not
not involved
involved in
inthe
the selection
selection, furnishing
furnishing, or
orplacement
placement of
of
Memorial
thecircular
circulartables
tablesthat
thatwere
wereobviously
obviously aa factor
factor in
inthis
this accident
accident, or
orthat
thateither
eitherprovided
provided
the
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adequatewarnings
warningsofthe
of the dangers
dangersassociated
associatedwith
withtaking
takingone
one's eyes
eyes off
offofthe
of the game
game while
while
adequate
s
sittingininthe
the Executive
Executive Club
Club dining
dining and
and socializing
socializing area
area. Somebody
Somebodyhad
had aa duty
duty to
to use
use due
due
sitting
If not Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks baseball
baseball, whose
whose denials
denials of
of
care with
withrespect
respecttotothese
these acts
acts and
and omissions
omissions. Ifnot
care
responsibility are
are supported
supported by
by its
its President
PresidentTodd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, then
then who
who? As
As evidenced
evidenced by
by the
the
responsibility
OfDeposition
Deposition of
ofHome
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, Inc
Inc. attached
attached to
to the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofWm.
Notice Of
Notice
Wm
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr., Plaintiff
Plaintiffisis still
still involved
involved in
in discovery
discovery with
with respect
respect to
to these
these matters
matters.
Breck
The bottom
bottom line
line isis that
that without
without affidavits
affidavits from
from representatives
representatives of
ofHome
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food
The
Services, Inc
Inc. and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium evidencing
evidencing the
the fact
fact that
that neither
neither acted
acted nor
nor failed to
to act
act in
in
Services
of the accident
accident, the
the initial
initial burden
burden ofthe
of the Defendants
Defendants imposed
imposed by
by
anyway relevant
relevant to
to the
the cause
cause ofthe
anyway
Idaho's summary
summary judgment
judgment standards
standards has
has not
not been
been met
met. Idaho
Idaho's standards
standards applicable
applicable to
to
Idaho
s
s
motions for
for summary
summary judgment
judgment compel this conclusion
conclusion. In
In order
order for the moving party to
to
motions
prevail in
in summary
summary judgment
judgment, it
it must
must establish
through evidence
evidence the
the absence
absence ofany
of any
prevail
establish through
genuine issue
issue of
of material
fact on
on an
an element
non-moving
Thompson v.
genuine
material fact
element of
of aa non
moving party's
s case.
party
case Thompson
v

10.
Insurance Agency
Agency, Inc
Inc., 126
Idaho 527
527, 530
530, 887
1034, 1038
(1994). If
10 Insurance
126 Idaho
887 P.2d
2d1034
P
1038 1994
If the
the
to present
establishing the
the
moving party
to challenge
moving
party fails
fails to
challenge an
an element
element or
or fails
fails to
present evidence
evidence establishing
absence
of aa genuine
fact on
absence of
genuine issue
issue of
of material
material fact
on that
that element,
element the
the burden
burden does
does not
not shift
shift to
to
the
non-moving
the non
moving party,
party and
and the
the non-moving
non moving party
party is
is not
not required
required to
to respond
respond with
with
supporting
supporting evidence.
evidence Smith
Smith v.v Meridian
Meridian Joint
Joint School
School District
District No.2,
No 2 918
918 P.2d
P
2
d 583,
583 588
588

(Idaho,
establishing the
a genuine
material fact
Idaho 1996).
1996 The
The burden
burden of
ofestablishing
the absence
absence of
ofa
genuine issue
issue of
ofmaterial
fact
rests
rests at
at all
all times
times with
with the
the party
party moving
moving for
for summary
summary judgment.
judgment Idaho Schools
Schools for
for Equal
Equal

Educational
Idaho, 132
Educational Opportunity
Opportunity v.v State
State of
ofIdaho
132 Idaho
Idaho 559,
559 564,
564 976
976 P.2d
2d 913
P
913 (Supreme
Supreme
Court
Court 1998).
1998 Respectfully,
Respectfully the
the Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration must
must be
be denied.
denied
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DEFENDANTS
MOTION FOR
INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL
APPEAL
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
FOR AN
AN INTERLOCUTORY

SHOULD BE
BE DENIED
DENIED
Defendants urge
urge the
the Court
Court to
them the
the right
right to
appeal upon
Defendants
to grant
grant them
to file
file an
an interlocutory
interlocutory appeal
upon
judgment "involves
the grounds that the
the Court
Court's denial of their motion for summary judgment
the
s
involves a
controlling question of law as to which there is substantial grounds for difference of opinion
and in which an immediate
immediate appeal from the order or decree may materially advance the
of the litigation
litigation." Presumably
Presumably, the mere denial of a motion
motion for summary
orderly resolution
resolution of
orderly
judgment cannot automatically satisfy the criteria for "materially
advanc[ing] the orderly
judgment
materially advanc
ing
of the litigation
litigation". If it did,
summary judgment involving an
resolution of
did every denial of summary
of the
the law
law would
would be
be appealable.
to appeal
appeal
argument for
for an
an expansion
expansion of
argument
appealable Similarly,
Similarly aa right
right to
cannot automatically
automatically arise from
from controlling
"controlling question of law as to which there is substantial
cannot
grounds for
opinion" since
since all
summary judgment
grounds
for difference
difference of
of opinion
all motions
motions for
for summary
judgment assert
assert that
that
liability can
be determined
determined as
as aa matter
matter of
of law
law.
liability
can be
Here, the
Defendants want
want to
to halt
halt the
the process
process of
litigation at
at the
Court level
Here
the Defendants
of litigation
the District
District Court
level
to request
request that
that the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
rule of
law the
(the Limited
to
Court adopt
adopt aa specialized
specialized rule
of law
Limited Duty
Duty
Rule) applicable
applicable to specialized
specialized circumstances
circumstances. As pointed out by Plaintiff in opposing
Rule
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment,
whatever utility
utility this
this rule
rule might
in aa factual
factual
Defendants
Judgment whatever
might have
have in
setting confined
confined to
to an
an injury
injury received
received by
by a baseball
baseball game
game spectator sitting in
in open bleachers
bleachers,
setting
of aa occupying
two connected
connected dining
and socializing
can have
have no
no application
application to
to aa patron
patron of
itit can
occupying two
dining and
socializing

Rountree Aff
Aff. 3
~3, 6
6, Exhibits
7, most
most of
areas Rountree
areas
Exhibits 1,2,3,4,6,
1 2 3 4 6 and
and 7
of which
which is
is "fully
fully enclosed
enclosed by
by
barrier netting
netting." Rahr
Rahr Aff
Aff. 10
~10.
barrier
Furthermore, this
this case
case does not
not present
present an
an issue
issue of law upon which
which the
the Idaho
Idaho
Furthermore
Supreme Court
Court has
has not spoken
spoken. The
The "Limited
contrary to the Idaho Supreme
Limited Duty Rule runs contrary
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Court clearly enunciated rule that defines the duty of a business.
Rather than burdening
business Rather
specialized rules
Idaho's Courts with having to
to consider
consider novel
novel arguments for the adoption of specialized
Idaho
sCourts
relating to
to duties
duties in
in all
all ofthe
various business
settings which
which might
might be
be imagined
imagined, the
the Idaho
relating
of the various
business settings
Idaho
Supreme
Court has
has chosen
chosen to
to lay
layout
which Court's
may consider
determining
Supreme Court
out factors
factors which
s may
Court
consider in
in determining
legal duty
duty:
"Every person
person, in
in the conduct of his
his business
business, has a duty to exercise ordinary care
Every
to "prevent
unreasonable, foreseeable risks
risks of harm to
to others."
to
prevent unreasonable
others

Turpen v
v. Granieri
Granieri, 133
133 Idaho 244,247,985
244 247 985 P.2d
2d 669,672
P
669 672 (1999).
1999
Our Supreme
Supreme Court has further clarified that
that general rule
rule:
"In
whether aa duty
will arise
in aa particular
particular context
context, the
the Court
Court has
has
In determining
determining whether
duty will
arise in
of harm to
to the plaintiff,
identified several
several factors
factors to
to consider.
consider [T]he
he foreseeability of
T
plaintiff
the
degree
of
certainty
that
the
plaintiff
suffered
injury,
the
closeness
of
the
the degree of certainty that the plaintiff suffered injury the closeness of the
connection
between the
the defendant
defendant's conduct and
and the
the injury
injury suffered,
connection between
sconduct
suffered the
the moral
moral
blame attached
attached to the defendant
defendant's
conduct,
the
policy
of
preventing
future
harm,
sconduct
policy
harm
of the burden to the defendant and consequences to
to the community of
the extent ofthe
the
imposing
a
duty
to
exercise
care
with
resulting
liability
for
breach,
imposing
liability
breach and the
of
insurance
for
the
risk
involved.
availability,
cost,
and
prevalence
availability cost and prevalence of insurance for the risk involved (Citations
Citations
omitted.)
omitted

Turpen 247
247, 672
672. This would appear to leave to District Courts
Courts, as a matter of discretion,
discretion
the determination of what duty applies to particularized facts
facts. This is just what the Court
the
counsel at
hearing
did in
in this
this case
case, as
indicated by
by its
did
as indicated
its questioning
questioning of
of the
the Defendants'
Defendants counsel
at the
the hearing
on their Motion for Summary
Judgment. The Court observed that there is a distinction
Summary Judgment
between areas at a stadium or other recreational facility in which patrons are intended and
expected to
have their
their attention
attention diverted
from the
the sporting
sporting game
game itself
itself, and
and those
those areas
expected
to have
diverted from
areas
where such a diversion is neither expected nor intended.
intended There is nothing inherently

unique about
about the
the circumstances
circumstances in
in this
this case
that would
would require
require the
the adoption
adoption of
rule of
unique
case that
of aa rule
of
law that
that would
would divest
divest aa trial
trial court
court of
the discretion
discretion to
to analyze
analyze duty
in Turpen.
law
of the
duty as
as outlined
outlined in
Turpen
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There
There is
is every
every reason
reason to
to conclude
conclude that
that aa "one
one size
size fits
fits all"
all "Limited
Limited Duty
Duty Rule"
Rule would
would
strip trial courts
courts of
of discretion
discretion to parse
parse out
out duties
duties under
under complex
complex factual
factual circumstances
circumstances
such as those
those presented here.
here If
If the
the declination
declination this
this Court
Court to
to adopt specialized
specialized duty
duty rules
rules
as
as yet
yet unrecognized by the
the Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court (and
and in
in conflict with
with its
its formula for
for
determining
discretion) is sufficient to warrant an
determining duties
duties as
as aa matter of
ofdiscretion
an interlocutory
appeal,
appeal then such an appeal would appear to be appropriate whenever aa Defendant
Defendant argues
argues
that
circumstances and
that various
various factual
factual circumstances
and various
various businesses
businesses require
require aa specialized
specialized duty
duty rule.
rule
This,
This however,
however would
would appear
appear to
to be
be precisely
precisely the
the mischief
mischief that
that the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
sought to avoid in
in announcing the flexible test for determining duty in various business
settings set forth in Turpen and quoted above.
above
Furthermore, while the parties
parties have a "difference
opinion" as to
Furthermore
difference of opinion
to whether or not
Rule" should be applied in this case,
the "Limited
Limited Duty Rule
case that
that difference is not
substantial
"substantial".

Most cases
cases involve
involve differences
differences of
of opinion
opinion as
as to
to the
the application
application of
Most
of law.
law

jury
Where this
this not
not the
the case
case, there
there would
would be
be little
little need
need for
for conferences
conferences regarding
regarding jury
Where
instructions. While
While itit might
might be
be true
true that
that if
if this
this case
case merely
merely involved
involved aa spectator
spectator sitting
in
instructions
sitting in
open bleachers
bleachers struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball the
the parties
parties difference
difference of
of opinion
opinion might
might be
be substantial
substantial,
open
that difference
difference of
of opinion
opinion is
is insubstantial
insubstantial when viewed
viewed against a back
back drop
drop of
that
of
circumstances much
much different
different from
from those considered
considered in
in other
other cases
cases in which the
the Limited
"Limited
circumstances
Duty Rule
Rule" has
has been
been applied
applied. That
That rule
rule is
is obviously
obviously intended
intended to
to weed
weed out
out cases
cases where
where aa
Duty
spectator knowingly
knowingly seats
seats himself
himself or herself
herself in
in open
open bleachers
bleachers in which
which it is
is obvious
obvious that
that
spectator
one's eyes
eyes off
offthe
the game
game poses
poses aa risk
risk which
which no
no one
one else
else has
has taken
taken any
any action
action to
to
taking one
taking
s
prevent. In
In this
this case
case, however
however, the
the Defendants
Defendants did
did take
take action
action to
to prevent
prevent the
the risk
risk, did
did at
at
prevent
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least
least permit
permit the
the use
use of
of circular
circular tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs in
inareas
areas and
and where
where they
they implicitly
implicitly
intended
intended that
that patrons
patrons could
could safely
safely take
take their
their eyes
eyes off
offof
ofthe
the game.
game ItIt isis highly
highly doubtful
doubtful
that
that the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court would
would regard
regard this
this case
case as
as one
one requiring
requiring itit to
to even
even consider
consider
the "Limited
the adoption of
ofthe
Limited Duty
Duty Rule",
Rule because
because the
the facts
facts in
in this
this case
case do
do not
not present
present the
the
policy issues
issues that some
some courts
courts have
have concluded
concluded arise
arise in
in dissimilar
dissimilar circumstances.
circumstances The
The
Defendants admitted at hearing that
that aa law suit
suit based
based upon aa fall
fall due
due to
to aa defective
the "Limited
stairway
stairway at
at aa ball
ball park
park would
would not
not be
be prohibited
prohibited by
by the
the application
application of
ofthe
Limited Duty
Duty
Rule
Rule".
Defendants
Defendants have not explained why
why this
this case
case is any
any different,
different or how the Court is

to
determine which
factual scenarios
to determine
which factual
scenarios separate
separate simple
simple negligence
negligence suits
suits arising
arising out
out of
of
injuries sustained
sustained at a baseball game from activities associated with and incidental to
attendance where
where the
the game
game is
is being
played, from
resulting from
attendance
being played
from those
those resulting
from activities
activities
associated with and incidental
incidental to attendance.
ask the Court to conflate all
associated
attendance Defendants ask
such cases
cases, despite
despite their
their admission
admission that
that not
not all
all injuries
injuries sustained
sustained at
ball park
park are
such
at aa ball
are subject
subject
the proposed
proposed Limited
"Limited Duty Rule
Rule".
to the
Plaintiffrespectfully
respectfully requests the
the Court
Court to deny
deny Defendants
Defendants' Motion to Appeal for
for
Plaintiff
of this
the foregoing
foregoing reasons
reasons, and
and because
because asking
asking the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court to
to hear
hear an
an appeal
appeal ofthis
the
case in
in its
its present
present posture
posture would
would be
be contrary
contrary to
to its
its need
need for
for judicial
judicial efficiency
efficiency, the
the
case
of its
its limited
limited resources
resources, and the
the implicit
implicit limitation
limitation contained
contained in
in I
I.A.R. 12
12 to
to
conservation of
conservation
R
A
of the law
law applicable
applicable to
to the
the case
case results
results from
from the
the lack
lack of
of
cases in
in which
which the
the determination
determination of
cases
clarity in
in the
the law
law ofthe
of the State
State ofIdaho
ofIdaho, as
as opposed
opposed to
to an
an argument
argument that
that the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme
clarity
ofanother
anotherjurisdiction
jurisdiction rather
ratherthan
than adhere
adhere to
to its
its wellreasoned
well-reasoned
Court should
should adopt
adopt the
the law
law of
Court
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decision specifying
specifying the analysis the this
this Court
Court should apply in
in any
any determination
determination of
of duty
duty
in various business settings.
settings
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons,
reasons the Court should
should deny Defendants Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration
and Motion to Appeal.
Appeal

Respectfully submitted June 16 2011

Wm.
Seiniger, Jr.
Wm Breck Seiniger
Jr
Attorney for
Plaintiff
for
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SERVICE
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On June 16,2011,
16 2011 I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing
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Josh
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Josh Evett
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Idaho 83702
83702

Plaintiffs Opposition
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
Appeal
Plaintiffs
p.13
P
13

Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax: 208
(208) 3457600
345-7600
Fax
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PILED
NO.
FILED
AM·--t''''-''-_ _ _
M
A
PP.M.
M _ _ __

WillBreck
BreckSeiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.ISB2387
(ISB#2387)
Wm

JUN
JUN 12011
11 2011

SEINIGERLAW
LAWOFFICES
OFFICES,P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise,Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice:
(208)
345-1000
Voice 208 345
1000
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-4700
Fax
4700

CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
CHRISTOPHER
By
ByELYSHIA
ELYSHIAHOLMES
HOLMES
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF THE
THE
IN
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA
STATE

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Affidavit of
ofWm
Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger,
Affidavit
of Plaintiff
Plaintiffs
Jr. in Support
Support of
Jr
s
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and
Opposition
Appeal
Interlocutory Appeal

V.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
aL
Boise

Defendants
Defendants

STATE
OF IDAHO
IDAHO
STATE OF
Ada
County
County of
of Ada

)
) SS
ss.
)

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr being
being first
first duly
duly sworn
sworn upon
upon oath,
oath deposes
deposes and
and says
says as
as follows:
follows
1.
1

II am
am the
the attorney
attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff in
in this
this matter
matter and,
and as
as such,
such have
have personal
personal
knowledge
knowledge of
of the
the matters
matters contained
contained herein.
herein

2.
2

Attached
Attached hereto as
as Exhibit
Exhibit A
A is
is an
an authentic
authentic copy
copy of
ofaa notice
notice of
ofdeposition
deposition of
of
Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services Inc.
Inc II have
have sent
sent aa copy
copy ofthis
of this document
document to
to the
the
Defendants
Defendants and
and II am
am awaiting
awaiting aa date
date upon
upon which
which to
to conduct
conduct the
the deposition.
deposition

SEINIGER
SEINIGERLAW
LAW OFFICES,
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942
942Myrtle
MyrdeStreet
Street
Boise,
Boise Idaho
Idaho83702
83702
Voice:
Voice(208)
208345-1000
3451000
Fax:
(208)
345-7600
Fax 208 3457600

Affidavit
AffidavitofWm.
of WmBreck
BreckSeiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jrin
in Support
Support of
ofPlaintiffs
Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs
Opposition
to
Reconsideration
and
Interlocutory
Plaintiffs Opposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal
Appeal

p 1
p.l

000882

3.
3

Attachedhereto
heretoas
asExhibit
ExhibitBBisis an
anauthentic
authenticcopy
copy of
ofaanotice
notice of
ofdeposition
depositionof
of
Attached
Boise Baseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,d
d.b.a. Boise
BoiseHawks
HawksBaseball
BaseballClub
Club. IIhave
have sent
sentaa copy
copy of
of
Boise
a
b
thisdocument
documenttotothe
theDefendants
Defendants and
andII am
am awaiting
awaitingaadate
dateupon
upon which
which to
to conduct
conduct
this
the deposition
deposition.
the

Dare~fij~r----___

Dated June 16 2011

Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm
Attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney
Subscribed and
and sworn to
to before
before me on
on June
June 16
16,2011
Subscribed
2011

l'GLn

L[<Jd;L

Cade Woolstenhulme
Woolstenhulme
Cade
of Idaho
Idaho
Notary Public
Public for
State of
Notary
for State
Residing
at:
Nampa,
Idaho
Residing at Nampa Idaho
My Commission
Commission Expires
Expires: September
September 25
25,2012
My
2012

D
p
G
t

h

G

7

M

t

NO

SEINIGER
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES.
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942
Myrtle
Street
942 Myrtle Street
Boise,
BoiseIdaho
Idaho83702
83702
Voice:
Voice(208)
208345-1000
3451000
Fax: (208) 345-7600
Fax 208 3457600

Affidavit
AffidavitofWm.
of Wm Breck
BreckSeiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr in
in Support
Support of
ofPlaintiffs
s
Plaintiff
Plaintiffs
Opposition
to
Reconsideration
and
Interlocutory
Plaintiffs Opposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal
Appeal

P 2
p.2
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CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
On June
June 16
16,2011,
caused a true
true and correct
correct copy
copy of
ofthe
the foregoing
foregoing document
document to
to be
be
On
2011 II caused
by fax
fax upon
upon:
served by
served

Josh Evett
Evett
Josh
ELAM
ELAM

& BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A

251 East
East Front
Front Street
Street Suite
Suite 300
300

P. O
O. Box
Box 1539
1539
P
Boise,ID
83701-1539
Boise
ID 83701
1539
Fax: 208
(208) 3845844
384-5844
Fax

Dated June
June 16,2011.
Dated
16 2011

Wm.
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm Breck
Attorney
for
Plaintiff
Attorney for Plaintiff

SEINIGER
LAW OFFICES,
RLAW
SEINIGF
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
942
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
Boise,
Boise Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Voice:
Voice (208)
208 345-1000
3451000
Fax:
Fax (208)
208345-7600
7600
345

Affidavit
Affidavit ofWm.
of Win Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr in
in Support
Support of
of Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs
Plaintiffs Opposition to
to Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and Interlocutory Appeal
p.3
P3

000884

Will Breck
Breck Semiger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(lSB#2387)
W
SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise,
Idaho
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice: 208
(208) 3451000
345-1000
Voice
Fax
Fax: 208
(208) 345
345-4700
4700
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF ADA
OF THE

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

No CV
Case No.
CV PI 0920924
0920924

Notice
Deposition Duces
Duces
Notice Of
Of Deposition
Home Plate Food
Tecum Of Home
LLC
Services,
Services

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

v.

V

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al.
al

Defendants
Defendants

YOU AND
AND EACH OF YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the

above named Plaintiff will
will take the testimony upon oral examination of Home
above
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC.
June ___, 2011 at the hour of 11
Plate
LLC on
on June
3:30
0 p.m.,
m at the
p
offices
of ELAM
offices of

& BURKE,
P.A., 251 East Front Street Suite 300,
BURKE P
A
300 Boise,
Boise ID 8370183701

1539,
1539 pursuant
pursuant to
to I.R.C.P.
P30(b)(6)
C
R
I
6 before
b
30
before aa court
court reporter
reporter and
and notary
notary public
public for
for the
the
Idaho, at which time and place you are notified to appear and take such
State
State of Idaho
part in
in said
as you
you may
part
said examination
examination as
may deem
deem proper.
proper
DEFINITIONS
1.
1 As used herein the term "accident'
accident refers to the incident described in the
Complaint resulting in the loss of the Plaintiff
Plaintiffss eye.
eye

Notice
page 11
Notice Of
Of Deposition
Deposition Duces
Duces Tecum
Tecum Of
Of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC - page

000885

2.
2 As
As used
used herein
herein the
the term
term "injuries"
injuries refers
refers to
to the
the InJunes
injuries sustained
sustained by
by the
the
Plaintiffin
in the
the accident.
accident
Plaintiff
DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS

(Unless
Unless otherwise
otherwise indicated
indicated or applicable
applicable all
all requests
requests for
for documents
documents relate
relate to
to the
the
accident)
year of the
the accident
Documents
Documents Relating
Relating To The Ownership and
and Operation of Home Plate
Plate Food
Food
Services LLC and any Agreements or
or Contracts
Contracts with it
Services,
1.
1 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any agreements
agreements or
or contracts
contracts that
that you
you had
had with
with any
any
individual or entity regarding your use of any portion of
Memorial Stadium in
ofMemorial
accident
effect at the time of the accident.

2.
2 All documents evidencing the ownership of Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC
on the
date of
of the
on
the date
the accident
accident.

3. All
All documents
documents the
the rights
rights and
and responsibilities
of Home
Food Services,
3
responsibilities of
Home Plate
Plate Food
Services
LLC
s
or
Executive
of the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the "Executive
LLC with respect
respect to
to their
their use of
Club
Club",

of the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the Executive
"Executive Club
Club",
their patrons
patrons use
use of
their
s
or

that they
they had
had with
with respect
respect to
to use
use of
of the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
any duty that
s
or
Executive
"Executive Club
Club",

or any
any other
other arrangement
arrangement itit has
has with
with anyone
anyone concerning
concerning the
the
or

of or
or other
other control
control over
over the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest"
use of
of, maintenance
maintenance of
of, operation
operation of
use
s
orthe
and
and/or the Executive
"Executive Club
Club."

and Control
Control of
of the
the Hawk
"Hawk's
Documents Relating
Relating To
To The
The Use
Use, Maintenance
Maintenance and
Documents
s
Nest
Nest" andor
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club"

All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any ownership
ownership, right
right to
to use
use, right
right to
to occupy
occupy, right
right to
to
44. All
license, promise
promise to
to maintain
maintain, operate
operate or
or other
other obligations
obligations, promises
promises or
or control
control
license
Notice Of
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
Tecum Of
OfHome
HomePlate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC - page
page 22
Notice

000886

that
that you
you had
had over
over the
the areas
areas known
knownasasthe
the "Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nestand/or
orthe
and
the "Executive
Executive
Club in
in effect
effectat
at the
the time
time of
ofthe
the accident.
accident
Club"

5.5 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any promises
promises (contractual
contractual obligations)
obligations made
made by
by
individual
individual or
or entity
entity or
or other
other agreements
agreements regarding
regarding your
your use
use or
or operation
operation of
of the
the
"Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
or the
and
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club in
in effect
effect at
at the
the time
time of
of the
the
accident
accident.

Documents
Documents Relating
Relating To The
The Protective Netting And
And Warnings
Warnings At
At Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium
6.
6 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any involvement
involvement that
that you
you had
had with
with the
the purchase,
purchase
placement,
placement configuration,
configuration maintenance
maintenance of,
of repair
repair of,
of or
or otherwise
otherwise relating
relating to
to
protective netting
the "Hawk's
protective
netting in
in the
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
or the
and
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club existing
existing
on the date of the accident that you contend are relevant to the accident and/or
or
and
any contention you have
have that any act or omission
omission by the
the Plaintiff was a cause
cause of
the
ofthe
accident
accident.

7. All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any warnings
warnings existing
existing on the date
date of
of the
the accident
accident in
7
the areas
areas known
known as
as the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" that
that you
you
the
s
or

accident and
and/or any
any contention
contention you
you have
have that
that any
any act
act or
or
contend are
are relevant
relevant to
to the
the accident
contend
or
omissionby
by the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
was aa cause
cause of
ofthe
the accident
accident.
omission
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any other
other safety
safety measures
measures existing
existing on
on the
the date
date of
ofthe
the
88. All

accidentinin the
the areas
areas known
known asas the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest" andor
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club"
accident
sNest
accidentand
and/or any
any contention
contention you
youhave
havethat
that
thatyou
youcontend
contend are
are relevant
relevanttoto the
the accident
that
or
anyact
actor
oromission
omissionby
bythe
thePlaintiff
Plaintiffwas
wasaacause
causeof
ofthe
theaccident
accident.
any

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services,LLC
LLC -page
page33
Notice
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9.9 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing the
thepurchase,
purchase placement,
placement configuration,
configuration maintenance
maintenance
of,
of repair
repair of,
of or
or otherwise
otherwise relating
relating toto protective
protective netting
netting or
or other
other safety
safety
precautions
precautions or
or warnings
warnings in
in the
the areas
areas known
known as
as the
the "Hawk's
sNest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
or the
and
the
Executive Club".
Club
"Executive

Documents
Documents Relating
Relating To
To Your
Your Contentions
Contentions Regarding
Regarding The
The Cause(s)
s of
Cause
of the
the
Accident
Accident
10.
10 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any act
act or
or omission
omission by
by any
any third
third party
parry that
that you
you
of the accident.
accident
contend was a proximate cause of

The Operation
Oaeration of the "Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
andor the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club
11.
11 All documents relating to who straightens up or arranges the tables and chairs
in the "Hawk's
Nest" and/or
Hawk Nest
s
or the "Executive
and
Executive Club"
Club between Boise Hawks
games.
baseball games
12. All documents relating to any pre
pre-game
Nest"
12
game preparations of the "Hawk's
s Nest
Hawk
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" andor
and/or the
the tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs within
within them
them including
including
and
or
but not
not limited
limited to
to schedules
schedules, assignments
assignments, records
records of
of completion
completion of
of cleaning
cleaning,
but
of the areas
areas to
to be
be cleaned
cleaned, the
the items
items to
to be
be cleaned
cleaned, or
or any
any process
process
descriptions ofthe
descriptions
to be
be used
used in
in the
the cleaning
cleaning.
to
13.All
documents relating
relating to
to any
any post
post-game
actions to
to be
be taken
taken by
by any
any of
of your
your
13
All documents
game actions
employees with
with respect
respect to
to the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club"
employees
s
or
and/or the
the tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs within
within them
them including
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to schedules
schedules,
and
or
ofcompletion
completion of
ofcleaning
cleaning, descriptions
descriptions of
ofthe
the areas
areas to
to be
be
assignments, records
records of
assignments
be cleaned
cleaned, or
or any
any process
process to
to be
be used
used or
or tasks
tasks to
to be
be
cleaned, the
the items
items to
to be
cleaned
completed.
completed
NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfHome
Home Plate
PlateFood
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC -page
page 44
Notice
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14.All
14 Alldocuments
documentsrelating
relatingtotothe
thecleaning
cleaningand
andmaintenance
maintenanceofofthe
the"Hawk's
sNest"
Hawk
Nest
and/or
orthe
and
the"Executive
Executive Club"
Cluband/or
andorthe
thetables
tables and
andchairs
chairswithin
withinthem
themincluding
including
but
but not
not limited
limited toto schedules,
schedules assignments,
assignments records
records ofofcompletion
completion ofof cleaning,
cleaning
descriptions
descriptions ofofthe
the areas
areas toto bebe cleaned,
cleaned the
the items
items toto bebe cleaned,
cleaned oror any
any oror any
any
process
process toto be
be used
used oror tasks
tasks toto be
be completed
completed inin the
the cleaning
cleaning oror maintaining
maintaining of
of
those areas.
areas
those

Employees
Employees

15.
15 A
A list
list of
of all
all of your employees during
during the
the year of the
the accident.
accident
16.A
16 A list
list of
of all
all of
of the
the employees
employees of
of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC during
during the
the
accident
list of
of the accident.

17.
All documents
identifying all
employees who
who worked
worked both
both for
you and
17 All
documents identifying
all employees
for you
and for
for
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. during
during the
the year
year of
of the
the accident
accident and
the prior
Home
and the
prior
three years
years, the
the tasks
tasks that
that each
each performed
performed for
for each
each entity
entity, the
the dates
dates and
and times
times
three
that they
they performed
performed work
work for
for each
each entity
entity, how
how their
their activities
activities were
were segregated
segregated
that
all, and
and the
the identity
identity of
ofthe
the person
person who
who supervised
supervised their
their work
work..
ifif atat all
18.All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
anypayment
payment by
by you
you toto employees
employees who
who worked
worked both
both
18
of the
the
for you
you and
and for
for Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. during
during the
the year
year of
for
accidentand
andthe
theprior
priorthree
threeyears
years including
includingW
W-2's.
accident
s
2
19.All
Alldocuments
documentsevidencing
evidencingany
anypayment
paymentby
byHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services,LLC
LLC. toto
19
employeeswho
whoworked
workedboth
bothfor
foryou
youand
andfor
forHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services,LLC
LLC.
employees
theaccident
accidentand
andthe
theprior
priorthree
threeyears
yearsincluding
includingW2
W-2's.
duringthe
theyear
yearofofthe
during
s
NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services,LLC
LLC -page
page55
Notice
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20.All
20 All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any payment
payment by
by any
any other
other individual
individual oror entity
entity toto
employees
employees who
who worked
worked both
both for
for you
you and
and for
for Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC
during
during the
the year
year of
of the
the accident
accident and
and the
the prior
prior three
three years
years including
including W-2's
W2
s for
for
work performed
performed at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium
work
Trial Exhibits
Exhibits
Trial

21.
21 All
All documents
documents that
that you
you intend
intend to
to use
use as
as an
an exhibit
exhibit in
in this
this case.
case
22.
22 If
If you have not determined
determined which
which documents or
or things you intend
intend to use
use at
trial,
trial all documents that you reserve the right to use as
as an exhibit
exhibit at
at trial.
trial

YOUR EXAMINATION UNDER LR.C.P.
P 30(b)(6)
C
LR
6 WILL CONCERN THE
b
30
FOLLOWING MATTERS
MATTERS:

1.
1 The documents requested by this notice;
notice
2. The "straightening
up" or arranging of the
the chairs around the tables in the
the
2
straightening up
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" between Boise Hawks
Hawks baseball
Hawk
s
or
games
games.

3. All
All facts relating
relating to
to the
the tables and chairs in
in the
the areas
areas known as the
the Hawk
"Hawk's
3
s
Nest" and
and the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" including
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to the
the purchase
purchase of
of
Nest
any such
such tables
tables or
or chairs
chairs, the
the arrangement
arrangement of
of such
such tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs, the
the
any
cleaning and
and maintenance
maintenance of
ofsuch
such chairs
chairs, the
the delegation
delegation of
ofany
any tasks
tasks relating
relating to
to
cleaning
of the
the employees
employees or
or other
other
such to
to any
any individual
individual or
or entity
entity, and
and the
the identities
identities of
such
individuals that
that arranged
arranged including
(including straightening
straightening or
or repositioning
repositioning them
them after
after or
or
individuals
before aabaseball
baseball game
game), cleaned
cleaned or
or otherwise
otherwise maintained
maintained them
them during
during the
the year
year
before
of
ofthe
theaccident
accident;

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC - page
page 66
Notice
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4.4 All
All facts
facts relating
relating toto the
the configuration
configuration of
of the
the protective
protective netting
netting atat Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium prior
prior toto and
and on
onthe
the day
dayof
ofthe
the Plaintiff
ss accident;
Plaintiff
accident
5.5 All
All facts
facts relating
relating to
to the
the circumstances
circumstances of
ofthe
the accident.
accident
6.
6 All
All information
information upon
upon which
which any
any affirmative
affirmative defense
defense you
you have
have alleged
alleged or
or which
which
you
you may
may allege
allege isis based;
based
7.
7 The identity of any
any third
third party
party which you
you may
may have
have caused
caused or
or contributed
contributed to
to
the
the cause
cause of
of the
the accident
accident or
or toto the
the Plaintiff
ss injuries,
Plaintiff
injuries and
and all
all facts
facts upon
upon which
which
you
you base
base that
that contention
contention and
and any
any acts
acts or
or omissions
omissions that
that you
you contend
contend resulted
resulted in
in
or contributed
contributed to Plaintiff
Plaintiffss injuries;
injuries
8.
Any agreement
agreement that
that you
you had
regarding in
8 Any
had with
with any
any individual
individual or
or entity
entity regarding
in the
the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest" and
and/or the Executive
"Executive Club"
areas known as the
sNest
or
Club in effect on the
date
date of
of the
the accident
accident.

Any right
right that
that you
you had
had to
to authorize
authorize, approve
approve, monitor
monitor, direct
direct, or
or otherwise
otherwise
99. Any
control any
any of
of the
the activities
activities of
of any
any individual
individual or
or entity
entity regarding
regarding the
the areas
areas
control
known as
as the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" in effect
effect on the
the date
date
known
s
or
ofthe
the accident
accidentor
or to
to delegate
delegate or
or assign
assign the
the same
same to
to itit or
orto
to any
any third
third party
party.
of
or
10.Any
Any right
rightthat
that you
you had
had to
to lease
lease, operate
operate, authorize
authorize, approve
approve, monitor
monitor, direct
direct, or
10
otherwise control
control the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" and
and/or to
to
otherwise
s
or
delegate any
any such
suchtotoany
anythird
third party
party inineffect
effecton
onthe
thedate
dateof
ofthe
the accident
accident.
delegate
11.The
The identification
identification of
ofall
all employees
employees and
and supervisors
supervisors who
who worked
worked both
both for
for you
you
11
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club", the
the tasks
tasks that
that they
they
and for
for the
the Hawk
and
s
or
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices
Services,LLC
LLC -page
page77
NoticeOf
Notice
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perfonned for
for each
each entity
entity, the
the dates
dates and times
times that they performed
perfonned work
work for
for
performed
if at
at all
all, the identity
identity of
of the
the
each entity
entity, how
how their
their activities
activities were
were segregated
segregated if
each
person who
who supervised
supervised their
their work
work, and
and how
how and
and by
by whom
whom they
they were
were paid
paid.
person

YOU ARE
ARE DIRECTED
DIRECTED TO DESIGNATE ONE OR MORE OFFICERS
OFFICERS,
YOU
DIRECTORS,
DIRECTORS

MANAGING
MANAGING

AGENTS, OR
OR
AGENTS
CONSENT TO
TO TESTIFY
TESTIFY ON
ON YOUR
YOUR BEHALF
BEHALF.
CONSENT

OTHER
OTHER

PERSONS
PERSONS

WHO
WHO

DATED: June
June 2
2,2011.
DATED
2011

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P. A
A.
SEINIGER

Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Jr
Attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney

Notice
Notice Of
Of Deposition
Deposition Duces
Duces Tecum
Tecum Of
Of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC - page 88
000892

Will
W Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr (lSB#2387)
ISB2387
SEINIGER
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES,
OFFICES P.A.
P
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise,
Voice:
Voice (208)
208 345-1000
345 1000
Fax
208 345-4700
345 4700
Fax: (208)
Attorneys
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR
FOR THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA

No CV PI 0920924
Case No.

Bud Rountree,
Rountree

Notice
Notice Of
Of Deposition
Deposition Duces
Duces
Tecum Of
Tecum
Of Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
a
b
d
Club
Club

Plaintiff
V
v.

LLC, et.
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
et al.
al

Defendants
Defendants

AND EACH OF
OF YOU
YOU WILL PLEASE
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the
the
YOU AND
above named Plaintiff
Plaintiff will
will take the
the testimony
testimony upon oral examination
examination of Boise
Baseball
a
b
Baseball, LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club on
on June
June ___, 2011
2011 at
at the
the
hour
3
0 a
m
hour of
of 9
9:30
a.m., atat the
the offices
offices of
of ELAM
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A., 251
251 East
East Front
Front Street
Street
A
Suite
Suite 300
300, Boise
Boise, ID
ID

83701-1539,
pursuant to
to I
I.R.C.P. b
30(b)(6) before
before aa court
court
83701
1539 pursuant
P
C
R
30
6

reporter and
and notary
notary public
public for
for the
the State
State of
of Idaho
Idaho, at
at which
which time
time and
and place
place you
you are
are
reporter
notified to
to appear
appear and
and take
take such
such part
part in
in said
said examination
examination as
as you
you may
may deem
deem proper
proper.
notified
DEFINITIONS
DEFINITIONS

As used
used herein
herein the
the term
term accident
"accidenf' refers
refers to
to the
the incident
incident described
described in
in the
the
11. As
Complaintresulting
resulting inin the
the loss
loss of
ofthe
the Plaintiffs
Plaintiff seye
eye.
Complaint

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
Deposition Duces
Duces Tecum
Tecum Of
OfBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
BaseballClub
Club
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2.2 As
As used
used herein
herein the
the term
term "injuries"
injuries refers
refers toto the
the injuries
injuries sustained
sustained by
by the
the
Plaintiffin
in the
the accident.
accident
Plaintiff
DOCUMENTS
DOCUMENTS

(Unless
Unless otherwise
otherwise indicated
indicated or
or applicable
applicable all
all requests
requests for
for documents
documents relate
relate to
to the
the
year of
of the
the accident)
accident
Documents Relating
Relating To
To The
The Ownership
Ownership and
and Operation
Operation of
of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food
Services,
LLC
and
any
Agreements
or
Contracts
with
it
Services LLC and any Agreements or Contracts with it
1.
1 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any agreements
agreements or
or contracts
contracts that
that you
you had
had with
with
Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC in
in effect at the time of
of the
the accident.
accident
2.
2 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing the
the ownership
ownership of
of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC
on the date of
accident
of the accident.

3. All
rights and
Home Plate
3
All documents
documents the
the rights
and responsibilities
responsibilities of
of Home
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services
LLC with respect to their use of
of the "Hawk's
"Executive
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
or the Executive
and
Club
Club",

patrons use of
of the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the "Executive
Club",
their patrons
s
or
Executive Club

any duty
duty that
that they had
had with
with respect to
to use of
of the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
any
s
or
Executive
"Executive Club
Club",

any other
other arrangement
arrangement you
you or
or any
any other
other individual
individual or
or
or any
or

entity had
had with
with Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. concerning
concerning the
the use
use of
of,
entity
maintenance of
of, operation
operation of
of or
or other
other control
control over
over the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or
maintenance
s
or
the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club."

Documents Relating
Relating To
To The
The Use
Use, Maintenance
Maintenance and
and Control
Control of
ofthe
the Hawk
"Hawk's
Documents
s
Nest
Nest" andor
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club"

All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any ownership
ownership, right
right to
to use
use, right
right to
to occupy
occupy, right
right to
to
44. All
license, promise
promise toto maintain
maintain, operate
operate or
or other
other obligations
obligations, promises
promises or
or control
control
license
NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
Baseball Club
Club
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that
thatyou
you had
had over
overthe
the areas
areas known
known as
as the
the "Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nestand/or
andorthe
the "Executive
Executive
Clubin
in effect
effect atat the
thetime
time of
ofthe
the accident.
accident
Club"

5.5 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any promises
promises (contractual
contractual obligations)
obligations made
made by
by
individual
individual or
or entity
entity or
or other
other agreements
agreements regarding
regarding the
the "Hawk's
sNest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
or
and
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club in
in effect
effect at
at the
the time
time of
ofthe
the accident.
accident
the

Documents
Documents Relating To
To The
The Protective
Protective Netting
Netting And
And Warnings
Warnings At
At Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium
6.
6 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing the
the purchase,
purchase placement,
placement configuration,
configuration maintenance
maintenance
of,
of repair
repair of,
of or
or otherwise
otherwise relating
relating to
to protective
protective netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium
existing on the date of the accident that you contend are
are relevant to the

accident
any contention
you have
act or
or omission
omission by
accident and/or
or any
and
contention you
have that
that any
any act
by the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff was
was
aa cause
cause of
of the
the accident
accident.
7. All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any warning
warning existing
existing on
on the
the date
date of
of the
the accident
accident
7
Memorial Stadium
Stadium that
that you
you contend
contend are
are relevant
relevant to
to the
the accident
accident and/or
any
Memorial
and any
or
contention you
you have
have that
that any act
act or
or omission
omission by
by the Plaintiff
Plaintiff was
was aa cause
cause of the
the
accident
accident.

All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any other
other safety
safety measure
measure existing
existing on
on the
the date
date of
of the
the
88. All

accident Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium that
that you
you contend
contend are
are relevant
relevant to
to the
the accident
accident
accident
and/or any
any contention
contention you
you have
have that
that any
any act
act or
or omission
omission by
by the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
was aa cause
cause
and
or
ofthe
of theaccident
accident.

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,d
d.b.a.Boise
BoiseHawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
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Club
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9.
9 All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing the
the purchase,
purchase placement,
placement configuration,
configuration maintenance
maintenance
of,
of repair
repair of,
of or
or otherwise
otherwise relating
relating to
to protective
protective netting
netting or
or other
other safety
safety
precautions or
or warnings
warnings at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium

Documents Relating To
To Your
Your Contentions
Contentions Regarding
Regarding The
The Cause(s)
s of
Cause
of the
the
Accident
Accident
10.All
10 All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any act
act or
or omission
omission by
by any
any third
third party
party that
that you
you
contend was a proximate
proximate cause of the accident.
accident
Oaeration of the "Hawk's
sNest
Hawk
andor the
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club
The Operation
Nest" and/or

11.
11 All documents relating to who straightens up or arranges the
the tables and chairs
in the "Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
andor the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club between Boise Hawks
baseball games.
games
12.All
12 All documents relating to any pre-game
pregame preparations of the "Hawk's
s Nest"
Hawk
Nest
and/or the
"Executive Club
Club" andor
and/or the
the tables
tables and
and chairs
within them
them including
including
and
or
the Executive
chairs within
of completion
completion of
of cleaning
cleaning,
but not
not limited
limited to
to schedules
schedules, assignments
assignments, records
records of
but
descriptions of
of the
the areas
areas to
to be
be cleaned
cleaned, the
the items
items to
to be
be cleaned
cleaned, or
or any
any process
process
descriptions
to be
be used
used in
in the
the cleaning
cleaning.
to
13. All
All documents
documents relating
relating to
to any
any post
post-game
actions to
to be
be taken
taken by
by any
any of
of your
your
13
game actions
employees with respect
respect to
to the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club"
employees
s
or
and/or the
the tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs within
within them
them including
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to schedules
schedules,
and
or
assignments, records
records of
of completion
completion of
of cleaning
cleaning, descriptions
descriptions of
ofthe
the areas
areas to
to be
be
assignments
cleaned, the
the items
items to
to be
be cleaned
cleaned, or
or any
any process
process to
to be
be used
used or
or tasks
tasks to
to be
be
cleaned
completed.
completed
NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
Duces Tecum
Tecum Of
OfBoise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
Baseball Club
Club
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14.All
Nest"
14 All documents
documents relating
relating to
to the
the cleaning
cleaning and
and maintenance
maintenance of
ofthe
the "Hawk's
sNest
Hawk
and/or
or the
and
the "Executive
Executive Club"
Club and/or
orthe
and
the tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs within
within them
them including
including
but
but not
not limited
limited to
to schedules,
schedules assignments,
assignments records
records of
of completion
completion of
of cleaning,
cleaning
descriptions
descriptions of
of the
the areas
areas to
to be
be cleaned,
cleaned the
the items
items to
to be
be cleaned,
cleaned or
or any
any or
or any
any
process
process to
to be
be used
used or
or tasks
tasks to
to be
be completed
completed in
in the
the cleaning
cleaning or
or maintaining
maintaining of
of
those areas.
areas
those

Employees
Employees

15.
the accident.
15 A list of all
all of your
your employees during the year of
ofthe
accident
16.A
16 A list
list of
of all
all of
of the
the employees
employees of
of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC during
during the
the
list of
of the
the accident.
accident
list

17.
All documents
documents identifying
identifying all
who worked
worked both
you and
17 All
all employees
employees who
both for
for you
and for
for
of the
the accident
the prior
prior
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. during
during the
the year
year of
Home
accident and
and the
three years
years, the
the tasks
tasks that
that each
each performed
performed for
for each
each entity,
dates and
and times
times
three
entity the
the dates
that they
they performed
performed work
work for
for each
each entity
entity, how
how their
their activities
activities were
were segregated
segregated
that
if at
at all
all, and
and the
the identity
identity ofthe
of the person
person who
who supervised
supervised their
their work
work..
if
18.All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any payment
payment by
by you
you to
to employees
employees who
who worked
worked both
both
18
for you
you and
and for
for Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. during
during the
the year
year of
of the
the
for
accident and
and the
the prior
prior three
three years
years including
including W2
W-2's.
accident
s
19.All
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any payment
payment by
by Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. to
to
19
All documents
employees who
who worked
worked both
both for
for you
you and
and for
for Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC.
employees
ofthe
the accident
accident and
andthe
theprior
priorthree
three years
years including
including W2
W-2's.
duringthe
theyear
yearof
during
s
NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
Tecum Of
OfBoise
Boise Baseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,d
d.b.a. Boise
BoiseHawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
BaseballClub
Club
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20.
20All
All documents
documents evidencing
evidencing any
any payment
payment byby any
any other
other individual
individual oror entity
entity toto
employees
employees who
who worked
workedboth
both for
foryou
youand
andfor
forHome
HomePlate
PlateFood
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC
during
during the
the year
year ofofthe
the accident
accident and
and the
the prior
prior three
three years
years including
including W-2's
W2
s for
for
work performed
performed at
atMemorial
Memorial Stadium.
Stadium
work
Trial Exhibits
Exhibits
Trial

21.
21 All
All documents
documents that
that you
you intend
intend to
to use
use as
as an
an exhibit
exhibit in
in this
this case.
case
22.If
22 If you
you have
have not
not determined
determined which
which documents
documents or
or things
things you
you intend
intend toto use
use atat
trial,
trial all documents that you reserve the right to
to use
use as
as an exhibit
exhibit at trial.
trial

YOUR
YOUR EXAMINATION
EXAMINATION UNDER
UNDER LR.C.P.
P 30(b)(6)
C
LR
30 WILL
6
b
WILL CONCERN
CONCERN THE
THE

FOLLOWING MATTERS
FOLLOWING
MATTERS:

1.
1 The documents requested by this notice;
notice
of the
the chairs
chairs around
around the
the tables
tables in
in the
the
2. The
The straightening
"straightening up
up" or
or arranging
arranging of
2
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and/or the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" between
between Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks baseball
baseball
Hawk
s
or
games.

games

All facts
facts relating
relating to
to the
the tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs in
in the
the areas
areas known
known as
as the
the Hawk
"Hawk's
33. All
s
of
Nest" and
and the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" including
including but
but not
not limited
limited to
to the
the purchase
purchase of
Nest
any such
such tables
tables or
or chairs
chairs, the
the arrangement
arrangement of
of such
such tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs, the
the
any
ofsuch
suchchairs
chairs, the
thedelegation
delegation of
ofany
any tasks
tasks relating
relating to
to
cleaningand
andmaintenance
maintenance of
cleaning
such toto any
any individual
individual oror entity
entity, and
and the
the identities
identities of
ofthe
the employees
employees or
or other
other
such
individualsthat
thatarranged
arrangedincluding
(includingstraightening
straighteningororrepositioning
repositioningthem
themafter
afteroror
individuals

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,d
d.b.a.Boise
BoiseHawks
Hawks
Notice
a
b
Baseball
BaseballClub
Club
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before
before aa baseball
baseball game),
gamecleaned
cleaned oror otherwise
otherwisemaintained
maintained them
them during
duringthe
the year
year
of
ofthe
the accident;
accident
4.
4 All
All facts
facts relating
relating toto the
the configuration
configuration of
of the
the protective
protective netting
netting atat Memorial
Memorial
Stadium
Stadium prior
prior to
to and
and on
on the
the day
day of
ofthe
the Plaintiffs
s accident;
Plaintiff
accident
5 All
All facts
facts relating
relating to
to the
the circumstances
circumstances of
of the
the accident.
accident
5.

6.
6 All
All information
information upon
upon which
which any
any affirmative
affirmative defense
defense you
you have
have alleged
alleged or
or which
which
you
you may
may allege is based;
based
7.
7 The identity of any third party which you may have caused or contributed
contributed to
the
the cause
cause of
of the
the accident
accident or
or to
to the
the Plaintiffs
s injuries,
Plaintiff
injuries and
and all
all facts
facts upon
upon which
which
you
that contention
any acts
acts or
omissions that
that you
you contend
you base
base that
contention and
and any
or omissions
contend resulted
resulted in
in
or contributed
contributed to Plaintiff
Plaintiff s injuries;
sinjuries
8. Any
Any ownership
ownership, affiliation
affiliation, contract
contract, lease,
or other
other relationship
relationship that
that you
you had
had
8
lease or

accident.
Home Plate
Plate Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC in
in effect
effect on
on the
the date
date of the accident
with Home
Any right
right that
that you
you had
had to
to authorize
authorize, approve
approve, monitor
monitor, direct
direct, or
or otherwise
otherwise
99. Any
of the activities
activities of
of Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC in
in effect
effect on
on the
the
control any
any ofthe
control
date of
ofthe
the accident
accident or
ortoto delegate
delegate or
or assign
assign the
the same
same toto itit or
or toto any
any third
third party
party.
date
10.Any
Any right
rightthat
that you
you had
had to
to lease
lease, operate
operate, authorize
authorize, approve
approve, monitor
monitor, direct
direct, or
or
10
otherwise control
control the
the Hawk
"Hawk's Nest
Nest" and
and the
the Executive
"Executive Club
Club" and
and/or to
to
otherwise
s
or
ofthe
theaccident
accident.
delegateany
any such
suchtotoany
anythird
thirdparry
party inineffect
effecton
onthe
thedate
dateof
delegate

NoticeOf
OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
DucesTecum
TecumOf
OfBoise
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11.
I 1The
The identification
identificationofofallall employees
employees and
and supervisors
supervisorswho
whoworked
worked both
bothfor
foryou
you

and for
for the
the "Hawk's
sNest"
Hawk
Nest and/or
orthe
and
the "Executive
Executive Club",
Club the
and
the tasks
tasks that
that they
they
performed
performed for
for each
each entity,
entity the
the dates
dates and
and times
times that
that they
they performed
performed work
work for
for
each
each entity,
entity how
how their
their activities
activities were
were segregated
segregated ififatat all,
all the
the identity
identity ofof the
the
person
person who
who supervised
supervised their
their work,
work and
andhow
how and
andby
by whom
whom they
they were
were paid.
paid

YOU
YOU ARE
ARE DIRECTED
DIRECTED TO
TO DESIGNATE
DESIGNATE ONE
ONE OR
OR MORE
MORE OFFICERS,
OFFICERS
DIRECTORS
MANAGING
OR OTHER
DIRECTORS, MANAGING AGENTS,
AGENTS OR
OTHER PERSONS
PERSONS WHO
WHO
TO TESTIFY
TESTIFY ON
ON YOUR
YOUR BEHALF.
BEHALF
CONSENT TO

DATED:
DATED June 2,2011.
2 2011
SEINIGER
W OFFICES,
SEINIGER LA
LAW
OFFICES P.
P A.
A

Wm
Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Attorney
Attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
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OfDeposition
DepositionDuces
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TecumOf
OfBoise
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A.M. _ _ _ _F_IL~.~.
F
FILED

M
A

Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett ISB
ISB 5587
#5587
Joshua
Jade C
C. Stacey
Stacey ISB
ISB 8016
#8016
Jade
ELAM & BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
ELAM
A
251 E
E. Front
Front St
St., Ste
Ste. 300
300
251
P.O.
Box
1539
O Box 1539
P
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise
Telephone: 208
(208) 343
343-5454
Telephone
5454
Facsimile:
(208)
384-5844
Facsimile 208 3845844

I~

JUN
JUN 22U0 2011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHER D
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
By LARAAMES
LARA AMES
By
DEPUTY

DEPUTY

Attorneys for
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC,
Attorneys
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Home
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT OF THE
IN
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

Case
Case No
No. CV PI 0920924
REPLY
REPLY MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM
SUPPORTING
SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Limited
BOISE
Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Bosie
Liability
a
b
Bosie Baseball,
Baseball d.b.a.
a
b
d
Boise
Baseball
Club
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Boise
a
b
d
Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE
a
b
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
Liability
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d.b.a.
Corporation d.b.a
a Boise
b
d
a Boise
b
d
Boise
Baseball Club
Club, d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball Club
Club,
a
b
d
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks,
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
LLC
a
b
Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL
CLUB,
LLC,
an
assumed
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
business
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES,
LLC, an
FOOD
SERVICES LLC
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
INC WRIGHT
WRIGHT BROTHERS,
BROTHERS THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY,
an
Idaho
General
Business
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE P,
Corporation TRIPLE
P INC.,
INC an
an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS,
SPORTS
INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
SPORT CORP an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation

BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
BASEBALL
CLUB LLC,
LLC HOME
PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC AND

MEMORIAL STADIUM,
MEMORIAL
STADIUM INC.'
INC S
S
MOTION FOR
TO
MOTION
FOR PERMISSION
PERMISSION TO
APPEAL

REPLY
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DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND

DEVELOPMENT, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT
Liability Corporation
Corporation, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, INC.,
Liability
INC a
Florida Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, CH2M
CH2M
Florida
a
b
HILL
CONSTRUCTORS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC d
a
b
Hill, C112M
CH2M HILL
HILL EE&C,
INC., d
d.b.a Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill,
Hill
C INC
a
b
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
C112M HILL ENGINEERS INC d
a
b
Hill, CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
Hill
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
of
CONSTRUCTION an
Ch2M Engineers
Engineers, Inc
Inc., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL, a foreign
Ch2M
corporation
doing
business
in
Idaho
under the
corporation doing business in
under
name Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
PEREIRA,
name
WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES
DOES I through
through
ROBERT PEREIRA
X,
whose
true
identities
are
unknown,
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

I. INTRODUCTION
I
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC,
Defendants
LLC Boise Hawks
LLC Home Plate Food
Services, LLC
LLC and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.
by and through their counsel of
Services
Inc ("Defendants"),
Defendants
record, Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P.A., submit
submit this
this brief
brief in
in reply
reply to
Opposition to
to
record
A
to Plaintiffs
sOpposition
Plaintiff
Reconsideration and
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
Appeal ("Opposition
Memorandum").
Reconsideration
Opposition Memorandum
Plaintiff Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree essentially
essentially argues in his Opposition Memorandum that this Court
Plaintiff
should deny Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Permission to
to Appeal because the requirements of Idaho
Appellate Rule
Rule 12
have not
met. There
to his
Appellate
12 have
not been
been met
There is
is no
no merit
merit to
his argument.
argument
Defendants
respectfully request
request that
their Motion
Defendants respectfully
that the
the Court
Court approve
approve their
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to
public interest
Appeal because
because this
this lawsuit
involves legal
legal issues
issues of
Appeal
lawsuit involves
of public
interest and
and legal
legal questions
questions of
of first
first
impression,
immediate appeal
appeal from
impression and
and an
an immediate
from the
the Court's
s decision
Court
decision will
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the
orderly
of the
the litigation
litigation.
orderly resolution
resolution of
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LLC BOISE
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LLC,
HOME
PLATE
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SERVICES,
LLC
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SERVICES
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
S MOTION FOR
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STADIUM INC.'
SMOTION
INC
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II ANALYSIS
II.

The Idaho Supreme Court recently set forth the intent of Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule 12
12 in

Aardema v.
v U.S.
S Dairy Sys.,
U
Sys 147 Idaho 785,
785 215 P.3d
3d 505 (2009).
P
2009 "The
The intent ofldaho
of Idaho Appellate
Appellate
Rule 12 is to provide an immediate appeal from an interlocutory order if substantial legal issues

interest OR legal questions of first impression are
of great public interest
are involved.
involved [d.
Id at 789,
789 215
P.3d
3d at 509 (quoting
P
quoting Budell v.
v Todd,
Todd 105 Idaho 2,665
2 665 P.2d
2d 701 (1983))
P
1983 (emphasis
emphasis added).
added
Accordingly, either substantial issues of great public interest or legal questions of first
Accordingly
impression independently justify an immediate appeal from an interlocutory order.
order
A
A.

This Lawsuit Involves Legal
Lea;al Ouestions
Questions of First Impression
There is an obvious absence
absence in Mr.
Opposition Memorandum of any
Mr Rountree's
sOpposition
Rountree

discussion about
about whether the limited duty rule presents a legal question of first impression in
presents a
Idaho. In failing to address this issue
issue, he essentially concedes
Idaho
concedes that the limited duty rule presents
legal question of first
fIrst impression in Idaho
Idaho. Likewise,
Mr. Rountree essentially concedes
concedes that
Likewise Mr
primary implied assumption of risk
risk, i
i.e., implied consent
consent, presents
presents a legal question of first
e
entirely failing to
to address this argument in his Opposition Memorandum
Memorandum.
impression in Idaho by entirely
In the Court
Court's Memorandum Decision
Decision on Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment
In
s
entered on
May 23
23,2011
the Court
recognized that
that this
this lawsuit
presents legal
legal
entered
on May
2011 ("Decision"),
Decision the
Court recognized
lawsuit presents
questions of first
first impression
impression. The Court
Court, in relevant part
part, stated
stated: Idaho
"Idaho has not had
had the chance
questions
to delineate the scope
scope of the
the duty that
that baseball stadium owners
owners owe to their patrons with respect
respect
to
of being
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball." Decision
(Decision, p
p. 5
5.) The
The Court
Court also
also recognized
recognized that
that w
"[w]hile
to the
the risk
risk of
to
h
ile
. this
this Court
Court tends
tends to
to agree
agree that
that some
some form
form of implied consent should
should be available
available as
as a defense,
defense no
REPLY MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING
SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE
REPLY
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC AND
HAWKS
MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM, INC
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Idaho
Idaho court
court has
has looked
looked at this
this issue
issue since the Court
Court in
in Salinas
Salinas announced the
the rule of
of consent
consent."

(Decision, p
p. 8
8.)
Decision
It is undisputed by the parties
parties and
and the Court that
that the issues presented in this lawsuit
It

impression. Accordingly
Accordingly, an
an immediate appeal from the Court's
involve legal questions of first impression
involve
s
Court
Decision is warranted pursuant to
to Idaho Appellate Rule 12
12 and the Defendants
Defendants respectfully
Decision
request the opportunity to present
present these
these legal questions of first impression
impression to the Supreme Court
Court. l
request
B
B.

Lea:al Issues of Public Importance
This Lawsuit Presents Legal
Mr. Rountree
Rountree also
also concedes
concedes that primary implied assumption of risk,
Mr
risk i.e.,
e implied
i

public importance by entirely failing to address this argument in his
consent, is
is a legal issue of public
consent
It appears
appears the
only issue
Mr. Rountree
Rountree addresses
in his
his Opposition
Opposition Memorandum
Memorandum. It
Opposition
the only
issue Mr
addresses in
Opposition

Memorandum is
is whether
the limited
limited duty
issue of
Memorandum
whether the
duty rule
rule is
is aa legal
legal issue
of public
public importance.
importance
In an attempt to
to demonstrate that the limited duty rule is not a legal issue of public
In

importance, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree takes
takes the
the position
that the
the limited
limited duty
might be
importance
position that
duty rule
rule might
be of
of public
public
importance in a situation where a spectator
spectator is hit by a foul ball while sitting in open bleachers of
a baseball stadium
stadium, but not in
in a situation where a spectator is hit by a foul ball
ball in any other area
of aa baseball
baseball stadium
stadium. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree provides
provides no
no legal
for this
this position.
of
legal support
support for
position In
In fact,
fact
directly contrary
contrary to
the application
application of
rule in
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's position is
Mr
sposition
is directly
to the
of the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
in Turner
Turner v.
v

Mandalay Sports
Sports Entertainment
Entertainment, LLC
LLC, 180 P.3d
1172 (Nev.
2008).
Mandalay
3d 1172
P
Nev 2008

1 According
According to
to Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule 12(c),
even if
if this
Court approves
approves Defendants
Defendants' Motion
c even
12
this Court
Motion for
for
Permission
to
Appeal,
the
Defendants
still
must
file
a
similar
motion
with
the
Supreme
Court
Permission to Appeal the Defendants still must file a similar motion with the Supreme Court requesting
requesting
acceptance of
of the
the appeal
by permission
permission. Likewise
Likewise, even
even if
if this
this Court
Court disapproves
motion,
acceptance
appeal by
disapproves of
of Defendants'
Defendants motion
Defendants
can
still
file
a
similar
motion
with
the
Supreme
Court
requesting
acceptance
of
the
appeal
Defendants can still file a similar motion with the Supreme Court requesting acceptance of the appeal by
by
permission.
permission
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In
In Turner,
Turner the
the Nevada
Nevada Supreme
Supreme Court
Court affirmed
affirmed summary
summary judgment
judgment for
for aaminor
minor league
league

baseball
baseball team
team where
where aa spectator
spectator was
was injured
injured when
when aafoul
foul ball
ball struck
struck her
her in
in the
the face
face as
as she
she sat
sat in
in
the
the baseball
baseball stadium's
s concession
stadium
concession area.
area In
In affirming
affirming the
the trial
trial court's
s decision,
court
decision the
the supreme
supreme court
court
applied
applied the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule and
and found
found that
that although
although aaproprietor
proprietor owes
owes aa general
general duty
duty to
to use
use
reasonable care
care to keep
keep the premises
premises in
in aa reasonably
reasonably safe
safe condition
condition for
for use,
use the
the risk
risk of
of an
occasional foul
foul ball being hit into
into a concessions
concessions area
area - which was located
located in
in the
the upper concourse
concourse
level above the stands,
stands with no barrier netting
netting surrounding it - does
does not
not amount
amount to
to an
an unduly
unduly high
high
at 1176.
risk
risk of
of injury.
injury Turner,
Turner 180
180 P.3d
3d at
P
1176 The
The court
court also
also found
found that
that the
the plaintiff
plaintiff failed
failed to
to
demonstrate
other spectator
as aa result
demonstrate that
that any
any other
spectator had
had suffered
suffered injuries
injuries as
result of
of aa foul
foul ball
ball landing
landing in
in the
the
concessions
state that
establishing
concessions area.
area [d.
Id The
The court
court went
went on
on to
to state
that itit recognized
recognized the
the importance
importance of
of establishing
parameters around personal
personal injury litigation
stemming from baseball and that the stadium owner
litigation stemming
of care
care by
providing sufficient
protected seating
under the
the limited
limited
satisfied the
the applicable
applicable duty
duty of
satisfied
by providing
sufficient protected
seating under
[d.; see also
also FN
FN17.
duty rule
rule. Id
duty
17

Moreover, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's position
position does
does not
not demonstrate
demonstrate how
why the
limited duty
duty
Moreover
s
how or
or why
the limited
rule isis not
not an
an issue
issue of
of public
public importance
importance. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree is
is simply
simply taking
taking aa position
position on
on how
how the
the
rule
an argument
argument for
for the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court on
on appeal
appeal, not
not
limited duty
duty rule
rule should
should be
be applied
applied. This
This isis an
limited
on whether
whether itit should
should approve
approve Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for
for this
this Court
Court in
in making
making aa determination
determination on
for
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal.
Permission
of their
their Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal,
As discussed
discussed in
in Defendants
Defendants' brief
brief in
in support
support of
As
of public
public importance
importance. Accordingly
Accordingly, an
an
the issues
issues presented
presentedin
in this
this lawsuit
lawsuit are
are legal
legal issues
issues of
the
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immediate
Decision isis warranted
immediate appeal
appeal from
from the
the Court's
sDecision
Court
warrantedand
and the
theDefendants
Defendants respectfully
respectfullyrequest
request
the
the opportunity
opportunity toto present
present these
these legal
legal issues
issues of
ofpublic
public importance
importance toto the
the Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court
III CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
III.

This
This lawsuit
lawsuit involves
involves legal
legal questions
questions of
offtrst
first impression
impression and
and presents
presents legal
legal issues
issues of
of
public
public importance,
importance and
and an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal from
from the
the Court's
s Decision
Court
Decision will
will materially
materially advance
advance
the
the orderly
orderly resolution
resolution of
of the
the litigation.
litigation As
As such,
such Defendants
Defendants respectfully
respectfully request
request the
the Court
Court
approve
approve their
their Motion
Motion for
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal the
the Court's
s Decision
Court
Decision to
to the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
pursuant to Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule 12(b).
b
12
DATED this
this
DATED

~
day of June,
June 2011.
2011
ELAM & BURKE,
ELAM
BURKE P.A.
P
A

i
.a. Al
Jv~

By:
By
1
Joshua
Joshua S.
S Evett,
Evett of
of the
the firm
firm
Attorneys for
Boise Baseball
Baseball,
Attorneys
for Defendants
Defendants Boise
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
LLC
Club LLC,
LLC
Home
Plate
Food
Services,
LLC,
and
Home Plate Food Services LLC and
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Memorial
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the foregoing
foregoing document
document to
to be
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Wm.
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
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A
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O Box
P
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Facsimile 208 3845844

CHRISTOPHER
fOPHER D.
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D RICH,
RICH Clerk
Clerk
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AMES
By LARA
IARAAMES
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC
Home Plate Food Services,
LLC, and Memorial Stadium,
Services LLC
Stadium Inc.
Inc
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

THE STATE
STATE OF IDAHO,
OF THE
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

LLC, a Delaware Limited
BOISE BASEBALL,
BASEBALL LLC
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Boiie
Bosie Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a.
a
b
a
b
Boise Baseball Club d.b.a.
d Boise Hawks
a
b
Hawks Baseball

Case
No CV
Case No.
CV PI 0920924
REPLY
REPL
Y MEMORANDUM
SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS HOME
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
PLATE
SERVICES LLC AND
MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM, INC.'S
S
INC
MOTION FOR
FOR RECONSIDERATION

Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks,
a
b
Hawks BOISE
BASEBALL, LLC,
BASEBALL
LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise
Corporation
a
b
a
b
Baseball Club
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks Baseball Club
Club,
Baseball
a
b
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE HAWKS
LLC
a
b
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an
an assumed business
BASEBALL
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME PLATE
name of Boise
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho Limited
Limited
FOOD SERVICES
Corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
BUILDING
INC
COMPANY, an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
COMPANY
Corporation, TRIPLE
TRIPLE P,
INC., an Idaho general
Corporation
P INC
corporation, DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS,
business corporation
INC., a New
New York Corporation
Corporation, DIAMOND
INC
SPORT CORP
CORP., an
an Idaho
Idaho corporation
corporation,
SPORT
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Q

SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
AND
DIAMOND SPORTS
DEVELOPMENT,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation,
Corporation CH2M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC a
Florida Corporation d.b.a.
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill CH2M
CONSTRUCTORS INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
HILL CONSTRUCTORS,
Hill,
Hill CH2M HILL E&C,
EC INC.,
INC d.b.a
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Hill CH2M HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
Hill,
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name of
CONSTRUCTION
Ch2M Engineers,
Engineers Inc.,
Inc CH2M HILL,
HILL a foreign
foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the
name Ch2M Hill,
Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through
X whose true identities are unknown,
unknown
X,
Defendants
Defendants.

I
I. INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

Defendants Home Plate Food Services,
Plate") and
Services LLC ("Home
Home Plate
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc
Memorial
("Memorial"),
by and
and through their counsel of record,
Elam & Burke
Burke, P
P .A., submit this brief in
record Elam
A

reply to
to Plaintiff
Plaintiffs Opposition
Opposition to
to Reconsideration
and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal
reply
s
Reconsideration and
Appeal ("Opposition
Opposition
Memorandum
Memorandum").

Plaintiff Bud Rountree
Rountree essentially
essentially argues in his Opposition Memorandum
Plaintiff
Memorandum that this Court
Court
should deny Home
Home Plate
Plate and
and Memorial
Memorial's Motion for Reconsideration
Reconsideration because it is reasonable
"reasonable to
to
should
sMotion
infer" that
that Home
Home Plate and Memorial had some
some control
control over the Executive Club in Memorial
infer
of netting
netting in front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's inferences are
Stadium and
and the
the absence
absence of
Stadium
sinferences
in light
light of the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Todd
Todd Rahr in Support
Support of Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball,
meaningless in
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home Plate
Plate Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC and Memorial
LLC
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Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment ("Rahr
Affidavit") and the Assignment and
Stadium
s
Rahr Affidavit
Assumption of
of Sublease
Sublease.
Assumption
Home Plate
Plate and Memorial
Memorial respectfully
respectfully request that the Court reconsider its Memorandum
Home
Decision on
on Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment entered
entered on
on May 23
23, 2011 ("Decision")
Decision
Decision
because the
the undisputed facts
facts in the summary
summary judgment
judgment record
record show
show that
that neither Home
Home Plate nor
because
Memorial had any control
control over
over Memorial Stadium
Stadium or the netting
netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium.
Memorial
II ANALYSIS
II.
ANALYSIS

The Rahr Affidavit
Affidavit, states
states unequivocally that "at
Rountree's accident"
at the time of Mr.
Mr Rountree
saccident
Home Plate
Plate and
and Memorial did
"did not operate
operate, maintain
maintain, and/or
area of Memorial
Home
andor control any area
Stadium." See
(See Rahr
Rahr Affidavit
Affidavit, ~~ 22 and 23
23.) Home Plate and
and Memorial had no control
control over
Stadium
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, including
including the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club.
Memorial
Likewise, according to
to the Rahr Affidavit
Affidavit, Home Plate has only
only been "a
Likewise
a food and
beverage concessionaire
concessionaire at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
2006," and
and "the
beverage
Stadium since
since 2006
the current
current barrier
barrier netting
netting
configuration at Memorial Stadium
Stadium is the same
same configuration that was in place when [Mr.
Mr Rahr]
Rahr
began [his]
Hawks in 2004
2004." (Rahr
23 Home
his employment with the Boise Hawks
Rahr Affidavit,
Affidavit ~~ 7 and 23.)
Plate had
had no
no control
configuration at
Memorial Stadium,
including the
the absence
Plate
control over
over the
the netting
netting configuration
at Memorial
Stadium including
absence
of netting
netting in
front of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club.
of
in front
Club
Moreover, according to the Assignment and Assumption of Sublease attached to the
Moreover
Affidavit of Joshua
Joshua S.
Evett in Support of Defendants
Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
Affidavit
S Evett
LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club,
Baseball
Club LLC,
LLC Home Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.'s
s Motion for
Inc
for
Summary
Affidavit"), neither Home
Home Plate nor Memorial
Memorial are lessees
lessees of
Summary Judgment
Judgment ("Evett
Evett Affidavit
REPLY MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES
LLC AND MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 3
STADIUM INC.'S
SMOTION
INC
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Memorial
the Assignment
MemorialStadium.
Stadium (See
SeeEvett
Evett Affidavit,
AffidavitExhibit
ExhibitGG(copy
copyofofthe
Assignmentand
andAssumption
Assumptionofof
Sublease).)
Sublease The
The Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks isiscurrently
currentlyowned
owned by
byBoise
Boise Baseball,
BaseballLLC
LLCand
andBoise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball
LLC
Memorial Stadium.
3 and
LLC isis the
the lessee
lessee of
ofMemorial
Stadium (See
See Rahr
RahrAffidavit,
Affidavit ,-r1
3
andEvett
Evett Affidavit,
Affidavit Exhibit
Exhibit GG
(copy
the Assignment
Sublease).) Memorial
copyof
ofthe
Assignment and
and Assumption
Assumption of
ofSublease
Memorial had
had no
no control
control over
over the
the
netting
netting in
netting configuration
configuration atat Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium including
including the
the absence
absence of
ofnetting
in front
front of
ofthe
the
Executive Club.
Club
Executive
III CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
III.

For
For the
the reasons
reasons set
set forth
forth above,
above Home
Home Plate
Plate and
and Memorial
Memorial respectfully
respectfully request
request this
this Court
Court
grant
grant their
their Motion
Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and enter
enter an
an order
order declaring
declaring that
that Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food
Services,
law
Services Inc.
Inc and Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc are dismissed from this lawsuit as aa matter
matter of
oflaw
Memorial Stadium and had no control over
because it is undisputed that they were not lessees of
ofMemorial
netting at Memorial Stadium.!
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium or the netting
Stadium
DATED
DATED this
this

1
I).~

June, 2011
2011.
day of June
ELAM
ELAM

& BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A

BY:_Q---=J~&~J~
_ _ _ _ _ __

By

Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett, of
ofthe
the firm
firm
Joshua

! Only one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory. See, e.g.,
Only one with control of the premises may be liable under a premises liability theory See e
g
ex.
rei., Boots
Boots vv. Winters
Winters, 145
145Idaho
Idaho 389
389,393
393, 179
179 P
P.3d
352,356 Ct
(Ct. App
App. 2008
2008);Heath
Heath vv. Honker
Honker's
Boots,
Boots ex rel
3
d 356
352
s
MiniMart
Mart, Inc
Inc., 134
134 Idaho
Idaho 711
711, 71415
714-15, 88P
P.3d
1254, 125758
1257-58 Ct
(Ct. App
App. 2000
2000). AA tenant
tenantor
orlessee
lessee, having
having
Mini
3
d 1254
control over
overthe
the premises
premises isis deemed
deemed, so
so far
far as
as third
third parties
parties are
are concerned
concerned, to
to be
be the
the owner
owner, and
and in
in case
case of
of
control
injury
to
third
parties
occasioned
by
the
condition
or
use
of
the
premises,
the
general
rule
is
that
the
tenant
injury to third parties occasioned by the condition or use of the premises the general rule is that the tenant
lesseemay
maybe
beliable
liablefor
forfailure
failuretotokeep
keepthe
thepremises
premisesininrepair
repair. E
E.g.,McDevitt
McDevittvv. Sportsman
Sportsman's Warehouse
Warehouse,
ororlessee
g
s
Inc.,
No.
11-65
at
7
(Idaho
filed
May
27,2011);
Harrisonv.
Taylor,
115
Idaho
588,
596,
768
P.2d
1321,1329
Inc No 11
65 at 7 Idaho filed May 27
2011 Harrison v Taylor 115 Idaho 588 596 768 P
2d 1321
1329
1989
(1989).

REPL YMEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUMSUPPORTING
SUPPORTINGDEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTSHOME
HOME PLATE
PLATEFOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES,
REPLY
LLCAND
ANDMEMORIAL
MEMORIALSTADIUM
STADIUM,INC
INC.'S MOTION
MOTIONFOR
FORRECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION - 44
LLC
S

000911

Attorneys
Attorneysfor
forDefendants
Defendants Boise
BoiseBaseball,
Baseball
LLC,
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball ClubLLC,
LLC
Home
HomePlate
PlateFood
FoodServices,
Services LLC,
LLCand
and
Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
StadiumInc.
Inc

CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE

1I61t

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
thaton
on the
the day
II HEREBY
day of
ofJune,
June 2011,
2011 II caused
caused aatrue
true and
and correct
correct
copy
of
the
foregoing
document
to
be
served
as
follows
copy of the foregoing document to be served as follows:

Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Wm.
Seiniger Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
Seiniger
942 Myrtle Street
942
Boise ID
ID 83702
83702
Boise,
Attorney
for Plaintiff
Attorneyfor

u.S.
S Mail
U
Mail
__
__

Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
Federal
Federal Express
Express
of FacsimileFacsimile345-4700
345 4700

6
n
S Evett
Joshua S.

REPLYMEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUMSUPPORTING
SUPPORTINGDEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTSHOME
HOMEPLATE
PLATEFOOD
FOODSERVICES
SERVICES,
REPLY
LLCAND
ANDMEMORIAL
MEMORIALSTADIUM
STADIUM,INC
INC.'S
MOTIONFOR
FORRECONSIDERATION
RECONSIDERATION - 55
LLC
S MOTION

000912

NO

NO.----7li'E;:;-:;::;~._r::::_FILED

w

M
A
A.M. _ _ _ _

F_ll~~

JUN
JUN22442011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERDD.RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk
By
ByJANINE
JANINEKORSEN
KORSEN

INTHE
THEDISTRICT
DISTRICTCOURT
COURTOF
OFTHE
THEFOURTH
FOURTHJUDICIAL
JUDICIALDISTRICT
DISTRICTOF
OF
IN

DEPUTY

OEPUTY

THESTATE
STATEOF
OFIDAHO
IDAHO,IN
INAND
ANDFOR
FORTHE
THECOUNTY
COUNTYOF
OFADA
ADA
THE
BUDROUNTREE
ROUNTREE"
BUD
Case
CaseNo
No. CV
CVPI
PI 200920924
2009-20924

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM DECISION
DECISION ON
ON
S
DEFENDANT
DEFENDANT'S MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR
SUMMARY
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

vs.

VS

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL LLC
LLC, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BOISE
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB LLC
LLC., MEMORIAL
MEMORIAL
BASEBALL
STADIUM
INC.,
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
STADIUM INC HOME PLATE FOOD
SERVICES, WRIGHT
WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE
THE
SERVICES
BUILDING
COMPANY,
TRIPLE
P.
INC.,
BUILDING COMPANY TRIPLE P INC
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS INC
INC., DIAMOND
DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
DIAMOND
SPORTS
SPORT CORP DIAMOND SPORTS
MANAGEMENT AND
AND DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT
LLC, C112M
CH2M HILL
HILL INC
INC" C112M
CH2M HILL
HILL
LLC
CONSTRUCTORS INC
INC., CH2M HILL EC
E&C
INC., CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INC
DESIGN
AND
CONSTRUCTION,
CH2M HILL,
AND CONSTRUCTION CH2M
HILL
WILLIAM CORD
WILLIAM
CORD P;ERIERA,
ERIERA ROBERT
P
ROBERT
PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
Defendants.
Defendants

Defendant's
Motion for Reconsideration
sMotion
Defendant
Reconsideration and
and Motion
Motion for
for Pennissive
Permissive Appeal
Appeal came
came on
on for
for
hearing
hearing on
on June
June 22,
22 2011.
2011 Attorneys
Attorneys Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger appeared
appeared on
on behalf
behalf of
of Plaintiff
Plaintiff and
and Joshua
Joshua
Evett
Evett appeared
appeared on
on behalf
behalf of
ofDefendants.
Defendants The
The court
court granted
granted the
the Motion
Motion for
for Pennissive
Permissive AppeaL
Appeal
Before
Before the
the court
court for
for decision
decision isis Defendant's
s Motion
Defendant
Motion for
for Reconsideration.
Reconsideration

FACTS AND
ANDPROCEDURAL
PROCEDURALBACKGROUND
BACKGROUND
FACTS

This
This case
case arises
arises out
out of
ofan
an injury
injury that
that Plaintiff
Plaintiffsuffered
suffered while
while attending
attending aa Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
baseball
baseballgame.
game The
ThePlaintiff
PlaintiffBud
BudRountree
Rountreehas
hasbeen
beenaaBoise
BoiseHawks
Hawksseason
seasonticket
ticketholder
holderfor
forover
over
20
Deft.' Mot
Mot. for
20years.
years Mem.
Mem inin Supp.
Supp ofofDefs
forSumm.
Summ J,J(p.6).
6 On
p
On August
August13,2008,
13 2008Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree
took
took his
his wife
wife and
and two
two of
ofhis
his grandchildren
grandchildren toto aaHawks
Hawks game
game atat Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium ininGarden
Garden
11
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City,
City Idaho.
Idaho !d.,
Id (p.7).
7 The stadium has
p
has mesh
mesh netting strung at
at various
various locations
locations in
in order to
to
protect fans
the stadium are
fans from foul balls.
balls Most portions
portions of
ofthe
are protected by
by vertical
vertical mesh
mesh netting
netting
approximately 30
30 feet high,
high and several areas are protected from
from above by
by horizontal netting.
netting
According to Plaintiff
Plaintiffs witness Ron Anderson,
s
Anderson the protective netting at
at Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium is
more extensive than any other baseball stadium
stadium he
he has worked on in his 43 years in
in the netting
netting
Ron Anderson,
industry.
industry Aff of
ofRon
Anderson '9.
9 Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree had four tickets
tickets in the
the Viper section,
section which
which is
is
protected by mesh netting.
netting Aff of Todd Rahr,
Rahr '19.
19 Along the third base
base line is
is an
an area known
known
as the Hawks Nest
Nest. The Hawks Nest is a full service eating
eating and drinking
drinking area and is
is covered

both vertically and horizontally by netting.
netting Id.,
Id '10.
10 At the very end of
of the third base
base line
line and
abutting
abutting the homerun wall is an area known as the Executive Club.
Club The Executive Club is
covered by horizontal netting,
netting but is one of the only areas in the whole stadium not covered by
vertical netting.
Thus, the Executive Club is one of the only places in the stadium where fans
netting Thus
can watch the game without having their view obstructed
obstructed by netting.
netting The Executive Club serves
food and drinks before the game,
game but a stop serving once the game starts.
starts Guests are allowed to
bring food and drink into the Executive Club,
Club and the Club has movable chairs and tables which

guests can
sit at.
guests
can sit
at
At some point in the game Mr
Mr. Rountree and his family went to the Hawks Nest to eat
eat.
At
After eating
eating, Mr
Mr. Rountree and his family went
went to the Executive Club.
After
Club Mr.
Mr Rountree had been in
the Executive
Executive Club on occasions
occasions prior
prior to
to August 13
13, 2008.
Evett, Ex
Ex. A
A, p
(p.68).
the
2008 Aff of Joshua Evett
6
8
While in
in the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree began
began conversing
conversing with
with another
another person
person and
and took
took his
While
his
eyes off the
the game
game. Mem
Mem. in Supp
Supp. ofDefs
of Deft. ' Mot
Mot. for Summ
Summ. J,
(p.9). After
After approximately
approximately ten
ten
eyes
J9
p
minutes, Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree heard
heard the
the crowd
crowd roar
roar and
and turned
turned his
his head
head back
back towards
the game
game. At
At that
that
minutes
towards the
of the
the injury
Mr.
precise moment
moment aa foul ball
ball hit Mr
Mr. Rountree in the eye
eye. Id
Id. As
As aa result
result of
precise
injury Mr
Rountree lost
lost his
his right
right eye
eye. The
The current
current president
president and
and GM
GM of
of the
the Hawks
Hawks, Todd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, states
states that
that
Rountree
Aff of
of
his seven
seven seasons
seasons with
with the
the team
team he
he has
has never
never seen
seen aa foul
foul ball
ball enter
enter the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club. Aff
inin his
Todd Rahr
Rahr, 15
'15. Mr
Mr. Rahr
Rahr also
also states
states that
that the
the current
current netting
netting at
at the
the stadium
has been
been in
place
Todd
stadium has
in place
since before
before he
he started
started working there
there in
in 2004
2004. Id
Id., 12004
,2004
since
The back
back of
of Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree's ticket
ticket states
states in
in part
part, THE
"THE HOLDER
HOLDER ASSUMES
ASSUMES ALL
ALL RISK
RISK
The
s
AND
AND

DANGERS
DANGERS

INCIDENTAL
INCIDENTAL

TO
TO

THE
THE

GAME
GAME

OF
OF

BASEBALL
BASEBALL

INCLUDING
INCLUDING

SPECIFICALLY BUT
(BUT NOT
NOT EXCLUSIVELY
EXCLUSIVELY) THE
THE DANGER
DANGER OF
OF BEING
BEING INJURED
INJURED BY
BY
SPECIFICALLY
THROWN OR
OR BATTED
BATTED BALLS
BALLS." Mr
Mr. Rountree
Rountree maintains
maintains that
that he
he never read
read the
the back
back of his
THROWN
to this
this incident
incident. Aff
Aff ofJoshua
of Joshua Evett
Evett, Ex
Ex. A
A, 8
(p.82).
to the
the Executives
Executives
ticket prior
prior to
ticket
p
2 The entrance to

22
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Club
Club does
does not
not have
have aa sign
sign warning
warning guests
guests about
about the
the dangers
dangers of
ofbeing
being hit
hit by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball inin that
that
area
area.

On
On August
August 10,
10 2010,
2010 Mr.
Mr Rountree
Rountree brought
brought suit
suit against
against approximately
approximately 17
17 Defendants
Defendants
alleging
alleging that
that their
their negligence
negligence proximately
proximately caused
caused his
his injury.
injury On
On February
February 25,
25 2011,
2011 this
this Court
Court
entered
entered an
an Order
Order Dismissing
Dismissing Defendant
Defendant Diamond
Diamond Sports
Sports Management
Management and
and Development,
Development LLC
LLC
with Prejudice.
Prejudice Several
with
Several of
of the
the remaining
remaining Defendants
Defendants include,
include Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC
LLC (Boise
Boise

Baseball),
Baseball Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC
LLC (Hawks
Hawks Baseball),
Baseball Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC
(Home
Home Plate),
Plate and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Inc (Memorial).
Memorial

LEGAL STANDARD
STANDARD
LEGAL

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11
11 allows parties
parties to
to aa lawsuit
lawsuit to
to move
move aa court
court to
to reconsider
reconsider
an
an "interlocutory
interlocutory order
order any
any time
time before
before entry
entry of
of final
final judgment
judgment but
but not
not later
later than
than fourteen
fourteen (14)
14
(a)(2)(B). On
days after
days
after the
the entry
entry of
of the
the final
final judgment."
judgment IDAHO
IDAHO R.
R CIv.
Civ P.
P 11
B
2
a
11
On aa motion
motion for
for
reconsideration,
court should
reconsideration "the
the trial
trial court
should take
take into
into account
account any
any new
new facts
facts presented
presented by
by the
the moving
moving
the interlocutory
Mining Co.
party that
the correctness
party
that bear
bear on
on the
correctness of
ofthe
interlocutory order."
order Coeur
Coeur d'Alene
Alene Mining
d
Co v.v First
First
118 Idaho
812, 823
823, 800
Nat'l Bank,
l
Nat
Bank 118
Idaho 812
800 P.2d
2d 1026,
P
1026 1037
1037 (1990).
1990 The
The party
party moving
moving the
the court
court for
for
of bringing
bringing new
new facts
facts to
of the
reconsideration bears
bears the
the burden
burden of
reconsideration
to the
the attention
attention of
the court.
court !d.
Id (holding,
holding
if there
there is
is any
new
"[w]e will
will not
not require
require the
the trial
trial court
court to
to search
the record
record to
to determine
determine if
w
e
search the
any new
deemed to be established
established."). However,
information that might
might change
change the specification
specification of facts deemed
information
However
of new
new evidence
evidence, standing
standing alone
alone, does
does not
not require
require the
the court
court to
to deny
motion for
for
the absence
absence of
the
deny aa motion
Johnson vv. Lambros
Lambros, 143
143 Idaho
Idaho 468
468, 473
473, 147
147 P
P.3d
100, 105
(Ct. App
App. 2006
2006).
reconsideration. Johnson
reconsideration
3
d 100
105 Ct
may grant
grant the
the motion
motion if
if the
the moving
moving party
party provides
provides the
the court
court with
with information
information
Instead, the
the court
court may
Instead
and
Id.
and aa basis
basis to
to overturn
overturn the
the initial
initial decision
decision. Id

The moving
moving party
party bears
bears the
the burden
burden of
of either
either
The

of the
the court
court or
or drawing
"drawing the
the trial
trial court
court's attention
attention to errors
errors of
bringing new
new facts
facts to
to the
the attention
attention of
bringing
s
law
law or
or fact
fact in
in the
the initial
initial decision
decision." Id
Id.

The decision
decision to
to grant
grant or
or deny
deny aa motion
motion for
for
The
of the
the trial
trial court
court. Puckett
Puckett vv. Verska
Verska, 144
144 Idaho
Idaho 161
161, 166
166,
reconsideration isis within
within the
the discretion
discretion of
reconsideration
158 P
P.3d
937, 942
942 2007
(2007).
158
3
d 937
an appropriate
appropriate remedy
remedy if
if the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party's pleadings
"pleadings,
Summary judgment
judgment isIS an
Summary
s
read in
in aa light
light most
most favorable
favorable to
to the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party,
affidavits, and
and discovery
discovery documents
documents ... , read
affidavits
offact
fact such
such that
that the
the moving
moving party
party isis entitled
entitled toto aa judgment
judgment as
as aa
demonstrate no
no material
material issue
issue of
demonstrate
of law
law." Thomson
Thomson vv. City
City of
ofLewiston
Lewiston, 137
137 Idaho
Idaho 473
473, 476
476, 50
50 P
P.3d
488, 491
491 2002
(2002)
matter of
matter
3
d 488
(quoting I
I.R.C.P. 56
56). In
In considering
considering aa motion
motion for
for summary
summaryjudgment
judgment, the
the court
court must
must construe
construe
quoting
P
C
R
ofthe
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party.
the evidence
evidence liberally
liberally and
and must
mustdraw
draw all
all reasonable
reasonable inferences
inferences in
in favor
favor of
the
33
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Hei
Heiv.v Holzer,
Holzer 139
139Idaho
Idaho 81,
8184-85,
84857373P.3d
3d94,97-98
P
94 9798(2003).
2003The
Themoving
movingparty
partybears
bearsthe
theinitial
initial

burden
proving the
burdenof
ofproving
theabsence
absence of
ofaagenuine
genuine issue
issueofofmaterial
materialfact,
fact and
and then
thenthe
theburden
burdenshifts
shifts toto
the
the nonmoving
nonmoving party
party toto come
come forward
forward with
with sufficient
sufficient evidence
evidence toto create
create aa genuine
genuine issue
issue ofof
material
material fact.
fact Id.
Id AA party
party opposing
opposing aa motion
motion for
forsummary
summaryjudgment
judgment"may
maynot
notrest
restupon
upon the
themere
mere
allegations
allegations oror denials
denials of
ofthat
that party's
s pleadings,
party
pleadingsbut
but the
the party's
s response
party
response... must
must set
set forth
forth specific
specific
facts
facts showing
showing that
that there
there isis aa genuine
genuine issue
issue for
for trial."
trialIDAHO
IDAHO R.R Crv.
CIV P.P 56(e).
eSuch
56
Such evidence
evidence may
may
consist
which is
is
consist of
ofaffidavits
affidavits oror depositions,
depositions but
but "the
the Court
Court will
will consider
consider only
only that
that material
material ... which
based
based upon
upon personal
personal knowledge
knowledge and
and which
which would
would be
be admissible
admissible atat trial."
trial Harris
Harris v.v State,
State Dep't
Dept
ofHealth
Health & Welfare,
of
Welfare 123
123 Idaho
Idaho 295,
295 297-98,
29798 847
847 P.2d
2d 1156,
P
1156 1158-59
1158 59 (1992).
1992 IfIf the
the evidence
evidence

reveals no
no disputed
disputed issues
issues of
of material
material fact,
fact then
then only
only aa question
question of
of law
law remains
remains on
on which
which the
the
Idaho,
court
court may
may then
then enter
enter summary
summary judgment
judgment asas aa matter
matter of
of law.
law Purdy
Purdy v.v Farmers
Farmers Ins.
Ins Co.
Co of
ofIdaho

138 Idaho
Idaho 443,
443 445,
445 65
65 P.3d
P
3
d 184,
184 186
186 (2003).
2003

ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS

I
Motion to
I. Motion
to Reconsider
Reconsider

Defendants Home Plate and Memorial have asked the Court to reconsider its denial of
Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment. These
Defendants argue
argue that
be held
held
Defendants
These Defendants
that they
they cannot
cannot be
matter oflaw
of law because they
they did not
not operate,
maintain, or
or control
control the stadium.
liable as a matter
operate maintain
stadium
Stadium was built
built in
in 1989
1989, and
and thereafter Defendant Memorial
Memorial entered
entered into a
Memorial Stadium
lease agreement
agreement with
with Ada
Ada County
County. Aff
Aff ofJoshua
ofJoshua Evett
Evett, Ex
Ex. E
E. The
The same
same day
day, Memorial
Memorial entered
entered
lease
into aa sublease
sublease for
for the
the construction
"construction, maintenance
maintenance and
and operation
operation of
of memorial
memorial stadium
stadium" with
into
Diamond Sports
Sports, Inc
Inc. Diamond
(Diamond). Id
Id., Ex
Ex. F
F. In
In 1998
1998, Diamond
Diamond changed
changed its
its name
name and
and isis now
now
Diamond
Defendant
Id., Ex
Ex. G
G.
Defendant Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball. Id

In 2006
2006, Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball assigned
assigned its
its sublease
sublease to
to
In
Defendant Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball. Id
Id. This
This assignment
assignment makes
makes no
no mention
mention of
of Memorial
Memorial retaining
retaining the
the
Defendant
right
right toto operate
operate or
or control
control the
the stadium
stadium.

Id
Id.

Home Plate
Plate has
has been
been aa food
food and
and beverage
beverage
Home

concessionaire atat the
the stadium
stadium since
since 2006
2006. Aff
Aff of
ofTodd
Todd Rahr
Rahr, 23
~23. According
According toto the
the President
President
concessionaire
and General
General Manager
Manager of
of the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, neither
neither Home
Home Plate
Plate nor
nor Memorial
Memorial operated
operated,
and
maintained, and
and/or controlled
controlled the
the stadium
stadium atat the
the time
time of
ofPlaintiff
Plaintiffs accident
accident. Id
Id. Additionally
Additionally,
maintained
or
s
neither
lessee of
of the
the stadium
stadium. Mem
Mem. InIn Supp
Supp. Of
OfMot
Mot. for
for
neither Home
Home Plate
Plate nor
nor Memorial
Memorial isis aa lessee
Reconsideration
4
Reconsideration,p
(pA).

"Thegeneral
generalrule
ruleof
ofpremises
premisesliability
liabilityisisthat
thatone
onehaving
havingcontrol
control of
ofthe
the premises
premisesmay
maybe
be
The
liablefor
forfailure
failuretotokeep
keepthe
thepremises
premisesininrepair
repair." Heath
Heathvv.Honker
Honker'sMiniMart
Mini-Mart, Inc
Inc., 134
134Idaho
Idaho
liable
s
711,713
713,8 8P
P.3d
1254,1256
1256Ct
(Ct.App
App.2000
2000).
711
3
d 1254
44
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If neither Home Plate nor Memorial had control over the netting at the
the stadium
stadium they
they
cannot
cannot be liable for failing to erect netting under general premise liability principles.
principles
Plaintiff
Plaintiff complains that Mr.
Mr Rahr
Rahr lacks
lacks personal knowledge
knowledge to
to testify as to
to the ownership,
ownership
stadium. PI.'s
Reconsideration, (p.3).
maintenance or control of the stadium
PL s Opp'n
n to Reconsideration
Opp
p However,
3
However in Mr.
Mr
Rahr's
affidavit he states
states that he has been the President and General Manager of Hawks
saffidavit
Rahr
Hawks Baseball
since 2004
2004. Aff of Todd Rahr
Rahr, 2
~2. Additionally,
Additionally Defendant has submitted aa document showing
that Defendant
Defendant Boise Hawks assigned its sublease to Boise
Baseball. Aff of
Joshua Evett
Evett, Ex.
Boise Baseball
ofJoshua
Ex G.
G
The Court finds that these Affidavits establish that Mr.
Mr Rahr is competent to testify about the
ownership and control of the stadium.
stadium
Plaintiff also argues that even if these Defendants
Defendants did not have control over the netting at
the stadium,
genuine issue of fact with regard to whether Home Plate furnished the
stadium there is a genuine
chairs and tables in the Executives Club
Club. Plaintiff argues that,
that "obviously,
obviously providing circular

PI.'ss Opp'n
tables for people to
to sit around in an unprotected
unprotected area is arguable negligence
negligence." PL
Opp to
n
Reconsideration, (p.4).
Plaintiff argues that the placement of tables and chairs in this area made
Reconsideration
4 Plaintiff
p
game.
the area even more dangerous because the tables invited people to tum
the
turn their back from the game
agrees a genuine
genuine issue of fact remains as
as to Home Plate
Plate.
The Court agrees
The Court
Court finds
finds that
that the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Todd
Rahr sufficiently
sufficiently shows
The
Todd Rahr
shows that
that no
no genuine
genuine issue
issue
of fact remains regarding Memorial
Memorial. Mr
Mr. s
Rahr's affidavit and
and the 2006 sublease assignment
assignment
of
Rahr
control or
or maintain
the netting
indicate that
that Memorial
did not
not retain
retain any
any right
right to
indicate
Memorial did
to control
maintain the
the stadium
stadium or
or the
netting at
at
the
stadium
the stadium

to Memorial Stadium Inc.
Summary
Summary Judgment is granted as to
Inc
DATED this
this_24th day of June
June, 2011
2011.
DATED
24

S. Williamson
Williamson, District
Judge
Darla S
Darla
District Court
Court Judge
certify that
that aa true
true and
and correct
correct copy
copy hereof
hereof was
was this
this date
date mailed
mailed to
to each
each of
of the
the following
following:
II certify
Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm

Joshua
Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett

942 West
West Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise, ID
ID 83702
83702
Boise

B
O
P
1539
P.Oox
..
1539

Box

Boise, ID
ID 83701
83701
Boise
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Deputy Clerk
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2011
JUN
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AdaCounty
CountyClcrk
Clerk
Ada
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JUN
JUN 22992011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERD
D. RICH
RICH, Clerk
Clerk
By
ByJANINE
JANINEKORSEN
KORSEN
DEPUTY

DEPUTY

IN THE
THEDISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURTOF
OFTHE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
FOR
THE
COUNTY
OF ADA
ADA
OF
THE
STATE
OF
IDAHO,
IN
AND
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

VS

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Bosie
Bosie Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a.
Liability
a
b
a
b
Boise
Baseball
Club
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Boise Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE
Club LLC d
a Boise Hawks
b
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise
Corporation
a
b
a
b
Baseball Club
Club, d
d. b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club,
Baseball
a
b
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
HAWKS
LLC d
a Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
b
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an
an assumed
assumed business
business
BASEBALL
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
name of
Baseball LLC HOME
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an Idaho Limited
FOOD SERVICES
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL
INC.,
WRIGHT BROTHERS
BROTHERS, THE
BUILDING
INC WRIGHT
THE BUILDING
COMP
ANY,
an
Idaho
General
Business
COMPANY an Idaho General Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE P
P, INC
INC., an
Corporation TRIPLE
an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS,
SPORTS
INC.,
York Corporation,
INC aa New
New York
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
SPORT CORP an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT,
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
CH2M
HILL,
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC.,
INC aa
Florida
Florida Corporation
Corporation d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M
HILL
CONSTRUCTORS,
INC.
d.b.a.
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Ch2M
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
E&C,
INC.,
d.b.a
Ch2M
Hill CH2M HILL EC INC b
a
d Ch2M Hill,
Hill
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M
Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name
name of
of
Ch2M
Engineers,
Inc.,
CH2M
HILL,
a
foreign
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a fore

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924
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corporation doing
doing business
business inin Idaho
Idaho under
underthe
the
corporation
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and
and JOHN
JOHN DOES
DOES I I through
through
ROBERT
X,
whose
true
identities
are
unknown,
X whose true identities are unknown
Defendants.
Defendants
The above
above entitled
entitled matter
matter was
was before
before the
the Court
Court for
for hearing
hearing on
on Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for
for
The
by Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger.
Reconsideration and
and Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal. Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
was represented
represented by
Reconsideration
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services,
Defendants
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc., were
were represented
represented by
by Joshua
Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett.
LLC
Hearing proceeded
proceeded before
before the
the court
court. Based
Based thereon
thereon and
and good
good cause
cause appearing
appearing therefore
therefore;
Hearing
IS HEREBY
HEREBY ORDERED
ORDERED that
that Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion for Reconsideration and Permission
IT IS
by Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule 12
12(b), isis
to Appeal
Appeal isis GRANTED
GRANTED. The
The s
Court's reasoning
reasoning, as
as required
required by
to
Court
b
as follows
follows:
as
This Court
finds that
that the
the issues
presented by
Defendants motion
summary
This
Court finds
issues presented
by the
the Defendants
motion for
for summary
judgment, which
23,2011,
meets the
the criteria
Rule
judgment
which this
this Court
Court denied
denied on
on May
May 23
2011 meets
criteria ofIdaho
of Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
12(a).
a
12
Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule 12(a)
a provides
12
provides that
that an
an interlocutory
interlocutory order
order by
by the
the District
District Court
Court may
may
be
be immediately
immediately appealed
appealed where
where the
the issue
issue presented
presented "involved
involved aa controlling
controlling question
question of
of law
law as
as to
to
which
which there
there is
is substantial
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference of
of opinion
opinion and
and in
in which
which an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal
from the
the order
order or decree may materially
materially advance the
the orderly
orderly resolution of
of the
the litigation."
litigation See
See
Budell v.v Todd,
Todd 105
105 Idaho
Idaho 2,
2 665
665 P.2d
2d 701
P
701 (1983).
1983 This
This motion "shall
shall be filed
filed with
with the
the district
district

court
court or
or administrative
administrative agency
agency within
within fourteen
fourteen (14)
14 days
days from
from date
date of
of entry
entry of
of the
the order
order or
or
judgment."
judgment I.A.R.
R 12(b).
A
I
12 "The
b
The intent
intent ofl.A.R.
of I
R 12
A
12 isis to
to provide
provide an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal from
from an
an
ORDER
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interlocutory
interlocutory order
order ififsubstantial
substantial legal
legal issues
issues of
ofgreat
great public
public interest
interest or
or legal
legal questions
questions of
offirst
first
impression
impression are
are involved."
involved Aardema
Aardema v.v us.
U Dairy
S
Dairy Systems,
Systems Inc.,
Inc 147
147 Idaho
Idaho 785,
785 789,
789 215
215 P.3d
3d
P
505 509
509 (2009).
2009
505,
ule
The Limited
Limited Duty
Duly Rule

No Idaho Court has considered whether the "limited
limited duty
duty rule,"
rule also
also known
known as
as the
the
"baseball
baseball rule,"
rule applies in Idaho.
Idaho As
As this Court
Court noted
noted in its memorandum decision
decision and
and order
order on
on
Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment,
Judgment the
the vast
vast majority
majority of
of courts
courts that
that have
have considered
considered the
the
rule have adopted it.
it This Court's
Court opinion is that Ruffing v.v Ada County
sopinion
County Paramedics,
Paramedics 145 Idaho
943,
ability to
943 188
188 P.3d
P
3
d 885
885 (2008),
2008 limits
limits the
the Court's
sability
Court
to adopt
adopt the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule.
rule Furthermore,
Furthermore
the
in other
contexts has
has passed
the Legislature
Legislature in
other contexts
passed legislation
legislation insulating
insulating some
some individuals
individuals from
from liability
liability
tort See
g
in tort.
See, e
e.g. Idaho Code §§ 61101
6-1101 and
6-1201. The
impliedly
and 61201
The Court
Court views
views these
these statutes
statutes as
as impliedly

limiting its ability to
to adopt
adopt the
the limited duty rule.
rule
Turpen case
case (Turpen
Idaho 244
244,985
669
Defendants argue
argue that
that the
the Turpen
Defendants
Turpen vv. Granieri,
Granieri 133
133 Idaho
985 P.2d
2d 669
P

(1999)) gives
gives the
the Court
Court the
the power
power to
to decide
decide that
that the
the limited
limited duty
rule applies
applies, and
and argue
argue further
further
1999
duty rule
that there
there are
are compelling
compelling reasons to
to adopt
adopt the
the rule
rule.
that
Whether the Court
Court has
has the
the power to
to adopt
adopt the
the rule
rule, and
and whether the
the rule should
should be
be
Whether
adopted in
in the
the first
first instance
instance, are
are both
both controlling
controlling questions of law as
as to which
which there
there are
are
adopted
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference of
ofopinion
opinion. An
An immediate
immediate appeal
appeal will
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the
substantial
of the litigation
litigation, as
as if
ifthe
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule isis adopted
adopted in
in Idaho
Idaho, Plaintiff
Plaintiffs case
orderly resolution
resolution ofthe
orderly
scase
subject toto summary
summaryjudgment
judgment.
isis subject
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Whether
Whether the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
applies isis an
an issue
issue of
of first
first impression
impression in
in Idaho,
Idaho and
and is
is aa
substantial
substantial legal issue
issue of great public
public interest.
interest See
See Aardema,
Aardema 147
147 Idaho
Idaho at
at 789,215
789 215 P.3d
3d at
P
at 509.
509
The implications
implications of Plaintiffs
s case
Plaintiff
case are
are much
much broader than just
just the question
question of
of whether
whether the
the
limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
applies to
to for
for profit
profit baseball
baseball clubs,
clubs as
as Plaintiff
Plaintiffs case
s
case has
has implications
implications for
for public
public
and private baseball and softball
softball fields,
fields and
and their
their owners,
owners be they public or private,
private throughout
throughout
Idaho
Idaho.

Implied Assumption of the Risk
No Idaho
Idaho Court has squarely addressed the apparent tension between Salinas v.v Vierstra,
Vierstra
107 Idaho 984,
Frasher, 116 Idaho 500,
107
984 695 P.2d
2d 369 (1985)
P
1985 and Winn vv. Frasher
500 777 P.2d
2d 722 (1989).
P
1989
of the risk as an absolute defense in Idaho,
While Salinas claimed to abolish
abolish assumption of
Idaho with an
exception
for consent
consent to
the risk
oral or
exception for
to the
risk based
based on
on an
an oral
or written
written agreement,
agreement the
the Winn
Winn Court
Court opined
opined
that implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk is
is still
still aa viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho, and
and expressly
that
expressly found
found that
that Salinas
Salinas
did not present facts
facts appropriate
appropriate to
to overrule
overrule the
the defense
defense. See Winn
Winn, 116 Idaho at 503,
P.2d
did
503 777 P
2
d at
725
725.

Defendants' position
position isis that
that itit should
should be
be allowed
allowed to
to assert
assert implied
implied assumption
assumption ofthe
of the risk
risk
Defendants
of
defense, and
and prevail
prevail on
on the
the defense
defense without
without aa showing
showing that
that Plaintiff
Plaintiff consented to
to the risks of
as a defense
being struck
struck by
by aa foul ball either
either orally
orally or
or in
in writing
writing.
being
of the
the risk
risk defense
defense does
does not
not apply
apply,
While the
the Court
Court has
has ruled
ruled that
that the
the implied
implied assumption
assumption of
While
and that
that consent
consent must
must be
be established
established through
through either
either an
an oral
oral or
or written
written agreement
agreement as
as required
required by
by
and
of the
the risk
risk remains
remains aa viable
viable
Salinas, the
the Winn
Winn case
case does
does appear
appear to
to opine
opine that
that implied
implied assumption
assumption of
Salinas
ofrisk
risk as an
an absolute
absolute defense
defense isis available
available
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho. Because
Because whether
whether implied
implied assumption
assumption of
defense
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in
in Idaho
Idaho isis aa controlling
controlling question
question of
oflaw
law as
as toto which
which there
there are
are substantial
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference
and because
because
of
of opinion
opinion - in
in light
light of
ofthe
the tension
tension between
between the
the Salinas
Salinas and
and Winn
Winn decisions
decisions - and

clarification
this tension
clarification of
ofthis
tension will
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the orderly
orderly resolution
resolution of
ofthe
the litigation
litigation by
by
potentially providing
providing Defendants
Defendants with
with an
an absolute
absolute defense,
defense the
the Court
Court believes
believes that
that this
this issue
issue isis
also appropriate
appropriate for aa permissive appeal
appeal under Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule 12(a).
a
12
The
the defense
The applicability
applicability of
ofthe
defense isis also
also aa legal
legal question
question of
of first
first impression
impression that
that isis of
of great
great
public
spectator
public interest.
interest Defendants
Defendants argue
argue that
that itit would
would be
be impracticable,
impracticable in
in the
the setting
setting of
ofspectator
sports,
sports to obtain written or oral consent to the risks of spectating from hundreds,
hundreds if not thousands,
thousands
of
of spectators.
spectators Whether
Whether the
the defense
defense applies
applies also
also has
has implications
implications for
for participatory
participatory sports
sports with
with
inherent
open question
whether spectators
inherent risks,
risks such
such as
as football.
football ItIt is
is an
an open
question as
as to
to whether
spectators and
and participants
participants in
in
sports
with inherent
must expressly
in writing
sports with
inherent risks
risks must
expressly consent
consent in
writing or
or orally
orally to
to those
those risks
risks under
under Salinas
Salinas
in order
order for
for assumption
assumption of
of the risk to apply as a defense.
defense
DATED
DATED this
this

a..!l-

2011.
day of June,
June 2011

~~~~~-~~-------
Honorable
Honorable Darla
Darla Williamso
Williamson

Ada County
County District
District Judge
Judge
Ada
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OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE
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theq

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on
II HEREBY
day
day of
of June,
June 2011,
2011 II caused
caused aa true
true and
and correct
correct
copy
copy of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing document
document to be
be served
served as
as follows:
follows

L

Wm.
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger
Seiniger Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle Street
Boise ID 83702
Boise,

S Mail
U
Mail
u.S.
_ _ Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile
Facsimile

1

Joshua S.
S Evett
Evett
Joshua
Jade C.
C Stacey
Elam & Burke,
Burke P
A
P.A.
Elam
O
P
Box
1539
P.O. Box 1539
Boise ID
ID 83701
Boise,

S Mail
U
Mail
u.S.
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
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Facsimile
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JUL
JUL 0088 20
2011

WillBreck
BreckSeiniger
Seiniger,Jr
Jr. ISB2387
(ISB#2387)
W
SEINIGERLAW
LAWOFFICES
OFFICES,P
P .A.
SEINIGER
A
942
Myrtle
Street
942 Myrtle Street
Boise,Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702
Boise
Voice: 208
(208)345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax: 208
(208) 3454700
345-4700
Fax

rlcrk

Attorneys for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorneys

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OF
THE
STATE
OF
IDAHO,
IN
AND
FOR
THE
COUNTY
OF ADA
ADA
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff
Plaintiff

Motion
Motion To
To Reconsider
Reconsider And
And

Amend Order Granting
Amend

v.

V

Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion For
For

Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, et
et. al
al.
Boise

Reconsideration
Reconsideration And Granting
Granting

Permission To Appeal
Permission

Defendants
Defendants

MOTION
Comes
Comes now
now the
the Plaintiff,
Plaintiff through
through counsel,
counsel and
and moves
moves this
this Honorable
Honorable Court
Court to
to
reconsider
reconsider and
and amend
amend its
its Order
Order Granting
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration
And
And Granting
Granting Permission
Permission To
To Appeal,
Appeal entered
entered in
in this
this case
case on
on June
June 29,2011
29 2011 for
for the
the
reasons
reasons set
set forth
forth in
in the
the incorporated
incorporated memorandum
memorandum below.
below Plaintiff
Plaintiffrequests
requests oral
oral
argument
argument on
on this
this motion
motion unless
unless the
the Court
Court chooses
chooses toto grant
grant this
this motion
motion without
without
argument
argumentby
by any
any of
ofthe
the parties.
parties
Dated
Dated July
July 8,
8 2011.
2011
Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Attorney
for
Attorney for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
SEINIGER
LAW OFFICES. P.A.
SEINIGER LAW OFFICES P
A
942
942Myrtle
MyrtleStreet
Street
Boise,
BoiseIdaho
Idaho83702
83702
Voice: (208)345-1000
1000
Voice 208 345
Fax: (208) 345-7600
7
45
Fax 208 3457600

Motion
Motion To
To Reconsider
Reconsider And
And Amend
Amend Order
OrderGranting
Granting
Defendants'
Defendants Motion
MotionFor
ForReconsideration
Reconsideration And
And Granting
Granting
Permission
- p.P 11
Permission To
ToAppeal
Appeal
PP
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MEMORANDUM
MEMORANDUM

Plaintiffobjects
objectstotothe
theform
fonnofthe
of theOrder
Order Granting
GrantingDefendants
Defendants'Motion
MotionFor
For
Plaintiff
ReconsiderationAnd
AndGranting
GrantingPermission
Permission To
ToAppeal
Appealentered
enteredon
onJune
June 29
29,2011
granting
Reconsideration
2011 granting
andPermission
Permission totoAppeal
Appeal.
the Defendant
Defendant'sMotion
Motion totoReconsider
Reconsider and
the
s
Plaintiffobjects
objects to
to the
the form
fonn of
ofthe
the Defendants
Defendants' proposed
proposed Order
Order Granting
Granting
Plaintiff
AndGranting
Granting Permission
Permission To
To Appeal
Appeal.
Defendants'Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
ReconsiderationAnd
Defendants
Reconsideration ofthe
of the Order
Order Granting
Granting Defendants
Defendants'Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration And
And
Reconsideration
Granting Permission
Permission To
To Appeal
Appeal isis necessary
necessary to
to spare
spare the
the members
members ofthe
of the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme
Granting
Court needless
needless effort
effort in
in having
having to
to review
review the
the record
record to
to determine
detennine whether
whether there
there actually
actually is
is
Court
oflaw involved
involved as
as required
required by
by I
I.A.R. 12
12(a) where
where disputed
disputed facts
facts
"controlling" question
question oflaw
aa controlling
R
A
a
are involved
involved:
are
by denying
denying aa
Nonnally, aa district
district judge
judge does
does not
not generate
generate an
an appealable
appealable order
order by
Normally
motion for summary
summary judgment
judgment. N
N. Pac
Pac. Ins
Ins. Co
Co. v
v. Mai
Mai, 130 Idaho 251
251, 25253
252-53,
motion
570,571-72
(citing I
I.A.R. 11(a)(1),
939 P
P.2d
939
2
d 570
571 72 (1997)
1997 citing
R
A
II
1 12).
a
12 Because
Because aa pennissive
permissive
appeal
under
I.A.R.
12
from
a
denial
of
a
motion
for
summary
judgment
to
appeal under I
R 12 from a denial of a motion for summary judgment leads
A
leads to
such
an
unusual
procedural
posture,
this
Court
must
"rule
narrowly
and
address
such an unusual procedural posture this Court must rule narrowly and address
by the
the motion
motion and
only the
the precise
precise question
question that
only
that was
was framed
framed by
and answered
answered by
by the
the trial
trial
court." Aardema
Aardema v
v. Us.
Sys., Inc
Inc., 147 Idaho 785
785, 789,
court
S Dairy Sys
U
789 215 P.3d
3d 505,509
P
505 509
(2009)
501, 777
2009 (quoting
quoting Winn
Winn vv. Frasher,
Frasher 116
116 Idaho
Idaho 500,
500 501
777 P.2d
2d 722,
P
722 723
723 (1989)).
1989
Miller v.
v Idaho State Patrol,
Patrol 252 P.3d
3d 1274,
P
1274 1281
1281 (Idaho
Idaho 2011).
2011 Thus,
Thus insuring
insuring that ''the
the
precise
precise question
question that
that was
was framed
framed by
by the
the motion
motion and
and answered
answered by
by the
the trial
trial court
court isis of
of the
the
essence.
essence
As
As to
to that
that record,
record no
no provision
provision exists
exists for
for submitting
submitting aa record
record with
with respect
respect to
to aa
motion
motion for
for pennissive
permissive appeal
appeal under
under I.A.R.
R 12,
A
I
12 presumably
presumably because
because such
such motions
motions involve
involve
undisputed
undisputed facts.
facts
events that
The
The chronology
chronology of
ofevents
thatled
led up
up toto the
the Court's
s entry
Court
entry ofthe
ofthe Defendants'
Defendants
Order
Order Granting
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
ReconsiderationAnd
AndGranting
GrantingPermission
Permission To
To
Appeal
Appeal only
onlyfor
for purposes
purposes of
oforientation
orientation asastotothe
thedates
dates and
andevents
events involved,
involved and
andnot
nottoto
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complain. Plaintiff
Plaintiff scounsel
counselreceived
receivedaacopy
copyof
ofthe
theproposed
proposedorder
orderon
onTuesday
TuesdayJune
June28
28,
complain
s
2011. The
Theorder
orderwas
wasentered
enteredon
onWednesday
Wednesday,June
June29
29,2011
2011 prior
priortotothe
thetime
timethat
that
2011
ofthe
theproposed
proposedorder
order.
Plaintiff sCounsel
Counselwas
was able
abletotoprepare
prepareobjections
objectionsto
tothe
theform
formof
Plaintiff
s
ofthe
signedorder
orderon
onWednesday
Wednesday, June
June 30
30, 2011
2011.
Plaintiffs Counsel
Counselreceived
receivedaacopy
copyof
Plaintiffs
the signed
Afterthe
the intervening
interveningFourth
Fourthof
ofJuly
Julyweekend
weekendand
and holiday
holiday, Plaintiff
Plaintiffs Counsel
Counsel contacted
contacted
After
s
the Court
Courton
onJuly
July66,2011
and advised
advised the
the Clerk
Clerkthat
thathe
he objected
objectedtoto the
the Order
Order as
as proposed
proposed
the
2011 and
and entered
entered. That
That day
day, the
the Court
Court advised
advised Plaintiffs
Plaintiff s counsel
counselthat
that she
she had
had assumed
assumed that
that
and
there would
would be
be no
no objection
objection to
to the
the proposed
proposed order
order, and
and that
that he
he could
could make
make objections
objections to
to
there
ofthe
the order
order and
and that
that the
the Court
Court would
would enter
enter an
an amended
amended order
order if
ifnecessary
necessary.
the form
form of
the
As the
the Court
Court isis aware
aware, the
the Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration was
was actually
actually
As
granted in
in part
part and
and denied
denied in
in part
part. The
The Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration was
was granted
granted with
with
granted
of summary
summary judgment
judgment as
as to
to Defendant
Defendant Memorial
Memorial Stadium
Stadium,
respect to
to the
the Court
Court's denial of
respect
sdenial
Order
but itit was denied
denied as to
to Defendant Home
Home Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC. However,
the Order
but
However the
Granting
Defendants' Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration And
And Granting
Permission To
To Appeal
Appeal
Granting Defendants
Granting Permission

is either inaccurate
inaccurate, or at least
least confusing in its form
form. Insofar as what was ruled on at the
IS HEREBY
hearing,
the order
order inaccurately
hearing the
inaccurately states:
states "IT
IT IS
HEREBY ORDERED
ORDERED that
that Defendants'
Defendants
Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to Appeal is GRANTED."
GRANTED This is inaccurate
inaccurate
because Defendant Home Plate Food Services,
Services LLC's
s motion
LLC
motion for
for reconsideration was
was
denied.
denied
Plaintiff
Plaintiff isis very
very concerned
concerned that
that he
he will
will be
be left
left with
with aa record
record that
that Plaintiff
ss claims
Plaintiff
claims
against
against Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC have
have been
been dismissed.
dismissed As
As the
the Court
Court
will
will recall,
recall summary
summary judgment
judgment was
was granted
granted as
as toto Defendant
Defendant Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium and
and was
was
denied
denied as
as to
to Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC.
LLC To
To make
make the
the record
record and
and order
order
clear
clear itit would
would be
be more
more accurate
accurate to
to have
have the
the order
order reflect
reflect the
the fact
factthat
that the
the Defendant's
s
Defendant
motion
motion for
for reconsideration
reconsideration was
was granted
granted in
in part
part and
and denied
denied in
in part.
part
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After granting the Defendant the right to appeal,
appeal the presently entered Order
Order
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion For Reconsideration And Granting
Granting Permission To
To Appeal
goes on to state The
"The Court's
reasoning, as required by Idaho Appellate
sreasoning
Court
Appellate Rule 12(b),
b is as
12
follows:
... " As
far as
Plaintiff's Counsel
able to
follows
As far
as s
Plaintiff
Counsel has
has been
been able
to determine,
determine Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate
Rule 12(b)
reasoning in granting permission to appeal to be
b does not require the Court's
12
sreasoning
Court
included
included:

b) Motion to District Court or Administrative Agency--Order.
b
Agency Order A motion for
permission to appeal from an interlocutory order
judgment, upon the grounds
permission
order or judgment
of
this
rule,
shall
be
filed
with the district court or
set forth in subdivision (a)
a ofthis rule
(14) days from date of entry of the order or
administrative agency within fourteen 14
judgment.
The
motion
shall
be
filed,
served,
judgment
filed served noticed for hearing and processed in
the same manner
manner as any other motion
motion, and hearing of the motion shall be
expedited.
In
criminal
actions
a motion filed by the defendant shall be served
expedited
served
upon the prosecuting
prosecuting attorney of the county.
county The court or agency shall,
shall within
fourteen (14)
14 days after the hearing,
hearing enter an order
order setting forth its reasoning for
approving or disapproving the motion
motion.
12(b).
Idaho Appellate Rule 12
b
Plaintiffs Counsel believes that the form of the order proposed by the Defendant
nature and
and essentially
essentially includes
is adversarial
adversarial in
is
in nature
includes commentary
commentary on
on the
the applicable
applicable law
law going
going
beyond the
the Court
Court's reasons
reasons for
for granting
granting the
extent,
beyond
s
the motion
motion for
for permissive
permissive appeal.
appeal To
To that
that extent
Defendants' proposed order
order (the
subject of this letter)
the Defendants
the subject
letter advocates for its position.
position The
Permission To Appeal"
"Order Granting
Granting Defendants
Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration
Reconsideration And Permission
Order
Appeal in
states:
its present form states
of the
the defense
is also
also aa legal
legal question
question of
impression that
that is
"The applicability
applicability of
The
defense is
of first
first impression
is
of great public
public interest
interest. Defendants argue that it would be impracticable
impracticable, in the
of spectator
spectator sports
sports, to obtain written or oral consent to the risks of
of
setting of
setting
spectating
from
hundreds,
if
not
thousands,
of
spectators.
Whether
the
defense
spectating
hundreds
thousands
spectators
participatory sports with inherent risks,
applies also has implications for participatory
risks such as
football.
It
is
an
open
question
as
to
whether
spectators
and
participants
football It
to
participants in sports
orally to
to those risks under
with inherent
inherent risks must expressly
expressly consent in writing or orally
in order
order for
for assumption
assumption of
of the
the risk
risk to
to apply
as aa defense
defense."
Salinas in
Salinas
apply as
This statement
statement makes
makes itit appear
appear that
that the
the Court
Court has
has found
found that
that there
there are
are undisputed
undisputed
This
facts to which
which it must apply the
the law
law, and that
that the Court seeks
seeks a clarification
clarification of the law for
facts
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purpose However,
However as the Court observed in
in its Memorandum Decision On
On
that purpose.

Defendant's
s Motion For Summary Judgment
Defendant
Judgment at
at 6:
6 "Defendants
Defendants argue that
that they
they only
only owed
owed
aa limited duty to protect the most dangerous parts of
of the stadium,
stadium and to provide
provide Plaintiff
the chance to sit in these protected areas."
areas This concession was not mentioned in the
Defendants'
Defendants Order Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion For
For Reconsideration And Permission
To Appeal
Appeal. Despite this concession,
concession the
the present order permitting an appeal states:
states
"Because
Because whether implied assumption of risk as an absolute defense is
is available
available
in
Idaho
is
a
controlling
question
of
law
as
to
which
there
are
substantial
in Idaho is a controlling question of law as to which there are substantial grounds
grounds
for difference
difference of opinion -- in light of the tension between the Salinas and
and Winn
Winn
decisions - and because clarification
clarification of this tension will materially advance the
the litigation by potentially providing Defendants with
orderly resolution of
ofthe
with an
defense, the Court believes that this issue is also appropriate for a
absolute defense
permissive appeal
appeal under Idaho Appellate Rule 12
12(a)"; emphasis
emphasis supplied
supplied.
a
Even the Defendant
Defendant admitted at the hearing on the motion for summary judgment
provide an
that implied
"implied assumption
assumption of
that
of risk"
risk does
does not
not provide
an "absolute
absolute defense"
defense in
in every
every
instance. As
the Court
Court observed
observed when
when ruling
ruling on
on Defendants'
Summary
instance
As the
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Judgment:
Judgment
"As an
an initial
initial matter
matter, itit is
is clear
clear that
Defendants owed
duty of
of care
care in
in
As
that Defendants
owed Plaintiff
Plaintiff aa duty
on Defendants
Defendants' premises
premises, and Defendants do not
this case
case. Plaintiff
Plaintiff was an invitee on
that some duty was owed
owed to
to Plaintiff
Plaintiff."
dispute the fact that
Memorandum Decision
Decision On
On Defendant
Defendant's Motion
Motion For
For Summary
(at 6).
Memorandum
s
Summary Judgment
Judgment at
6
in negligence
negligence for
Defense Counsel
Counsel conceded
conceded that
that the
the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks could
could be
be liable
Defense
liable in
for
its acts
acts or
or omissions
omissions analogous
analogous to
failing to
to maintain
maintain aa safe
safe stairway
stairway at
at its
stadium even
even if
its
to failing
its stadium
if
the Court
Court were
were to
to apply
apply the
the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty Rule
Rule" or
or the
the doctrine
doctrine of
of "Implied
Assumption
the
Implied Assumption
Of
OfRisk
Risk".

Defense Counsel
Counsel conceded
conceded that
that the Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks would
would be liable in negligence

for its
its acts
acts or
or omissions
omissions analogous
analogous to
to failing
failing to
to maintain
maintain aa safe
safe stairway
stairway at
at its
its stadium
stadium
for
s
even ifthe
if the Court
Court were to
to apply the
the so
so-called
"Limited Duty
Duty Rule
Rule". As
As Plaintiff
Plaintiff s
even
called Limited

Counsel recalls
recalls, the
the Court
Court recognized
recognized that
that there
there is
is aa difference
difference between
between sitting
sitting in
in an
an
Counsel
unprotected bleacher
bleacher seat
seat and
and frequenting
frequenting an
an area
area designated
designated for
for dining
dining in
in what
what
unprotected
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Plaintiff s Counseldescribed
describedas
asaarestaurant
"restaurantstyle
style",and
andthat
thatwhile
whilethe
the Limited
"LimitedDuty
Duty
Plaintiff
sCounsel
adoptedmight
mightapply
applyto
to unprotected
unprotectedbleacher
bleacherseating
seatingititwould
wouldnot
not
Rule"even
evenififadopted
Rule
necessarilyapply
applytotoaadesignated
designateddining
diningarea
area. Unfortunately
Unfortunately,though
thoughthe
the Court
Courtaddressed
addressed
necessarily
ofthe
theDefendants
Defendants' Motion
Motionfor
for Summary
SummaryJudgment
Judgment, itit did
did not
not
theforegoing
foregoing atatthe
the hearing
hearingof
the
inits
itsMemorandum
MemorandumDecision
Decision On
OnDefendant
Defendant'sMotion
Motion For
For Summary
Summary
addressthis
this issue
issue in
address
s
Judgment.
Judgment
Indeed, at
at the
the hearing
hearing on
on Defendant
Defendant's Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment the
the Court
Court
Indeed
s
offact
fact exists
exists in
in the
the record
record as
as to
to whether
whether there
there was
was aa duty
duty to
to warn
warn
ruled that
that an
an issue
issue of
ruled
by the
the fact
fact that
that tables
tables and
and chairs
chairs were
were
PlaintiffRountree
Rountree that
that he
he should
should not be
be mislead
mislead by
Plaintiff
in aa fashion
fashion so
so as
as to
to implicitly
implicitly invite
invite patrons
patrons of
of the
the Executive
Executive Club
Club that
that itit was
was safe
safe
placed in
placed
to take
take their
their eyes
eyes off
off of
ofthe
the ball
ball game
game. The
The Court
Court simply
simply declined
declined to
to adopt
adopt the
the Baseball
"Baseball
to
of Ruffing v
v. Ada
Ada County
County Paramedics
Paramedics, 145
145 Idaho
Idaho 943
943, 946
946,
Rule" based
based on
on its
its reading
reading ofRuffing
Rule
188 P
P.3d
885,889
(2008). recognizing
recognizing the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court's deferral
deferral to
to the
the
188
3
d 885
889 2008
s
public policy
policy.
Legislature with
with respect
respect to
to the
the determination
determination of
Legislature
of public
The way
the present
Order Granting
Defendants' Motion
Motion For
The
way the
present Order
Granting Defendants
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration
And Granting
Appeal is
lead the
Idaho Supreme
And
Granting Permission
Permission To
To Appeal
is phrased
phrased will
will lead
the Idaho
Supreme Court
Court to
to
conclude
conclude that this factual issue does not exist and
and that there
there is therefore only an issue of
of
law
law presented.
presented Of
Of course,
course this
this issue
issue impacts
impacts the
the applicability
applicability of
ofthe
the "Limited
Limited Duty
Duty Rule"
Rule
"implied assumption
risk" under
this case,
or
or the
the doctrine
doctrine of
ofimplied
assumption of
ofrisk
under the
the facts
facts of
ofthis
case no
no matter
matter
what
what answer
answer the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court gives
gives to
to the
the issues
issues that
that the
the Defendants
Defendants wish
wish to
to
present
present on
on an
an interlocutory
interlocutory appeal.
appeal The
The form
form of
ofthe
the present
present order
order implies
implies that
that issues
issues of
of
fact
fact and
and significant
significant factual
factual distinctions
distinctions from
from prior
prior cases
cases adopting
adopting the
the "Limited
Limited Duty
Duty
law presented.
Rule"
Rule do
do not
not exist
exist in
in the
the record,
record and
and that
that there
there isis therefore
therefore only
only an
an issue
issue of
oflaw
presented
The
The order
order should
should make
make that
that clear
clearto
to the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court,
Court so
so that
that they
they do
do not
nothave
have to
to
fish
fishthrough
through the
the record
record toto understand
understand it.it The
The way
way the
the present
present Order
Order Granting
Granting
Defendants'
DefendantsMotion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
ReconsiderationAnd
And Granting
GrantingPermission
Permission ToToAppeal
Appealisis phrased
phrased
may
may cause
cause the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court toto conclude
conclude that
thatthese
these factual
factualissues
issues and
andthe
the
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distinctionsininthis
thiscase
casebetween
betweenopen
openbleacher
bleacherseating
seatingand
andareas
areasofthe
of the stadium
stadiumwhere
whereitit
distinctions
notintended
intendedthat
thatpatrons
patronswill
willnot
notbe
bewatching
watchingthe
the game
game are
arenot
notpertinent
pertinent
foreseeableififnot
isisforeseeable
of whetheror
ornot
notititshould
shouldadopt
adoptaa sweeping
sweepingone
"one size
sizefits
fitsall
all" Limited
"LimitedDuty
Duty
theissue
issueofwhether
totothe
ofImplicit
"ImplicitAssumption
Assumptionof
ofRisk
Risk".
Rule"and
andthe
thedoctrine
doctrineof
Rule
Respectfully, the
the proposed
proposed order
orderentered
enteredby
bythe
the Court
Courtpermitting
permittingthe
the Defendants
Defendants
Respectfully
appealwas
was somewhat
somewhat argumentative
argumentative, was
was adopted
adopted by
by the
the Court
Court believing
believingthat
thatthe
the
toto appeal
of the order
order, and
and will
will lead
leadthe
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court
Plaintiffhad
hadno
no objection
objectionto
to the
the form
form ofthe
Plaintiff

Granting Defendants
Defendants'Motion
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Reconsideration And
And
astray, particularly
particularly because
because the
the Granting
astray
Granting Permission
Permission To
To Appeal
Appeal fails
fails to
to mention
mention that
that the
the Court
Court denied
denied the
the Motion
Motion for
for
Granting
Reconsideration as
as to
to Home
Home Plate
Plate Foods
Foods, Inc
Inc., implicitly
implicitly acknowledging
acknowledging that itit could
could be
be
Reconsideration
if the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff had
had impliedly
impliedly
held liable
liable for
for its
its negligence
negligence depending
depending upon
upon the
the facts
facts even
even if
held
of being struck
struck by
by aa foul
foul ball
ball in
in the
the areas
areas of
of the
the stadium
stadium dedicated
dedicated
assumed the
the risk
risk ofbeing
assumed
if the
the Limited
"Limited Duty
Duty Rule
Rule" were
were to
to be
be applied.
exclusive to
to watching
watching the
the game
game, and
and even
exclusive
even if
applied
For these
these reasons
reasons, Plaintiff
Plaintiff requests
requests that
that the
the Court
note in
an Amended
Order
For
Court note
in an
Amended Order

And Denying
Denying In
In Part
Part Defendants'
Motion For
For Reconsideration
Granting In
In Part
Part And
Granting
Defendants Motion
Reconsideration And
And
Granting
Permission To
Appeall)
the Defendant
Defendant Memorial
Granting Permission
To Appeal
1 that
that itit granted
granted the
Memorial Stadium's
s
Stadium
Motion
judgment to
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment,
Judgment but
but denied
denied summary
summary judgment
to Defendant
Defendant Home
Home Plate
Plate
Foods,
Foods Inc.;
Inc 2)
2 that
that the
the record
record reflects
reflects that
that the
the stadium
stadium in
in this
this case
case has
has both
both an
an open
open
bleacher
bleacher seating
seating area
area and
and an
an almost
almost entirely
entirely protectively
protectively screened
screened in
in eating
eating and
and dining
dining
area
area in
in which
which the
the accident
accident occurred,
occurred and
and 3)
3 that
that Court
Court has
has previously
previously held
held that
that an
an issue
issue of
of
fact
the risk
sitting in
fact exists
exists as
as to
to whether
whether or
or not
not Plaintiff
Plaintiffwas
was warned
warned of
ofthe
risk of
ofsitting
in aa designated
designated
the area
area
area where
where itit was
was foreseeable
foreseeable that
that occupants
occupants of
ofthe
area would
would be
be sitting
sitting around
around tables
tables
eating
eating and
and socializing
socializing without
without watching
watching the
the baseball
baseball game
game atat all
all times,
times and
and that
that itit was
was not
not
safe
safe to
to do
do so.
so
This
This isis not
notonly
only important
important totothe
the Plaintiff,
Plaintiff but
but will
willbe
be important
importanttotothe
the Idaho
Idaho
Supreme
Supreme Court.
Court Without
Withoutthese
thesepivotal
pivotal matters
mattersbeing
beingaddressed
addressedinin the
theorder,
order the
the Idaho
Idaho
Supreme
Supreme Court
Courtwill
willhave
have toto review
review the
therecord
record(which
whichisisnot
notprepared
prepared with
withrespect
respecttoto an
an
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appeal under Idaho Rule 12)
initial motion for permissive appeal
12 to determine the procedural
to what was actually determined by the Court with respect to Home Plate
background as to
there are issues of fact bearing on its determination of
Foods, Inc.,
to determine if
Foods
Inc and to
ifthere
whether or not the right to appeal sought
sought Defendant actually involves a_"controlling
a controlling
of law
law". Put
Put another way
way, there are factual issues that the Court has ruled must
question of
to adopt or
be submitted to aajury,
jury such that the decision of the Idaho Supreme Court to
"Implicit Assumption of Risk"
reject the "Limited
Limited Duty Rule"
Rule and the doctrine of Implicit
Risk would
case. Plaintiffs Counsel is not aware of
any cases in
outcome of the case
not control the outcome
ofany
which the Idaho Supreme Court has granted a permissive appeal where the record reflects

of fact relevant to
to the issue of law presented as being controlling,
issues of
controlling though
Plaintiff s Counsel stops
stops short of
of representing that
that none exist
exist.
Plaintiff
sCounsel
of the Order Granting Defendants
Defendants' Motion For Reconsideration And
Amendment ofthe
Granting Permission To Appeal
Appeal presently in effect will at a minimum allow the Idaho
Supreme Court
Court determine
determine if
if it
it wants
wants to
to permit
permit an
an appeal
given these
Supreme
appeal given
these facts
facts and
and the
the state
state of
of
the record
record, thereby
it time
and promoting
promoting judicial
judicial efficiency
efficiency.
the
thereby saving
saving it
time and
Plaintiffs
requests that
that the
the first
first sentence
sentence in
paragraph of
of the
Plaintiffs Counsel
Counsel requests
in the
the third
third paragraph
the
"IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants
Defendants' Motion
present order
order be amended to read
read: IT
for Reconsideration is
is GRANTED as to
to Defendant
Defendant Memorial
Memorial Stadium and DENIED as
as to
Defendant Home Plate Foods
Foods, Inc
Inc. IT IS FURTHER
FURTHER ORDERED THAT Defendants'
Defendants and
Motion
for Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal be
be GRANTED
GRANTED. Plaintiffs
Counsel also requests
requests that
Motion for
sCounsel
Plaintiff
the present order be amended
amended to address the facts in dispute as to the significance of the
and the
the Court
Court's ruling denying
denying Defendant
Defendant Home
two
discrete areas
areas of
two discrete
of the
the stadium,
stadium and
sruling
Home Plate
Plate
's Motion for Reconsideration
Reconsideration concerning the Court's
denial of its Motion for
Foods,
Inc. s
Foods Inc
sdenial
Court
Summary Judgment
Judgment.
Summary
u
Respegtfull
tted July
8 2011
Rew~uJ4~ed
Jul~.~~?011.

Wm. Breck
Breck
Wm

~nrgJ,
Jr.
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Jr
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Plaintiff
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OFFICES P
A
P

It)Ir-~~

WID Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
Wm
Seiniger Jr

Motion to
to Reconsider
Reconsider and
and Amend
Amend Order
Order Granting
Granting Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion For
For
Motion
Reconsideration and
and Granting
Granting Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal- p
p. 10
10
Reconsideration
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CHRISTOPHER D
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RICH Clerk
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By JANINE'RSEN , er

IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT By
DE~ORSEN
IN
JANDIEKny
OF THE
THE STATE
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA
OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
vs.

1
Vx

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924
AMENDED
AMENDED ORDER GRANTING
GRANTING
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS' MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR

PERMISSION
PERMISSION TO
TO APPEAL
APPEAL
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a.
Boise
Baseball,
d.b.a.
Liability Corporation d
a Boise Baseball d
b
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Boise
a
b
Club LLC
LLC, b
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE
Club
a
d
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited Liability
Liability
BASEBALL
Corporation
d.b.a
Boise
Baseball,
d.b.a.
Boise
Corporation d
a Boise Baseball d
b
a Boise
b
Baseball Club
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Baseball
a
b
Club,
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
HAWKS
Club LLC d
a
b
Hawks
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an
an assumed
assumed business
business
BASEBALL
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
Idaho Limited
Limited
FOOD
an Idaho
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
STADIUM,
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
THE
BUILDING
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
COMPANY,
an Idaho
General Business
Business
COMPANY an
Idaho General
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Idaho general
general
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
business corporation,
DIAMOND SPORTS,
business
corporation DIAMOND
SPORTS
INC.,
a
New
York
Corporation,
INC a New York Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT CORP.,
Idaho corporation
corporation,
SPORT
CORP an
an Idaho
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT,
LLC, an
an Idaho
DEVELOPMENT LLC
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
CH2M
HILL,
Liability Corporation CH2M HILL INC.,
INC aa
Florida
Florida Corporation
Corporation d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M
HILL
CONSTRUCTORS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
Hill CH2M
C112M HILL
HILL E&C,
EC INC.,
INC d.b.a
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2M Hill,
Hill
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
Hill CH2M
C112M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
of
Ch2M
Ch2M Engineers,
Engineers Inc.,
Inc CH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL aa foreign
foreign

corporation
corporation doing
doing business
business in
in Idaho
Idaho under
under the
the
name
Ch2M
Hill,
WILLIAM
CORD
name Ch2M Hill WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA,
PEREIRA
ROBERT
ROBERT PEREIRA,
PEREIRA and
and JOHN
JOHN DOES II through
X,
whose
true
identities
are
X whose true identities are unknown,
unknown
AMENDED
AMENDED ORDER
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GRANTING DEFENDANTS'
DEFENDANTS MOTION
MOTION FOR
FOR PERMISSION
PERMISSION TO
TO
APPEAL-p.l
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p 1
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Defendants
Defendants.

The
The above-entitled
above entitled matter
matter was
was before
before the
the Court
Court for
for hearing
hearing on
on Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for
Permission to Appeal.
Appeal Plaintiff was represented
represented by
by Breck
Breck Seiniger.
Seiniger Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball
LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC Home
Home Plate Food
Food Services,
Services LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial
Stadium,
Stadium Inc.
Incl, were represented by Joshua S.
S Evett.
Evett
Hearing
Hearing proceeded
proceeded before
before the
the court.
court Based
Based thereon
thereon and
and good
good cause
cause appearing
appearing therefore;
therefore
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants'
Defendants Motion for
for Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal IS
is
GRANTED. The Court's
is as follows:
GRANTED
Court reasoning,
s
reasoning as required by Idaho Appellate Rule 12(b),
bis
12
follows
This Court
by the
This
Court finds
finds that
that the
the issues
issues presented
presented by
the Defendants
Defendants motion
motion for
for summary
summary
judgment, which
23,2011,
meets the
judgment
which this
this Court
Court denied
denied on
on May
May 23
2011 meets
the criteria
criteria of
of Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule
a
12
12(a).

Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule 12
12(a) provides
provides that
an interlocutory
interlocutory order
order by
by the
Court may
may
Idaho
a
that an
the District
District Court
immediately appealed
appealed where the issue
issue presented involved
involved a controlling question of law
law as to
be immediately
which there
there is
is substantial
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference of
of opinion
opinion and
and in
in which
which an
immediate appeal
which
an immediate
appeal
from the
the order
order or
or decree
decree may
may materially
materially advance
advance the
the orderly
resolution of
the litigation
litigation. See
See
from
orderly resolution
of the
Todd, 105
105 Idaho 2
2, 665
665 2
P.2d
701 1983
(1983). This motion
motion shall
shall be
be filed
filed with
with the
the district
Budell vv. Todd
Budell
P
d 701

court or
or administrative
administrative agency
agency within
within fourteen
fourteen 14
(14) days
days from
from date
date of
of entry
entry of
of the
the order
order or
or
court
judgment. I
LA.R. b
12(b). The
The intent
intent of
of A
LA.R. 12
12 isis to
to provide
provide an
an immediate
immediate appeal
appeal from
from an
an
judgment
A
R
12
I
R
interlocutory order
order if
if substantial
substantial legal
legal issues
issues of
of great
great public
public interest
interest or
or legal
legal questions
questions of
of first
first
interlocutory

lMemorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc., was
was recently
recently dismissed
dismissed from
from the
the case
case on
on summary
summary judgment
judgment
Memorial
and
is
not
a
party
to
the
motion
for
permission
to
appeal.
and is not a party to the motion for permission to appeal
AMENDED ORDER
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TO
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impression are involved.
involved Aardema v.v Us.
S Dairy
U
Dairy Systems,
Systems Inc.,
Inc 147 Idaho
Idaho 785,
785 789,
789 215 P.3d
3d
P
505,
505 509 (2009).
2009
The Limited Duty Rule

No Idaho Court has considered whether
whether the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule,
rule also
also known as the baseball
baseball
rule,
rule applies in Idaho.
Idaho

As this Court noted in its memorandum decision and order on

Defendants'
Defendants Motion for
for Summary Judgment,
Judgment the vast majority of courts
courts that have
have considered the
rule have adopted it.
opinion is that Ruffing v.
it This Court's
sopinion
Court
v Ada County
County Paramedics,
Paramedics 145
145 Idaho
943,
(2008), limits the Court's
ability to adopt the limited duty rule.
943 188 P.3d
3d 885 2008
P
sability
Court
rule Furthermore,
Furthermore
the
has passed
the Legislature
Legislature in
in other
other contexts
contexts has
passed legislation
legislation insulating
insulating some
some individuals
individuals from
from liability
liability
in tort.
See, e.g.
Code' , 6-1101
Court views
tort See
g
e Idaho Code
61101 and
and 6-1201.
61201 The
The Court
views these
these statutes
statutes as
as impliedly
impliedly
limiting its ability
ability to
to adopt the limited duty rule
rule.
case (Turpen
v. Granieri
Granieri, 133
244, 985 P.2d
Defendants argue
argue that
that the Turpen case
Turpen v
133 Idaho 244
2d 669
P
(1999)) gives the
the Court the power to
to decide that the limited duty rule applies
applies, and argue further
1999
compelling reasons
reasons to
to adopt the rule
rule.
that there are compelling
the Court
Court has the
the power to
to adopt
adopt the
the rule
rule, and whether the rule should
Whether the
should be
adopted in the
the first instance
instance, are both controlling questions
questions of law as to
to which there
there are
adopted
substantial grounds
grounds for
for difference
difference of
of opinion
opinion. An
An immediate
immediate appeal
will materially
materially advance
advance the
the
substantial
appeal will
orderly resolution
resolution of
of the
the litigation
litigation, as
as if
if the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule is
is adopted
adopted in
in Idaho
Idaho, Plaintiff
Plaintiffs case
case
orderly
s
is subject
subject to
to summary
summaryjudgment
judgment.
Whether the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
applies is
is an
an issue
issue of
of first
first impression
impression in
in Idaho
Idaho, and
and isis aa
Whether
substantial legal
legal issue
issue of
of great
great public interest
interest. See Aardema
Aardema, 147
147 Idaho at 789
789, 215 P
P.3d
at 509
509.
substantial
3
d at
The implications
implications of
of Plaintiff
Plaintiffs case
case are
are much broader
broader than
than just
just the question
question of
of whether the
The
s
AMENDED ORDER
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limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule applies
applies to
to for-profit
for profit baseball
baseball clubs,
clubs as
as Plaintiffs
s case
Plaintiff
case has
has implications
implications for
for
public and
and private
private baseball and
and softball
softball fields,
fields and
and their
their owners,
owners be
be they
they public
public or
or private,
private
Idaho
throughout Idaho.

Implied Assumption of the Risk

No Idaho Court has squarely addressed the apparent tension
tension between
between Salinas
Salinas v.v Vierstra,
Vierstra
107 Idaho 984,
984 695 P.2d
2d 369
P
369 (1985)
1985 and Winn
Winn v.v Frasher,
Frasher 116
116 Idaho 500,
500 777
777 P.2d
2d 722
P
722 (1989).
1989
While Salinas claimed to abolish assumption of the risk as an absolute defense in Idaho,
Idaho with
with an
exception for consent to the risk based on an oral or written agreement,
agreement the Winn
Winn Court opined
Idaho, and expressly found that Salinas
that implied assumption of risk is still a viable defense in Idaho
did not present facts appropriate to overrule the defense
defense. See Winn,
Winn 116
116 Idaho at 503,
503 777 P.2d
P
2
d
at
at 725
725.

Defendants' position
position is
is that
that they
they should
should be
to assert
assert implied
implied assumption
Defendants
be allowed
allowed to
assumption of
of the
the
risk as a defense
defense, and prevail
prevail on
on the defense without a showing
Plaintiff consented to the
showing that Plaintiff
of being
being struck
struck by a foul ball either
either orally or in writing
writing. Plaintiffs
position is
is that
that aa
risks of
s position
Plaintiff
decision whether the doctrine
doctrine of
of implied
"implied assumption
assumption of risk
risk" depends
depends on factual issues
decision
at the
the time
time of
his injuries
injuries, and
and where
where in
in
concerning what
what activities
activities the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff was
was involved
involved in
in at
concerning
of his
the stadium
stadium those
those activities
activities were
were taking
taking place
place. Plaintiff
Plaintiff takes
takes the
the position
position that
that while
while the
the doctrine
doctrine
the
of implied
"implied assumption
assumption ofrisk
of risk" may
mayor
may not
not be
be applicable
applicable to
to open
open bleacher
bleacher seating
seating, itit is
is not
not
of
or may
applicable to
to other
other mixed
mixed use
use areas
areas, and
and therefore
therefore the
the issue
issue of
of the
the doctrine
doctrine's application isis not
not
applicable
sapplication
ripe for determination
determination, since
since the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court would necessarily
necessarily have
have to
to determine
determine
ripe
disputed factual
factual issues
issues in
in order
order to
to decide
decide if
ifthere
is a controlling
controlling issue
issue of
oflaw.
disputed
there is
law
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While
the risk
While the
the Court
Court has
has ruled
ruled that
that the
the implied
implied assumption
assumption of
ofthe
risk defense
defense does
does not
not apply,
apply
and
and that
that consent
consent must
must be
be established
established through
through either
either an
an oral
oral or
or written
written agreement
agreement asas required
required by
by
Salinas,
the risk
Salinas the
the Winn
Winn case
case does
does appear
appear to
to opine
opine that
that implied
implied assumption
assumption of
ofthe
risk remains
remains aa viable
viable
defense in
in Idaho.
Idaho
defense

Because
Because whether implied
implied assumption
assumption of
of risk
risk as
as an
an absolute
absolute defense
defense is
is

available
available in
in Idaho
Idaho isis aa controlling
controlling question
question of
of law
law as
as to
to which
which there
there are
are substantial
substantial grounds
grounds for
for
of opinion - in light
difference of
light of the tension between the Salinas and
and Winn decisions
decisions - and
and

because clarification of this tension will
will materially
materially advance the orderly resolution
resolution of
of the
litigation by potentially providing Defendants with an absolute defense,
defense the Court believes that
this
this issue
issue is
is also
also appropriate
appropriate for
for aa permissive
permissive appeal
appeal under
under Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rule
Rule 12(a).
a
12
The
applicability of
the defense
The applicability
ofthe
defense is
is also
also aa legal
legal question
question of
of first
first impression
impression that
that is
is of
of great
great
public interest
interest. Defendants
Defendants argue
would be
be impracticable,
argue that
that itit would
impracticable in
in the
the setting
setting of
of spectator
spectator
to obtain
obtain written
written or
oral consent
the risks
of spectating
if not
sports, to
sports
or oral
consent to
to the
risks of
spectating from
from hundreds,
hundreds if
not thousands,
thousands
of spectators
spectators. Whether
Whether the
the defense
defense applies
applies also
also has
has implications
participatory sports
sports with
with
of
implications for
for participatory
It is
is an
an open
open question
as to
to whether
whether spectators
spectators and
and participants
participants in
inherent risks
risks, such
such as
as football
football. It
inherent
question as
in

sports with
with inherent
inherent risks
risks must
must expressly
expressly consent
consent in
in writing
writing or
or orally
orally to
to those
those risks
risks under
under Salinas
Salinas
sports
in order
order for
for assumption
assumption of
of the
the risk
risk to
to apply
apply as
as aa defense
defense.
in

1ih day
day ofJuly
of July, 2011
2011.
DATED this
this 12
DATED

Honorable Darla
Darla Williamson
Williamson
Honorable
Ada County
County District
District Judge
Judge
Ada
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CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
CERTIFICATE

thV

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on the/qfhday
II HEREBY
July, 2011,
dayof
ofJuly
2011 II caused
caused aa true
trueand
and correct
correct
to
be
served
as
follows
copy of
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
g
document to be served as follows:
copy
g document
co

\/

S Mail
U
Mail
U.S.
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile
Facsimile

Wm.
Wm Breck
Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger
Seiniger Law
Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise ID 83702
83702
Boise,

7
-r__

Joshua S.
S Evett
Evett
Joshua
Jade C.
C Stacey
Jade
Elam & Burke,
Burke P
A
P
Elam
.A.
O Box
P
Box 1539
1539
P.O.
Boise ID 83701
Boise,ID

S Mail
U
Mail
U.S.
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile
Facsimile

X
sli 1111
rr
88

4TH j
o
f

eputy Clerk

I of THE sp
E

OF

IDAHO

ADA C

cn

1
0
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JoshuaSS.Even
EvettISB
ISB5587
#5587
Joshua
Jade
C.
Stacey ISB #8016
Jade C Stacey ISB 8016
ELAM &BURKE
BURKE,P
P.A.
ELAM
A

SEP
SEP010 12011
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERDD.RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk

251EE.Front
FrontSt
St.,Ste
Ste.300
300
251

By CHRISTINE SWEET

P.O.Bozo
Box1539
1539
O
P
Boise,
Idaho
83701
Boise Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 343-5454
Telephone
208
343
5454
Facsimile:208
(208)3945844
384-5844
Facsimile

By CHRISTINE
SWEET
DEPUTY
DEPUTY

Attorneys for Defendants Boise Baseball, LLC, Boise Hawks
Attorneys
for Defendants Boise Baseball LLC Boise Hawks
Baseball Club, LLC, Home Plate Food Services, LLC,

Baseball Club LLC Donne Plate Food Services LLC
andMemorial
MemorialStadium
StadiUIl1,Inc
Inc.
and

TIIEDISTRICT
DISTRICTCOURT
COURT OF
OFTHE
THEFOURTH
FOURmJUDICIAL
ruOICIALDISTRICT
DISTRICT
ININTHE
OFIDAHO
IDAHO,IN
INAND
ANDFOR
FORTHE
THECOUNTY
COUNTYOF
OFADA
ADA
OF11M
THESTATE
STATEOF
OF

BUDROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff
VS.

Vs

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

STIPULATION
STIPULATION TO
TO RESET
RESET TRIAL
TRIAL

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE

Bosie Baseball, ctb.a.
Liability
Corporation d
d.b.a. Bosic
Liability Corporation
a
b
Baseball d
a
b

Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Basebali
Boise
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball
b

Club
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks,
Club LLC,
LLC d
a
b
Hawks BOISE
BOISE
an
Idaho
BASEBALL,
LLC,
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited
Limited Liability
Liability
Corporation d.h.a Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Corporation
a
b
d
Boise
Baseball
a
b
d
Boise
Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club d.b.a.
aBoise
b
d
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
Club
LLC,
LLC d.b.a.
a Boise
b
d
Boise Hawks,
Hawks BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
BASEBAlL
DASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an
an assumed
assumed business
business
name
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
name of Boise Baseball I
LC HOME PLATE
PLATE
FOOP
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability COJporation, MEMORlAL STADIUM,
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM
lNC., wRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUll..DING
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMP
ANY, an
COMPANY
anIdaho
Idaho General
OeneralBusiness
Business
Corporation, TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho general
business corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
INCaaNew
NewYork
YorkCorpomtion,
CorporationDIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
Idaho
SPORT CORP an IdahocOJporation,
corpora

ST1J?ULATION
STIPULATIONTO
TORESET
RESETTRIAL
TRIAL- w1 I
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01
09 02:18
2011
18
02
09/01/2011

...

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES
SEINIGER

2083454700

PAGE
05
03
PAGE
03/05

a

AND
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT LLC,
LLC an Idaho Limited
Limited
DEVEWPMENT,
Liability Corporation,
Corporation CH2M
CH2M HJLL,
HILL INC.,
INC a
florida
Florida Corporation d.b.a.
db
a Ch2M
Ch2M Hill,
Hill CH2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS,
CONSTRUCTORS INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
CUM
Hill,
Hill CH2M HlLL
HILL E&C,
FC INC.,
INC d.h.a
a Ch2M Hill,
b
d
Hill
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS INC.
INC d.b.a.
d
a Ch2M
b
Hill, CH2M HILL INPUSTRIAL
Hill
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION an:
an assumed business name of
Ch2M Engineers,
!nc.,
Engineers Inc ;CH2M
CH2M }fiLL,
HILL a foreign
. corporation
cOlporation doing busmess
business in Idaho under
under the
name Ch2M Hill,
Hill wn..LIAM
WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA.,
PEREIRA
ROSERT PEREIRA,
ROBERT
PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I through
X,
X whose true identities are unknown,
unknown
Defendants
Defendants.

The
parties~ by
their respective colUlSel,
bereby stipulate and
The parties
by and through
through their
counsel hereby
and agree
agree to the

following:
following
1
1.

That undersigned counsel request that the
the court continue the trial in this matter for
That

the
set forth
the reasons
reasons set
forth below
below.
2
2.

On June
June 29
29, 2011
2011, this
granted Defendants
Defendants' motion
permissive appeal
appeal.
On
this Court
Court granted
motion for
for aa permissive

3
3.

Defendants' timely submitted
submitted their motion
motion for permissive appeal
appeal to
to the Idaho
Defendants

Supreme Court
Court on
on July
July 13
l3, 2011
2011.
Supreme
4
4.

Because this
this is
is aa complex
complex case
case involving
expert testimony
testimony and
and numerous
numerous fact
fact
Because
involving expert

witnesses, the
the parties
parties agreed
agreed to
to stay
stay all
all discovery
discovery in
in the
the case
case pending
pending the
the Idaho
Idaho Supreme
Court's
witnesses
Supreme Court
s
decision on
on the
the motion
motion for permissive appeal
appeal. The parties
parties did
did not
not want
want to
to expend
expend the resources
decision

necessary to
to prepare aa case
case such
such as
as this for trial
trial considering
considering that the
the case
case will
will be
be stayed
stayed if
if the
the
necessary
Idaho Supreme
Supreme Court
Court grants
gnmts the
the motion
motion. See
(See IA
IAR 13
13(f)(2).)
Idaho
R
2
1
5
5.

The Idaho
Idaho Supreme Court
Court has still not
not rendered
rendered aa decision
decision on
on the
the motion
motion.
The

STIPULATION
STWULATION TO
TO RESET
RESET TRIAL
TRIAL

- 2
2
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Counselfor
forDefendants
Defendantscontacted
contactedthe
thecourt
courtc1crk
clerkor
forthe
theIdaho
IdahoSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtthe
the
Counsel

weekofAugust
of AugusL21
21,and
andwas
wastoldthat
told thatthe
themotion
motionisisstall
stillininprocessing
processing.
week
7.

Theparties
partiesagree
agreethat
thatthere
thereisisgood
goodcause
causetotocontinue
continuethe
thetrial
trial,asasthe
thepatties
partieshave
have
The

discove:rybecause
becauseof
oftheir
theiragreement
agreementto
to stay
staydiscovery
discovery.
noteiagaged
engagedininadequate
adequatepretrial
pretrialdiscovery
not
8.
S

Theparties
partiesask
askthat
thatthe
thecase
casebe
bereset
resetatataatime
timeconvenient
convenil'ntfor
forthe
theCourt
Court.
The

DATEDthis
this
DATED

~<)ct

dayof
ofSeptember
September,2011
2011.
A
ELAM &BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.

ELAM

LtvV'

ay't).

By

Joshua
Joshua S
S. Evett
Evett, of
ofthe
the firma
fum

for Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Basebat1~
Attorneys for
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club. LLC
LLC,
LLC
Home
Home Elate
Plate Food
Food Services
Services, LLC
LLC, and
and
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.
Memorial

S-t

J5
DATED
this ---L- day
day of
of September
September, 2011
2011.
DATED this
SElNIGER LAW OFFICES,
P.A.
SEINIGER
OFFICES P
A
././

~
.

i

/' "

i

"l"'..

~

'

----""', ... _" .... " ........... .

By ___ ~_______
Woo.
Wm Breck
3reck Seiniger,
Seir
iger Jr.,
Jr of
of the finn
firm
Attorneys for
Plamtiff
for Plail tiff

B~

ST1PULATlON
STIPULATION TO
TORESET
RESETTRIAL
TRIAL- 33
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01
09 18
2011
02
09/01/2011
02:18

SEINIGER LAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES
SEINIGER

2083454700
2083454700

PAGE
PAGE 05/05
05

CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE

{s r-

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTJFY that
that on
on the
the S day
II HEREBY
II, IZ caused
day of
of September,
September 20
2011
caused aa true
free and
and
correct
correct copy
copy of
ofthe
the foregoing
foregoing document
document to
to be
be served
served as
as follows:
follows
Wm B(eck
Breck Seiniger,
Seb iger Jr.
Jr
Wm.
Seiniger
Seiniger Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 MyrtIe
Street
Myrtle
Boise ID
ID 83702
Boise,

S mail
U
V'U.S.Mail
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_
~ Federal
Federal Express
Express
. FacsimileFacsimile 345-4700
345 4700

Attorney
attorney for
for Plaintiff
Plaintiff
j

vett
e
SE

Joshua S. Evett
Joshua

STIPULATION
STIPULATIONTO
TORESET
RESETTRJAL
TRIAL - 44

000942

N0
e

w

C Ir 1
ReOcl"!"

NO.-----=.:-:::---'OI"":"'"':'T""""'!:=_
Q

SEP
SEP 0 0222011
2011

SEP'O 12011
1 2011
Sp

AdaCounty
CountyClerk
Clerk
Ada

FILE
M
P
FllE~,M, 'Z', qs:

AM
A.M

CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERDD.RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk
By
ByTARA
TARATHERRIEN
THERRIEN
DEPUTY

DEPUTY

INTHE
THEDISTRICT
DISTRICTCOURT
COURTOF
OFTHE
THEFOURTH
FOURTHJUDICIAL
JUDICIALDISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OFTHE
THESTATE
STATEOF
OFIDAHO
IDAHO,IN
INAND
ANDFOR
FORTHE
THECOUNTY
COUNTYOF
OFADA
ADA
OF
BUDROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

vs.

VS

ORDER
ORDER VACATING
VACATING TRIAL
TRIAL AND
AND
SCHEDULING
SCHEDULING STATUS
STATUS
CONFERENCE
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a.
Bosie
Baseball,
d.b.a.
CONFERENCE
Liability Corporation d
a Boiie Baseball d
b
a
b
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Boise
a
b
Club LLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE
Club
a
b
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited Liability
Liability
BASEBALL
Corporation d
d.b.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise
Corporation
a
b
a
b
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club,
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball Club
b
LLC, b
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS
LLC
a
d
BASEBALL
CLUB,
LLC,
an
assumed
business
BASEBALL CLUB LLC an assumed business
of Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, HOME
HOME PLATE
PLATE
name of
name
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
an Idaho Limited
Liability Corporation,
MEMORIAL STADIUM,
Liability
Corporation MEMORIAL
STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE
THE BUILDING
BUILDING
COMPANY, an
an Idaho
COMPANY
Idaho General
General Business
Business
P,
INC.,
an
Corporation,
TRIPLE
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business corporation,
business
corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS,
SPORTS
INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York Corporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
SPORT CORP.,
CORP an
an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation
DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT AND
AND
DEVELOPMENT,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
DEVELOPMENT LLC an Idaho Limited
Liability
Liability Corporation,
Corporation CH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC aa
Florida
Corporation
d.b.a.
Ch2M
Hill,
Florida Corporation d
a Ch2M Hill CH2M
b
CH2M
HILL
CONSTRUCTORS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
HILL CONSTRUCTORS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL E&C,
EC INC.,
INC d.b.a
aCh2M
b
d
Ch2M Hill,
Hill
CH2M
HILL
ENGINEERS,
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
CH2M HILL ENGINEERS INC d
a Ch2M
b
Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL INDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
DESIGN AND
AND
CONSTRUCTION,
an
assumed
business
name
CONSTRUCTION an assumed business name of
of
Ch2M
Engineers,
Inc.,
CH2M
HILL,
a
foreign
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporation
corporation doing
doing business
business inin Idaho
Idahounder
underthe
the

BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, aa Delaware
Delaware Limited
Limited
BOISE

ORDER
ORDERVACATING
VACATING TRIAL
TRIAL AND
AND SCHEDULING
SCHEDULINGSTATUS
STATUS CONFERENCE-1
CONFERENCE
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..
name Ch2M
Ch2M Hill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
ROBERT PEREIRA
PEREIRA, and
and JOHN
JOHN DOES
DOES II through
through
ROBERT
X, whose
whose true
true identities
identities are
are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants
Defendants.

The above
above entitled
entitled matter
matter is before
before the
the court
court on
on the
the parties
parties' Stipulation
Stipulation to
to Reset Trial
Trial.
The
Based thereon
thereon and
and good
good cause
cause appearing
appearing therefore
therefore;
Based
IT IS
IS HEREBY
HEREBY ORDERED
ORDERED that
that the
the Jury
Jury Trial
Trial currently
currently scheduled
scheduled for
for September 19
19,
IT
2011 at
at 9
9:00
a.m. is
is VACATED
VACATED.
2011
0
0 a
m
IS FURTHER
FURTHER ORDERED
ORDERED that
that the
the above
above entitled
entitled matter
matter is scheduled for Status
IT IS

drI
oo

Conference on
on the
the;}
Conference
DATED this
this
DATED

Of~

day of

m
;;J:1O fro.

, 2011 at the
the hour
hour of o

2- day
day of
of September
September, 2011
2011.

~~"'"--e7

Ada
Judge
da County District Judg
A

ORDER
ACATING TRIAL AND
ORDER V
VACATING
AND SCHEDULING
SCHEDULING STATUS
STATUS CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE - 22

000944

OF SERVICE
CERTIFICATE OF

Ld
~ay

HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
on the
the
II HEREBY
day of September,
September 2011,
2011 II caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document to be
be served as follows:
follows

Wm.
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle Street
Boise,
Boise ID 83702
for Plaintiff
Attorney for
S Evett
Evett
Joshua S.
Elam & Burke
Burke, P.A.
Elam
A
P
O Box
P
1539
P.O.
Box 1539
Boise, ID
Boise
ID 83701

+

S Mail
U
Mail
U.S.
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile
Facsimile

1

S Mail
U

Hand Delivery
Federal Expres
Facsimile

0

N 1U
a
fr
w

Deputy Clerk

D pH0

y

AND FOR

ORDER VACATING
VACATING TRIAL AND SCHEDULING
SCHEDULING STATUS
STATUS CONFERENCE
CONFERENCE
ORDER

- 33

000945
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OF~tG\NAL
OFRIGINAL

FILED

M_ _ _ _
A

SEP
SEP 01
02 2011
2011
CHRISTOPHER D
D, 44
RiC~":,
eler;
CHRISTOPHER
a Clor
By ELYSHPA
ELYSHI.AHIOUV
HOUVIES
By
S

.

OE~',Jt"

Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
Wm
Idaho State
State Bar
BarNo
No. 2387
2387
Idaho
SEINIGERLAW
LAW OFFICES
OFFICES, P
P.A.
SEINIGER
A
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street
942
Boise,
Idaho
83702
Boise Idaho 83702
Voice: 208
(208) 345
345-1000
Voice
1000
Fax:
(208)
345-4700
Fax
208 345
4700
Attorney for
for the
the Plaintiff
Plaintiff
Attorney
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT FOR
FOR THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT OF
OF THE
THE
IN
STATE OF
OF IDAHO
IDAHO, IN
IN AND
AND FOR
FOR THE
THE COUNTY OF
OF ADA
ADA
STATE

Bud Rountree
Rountree,
Bud

Case
Case No
No. CV
CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

v.
V
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
LLC aa Delaware Limited
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
db.a Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball,
Liability
a
b
a. Boise
Boise Baseball
Club ddb.
a Boise
Boise
db.
d
ba
Baseball Club
ba
Hawks Baseball
Club LLC
LLC, d
db.a Boise
Hawks
Baseball Club
a
b
Boise
Hawks,
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
an
Idaho
Hawks Boise Baseball LLC an Idaho
Limited Liability Corporation db.a
a Boise
b
d
Baseball,
Baseball db.a.
d b a Boise Baseball Club db.a
dba
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
Club
LLC,
db.a
Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC d b a
Boise
Hawks Baseball
Boise Hawks,
Hawks Boise
Boise Hawks
Baseball Club
Club
of
Boise
LLC
an
assumed
business
name
LLC an assumed business name ofBoise
Baseball
Baseball LLC,
LLC Home
Home Plate
Plate Food
Food Services,
Services
LLC,
an
Idaho
Limited
Liability
LLC an Idaho Limited Liability
Corporation,
Corporation Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.,
Inc
and
John
Does
I
through
and John Does I through X
X whose
whose true
true
identities
identities are
are unknown.
unknown

NOTICE OF SERVICE
SERVICE
NOTICE

De endants.

Pursuant
Pursuant to
to the
the Idaho
Idaho Rules
Rules of
of Civil
Civil Procedure,
Procedure the
the above
above named
named Plaintiff
Plaintiff gives
gives
notice
notice to
to all
all parties
parties that
that he
he has
has filed
filed and
and served
served Plaintiff's
Plaintiffs Interrogatories
Interrogatories and
and

NOTICE
NOTICE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE -

Page
Page 11

000946

le

Requests for Production Regarding Subsequent Injuries and
and Safety Measures
Measures
by sending the same to the parties via the method indicated on the attached certificate of
servIce.

service

2,2011.
Dated September 2
2011
OFFICES P.A.
A
P
SEINIGE}~AW OFFICES,

EFAAW
SEINI

NAjj~14---

Will Breck Seiniger,
Jr.
W
Seiniger Jr
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Plaintiff

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
On September 2
2,2011,
2011 II caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing document to be
served
as follows:
follows
served as
Josh
Josh Evett
Evett
ELAM
ELAM

& BURKE
BURKE, P
P.A.
A

251
251 East
East Front
Front Street
Street Suite
Suite 300
300

Boise, ID 83701-1539
Boise
83701 1539
Fax
Fax: 3845844
384-5844

O Facsimile
[&]

SEINIGER

a

AW OFFICES P
A

fk

2
7

Will Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.
W
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Plaintiff

NOTICE OF
OF SERVICE
SERVICE
NOTICE

-

Page 22
Page

000947

Inthe
theSupreme
SupremeCourt
Courtof
ofthe
the State
State of
ofIdaho
Idaho
In
NO

BUDROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff

v.

V

BOISEBASEBALL
BASEBALL,LLC
LLC,aaDelaware
Delawarelimited
limited
BOISE
liabilitycorporation
corporationd
d.b.a. Boise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,
liability
a
b
d.b.a.
Boise
Baseball
Club
d.b.a.
BoiseHawks
Hawks
a Boise Baseball Club d
b
d
a Boise
b
BaseballClub
ClubLLC
LLC, d
d.b.a. Boise
BoiseHawks
Hawks;
Baseball
a
b
BOISE
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
limited
BOISE BASEBALL LLC an Idaho limited
liability corporation d. b.a. Boise Baseball,
liability corporation d
a Boise Baseball
b
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, d
d.b.a. Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks
a
b
d
a
b
Baseball
Club,
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks;
Baseball Club LLC d
a Boise Hawks
b
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC, an
an
BOISE
assumed
business
for
Boise
Baseball,
LLC;
assumed business for Boise Baseball LLC
HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC, an
an
HOME
Idaho
limited
liability
corporation,
Idaho limited liability corporation
MEMORIAL STADIUM
STADIUM, INC.;
WRIGHT
MEMORIAL
INC WRIGHT
BROTHERS;
THE
BUILDING
COMPANY,
BROTHERS THE BUILDING COMPANY
an Idaho
Idaho general
an
general business
business corporation;
corporation TRIPLE
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Idaho
general
corporation;
P INC an Idaho general corporation
DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS,
SPORTS INC.,
INC aa New
New York
York
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an
corporation DIAMOND SPORT CORP an
Idaho
Idaho corporation;
corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND SPORTS
SPORTS
MANAGEMENT
AND
MANAGEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT,
DEVELOPMENT
LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho limited
limited liability
liability corporation;
corporation
CH2M
CH2M HILL,
HILL INC.,
INC aa Florida
Florida corporation
corporation d.b.a.
a
b
d
CH2M
CH2M Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL CONSTRUCTORS,
CONSTRUCTORS
INC.
INC d.b.a.
a
b
dCh2M
Ch2M Hill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M HILL
HILL E&C,
EC
INC.
d.b.a.
Ch2M
Hill,
CH2M
HILL
INC d
a Ch2M Hill CH2M HILL
b
ENGINEERS,
ENGINEERS INC.
INC d.b.a.
a Ch2M
b
d
Ch2MHill,
Hill CH2M
CH2M
HILL
INDUSTRIAL
DESIGN
AND
HILL INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION,
CONSTRUCTION an
anassumed
assumedbusiness
businessname
name
of
ofCh2M
Ch2M Engineers,
EngineersInc.,
IncCH2M
CH2MHILL,
HILLaa
foreign
foreigncorporation
corporation doing
doingbusiness
businessininIdaho
Idaho
under
underthe
thename
nameCh2M
Ch2MHill;
HillWILLIAM
WILLIAMCORD
CORD
PEREIRA;
ROBERT
PEREIRA;
and
JOHN
PEREIRA ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN
DOES
DOESI Ithrough
throughX,
Xwhose
whosetrue
trueidentities
identitiesare
are
unknown,
unknown
Defendants.
Defendants

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

~.,-------==~~---FILED
L ate
_
FUM

M
AM ...._ _ _...J.
P.M

A.M

J

"I:l>O

SEP
8 2011
SEP 008
2011
CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERDD.RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk
By
ByBRADLEY
BRADLEYJJ.THIES
THIES
DEPUTY

DEPUTY

ORDER
ORDERGRANTING
GRANTING MOTION
MOTION
FOR
PERMISSION
TO
FOR PERMISSION TOAPPEAL
APPEAL

Supreme Court
Court Docket
DocketNo
No. 389662011
38966-2011
Supreme

Ada
Ada County
County Docket
Docket No
No. 200920924
2009-20924
Ref
368
Ref. No
No. 11
11-368

DocketNo.
No38966-2011
389662011
APPEAL- Docket
ORDER
ORDERGRANTING
GRANTINGMOTION
MOTIONFOR
FORPERMISSION
PERMISSIONTO
TOAPPEAL
000948
rM

·

'

DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
AND HOME PLATE
PLATE FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC'S
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL with
AND
SMOTION
LLC
BASEBALL, LLC,
attachments and a MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
LLC
LLC'S
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC AND HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES,
BOISE HAWKS
SERVICES LLC
S
MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL were filed by counsel for Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball,
MOTION
2011,
LLC, Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball Club
Club, LLC and Home Plate Food Services,
LLC
Services LLC on July 13,
13 2011
an appeal from the district court's
permission pursuant to Rule 12 to file an
requesting permission
s Memorandum
court
Decision on Defendant
Defendant's Motion for Summary
23, 2011.
Decision
s
Summary Judgment filed May 23
2011

Thereafter,
Thereafter

PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL was filed by counsel
PLAINTIFF
SOPPOSITION
for Plaintiff on July 27
27,2011.
consideration,
2011 The Court is fully advised;
advised therefore,
therefore after due consideration
HEREBY IS
IS ORDERED that DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL,
LLC, BOISE
IT HEREBY
BASEBALL LLC
HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC AND
AND HOME
HOME PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
HAWKS
SERVICES LLC'S
S MOTION
LLC
is, GRANTED and Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball,
FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL be,
be and hereby is
LLC, Boise Hawks
Services, LLC are granted leave to
LLC
Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC and Home Plate Food Services
appeal
by permission under
under A
I.A.R. 12 from the district court's
appeal by
I
R
s Memorandum Decision on
court
Defendant's
Summary Judgment filed May 23
23,2011.
sMotion for Summary
Defendant
2011
IT FURTHER
FURTHER ORDERED that counsel for Defendants
Defendants shall file a Notice of Appeal with the
twenty-one (21)
Order, which appeal
Clerk of the District Court within twentyone
Clerk
21 days from the date of this Order
if from a final
final judgment or order entered by the
the District Court.
shall proceed as if
Court
DATED this
this

L

day of
of September,
day
September 2011.
2011
By Order
By
Order of
of the
the Supreme
Supreme Court
Court

Stephen W
W. Kenyon
cc:

cc

lerk

Counsel
of Record
Counsel ofRecord
District
District Court
Court Clerk

District Judge
Judge Darla
Darla S
S. Williamson
Williamson
District

ORDER GRANTING
GRANTING MOTION FOR PERMISSION TO APPEAL
ORDER

- Docket No.
No 38966-2011
38966 2011

000949

N0

NO.

FILED
FILED

JoshuaSS.Evett
Evett
Joshua

t1vt 2

P.M._--:..J~_

M
A
M
P
A.M. _ _ _ _

SEP
SEP2 2002011
2011

Stacey
JadeCC.Stacey
Jade
ELAM
ELAM

& BURKE
BURKE,P
P.A.
A
251
E.
Front
St.,
Ste.
300
251 E Front St Ste 300
P.O.Box
Box1539
1539
O
P
Boise,Idaho
Idaho83701
83701
Boise
Telephone:
(208)
343-5454
Telephone 208 343
5454
Facsimile:
(208)
384-5844
Facsimile 208 3845844
ISB5587
#5587
ISB
ISB8016
#8016
ISB

CHRISTOPHER
CHRISTOPHERDD.RICH
RICH,Clerk
Clerk
By
ByELYSHIA
ELYSHIAHOLMES
HOLMES
DEPUTY

DEPUTY

Attorneysfor
forDefendantsAppellants
Defendants/Appellants
Attorneys
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
COURT OF
OF THE
THE FOURTH
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
DISTRICT
IN
OF
THE
STATE
OF
IDAHO,
IN
AND
FOR
THE
COUNTY
OF ADA
ADA
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
BUD ROUNTREE
ROUNTREE,
BUD
Plaintiff/Respondent,
PlaintiffRespondent
vs.

vs

Case
Case No
No. CV PI
PI 0920924
0920924
DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL,

LLC
BASEBALL
LLC, BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
CLUB
LLC
AND
HOME
PLATE
BOISE
BASEBALL,
LLC,
a
Delaware
Limited
CLUB,
LLC
AND
PLATE FOOD
BOISE BASEBALL LLC a Delaware Limited
SERVICES LLC'S
S NOTICE OF
LLC
Liability Corporation
Corporation d
d.b.a. Bosie
Bosie Baseball,
Liability
a
b
Baseball d.b.a.
a SERVICES,
b
d
Boise
Baseball
Club
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball
APPEAL
Boise Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball
b
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Club LLC d
a Boise Hawks,
b
Hawks BOISE
BOISE
BASEBALL,
LLC,
an
Idaho
BASEBALL LLC an Idaho Limited
Limited Liability
Liability
Corporation
d.b.a
Boise
Baseball,
d.b.a.
Corporation d
a Boise Baseball d
b
a Boise
b
Boise
Baseball
Club,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks
Baseball Club d
a Boise Hawks Baseball
b
Baseball Club,
Club
LLC,
d.b.a.
Boise
Hawks,
BOISE
HAWKS
LLC b
a
d Boise Hawks BOISE HAWKS
BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC,
LLC an
an assumed
assumed business
business
of
Boise
Baseball,
LLC,
HOME
PLATE
name
name of Boise Baseball LLC HOME PLATE
FOOD
FOOD SERVICES,
SERVICES LLC,
LLC an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Limited
Liability
Corporation,
MEMORIAL
Liability Corporation MEMORIAL STADIUM,
STADIUM
INC.,
WRIGHT
BROTHERS,
THE
BUILDING
INC WRIGHT BROTHERS THE BUILDING
COMP
ANY, an
COMPANY
an Idaho
Idaho General
General Business
Business
Corporation,
TRIPLE
P,
INC.,
an
Corporation TRIPLE P INC an Idaho
Idaho general
general
business
corporation,
DIAMOND
SPORTS,
business corporation DIAMOND SPORTS
INC.,
INC aaNew
New York
YorkCorporation,
Corporation DIAMOND
DIAMOND
SPORT
CORP.,
an
SPORT CORP an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTSBOISE
BOISEBASEBALL,
BASEBALLLLC,
LLCBOISE
BOISEHAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUBLLC
LLCAND
AND
1
HOME
HOMEPLATE
PLATEFOOD
FOODSERVICES,
SERVICESLLC'S
SNOTICE
LLC
NOTICEOF
OFAPPEAL
APPEAL- 1

000950
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DIAMONDSPORTS
SPORTSMANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENTAND
AND
DIAMOND
DEVELOPMENT,LLC
LLC,an
anIdaho
IdahoLimited
Limited
DEVELOPMENT
LiabilityCorporation
Corporation,CH2M
CH2MHILL
HILL,INC
INC.,aa
Liability
Florida
Corporation
d.b.a.
Ch2M
Hill,
CH2M
Florida Corporation d
a Ch2M Hill CH2M
b
HILLCONSTRUCTORS
CONSTRUCTORS,INC
INC.d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M
HILL
a
b

Hill,CH2M
CH2MHILL
HILLEC
E&C,INC
INC.,d
d.b.aCh2M
Ch2MHill
Hill,
Hill
a
b
CH2MHILL
HILLENGINEERS
ENGINEERS,INC
INC. d
d.b.a. Ch2M
Ch2M
CH2M
a
b

Hill, CH2M
CH2MHILL
HILLINDUSTRIAL
INDUSTRIALDESIGN
DESIGNAND
AND
Hill

of
CONSTRUCTION, an
anassumed
assumedbusiness
businessname
nameof
CONSTRUCTION
Ch2M
Engineers,
Inc.,
CH2M
HILL,
a
foreign
Ch2M Engineers Inc CH2M HILL a foreign
corporationdoing
doing business
business in
inIdaho
Idahounder
underthe
the
corporation
name Ch2M
Ch2MHill
Hill, WILLIAM
WILLIAM CORD
CORD PEREIRA
PEREIRA,
name
ROBERT
PEREIRA,
and
JOHN
DOES
through
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES II through
X, whose
whose true
true identities
identities are
are unknown
unknown,
X
Defendants/Appellants.
Defendants
Appellants
TO:
TO

The abovenamed
above-named Respondent
Respondent, Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree and
and his
his attorney
attorney Wm
Wm. Breck
Breck Seiniger
Seiniger, Jr
Jr.,
The
of the
the above
above entitled
entitled Court
Court.
942 Myrtle
Myrtle Street
Street, Boise
Boise, Idaho
Idaho 83702
83702, and
and the
the Clerk
Clerk of
942
NOTICE IS
IS HEREBY
HEREBY GIVEN
GIVEN THAT
THAT:
NOTICE
1.
1

The above-named
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
The
abovenamed Appellants,
Appellants Boise
Club

LLC and
Home Plate
Plate Food
Services, LLC
LLC, appeal
appeal against
the above-named
LLC
and Home
Food Services
against the
above named Respondent
Respondent to
to the
the
Idaho Supreme
Idaho
Supreme Court
Court from
from the
the Memorandum
Memorandum Decision
Decision on
on Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary
Judgment
Judgment entered
entered inin the
the above-entitled
above entitled action
action on
on the
the 23rd
23rd day
day of
of May
May 2011,
2011 the
the Order
Order Granting
Granting
Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration and
and Permission
Permission to
to Appeal
Appeal entered
entered inin the
the above-entitled
above entitled
action
action on
on the
the 30th
30th day
day of
of June
June 2011,
2011 and
and the
the Amended
Amended Order
Order Granting
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
for
Permission
Permission toto Appeal
Appeal entered
entered inin the
theabove-entitled
above entitled action
action the
the 12th
12th day
day of
ofJuly
July 2011,
2011 the
the
Honorable
Honorable Judge
Judge Darla
Darla Williamson
Williamsonpresiding.
presiding
2.2

That
That Appellants
Appellants have
have aaright
right toto appeal
appealtoto the
theIdaho
IdahoSupreme
Supreme Court,
Court and
andwere
were

granted leave to appeal by permission from the district court's Memorandum Decision on

granted leave to appeal by permission from the district court
s Memorandum Decision on

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTSBOISE
BOISEBASEBALL,
BASEBALLLLC,
LLCBOISE
BOISEHAWKS
HAWKSBASEBALL
BASEBALLCLUB,
CLUBLLC
LLCAND
AND
2
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC'S
NOTICE
OF
APPEAL
2
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
S NOTICE OF APPEAL
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Defendants'Motion
Motionfor
forSummary
SummaryJudgment
Judgmentunder
underand
andpursuant
pursuanttotoRule
Rule 12
12of
ofthe
Idaho
Defendants
the Idaho
ofSeptember
September2011
2011.
AppellateRules
Rules on
onthe
the 8th
8thday
dayof
Appellate
3.
3

preliminary statement
statement of
ofthe
the issues
issues on
onappeal
appeal, as
as currently
currently identified
identified and
andwhich
which
AApreliminary

the Appellants
Appellants intend
intendtotoassert
assert are
are:
the
(a)
a

Whetherthe
the district
district court
court erred
erred in
in declining
declining to
to adopt
adoptthe
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule,
Whether
i. e., the
the baseball
baseball rule
rule;
i
e

(b)
b

That Appellants
Appellants complied
complied with
with the
the limited
limited duty
duty rule
rule; and
and
That

(c)
c

Whether the
the district
district court
court erred
erred in
in finding
finding that
that primary
primary implied
implied assumption
assumption
Whether
ofrisk
risk isis not
not aa viable
viable defense
defense in
in Idaho
Idaho, and
and that
that only
only written
written or
or oral
oral
of
Salinas
v.
Vierstra,
107
Idaho
984,
695
P
.2d
369
(1985) isis aa
consent
under
consent under Salinas v Vierstra 107 Idaho 984 695 P
2d
1985
viable assumption
assumption of
ofrisk
risk defense
defense.

4.
4

No order
order has
has been entered
entered sealing
sealing all or
or any
any portion of
of the record
record.
No

5.

Appellants request
request aa reporter
reporter's transcript
transcript.
Appellants
s

of the
of the
The Appellants
request the
the preparation
preparation of
The
Appellants request
the following
following portions
portions of
the reporter's
s
reporter
transcript:
transcript
(a)
a

Hearing on
for Summary
Hearing
on Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for
Summary Judgment
Judgment held
held on
on May
May 18,
18
2011; and
2011
and

(b)
b

Hearing on Defendants'
Defendants Motion
Motion for Reconsideration and
and Permission to
Appeal
held
on
June
22,
2011.
Appeal held on June 22 2011

Appellants
Appellants request
request that
that the
the transcript
transcript be
be prepared
prepared in
in compressed
compressed format
format as
as specified
specified inin
Rule
Rule 26
26 of
of the
the Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rules.
Rules
6.6

Appellants
Appellants request
request that
that the
the following
following documents
documents be
be included
included inin the
the Clerk's
s
Clerk

Record
Record inin addition
addition to
tothose
those automatically
automatically included
included under
under Rule
Rule 28
28 of
ofthe
the Idaho
Idaho Appellate
Appellate Rules:
Rules

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISEBASEBALL,
BASEBALL LLC,
LLCBOISE
BOISEHAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUBLLC
LLC AND
AND
3
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC'S
NOTICE
OF
APPEAL
3
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
S NOTICE OF APPEAL
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(a)
a

DefendantsBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,Boise
BoiseHawks
HawksBaseball
BaseballClub
Club,LLC
LLC,
Defendants
Home
Plate
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'
s
Motion
for
Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for
SummaryJudgment
Judgmentfiled
(filedon
onMarch
March22,2011);
Summary
2011

(b)
b

ofDefendants
DefendantsBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,LLC
LLC,Boise
Boise
MemorandumininSupport
Supportof
Memorandum
HawksBaseball
BaseballClub
Club,LLC
LLC,Home
HomePlate
PlateServices
Services,LLC
LLCand
andMemorial
Memorial
Hawks
Stadium,Inc
Inc.'sMotion
Motionfor
for Summary
SummaryJudgment
Judgmentfiled
(filedon
onMarch
March22,2011);
Stadium
s
2011

(c)
c

ofJoshua
Joshua S
S. Evett
EvettininSupport
Supportof
ofDefendants
DefendantsBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball,
Affidavitof
Affidavit
LLC, Boise
BoiseHawks
HawksBaseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and
LLC
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motionfor
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment filed
(filed on
on
Memorial
s
March22,2011
2011);
March

(d)
d

Affidavit of
ofTodd
Todd Rahr
Rahr in
in Support
Support ofDefendants
of Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC,
Affidavit

(e)
e

Affidavit ofRon
of Ron Anderson
Anderson in
in Support
Support of
of Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC,
Affidavit

Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and
Boise
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for Summary
Summary Judgment
Judgment filed
(filed on
on
Memorial
s
March
2,2011);
March 2 2011

Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and
Boise
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion
Motion for
for Summary Judgment
Judgment filed
(filed on
Memorial
s
March
2,2011);
March 2 2011
(t)
f

Memorandum in
in Opposition
to Defendants
Defendants Boise
LLC, Boise
Boise
Memorandum
Opposition to
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC
Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC, Home Plate Services
Services, LLC and Memorial
Hawks
Club LLC
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Summary
Judgment
(filed
Stadium Inc
s
filed on May 9,
9 2011);
2011

(g)
g

Affidavit of Bud Rountree in Opposition to Defendants'
Defendants Motion for
for
Summary
Judgment
(filed
on
May
9,
2011);
Summary Judgment filed on May 9 2011

(h)
h

Affidavit of Joellen Gill (filed
filed on
on May
May 9,
9 2011);
2011

(i)
i

Reply
Reply Supporting
Supporting Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball
Club,
s
Club LLC,
LLC Home
Home Plate
Plate Services,
Services LLC
LLC and
and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.'
s
Inc
Motion
for
Summary
Judgment
(filed
on
May
13,2011);
Motion for Summary Judgment filed on May 13 2011

G)
j

Objection
Objection and
and Motion
Motion toto Strike
Strike the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofJoellen
Joellen Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions
of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofBud
Bud Rountree
Rountree (filed
filed on
on May
May 13,2011);
13 2011

(k)
k

Memorandum
Memorandum inin Support
Support of
ofObjection
Objection and
and Motion
Motion toto Strike
Strike the
the Affidavit
Affidavit
of
Joellen
Gill
and
Portions
of
the
Affidavit
of
Bud
Rountree
(filed
of Joellen Gill and Portions of the Affidavit of Bud Rountree filed on
on
May
13,2011);
May 13 2011

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISEBASEBALL,
BASEBALLLLC,
LLCBOISE
BOISEHAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALLCLUB,
CLUBLLC
LLCAND
AND
4
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC'S
NOTICE
OF
APPEAL
4
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
S NOTICE OF APPEAL
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(1)
1

DefendantsBoise
BoiseBaseball
Baseball, LLC
LLC,Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
BaseballClub
Club,LLC
LLC,
Defendants
Home
Plate
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'
s
Motion
Home Plate Services LLC and Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion toto
ShortenTime
Time for
for Hearing
Hearing filed
(filed on
on May
May 13
13,2011);
Shorten
2011

(m)
m

Motion
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
ofRon
Ron Anderson
Anderson filed
(filed on
on
Motion toto Strike
StrikePortions
Portions of

May 16
16,2011);
May
2011
(n)
n

ofMotion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Portions
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
Memorandum
RonAnderson
Anderson filed
(filed on
on May
May 16
16,2011);
Ron
2011

(0)
o

Motion toto Shorten
Shorten Time
Time for
for Hearing
Hearing of
ofPlaintiff
Plaintiff s Motion
Motion toto Strike
Strike
Motion
s
Portions of
ofthe
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Ron
Ron Anderson
Anderson and
and Notice
Notice of
ofHearing
Hearing filed
(filed on
on
Portions
May
16,2011);
May 16 2011

(p)
p

Memorandum in
in Opposition
Opposition to
to Defendants
Defendants' Motion
Motion to
to Strike
Strike Affidavit
Affidavit of
Memorandum
Joellen
Joellen Gill
Gill and
and Portions
Portions of
of the
the Affidavit
Affidavit of
of Bud
Bud Rountree
Rountree filed
(filed on
on

May 17
17,2011);
May
2011
(q)
q

of Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball
Baseball,
Supplemental Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
Supplemental
LLC, Boise
Boise Hawks
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club
Club, LLC
LLC, Home
Home Plate
Plate Services
Services, LLC
LLC and
and
LLC
Memorial Stadium
Stadium, Inc.'s
Motion for
for Summary Judgment filed
(filed on May
Memorial
s Motion
Inc
23,2011);
23 2011

(r)
r

Memorandum Decision on Defendants'
Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
(filed
May 23
23, 2011
2011);
filed on
on May

(s)
s

Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
LLC Boise Hawks Baseball Club,
Club LLC,
LLC
Home Plate Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Services
Stadium Inc
s
Permissive
Permissive Appeal
Appeal (filed
filed on
on June
June 6,
6 2011);
2011

(t)
t

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Defendants
Defendants Boise
Boise Baseball,
Baseball LLC,
LLC Boise
Boise
Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Club LLC Home
Services LLC
Stadium,
Stadium Inc.'s
s Motion for
Inc
for Permissive
Permissive Appeal (filed
filed on
on June
June 6,
6 2011);
2011

(u)
u

Defendants
Defendants Home Plate Services,
Services LLC
LLC and Memorial
Memorial Stadium,
Stadium Inc.'s
s
Inc
Motion
Motion for
for Reconsideration
Reconsideration (filed
filed on
on June
June 6,
6 2011);
2011

(v)
v

Memorandum
Memorandum in
in Support
Support of
of Defendants
Defendants Home
Home Plate
Plate Services,
Services LLC
LLC and
and
's
Motion
for
Reconsideration
(filed
on
June
Memorial
Stadium,
Inc.
Memorial Stadium Inc
s Motion for Reconsideration filed on June 6,
6
2011):
2011

DEFENDANTS
DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL,
BASEBALL LLC,
LLC BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
CLUB LLC
LLC AND
AND
5
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC'S
NOTICE
OF
APPEAL
5
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
SNOTICE OF APPEAL
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(w)
w

Plaintiffs Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to
Plaintiff
sOpposition
Appeal (filed
filed on June 14,2011);
14 2011

(x)
x

Plaintiffs Opposition to Reconsideration and Interlocutory
Interlocutory Appeal (filed
Plaintiff
sOpposition
filed
on
June
16,2011);
on June 16 2011

(y)
y

Affidavit of
ofWm.
Seiniger, Jr.
Plaintiffs Opposition
Wm Breck Seiniger
Jr in Support of Plaintiff
sOpposition
to Reconsideration and Interlocutory Appeal filed
(filed on June 16,2011);
16 2011

(z)
z

Baseball, LLC,
Reply Memorandum Supporting Defendants Boise Baseball
LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball Club,
LLC,
Home
Plate
Services,
LLC
and
Memorial
Club LLC
Services
Stadium, Inc
Inc.'s Motion for Permission to Appeal (filed
Stadium
s
filed on June 20,
20 2011);
2011

(aa)
aa

Reply Memorandum
Reply
Memorandum Supporting
Supporting Defendants
Defendants Home
Home Plate
Plate Services,
Services LLC
LLC
and Memorial Stadium,
Inc.'s
Motion
for
Reconsideration
(filed on June
Stadium Inc
s Motion
filed
20,2011);
20
2011

(bb)
bb

Memorandum Decision on Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment
(filed
on
June
24,
2011);
filed on
24 2011

(cc)
cc

Order Granting
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion for Reconsideration and Permission to
Appeal
(filed
on
Appeal filed on June
June 29,
29 2011);
2011

(dd)
dd

Motion to Reconsider and Amend Order Granting
Granting Defendants'
Defendants Motion for
for
Reconsideration
and
Granting
Permission
to
Appeal
(filed
on
July
11,
Reconsideration and Granting Permission to Appeal filed on July 11
2011);
2011

(ee)
ee

Amended Order Granting Defendants
Defendants' Motion for Permission to Appeal
Amended
(filed on
on July 12,2011);
filed
12 2011

(ft)
ff

Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
Hawks Baseball Club,
Defendants
LLC Boise Hawks
Club LLC,
LLC and
Home Plate
LLC Motion
for Permission
Permission to
(filed on
Home
Plate Services,
Services LLC
Motion for
to Appeal
Appeal filed
on
July
13,2011);
July 13 2011

(gg)
gg

Memorandum in Support of
of Defendants
Defendants Boise Baseball
Baseball, LLC,
LLC Boise
Hawks Baseball
Baseball Club,
LLC, and
and Home
Plate Services,
Hawks
Club LLC
Home Plate
Services LLC
LLC Motion
Motion for
for
Permission
to
Appeal
(filed
on
July
13,2011);
Permission
filed
13 2011

(hh)
hh

Plaintiffs Opposition to
to Motion
Motion for
Permission to
to Appeal
(filed on
Plaintiff
sOpposition
for Permission
Appeal filed
on
July
27,
2011);
and
July 27 2011 and

DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC AND
DEFENDANTS
BOISE HAWKS
AND
HOME
PLATE
FOOD
SERVICES,
LLC'S
NOTICE
OF
APPEAL
6
6
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES LLC
SNOTICE OF APPEAL
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(ii)
ii

7
7.

Order Granting Motion for Permission to Appeal filed
(filed on September 8,
8
2011).
2011

II certify that
that:
(a)
a

A copy
copy of this Notice
Notice of Appeal
Appeal has been served on each reporter of whom
a transcript has been requested as named below at the address said below:
below
Reporter:
Reporter
Address
Address:

Penny Tardiff
Ada County Courthouse
W. Front St
St.
200 W
Boise,
Boise ID 83702

(b)
b

of the
court has
has been
paid the
fee for
The
clerk of
The clerk
the district
district court
been paid
the estimated
estimated fee
for
of the
the reporter
reporter's transcript;
preparation of
stranscript

(c)
c

Record has been paid;
The estimated fee for preparation
preparation of the Clerk's
sRecord
Clerk
paid

(d)
d

The
appellate filing
has been
been paid
paid; and
The appellate
filing fee
fee has
and

(e
e)

Service has
has been
been made
made upon
required to
to be
pursuant to
Service
upon all
all parties
parties required
be served
served pursuant
to
of the
the Idaho Appellate Rules.
Rule 20 of
Rules

DATED this
this~
day of
of September
September, 2011
2011.
26 day
ELAM & BURKE,
BURKE P.A.
P
A

rl~6=---~_ _ _ __

BY:.----.l.C'l---I--L-'
n
By
Joshua
of the
Joshua S.
S Evett,
Evett of
the firm
firm
Attorneys
Attorneys for
for Defendants/Appellants
Defendants Appellants

DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC,
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB,
AND
DEFENDANTS
LLC BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
CLUB LLC
LLC AND
HOME PLATE
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, SNOTICE
LLC'S NOTICE OF
HOME
PLATE FOOD
LLC
OF APPEAL
APPEAL - 7

000956

OF SERVICE
CERTIFICATE OF

II HEREBY CERTIFY that on
on the 10 U;- day of
of September,
September 2011,
2011 II caused
caused a true
true and
and
correct
copy
of
the
foregoing
document
to
be
served
as
follows:
correct copy
be
follows
O

Wm.
Wm Breck Seiniger,
Seiniger Jr.
Jr
Seiniger Law Offices,
Offices P.A.
A
P
942 Myrtle Street
Boise,
Boise ID 83702
Attorney for
for Plaintiff

/
__
__

S Mail
U
Mail
U.S.
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
Federal
Federal Express
Facsimile 345-4700
345 4700
Facsimile-

Penny Tardiff
Ada County Courthouse
200 W.
W Front
Front St
200
St.
Boise ID 83702
Boise,
Court Reporter to Judge Williamson

S Mail
U
Mail
./ U.S.
_ _ Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
_ _ Federal
Federal Express
Express
Facsimile
Facsimile

lG
cct
Joshua
S Evett
Joshua S.

DEFENDANTS BOISE
BOISE BASEBALL
BASEBALL, LLC
LLC, BOISE
BOISE HAWKS
HAWKS BASEBALL
BASEBALL CLUB
CLUB, LLC
LLC AND
AND
DEFENDANTS
HOME PLATE FOOD
FOOD SERVICES
SERVICES, LLC
LLC'S NOTICE OF APPEAL
APPEAL - 88
HOME
SNOTICE

000957

_

NO.---::;::r-_~~_ __
NO.---::~_~~

f3:00
A.M._
A.M. _ _

FlUiD

_ _ __

~
~-,P.M
~~-'P.M

DEC 30 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk

Stephen W. Kenyon
Clerk of Supreme Court
451 W State Street
Boise, Idaho 83720

By BRADLEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

In re: Rountree v. Boise Baseball, Docket No. 38966-2011

Notice is hereby given that on Tuesday, November 8, 2011, I lodged a
transcript of 27 pages in length for the above-referenced appeal with
the district court clerk of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.
The following files were lodged:
Proceeding 06/22/2011

David Cromwell
Tucker & Associates
cc: kloertscher@idcourts.net
PDF format of completed files emailed to Supreme Court
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· -.
'~

Off~~HE STATE OF IDAHO
IN THE SUPREME COURT Off~~HE
.. ,,"
,/

BUD ROUNTREE,

)
)

Plaintiff-Respondent,

Supreme Court
No. 38966

)
)

v.

)

NO'~::-:-~-;;rz;r--_ __
NO'~::-:-~-;;rz;r--

)

A.M.

BOISE, BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware
)
limited liability corporation dba )
Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
)
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks
)
Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise
)
Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an
)
Idaho limited liability
)
Corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball,)
d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club d.b.a. )
Boise Hawks Baseball Club, LLC,
)
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE HAWKS
)
)
BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an assumed
business for Boise
)
Baseball, LLC; HOME PLATE FOOD
)
SERVICES, LLC, an
Idaho limited)
liability corporation MEMORIAL
)
STADIUM, INC.; WRIGHT
)
BROTHERS, THE BUILDING COMPANY, an)
Idaho general business corporation)
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general
)
Corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC.,)
a New York corporation, DIAMOND
)
SPORT CORP., an Idaho corporation,)
DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT AND
)
DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability corporation; CH2M HILL, )
INC., a Florida corporation d.b.a.)
Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL CONSTRUCTORS,)
INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL)
E&G, INC, d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
)
HILL ENGINEERS, INC, d.b.a. Ch2M
)
Hill, CH2M Hill INDUSTRIAL DESIGN)
AND CONSTRUCTION, an assumed
)
business name of Ch2M Engineers,
)
Inc., CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M )
HILL, a foreign corporation doing )
business in Idaho under the name
)
)
Ch2M Hill; WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA;
)
ROBERT PEREIRA and JOHN DOES I
through X, whose identities are
)
unknown,
)
Defendant-Appellants.
)

5:
FIlJ.tt_____
is: 00 FilJ.tt

DEC 30 2011
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH.Qerk
By BRADlEY J. THIES
DEPUTY

000959

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT FILED

Notice is hereby given that on November 29, 2011, I
lodged a transcript 71 pages in length for the
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.

?~.{.1~J~
?~.{.1~J~

-----------------~------~-~~---------------------------~------~-~~----------(Signatl.ire of Reporter)
(Signatdre

Penny L. Tardiff

CSR

11-29-2011

Hearing Dates:

May 18 and June 22, 2011

000960

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE,
Supreme Court Case No. 38966
Plaintiff-Respondent,
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC,
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks,
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC,
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation,
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc.,
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose
identies are unknown,
Defendants-Appellants.

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

000961

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of
the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify:
There were no exhibits offered for identification or admitted into evidence during the
course of this action.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this 3rd day of January, 2012.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

000962

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
BUD ROUNTREE,
Supreme Court Case No. 38966
Plaintiff-Respondent,
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

vs.
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC,
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks,
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC,
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation,
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
HILL E&C, INC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc.,
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose
identies are unknown,
Defendants-Appellants.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

000963

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of
the following:
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:

JOSHUA S. EVETT

WM. BRECK SEINIGER, JR.

ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT

A TTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT
ATTORNEY

BOISE, IDAHO

BOISE, IDAHO

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

JAN 042012

Date of Service: ---------

B/~~

Ctefk
Deputy CIefk

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

000964

,

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

BUD ROUNTREE,
Supreme Court Case No. 38966
Plaintiff-Respondent,
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

vs.
BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
corporation d.b.a. Boise Baseball, d.b.a. Boise
Baseball Club d.b.a. Boise Hawks Baseball Club LLC,
d.b.a. Boise Hawks, BOISE BASEBALL, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability corporation d.b.a. Boise
Baseball, d.b.a. Boise Baseball Club, d.b.a. Boise
Hawks Baseball Club, LLC, d.b.a. Boise Hawks,
BOISE HAWKS BASEBALL CLUB, LLC, an
assumed business name of Boise Baseball, LLC,
HOME PLATE FOOD SERVICES, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability corporation, MEMORIAL STADIUM,
INC., WRIGHT BROTHERS, THE BUILDING
COMPANY, an Idaho geneal business corporation,
TRIPLE P, INC., an Idaho general business
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS, INC., a New York
corporation, DIAMOND SPORT CORP., an Idaho
corporation, DIAMOND SPORTS MANAGEMENT
AND DEVELOPMENT, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability corporation, CH2M HILL, INC., a Florida
corporation d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
CONSTRUCTORS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M
HILL E&C, U\IC., d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
ENGINEERS, INC. d.b.a. Ch2M Hill, CH2M HILL
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION, an
assumed business name of Ch2M Engineers, Inc.,
CH2M Engineers, Inc., CH2M HILL, a foreign
corporation doing business in Idaho under the name
Ch2M Hill, WILLIAM CORD PEREIRA, ROBERT
PEREIRA, and JOHN DOES I through X, whose
identies are unknown,
Defendants-Appellants.

CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

000965

I, CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of

the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true
and correct record of the pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels.
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the
20th day of September, 2011.

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk of the District Court

BQ.-~
D~pUtyCIefk
B~
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CERTIFICATE TO RECORD

000966

